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Segment One

This is my deathbed
confession, though I'm not
lying in bed  nor dying in
the sense that  I  have  one
month  to  live,  or  six
weeks  to  live,  or  two
weeks to live, or, “He will
surely die soon. It's only a
matter of hours.” If that be
the case, I would have to
write very  rapidly  to  in-
clude  everything,  which
would  be  impossible,
since I can't remember ev-
erything.  Who  can,  be-
sides the omniscient  one?

I can assure you I am not that one. Even though I'm not dying, per se, one may
consider this such, since no one will ever see it until I  am dead. Sounds per-
fectly logical to me.

I call this foray into my history Just Desserts, which may not be com-
pletely accurate, but I have two legitimate reasons. First, through my long and
studied experience I have fostered the opinion that all consequences from any
of my actions have been just and deserved, even the bad. I haven't been good
all my life and I can safely assert you haven't either. If you have been good all
your  life  this  would  make you perfect,  thus  immediately  disqualifying you
from existence in this home, our home, the big blue spaceship. Perfection does
not exist here, not in human form, and if you're reading this right now and un-
derstanding some of it, you're most likely human and imperfect. If this infor-
mation places you in shock, welcome to my world. I will never lie to you, at
least not beyond the point where I have pulled you far enough and teased you
to the moment of truth when I let you off the hook by stating, “Oh, I was just
kidding.” I'll watch you squirm for a few excruciating seconds and disarm you
with  my wide  and  engaging  smile.  Gotcha!  Perfect  you  are  not.  I  hope  I
haven't burst your bubble, but it would have burst sooner or later.

Second, most of this will concern the latest events from my life, storied
or not, though it truly is a story, an adult fairy tale as some have claimed. Why
wouldn't it be? What has occurred in my life over these last years is virtually
unbelievable, improbable. Most of it has been quite tasty like the best desserts,
the right way to end a meal, leaving one wanting more, and as it progressed, I
wanted more. I've experienced the closest, the most intimate acts, with those
humans who I could only dream about, even when I met them and didn't even
know they existed before then. That I should be rewarded in my progressing
experience with so many of them  is the most tasty dessert I could possibly



imagine.  I've  also tasted  some less  than  palatable  desserts  along the  years,
some of which were extremely bitter. I have, along the way, attended funerals,
which shouldn't be so startling at my age, but when you bury friends and col-
leagues with barely two or three decades of existence, leaving behind grieving
spouses of an even younger age and several progeny barely able to hold years
of experience, and in some cases measured only in months, you can, at times,
literally feel your own heart wrenched from its cavity. And you never consider
it dessert.

You may note that I wrote this. I do have a renown for spontaneity and
winging it  to reasonable acclaim, but since this  involves me and my loved
ones, and since I love each and every one whom I could ever think to mention,
I'd rather do this in a careful and considerate manner. I care for them all so the
delivery of this confession should reflect it.

My name is Gregory Hess, for those of you who fail to recognize me,
although that is not my name today, having changed it once again. Heck, I
didn't even start out as Gregory Hess, but the name is so ancient I haven't ac-
knowledged it in years, not that I bear any ill feelings about family. I don't.
Some of you, however, have kept up a little with me over the intervening years
and know that  my concept of family evolved, so that blood and therefor sur-
names and the like means almost nothing to me. Even before I changed my
name for the last time, and I'll get to it eventually, I would often state, “Blood
is thicker than water but love is thicker than blood.” It's a quote often attributed
to me and one I would make often as a statement of truth, because family is
equivalent  to  love in  my mind.  Accidents  of  birth—which formulates  your
family by the way—are just that: accidents. Blood means nothing to me. Love
means everything. Thus, in recognition of  your love,  I consider you family.
You're family anyway, my cousins, an indeterminate number of generations re-
moved. We're all family. Some of you hate the idea, even hate some of your
family.  They're  a  duality  of life,  love and hate.  Can't  have one without the
other. They both take place in your mind, which means they are, or can be, un-
der your control. Some of you long ago ceded such control, but it's your life. I
have no say in it. You have no say in mine. This is the design. The omniscient
one designed it. Wait 'til you hear about the omniscient one. It's part of this
confession because I do remember hearing that one. I've heard a lot in my life,
now mostly over, and you'll hear it too. You decide, should you also decide to
use your brain for its function, which is to assume you have continued to retain
control of that brain of yours. Granted it's a large assumption, also part of the
design. The omniscient one is devious, no doubt about it, but since neither of
us are in a position to understand fully, criticism is an exercise borne of inferi-
ority and incapacity. We human beings are incapable of knowing. Accept it for
what it is and live your own life.

I should start at the beginning, though I won't start at the very begin-
ning when I squeezed through this tiny tunnel and that tiny tunnel and was
pushed or pulled, depending on your perspective, from an orifice between my
mother's legs, the one in the front to be specific. If I started from that begin-
ning I'd never finish, the adult fairy tale life I've lived during my last years



would suddenly end somewhere in  the middle instead of the end,  and you
would be sorely disappointed. Having lived this life, at almost any time won-
dering if it was truly the end, I would be disappointed, so I'll begin really close
to when it all seemed to change. Besides, I'll include some appropriate flash-
backs for some of the events I skipped. It seems fair. If I skip fifty some years
to start at  some beginning, I'm sure you'll be wondering, what the heck hap-
pened to all of those first fifty some years? I can answer this. I was learning
from all of you. You, each and every one of you, have been excellent teachers.
It amuses me that most of you don't even think of yourselves as teachers. You
ignore that you have the capacity to teach. Ignorance is everywhere. Hold on to
your ignorance and you suffer. Another amusing human development is that
many of you blame your suffering on that which does not cause your suffering,
thus ignoring your ignorance. Almost singularly I find the design of the omni-
scient  one  ingenious,  since  ignorance  often  leads  to  unintended  extinction,
which  serves  to  protect  the  universe.  If  you were  the  omniscient  one,  you
wouldn't want the ignorant out there in the universe running around freely and
not tethered to perversely spread their prevailing ignorance, would you? In my
time, a long one, everyone to whom I have posed this question always agrees
with me, even the ignorant. There are  some designs from the omniscient one
which the vast majority of us understand completely.

This confession  will contain language of a profane or vulgar type and
there will be some abbreviated sexual episodes and encounters, twisted using
what I consider a clever literary device. I haven't lived a life of celibacy. That
probably includes you too and some priests, reverends and others who actually
uttered vows of celibacy. Most of the latter group rarely speak in a profane or
vulgar manner but they're all in a state of denial, a state in which I have never
traveled. The churches in which these non-celibates serve are also in denial, at
least initially. When the accusations first come out, how often do the churches
admit right away their servants' inability to honor the vow of celibacy? Um,
would it be fair to state, never? You have been served.

This  is an  adult fairy tale,  so you should be at  the equivalent of an
eighth-grade  intelligence  level.  If  you  have  yet  to  reach  such  a  level,  you
should stop reading and do something else. How about clean your toilet? It
probably needs it. In any event it couldn't hurt to clean it. It becomes soiled on
an almost daily basis.

I was a failed writer. Not to mean that I failed to write anything or that I
couldn't finish anything I started. No, I don't mean that. I wrote my first novel
to prove I  could write  and finish and had written three more,  all  in fifteen
years, which is speedy for old school, so I had proven I could write and finish.
“I was a failed writer” means nobody read anything I wrote, which is not to say
that nobody read any of it, but family and friends don't count, do they? Espe-
cially when one or more say, “you're great, you read like Hemingway,” but he
blew his brains out with a shotgun in his old age. Not exactly role model mate-
rial, considering that I am now an old man with failing body parts—nope, not
that one—but I was running through the last  of my money, damn near flat



broke, with about zero prospects for further income and a good five years away
from social security. A shotgun to the brain pan didn't seem all that objection-
able. I didn't have a shotgun but I was thinking I could buy a handgun, rob a
pharmacy of a large quantity of prescription barbiturates and suck down the
entire mass as the means to an end,  the end, but doing so in a manner which
created very little mess to clean up. Have you ever cleaned up brain splatter at
a crime scene? You probably haven't. It's unpleasant. With pills, they merely
haul my body away, careful to keep the last load of crap inside my pants. You
didn't know that either, that most people shit a load of crap after they die? At
any time there's two or three or more crap loads in your intestines, the only
thing holding it all back is your handy-dandy, trusty sphincter muscle, which is
relieved of duty once your brain ceases function. You young pups didn't know
that? But you know everything, don't you? Of course you do, and when you
don't, you fake it. But here I am again, always thinking of you, because I love
you. After all, you are my cousins, those indeterminate number of generations
removed, all proven through DNA analysis, so you're all family to me. Heck,
we're all family, so why haven't you invited me to Thanksgiving dinner? This
is how you treat family? You're pathetic!

I rambled down interstate 5 through the barren, unpopulated rural coun-
try of central California—which does not exist anymore, even back then, pri-
marily due to the unchecked birth rate of Catholic, Spanish-speaking humans
with one singularity, to reclaim the land stolen from them nearly two centuries
earlier and doing a fine job of it since the mission is nearly complete, although
there is a sizable competition from the consistent flow of immigrant Asians,
which means, of course, that all of this rings with a racist bent, but I'm not a
racist since I don't even give a rat's ass about race. It means that it's all too true,
and truth is what you can count on from me, even if it fucking hurts—drinking
beer because I like drinking beer and I didn't care any more about sage conven-
tion and wisdom. I was an old man with nothing to lose so who are you to tell
me what to do? That I should flaunt your convention and wisdom until eventu-
ally pulled over by California's finest and placed in confinement for possession
of a controlled substance had no effect on me. Controlled substance?

“I'm placing you under arrest for possession of a controlled substance.”
“As well you should, officer, since drinking beer down this interstate

has been under my complete control for hours!”
Sucking down the beers while flying down the interstate—at the incon-

ceivable rate of sixty-five miles per hour, inconceivable so that everyone else
was flying by me and often greeting me warmly with a blast from the horn of
their shiny California cars—all under my diligent and complete control, I felt
the urge to pee like a race horse. Race horses, though, have far more experi-
ence fucking like race horses when put out to pasture after pasture, after the ex-
change of tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars for “stud fees,” to jump on
the back of some shivering female with their front hooves and pumping away
deliriously after shoving that huge pink penis inside the female's equally huge
love canal. Yep, there's the life for me, a race horse put out to pasture, and you
can see it in the eyes of the really great ones. Those incredibly successful race



horses know what's coming so don't tell me they don't. You can see it in their
eyes. They know what's going to happen for the next twenty-five years. If they
could talk, they'd say, “Yep, Wilbur, I can tolerate running around an oval for
three to five years, but it's the following twenty-five years of hard fucking that
I'm going to appreciate because I was bred to do it. If I was bred to do any-
thing, I was bred to fuck like a race horse.” Yep, those eyes tell the whole story.
They know it, but I had to stop to pee like one. I didn't have that life.

I soon passed the blue sign, the one declaring “REST AREA.” It was a
couple miles away and I knew I could hold back the race horse pee for a cou-
ple more minutes, thanks to the rest stop somewhere near Bakersfield, which
has now produced a sprawl which reaches just miles from the city limits of
Gilroy, so it was somewhere in that mess. And since I was in or near Bakers-
field, depending on the whims of the city council, I couldn't help thinking,  I
wonder if I'll see a girl with far away eyes at this rest stop. Every time I think
of Bakersfield, I think of the Rolling Stones and Mick Jagger meeting the girl
with far away eyes in some truck stop near Bakersfield, after running twenty
red lights in honor of Jesus. Thank you, Jesus—Christ, that is, not Jesus from
the barrio. So I reached the “REST AREA” and pulled off the interstate with
horns aplenty, and raced to the closest parking space near the facility, which
seemed to be some five thousand yards away, almost a mile. I could walk to it
backwards and pee on the way, I thought, but decided against it in the interests
of public decency, since whipping out my old man's cock could be considered
indecent unless it follows a merciless teasing of some poor woman's love tun-
nel via incessant one and two finger probing until she finally shouts, “Are you
gonna fuck me or what?” At that point, the only decent thing to do is to whip
out my old man's cock. No, I'll whip it out standing before an open urinal. Con-
vention  dictates  it  and  I  actually  follow some conventions,  but  only  those
which are convenient. If the convention is inconvenient, I always consider how
to avoid it. I have become a master at avoiding inconvenient conventions. You
will never spot me there.

When I reached the door to enter the men's rest room, despite the fact
that there was a separate exit, the door burst open before me. I instinctively
flung my arms out to stop the door from smacking me in the face, causing the
man on the other  side to bump into the now unexpectedly halted door.  In-
stantly, with the door now motionless, I stepped back and pulled it open fully.

“Oh,” spouted the man, “excuse me. It didn't hit you, did it?”
“No,” I explained, flashing my usual and devious smile, “I stopped it

and made you bump into it. Sorry.” I wasn't sorry.
“No, no. My mistake...I'm parked on this side. I should have gone out

the exit side.”
“You're John Drury, aren't you?” Failing to see any light of recognition

behind the endless black of his sunglasses but recognizing a familiar voice, I
plunged further  and extended my right hand.  “I  love your movies,  most of
them, and I really admire that you make your own movies. Those are really
good, in my humble opinion.” I was far from humble.

“Thank you,” the  man politely replied,  limply  offering  me his  right



hand, which I shook and squeezed pretty hard. “It's a living, you know.”
“Well, that's something I haven't done well lately.”
“What's that?”
“A living. I haven't made much of a living lately, but that's good for

you.”
We had both stepped away a few feet from the door to get out of the

way of others, but I still faced the rest room. As the man, who I knew now was
John Drury,  took a step toward the parking spaces,  he asked, “What's  your
name, since you know mine?”

“Gregory,” I turned in his direction as we slowly strolled side by side to
the parking spaces. “Gregory Hess.”

“You just go by an initial for a surname?”
“No. Hess, close to 'is' in Spanish, but with an 'h.'”
“Do you speak Spanish?”
“Just enough so I won't die of thirst.”
“How so?” John Drury was now smiling at me. He was actually liking

this, at least that's what I thought. I hadn't stopped smiling my devious smile
either.

“I figure no matter what town, village, city, or outpost I may be in and
which speaks primarily Spanish, if I can find a saloon, I'll saddle up to the bar
and when the bartender approaches, I'll say, 'Una cerveza, por favor,' and that
bartender will bring me a beer. I hope I have the money and I'm sure I'll be
overcharged, but I won't die of thirst!”

John Drury laughed politely, but he tossed his head back as though he
liked the joke. I didn't care whether he did or didn't. I recognized my opportu-
nity and I wasn't giving it back. “That's good, and that's about the extent of
your Spanish, isn't it?”

“I can't hold a conversation in Spanish. No way. You probably speak
Spanish, don't you?”

“I  do,  though I'm not proficient.”  John Drury suddenly removed his
sunglasses and squinted at me, still smiling. “So, what do you do, Gregory?”

“I'm a failed writer. Not that I can't write or finish anything. I've written
and published four novels no one reads, but I have written a screenplay.”

“Now, how did I know that was coming?”
“Because I recognize the opportunity? And the fact that I stopped the

entrance door from smacking me in the face, thus avoiding a particularly em-
barrassing  lawsuit?”  My  devious  smile  was  literally  beaming,  despite  the
stained and rather unappealing appearance of my teeth, from years of dental
neglect, which is my fault of course. Since it didn't seem to affect John Drury
to the extent of unspeakable horror, it didn't bother me.

We had reached his Mercedes and he now stood next to the door and
had retrieved his keys from his pocket but he stood immobile, holding his sun-
glasses in his left hand and his car keys in his right. “Okay, Gregory the failed
writer, I'll give you thirty seconds.”

“Ah, yes, the elevator speech.”
“You got it. Let's hear it.”



“It  involves three people, one woman and two men, and takes place
mostly during the nineteen tens in Mexico. One of the men is a rancher who in-
herited his father's holdings and the woman is his wife, who comes from an
aristocratic banker's family in Vera Cruz, and the other man is the rancher's
lifelong friend and ranch foreman, stemming from his immigrant German fa-
ther's mechanical aptitude that the rancher's father recognized and gave his fa-
ther some land to build a cabin in return for repairing his equipment whenever
he called on him. It revolves around the intricacies and dynamics of these three
relationships, and the major plot developments concern the Marine invasion in
1914, when the rancher is killed and the foreman has his left arm shredded
from a mortar blast, and after his capture the field hospital simply cuts off his
arm just above the elbow—ah, those were the good old days—and the foreman
later dies from the flu pandemic after his sister sends him a letter begging him
to come and help her since her husband returned a mess from the war to end all
wars—like that would ever happen—and he shows up with one arm.”

“That took more than thirty seconds. You need to work on your elevator
speech is my advice.” John Drury looked at me severely and I thought I blew
my one and only opportunity. His face, then, broke out into a huge grin. “But I
like what I've heard. Have you got this screenplay with you?”

“No, I don't,” I sheepishly replied, which was not a lie.
“Here,” and John Drury tucked his keys with his glasses in his left hand

and retrieved a business card from his back right pocket. “This is my agent and
his address. What's the title?”

“The True Cross,” I replied with obvious relief.
“Vera Cruz, yes...makes sense. Send your screenplay to my agent and

write 'The True Cross' under the return address. When he sees it he'll forward it
to me wherever I am and I promise you I'll read it. Be sure to give me a couple
ways to reach you.” John Drury leaned to open his car door, having clicked it
unlocked when he stopped to look me up and down. “Vera Cruz. Int'resting. I
know an actress from there.”

“Serena Dominguez. You've worked with her before. I wrote the female
character with her in mind.”

“She might be interested in a story like that, if it's good.”
“Yeah, I know, if it's good, which is opinion and very subjective...” I

trailed off with my disappointment too dominant. I was blowing my opportu-
nity again.

John Drury  smiled  and  I  sensed  a  healing  aspect,  like  he  sincerely
cared. “Send me the screenplay and I will read it and I'll talk to you about it. I
like you, Gregory the failed writer. You're...intriguing. At the very least, you
didn't go all ape shit when you recognized me.”

“No, I wouldn't do that...You rich, famous, powerful, celebrity types are
still human beings like me. You still sit on a stool every day and evacuate your
bowels just like I do.”

John Drury laughed loud and heartily. “That we do. It's a good way to
put it.” Behind the wheel and ready to fire up his Mercedes, he slipped his right
hand past the downed window. “Gregory, I honestly hope we talk again soon.”



I reached his hand with mine but squeezed and shook it less severely.
“Thank you, Mr. Drury.”

“Please. Call me John.”
“Thank you, John. It was a pleasure meeting you.”
“No, Gregory. The pleasure was all mine. I look forward to receiving

your screenplay.” The Mercedes roared to life, John Drury shifted the car to re-
verse, and slowly backed away as I took a step back. Before he could put the
car into forward, my bladder reminded me why I had stopped in the first place,
and I hurriedly walked toward the rest room, feebly waving at the Mercedes in
the event John Drury was actually looking back. Should he see a stooping,
rumpled old man walking with a stiff and painful gait didn't matter. I had to
pee, opportunity or not.

Yep,  the man was that  John Drury, I  thought  as my race horse pee
slowly leaked out my urethra tube and onto the urinal floor, slowly building up
to a steady stream lasting for minutes, which equates to a gallon or more—how
does a short, skinny old man hold that much pee? Simple. Practice and control.
I control my bladder, not the other way around, like I've trained many other
body parts, some of which are rebelling—the John Drury who gained attention
in the medical drama on TV, left after a year for the movie biz, hooked up with
the director who was a former employee at a video rental biz—or so the story
goes—in Hollywood, and the two have made some movies together, although
I've met the director and he's, generally speaking, a decent sort, but he's a little
too creepy for me so I call him Tarantula. Guns and knives and swords are a bit
too fascinating for him. He's like a kid during recess.  Playtime! Guns aren't
what I would consider toys, and you probably wouldn't either, which is only
one thing we may share because I know you're sane and I'm not. In fact, people
often ask me how I would describe myself, having consistently billed my “per-
sona” as “the man with no description,” so I usually say, “I'm cocky, arrogant,
conceited, insane and incorrigible, but not necessarily in that order.” If I would
have to choose an order, insane would come first, followed closely by incorri-
gible, though the two would jockey back and forth for supremacy, and since I
can drink liquor for hours and never say a word, cocky, arrogant and conceited
would not come to mind for those observing my silence, but I  can be, some-
times shockingly so, even to my humble self. Occasionally, I am humble, but
not often so you'd lose money if you bet on my humility. To Tarantula's credit,
he thinks I'm creepy, probably because when he told me I was into sex a little
too much, I replied, “I'm not into sex often enough, Tarantula, and if you ever
move out of town to start up your goat farm, I'm going to deviate even further
and sneak out there every night and fuck your goats, one by one, until you fi-
nally start asking everyone, 'What's wrong with my goats?' Because I haven't
had sex with animals yet but that would seem the perfect opportunity to start.”
Think I'm kidding? The next time you run into Tarantula, ask him what hap-
pened to his dream of starting up his goat farm and  watch him cringe! You
made him remember that conversation.

As I  shook my appendage,  having performed admirably once again,
slipped it into its pouch and zipped up my fly—which on any morning can be



hit and miss due to my advancing years—I stepped to the sink to wash my
hands, which always seems a pointless exercise at a rest stop that offers only
cold water, like trying to put out a raging forest fire with steam. I washed my
hands anyway, now considering the totally incongruous position I had forced
myself into, since I had failed to write any screenplay titled The True Cross. In
fact I had never written any screenplay at all and I was betting John Drury
wasn't thinking that thought. Now what am I gonna do? I had conceived of a
story I called The True Cross, in a fit of obsession about the cute little Mexican
actress who had smacked me with a ton of bricks dropped from stories above
when she  appeared  in  the  movie  about  a  painter—the canvas  kind  not  the
house kind—and did the scene where she hardly wore any makeup at all—
yeah, I know, it's a shock—and I had never seen any image of her without the
mask she constantly wore until  then.  What happened? I kept looking at the
face on my TV screen—forgetting about the movie since my suspension of dis-
belief  had been thoroughly disrupted—and couldn't  stop thinking that I had
seen that face before. That face, not the made-up, hiding, deceiving one. Where
have  I  seen  that  face? It  had  been  a  while,  decades  actually,  and  I  hadn't
thought about her regularly and usually when I wanted to go through my sex
experiences so I could explode my sausage—that's sex solo, or masturbation,
for those of you who are a little metaphorically slower—but the recognition fi-
nally hit me a minute or two later. I have seen that face! It was the same face of
a little Mexican-American girl I met in, of all places, Watsonville, California, a
whopping  twenty-two  years  before!  No!  Yes!  No!  It's  the  same  fucking
woman! Holy crap! They're the same height, the same hair, the same thick,
bushy black eyebrows—which I adore—the same nose, not exceptional but in
the right proportion, the same dramatic angle from the cheek bones to a soft
chin, the same throat, the same neck, the same bountiful breasts, not huge, but
on a smaller woman they are abundant, the same waist, the same curvy hips,
the same luscious thighs, the same well-rounded butt, heck, even the feet were
the same! Why didn't I see the resemblance years and years before? I'd seen
this cute little Mexican actress for years, even saw her on the talk show during
a rerun on Telemundo, broadcast in Spanish which means nothing to me, so I
turned the sound off, turned on my stereo, and sat on my sofa watching this
cute babe bounce around in her blue dress on a chair opposite the host, narrow
her eyelids to a menacing stare, flash an expression of resentment, even hatred,
frequently, all so animated I thought it was the best performance I had ever
witnessed on a  talk show, and so did the director and his wife in Texas, the
ones who contacted this cute little Mexican actress about a role in their next
movie, which of course launched her acting career. He's one of the few direc-
tors I've met who I actually like, mostly because he's insane, though not as in-
sane as I am, but he is so insane he can barely tolerate me, which is fine with
me because there are days,  even weeks, when  I can  barely tolerate myself.
When I met him the first time, during a trip with the cute little Mexican actress,
I couldn't wait to ask him the one question about their first meeting, so I had to
wait until Serena was out of ear shot.

“Hey, I've got a question for you, if you don't mind.”



“Shoot,” he said without any real interest.
“When you first met Serena, did you ask her to run for you, about fifty

feet or so?”
“Yeah,” he replied, and suddenly looked at me suspiciously. “I did.”
“But she doesn't run in the movie, because you saw the way she runs

and that was not going to work in the movie, so you wrote out any scene where
her character was running, didn't you?”

“Yeah, I did,” he replied, now with a suspicion heightened to the extent
of life-threatening concern, either his or mine. “Nobody knows, so how do you
know? She didn't tell you, did she?”

“No. Serena's never said anything about it and I've never asked.”
“So, how do you know?”
It's a gift of course, how I figure this shit out. Or insane. It's one of

those but I can't decide which one. I haven't really stopped to analyze it. I'm al-
ways busy analyzing this shit around me. It keeps me busy. There's always a
lot of shit. I may be a fly there's so much shit.

I knew as I walked the five thousand yards to my car, a tiny Sentra,
trusty but of little value as a bed for sleeping—yeah, go ahead and try it, espe-
cially if you're over six feet tall, which, thankfully, I am not—that I had better
get to writing this screenplay I had told John Drury I had already written, or
something to that effect in his mind. And I better do it pronto! No delays, no
excuses, no nothing! This is an opportunity which comes but once in a lifetime.
Maybe not once in some people's lifetimes but I knew it was the only shot  I
would ever get. Where should I go to write this screenplay? I had it all figured
out before I reached the car, blessed I had to walk five thousand yards and it's
much  better  to  think  about  life-changing  plans  while  walking than  driving
sixty-five miles per hour, since ejection from a moving vehicle at sixty-five
miles per hour is a near certain death sentence, and of this I should know, as I
personally have been ejected from moving vehicles traveling at forty-five miles
per hour, not once but twice, and I am reasonably confident those extra twenty
miles per hour would have made the difference between survival and pushing
up the daisies. Add to it the fact there may not be another human being alive
who can lay the same claim, I know of what I speak. Apparently, surviving
ejection from fast-moving vehicles is another gift. I have a tattoo from the first
one to prove it.

Gilroy was where I was headed.  Gilroy? What the heck is in Gilroy,
California besides garlic? Practically nothing, which was what I needed, no
distractions, no anything. I couldn't be certain there wasn't some type of gangs
or  drugs  or  particularly bad nastiness,  but  I  knew where  a  flophouse mas-
querading as a motel was located on 7th street—across from a school no less—
and I rehearsed my spiel for negotiating down the weekly rate I would surely
receive upon my initial inquiry at the office with the clerk, who I truly ex-
pected  would  be  of  Indian  descent,  the  India  next  to  Pakistan,  although it
wouldn't be too much of a stretch if the clerk was from Pakistan instead of In-
dia. Heritage is heritage, you know? All one big happy family under the repres-
sive rule of the British, but as the British withdraw, suddenly it's not such a big



happy family, until Gandhi stops eating. Things settle down, civil discussions
take place, the pie will be sliced up by religious affiliation—the abomination of
humanity though it had to be invented, since those bigger brains were contem-
plating the pointless idea of being born, living a temporary existence, then dy-
ing—Gandhi eats a little, gets out of bed to wander among the Indian people,
his people, just in time to catch a bullet from a pistol. Well, I suppose with a
population numbering some five hundred million or so, you're gonna get a few
bad apples. We'll try to distribute those bad apples equally, by religious affilia-
tion, and create a country called Pakistan, over there, to the left, west, on the
border with Afghanistan,  where some of the really world-class crazies live,
many of them in caves like our ancestors. How quaint!

“A hundred and seventy-five dollars plus tax,” Omar, the clerk behind
the counter at the motel office, said with a suspicious demeanor. Omar was
given his name by his mother, pregnant with him, who saw  Doctor Zhivago
and loved Omar Sharif and Omar's name was his parting gift from his mother,
though neither mother nor son was Egyptian. She loved Omar Sharif. You can't
make this shit up. Here I was standing before a man over forty, direct from
Punjab province in India, named for Omar Sharif. I can't be derisive. Heck, I'm
named for Gregory Peck, when he was hunting for the great white whale. My
mother may never have read the book. Otherwise, call me Ishmael.

“I can give you a hundred thirty for the week.”
With a level of complete disdain, Omar negotiated, “Hundred seventy-

five plus tax. Take it or leave it.” He had developed a keen sense of American
negotiating skills in the few short years living here and I admired it. Omar was
assimilating.

“I have a hundred thirty in cash.” I thought cash sounded better, though
I would have preferred using a credit card with its advantage of deferred pay-
ment. Why pay today what you can put off to pay tomorrow?

“Hundred  seventy-five  plus  tax.”  Omar  was  becoming  obviously
peeved.

“Do you know who John Drury is?”
“Are you saying you're John Drury now? You said your name was Gre-

gory. Now I don't even know who you are.”
“No, John Drury, the actor.”
“So, you're John Drury, the actor?”
“No, I  met John Drury the actor  today! Just hours ago. Ever hear of

him?”
“No.”
“He's the actor who starred in the movie where they robbed a casino,

him and a bunch of his buds, and then they made another movie about robbing
a different casino, and then another one and another casino. It's a franchise.”

“I didn't see any movie about a bunch of  buds, as you call them, rob-
bing casinos,” Omar said, but a sort of recognition appeared on his face. “But,
I did see this movie about vampires in Mexico, where they shot up all the vam-
pires in this bar. Lots of blood and guts. Good stuff! And the hot little woman,
doing her seductive dance, and pouring whiskey in her shoe and then down her



leg and the guy licking it up. Really good stuff!”
“Yeah, that's him, the non-licker.”
“She was hot.”
“Yeah, she was in it, too.” I never liked that movie.
“What's her name?”
“It's not John Drury!” I exclaimed, becoming a little bored as we were

off-subject and Omar was starting to open up like we were old friends at the
neighborhood watering hole.

“I know that!”
“Serena Dominguez. We were talking about John Drury.”
“So what does John Drury have to do with me?”
“I met him a couple hours ago and I told him I had a screenplay and he

let me tell him the story and he liked it and asked if I had a copy and I said I
didn't, which is  not a lie, mind you, because I haven't written the screenplay
yet, but that's what I'm going to do here for the next week since he gave me his
agent's address to send the screenplay, and I'm going to do this because this is
my shot at the big time, so take my hundred thirty dollars in cash so I can do
this, please! Help me out here! It's all I've got, I'm damn near flat broke, I just
had my big break and I only need one small break from you, so I'll owe you.
Help me out, Omar. Please!”

Omar looked me up and down, well, down as far as the counter would
let him. When his gaze reached my eyes again, he stared for a good minute. I
didn't flinch. I didn't even make a face. I stared right back at him. Suddenly, his
mouth formed a thin smile. “Okay, hundred thirty dollars, in cash.” He reached
out his right hand. “Plus tax.”

“I can't afford the tax, Omar.”
“State of California collects tax. I have to pay tax no matter what. You

pay tax.”
“Pay the state of California the tax out of a hundred thirty dollars.”
“No. Tax extra. Pay tax.”
Jeez, I was almost there, and the state of California was going to nickel

and dime me to death. There was even a moment of resignation where holding
up a pharmacy seemed very promising. “Take a credit card for the tax?”

“With a credit card you can pay hundred seventy-five dollars plus tax.”
“Hundred thirty dollars in cash and take my card for the tax and I will

owe you, Omar, and when I make it I will pay you back. I won't forget you.”
“How will you pay me back?”
“I  don't  know.  Maybe get  you a  job  in  the  biz,  or  invite  you to  a

shindig, or a dinner at the fanciest restaurant in town for your whole family on
me. Whatever, but I will pay you back. Just take my card for the tax.”

“You won't forget me?”
“How can I? You have made it impossible for me to do so.”
“Yes, I know. Many do remember me. I will remember you, Gregory.” I

pulled out my cash discreetly since I had more than a hundred thirty dollars
and handed the exact amount. “And card for tax. Mastercard or Visa only.”

I handed him my Mastercard, not being prescient enough to know how



much fifteen dollars to be plugged on a credit card was going to cost me later,
but when I did make it, I looked up the motel for the number and called, asking
for Omar. It took him a minute but he did remember me and I offered him a
night out with the whole family at the best restaurant in Beverly Hills, so he
drove down to west Los Angeles to stay with a cousin, whose family also came
to the dinner and I paid for eighteen people at a cost of over six thousand dol-
lars. I didn't mind it though. Omar and his very extended family were hoots!
Serena met them, was going to have dinner with us, but she developed a case
of “public paranoia,” whispered to me privately that she was  uncomfortable
and would appreciate it if I let her off the hook on this one, which I did, and
she announced she suddenly had to leave for an appointment she had forgotten
until this very moment. Serena could be like that, until she was transformed.
It's what happens when you hang with me long enough, you become trans-
formed. I become transformed from hanging with you too, but mine is a bit
more discreet.  After  all,  I  know where you've been.  Remember? Yeah,  you
thought I forgot.

My next immediate move, once I hauled in my usual bits from the car
to place in the dark and musty room at the far end of the motel, was secure pro-
visions to last a week so I'd have little incentive to leave the room and thus not
writing a screenplay. I picked up three cases of beer, two jars of instant coffee
and a carton of cigarettes. Done. I would make liberal use of what little ice I
could scrounge at the motel and have ten or twelve beers in my cooler at all
times, and I'd pull out my stove, set it on the concrete before the room door
outside and heat water for coffee. A microwave and refrigerator were extra.

“Fifteen dollars a week.”
“Plus tax.”
“You catch on quick.” Yet another display of that adopted American ne-

gotiating skill.  Omar now lives  in  Punjab province,  back exactly  where he
came from. When I was headed that way myself, I called him at the motel and
made him an offer he couldn't refuse. I can be like that, call you up “out of the
blue” and make you an offer you can't, and won't, refuse. That I never have to
resort to planting your favorite horse's severed head in your bed makes it even
more impressive, don't you think?

I returned to the room, turned on the light above the small table where I
placed my computer, turned it on and kicked back a couple beers to clear the
tracks for my train of thought, which can run anywhere, often switching tracks
at the most indelicate times, derailing frequently, coming to a complete stop, or
shifting into reverse. That's the worst, when it shifts into reverse. I can follow
the switching, the derailments are short, minor embarrassments, and even the
complete stops are moments when I look around me with the goofiest expres-
sion and explain, “I forgot what I was saying, which may be a good thing be-
cause I thought this train was going to New York City but I now see it's headed
to Lancaster, Pennsylvania, where there are a lot of Amish, who will admire
my beard but suggest I shave my mustache, and I hate shaving anything.” Ev-
eryone will look at me like I am crazy and my reputation remains intact.

The shifting into reverse is what I dread, because the entire human race



seems to be careering backwards, everywhere I look. If you've read the Book,
the part about Kings, you get to read about David, where the writer or writers
—O! there is contention stating that—tell you about a man who  really cele-
brated, partied so hard and danced so deliriously his garments would fly up to
reveal his manhood. He didn't care but it was scandalous, as everyone would
gossip about it, though no one makes even a single mention of girth or length
of said manhood. Apparently back then no one cared? A penis was a penis, it
had but two responsibilities, let it do its work and get on with life?

There are three kinds of time in a human's life. There's a time for work,
so get it done. Don't fuck around. There's a time for play, so play hard, play to
win, compete, but do so like a good sport, play by the rules and don't cheat be-
cause cheaters are liars, and above all have fun. And there's a time to celebrate,
so party hard, dance deliriously, and forget about everything. David invented
the rave but nobody dances so deliriously any more that their garments fly up
to reveal their manhood or womanhood. Nope, we're going backwards, in the
interests of Victorian prudence, cleverly called morality. What? They had no
morals  back  then  either?  No  one  talked  about  penis  size  and  no  one  had
morals, or is it just revisionism? In some places there's still a “crime” on the
books commonly labeled “sodomy,” and some people like to throw that word
around as a kind of shock treatment. “Before the victim was left for dead, the
perpetrators committed sodomy.” The victim got plunged in the ass. Yet, the
word “sodomy” derives from the Book, specifically the tale of the destruction
of Sodom and Gomorrah, twin nasty cities, and while there's some discussion
of the prevailing promiscuity taking place in said twin nasty cities, that's not
why the Big Guy destroys both. Nope, and there's a big clue immediately pre-
ceding said destruction, that concerning Abraham and the weary travelers. For-
got that one? I'll remind you.

A large  group of  weary,  hungry,  thirsty  travelers  approach the  large
holdings of Abraham, asking him to help them, give them a place to rest, share
water and food if possible. Those under Abraham's direction, the fighting war-
rior types, advise Abraham he should tell them to push on, give them no help
whatsoever, because they see “disaster” coming. Abraham simply tells them all
he must give them food, water, shelter, since the Lord commanded him to do
so. Objection overruled, but Abraham does place restrictions on the travelers,
since it is his responsibility to protect his people, so the travelers must surren-
der their weapons and must remain in a segregated area and have no interaction
with his people at all. These restrictions are obeyed by the travelers and a few
days later, rested, rejuvenated and grateful, they leave Abraham and his hold-
ings without incident. Thus, Abraham demonstrated “hospitality,” if only be-
cause the Lord commanded him, but it's a funny “commandment,” this “hospi-
tality.” There is no such “commandment” on the tablets of the Ten Command-
ments given to Moses, a story coming later in the Book. What happened to this
commandment, this “hospitality” commandment? That is a very good question.
I'm so glad you asked, but first let's examine some of the destructive acts per-
formed by the Big Guy directly.

The biggest, of course, is the flood. You remember the story. Eight peo-



ple, and only eight, are told to build a boat, put two of every creature inside—
male and female, mind you, since the Big Guy is always thinking about propa-
gation, as in “Be fruitful and multiply,” which is another way of reminding you
to study your mathematics, the only universal language as it turns out,  and
multiplying, as in propagating, is fairly impossible when you're ass-plunging
exclusively—get themselves  inside,  because here comes the rain,  incessant,
flooding everything, every place, every creature. Why? Mankind, except for
these eight, are so evil, so repulsive, so unworthy of any redemption, they all
must be destroyed. Not for any single evil but general, overall, total evil in ev-
erything. Okay, it's a hard lesson to derive some learning, but suddenly here
comes a rainbow, followed by a promise—the Big Guy has remorse? Is that
possible? The Big Guy's supposed to know everything, even the future—and
the Big Guy will never do anything like it again. See? We have rainbows as
symbols of this promise, and the lesson being: when you see a rainbow, look
for the pot of gold. You've got time. The next big flood's not forecast for the
foreseeable future.

When you examine the second most destructive act, though, this one is
different. The second most destructive act performed by the Big Guy directly is
the complete annihilation of the twin nasty cities, Sodom and Gomorrah, and
with this destruction comes one single reason: all the people of these two cities
—except Lot, his wife and two daughters spirited out of the cities immediately
prior to the devastation—are destroyed for the sin of in-hospitality. Why, then,
is hospitality, showing kindness to strangers, so important that the Big Guy
performs this huge destruction  but never includes it as a  written Command-
ment? Let's now examine the animal kingdom.

Animals protect their territory. They stand their ground and fight—un-
less the odds are so overwhelming—against any threat. You, no doubt, will
look at whales and dolphins. “Whales and dolphins never attack humans and
we invade their territory all the time.” Yes we do, in stupid, confining scuba
gear and move in such an ungainly manner in  their environment that whales
and  dolphins  merely  look  upon  us  with  a  higher  mammalian  humor,  like,
“Look at these guys. Oh, I'm scared. We'd better swim away fast.” You are no
threat to whales or dolphins. You are nothing to them because you are so out of
your comfort zone even they know how stupid you look. That's why they never
attack humans, but come back as a real threat, like a squid to a whale, and they
will protect their territory, because  you don't live there! They do! So dismiss
the absolutely useless, imaginary, and childish idea completely. Animals pro-
tect their territory because they are incapable of showing kindness to strangers,
since  this  is  only an  act  of  human  capability.  Thus,  showing  kindness  to
strangers separates humans from all other creatures on the big blue spaceship.
What do we, collectively as humans, do to animals which protect their territory
by attacking humans who venture into it, such as bears, cougars, and others?
We hunt the offending animals down and kill them. What do we do when hu-
mans defend their territory and hurt, maim, or kill other humans who venture
onto  their territory  uninvited?  We  invent laws  to  justify  this  sin  since  the
preachers,  reverends, priests  and  whomever proclaim it's  about ass-plunging



exclusively.  They're  nothing but  con artists  and,  as proof,  do they not  pass
around a plate for your money when they're done spewing? Of course they do,
just  like  any successful  con artist,  and you listen  to  them with  your  mind
turned off every Sunday, Saturday, Friday, maybe  every day. You  do have a
brain though. I know you do. It sits comfortably in your skull atop your shoul-
ders, not between your legs. My strongest suggestion to you, starting today, is
use your big brain and learn some truth. The Big Book is not the sole reposi-
tory of truth but there's a lot of it in there, only if you think for yourself, numb
nuts. There's another Book, too. It's for later.

All of this started with a train of thought leading to David's delirious
dancing, with his garments flying up so his manhood is revealed for all to see,
which is to assume even little children. Thus, King David would, today, have to
register as a sex offender. That's progress for you, at breakneck speeds in re-
verse. But, dammit, I have a screenplay to write, I've polished off two beers
and am starting to get a good buzz, and you're derailing my train.

I sat down before the computer with a blank document on the screen
and immediately wrote the title, centered, in bold, followed with “by Gregory
Hess.” The blank document, now not so blank, was software provided by the
program Open Office. Yes, Microsoft provides theirs and everybody, including
your grandmother no doubt, use it, trapped in the ever expanding upgrade cy-
cle so that the new version has just enough incompatibilities with all the older
versions that the one feature you count on more than any of the others is now
unusable until you throw your money down the sewer hole leading to Red-
mond, Washington every two years. Bill Gates is so rich now he doesn't even
celebrate his newest billion dollars any more.

“Hey, Bill. Forbes says you're worth another billion.”
“So what? Ho-hum. I'm going to Africa to donate mosquito nets. Wanna

come?”
I got right on it and soon cranked out what Richard Roeper once said

was one of the greatest opening scenes of an epic movie  ever. Of course, he
didn't write that. Hell, no! Instead he wrote a lukewarm review which he sub-
sequently had to eat nine months later during the show where they revisited
some of “this year's Oscar winners.” He told  me that when I ran into him in
Chicago once.

“If you thought it, Richard, why didn't you write it?”
“Well, Gregory, I thought it was a little too 'over the top,' you know.”
Critics! You can't live with them and, as it seems to me, I can live with-

out them. There are no critics on my Christmas card list. Try acting instead of
reacting. Reacting is easy. Acting is hard. When I thought it was time to part
from my chance meeting with Richard Roeper, some five minutes later, I said,
“Well, listen, Richard. Don't call me. I'll call you. You know what that means,
right?”

“It means I'll never hear from you again. I know your reputation.”
“And I deserve it. I work hard to be one of ill repute. Who else is gonna

do it?” Who else indeed?
A Hispanic man, about forty, leans on the rail of a small passenger and



freight steamer, dominated down the New England dock toward open water by
the huge freighters, all serviced by mechanized loading and unloading equip-
ment. The little steamer, though, is loaded by stevedores using ropes and pul-
leys and the year is 1937, still in the depths of the Great Depression. The steve-
dores struggle with a pine box, seven feet in length, three feet wide, two feet
high, and as the box teeters above the water, one loses his grip and an end of
the box drops precariously toward the water. The Hispanic man yells, “Don't
drop  that!  Those  contents  cannot  be  replaced!”  The  stevedores  struggle  to
bring the box back to a correct angle and begin to lower it into the steamer's
hold.

A taller man, Anglo, wearing an old-style top hat, a long, fashionable
coat, and well-to-do duds underneath, smiles from a few feet away. “I would
imagine the contents can't be replaced. That's a coffin, isn't it?”

“What?”
“It is a coffin, is it not?”
“What if it is?”
Sheepishly, the taller man says, “Pardon me. That was rude. I should

have introduced myself first. Professor Andrew Marks.”
The Hispanic musters a half smile. “Esteban Vasquez.” Both close the

short distance between them to shake hands. “You are a professor?”
“Of mathematics. Boston University. I'm beginning my sabbatical, first

to meet a colleague in Mexico, and then other places around the world.”
“In Vera Cruz?”
“No, my colleague teaches at the University of Mexico in Mexico City,

but I wanted to travel by sea and I've heard Vera Cruz is a wonderful city so I'd
spend a few days there. Are you from Vera Cruz?”

“I have ranch and land holdings in the hills and valleys around Vera
Cruz. This steamer was the quickest way I could get back with the...coffin. But
I promised my mother I would do so.”

“Is that your...mother?”
“No! I  promised her  before she died I  would bring him back to be

buried in the family cemetery.”
“Your father?”
“No! My father made my mother promise to bury him next to him.”
“Your uncle?”
“No, that box contains the body of Gustavo, who is...how do you say?

No relation?”
“Your mother made you promise to bring back the body of a man who

is no relation to her?”
“You are very inquisitive, Professor Marks. I suppose it comes from

your educational training?”
“There is learning everywhere, Senor Vasquez, should you choose to

look for it.”
Esteban looks out across the wharf. “As long as I can remember, Gus-

tavo was my father's foreman on the ranch, the ranch and holdings I inherited,
have added to. They were friends from when they were little boys, perhaps



even best of friends, long before my mother came to the ranch as my father's
wife.” He turns back to the Professor. “But it is a long story, Professor.”

Professor  Marks  smiles  with  genuine  and  stoked  interest.  “Senor
Vasquez, we have a long voyage before us and nothing but time. Perhaps, such
a story should begin over drinks and dinner.  Care to join me tonight? Say,
seven? I booked this steamer because the chef has a certain culinary renown.”

“This was the fastest way to get back to Vera Cruz, but drinks and din-
ner with a professor of mathematics appeals to me. Seven it is.”

Thus begins  The True Cross, narrated by Esteban to his voyage com-
panion, Professor Andrew Marks. They meet in the ship's dining compartment,
enjoy glasses of wine, are served dinner and Esteban begins his tale.

“Both my father and Gustavo would tell me they would race horses
when they were boys, very young boys. Gustavo even took me to their favorite
racing spot, a hill about two hundred yards, with a big tree near the bottom and
another big tree near the top, and they would race to each tree and around and
to the other tree, twice, and always starting at the top.”

Two young boys—one a bit  taller  and older,  about eleven, the other
smaller, maybe nine—race on a horse each. The smaller careers down a hill to-
ward a big tree ahead of the bigger, but the bigger suddenly slaps his horse and
flies down the hill, closes the gap seemingly in an instant, performs a nearly
perfect round of the tree while the smaller struggles, and the bigger gallops up
the hill and passes another big tree wearing a triumphant grin.

“You lose again, Octavio, but because I consider you my brother, you
only lose your pride.” He laughs.

“You always win, Gustavo.” The smaller changes from a defeated ap-
pearance to one of hope and eventual redemption. “Because you are older and
bigger. One day I will be your equal and I will whip you thoroughly.”

“And I will enjoy my whipping. My brother has beaten me.”
“I am not your brother, Gustavo, and I will never be your brother.”
“In the heart, Octavio, in the heart.” The bigger pounds his left chest.
“Hmmph,” moans the smaller as he  points his horse to the top of the

hill.
“Besides  your  own beloved family,  there  is  another who loves  you

more?” The bigger follows and stops when the smaller stops to turn around and
look at the bigger. They stare at each other for a few moments, until the smaller
turns and clicks his horse.

“You know there is no other.”
“And where is your real brother?”
“You know I have neither a brother nor sister!”
“Then we are brothers, of the heart, Octavio. Who has always been here

for you?”
“You have.”
“And one day, Octavio, you  will beat me, but until then,” the bigger

digs his heels into his horse, “you will still be the last to arrive at the farm-
house for dinner.”

At the farmhouse the bigger races, dismounts, ties his horse to a rail



and walks to the water trough where he grabs the soap from a dish and begins
to wash his hands, his face and the sweat from his hair, head and neck. The
younger pulls up, dismounts, ties his horse next to the bigger's horse and be-
gins to step to the porch but is greeted by a stern-looking woman.

“Don't you dare step into this house filthy like that, Octavio. You know
you clean up before dinner. Now get to it.” The woman takes a swat at him, but
she is much too far away and delivers it for effect. “Why can't you be like Gus-
tavo for once, young man?”

The bigger walks slowly, deliberately, delicately to the farmhouse. “Are
we having roast and potatoes, Senora Vasquez?”

The woman turns to the seemingly humble little boy who addressed her
and smiles sweetly at him. “We are, but it is what you asked for last night,
wasn't it?”

Gustavo beams at her. “Yes, but this is not my home, Senora Vasquez. I
only asked.”

She reaches for him and brushes the back of his neck as he passes. “We
all  love roast  and potatoes,  Gustavo,  but,  yes,  I  did prepare it  with you in
mind.” She looks at the young boy trying to scrub himself at the water trough.
She raises her voice. “Because you have courtesy and manners, unlike some
other boys!”

“Look, mama, I'm washing my hands and face.” Octavio turns to her
with a face full of soap. “Is this enough soap?”

Gustavo  cannot  stop  breaking  out  in  laughter.  His  laughter  causes
Senora Vasquez to laugh too. “Yes, and try closing your eyes before you rub it
all over and rinse.” She shakes her head and walks inside with Gustavo.

At the Vasquez dinner table, husband, wife, and the two boys sit, along
with two younger sisters, one boy of “no relation” who demonstrates his man-
ners, owing to his father, who taught him the ways of polite, higher society,
even though his father did not come from it. Tradition and manners, the reason
the rancher  respected the mechanic,  and by extension,  his  family so much.
What you may not be grasping at this point—as you watch this on the screen—
is that no one from such a lower class ever sat at the Vasquez dinner table, not
even the father, except Gustavo. He's the only one.

Flash forward and Gustavo, now sixteen, runs nearly out of breath into
the ranch hand bunkhouse to the foreman. He struggles for breath. “It's father.
He fell at the cabin, holding his chest. I can't move him.”

The foreman rushes out, shouts to the rancher stepping down from the
farmhouse porch that Gustavo's father is in trouble, and the foreman and Gus-
tavo grab a horse each and race to the cabin. At the cabin the foreman turns the
older man over. This touch makes him put his hand to the older man's mouth,
push against the older man's neck. He looks up at Gustavo standing above him.
“Your father doesn't need a doctor, Gustavo. I'm sorry. He needs a priest.”

Gustavo walks to the nearest chair and collapses. A cute little girl about
ten comes out from the cabin shadows and climbs onto Gustavo's lap and the
two squeeze each other.

In the town at the funeral Gustavo walks past the open casket bearing



his father, stops to stare blankly at the old man, and walks past, and soon walks
away from the funeral home outside with his sister on his right as Senor and
Senora Vasquez follow behind watching them.

“So, Ernesto,” Senora says lightly but sternly, “what are you going to
do?”

“There is nothing I can do!”
“The boy is an orphan now. He watched his mother die in childbirth

when he was six years old. Barely ten years later he watched his father die, but
for lack of a deed, you are going to let them throw him out of the only home he
knows?”

“I cannot adopt him! He's too old. And if I did, he would be the eldest
son. No!”

Ahead of them Octavio catches up, squeezes himself between the two
siblings and soon the closest arm of each sibling is draped over Octavio's neck
and he has thrown an arm around each sibling's neck.

Senora turns away from them. “So, do nothing. Let them throw he and
his sister out with nowhere to go.” A moment later she turns back, grasps his
arm and they both stop.  “There must be  something,  Ernesto.  Look at  him!
What has that boy done to you so you do not love him,” and she leans close to
his ear, in a lower tone, “like he was your own son?”

Senor's face is flushed, his eyes are watery. He wipes his eyes with the
back of his right hand, takes a deep breath as he faces his wife. “I can talk to
my attorney. Perhaps we can make a trust for the cabin, to hold it for him until
he's of age.”

Senora smiles and wraps her arm around Senor's arm. She smiles at a
woman who approaches and speaks as though to the wind. “So you  can do
something after all, Ernesto. I suppose it's why I agreed to marry you all those
years ago. You can be resourceful...when you need to be.”

Thus the stage is set, delivered in a staccato fashion like the rat-a-tat-tat
of the Spanish language itself as spoken by its practitioners. You, the audience,
now know the history of how this unusual relationship developed, though you
don't  know  how unusual it  was in nineteenth century Mexico,  but you will
eventually. That is part, a very large part, of the story. What you also have wit-
nessed, though the significance won't be clear until later, is Octavio in the mid-
dle. The sister seems to be a big part too, but you are going to learn that her
part, small as it is, has enormous significance in shaping Gustavo and in driv-
ing the reason why Esteban travels to New England to retrieve Gustavo's body.
I knew this would be a hit. I, of course, was the only one. It would be nothing
if I didn't finish writing the fucking thing. At least I had the beginning down. I
had a few pages completed. I was losing steam though. The beers were kicking
in. I needed a nap. I'm an old man.

This old man awoke at two, then played knick-knack on his shoe, im-
mediately followed by setting the stove outside the door, discreetly lighting it
and heating water for coffee. This was not my normal routine, should I drink
myself to early oblivion and awaken at two in the morning with my clothes
still on. No, I would strip to my civvies, slide under the sheets and return to



snoozeville until about six or so, but I couldn't do this over the next few days.
Fuel for an addled brain was required and the coffee kept coming until I could
not stop my hands from shaking. On this early morning the shaking would be-
gin about sunrise, but I can't stop now, except to fix something to eat. Since I
had nothing to fix I ate a few “cereal bars,” the kind with manufactured fruit
and  lots of palm oil straight from the disappearing old forests of Indonesia.
They're cheap. I had little money. When you don't have a lot of money, choices
are considerably smaller. Money is but a means to an end. It is not the end, ex-
cept for the delusional. Yeah, that would be the rich ones and you heard me
right.  The vast majority  of the rich  are delusional.  They share  nothing and
blame you for your poverty while they beg, borrow or steal what little capital
(money) you do have. Yes! They live in a dream world of their own making,
out of their own mind. Reality means nothing to them, only money. This is
their end. This is all they want. This is delusional.

I  kept  cranking away at  the  screenplay,  through the years  as  young
adults, Gustavo and Octavio working side by side on the ranch under the aus-
pice of Senor Vasquez, through his ceding control of the ranch to Octavio, to
the courtship of Octavio and Cecilia, through the trips, many trips, to the “out-
post” of saloons, taverns and brothels to which Gustavo would frequent. And,
finally, we get to the twentieth century, and Esteban is a young boy, with two
even younger sisters, and the growing conflicts, then subsiding conflicts be-
tween all three principal adults, Cecilia the party girl from Vera Cruz, Octavio
in the middle trying to keep a lid on everything and everyone, and Gustavo,
whose obvious initial disdain for Cecilia is only semi-hidden.

When the shaking wouldn't stop it was beer time, but not break time.
Up to pop open a beer can and back to the chair before the computer. The en-
tire screenplay was written this way, an original screenplay from scratch in less
than a week, with entire sections written under the most extreme caffeine buzz,
immediately  followed by an  entire  section  written  with  an  alcohol-induced
lethargy. Some who have actually read the screenplay—all screenwriters who
did so only because my screenplay was nominated for an Oscar—claimed they
could see the caffeine-buzzed parts and the alcohol-influenced parts.

“What do you have to say about that, Gregory?”
“It's words, nothing but words, and probably too many, but I don't see

it. It all reads the same to me. I  wanted to write it as one big, long word, so
you'd have to figure out where  each individual word begins and ends, where
each sentence begins and ends, each paragraph's beginning and ending, and no
white space. But we insert the white space and punctuation and formatting to
make it easier on the reader, but a big, long word sounds better to me. It's how
it's stored on a computer, one big, long word, all zeroes and ones. It's all a
computer stores, zeroes and ones, on and off, something there and not there.
You gotta love computers, they store files in a unique pattern of billions, tril-
lions, gazillions of zeroes and ones, and for  any understanding derived from
these zeroes and ones, computers store programs in unique patterns of more
billions, trillions, gazillions of zeroes and ones, each file one big, long word.
That's what I wanted to write, no white space, no punctuation, capitalization or



formatting, one big, long word...and see if you could figure it out. I thought
about that whether I was buzzed on caffeine or drunk on beer.” There’s my an-
swer. They all think I'm crazy but many voted for me anyway. They admired
the consistency of my insanity.

Before my reduced rate week was up, the caffeine parts and the alco-
holic parts added up to a completed screenplay and I wasted no time running
down to the Staples store, once I converted the Open Office document to a
PDF file, to get it printed. I had no preference which store I used to get the
screenplay printed, but Office Depot was located in the part of town I particu-
larly despised, since once you reached it, you would drive around aimlessly,
often cursing and thinking, goddam it, how do you get out of this outlet store
hellhole? The design is evil and devious because you are imprisoned in an end-
less circle which folds unto itself like the most despicable bacterial cell and
you have no choice but to participate in a ceaseless buying frenzy of unbridled
consumerism. This is what we have become today, unbridled consumers, but
pay no attention to the side effect, those expanding man-made mountains of
trash belching millions of cubic miles of methane gas. Yes! This has no effect
on the atmosphere, as, apparently, several blows to the head with a hammer has
no effect on some people either. Of course, those some people are already dead
but this is such an insignificant detail.

Printing costs money. I had it and it was going fast, because I had to
send the screenplay to the agent for John Drury, the man who would have bro-
ken my nose if I didn't still possess lightning reflexes undulled by advancing
years.  John Drury  owed me and even though he's  become a good and true
friend, he hates it when I say it, that he owes me because I stopped him from
breaking my nose, and probably hates it so much because I always remind him
every single time I see him. Yeah, he fucking hates it, but being the good and
true friend he is now, he always replies, “Most days now, Gregory, I wish I had
broken your nose.” Yep, the lawsuit would have come in handy, and I wouldn't
have spent a week at Omar's motel drinking too much coffee and too much
beer, and spent over two months on a studio and on location shooting a movie
with fourteen, sixteen, twenty-hour days, not to mention all the rest of the shit
which has come with the unbroken nose. I would have lost all the good stuff
which happened too and there's been a lot of it, but either way, I would have
won. Because my nose remained unbroken and I continue to give John shit
about it since there's no excuse for not using the exit door, it has all led to this,
what you are reading now. Okay, I admit it. You're the loser.

I sent the screenplay off to the agent via UPS three-day delivery. It was
cheap but not cheap enough because I wanted tracking. Then I waited. I sent
two phone numbers, two email addresses, and the home address of a woman,
whose real name I debated about using but decided to call her Erin, which is a
fine Irish name, though she's not from Ireland, and it does not fit her but it will
have to do. She lives with her longtime first mate, Shaw—also not his real
name, but it's an inside joke which Shaw finds mildly amusing while no one
else finds it amusing at all—in India, far from me and mine, but we still see
each  other  occasionally.  Why  is  it  I  cannot  shake  former  lovers?  I'm sur-



rounded by them. They keep coming back like bad pennies and I have since
concluded it's not even worth the effort to discard them any more. When an-
other shows up, it's “Yeah, you can set up your tent in the back yard. Have at
it.”

“Hundred and seventy-five dollars plus tax,” Omar advised me the next
day when I asked what I already knew would be the answer.

“Well, thanks anyway, Omar. Thought I would ask. I owe you.”
“And I expect repayment. I will not forget you, Gregory.”
“As well you shouldn't.”
“I won't. I can promise you that!”
Of course he did forget me when I called months later and I had to re-

mind him, but what can you write about a Hindi named Omar from Punjab
province except what I already wrote? It will have to suffice because I now had
to wait somewhere else. I knew where it would be.

“Did you finish the screenplay?” Erin asked over the phone.
“On its way to the agent for John Drury.” I sat parked in a lot next to a

Subway store where I had consumed a five dollar foot long while surrepti-
tiously sipping a beer.

“I can't believe you met John Drury!”
“I didn't meet John Drury. I kept John Drury from breaking my nose.

This does not qualify as a meeting to me.”
“It is too! You met John Drury because of it and he's going to read your

screenplay and it's gonna be good. I know it.”
“I have to wait somewhere while he reads it.”
“You can stay here, for free even. You have to work, of course.”
“Of course.”
I drove up to Oregon, along the constantly eroding or landslide-filled

trail buttressing the Umpqua river. Cell phones are useless there since there are
no cell phone towers anywhere within fifteen miles and you can pretend to be
living two centuries earlier, until the roar of the John Deere lawn mower fires
up (20th century), and you remember to wipe your rear with toilet paper  (20th

century) and watch the proceedings flush away down the toilet (19th century).
People forget most had no toilets when the last century began. This develop-
ment occurred in the last hundred and twenty years. Before then most used out-
houses and wore pajamas with a flap on the back which you unbuttoned to
evacuate your bowels. During the century prior the French royals and promi-
nent guests didn't even bother using an outhouse. They would perform their
evacuations right on the landings of stairs. You can imagine the stench. Would
that be a uniquely French stench?

After a month of hard labor the phone rang and Erin answered. “Hello?
Who? Gregory? Greg. Hold on.” She walked to the door and yelled, “Greg!
Phone!”

Having descended several hundred feet into the salt mine, it took me a
while to reach the surface and trudge back to the house. I took the receiver Erin
offered. “Who is it?”

She shrugged her shoulders. Erin would make a great border cop.



“Hello.”
“Gregory? Greg?” the male voice on the other end inquired. “Which

one?”
“Who is this?”
“It's John Drury. Which one?”
“Gregory, Greg. It's a label. You can call me shithead if you want but

not on a crowded street. There's an abundance of shitheads on a crowded street
so I ignore that label.” Silence. “I prefer Gregory.”

“Huh, shithead, well...I read your screenplay.” A momentary pause and
I could hear the excitement rise in his tone. “It's a great screenplay, one of the
best I've ever read. I've showed it or talked about it with some people and they
all love it.”

“It's that good, huh?”
“It's great! I'm glad I didn't break your nose!” He laughed. I didn't. “I

was joking.”
“Ha-ha-ha.”
“Back to the screenplay, I talked about it with the Mexican actress...”
My interest now became fully heightened and fearful. “She didn't like

it?”
“No,” John Drury said apologetically and my heart sank into my en-

trails. “She loved it! I made a copy for her. Hope you don't mind. She hasn't
read all of it but what she has read, she loves, Gregory! She loves it! And! She
wants to make the movie!”

“No way!”
“Yes way!” John Drury laughed again. “And! She wants to meet you.

She wants to talk with you about her character and the story and, as she told
me, 'I want to meet the man who can write a story like this.' And! She wants to
meet you as soon as possible!”

“Where is this meeting to take place, John?”
“Los Angeles! At her place, though her place is well outside Los Ange-

les, but there's several people already there who also want to meet you, and I'll
be there to introduce you as the man who saved me from a 'potentially embar-
rassing lawsuit.' Ha!”

“And it would have been, since I would have written the legal brief per-
sonally!”

“Ha-ha.  That  would have  been  embarrassing,  so  when  can  you  get
here?”

I considered travel options. I could force my hand and demand a plane
ticket, chauffeur pick-up at the airport, all expenses paid, including the antici-
pated airport parking fee  and gas to drive the one hundred and twenty some
miles round trip from the Umpqua wilderness to the Eugene, Oregon airport.
Forcing my hand could also pose a hesitancy, a reluctance from John Drury,
which might ultimately result in my big break exploding in my face. Walking
or riding by horse were so first century current era, rendering “as soon as pos-
sible” to “the next year or something like that.” I'll  drive the distance to Los
Angeles, the city of Lost Anglos, and it'll take two days, but it will be worth it.



I'm meeting crazed movie people,  the operative term being “crazed,” and  I
have made them this way. It's what I do. I make people crazy, not as crazy as
me because I have decades of practice, but crazy nevertheless. And who knows
what might take place with crazed movie people? I might have to make a hasty
getaway, and with my trusty Sentra—gotta love Nissan,  the Japanese  motor-
head car  manufacturer—I  could make a  hasty  getaway,  blowing away any
stock Toyota Corolla, maybe even Lexus. And a Mercedes? Maybe? Probably
not. Wait! John Drury drives a Mercedes. Ah, fuck it! Go with the drive option.
“I can drive down there in two days.”

“Two days!” John Drury's astonishment shook me a little. “Where are
you?”

“Oregon.”
“You can fly down here and be at her place tomorrow afternoon. They

have airports in Oregon. I know. We could buy your ticket, you'd fly down,
someone would meet you at the airport  here,  drive you  in style to Serena's
place and we could all  get started. Hell,  Gregory, I'd pay you cash for any
parking fee at your airport, gas money, all your expenses would be covered.
Cumon!”

You may not have noticed but once I have decided on an option when
confronted with several it is exceedingly difficult to persuade me to choose an-
other. For the next few moments John Drury was going to learn how difficult it
is.

“I'll drive down there in two days, John.”
“Take the plane, Gregory! We're all kind of waiting on you, in case you

didn't know.”
“Waiting is not a bad thing, especially when it's for someone who just

now got the news,” I countered, smugly. I  was smug. “Patience is a virtue,
John.”

“All right,” John Drury exhaled audibly. “You can still be down here
tomorrow when you leave today. I'll see you then. Okay?”

“I'll leave tomorrow morning, early, and be there the day after.”
“Why can't you leave today?” John Drury's exasperation was audible.
“Because I have worked most of the day and I'm bushed. I'm not going

to get behind the wheel to drive four, five hundred miles  already bushed. I'll
leave tomorrow.”

“It's why you should take the plane, Gregory!”
“Tell Senora Dominguez that, for having to wait an extra day to meet

me, she can slap me. I'll be expecting it.”
“What? Slap you?”
“Of course. She can slap me. In fact, should we have conversations of

any considerable length, she'll probably want to slap me often.”
“What are you talking about now?”
“Tell her, John, she can slap me for making her wait and she'll probably

want to slap me frequently in the future.”
“I'm not going to tell her that! You're insane.”
“You were already starting to get it at the rest stop, John. You've read



the screenplay, which is not exactly the shining light of sanity, but you have no
idea how deep it goes.”

“You're crazy, Gregory.”
“We're  in  agreement,  something we share.  We have created  a  bond,

John Drury!”
“Yeah, you are definitely crazy.”
“I'll need directions, John.”
“Okay. Just remember to pull up her drive to the gate across it, where

there's a speaker and when you hear a voice ask who you are, say 'Gregory
Hess.' Okay?”

“You mean she wouldn't get the humor if I said, 'Senora Dominguez?
Can little Serena come out and play? She's not grounded, is she?'”

“I'm beginning to grasp the depth of your insanity, Gregory.”
“You're only at scuba level. You'll need a deep see submersible to reach

maximum.”
John Drury laughed. He liked it. “You  are crazy, Gregory, in a good

way. I didn't think it was possible.”
“It's an insanity born of frivolity, but when it comes time to get down to

business, I get the work done.”
“That's no shit,” Erin commented. Erin had stood no further than six

feet away the entire time, making countless faces, but with her mouth shut until
then. For her it's a gargantuan accomplishment.

“Is that your wife?” John Drury asked innocently.
“No. I'm not married.”
“Your girlfriend?”
“I haven't had a girlfriend since high school. Boyfriends and girlfriends

belong in high school.”
“Your mate, then.”
“She already has a first mate.”
“Jeez, you make it like pulling teeth. Who is she? I'm curious.”
“I perform slave labor for her,” I calmly said as Erin ferociously shook

her head, “and, in return, I am the bane of her existence.”
“That's no shit either!”
“You're probably the bane of a lot of people's existence.”
“I don't discriminate.”
“Got a pen and paper? Here's the directions.”
I wrote them out, read them back and advised John Drury I would call

the day after tomorrow when I reached Grapevine. “But, seriously, I want you
to tell Serena about the slapping stuff. Let her think about  that for two days!
'What kind of man am I letting inside my house?' Indeed, what kind?”

“You know what, Gregory? I  am going to tell her. I want to see you
wiggle out of it.”

“Ah, yes, perform my Houdini act. Another gift.” It is, by the way. I've
performed it many times, leaving my captive audience gasping, “Where is he?”

When I handed the receiver back to Erin, she wouldn't stop hounding
me. “I'm going to the city of Lost Anglos.”



“Lost Anglos?”
“Los Angeles, the city of Lost Anglos. All the Anglos there are lost,

since they're wandering around in a primarily Hispanic land which will soon
become a new Mexico, not the state of New Mexico, but a real Hispanic nation
annexed to Mexico, with Spanish as the national language, which it already is,
revenge for having stolen it two centuries ago.”

Erin knew exactly what I meant. “That's no shit,” she said in agree-
ment. Erin never said this phrase. In a very short time I had made her say it
three times, confirming for me big changes were coming. Still, she was very
excited and the three of us talked about this new development, what it meant,
and what our future might be. I had to tell them the truth. I didn't know what
our future would be. Sure, the three of us had spent a huge amount of time to-
gether, but I sensed together may be a thing of the past. At the very least  to-
gether time would be considerably reduced. I couldn't predict the future but I
had plans, and if things worked out  my way, I fully intended to follow those
plans.

Up early the next morning, as always, and I blame Little Boy. He al-
ways woke me early with his incessant whining, “I'm hungry.” Yeah, well, wait
until I start the coffee brewing, go to the bathroom and pee, and turn on my
computer. Okay, now it's your turn. Get your paw out of the bowl.

I hit the road driving, packing few things, including my sleeping bag. I
left my tent. Driving down to a rest stop about halfway, in California, after
trolling around the immediate area for food and drink, I thought about staying
at a motel. Erin called so I told her I would, but for old time's sake, for the time
I wandered around aimlessly tossing away my retirement, I thought,  why the
hell not? Stay at this rest area for the night. It's free and I'll be ripe for arriv-
ing in the city of Lost Anglos to meet with serious movie people. How much
better  can it  get?  I  was certain I  would be asked,  “Where are  you staying
tonight?”

“At the rest stop, like last night.” All true.
The rest area was well lit, which meant I had to cover myself from head

to foot with a blanket. Every two or three hours I woke up due to the extreme
lack of comfort from sleeping behind the wheel of a Sentra. Up at six and to
the rest  room I walked, relieved myself—no race horse pee this time—and
washed my hands and face with the usual cold rinse. In the early afternoon I
crossed the Grapevine, pulled over and called the number John gave me. He
answered and I told him where I was, a few more hours.

Soon off the main thoroughfares, I passed through this town and that
city and by this village and out somewhere in the desolation of remote Los An-
geles county. It looked a lot like eastern Oregon, except the hills weren't as
high and there was grass, brown as shit. Fortunately, the roads had markers I
could read since they had names, part of the 9-1-1 campaign.

“Nine-one-one. State the nature of your emergency, please.”
“There's a fire out here off rural road three point two, about two miles

south of rural road seventeen...”
This never went over big with the 9-1-1 operators, nor the responders,



so rural road three point two is now Henderson road, for example, named for
the Hendersons, who have lived on the road forever, or since the natives were
removed.

I found the drive to Serena's house. I found it after I drove by it. I was
hoping, as I backed up, that no one was looking, especially anxious, bulked-up
security types with high-powered scope rifles.

I turned into the drive, which was described rather well by John, except
he forgot to tell me that it was immediately preceded by a hill which hid it from
the  direction  I  was  driving.  I  would  remind  him about  it,  in  case  he  ever
wanted to improve his directions for some future traveler. I pulled up slowly to
the contraption at the end of a gangly black steel arm embedded in the rock
wall behind it. Ah, yes, the speaker. I also considered throwing up my arms in
the universal sign of surrender, in case those high-powered scope rifles were
pointed at my forehead, but I resisted the urge.

Segment Two
A male voice,  dis-

appointing  to  me  since  I
was  hoping to  hear  the
sultry,  sexy  voice  of  the
Mexican actress, said over
the speaker, “Who is it?”

I had thought long
about my response to this
question.  “Gregory  the
failed  writer,”  I  replied,
my  face  pointed  to  the
contraption  sticking  from
the wall.

What followed was
a series of muffled discus-
sion  over  the  next  half-
minute  or  so.  Finally,  a
frustrated  voice  shouted,
“John!” I had succeeded in
throwing a monkey wrench into the well-oiled security apparatus of the Serena
Dominguez ranch house. Let the amusement commence.

A minute or two later, dead silence at both ends of the speaker system
as I waited patiently with a half-smile trying to discover the camera surely in-
stalled somewhere at the gate, a familiar voice calmly asked, “Gregory?”

“John, so good to hear from you. Did I upset the apple cart?”
“In a manner of speaking, yes.”
“Are there guns drawn and pointed at my head at this precise moment?”

I smiled where I thought I spotted the camera.
“All over the hills as a matter of fact.”
“Yes, but have they been tested recently?”



“Get in here.” Suddenly the gate opened and drew back and when the
clearance was complete, I slipped the Sentra into drive and motored along the
path, around a turn, then another turn, a third turn, over a hill, and there was
the house.  Holy crap, what a house! It sprawled everywhere, wings this way
and that,  multi-levels  here,  and over  there.  I  thought,  I'll  bet  there's  thirty
rooms because I can't even see the back. As I approached the house, driving at
a reasonable snail's pace, the dirt and gravel yielded to asphalt and a circle
drive to the house entrance, and opened expansively to the left, curling around
behind a house prominence to what I suspected was a garage, though I couldn't
see it from the driveway and caught only a glimpse from the hill. I had another
thought as I motored up to the entrance. I'll bet most of those rooms are rarely
used. That's my definition of too much house!

I couldn't see the door with a promenade of walls and plants, but people
were filing out through the promenade and onto the driveway as I reached it.
John was third and pointed to the open area to my left and I steered the Sentra
in that direction, stopping close to the house with plenty of open space in the
circle to clear me should anyone else arrive. I shoved the stick in park, turned
the ignition off, opened the door, stepped out and up and walked slowly to the
growing contingent. Before I could reach anyone they were all there to greet
me, the group I would call “the boys,” and Serena, who, of course, I would
never consider one of “the boys.” She would, nevertheless, serve as a producer
too. Heck, I would end up as a producer. What I immediately noticed was that
everyone—except a burly man wearing a jacket which didn't fall straight on
one side due to, I suspected, a firearm of some type hidden—were all wearing
bemused expressions. Bemusement begets bemusement so I wore my bemused
expression too.

Serena walked slowly past everyone, her face displaying her big smile
of pure radiance. She greeted me, “I have to wait an extra day and you can't
even say 'Gregory Hess' into my speaker?”

Her  smile  caused  my face  to  open into  a  huge grin.  “I'm so  sorry,
Senora. What defcon level did I hit? Two? One?”

There was laughter from the contingent, except from burly man, who
was not amused. Serena offered her right hand as she neared. “Welcome to my
house, Gregory, and, please, call me Serena.”

I stopped and glanced at her right hand. “I'm so pleased to finally meet
you, Serena, but would it be out of bounds if I suggested a hug instead? It is,
after all, more European.”

Her smile grew even wider. “Not at all,” she responded in a deep and
deliberately sultry manner. As she came closer her arms extended and I felt her
hands rest on the sides of my waist. I opened my arms around her arms and
across her back, closed them tightly and squeezed her hard. In seconds she ex-
claimed, “Oh! That feels good!” Her hands slipped around and over my back
and she squeezed my back, though not as hard. Still,  I  could feel her body
against mine. I love to hug.

After about a half  minute,  what felt  like a heavenly eternity,  we re-
leased and separated. “I prefer a hug to a handshake because when I hug some-



one, they know they've been hugged.”
Serena smiled again. “No argument here!” She turned slightly to the

others, resting her left hand gently on my right arm near my shoulder. “Let me
introduce you to everyone.”

Before  we  could  move  burly  man  interjected.  “Excuse  me,  Senora
Dominguez, but, if I may, I'd like to advise our newest guest about procedures,
which is my job.”

“Of course, Ray. I'm sorry, Gregory. We do have a few procedures.”
“Thank you, Senora.” At a respectful distance of about six feet, Ray

turned to address me. “Mister Hess, we have security here for a reason.”
“Wait!” I flashed my “innocent thoughtfulness” look. “Because you're

insecure?”
A smattering of laughter could be heard, though all made an attempt to

suppress it. Ray was unfazed. “It helps everyone when you follow directions.
They are not demanding and are only delivered to ensure everyone's safety.”

“I'm in deep shit because I didn't follow orders, right?”
“It helps ensure everyone's safety.”
“I'm sorry, General,” I said with a half-hearted salute. “It'll never hap-

pen again. I suppose I'll have to report for KP duty now. 'Private Hess, all those
potatoes are to be peeled before chow time.'” A brief pause as I looked to my
left and up, way up. “Wow! That's a lot of starch. What else are we having for
chow tonight?”

“Believe it or not, Mister Hess, humor doesn't bother me. Not following
directions does.”

“Hey, I'm sorry.” Ray's only doing his job. The crazies are everywhere
nowadays. “Do I address you as 'burly man,' 'Ray,' or do you prefer 'General?'”

“Ray will suffice.”
“I suppose you would prefer a handshake, Ray? I'll give you a hug if

you want one.”
“His hug is outstanding, Ray,” Serena advised, flashing him a bemused

smile.
Ray stood before me. I think he was considering it. “Perhaps another

time.” Ray slowly reached out with his right hand.
I quickly grabbed his with mine and squeezed it hard. “A hug deferred

is a hug saved! I'll be holding one for you when you're ready.”
Our hands separated and Ray leaned to Serena and whispered some-

thing to which Serena laughed and replied, “I don't think it will be necessary,
Ray, but be ready in case it does.” Ray stepped back and glanced at me smugly
as he walked back to the promenade.

John spoke up. “What was that about, Serena?”
“Oh, John, Ray suggested he could shoot Gregory, just wing him, and it

would probably shut him up.”
“Not likely!”
“And only briefly! The pain would dull eventually!”
Again,  Serena's  left  hand  rested  gently  on  my right  arm below my

shoulder.  “Come and meet my guests.” First,  as we began from our left  to



right, was Drake, actor, producer, and from the “Show Me” state, Missouri. We
were appropriately introduced by our hostess and I offered my right hand.

“I  don't  get  a  hug?”  Drake  protested.  “I  pretend to  be  European at
times.”

I feigned shock. “Someone as pretentious as me? Well, that most defi-
nitely deserves a hug.” I closed our gap quickly, wrapped my arms around him,
and, despite the several inches of height he commanded, I squeezed him hard
and thoroughly.

“Wow, that is a hug, all right!”
I sensed him considering it. “And don't pat me on the back like I'm your

dog.”
Drake laughed as we separated. “You caught me just in time.”
I shook my head with a smile. “Men pat each other on the back, like

they're dogs. Even women pat men on the back like they're dogs. But you don't
pat a woman on the back. They're not dogs, they're cats. Think I'm kidding?
Tell  a  woman sitting  comfortably  on a  sofa,  'Fetch.'  She looks at  you like
you're crazy and says, 'Get it yourself,' just like a cat. A cat will bring a mouse
inside and you'll tell it, 'Put that in the disposal,' and they drop it on the floor. A
cat will do whatever it wants to, just like a woman.”

“So, women are cats and men are dogs?” Serena's smile was intriguing.
“It's better than Venus and Mars. I don't get it. Are women supposed to

be hot as hell, upwards of nine hundred degrees, and men do nothing but fight
all the time? That does not work for me. Cats and dogs? That works for me, be-
cause it's true.”

“So, women do whatever they want and men are obedient slaves?” Ser-
ena was sparring with me. I liked it.

“Men are not obedient slaves completely, but here's another one. Dogs
drool and men do too. Pavlov could have skipped dogs and gone straight to
men and  still proven his hypothesis,  but he probably would have had to use
nude pictures and I suspect he was uncomfortable with that.”

Serena smiled even more. I thought she was liking this. I knew I was.
“So, are you comfortable when a woman does whatever she wants, Gregory?”

“As long as it's not too catlike, so she sleeps all day, goes out carousing
all night and brings home someone to drop him on the floor. Then, I have to get
up in the morning and ask, 'What do you expect me to do with him?' And she
looks up at me with her sweet, catlike expression and I know I'm gonna have a
hard time getting him in the disposal.” While everyone was smiling or laugh-
ing and enjoying, it only served to encourage me, but Serena suddenly came to
her senses.

“Maybe Ray was right, because if you don't shut up, Gregory, it will be
dark before I finish introducing you!” She looked at me sweetly, though, her
left arm wrapped firmly around my right arm.

“Well, I do like the hugging part of this. Next!”
I hugged Katherine, Will's wife, then I hugged Will, Katherine's hus-

band. “So, let me see if I've got this straight...You're his wife,” I pointed to Will
and heard Katherine's confirmation. Looking at Will, I said, “And you're her



husband.” Will confirmed. “I see how this works.” I turned to Serena. “So if I
point to the empty space to your right, and say, 'You're her husband,' and point
to you and say, 'And you're his wife,' this means...?” I knew what Serena's re-
sponse would be. I wanted to hear it, though, and I wanted everyone else to
hear it too.

Almost in a whisper, Serena said, “He's not here right now.”
“This explains the empty space!” I now knew the cute little Mexican ac-

tress was sleeping alone tonight. “I'm starting to get this.”
John offered, “My wife's not here either, Gregory.”
“Didn't you just get married, John? I mean, fairly recently.”
“Yes.”
“And you're already separated?”
“She had things to do, and I'll be leaving tonight and I'll catch up with

her later...”
“Catching up with her tonight, I hope.”
“Well, not exactly.”
“Not that it's any of  my business, John, but being married for such a

short  time and you're  already spending nights apart  doesn't  seem to be too
promising for a long and healthy marriage, but what do I know? I started with
a sex fiend and turned her into a sexual prude. It took thirteen years, but I did
it, all by myself. Congratulations to me.” It was a dangerous step I had taken
since I had just met most of these people, but I made my point unscathed,
which I would use later. Though most overlooked it, the point was sinking in.

I  hugged Ken, Will's longtime friend from their  Hahvood days.  “It's
certainly been enjoyable and entertaining meeting you, Gregory. John said you
were probably insane. He can drop probably.”

“Has anyone called you a handsome devil, Ken?” I asked innocently.
Ken took a moment to reflect. “No. Not that exact term. Not at all.”
“Huh,  I  wonder  why? Is  it  because you're not  a  devil  or  you're  not

handsome? Which one is it?”  Ken was suddenly flustered.  “I'm just kidding,
teasing. I do it a lot. You know where you stand with me, because if I like you,
I tease you, and the closer you get the more I tease. It's hard for some people,
but hardest for those I don't tease at all. If I don't tease you at all, it's because I
don't really like you. I'm just waiting for you to go away so I can get back to
being normal again.”

Ken smiled widely. “I like you. You say the most outrageous things and
then rescue it. How do you do that?”

“It's a gift,  really, but I still  can't believe no one's ever called you a
handsome devil because you are but maybe it's a midwestern thing and they
never say it in New England. I don't know.” I shrugged my shoulders and Ser-
ena guided me to Ken's wife, Penelope, also an actress.

“I can't wait to hear what you'll say about me.” Penelope's large smile
was genuine.

“After the hug. First things first.” I slowly stepped up to her and as sexy
as I could muster slipped my arms to the sides of her waist and slowly, sexily
around to her back. I nodded to Ken. “He doesn't get jealous easily, does he?”



Penelope laughed. “No, he's usually a good boy.”
“That's a relief.” I continued to hug as hard and as slow as the others

and Penelope actually emitted a low “Ohhhhhh.” “Because Ken looks pretty
buffed up now and I'm sure he could lay me out with one punch and it wouldn't
even be his best.”

Ken jokingly said, “Okay, you've hugged my wife enough!”
I  leaned to  Penelope's  ear  and loudly whispered,  “I've heard people

from New England are impatient. Is that true?”
Both Ken and Will simultaneously said, “Hey!”
Penelope let out a short chuckle. “They can be at times.”
I started to ease my hold on her, letting her decide when to separate. A

few moments later she dropped her arms and I stepped back. “Well, patience is
a virtue, which is not to say that impatient people are scandalous. I'm not say-
ing that. I'm implying it, but I'm not saying it.”

Will chimed in. “My mother would love you, Gregory.”
I turned to Will. “Your mother the teacher would probably love all of

us, then remind us that, despite the fact there are two of us who gained entry to
Hahvood, we are nothing but an assembly of a motley crew, and I'll prove it.” I
turned to Serena and pointed to her. “Dropout.” I turned to Drake. “Drake, did
you even attend school, because I think Missouri doesn't care, especially in the
Ozarks? 'School? I fish all day.'”

Drake laughed. “I had a little college.”
I pointed to him. “Dropout.” I turned to Katherine. “Katherine?”
Katherine smiled. “I have a university degree.”
“You are now in charge of all intellectual discussion.”
Katherine's smile widened. “Thank you.”
“You deserve it.” I turned to Will and pointed. “Dropout.”
Turning to Ken, he wouldn't even let me get to it. “Dropout.”
Penelope instantly offered, “I have a degree.”
“Drama?”
“As a matter of fact, yes.”
“You are now second in command of all intellectual discussion, only

because Katherine was appointed first, and somebody has to be first.”
“Thank you. I won't let you down, sir.”
“I'm sure you won't but you needn't be so formal. I offered John the op-

tion to call me shithead, so there you go.”
John confirmed, “He did.”
“And as for you.” I turned to John.
John immediately offered, “I've had a little college too.”
“Dropout.” I now pointed to myself. “Dropout. So let's see how motley

this crew truly is.” I turned to everyone in the same order and counted the
dropouts and skipped the degrees. “One, two, skip, three, four, skip, five, six.
Six dropouts out of eight. Seventy-five percent in this assembly are educational
failures. That is truly motley all right. And, Katherine, as I understand it, you're
not even in the entertainment biz. True?”

“That's true.”



I turned to Penelope. “And are you going to be involved in this movie?”
Penelope  smiled.  “I don't think so, unless there's a role for me. Other

than that, no.”
“So every one in this assembly who will possibly be involved in this

movie  are  complete  educational  failures.”  I  turned  to  Will.  “Your  mother
would be so proud.”

Will laughed. “She probably would. 'Six dropouts are going to make a
movie? Well, you certainly have ambition.'”

Penelope spoke with a bit of disappointment. “You haven't said any-
thing about me yet.”

“Oh, Penelope,” I began with a sorry tone, “what can I say about you in
the hopes you won't take it the wrong way unless it's the truth. So here's the
truth. I know you've made quite a few movies, most of which I haven't seen,
but it's not a reflection on you or any of your roles. It's because I'm not a movie
buff. I'm more into music.” I turned to Serena. “I haven't seen most of Serena's
movies. In fact, I probably haven't seen most of everyone's movies here.” I
turned to John. “And when it comes to movies about robbing casinos, I saw the
first one but only snippets of the others and only because I was channel surf-
ing. Once a movie idea becomes a franchise, I lose interest.” I turned to Drake
and Will. “And that goes for you and you.” I turned to Ken. “Have you done
any franchise stuff?”

“Not yet,” Ken said triumphantly. “There's always next year.”
“You did do a blind superhero movie,” I reminded him. “I don't know if

I would brag about that one.” Ken looked a little sheepish.
“What about me?” Serena demanded.
“Please! Spy Games?! I'm sure if I meet Robert he's gonna shout at me,

'What's wrong with Spy Games?' I'll have to tell him, 'There's nothing wrong
with movies for sixth graders, Robert,  but I prefer movies for  adults!'  It's a
preference thing. I like what I like and I won't apologize for it.” I paused for a
moment and gave Serena my best aroused expression. “But those pigtails were
flattering. Hey, while I'm here, could you put your hair in pigtails so I can con-
firm, 'Yep, that's how I remember it. Please, put your hair back the way it was.
Thank you.'” Serena punched me lightly on my right shoulder, smiling with an
obvious affection. I turned back to Penelope. “I can say this about you in all
honesty.  You are a step up,  way up,” I glanced to Ken, “from Penny on the
block.”

Penelope laughed quite heartily as did some of the others.  Ken mut-
tered, “That's a low blow, Gregory.”

“Do you want to go back to that?”
Ken quickly shook his head. “No.”
“What can you say about a woman who married a man with essentially

the same name as the man who was the high priest for Ceasar, who benefited
the most from his assassination until he fell madly in love with Cleopatra, and,
as Wild Bill warned four hundred years ago, 'Beware the Ides of March,' and
on what day was I born?”

Will asked, “You were born on the Ides of March? Really?”



“And on a Thursday no less. And what's Thursday's child?”
Ken answered. “Child of woe.”
“Bingo, so guess what I get to hear on my birthday when everybody

comes over? 'It's only two days to St. Patty's day! Then we can really tie one
on! Oh, by the way, Gregory,  happy birthday.'  'Yeah, thanks,  and fuck you
too.'” I turned to John but glanced to Serena. “John and I need no introduc-
tion.” I stepped up to him and fully extended my right hand.

“I don't get a hug?” John bemoaned.
“I think we have already established a protocol for greeting, John, and

it would be a handshake.”
“What if I want a hug, though? Everyone else got one.”
“Change is hard for me, John, though it's not the change so much as the

possible future inconsistency. One day it's a handshake, the next it's a hug, then
the next, the group you're with makes you feel uncomfortable with a hug so it's
a handshake, and on and on. You're going to have to decide which one and
stick to it! So, which one?”

“I want a hug!”
“Okay, but I'm gonna squeeze you extra hard,” I advised, closed the

distance,  wrapped  my arms  around John,  pulled  him tight  against  me  and
squeezed hard.

John had some difficulty breathing. “Yeah, you weren't kidding. How
does a skinny runt like you get so much strength?”

“Muscle memory...and I split wood, manually, with a thirty-five pound
maul. I can split about a third of a cord in an hour.”

“No way.”
“Yes way. Had enough?”
“That will suffice, yes.”
Serena patted me affectionately.  “My God!” she exclaimed in mock

surprise. “It's still daylight!” She turned to face me. “You couldn't reach sun-
set! I'm so disappointed in you, Gregory.”

Apologetically,  I  replied,  “I  have  my  limits.”  Widening  my  eyes  I
added, “One is thirst.”

“Which reminds me,” she said as she turned to walk toward the prome-
nade while  I  tried  not  to  look at  her  butt  well  sculpted  in  her  fashionable
turquoise blue slacks and followed, “we all left our glasses of wine inside.”
She leaned deep to her left to glance at the contingent. “That was a huge mis-
take on our part!”

Once the confirmations of various audible levels subsided, I remarked,
“But I'll bet if any of you invite me to your house, from now on you will usher
me right inside, telling everyone, 'We  cannot greet this guy in the driveway.
We'll never get back inside.'” While everyone laughed in complete agreement,
John slapped my back with both hands.  “Was that a man slap or dog slap,
John?”

John laughed. “Man slap, Gregory.”
“Good. If it was a dog slap, I'd have to pee on your leg.”
“You would, too.” John was getting it.



I passed by Ray standing at the promenade. “See what you missed with
the handshake?” Ray did his best to pretend not to acknowledge me. “I wish
you had said something about the wine, Serena. I feel bad keeping everybody
from it. I hope it was red.”

Serena had reached the door and opened it, stepping past to allow me
inside. “It is red wine.”

“Well, then, it may be better, having breathed. It's what I've heard.”
“It is true.” I stopped beside her to her right to wait for everyone, when

she slowly lifted her hand to pat my cheek twice like a little boy. “It had al-
ready breathed.”

“Nice try?”
“Nice try,” Serena agreed but her smile was intoxicating. I needed a

beer.
“I thought you were gonna say, 'little boy.' You can call me that. It won't

offend me. Most of the time I behave like one.”
“You are like a little boy in an old man's body.”
“The worst combination.” Drake walked by. “Now Drake,” he stopped

to turn to me, “played an old man in a baby's body, all the wisdom, experience
and he's stuck drinking milk from a plastic bottle, a horrible dispenser. I can't
drink milk like that. Bring me a woman who's lactating. Now that's a proper
dispenser!”

Drake smiled and raised his fist and we bumped fists together. “That's a
good one.”

I put my left  arm to Drake's back and urged him toward the others.
“When you tell this joke in mixed company, Drake, you have to be careful not
to look at any of the women's breasts for the next five minutes or they'll think
you have ideas. You  cannot let a woman think you have ideas. Best to keep
your brain a clean slate, so if she ever asks, 'Do you have any ideas?' you can
truthfully say, 'There's nothing in here, dear, ideas or anything.' She will  al-
ways respond, 'I know that.' And you will  always respond, 'If you know that,
why did you ask?' This, incidentally, is how you get out of painting the house.
She will now hire a painter.”

“You are...” Serena began behind me.
I turned my head to catch her gaze. “Incorrigible.” I turned back and we

had reached a table where everyone had picked up their glasses of wine. “It
may not be in your English lexicon.”

Serena shouted, “John, Will, Ken, incorr-”
“Incorrigible,” Will interrupted. “Ummm, uncontrollable, unruly.”
“Willful,” Ken offered.
“There's dozens of definitions. We could look 'em up on the internet,

someone could read each one and I'd say, 'Guilty,' if it fits, or 'No,' if it doesn't.
My personal favorite is 'bad beyond correction or reform.'”

“Oh, that's you!” Serena chided. “Bad beyond correction or reform.”
“Thank you.” I bowed my head slightly. “I think it's  what I like the

most about you so far. You actually listen to me.”
Serena frowned in disappointment and remarked, “I  have no choice,



Gregory. You're the only one talking.” While everyone enjoyed her remark, I
knew she was right, yet her frown instantly returned to a smile. “Have a glass
of wine. It will keep your mouth busy.”

“That's probably some high class wine, huh?”
“Some of the best.”
“It will be wasted on me. Everyone else will appreciate it more than I

will. I'd rather have a beer if you have one.”
“Of course. I have several.”
“Mexican.”
“Which one?”
“Pacifico.”
Serena looked to her right and shouted, “Luisa, please bring Gregory a

bottle  of  Pacifico!”  She  pushed  me  forward.  “Let's  all  move  to  the  Great
Room.”

I noticed some were already moving to the left and as I walked forward,
an expanse appeared to my right, with a large dining table decked out immacu-
lately  and  beyond  was  a  door  I  suspected  was  a  kitchen  which  probably
equaled the dining area in size. When I looked to my left with glass every-
where revealing some of the landscape outside, it began to open into a huge
room with a ceiling which lifted high and wide, vaulted ceilings, and glass all
to  the  right.  Some  were  already  sitting  down  on  furniture,  assorted  sizes,
shapes, different combinations of coverings, all obviously rich and expensive
and scattered seemingly anywhere, though I was sure there was some mad ar-
rangement  in  place.  Before  I  could  reach  the  true  beginning  of  this  Great
Room, Serena deftly scooted past me, placed her right hand over my stomach
to stop my movement, and stepped in front to face me squarely.

“Where did you sleep last night?”
“At a rest stop on I-5.”
“John offered you a flight to LAX, we would have paid all your ex-

penses, but you wanted to sleep at a rest stop on I-5?”  Her smile had disap-
peared. “What's wrong with you? Do you want to be a part of this or not?”

“Well, I don't know if I'm a part of anything yet.”
“And you won't be a part of anything until you act like a professional!”

Her tone was low enough most couldn't hear exactly what she was saying. “In
this business you do not keep people waiting so you can sleep at a rest stop on
I-5! You get me?” There was a flame in her eyes. The firecracker was lit. Pro-
ceed with caution.

Admitting defeat, I conceded. “I get it.”
A stout Hispanic woman about forty appeared to my right. “Senor?” she

asked, holding an opened bottle of Pacifico to me.
I took it from her hand.  “Thank you.” Immediately I put it to my lips

and sucked down a gulp.
“You're  welcome,  Senor.”  She  glanced  to  Serena,  bowed  her  head

slightly, turned around and walked away.
Serena leaned forward and lowered her tone even more. “My strongest

advice to you, Gregory, is if you want to be a professional, act like one.” She



leaned back, straightened, and turned toward the Great Room, walking toward
it. Without looking back she advised, “Come and sit down.”

As I walked slowly behind her, distance growing between us, I began,
“In my defense...” She stopped but before she could turn I reached her and
gently nudged the left side of her back. “Go and sit down.” She glanced to me,
I nodded my head toward the room and moved to her right toward a chair away
from the gathering at the opposite end of the Great Room, which  may have
been a hundred feet long and nearly as wide. When she reached a sofa and sat
next to John, I sat  in the chair facing everyone else but separated by some
thirty feet. “So, imagine this, and you all have some imagination, imagine from
my point of view. Yes, John offered, and I had even considered demanding it
before he offered, but I had already determined I needed a backup plan. Sure,
it's a business trip, but there are no guarantees, so imagine  you're the new-
comer, invited to someone's  private residence, with no guarantee, no agree-
ment, no idea how many will be there, a handful, a hundred, to one of you, you
have no reputation and you know none of these people. You're gonna give these
people your complete and total blind trust that, should it explode in your face,
there won't be any problem at all when you demand a ride back to the airport,
your ticket back, and don't forget every penny of those expenses? Sure, there
won't be a problem, except, imagine, Serena, it's just a setup, legendary in your
business, with a large group of Anglo producers hoping to score. After all, the
phrase, 'She slept her way to the top' isn't popular for nothing.”

Serena's face tightened and her eyes became slits. “Are you saying-”
I wouldn't let her finish. This was a battle of wills, and one of the par-

ticipants possessed a fairly incorrigible spirit. Which one's gonna win? “Nowa-
days, it could as likely be 'He slept his way' but it's only one example of any-
thing which can happen. I was coming here with a backup plan, whether you
like it or not. Minutes ago I got reamed for something I don't feel I deserved,
and should we all press forward together in this project, Serena, I'm certain it
will not be the only time we tangle. You're stubborn, obstinate and pig-headed
and so am I, which is not a great combination on which to build a  smooth
working relationship, since it means one of us will have to cave regularly, but
I'm not unreasonable. You explain to me the pros and cons so they make sense
to me and I'll cave, but until then, my backup plan remains in force, so should
it be determined by all of you I don't belong, I walk right out the door to my
trusty Sentra parked in your driveway, fire it up, drive away and never fucking
look back, and, yeah, sleep at a rest stop on I-5...But I won't leave until I col-
lect for my screenplay.” I win.

Serena's fire turned to John. “I thought you took care of that, John!”
With a mild embarrassment John explained, “I thought we should dis-

cuss it here, since it involves all of us.”
“Look, I hate to interrupt you kids, but because you had a communica-

tion failure, I get chewed out.” I pointed my finger at Serena. “You started it!”
Serena wore an expression of complete resignation and her tone was

actually submissive. “I'm sorry, Gregory.”
“Apology accepted.” I smiled for her encouragement.



Staring at me without break, Serena smiled in return. “We should dis-
cuss the screenplay now, so we can put this behind us.”

“Senora?”
Disappointment filled Serena's face. “Please call me Serena!”
I rose from the chair  instantly, exclaiming in a louder tone, “Senora

Serena! I want to know how to get through this place to the outside so I can
cool off a bit and smoke a cigarette!”

Since I hadn't spotted a single ashtray anywhere, Serena's inviting ex-
pression and tone was unexpected. “You can smoke in here.”

Unexpected or not, I wasn't budging. “No! I smoke outside!”
Thoroughly defeated, Serena nodded and pointed to her right and be-

hind her as she explained, “Into the indoor pool area behind us, go to your right
and through the sauna, and opposite and toward the corner, you'll see a sliding
door that leads outside to the patio.”

“Thank you.” I slowly walked past everyone, around the indoor pool,
through the sauna room, past the sliding door and outside. I took a deep breath
as I closed the door behind me. Shit! What a battle! I hope what follows this is
a little less rocky. I was close to shaking as I pulled out my cigarette pack from
my shirt pocket and withdrew a cigarette. I hate confrontation. Even when I
win my elevated adrenaline makes my hands shake. I lit the cigarette, moved
farther out on the patio to a lounge chair in the horizontal position, set my beer
beside it and sat down with my legs crossed, occasionally lifting the beer and
gulping it down. I smoked three cigarettes, spaced apart and not one lit from
the previous, over a half-hour, my back to the house. When I walked out on the
patio I could see the glass windows of the Great Room, figuring one or more
were watching me. I wasn't moving until my adrenaline dropped appreciably.

What happened in the Great Room is not conjecture. All at one time or
another told me what took place. What everyone agreed on is Drake, of all
people, was the one firmly on my side and he provided the most convincing ar-
guments in my defense. He said they were all in agreement the screenplay was
very good, he read it in one sitting because he couldn't put it down, I possessed
something they all knew was rare in the business, I should be given plenty of
time to show what I could do, I possessed a reasoning and persuasive quality
he was beginning to admire, I potentially had talents and abilities which could
prove invaluable to the making of the movie, combativeness and impatience on
their part would prove counterproductive, and Serena, though not to exclude
anyone else, needs to keep any fire in check. He finished by reminding every-
one that  while  they  were all  professionals  in  this  business,  used  to  getting
things agreed to on a lightning fast pace, they were adults and I probably felt
like I was being ganged up on. Serena was quiet and hardly said a word. Will
finished by addressing Serena, suggesting she should go out there and bring me
inside. He was certain I liked Serena, like was probably putting it mildly, since
I had written the screenplay with her in mind, and in his opinion I probably
wrote it for her, I would listen to her if Serena would talk to me thoughtfully, I
wasn't as high-strung as it seemed if I were only to be treated like someone
welcome, like an equal. Slowly, Serena rose from the sofa and came outside.



I heard the sliding door open and feet in flip-flops walk across the patio
toward  me  but  I  continued to  stare  straight  ahead  over  the  rolling  hills  in
shades of brown. She came around the lounge chair next to me and sat down to
my right, scooting her left thigh under my right knee lifted above the chair, and
her body touched mine. She stared straight ahead over the rolling hills with me
and in a very calm tone said, “I didn't think old men could sit Indian style.”

“It keeps my body limber so it doesn't feel so old.”
“How old are you, Gregory?”
“Fifty-nine.”
She turned rapidly to me. “You can't be that old!”
“Some days I feel it more than others.” I turned my head toward her

and waited until our eyes locked. “Golf magazines target old men like me so
every other page is a commercial for Viagra or Cialis, but I don't need that arti-
ficial boost. I still get hard as easily as I did when I was fourteen.”

As calm as a  windless day,  Serena asked,  “You're  in  love with me,
aren't you?”

I knew if I stayed at Serena's house long enough I would hear that ques-
tion from her own lips and I had thought often how to reply. “Of course, you
wouldn't want me to lie. You'd have no respect for me and when you're treated
with a lack of respect and dignity, especially from a man, you have a tendency
to explode, like Rosita. Yet, if I tell you the truth, you'll have to consider long
and hard how it  will bode for our future relationship,  professional and per-
sonal. So,  if I tell you I consider you to be the most desirable woman in the
world to me, this would put you up there pretty high in my opinion of women,
wouldn't it?”

“It would,” she calmly answered. “Is it true?”
Ignoring her question, I plowed ahead. “And you would have to con-

sider what might ensue from it, since you're a married woman, which makes
you off-limits by the way, and you certainly won't entertain romantic distrac-
tions from a man who is not your husband, would you?”

“No, I would not. Would I have to?”
“Was yours a Catholic wedding?”
The question threw her momentarily. “Yes, it was.”
“So when the two of you stood before the priest,  he said something

like, 'Do you, Serena Dominguez, take this man to be your lawfully wedded
husband,' and weddings bring the law into it.”

“That I know.”
“'To love and honor and,' well, they've dropped the obey part, usually

replacing it with cherish, 'love and honor and cherish your husband until death
do you part?' The priest pretty much asked you that, right?”

“Pretty much, yes.”  I glanced at Serena's face forming an amused ex-
pression.

“But the key in all of it is the word 'honor.' So when the priest asked
you, you said?”

“'I do.'”
“And you meant it, didn't you?”



“I did. Every word.”
“Including the word 'honor.'”
“Including 'honor.' Absolutely.”
“And to be honorable to your husband, to honor your husband, means

also to be faithful to him, to never be sexually intimate with any one but your
husband, is it not true?”

“That is true.”
“Because the priest didn't say, 'love and honor and cherish, until some-

body better comes along,' did he?”
“No, he did not.”
“But it  is possible to meet someone whom you know is better for you

than your husband, but it wouldn't be honorable for you to jump in the sack
with this better one, would it?”

“No, it wouldn't.”
“If you  were to jump in the sack with someone other than your hus-

band, it would show you can't keep your word, wouldn't it?”
“Yes, it would.” Serena dropped her head for some reason.
“It would show you can't keep your word even to this someone you just

jumped into the sack with, wouldn't it?”
“I suppose it would.”
“Do you think it wouldn't?”
Serena lifted her head to stare into my eyes. “Even to this someone,

yes.”
“You made a promise, Serena, and I want you to keep your word, be-

cause even if you are the most desirable woman in the world, much, if not all,
of this desire stems from what I can determine are the values which you con-
sider important, and honor has a greater value than desire, disagree?”

“I wouldn't disagree. Honor has a much greater value.”
My legs were starting to cramp so I slipped my right hand in the small

space between my hips and Serena's left thigh. She leaned away to give me
room. “No. Please don't move.” She stopped and I leaned on my hands to wrest
my feet out and set them on the patio concrete. “My legs were going numb.” I
turned to face her.

Serena smiled warmly looking directly into my eyes. Her hands were
still folded in her lap, but she lifted her left hand as she asked, “Shall I rub your
legs? Will that help your numbing?” Her smile remained unbroken, sincere.
Her offer was genuine.

I returned her sincere smile. “I would like that.” I felt her left hand drop
on my right thigh and gently rub to my knee. She didn't bother looking down.
She still stared at me, still smiling innocently, like it was no big deal rubbing a
man's leg, a man other than her husband. “Since I arrived here, Serena, I know
this. You are an incredible woman. You have a fantastic figure, probably be-
cause you take good care of yourself, and you have a great personality. But
you're not in love with me and never will be.” I felt her left hand lift up and
drop to my left thigh but she hadn't stopped staring at me intently. “In the un-
likely event,” I continued, trying not to pay any attention to her hand swirling



and squeezing my leg, “your feelings change and you come on to me, because I
will never come on to you, ever, since I will honor your word to be faithful to
your husband, I will remind you of the consequences, and I will plead with
you, beg you, 'Please don't do this,' but if it doesn't stop you, I'm out of ammo,
Serena, and I won't be able to resist you...” I turned to look at the many brown
shades across the rolling hills beyond her house. “Once that moment is over, it
won't change the consequences. I'll know you can't keep your word, and I'll
never think about you the same.”

In a very low, subdued tone, she remarked,  “My feelings about you,
Gregory, will not change.”

“I said it was unlikely.”
“I like you a lot. You have an attitude and a way  very different from

anyone I ever met, but I like who you are, what you have shown me so far.”
I had to change the subject. I exhausted this one. With as pleasant and

innocent manner as I could muster, I asked, “How long have you been in the
city of Lost Anglos this trip?”

“Lost Anglos?” she inquired, a bit amused.
I turned back with a smile. “The City of Angels is now the city of Lost

Anglos, a town full of Anglos walking around with no clue, don't you think?”
She chuckled briefly. “I think it's true. I never thought of it that way.”
I smiled widely at her acceptance, but I wanted to know something. I

had a gut feeling. “So, how long this trip?”
“I've been here two weeks.”
“Are you going back to France before the movie ramps up?”
“No, I'll be here until we wrap the shooting.”
“So, unless your husband shows up, that will be a lot of nights sleeping

alone, won't it?”
Her smile suddenly changed to a frown. “I'm not going to answer that.”
“I didn't think you would, so I'm going to give you some free marriage

advice because I'm older than you, I was married longer than you, and I have
the experience. I only ask you to listen.” I waited a moment to give Serena the
opportunity to stand up and end this, but she sat next to me  immobile and
silent. “I imagine when you walked down the aisle on your wedding day, you
never expected your marriage would become a long series of nights sleeping
alone. It's kind of crept up on you because it wasn't that way in the beginning.
Sure, you both had career obligations which rarely intersected, lifestyles which
rarely intersected, but in the beginning it was compromise and you both went
here and there, together, until one day it changed. 'No, I can't go,' and another,
'No, I can't go.’ And, now, maybe those nos outnumber the yeses, but it just
seemed kinda normal because it crept up on you. It wasn't like  my marriage,
when it was sudden and obvious, when the ex popped up out of bed one morn-
ing,  probably  upset  yet  again  something  was  poking  her  between  her  butt
cheeks, and maybe I was demanding sex, but I never demanded sex from her
or any other woman, I always require consent, and I always stop when the sig-
nal turns red or when she says, 'No,' or 'Stop.' And she herself had said 'No' on
many mornings with the expected result, no sex. And no big deal from me ei-



ther. But not this morning. She popped out of bed and stood completely bare-
ass naked at the edge of the bed, looked down at me, and promised, 'I'll never
sleep with you again.' And, damn, if she didn't keep her promise. She may not
have kept a few promises but that was one she did keep because she never slept
with me again. And I knew that morning my marriage was over, done. She had
changed the terms of our marriage, unilaterally, without my consent, my agree-
ment. I never discussed it with her, I never argued with her about it, I never
confronted her, but inaction is  not an agreement. And as with any contract,
when one party changes the terms, the other party must agree to the change or
the contract is null and void, and a marriage is a contract. Thus, our marriage
was null and void, but I stayed because I made a promise to her. She said, 'If
something happens between us, promise me you'll stay with me until the kids
are out of school.' Maybe she was setting me up. I don't know, but I promised
her I would and I kept my promise. When the kids were out of school—even
though the youngest still had her senior year, but she had been expelled and
there wasn't  a school within a fifty-mile radius that would take her,  so she
would get her diploma through GED, at home, so she's out of school—it was,
'Bye. See ya. Have a nice life.' I left her that summer, have barely laid eyes on
her in the almost ten years since, divorced her the following year. But I spent
six years sleeping alone every night after she popped out of bed that morning.
My marriage was over, done, dead.

“I don't know what the state of your marriage is, Serena, whether you're
happy or unhappy, but even if you're happy, there may come a time, since most
married couples go through it, most marriages have rocky times, you may be
unhappy with your marriage. A great man once wrote, 'Inability or unwilling-
ness to change one's unhappiness is a sign of weakness.'” I paused to gauge her
interest, to give her an opportunity to comment. After this moment, I turned to
look into Serena's eyes to encourage her.

It worked. When our eyes locked, her lids narrowed. “Which great man
wrote that?”

I smiled. “I wrote it.” Her eyes twinkled, her smile beamed and I could
tell she was suppressing a laugh. “I didn't say he was a great man in everyone's
mind, but he's a great man in my mind.” Her laughter suppression failed and I
joined her. “Not a great man in your mind but it's still true. If one is unhappy,
doing nothing to change it is a sign of weakness, and while I cannot claim to
know much about you, Serena, I would never consider you weak. That, you are
not.” I turned back to the hills. “If you are unhappy in your marriage, as I see
it, you have three options. Behind door number one is 'save your marriage.'
You have to consider what you are capable of changing and what you honestly
consider your husband capable of changing, have a long, patient, thoughtful
discussion with him, reach new compromises and work hard to honor them.
Both of you. It may or may not save your marriage but at least you tried when
you thought both of you could make those changes.

“You can choose door number two, by considering the responsibilities
and obligations of your marriage so that 'staying married,' even though you are
unhappy, provides more benefit than your continued unhappiness. You make



no changes,  the  no's  may increase,  but  you stay married anyway for  those
other benefits, whatever they may be.

“You can open door number three, when you consider that further com-
promise, by either you or your husband, is impossible, that your continued un-
happiness is unacceptable, and you end the marriage. You'll completely under-
stand the path of divorce is no guarantee of happiness and you have a child
who will be stuck in the middle, but the marriage can't be fixed and a lifetime
of unhappiness is much worse than a chance for happiness again. Staying mar-
ried, once you've considered door number two as the option to take, means
never having a chance for happiness. Even if you decide to do nothing, you
have chosen door number two, and you will be unhappy for the rest of your
life.” I turned back to Serena with a smile and her expression was...thoughtful.
“I don't presume to know any of this applies to you, Serena, and I know every-
one's marriage is different, but I do know what marriages are supposed to be,
and there's a whole lot of married people who are unhappy, but they continue
to go through life and continue to be unhappy because they're afraid to change,
because they're weak and won't admit it.  If you  ever become unhappy with
your marriage,  don't be  weak.  Fix  it  or  end  it,  or  be  unhappy  forever.”  I
reached down for the beer bottle, empty long before Serena arrived. “I'm get-
ting thirsty again.  I  could use another  beer,  should my hostess approve.” I
smiled and stood.

Serena returned my smile and stood beside me. “I'll get you another
beer. You deserve it.”

“Thank you.” I glanced at the windows of the Great Room. “We're be-
ing watched.”

“I know.”
I smiled deviously. “Let's give them something to talk about.”
“Like what?” Serena asked with a smile as completely devious.
“Let me hug you again. Two hugs from Serena Dominguez in one day?

That can't be bad.”
Serena's smile grew wide and full as she slithered up against me and

slipped her arms around my back. I wrapped my arms around her back in re-
sponse but I didn't squeeze her as hard this time. I sensed she could feel the
change,  but  instead  of  saying  anything,  she  squeezed  me  harder  than  I
squeezed her. I could easily feel the contours of her body against mine. She
whispered, “I want them to talk. They made me come out here to get you from
your 'cooling off' period.”

“Oh, I was cool before I left.” She leaned back to look in my eyes, re-
fusing to release me. “I did it for effect. It worked, didn't it?”

Serena released me and, as my arms dropped to my side, she shoved me
slightly backward with her right hand pushing against my shoulder. Her smile
wouldn't quit though. “That will give them something to talk about and so will
this.” She grabbed my shoulders, forcibly pulled me close to her and kissed my
right cheek through my beard.

As she leaned back to stand upright, her smile ever present, I agreed.
“Yep! That will get them talking. Do me a favor?”



“What?”
“Walk past me, and reach behind you with your hand so I can grasp it

in mine, and lead me back inside.”
She walked past me and reached out behind her with her left hand. “Cu-

mon, little boy.”
I grasped her left hand with my right. “I love it when you talk dirty like

that.” Her laugh was loud. I thought they could hear it in the Great Room. If
there were any windows open in the room, they surely heard it.

As we walked out of the indoor pool area into the expanse of the Great
Room, Serena yelled, “Luisa! Please bring Gregory another bottle of Pacifico!”

John sat on the sofa and turned toward us. “You two were out there
quite a while. What did you talk about?”

Serena was on the outside but before she could reply, I calmly advised,
“I can't tell you that, John. In the interests of Serena's confidentiality, I cannot
divulge any details whatsoever.”

Most were amused, even John, thinking I was kidding, and waiting for
my dead serious expression to soften. Serena even flashed a look of disbelief
but it was a momentary blip. She walked around me to sit on the sofa next to
John. “You heard the man.”

Ken said, “Oh, cumon, what did you two talk about?”
Serena flipped her head in  Ken's  direction,  looking at  him quite se-

verely.  “You heard the man. It's confidential. You know what it means, don't
you?”

I interrupted. “Serena, where's a bathroom?”
She turned to John. “Will you show him, please, John? You know what

I mean.”
John rose and walked past me. “Follow me, Gregory.”
I turned, walked behind him and we passed the entrance to the indoor

pool. Perhaps fifteen or twenty feet we reached a closed door. John flipped the
gold handle down and opened the door, stepped in and as I followed him, I
walked into a clean-up room of pure opulence. It had to be forty feet by fifty
feet, dominated by a walk-in shower to the right, the size of a small bedroom,
with shower heads and nozzles scattered all over it. There was no tub but there
was a small basin next to it with a large shower head. It looked like a shower at
a public beach, designed to rinse away sand and sea critters. There were two
stools, one considerably bigger. The bigger one I instantly considered a bidet,
and to the left, along the wall and around the corner and all the way to the wall
with the door were sinks and cabinets and all manner of items. Put a roll-away
bed in here and I could live quite comfortably.

John showed me the big stool, which was a bidet, with spigots pointed
up in the bowl for blasting the underside of the user. There was a button on the
right side to activate the bidet and that's what Serena meant John to show me.

“I'm only gonna pee and wash my hands and face, John.”
“Use the regular stool, then.”
I glanced over at the shower. “You could have a party in the shower.”
John looked at me with an amused expression.  “There's been one or



two in there.”
“I can imagine.”
John began to step out  the door.  “Well,  you know what  to do.”  He

closed the door behind him. I walked over to the small stool, emptied my blad-
der,  grabbed a handful  of  toilet  paper  and wiped all  around the bowl,  and
flushed it. I washed my hands and face, mostly to scrub away the smell of ciga-
rette smoke. When I emerged from the bathroom, I intended to reclaim my
seat, but I noticed a bottle of Pacifico sitting on the table at the end of the sofa
near  Serena and there was enough space to  sit  without  crowding her,  so I
walked toward her end of the sofa. I listened to the discussion still raging about
what the two of us were doing on the patio.

When I reached the open space of the sofa, I asked Serena, “I see a bot-
tle of beer on the table here, so I suppose you'd prefer I sit next to you?”

She looked up at me smiling as everyone grew quiet.  “I would prefer
that, yes.”

I smiled back but before I sat down I remarked, “Okay, but you have to
promise me: no hanky-panky.”

Serena's smile grew wider. “No hanky-panky. I promise.”
“Good.” I sat next to her. “I believe you are a woman of your word.”
“Thank you.”
I snagged the bottle on the table.  “You guys are still  trying to wear

down Serena?”
John spoke for all. “Well, it's not that we're trying to wear her down,

Gregory. This is kind of an open, let's get to know Gregory type of meeting,
you know. Everything out in the open sort of thing and you two go off and
have a private conversation?”

Looking in front of me to no one, I responded, “I don't really have any-
thing to hide, John, but when I said the magic word 'confidentiality,'  Serena
took it seriously, as she should. I thought she would, and you can try to badger
her, but it's hopeless. You all know her better than I do, but I'll bet money if
you piss off this woman, you have triggered a life-long vendetta, so my advice
is: don't piss her off.”

Serena patted my thigh. “Good advice.”
John took the path of rationalization. “Gregory, if you don't have any-

thing to hide, why hide it?”
I  glanced to  John. “Good question,  but  let's  examine confidentiality

first. I like the word. It has a cousin, confidence, and both are derived from
confide. You wouldn't  confide in a known gossip something which you didn't
want to share with the rest of the world, would you, John?”

“No, and I can see where you're going with this.”
“Not yet you can't, because, while I expected Serena to get it, I wasn't

completely sure she could tell the difference. Most of you couldn't, you really
thought I was joking, but Serena, in her defense, at least guessed correctly.
When you maintain confidentiality, that what is said and done in private, in a
private space or behind a closed door, and it  remains private, the result is an
amazing thing. People actually have confidence in you, they will confide in



you, because they trust it will never go past you. I  try to live my life like an
open book, that I have nothing to hide, but I have learned, sometimes through
painful experience, most are not like me. They bear thoughts, feelings, experi-
ences they may consider embarrassing,  maybe even shameful,  and it  would
crush them if it became common knowledge, but they're bearing a true burden,
alone, and this is sometimes harder than the embarrassment, the shame, be-
cause they have no safe way to release the burden, unless they can confide in
someone they trust. But if your reputation is as a known gossip, that you can-
not maintain anyone's confidentiality,  they have no hope of release through
you. Many people who commit suicide are often driven to it by carrying some
burden for which they have no one to help carry it, to help release it. How
would you like to have that on your conscience?”

The Great Room, this huge open room, was so quiet I could hear noises
of everyday life outside, even miles away. I put the bottle to my lips and took a
huge gulp. “Ah! The pause that refreshes.” Silence was instantly replaced by
chuckles  and  murmurs.  “Well,  let  me  finish  this  long-winded  explanation,
since it's keeping us from our screenplay compensation discussion, which will
become a negotiating battle between me and John Drury, my business adver-
sary, and I am definitely looking forward to that conversation.”

“Somehow, Gregory, I'm not looking forward to it at all.”
“As well you shouldn't, John, since when it's all said and done your

wallet will be lighter.”
“Among other things,” John added.
“I said I try to live my life like an open book. I have done some crazy

shit in my almost sixty years on this planet, crazy shit most if not all of you
would never believe possible. I would match my crazy shit with your crazy shit
any time, one after the other after the other, and when all the crazy shit is ex-
hausted, I will win the insanity race. But there is not one thing I've said or done
for which I'm ashamed. Not one! I regret a lot of them, but I'm not ashamed of
anything I've said or done, including what took place out on the patio between
Serena and me, but Serena asked me a very pointed, personal question and I
never answered her question fully, and I do want to answer it. But I can't do so
unless I get her permission, and if she will give me her permission, I will go
out to my car and get my computer and show her, show all of you, a picture
and explain it and that will answer her question fully.”

Serena sat up straight and I could feel her gaze upon me so I turned to
face her. “You don't have to do it,  Gregory. It  is personal, and that's why I
asked you out there, so I could hear your answer privately. I think I know what
your full answer will be anyway and I'm satisfied. You don't have to say any-
thing about it to any one else, if you don't want to, because...”

“No, I do, Serena. Everyone  should know, because most already sus-
pect something and are wondering both what it is and what effect it may have
on this movie, this project, going forward, so it's best everyone know or at least
be convinced it's not going to be a problem. If I don't address their suspicion, it
will become an issue, I guarantee you.  So, dear lady, do I have your permis-
sion?”



“It's more embarrassing to you, you know,” Serena advised, wearing an
expression which told me, you don't really need to do this, Gregory.

“I know, but when you see the picture and hear the explanation, you'll
like it even more than what I said out there, and I didn't do too bad out there,
did I?”

Serena's smile returned as she agreed, “Yes, you did pretty good out
there, I admit.”

“Good. So I'll go out and get my computer after dinner. We are having
dinner, aren't we?”

“Of course.”
“Excellent! I am saved a trip to a fast food joint.”
“And you're staying here tonight. No sleeping at a rest stop on I-5.”
“I'm gonna sleep in a bed?”
“Of course.”
“In my own private bedroom?”
“Yes, and you have your pick from several.”
“And there's one with an adjoining bathroom?”
“No.” Serena's smile was infectious.
“There's the end of my dream! I would have thought, in your quest to

keep up with the movie industry Joneses, Serena, you would have put an ad-
joining bathroom in every bedroom. Now that would have been impressive!”

She immediately nudged my right shoulder.  “Be nice to your hostess,
little boy.”

“You keep calling me that and I'm going to start calling you 'little girl,'
and we'll all watch the fireworks explode then! And we'll all be thinking, hey!
Wasn't the Fourth of July two weeks ago? Serena has some left over?”

Once everyone, including Serena, finished laughing, she asked, “Oh!
So if I call you 'little boy,' you get all offended?”

“Nope. So if I call you 'little girl,' you're gonna get all offended?”
Serena twisted her mouth into a thin half-smile while she pressed part

of the left side of her mouth between her teeth. It was a look I had already seen
before, a look which told me she was thinking about something, some course
of action, and whether it was wise or not to pursue it. The best way I can de-
scribe the look is it was her 'how do I want to handle this speed bump?' expres-
sion. “I am a woman, Gregory, not a little girl,” she delivered flatly, devoid of
anger, resentment, disappointment, merely a statement of fact.

With an exaggerated sense of relief, I responded, “I am so glad we got
that out in the open, Serena, because as long as I've been here to gaze upon
your lovely countenance, I've been wondering how I would describe you. Is
she a little girl or a woman? I can't decide!”

Again came a nudge of affection with the accompanying wide smile of
approval. I was liking this aspect of Serena more and more, but John ruined it.
“I hate to interrupt you kids bonding but can we get the screenplay out of the
way, please?”

What followed was my plan in full swing. It began, as I anticipated,
with John stating he had “a figure in mind,” but he would defer to me to open



the negotiations.  Indeed. I rose from the sofa, walking several yards away so
everyone had a clear view, and began to pace, noting to the crowd that, during
business negotiations, one should look for any advantage, or in its absence,
perform in a manner which creates a disadvantage for one's adversary, and con-
stant and often flamboyant pacing, complete with exaggerated arm and body
movements, tends to drive an observer crazy. Thus, I shall pace about the room
and drive John crazy. John, of course, scoffed at the idea I could drive him
crazy. I responded I was only getting started. “Watch the show, big boy.”

I moved into an explanation of precedent, what one could determine
was paid for some product in the past by two or more parties,  none under
duress, or, as I put it, “with a gun to their head.” I admitted I had performed no
research of going rates for screenplays, the thousands of them, and the prece-
dents for each,  but I had one which I would use to illustrate my position. I
chose Showgirls, because I knew who the screenwriter was, I was familiar with
the movie,  at  least  to the point where I  couldn't  watch it  any more,  which
doesn't bode well for the screenplay, and I knew the amount some “yay-hoo”
producer had paid for the screenplay. This amount, a huge amount, was paid, in
my opinion, for the screenwriter's reputation, having written many screenplays
made into movies, and many of those movies reaching reasonable financial
success, which is the measure everyone uses in business since critical success
doesn't put food on the table. Compare his reputation to mine and points go to
the  other  screenwriter,  lots  of  'em.  However,  compare  the  movie from his
screenplay, since no one in the room had ever read it, to my screenplay, and I
asked the proverbial question. “Are you going to tell me my screenplay is not
as good as his, or more appropriately,  my screenplay is worse? Where's the
story in that movie? As I recall from the few minutes I could actually stand
watching it, it's really nothing but a series of vignettes of people having sex for
any and every possible reason. Where's the story in that? The story is king. Ev-
erything else is a pretender. You build any creative presentation which is word-
based on a foundation which is the story, plot, setting, characters, conflict, con-
frontation, love, desire, and you make a point with the story. You aim to make
it compelling, inspiring, thoughtful, motivating, captivating, and you do it by
introducing plot twists and characters with whom the audience can identify,
creating a bond so they now actually care about the story. You build floors on
top of the foundation, which are the creative interpretations, first the screen-
play, then the movie direction, then, perhaps, the editing decisions, and finally
the audience has  their opportunity to interpret, but  none of it  occurs if you
build upon a shaky foundation where there is no story. Guns, explosions, mar-
tial arts, nudity, profanity, special effects, these are all pretenders to the crown,
because they are not the story. They only support the story, they only support
the throne, because the story is king.” Points to me for a screenplay which ac-
tually has a story.

I started the money negotiation by alluding to a “fair world” where a
fair price is determined only by a product by product comparison. In this case,
since the screenplay for Showgirls fetched three million dollars, my screenplay
is worth more. This isn't a “fair world,” though, and much of the money was



paid for a reputation, and it's quite probable that said “yay-hoo” producer didn't
even read the thing before cutting said three million dollar check. I rattled off
the discounts, from above three million, to three million, to, now, one million,
but one million will create an inevitable and constant distraction for John, who
will be asked to answer, “You paid a million dollars for a screenplay by an un-
proven writer? And how many screenplays has this guy written? One? Are you
out of your fucking mind, John?” This would also create a difficulty in main-
taining any continuing working relationship with John on my part, and I don't
need the headache.  How about  a  half-million?  Fewer complaints  about  the
screenplay price, but it still has the magical, and distracting, million attached to
it.  True,  I've discounted it  fifty  percent.  “All  items fifty  percent  off.  Today
only.” But it will still create a distraction for John and a difficulty for a work-
ing relationship for me. That's out too. How about a quarter-million? Seventy-
five percent off. It's getting near the ballpark, but it still has the magic attached
to it, million. Doesn't matter that three-quarters of a million are missing from
the figure. You can still hear the magic word, million. Nope, so let's toss out
fifty-thousand, and I'll settle for two hundred thousand. That will work.

John immediately countered, “A hundred and fifty thousand.”
“Nope, John. I already discounted it fifty thousand and that's as far as

I'll go for this reason. Once I have the check, half of it's gone to the govern-
ment, leaving me only a hundred thousand as real, usable income. It's not much
but I live frugally, modestly, and quite comfortably, and this figure will get me
five, six, seven years, straight to retirement. I've done it before. I'm doing it
now. Anything less and my income is not even in six figures and I deserve it. I
can't make it to retirement with less. And you'll pay it, John, even though I al-
ready know you think it's not worth it, based on your own experience and ex-
pertise. You'll pay it because you like the screenplay, and by extension myself,
and you'll have a ready-made explanation for the few naysayers who complain
about the amount. You'll only say, 'Yeah, I paid two hundred thousand for it
and it's a lot of money, so here's a copy of the screenplay. Read it and shut the
fuck up.' And those who actually do read it won't say another word. As for the
unproven part, which  should drop the price, well, now. Those lowball prices
would be for screenplays by unproven writers which have attracted no one of
any real note, not like this one, which already has a serious interest from a ma-
jor star, Serena. Two hundred thousand, John. Take it or leave it.” I had a brief
flash of Omar and almost delivered the last line with an Indian accent.

Drake spoke up before anyone else. “You should pay the man, John.
Hell, for that stage performance alone, it's worth two hundred thousand.”

Serena chimed in. “Pay him that, John. If you don't, I will.”
I smiled and took one more victory lap around the room. “They're aban-

doning ship, Cap'n. The iceberg has struck your Titanic and it's now only a
matter of time before the slow drop to the depths.”

John smiled while he protested in resignation, “All right, all right! I still
think two hundred thousand is too much, but...deal. I never want to negotiate
with you again, by the way.”

“And have me waste my breath with number two? I only deal with the



big boy, number one.”
“Yeah, I figured.”
Will and Ken started clapping. A few seconds and everyone was clap-

ping, even John. It was a performance and I knew it would be. The pacing was
me walking back and forth on a stage. It's why I did it. It would be appreciated.
I bowed. “Is this when they throw the bouquet of roses?”

Serena patted the empty space on the sofa. “Come and sit down, you
ham.”

“Thank you!” In my best British accent, I added, “And I hope I passed
the audition.” I strolled over to the sofa and sat down while Serena wouldn't
take her eyes off me.

Ken asked, “Now that we have the screenplay out of the way, what
next, John?”

“Well, I don't know. What should we discuss?”
“If this is more movie talk, John,” I asked, “isn't it really business re-

lated? I mean, making a movie is a business venture, is it not?”
“It is.”
“Then, shouldn't we conduct the meeting like a business meeting?”
“That's a good idea, John,” Will stated. “Good point, Gregory.”
“Thank you, Will.”
“What do you suggest, Gregory?” John asked.
“Well, somebody should take notes, for beginners. No one has brought

the meeting to order, no one's taking notes, no one's recording the minutes.
That's all standard for a business meeting. No one's chairing the meeting. It's
all just laissez faire.” I turned to Serena. “That's French, you know.”

She frowned. “I know it's French, Gregory.”
John stood and walked toward the front of the house. “I'll go and get

my notepad.”
“I'll bet you speak French fluently, since you live in France.”
“I do speak French quite well now, yes.”
“Of course. They're both romance languages, derived from Latin, so it's

not surprising. It wouldn't surprise me if you became fluent in Portugese and
Italian, since they're variations of the same base language. Now,  English, on
the other hand, I think you hate English. You only speak, read and maybe even
write in English only because you have to.”

Serena looked at me severely. “I don't hate English.”
“Do you even practice English?” Here comes the setup.
“I do at times.”
“So, after you crossed the border some, what, twenty-five years ago,

you frequently found yourself in a group where all know everyone primarily
speaks Spanish but you always said, 'No, my friends, I'm only speaking Eng-
lish today. I have to practice.'” As Serena flashed me a mild look of contempt, I
glanced at the others, all sitting to my left. Everyone wore the bemused look
from earlier in the driveway. They also knew Serena better than I did but I hit
the mark. I waited a moment or two and convinced no speech was forthcom-
ing, added, “Judging from your non-response, I'd say that never happens, so do



you read any books in  English for  fun? I know you've read Garcia-Marquez,
because I read he's your favorite author, but he wrote in Spanish, the language
he was taught from birth. I write in English, the language I was taught from
birth. Neither of us had a choice. Our parents made the choice for us. I didn't
get to decide, Garcia-Marquez didn't either and neither did you. So here's a
funny scenario. Listen to this one.” I stopped to look to Serena. She wasn't
smiling but I did have her attention. “In a  strange world, where  anything is
possible, I  could be your long-lost brother, the brother you never knew you
had, the one born ten years before you, when  our mother was rushed to the
hospital, only to have the baby boy, days after birth, spirited secretly out of the
maternity ward, across the border, sold to a child-less couple in central Illinois,
and forced to learn English, instead of Spanish, his birthright.” With the correct
inflection and emphasis, Serena's face changed from serious to humorous, con-
sidering the absurdity. “Funny story, huh? It could never happen, right?”

“Probably  not,”  Serena  replied,  but  she  was  smiling  again.  “What's
your point?”

“I admire you, Serena, your ability, determination and desire to learn
other languages. I truly do, because I know I won't. Not ever. I am a storyteller,
and the language I use for my stories was never my choice, but I have no inter-
est  in  learning  any  other.  The  tool  I  use  to  convey  my stories  is  writing,
through the further use of the English language, a language with which I strug-
gle every time I write. My English vocabulary is minuscule and I don't even
know all the syntactic terms to explain a phrase, and on and on, but I know
how a phrase should be written,  where it  should be broken with a comma,
where a sentence should end and the next begin, where a paragraph should end
and the next begin. I'll  never be a master or even a great writer. Hell, I'm not
even a good writer. I'm only competent. I'm a storyteller and a damn good one.
I don't have the time nor the inclination to learn  any other language because
once I start  down that road it will  never end. I  could learn Spanish,  which
would delight the Hispanics and Spaniards to no end, but then I might visit a
friend, oh, say, this cute little Mexican actress I know in France, and all her
French friends will say,” and I used a poor French accent, “I don't understand
you, Gregoire—because that's the French version of Gregory—I don't under-
stand you, Gregoire. You speak Spanish for those pigs in Spain but you won't
learn French? We only share a border with them because we have to. They're
peasants!” I switched back to a normal voice. “It would never end. I could go
to Japan. Everybody would be pissed off I can't speak Japanese. I could learn
my lesson and become reasonably proficient in Mandarin and visit China, to
discover half the Chinese are pissed off because I didn't learn the other major
dialect. There are nine thousand languages and another seventeen thousand di-
alects  world  linguists  have  identified  and  more  are  added  regularly.  That's
twenty-seven thousand languages, roughly. I didn't create these languages and
I'm not going to learn them. I draw the line at English because I didn't have a
choice. My  choice now is I won't learn  your language or anyone's language.
Translate my work in your language and deal with it.  I've done enough.” I
glanced over to Will. “How's that for incorrigible?”



Will popped back to life. “I think you're doing fucking great!”
Serena entered the argument, picking up on a sub-theme. She was get-

ting to know me better. “I thought you were criticizing my English, that maybe
you think I should be able to speak and understand English better than I do.
That is a point you were making, isn't it, Gregory?”

“I can't put anything past you, can I?” John returned, sitting next to Ser-
ena, and listened intently.

“No,  you can't.”  Serena's  look was  challenging.  “Do you think  you
can?”

“I don't want to put  anything past you, and I don't think I have to. I
think John said this was a get to know Gregory open kind of thing, so, John?”

John came to attention, so to speak, and replied, “Yes, Gregory.”
“I'm not an actor, but if I claimed an actor always leaves a bit of him or

her self in the portrayal of a character, would it be a fair statement to make?”
“It would. Every actor injects a part of themselves in every character

they portray. They can't escape it.”
“So if I said every writer leaves a part of him or her self in every work

they produce and share, do you think that would be a fair statement to make?”
“Well, Gregory, I'm not a writer, but I've read a lot of writers' works and

spoken with writers and I think it's a fair statement to make. I think there are
writers who put a lot of who they are in their written work.”

“Good. We can skip the get to know Gregory part of this, because I
have copies of all my written and shared work right in my car.”

Penelope interjected. “You have copies of all your novels right here?”
I turned to her genuinely sincere and smiling face. “I do, all four, about

thirteen hundred, fourteen hundred pages, but,” and I watched Penelope's face
turn into a modest frown, “one of us doesn't read any book in English for fun
or any other reason, so she gets left out.”

I turned to Serena. She responded, with a tone of extreme disappoint-
ment, like she was being left out, like she was the one excluded, “I knew this
was coming back to something I wasn't going to like.” She focused on my face
and she wasn't happy.

“But,” I offered in the most conciliatory manner possible, “I have a so-
lution, or half-solution, since I've only recorded the audio versions of my first
two  books.  They're  not  perfect,  maybe  not  even  professionally  produced,
given,  but  you can  hear  each word,  it's  my voice,  for  what  it's  worth,  you
wouldn't believe  where I recorded some of these, like motel rooms, yurts in
Oregon with rain falling on the roof, in a ranch house with Peggy the bird
chirping away and cats fighting, but it's all one of a kind you would never hear
from any other author, it's the entire book which I read to you,” and at this
point I turned to Serena and, for some reason, I glanced down to her waist and
ran my gaze right up her body to stop and stare in her eyes, “and you don't
have to read a word of English. All you have to do is listen. You haven't had a
problem listening to me so far. You only have to want to.”

Serena was impressed but she wanted to know more. “What about the
other two? You said you wrote four, didn't you? I'm still left out.”



“If you listen to the first two, and you like them, I will read the last two
personally to you, if you can spare the twenty-four or more hours it will take.”

Serena's smile was so wide I thought she was going to eat me. “You
mean, you'll read to me like a little girl?”

Again,  my gaze fell  to her waist and back up to her eyes. It almost
didn't register to me I was doing it, but her gaze was inviting. I expected scold-
ing or a frown. I waited a few moments. “No, you can't sit on my lap.”

Her smile widened into an expressway. “You're no fun.” She has other
ideas for fun? I only need ask?

“All  the  covers  of  the  fIdGits  books  have  a  warning,  'contains  ex-
tremely graphic sexual language,' and books two and three have the most, so
you can't be a little girl and listen. Have to be an adult.”

John interrupted. “We'll look at them after dinner, Gregory. I would like
to see them but let's wrap up this production meeting.”

I focused on John looking around Serena. She saw it and sat back on
the sofa as I asked, “Did you note the screenplay and it goes to legal?”

“Got it,” John replied, waving his notepad.
“Production meeting means it's the producers?”
John, Will, Ken and Drake all replied together, “Yes.”
“Who are the producers in attendance?”
“You wanna chair, Gregory? You seem pretty damn good at it.”
“Any objection?” I asked the room. I heard a number of no's, so I pro-

ceeded. “Who are the producers in attendance, John?”
“I  serve  as  executive  producer,  and  the  others  are  Will,  Ken  and

Drake.”
“What about Serena?”
“I'm not interested in serving as a producer. It's a very time consuming

position in a movie, Gregory.”
“Would it be wrong for me to assume the producers, at least the core

group of producers, end up as the owners of the movie once it's done?”
“More or less, yes.”
I looked at Serena inquisitively. “You don't want to own a share of this

movie essentially forever?”
“Well, we discussed some of it earlier.”
“Meaning yesterday, while you were waiting for me?”
“You were going to be late. I would hope it's not how you typically op-

erate.” She finished with a smile.
“This may be a good thing, though...John, isn't a producer responsible

for some portion of a movie production, who oversees this portion so it meets
its obligations to ensure the completion and success of the entire production?”

“That's mostly what a producer does, yes...and you've never worked on
a movie before?”

“No. Those portions can vary, too, depending on the unique require-
ments of any particular production, right?”

“They can, yes, and they have. In my producing experience, Gregory,
I've been responsible for many parts of a movie production, those parts have



varied, some small and some quite large. It does vary. It always varies.”
Drake added, “It also depends on the size and scope of the production.”
“Well, let me throw this out there. It seems to me this movie does have

a unique requirement. There are going to be a large number of Hispanic actors
performing both large and small and even extra roles and I'm guessing the vast
majority of them come from a home where they were taught Spanish first.
Some may not speak English at all, maybe the extras. There's only one person
here who meets  the same criteria,  but  if  she's  not  on the production team,
doesn't it seem the team, and the production, are creating an obstacle with this
portion of the production which seems to me totally unnecessary?”

“What do you propose, Gregory?” John asked, amused at how this was
moving. Maybe they had already discussed this before and maybe they hadn't
seen it in this light?

“Bring Serena onto the team and her responsibility is only to oversee all
the Hispanic actors, to perform as a liaison between the team and those actors.
She can have as many assistants as she thinks she needs and the actors them-
selves would feel more comfortable knowing their direct representative from
the production is a person who speaks Spanish fluently and when it's Serena,
it's a bigger bonus. Don't you think you would get the performance you need
from an actor who is comfortable versus one who isn't? And, personally, in my
experience, there is always an underlying and often unspoken tension between
the Anglo and Hispanic worlds.  The production team as it's  currently com-
posed is an Anglo world. If you have the reasonable means to defuse possible
tension, wouldn't you be wise to use it?”

Will sat up straight. “That is a great idea, John! I think Gregory is abso-
lutely right, and if it's Serena who acts as the team's rep for the Hispanic actors,
it's going to make a huge difference.”

John turned to Serena. “What do you think, Serena? Will you do it?”
Serena glanced to John initially but turned to look right to me. “I sup-

pose if I raised an objection, you'd have a response to overcome my objection,
wouldn't you?”

“That's an old sales technique but I suck as a salesperson. I'll tell you
what I  think will happen. Your reluctance, as you said, is producing will be
time consuming, but I don't anticipate being responsible for the Hispanic actors
will be demanding of your time. You will have most of your plate full with act-
ing in a major role, but I see you wearing both hats on the set, discussing with
the director and the other actors how to proceed with this scene, on and on.
You'll be doing both at the same time and they'll be working every day with the
producer who brought them here. In their minds you are the production team.”

Serena smiled warmly.  “And you would be disappointed if I refused,
wouldn't you?”

“Well, sure,” I replied, returning her warm smile with one of my own,
“but I wouldn't take it personally. In business, it's not personal. It's just busi-
ness.  My business  person's  ego  would  be  shattered  after  all  this  time  and
thought went into my argument and you end up shooting me down anyway.
Yeah, it would hurt my business person's ego, but I wouldn't take it personally.



I won't get up and throw some of your expensive items in this room in a temper
tantrum. Besides, I'm only trying to help the team, which is all male, all Anglo.
If they can get  you on the team, they gain  two diversity points in one move.
Not only do they get a Hispanic, they get a woman too. I'm simply performing
an admirable role for the EEOC. Two diversity points in one. That's thinking.”
I tapped my noggin.

“You are a complete lunatic, you know that, Gregory?”
“I practice, Serena. You can't get good at anything if you don't prac-

tice.”
Serena turned to John. “All right, John, I'll do it.” She turned back to

me and patted my right shoulder. “There. Are you happy?”
“My business person's ego is now soaring.”
“Okay, then,” John chirped. “Serena's in.”
“Do it the right way, John,” I advised. “One of the producers makes a

motion, another seconds, and then all vote.”
“Why don't you do it, Gregory?”
“I can't, John. I'm not on the production team.”
“I'll make the motion,” Ken offered. “I move we bring Serena onto the

team as the producer responsible for the Hispanic actors.”
“I second,” Will said.
John grabbed it from there. “Okay, there's the motion. All those in fa-

vor?” All four said, “Aye.” John added, “All those opposed?” Silence. “Motion
passes. That how it's done, Gregory?”

“Perfect.”
“Welcome to the team, Serena,” John said, smiling in her direction.
“Thank you.” Serena sat up and leaned forward, glancing around the

room. “We have some unfinished business, though, and now that I'm on  the
team, there's someone missing who I think belongs on the team with us.”

I was quiet. I had a suspicion where she was taking this so I thought it
best to keep quiet.  John instantly asked, knowing the answer, “Would it  be
Gregory, Serena?”

“It would be Gregory, yes.”
“He  doesn't  have  any  experience  as  a  producer,  Serena.  He's  never

worked on a movie before.”
“There's a first time for everything, don't you think, John?”
Drake asked, “What do you think you can do, Gregory?”
I had to be honest. “As a producer, probably not much.” I looked over

to Drake. “I have some expertise in finance. I have run a company and served
as the finance officer. Granted, the company went belly up, but not because I
couldn't do the books or advise the owners properly and in a timely fashion
about  the financial  condition of  the company.  We were bleeding red every
month and expenses were cut to the max. It was revenue pulling us down, but
to increase it, we had two avenues to pursue. We could retrain the sales staff,
more investment with no guarantee of return, and we could add vertical mar-
kets with new purchase commitments from new vendors, and, again, more in-
vestment and no guarantee of return. I produced the financial statements every



month on time and advised the owners, the investors, of which I was one, the
best choice was to close the business and cut our losses. We had a six-figure
secured loan to pay off, but as a corporation, creditors were limited to collect-
ing the corporate assets, which were virtually nothing. We never filed for bank-
ruptcy and we were never sued. The creditors had nothing to gain by paying
more money for legal fees and the loss to the owners was the smallest it could
be. It wasn't fun but I performed my obligation as the finance officer. I can pro-
duce budgets, as detailed as necessary, with reasonable cost projections. I can
perform cost versus performance analysis, again as detailed as necessary. I can
produce proper financial statements, and if anything comes up I question, I'll
go straight to John and we'll figure it out. I won't sit there scratching my head
and wasting time. I can do finance, even for a business endeavor in which I
have no previous experience: a movie production.”

Will looked to John. “Did you say yesterday you expected Gary to be in
charge of finance?”

Drake spoke up before John could answer. “Can't Gary perform other
producer roles, John?”

“Gary can do other things, yes.”
“Bring Gregory on as finance producer, John,” Serena suggested. “Let's

get him on the team so he can be a part of this. I would like that.”
Drake offered, “I'll move we install Gregory as the finance producer.”
“I second,” Will said.
“All those in favor?” John asked. Serena's “aye” was the loudest. “All

those opposed?” Silence. “You're in, Gregory. Welcome aboard.”
“Welcome to the team,” Serena purred. She really did. It was sexy.
“I consider it a privilege.” I strained to hide my emotional reaction but

noted some thought I was kidding again. “No, really, I  do consider it a privi-
lege. I'm sitting with actors and movie people whom I have admired for years
and you're treating me like an equal. That is a privilege. Thank you.”

Serena smiled sincerely and as she spoke she gently tapped her finger
against  my temple.  “I  think you have something in there which will  prove
priceless.”

I looked at her and I could feel it welling up inside me. With as much
composure as I could command, I responded, “That would mean you believe in
me.”

Serena could sense it. I saw it in her face, a soft, warm, gentle glow.
“You haven't shown me anything yet to convince me otherwise.”

“Now that you're on the team, Mister Producer and Chair of the meet-
ing,” John said in a teasing manner, “what's next?”

I held up my left hand holding nothing. “Budget. What do we know and
have to consider for the budget?”

John had a ten million dollar budget projected and investor commit-
ments left us with a four million dollar shortfall. He fully expected to close this
shortfall soon before it became any real problem, but some offered to commit
their own money should it be a problem. I argued against it. It would create a
conflict.  A producer's obligation is to make the best movie possible. An in-



vestor wants a positive return on investment as soon as possible, regardless of
product quality. It's wearing two hats with conflicting interests, plus it requires
time as the production rolls along to consider each, meaning any producer who
invests cannot spend all their time producing. John said we didn't have to reach
any decisions now and tabled the budget discussion.

Next, we discussed cast considerations. I opened by advising we did
not have Serena under contract. There was a long discussion, during which I
gave much of the argument concerning compensation arrangements. At one
moment while someone else was speaking, Serena leaned to my ear and whis-
pered,  “And you said you've never done this before. You're such a liar, Gre-
gory. I knew you would prove priceless.”

I leaned to her ear. “How can you be so smart and so beautiful too?”
She leaned to my ear one last time. “It's a gift, really.”
The offer Serena accepted was to work scale as an actress and receive a

point of the movie's gross on the back end. Once this was approved, I threw
out some actors' names which I had considered as I created the characters and
wrote the screenplay. We all agreed, with some reluctance when I mentioned
William McConnell and Jennifer Montez, two ex-lovers who didn't really like
each other any more, but I argued the roles were small, they would not be on
the set at the same time, and give them an opportunity to read the script. They
might say no anyway. Done. We'll move on to somebody else.

The role of Gustavo, the last  major role for consideration,  had been
skipped. John noted it. “Is there a Hispanic actor you considered for Gustavo?”

I threw the entire room into chaos. “Gustavo's not Hispanic. I specifi-
cally wrote the role this way. He's not Hispanic.” Everyone had thought, be-
cause Gustavo's mother is an indigenous native, she must be Hispanic. “It's not
the historical heritage, kids. Yes, Gustavo's father is a German immigrant and
we all agree he's not Hispanic, but all the indigenous natives, whether North,
Central or South America, came across the Bering Strait during the last Ice Age
from...Asia.  They're  all Asian,  not Hispanic.  That's  why  I  made  Gustavo's
mother an indigenous native. Gustavo is not Hispanic. He may be Mexican, as
rabidly Mexican as one can be, but he's not Hispanic.”

Serena piped up. “Now, that I like. Gustavo is not Hispanic. I like it, be-
cause I've been listening to Gustavo all day today.” She wouldn't stop looking
at me until everyone got her drift.

I advised I had no acting experience other than in a fourth grade play.
That's not serious acting, but the idea of me performing the role of Gustavo ac-
tually gained traction with everyone. I suggested that, while I could perform
the role—having already spoken each line for Gustavo for inflection and em-
phasis before I wrote them—the camera does not like every actor, and every-
one knows this. I should have to perform a screen test so everyone can see the
result and decide appropriately. The screen test should be performed with a
cast member already signed, and the logical choice is Serena. Cecilia and Gus-
tavo have a lot of screen time together, pick a scene of one to two minutes,
we'll rehearse until we're both comfortable with the scene, and go wherever we
have to to shoot the scene on camera, and everyone views it for themselves.



And don't think you'll hurt my feelings if you vote me out. I never expected to
perform the role of Gustavo when I came here, but I understand your dilemma.
What other actor can you seriously consider for the role?

Now Serena said it. “Before we do any of it, we're going to have to get
your teeth fixed. We can't have that! When was the last time you saw a dentist,
Gregory?”

“Hmmmm. When was the telephone invented?”
Serena was on a rampage. “That's it! That's what we're doing tomor-

row! You're seeing my dentist, we're getting your teeth cleaned, looked at and
you're not giving me any shit about it either!”

With no one riding to my rescue—and I didn't expect any—I meekly
replied, “I'm not giving you any shit. Am I giving you shit?”

“Not yet! But you argue about anything we offer to your benefit like it's
some type of insult to your puffed-up idea of manhood!”

“I'm not arguing, Serena.”
“Good! So get your ass up at seven tomorrow morning and meet us at

the breakfast table and don't you be late, little boy, or I will kick your ass! After
breakfast we're off to my dentist and, while we're at it, we'll see my doctor for
a check-up and physical because you probably haven't done  that in years ei-
ther, and you should quit smoking too!”

“Okay.”
“What was that?”
“Okay. I said okay.”
“Good. It's settled.”
“You know what this reminds me of?” I asked the room and answered.

“Dog grooming. 'Here Fido. Good boy! We're getting your teeth cleaned, and
we're going to the vet for your checkup and I know you hate shots but we're
gonna get all your shots including rabies because we don't know where you've
been and just as importantly we don't know where you're going either.'”

Serena's gaze was fierce. “Are you making fun of me?”
“I make fun of everything, but I'm not arguing against it. I'll do it and

happily too, because I'm going to like the company. You sitting next to me the
whole day? What's not to like?”

The severity of Serena's expression softened.  “Well, it's why I offered
it. I thought you'd do it if I offered to take you.”

“You already know I'd follow you almost  anywhere,  like a  well-be-
haved dog.”

“Men are dogs and women are cats.”
“And cats can be nurturing too. Haven't you seen two cats licking and

cleaning and grooming each other?”
“I'm not licking you.”
“Got it. Serena draws the line at licking.”
Luisa appeared at  the entrance to  the Great  Room. “Senora? Dinner

may be served at any time.”
“Gracias, Luisa.” Serena rose from the sofa. “Shall we all move to the

dining room?”



“May I get some of you big, strong, hulking types,” I interrupted, “to
help me bring some of those boxes inside, please?”

“Can't you do it after dinner?”
“It's starting to get dark, Serena. It would be easier to do it now instead

of trying to do it in the dark. It'll take a couple minutes.” I had already started
to move toward the front door.

“All right. Hurry up.”
All the men rose and followed me out the door to the trusty Sentra. I

popped open the trunk and most carried a box inside with copies of my written
work. I grabbed the backpack with my laptop and followed inside. We left it all
in the Great Room. Time to eat! I was starving. I hadn't eaten anything all day,
and I decided to drink wine with everyone else.

I wish I could tell you what we ate for dinner, since it was fabulous and
worthy of a five-star restaurant.  Since I rarely eat in five-star restaurants,  I
can't share any details except to tell you it was absolutely mouth-watering and
delightful. We were served dessert which was every bit as delicious as the main
course. No wonder everyone wants to live like the other half. It's not bad.

The most intriguing development was when Serena introduced the chef.
Michael was the chef-owner of a well-known restaurant in Los Angeles and a
personal friend of Serena, as he himself explained. As he basked in the endless
compliments for his culinary prowess, I had recognized the distinctive garlic
taste in some of the dishes he prepared and I mentioned it. Michael had, in my
observation, been ignoring me. He wouldn't look at me. He paid me no mind at
all, so when I mentioned it, he seemed to give it short shrift, as though he was
thinking, of course, they have garlic. Everyone can taste garlic, you moron.

When I asked him where he got his garlic—he had already mentioned
he grew a lot of his vegetables in the garden used for the restaurant—he dis-
missed my question very cavalierly with, “I can't get good garlic locally, so I
get it from the best sources all over.”

“Why can't you get good garlic locally, Michael? I mean, why can't you
yourself grow good garlic right here?”

Michael  displayed a  posture which told me,  you're ruffling my fine,
flamboyant feathers. Who the fuck are you? “I've tried it, others have tried it,
it's just not as good. You can't grow really good garlic here.”

“Don't you consider really good garlic the kind that, when you break
the cloves in the bulb, the oil from the garlic sticks to your fingers so when you
put your fingers to your nose, you practically gag? Is that good garlic?”

“Of course,” Michael replied with a laugh, a laugh which meant you're
a moron, still. Everyone knows that.

“And if I told you, Michael, I could grow garlic like that right here in
the San Fernando valley, are you going to tell me I can't?”

“I don't know you,” he  dismissed,  asking Serena who I was. “I don't
know you, Gregory, but I've learned from experience and been told it can't be
done.” He forgot to say, so there!

“I've been out here one day, Michael, and it's  reasonably hot.  That's
what really makes potent garlic, hot summer days, and right here you've got



'em. People turn a potentially excellent garlic crop into a bland one where there
are hot summer days because they over-water. In fact most gardening failures
are due to over-watering, especially out here in the west. Heck, people move
out to Arizona, install sprinklers and try to grow grass. You don't grow grass in
Arizona, you moron!”

This response seemed to strike a chord with Michael. He was now gen-
uinely interested in what I had to say. His tempered response was, “I'd still
have to see it and experience it myself.”

“I would want you to. This turns you from a believer into one who
knows, so,” I nodded to Serena, “if Serena will grant me some twenty-five feet
by four-feet of her garden out there, I'll run up to Gilroy for their garlic festival
next month—I think it's next month—buy some organic garlic from one of the
folks up there who knows how to grow it. That won't take long for me to figure
out, bring it back here, plant each clove in the patch, give the gardener, you
still have a gardener, Serena?” She nodded. “Give the gardener instructions for
watering and weeding—I'll probably come out myself once a month and do it.
You have to pull out the weeds which are vine-like because they strangle the
garlic shoots—and in the summer next year, we'll know, Michael. If the garlic
grown out there next summer oozes onto the skin of your fingers, I would think
it ends the contention good garlic can't be grown here.”

Michael's curiosity was genuinely piqued. So was everyone else. “You
really think you can grow good garlic here? I want that.”

“The key is  to avoid over-watering,  and I'll  prove why. You've seen
those inundations in your garden where puddles collect, right?”

“Yes. You want everything to be level but you can't avoid it. So?”
“After a while you notice nothing grows in those inundations, those fre-

quent puddles when you water. You've noticed it, haven't you?”
“Yes.”
“There it is, Michael, right before your eyes, the proof you require and

you're ignoring it like everyone else does. Even land-based weeds, which will
out-compete  anything  you try  to  grow,  won't  grow  in  over-saturated  soil.
There's your proof over-watering will kill the plants you try to grow, will kill
the potency of garlic you try to grow. Don't be ignorant. Ignorance is only ig-
noring what's already around you to see, hear, smell, touch and taste. Resist
your urge to over-water. Resist, I tell you. Resist, young man.”

Michael was now smiling. He turned toward Serena. “Where did you
find this man?”

Nonchalantly, Serena replied, “You mean Gregory? We found him wan-
dering around interstate 5 and took pity on him.”

“All true,” I inserted quickly. “I took one look at this bunch and I said
to myself, 'I'll bet they have a lot of bounty to share with me, but they really
need some help.'”

Michael  smiled.  “Let's  see  how the  garlic  turns  out.  I'm  very inter-
ested.”

“Let's! It  won't  take much effort or work on my part,  but if  it  does
work, you can have it, the whole thing, gratis. I only require one thing in re-



turn.”
“What?”
“No matter how you market it—and there's a lot of marketing potential

for a restaurant which grows its own—you will always give me credit. Even if
you're talking to a client or customer, you always give me credit by name. Af-
ter all, if you could do it yourself, you'd already be doing it by now. If I show
you how to do it successfully, I deserve the credit, by name. Deal?”

“Deal!” Michael readily agreed.
Serena smiled and flashed me an expression she was truly impressed.

“Do you really think you can do that for Michael?”
“Soil doesn't matter, Serena, so I don't care about your soil. I've grown

good, potent garlic, in soil mostly clay. It's supposed to be the most unforgiv-
ing soil, but I've seen garlic push it aside, or even grow above the soil with the
roots trailing into the soil. It's really cool because you see these bulbs of garlic
growing bigger  on top of the soil and you think,  I guess it doesn't matter. It
doesn't matter. A hot summer with little water. That's what matters.”

Michael stared at Serena. “I wouldn't expect you could find somebody
like this trolling down interstate 5 regularly, could you, Serena?”

Serena looked up to Michael, smiling, and replied, “No, you couldn't.”

Segment Three
I had made a com-

mitment.  I  would  grow
garlic in Serena's virtually
abandoned garden. Okay, I
knew it would blow every-
one away and I wasn't go-
ing to spend a whole lot of
energy  and  effort  to  ac-
complish  it.  They didn't
know it  and this  was  the
key.  What  door  this  key
would open also mattered.
Could  I,  in  good  con-

science, abuse the unlocking mechanism and let it open a door to which I was
not worthy? Time would tell and at this time I was operating moment by mo-
ment. It hadn't failed me yet. If it did, I would deal with the failure then.  Full
speed ahead.

Was I feeling cocky? Damn straight I was, arrogant and conceited, too.
I was on board as a producer on a major independent movie, I was seriously
being considered as the male lead in the movie, and I wrote the screenplay in a
whopping six days complete. Beat fucking that!

Add to it  the  growing,  incessantly  growing,  suspicion  the cute  little
Mexican actress felt something more than “mutual creative admiration,” and I
was flying high. I was never going to forget her words. They came right out of
her own mouth. “My feelings about you, Gregory, will not change.” Well, they



better not change, you tiny, little firecracker tease, because if they  do, you're
gonna eat those words and I'm gonna watch you eat 'em.

John had to leave so we all filed into the Great Room and I opened
boxes to pull out a copy of all four books. I handed them to John. “Enjoy. This
will eat up your spare time over the next months.”

He struggled to hold them all, a look of consternation across his face. “I
imagine so. You've been busy.”

“Cleaning out my closet.”
“What do these run, by the way?”
“About seventy-two.”
“I'll pay you tomorrow.”
“Whatever.”
He handed me a business card he had pulled out ahead of time. “My

cell number's on there.” There was a distinctive sadness in his expression. I ig-
nored it. “In case you need to reach me.” I nodded.

While John said his goodbyes, even hugging some but not all—nope,
that's my domain—he left the Great Room toward the front door and I distrib-
uted copies to everyone. Each inspected the books and there were comments
about the fIdGits covers. I expected it. I waited until I handed out the last. Ser-
ena  examined  one  and  exclaimed,  “This  cover  is  beautiful!  Who  did  this
cover?”

“An ex-lover.  Those are pictures of her paintings,  paintings she had
sold, and, yes, she agreed to have those on the cover after all the loving stuff
was over, although she occasionally gets randy once in a while.”

Penelope asked, “Is it because you have some kind of hold over her?”
I smiled at her delving into my personal life. “It can work both ways,

don't you think? I have ex-lovers scattered all over. I run into one every now
and then, even speak with them when they call me, and I love every one, even
the ex-wife. People grow, change, things change, life changes, but love never
changes, as long as you know what love is.”

Ken asked, “So which ones are the really dirty ones again, Gregory?”
I walked over to him and pulled out from his grasp books two and

three,  Moving and Road Runner, respectively. “These two have all the sexual
escapades.” Ken put down the other two, so I handed back to him the copy of
Moving. “This one's a good place to start. In the first chapter the narrator fucks
a little blond girl which happens to be the end of his virginity.”

“Oh, really.” Now Ken was interested.
“Yeah, all things come to an end.”
“Not priests and nuns,” Serena claimed, smiling widely.
“I read about you wanting to marry Jesus Christ.” Serena blushed a bit.

“Then you went around setting those poor sisters' alarm clocks to go off at
three in the morning. I would have liked to have been there to help, if you
would let me, but of course everyone would be asking, 'What is a man doing in
our convent?' 'Don't be alarmed, sisters, I'm inspecting the plumbing. Looking
good!'” I stuck out my right hand with my thumb up.

Serena regained her composure. “That would not have worked.”



I shrugged my shoulders. Reaching another box I pulled out a CD jewel
case with a cover of Midnight Blue. I walked back to Serena, standing close to
her right side, and showed it to her. “This has the audio version of the book.”
She took it from my left hand and flipped it over and back again. “I can put it
on your computer, if you have one, or something else. The chapters are mp3
files so you can't play them on a standard CD player.”

“My car can play mp3 files,” Serena insisted, with a disapproving ex-
pression. “I have to search for them, but it plays them. I can do that, you know.
I'm not an idiot.”

This shocked me. “Now why would you say that to me? Why are you
so defensive with me? Did I say you were an idiot? Do you think you can read
my mind? I don't know where anybody is with the tech now. Hell, I can't keep
up. I only offer to help. It's who I am. It's what I do. It's not a reflection of what
I think about you. I'm only trying to help.”

Serena dropped her head momentarily. When she raised it she looked
straight into my eyes. “I'm sorry. I didn't mean to be nasty. I don't think I'm de-
fensive. Do you think I'm defensive?”

“You have been a couple times, but it's already forgotten. Let's move
on.” Her look of concern was soon replaced with a thin smile. “This will keep
you busy for a while. It's about nine hours. The other audio version I'll need to
burn to disk. The only copy I have is on my computer.”

“Do I get copies of the print versions? I'll pay you for all of it.”
“Sure. Tell me where you want them and I'll put them there.”
“We can do it later. Okay?”
“Absolutely.” I brushed Serena's shoulder with my left hand as I was

moving away. She turned her head toward me and smiled.
Katherine caught my gaze as she looked up from her chair. “I don't

need copies for myself, Gregory. I can share with Will.” She started to gather
the copies I gave her.

“Leave them there, Katherine. I'll give those to Serena.”
My back was turned to Serena and she quietly stepped up to me. I felt

her hand fall gently on the back of my left shoulder blade and slide slowly,
gently to the top of my shoulder. “You were going to show me a picture?” She
squeezed my shoulder.

“Oh, shit!” I turned slowly to her. I didn't want to turn. I knew when I
did her hand would drop away and soon it was gone. “I forgot all about it.” I
wanted to forget about it still. I wanted her hand back on my shoulder.

I set the computer on a chair near the wall where I could plug it in. I
would sit in the chair next to it and the boys and I moved some chairs and a
sofa for the audience. It took a while to find it but I clicked it open, zoomed in
on the face of the woman standing behind and leaning above a girl sitting in a
chair. “Her name is Rosita.”

“That's what you told me on the patio, but she doesn't look like me.”
Will was looking through the books. “I'm looking at the chapter titles

and there's a chapter in your third book called, 'Rosita.'” Having captured my
attention he added with a curious smile, “I'm sure it's only a coincidence.”



“Hmmmm. Well, let's see.” I clicked on some folders until I reached my
compile folder for my books. I opened the file for Road Runner. “That's what
you were talking about, Will. Chapter thirty-three, 'Rosita.'” I moved the screen
down to the third paragraph but remembered I needed my old man glasses.
“Excuse me for a moment.” I reached into my backpack, pulled out the glass
case, removed the glasses and put them on. “Needed my old man glasses.”

“You need glasses, too?”
“I need glasses for reading mostly. I had a prescription but they broke

and I never replaced them.”
“There's another stop tomorrow!” Serena barked.  “You'll get glasses,

too.” I looked at her through the glasses. Her appearance was a bit skewed.
“Don't look at me like that!”

I took off the glasses. “May I look at you like this?” I crossed my eyes.
There was a bit of laughter but Serena was not amused. “Not like that

either. You've probably done it too often in your life and it's why you need
glasses, you nutball!”

“You know me too well, you, firecracker, you.” I put my glasses on
amid the chuckles. It occurred to me I had not said yet the question Serena
asked. Better get to it. “Okay, so you saw her picture.”

“She doesn't really look like me.”
I clicked back to the picture. “I never said she was your identical twin,

Serena. Meet the young Serena's sister, not only in resemblance, but in about
every aspect of their personalities, too.”

Will suggested, “She does look a lot like a young Serena, the pictures
I've seen of you, Serena, in your twenties.”

“Well, I don't think she does,” Serena commented dismissively.
“No one ever does, Serena. People have often told me I look like this

man or that man and I finally see this guy or a picture of him and in my opin-
ion we don't really look anything alike. Some people think I look like Gary
Oldman, others like Bill Paxson, and check this out.” I clicked through the pic-
tures in the folder until I reached the one I wanted. I zoomed in. “Hey, look!
It's Keanu Reeves!”

Everyone  leaned  closer.  Drake  exclaimed,  “Shit!  It  does look  like
Keanu Reeves. That you?”

“1984,  man.  Certain  poses,  lighting,  or  suggestion,  what  your  own
mind superimposes on it, people can look very similar.” I caught Serena's gaze.
“I have pictures of women in poses who look almost  exactly like you do to-
day.”

“Yeah? Well, let's see them.”
“Um, no.”
Serena did not like my answer. “No? And why not?”
“Private collection.”
“What does that mean?”
“It means I'm not showing you those pictures.”
Ken was amused. “I think what Gregory means is those pictures are a

little too revealing.”



Serena wore a look of disgust. “You don't really have pictures like that
on there, do you?”

“A woman's body,  to me,  is beautiful. Every bit  of it,  every inch, is
beautiful to me. I've seen quite a few bodies of women, some up close and per-
sonal,  others  in  pictures,  and they're  all  beautiful,  alluring even,  and I  will
never apologize because it's nothing to be ashamed of. You may find it disgust-
ing. It's your opinion. If you do, you will always find it disgusting, find me dis-
gusting. So be it.” Serena turned away. She was obviously very disappointed.

Drake was becoming impatient. “Get back to the question, Gregory.”
“Well, I keep interrupting me, so stop me.”
“Where  would  you like  me  to  hit  you?”  Drake  was  closest  and he

wasn't kidding.
“The threat will suffice...Okay, so I'm sitting out on the patio, enjoying

my  seclusion, when this cute little Mexican actress, this incredibly beautiful
woman, slides up next to me on the lounge chair as I sit with my legs crossed
and she says, 'I didn't think old men could sit Indian style.' I say, 'It keeps my
old body limber.' She asks, 'How old are you?' I reply, 'Fifty-nine.'” There were
a few gasps and I heard Katherine say in disbelief, “You're not fifty-nine!” I
turned to  Katherine.  “That's  what  the  cute  little  Mexican actress  said,  too!
Great minds think alike. I say, 'Golf magazines target old men like me so every
other page is a commercial for Viagra or Cialis, but I don't need an artificial
boost. I still get hard as easily as when I was fourteen years old.' And the next
thing which comes from this beautiful woman's mouth is 'You're in love with
me, aren't you?'” Everyone looked at me, Serena, me, and it occurred to me I
did not have a bottle of beer to grab and suck down a swallow. I faced a long
explanation  and would  need beer-swallowing  breaks.  “Please don't  hit  me,
Drake. Serena, may I have another beer? I really need one.”

I expected her to yell for Luisa. Instead she rose from her chair. “Cu-
mon. Luisa's off so I'll show you where it is.”

I followed her through the dining room and into her huge kitchen. Next
to the gray refrigerator which resembled a 747 was a smaller door installed un-
der the counter. She opened the door, removed a bottle of Pacifico and handed
it to me. “Here.” I took it as she closed the door and walked across the kitchen.

I assumed she was retrieving an opener, my opening to attempt to get a
few things straight with this movie star. “You're pissed off at me, aren't you?”

She opened a drawer and removed a bottle  opener.  As she turned I
walked closer to her, she handed it to me and stated, with unmistakable dis-
dain, “You have pornography on your computer.”

“I have pictures of women wearing little or no clothing, lots of 'em.”
As I took the opener and popped off the top, shoving the cap in my

pants pocket because I didn't want to ask where the trash receptacle was, Ser-
ena disdainfully repeated, “You have pornography on your computer.”

“I have nude pictures of women on my computer. I have nude pictures
of Serena Dominguez, porn star, on my computer.”

That went over well. Serena spit, “I am not a porn star. I don't work in
that business. They're disgusting!”



“You have appeared before a camera wearing little or no clothes, ap-
pearing nude, at times fully naked. You are a porn star.”

“I am  not a porn star! I don't work in that business. It's a  disgusting
business and I know all about it, more than you do!”

“I don't give a  fuck about the business. It isn't the business which de-
fines pornography. It's something else. I want to know how you define pornog-
raphy. At what level of nudity does it cross Serena's line? Women have ap-
peared in mainstream movies completely nude, showing everything. It's not the
business you're talking about. Is that pornography?”

“Yes!” She was as vehement as I was. “It's pornography!”
“Now, we're getting somewhere. Pornography to you, apparently, de-

pends on what is revealed. That's funny. I find it hilarious. Take Ewan McGre-
gor, probably the most daring actor in  your biz, and he's shown everything.
You can rent more than one movie where he shows everything, even his penis.
All of it, but that's the funny thing about the human body, or the differences in
the bodies between a man and a woman. A man stands before you fully naked
and there  it  all  is.  Nothing's  hidden.  But  a  woman stands  before you fully
naked and something's still missing. No, she has to pose in a different position
before her vagina is visible. So what's the mystery level which Serena consid-
ers  pornography? Is Ewan McGregor's  penis pornography?” Serena wouldn't
answer. “No? Well, let's see. Serena herself has revealed her breasts. There was
probably a business discussion about it. If she shows her breasts we'll probably
get another few million male adults to the theater. But it'll cost you another
million. Done! What about Serena's bare ass? That has some appeal to a few
million male adults, heck, maybe even females. Another million? Done. What
about Serena fully frontally nude? Her bush certainly has some appeal, maybe
male, maybe female. Two million? Done. But what about Serena's vagina? If
we could show that, we could draw millions and millions and millions of audi-
ence, both genders, it's only a matter of money. How much will Serena demand
for her vagina? There's  gotta be a price.  Everyone has a price. Everyone will
do anything for a price.” Our eyes were locked and hers were fuming. With my
peripheral vision I could see her cocking and loading, so when her right arm
swung to my face, I caught her wrist with my left hand. “So,  that's Serena's
line for pornography,  her vagina,  her pussy. I'm glad we had this discussion.
Serena drops a few notches on my desirability chart, which makes me feel bet-
ter, since I know she's a hypocrite.” I pushed her arm down, released it, turned
and took a gulp from the beer bottle, walking slowly back to the Great Room.
Serena hadn't moved. “I have a story to finish and you deserve the truth, or you
can stand here in your opulent, extravagant kitchen and sulk. At this moment I
don't really fucking care either way.”

In the Great Room I reclaimed my seat. Penelope asked, “Where's Ser-
ena?”

I replied in an aloof manner, “I think she's pissed off at me.”
“I am not pissed off at you, Gregory,” Serena said as she entered the

Great Room and moved to her chair. “I want to hear your story and I want to
know the whole truth.” She sat down. “Please continue.” If it was an act, it was



a damn fine performance. It had everyone convinced.
“Okay, you know what she asked. Let's go down memory lane, about

thirty years ago.” I clicked to the book. “This is fiction, but it's a nice start.”
“It's not all fiction,” Ken observed. “You said earlier the masters always

advised, 'write what you know.' It leads me to conclude it's not all fiction.”
“Some portions are made-up, but I'll never reveal what's true and what's

not. I want you to decide.” I put on my glasses. “So let me read a little from the
chapter 'Rosita.'” I started from the third paragraph, down to where it read, “In-
stead he was trying to convince me to stay away from her because she was
loco. That ain't stoppin' me.”

It was a long but totally convincing story, especially about Rosita's crab
walk, fully naked, across my bed. I talked honestly and openly about the sex. I
had no confidentiality pact with Rosita, at least none I felt was still in effect. I
hadn't laid eyes on the little Latin bombshell for thirty years and leaving out
the sex would have made the story less compelling, convincing. I knew when I
told my audience this  woman told  me a  wrenching and painful experience,
probably many more than one, about being raped  and couldn't even use the
word “rape” to describe it, and all of the story being told to me with my erect
penis inside her vagina,  it was going to be convincing. The fuck if it wasn't.
No, I should stay away from Rosita because she's loco, warned J R. It didn't
stop me then. It wouldn't stop me now.

I concluded with the comparison between the two, Rosita from thirty
years before, and Serena now. I loved Rosita then, I love her now, I will always
love her. I love Serena and I will always love her. I was in love with Rosita,
wanted her, desired her, and she wanted me just as much. She was the first
woman I ever met who wanted me as much as I wanted her right from the be-
ginning. I rattled off all the physical and personality traits the two share. “I
have an undeniable history of wanting a woman just like Serena. You would be
ignorant if you couldn't see it, because you would simply be ignoring the facts
right before you.” I can't help how I feel about Serena and I can't change it ei-
ther. Only Serena can change it. I came here and a part of me hoped she would
be a prima dona, a complete bitch. It would be a total release. She'd go from
the most desirable to the most despicable. I'd feel better. But she's not that way,
far from it, and I never really expected less. I think I know her too well to ex-
pect less and I can prove it if she'll only be honest with all of us, but it won't be
anything she wouldn't really want to share either, so I'm going to dive right into
it. In every relationship she ever had, back to her teen years, when she per-
ceived she had a commitment to a boy or a man, she never,  ever cheated on
him. Not once did she ever cheat on any one. Oh, some have cheated on her,
probably too many to painfully count, but she can count the times she cheated
quite  easily.  This number would be zero.  She's  never  cheated on  anyone.  I
asked Serena if my theory was true.

When I locked onto Serena's face it was filled with a stunned admira-
tion. It was clear and distinct. “How can you know that, Gregory? How can
you be so certain?” She was making a very obvious reference to how I made
the proposal, with such an adamant force of resolve and righteousness.



It had no effect on me. “Because I truly believe I know you, Serena, and
if I'm wrong, it will crush me.” I proclaimed it as truthfully as I could and my
voice nearly cracked. It probably did.

“I have never cheated on any man or boy...ever!”
I counted them on each successive digit of my right hand, starting with

my thumb. “True, loyal, dependable, faithful.” I looked around at my audience.
They were  all married, every one. “Oh, those are  sorry qualities,” I smirked.
“Gee, what else has she got? Please, she's gotta have something else.” Every-
one smiled, eased up. I could feel tension evaporating, but I wasn't through, far
from it. “You'd be lucky, extremely lucky, perhaps once in a lifetime roll of the
dice lucky if  you married one who turned out to be true, loyal, dependable,
faithful, because that package doesn't roll around very often, and you simply
can't know when you walk down the aisle and make those vows. You take it on
faith because you simply cannot predict the future, but if that package does ex-
ist, it will demonstrate its existence every day and when it does you better rec-
ognize how lucky you are. Because if you throw it away, you may never get
another chance. It may be the only time you ever put your hands on it in your
lifetime.” I had to stop and create a diversion. I could feel my eyes watering,
my nose filling. I hit home and it was hitting me too. I grabbed my bottle of
beer, sniffed as imperceptibly as possible, and sucked down some brew.

“So, what should I do, Drake?” I tried to move past it as quickly as pos-
sible. “And, let's assume for argument's sake, Serena's not married, she's single
and available. What should I do, Drake?” I picked on Drake because, honestly,
he was following this with rabid attention. The man has that way with him. Try
to put something past Drake at your own peril.

“If you were me, Gregory, and I felt that strongly about her, I'd go for
her, assuming she was single and available, which she's not.”

“I'll get to the married part, but it's a good answer, so let's examine what
would probably happen, because I already know what would happen. There are
essentially five major aspects of every human's life, so let's compare Serena's
to mine. Compare her career to my career. No comparison. Compare her life-
style to my lifestyle. Really? Is there any comparison to be made? Her homes
versus my no home? No comparison. Her family versus mine. Could be a toss-
up, until you consider she simply has more of her family still alive. I'm down
to a half-brother. And friends? Oh, I'm sure she has a shitload more friends
than I do, considering I can count my friends on one hand, but it's because I
understand what a friend is, and I can't depend on what anybody else might
think. A friend never abandons you and never excuses your behavior when you
both know it was wrong. Everyone makes mistakes. Everyone does something
wrong. No one's perfect, but a friend never defends you when you both know
you're wrong. That's just blind and stupid. A friend says, 'Yeah, I know he/she
was wrong, but we're friends and will be friends forever, and I will help he/she
make this right. It's what a friend does, you know, or maybe you don't. Well,
you do now.' I don't know anything about your friends, Serena. You probably
have a lot of 'em, but if they're more than you can count on both hands, you
have a lot masquerading as friends, and when things turn bad for you, when



you hit some hard times, those masquerading friends will disappear like cock-
roaches in the light. You better never let 'em back in your life when you right
things. You tell 'em, 'You're where you want to be now, out of my life. Stay
right there, because you're not welcome back.' Friends don't abandon you.

“Whether they're friends,  acquaintances,  whatever,  they'll  all say the
same thing, Serena, when they hear about you and me as an item. 'That's a step
down for you, Serena, a big step down. What are you thinking?' And you're a
public figure, too, so you'll get blasted by the media. The nice ones will report
our relationship and end it with, 'What is Serena Dominguez thinking?' The
nasty ones will blast you like you're a fucking idiot. And when they turn their
attention to me, I'll always be the reverse gold digger, and nothing more. It will
never end, it  will  always be coming from your side, since my side will  be
happy if I'm happy. I'll be happy at first. I'm with the woman I love and want
more than any other, but the onslaught will be incessant. I don't know if I'm
strong enough to fight that long. I don't know.”

“That's not encouraging!” Serena scoffed. “You'll stop fighting for me?
You're very discouraging in my eyes.”

“Points to the lady, Gregory,” Drake remarked, quite disappointed, “and
your prediction it would fail becomes self-fulfilling because you let it fail. You
stopped fighting. You quit. Not a very worthy outcome for you.”

“You both got me there. If I was worthy of Serena, I should never stop
fighting for her, against those on the  outside. I  should be strong enough that
even if Drake keeps sticking his nose in our lives, Serena and me, and I give
Serena  every  reasonable  opportunity  to  straighten  Drake  out,  but  he  never
comes around, I should be strong enough to say to Serena, 'Look, you've had
your shot with Drake. My turn.' And when he sticks his nose in our lives again,
I fucking bite it off!” I looked straight at Drake. “Think I won't do it? You can't
be sure, and you won't until I actually bite your fucking nose off. We'll be ene-
mies from this day forward, but I'll have the satisfaction knowing when you
stuck your nose where it didn't belong, you paid the price for it.” I softened my
gaze. “I don't expect it to happen, Drake. I think you would be one who ends
up on our side. You'd ask Serena, 'Are you happy?' She says, 'Yes.' You ask me,
'Am I happy?' I say, 'Yes.' And you'd declare, 'Good. I'm on your side.' And
you'd support us.

“I'd have to do it over and over again, for anyone who will not stop in-
terfering in our lives. They have no business there, they're not welcome by me
for this reason and if Serena can't keep them out, I'll have to keep 'em out. But
I'll end it. Yeah, it won't be pretty and feelings will get hurt, but I will end it. If
I keep giving them rope but they keep wanting more, at some point I'm gonna
yank the rope and hang them and have no regrets.

“And family? Don't get me started on family! Can't live with 'em and
they won't let you live without 'em.”

“There's nothing wrong with my family!”
“Everybody says it. Blood is thicker than water, and the drama never

ends.”
“What about your family?” Will asked.



“They're all dead! Other than my half-brother. He was the only sane
one of us. Lucky him!” I focused on Serena. “Oh, the first visit from dear old
Mom will be memorable. You'd absolutely get a kick every time you tell me
about how Mom pulled you aside to advise, 'Do you really love him, Serena?
He's so...provincial.'” Laughs all around. “If family can't pull you apart so you
finally spend those first nights sleeping alone because you have to visit family,
and I say, 'Have a good trip, because your family hates me and the feeling's
mutual,'  well,  then,  they're  not  trying  hard  enough.  Family!”  I  focused  on
Drake. “You have a big brother, Drake?”

“No.”
“Lucky you! At least you don't have to experience the frequent visit

from big bro, who will invariably ask for money from 'his movie star bro,' and
you'll give it to him because he'll remind you every time about the playground
when you were six years old and he saved you from the three bullies who were
'really ready to scar that pretty face of yours, Drake. Remember bro?' How
could you forget? He never lets you forget! Family!”

“My family would never behave like that!” Serena insisted.
I turned to her, my expression quite resolute. “It won't be family which

tears us apart. In the end, it will be you.” I paused for a beer break and I heard
words spoken by someone, but I held up my hand like a stop sign. Ignoring
what was said, I continued. “Before we make a commitment or even marry, the
latter being more formal and legal but the promises are the same, I'll  insist I
hear it from your own lips, and you'll say it, you'll promise me, you'll give your
word, you'll compromise right down the middle, you'll compromise as much as
I will. When you take two lives and twist them into one life,” and I twisted two
fingers together,  “when you take  two independent lives and make them into
one, something's gotta go, so  half  your life is gone and  half of mine is too.
Now, it's not to say you have to piss away half your career, half your lifestyle,
but I now become number one in your life and you become number one in my
life and everything else is secondary, except for your daughter which we both
now are responsible for raising and teaching properly, you in the lead. When
you're number one in my life,  I become secondary, and I make compromises
with you constantly, and you are expected to do the same, all so we remain to-
gether. You will promise it, you'll give your word to me, because you'll know I
won't make a commitment to you without it, and we'll start with six months on
your turf, maybe right here. This will make you happy, and in the lovey-dovey
way women use, you'll remind me often all you have is mine. 'Look, Gregory,
all I have is yours. I share it all with you, even this.' And you wave your arm
around like  you're  performing a magic act  because  you're  so proud of  this
house. And you are! You are proud of this house. I've seen it in your face. To
me, it's a house and nothing more, and frankly it's too big for you. Much of it
sits unused most of the time except for a few occasions a year. Other than that
much of it is empty space, a waste of space and money. And the lifestyle! No,
you don't let me forget it either. 'I worked hard for this, Gregory,' you'll remind
me. 'You cannot imagine the shit I had to put up with to get this and I enjoy my
life now. I earned it and I deserve it and it's yours too. All of it.' You know I'm



not impressed but you keep thinking, he'll come around. He'll learn to appreci-
ate it. I know he will. You'll make compromises too. I'll say, 'Are you going to
the thing in town tonight?' 'No,' you'll say, 'I told them I couldn't. I want to
spend a nice, calm, quiet, peaceful, loving evening with you.' I'll think, that's
great! She's making compromises like she promised and it will get me through
those six months without my brain exploding from the over-indulgence, which
is exactly what it is. You may not like this opinion of your lifestyle, but I call
'em as I see 'em, and we get through those six months relatively intact. Now it's
my turn.” I reached for the bottle of beer. Empty! I gotta have another beer. “Is
the beer self serve now?”

Serena was frustrated but with some patience replied, “Yes, but hurry
up, Gregory. You go on and on. Get to the end!”

“Thank you.” I stood up and walked to the kitchen. I thought about how
to end this little story, which, granted, was not so little. I had a flash of deja vu.
I have been here before, not here in this house, but said something quite similar
to someone else who had a strong hold on my heart,  my love, my desire. I
wondered if Serena was the kind of woman who couldn't fuck a man until she
was sufficiently drunk. Oh, I've had a few of those.

As I reached the Great Room, I sucked a mouthful of beer and contin-
ued, though I would remain standing until I got to the married part. “You're
anxious. 'Where are we going?' 'Germany.' 'Germany? What the fuck is in Ger-
many?' 'A place where I want to live.' 'Why would anyone want to live in Ger-
many?' 'Because it's  where I want to live, and I intend to live all over this
world, live, not tour. Live among the community, be a part of every one, learn
from the human beings who live there, and perhaps they'll learn a thing or two
from me.' 'But Germany?' 'It's a start and you promised.' So we go to Germany,
reluctant as you are, and you live  my lifestyle, modest, reasonable, comfort-
able, never extravagant, but, oh! You'll carry on about it! 'I haven't worked this
hard.' Blah! Blah! Blah! I'll even hear, 'When I was a child my parents didn't
live like this!' It's starting, but you'll be a trooper and push through it, counting
the days, because soon it will be your turn, it'll be your six months and your
life will return to normal. It's time for me to be tolerant, to put up with the way
you want to live, and to get through each day, I look forward to the night, when
the truce is called, and the bed becomes our demilitarized zone. It's not for any
action I look forward to the night. It's how every night ends, from the day we
made those promises,  every night ends when we fall  asleep in each other's
arms, holding each other, and every day starts when we get over our morning
grogginess and look at each other for the first time and we both smile. It's how
every night has ended. It's how every day has started and it keeps me going. I
put up with everything because it's what I get for loving you and I don't want to
lose you. I don't want to lose that.

“Things change on this turn though. The turn in Germany left a percep-
tion, not only yours, your precious career, your lifestyle, are slipping, and that's
when I hear it, 'Just this once.' It won't be the last time. I'll hear it again and
again. 'Just this once.' You'll be back every night, you won't fail me, because
those nights and those mornings mean something to you too. But those words,



'just this once,' become frequent, too frequent, and the compromise scale keeps
creeping over to your side, slowly but inevitably, and I'm the one doing the
compromising. You think it's all under control because I don't argue. I stopped
arguing. I stopped because you stopped listening. You don't listen to me any
more. 'I have to go, Gregory. I have an obligation. I promised them.' I remem-
ber you promised me something too but I'm not number one and haven't been
for a while. I'm not even number two, number three. I'm in there somewhere
but  it  ain't  number one.  I  see it  slipping away and I  keep telling you this.
'Aren't you happy, Gregory?' 'No, I'm not happy, Serena.' And you do what ev-
ery woman seems ready and willing to do. You'll ask, 'Ah, what can I do to
make you happy?'  I've heard this  before,  even from you. In fact,  I  already
know when I hear you ask me if I'm happy what's going to happen. When it's
over, you always ask if I'm happy and I always say I am. I am happy. I like sex
and you're a great sexual partner, especially when you drive, but it's temporary
and doesn't fix anything.

“When it's my turn again, we're going to Africa. 'Africa? Are you crazy,
Gregory? It's dangerous there.' 'It's dangerous anywhere and Africa's a big con-
tinent. It's where we're going.' 'I'm sorry, but Africa is too dangerous for my
taste,  little boy.'  'Yeah? So is Crenshaw Boulevard,  which happens to be in
America, so it must not be that dangerous. Hell, let's go down there at three in
the morning some time soon. We can hang out with the home boys.'” A few
bits of laughter. “'We're going to Africa,' I tell you and you reluctantly go but
it's a disaster, because it's when the first morning arrives with no smile on your
face. 'We're going back, my daughter and me. I'll wait for you. You know I will
so please come back soon, but we're leaving. Today.' This night is the first of
many to come when we both sleep alone, and I can't stand it. I love you, I'm
losing you, and I'm sleeping alone, so I cut short Africa to come back to you.
It's your turn and you're happy, but I'm not, and the 'just this once' starts up
again. The compromise scale has slid way over on your side and I'm seething.

“Your  promise  has  become  empty  words  and  there  comes  the  last
evening, the one you'll never forget, though it seemed like all the others. They
weren't memorable and you could have blown off each one with no appreciable
effect on your career, your lifestyle, and I know it. You have an  obligation,
though. That you do, not to me, to them. Off you go with those infamous last
words, 'Just this once.' And when you recall this evening over the rest of your
life, there seemed to be some portent. There were so many people who asked
about Gregory when they never had before because they never gave a shit
about me and it was mutual. 'Oh, he didn't really want to come. He doesn't re-
ally like these things.' 'Are you two having problems?' 'Oh, no, everything's
fine. We're doing great.' The gala, glamor event goes off without a hitch and
you come home like you always do. You walk through the door and yell, 'I'm
home Gregory. What are you doing?' Silence. Uh, that's unusual. You look all
around the house for me but I'm not there. You notice my computer backpack
is not where I normally leave it and it triggers something else so you check the
closet and notice my suitcase is missing. Now you recall you didn't see my car
when you pulled up, so you pull out your phone and call my cell. It answers.



'Hello.'  'Where are you?' 'Driving.' 'Driving where?' 'Away from you.' 'Don't
say that. Don't be like that. Come back here. I miss you already. I need you.' 'I
only drive in one direction and it's not backwards. It's away from you, Serena,
because I don't want to see you any more, I don't want to hear from you any
more, and don't you ever call this number again. I'll know it's you and I won't
answer. We're through. Bye.' Click. That's it. We're done. You betrayed me be-
cause you lied to me. Your promise was empty words. I stayed with you to give
you plenty of time to show me whether it was an empty promise or not, until I
finally let go, finally realized you never meant to keep your promise. You have
so much and I have so little. 'Look at how much better our lives are when you
compromise, Gregory.' Yeah, the half of our lives that's still yours, but my life
isn't better. It's not how I feel. Instead, I feel like I lost my life and it's why I'll
leave you. For the same reason I left the other women. I have lost my life and I
want it back. I want  my life back.” With another pause to gulp some beer, I
walked to my seat and sat down. I glanced to Serena for the first time since I
got up to get a beer.

Serena's face was skeptical and unimpressed. “That doesn't have to be
how it turns out! You can't predict it. It's just a story.”

“And you're not single and available anyway! You're married but the
married part of this is good. What could I do since Serena's married and I feel
for her the way I do? Hey! I got it!” I looked at the group. “I could hit up on
her!” This brought much laughter. “Yeah, I could do that! Of course, she would
have to be receptive to it, which is unlikely, but what if she is? Never know un-
til you try! Oh, there's  gotta be a song for it. 'If I can't have you, just a  taste
will do.' Maybe the Eagles. But a taste of Serena? Well, you know you're close
to someone when you can taste them. You can see them, hear  them, smell
them, that's easy, even feel them. That's why I love to hug. I get to feel you.
Note I did not feel you up, but I did feel you. And several times already today I
have touched Serena and she has touched me. I've felt her hand touch a part of
my body and it felt good. I like to be touched. I think most human beings do,
as long as it's done with a genuine sincerity and respect. Taste is different, from
all the other senses. When you taste someone you have to lick them. Can't get
around it, because those sensory receptacles are on your tongue. I'll bet there
isn't a culture in the world which doesn't have some taboo about taste. Human
beings, in general I would imagine, frown on someone who goes around lick-
ing everyone. There  might be an understanding in  some cultures if you don't
stop licking everyone, they'll cut your tongue out, and then you'll have no taste,
which is an observation many have made about me. 'Yes, Gregory has no taste.'
No argument here.” Another round of laughter. “No, you have to be close to
someone to taste them, and should I ever get close enough to Serena, I'll bet
she tastes good. Might even be less filling. Tastes good and is less filling. Am I
a shill for light beer? Which reminds me...” I gulped another swallow from my
bottle, noting the mania was in full swing. Let it fly. “So, I hit on Serena, be-
cause you don't know until you try, and, holy of holies, she's receptive. How do
I know? Because instantly her tongue is trying to carve a wider path down my
esophagus and to keep myself  from choking to death,  I'm forced to tongue



wrestle as though my life depends on it, which in actual fact it does. But as the
tongue wrestling match of the century begins, I discover a very important fact.
I was right. She does taste good. As soon as it begins, though, we separate a bit
and out of her mouth come the words, 'We need to find a bed.' I instantly per-
ceive this as a signal, green light. You may proceed. At any time to this point,
and at any time until we reach the expressway and there are no exits, the light
can change to  red,  and  should  you proceed through the  red light,  you're  a
rapist.

“And this provides me the opportunity to introduce you to the highest
truth about sex, from which all other truths descend. In any sex act, typically
involving one or more genitalia,  and involving only two human beings, once
the sex act begins, in that very moment, if the sex act is not mutually consen-
sual, and it is the duty of both to use a means of communication which leaves
no confusion, if it is not mutually consensual, one of those human beings is be-
ing raped and the other is a rapist. I believe truer words have never been spo-
ken. Does anyone have an argument?” I paused to glance at every human being
in the room. The silence was deafening. “Good. In this story, Serena puts out
green light after green light, we jump into the sack, we become sexually inti-
mate. Because we took action, and every action which a human being performs
has consequences,  there are  consequences to  this  action.  What  would those
consequences  be?  We were  discreet  enough no one  knew.  We were  clever
enough later to hide the fact, to never let on, and no one knew, even suspected.
Hey! We managed to avoid any consequences, right? Nobody knows. Nobody
suspects. We banged away on each other and got away with it free and clear.
Sure we did! Well, no we didn't. Because there are consequences and Serena
knows it and so do I. She walked down the aisle to the wedding presider and
listened to  the  words,  'Do you,  Serena  Dominguez,  promise  to  honor your
spouse, your husband, until death do you part?' So did the hundreds of wit-
nesses. And she said, 'I do.' And the hundreds of witnesses heard her say it.
That's a promise. That's a commitment, a full commitment. Marriage is a com-
mitment, a full commitment. Jumping into the sack with me, or anyone else, is
an act which breaks her word, shatters her promise, and she knows it. So do I.
I know she broke her word. Do I have any consequences? Damn straight I do. I
helped her break her  word,  shatter  her promise,  and this  makes me just  as
guilty. Oh, no, I didn't promise her husband I would honor  him. I don't even
know him but I'm as guilty because I knew I was helping her break her word.
It's like conspiracy to commit murder. You don't commit the act, but you're just
as guilty.

“When you keep your word, when you make a promise and deliver, you
create a bond, and from it grows a unique human concept, truly above most
any other. We call it honor and it is unique, because it's a possession which no
one can take away from you.” I glared at Serena. “They can take away your
house, everything you own, take away your child, even your husband, they can
take it all away. If there are enough human beings against you, organized prop-
erly, they can do it. You may think you're rough and tough, but you're not that
strong to stand up to it. No one is. It wouldn't be fair, but no one said life is



fair. They can take it all away, but they can't take away your honor. They can
line up a bunch of people who personally know your honor and, under duress,
make them lie and say 'Serena Dominguez is dishonorable. I know from expe-
rience.' And you can get those people in private, in a safe environment, confi-
dential, and they'll admit they lied. They know Serena. She is honorable. 'What
could I do?' they'll say. 'They threatened my life, the lives of my loved ones.'
But all they did was try to convince those who don't know you. They created a
fiction for those who don't know you, don't know from personal experience the
honor you possess and keep. Fuck them! Those people don't know and those
against you failed to take away your honor because they can't do it. They can
drag your reputation through the mud but they can't remove your honor no
matter how hard they try. It is a possession which belongs to you and should
you keep it, you remain some one, someone of note, someone who is worthy,
someone anyone can trust. Or you can throw it away, consider it inconvenient,
and become no one, no one anyone wants to deal with, no one who is worthy,
no one anyone can trust. Once you throw it away, honor is damned hard to re-
gain, and for those who  know you gave your word and  didn't keep it, you'll
never be honorable to them. For me to help you throw away your honor, and
throw away mine also as a consequence, I will never hit up on you. This will
never happen!”

I had to take another beer gulp, but I wasn't finished. I was close. I only
needed to add a little more. “But wait!” I grabbed everyone's attention, some
by surprise. “There's more! What if Serena comes at me! I know! It's a shock!
It's as likely as Jupiter spinning out of orbit to take out Earth, which, of course,
won't happen, because as soon as it passes through the asteroid belt and nar-
rowly misses Mars, all the rest of the planets will raise hell, and the Sun, being
the final arbiter of all things related to the solar system, will command Jupiter
to get back in its orbit and behave, and Jupiter will, a little sheepish and with
egg on its face, probably thrown there by Pluto, which is still mad since it's
been reduced to a non-planet with the rest of the planets' approvals, and which
was delivered with the epithet, 'Take that, you big, obnoxious, gassy bag of
wind.'” I couldn't help it. I started laughing, too. “See! I told you it was impos-
sible  to  believe!  Serena  comes  after  me?  Did  you  take  your  insulin  shot?
What's your blood sugar level now?” I kept on while most were still laughing
uncontrollably. “So indulge me and imagine Serena comes after me. What am I
gonna do? You know I want her and all which goes with it, including sexual in-
timacy, and she comes after  me? I have to arm myself. My honor is at stake
now. So I remind her of the consequences. 'Serena, there are consequences.
Your honor is at stake.' And it stops her...for a nanosecond, which is no time at
all and she's back at me. Shit! I need reinforcements and bring more ammuni-
tion! I appeal to her sense of reason, as in, 'don't do this, Serena. Think of what
will happen.' And it stops her! Hooray! The townspeople all step out warily
from rocks and crevices no one knew existed in the town square, ready for the
hoe-down, until it  passes after a microsecond.  This was longer. I'm making
progress but she's back at me again. Reinforcements are dwindling, ammo's
running low, and the Alamo is about to be overtaken by a Mexican scourge



never before witnessed in this millennium. I have one last stand. After this I got
nothin'. I plead. 'Please, Serena, please do not do this!' It works. Hallelujah!
She stops!...Until a second passes and she comes at me with an even more in-
tense fury because she  knows the Alamo's  history now, reduced to  nothing
more than books on a dusty shelf. I can't resist her. I've thrown all I've got at
her, and if it didn't stop her and she's that willing to throw away her honor to
have me, hell, I'll throw away my honor too...But it will never happen, because
Serena Dominguez does know what honor means, what it takes to keep it, so
she'll never do it, with me or anyone else.  And, as an extra added bonus, the
Earth  is  never  swallowed  whole  by  a  rampaging,  ravaging,  uncontrollable
Jupiter  and astronomers  worldwide  rejoice!  'Hooray!  We're  still  employed!'
And everyone all over the world unanimously elects Serena as World Dictator
and  for  decades  peace  and  cooperation  and  love  reign  over  our  tidy  little
planet...Well, maybe the Jupiter thing is far-fetched, and Serena as World Dic-
tator seems a stretch, though I'd vote for her, but that's the end of the story.”

Will and Ken could not contain themselves. “Hooray!”
Drake kept it together somewhat. “Do you really think Serena is the

most desirable woman in the world, Gregory? Isn't that what you said?”
“She's the only woman I think of in that way, the only one. I can't help

it. I just do.”
“Are you obsessed with her?” Drake asked further. He was taking this

as far as he needed to discover if there really  was a problem lurking on the
movie horizon.

“I used to be much worse, but fortunately for  me she married a man
from France. And when I heard it I thought,  didn't she say once all she was
trying to do was find a man who has more balls than she does?” I stared at Ser-
ena. “Did you say that?”

She blushed almost imperceptibly. “I did say it once.”
“So, when I heard it, Drake, I thought,  Shit! I didn't see that coming!

The man she finally meets who has more balls than she does is from...France?”
The way I said it all the guests had a laugh. Serena did not find it amusing, but
I wasn't done. I stood up and locked my gaze with hers. “Cumon! This is the
country which actually delayed Hitler's march to the Atlantic ocean by what?
Thirty-six hours? 'Yay! We made the Austrian despot wait thirty-six hours be-
fore he could dip his toes into the sand!' Barely enough time to beat a hasty re-
treat  on  every front.  And you're  gonna look for  balls  there?”  I  paused and
leaned against the back of my chair facing everyone. “I don't care what any-
body says or thinks. I am not going to look for guys who have more balls than
me in France! I don't give a shit about the French Foreign Legion or their super
duper secret service. Hell! There's nobody in the French Foreign Legion who's
fucking French!” I practically yelled the last two words. Serena was getting
perturbed, which is putting it mildly. “So it knocked her down a few pegs on
the obsession ladder, but here's what clinched the deal. I read a while later, be-
cause I'm always curious about her,  he inherited the family fortune, and the
business empire with it, worth twelve billion dollars. When I read it, Drake, my
immediate thought was, oh, I'm sure it didn't make any difference. After all, if I



married a woman worth twelve billion dollars, and anyone asked me, I'd say, 'I
didn't marry her for money. I'm madly in love with her.' You wouldn't think I
would do that, would you, Drake, knowing me as well as you do? You would
take me at my word, because, gosh, I wouldn't marry someone for twelve bil-
lion dollars so even if I divorced I'm set for life. No, everyone knows me. I'm
not that way. I'd give those billions to charity and sit on the sidewalk at my
beggar's table for the rest of my life because...that's me!”

I could tell from the tension in Serena's face she was fuming. Calmly,
though, she said, “Are you saying-”

I cut her off. “I'm saying something to you, Serena, because you're go-
ing to have say something which comes from your heart, and I will even pro-
voke you so there's  no doubt your feeling comes from your heart. Ultimately,
not any of them,” I waved at the group, “nor I have anything to say about this.
Only you do. If you think I'm going to be a problem for this movie, I'm going
to be a distraction for you, somebody you cannot trust in your presence, all you
have to do is give the word,  tonight, and I walk right out the door. I'll never
look back—well, yeah I will, because I had a lot of fun today and it's how I'll
always remember it—but I'll have no hard feelings, no ill will, because I want
this movie made. I think it would be a damn good movie and if the only thing
holding it back is me, I'm jeopardizing the making of this movie, I can't accept
it. If it can only be made when I'm not involved so be it. Say the word, Serena,
just say the word and I will walk right out the door.”

When I cut her off, I never stopped staring into her black pearls and I
noticed her lose her lock on mine twice. Every time she lost it,  she looked
down. Now, though, it was her turn, finally. I was sure she was relieved she
could put this behind her, one way or the other. In a very soft tone, Serena said,
“You're not walking out my door.”

“I'll have to walk out your door, eventually.”
“I know that! But you're not walking out my door tonight.”
“Oh, I'll have to walk out your door tonight.”
“You do not have to walk out my door tonight!”
“I'll have to walk out your door very soon.” I held my serious expres-

sion. I knew what was coming.
“You will not walk out my door, tonight. Period!” She may have placed

her fists on her hips for emphasis, though I can't recall with certainty.
“Yes I will.”
“No you won't.”
“Yes I will.”
“No you won't!”
“I have to walk out your door some time soon to get my stuff if I'm go-

ing to stay here tonight. You know, clothes, toiletries, that kind of stuff. Why?
What were you thinking?”

Serena smiled big and wide but her tone was weary. “You're going to be
like this forever, aren't you, Gregory?”

“If I wasn't, the first thing you'd say to me is, 'What's wrong with you
today, Gregory?'”



Still more exasperated but smiling as widely, she stood from her chair
and commanded, “Cumon! Let's get your  stuff and be done with it. I thought
you had already brought it in.”

“Merely a clever diversion,” I advised as I walked around the chairs
and sofa to catch up with her, “books and a computer, this sort of thing. None
of it fits around my waist very well. It would be kind of embarrassing to wear a
computer as I walk down the hall to the bathroom. Not that anyone would see
anything. You have to use an electron microscope to see it. You don't have one
handy do you?”

She stopped briefly. “An electron microscope? Really?”
“Yeah, they're usually pretty big, not exactly portable like you could

carry in your hip pocket.” I turned back as we reached the edge of the Great
Room. “Oh, hey kids, I know the hostess didn't really excuse herself, so talk
amongst yourselves for a few minutes and we'll be right back.”

“Cumon, little boy,” Serena spit with mock impatience as she pulled at
my shirt collar.

As we walked further out of ear shot, I remarked, “I love 'little boy,' and
I have noticed today you have acted like a little girl at times, and I love that
even more.”

Without breaking stride and she was carrying a brisk pace for the tiny
dynamo she is, Serena scoffed, “More out of frustration, than anything else.”
She reached the front door and opened it.

As I passed her and crossed the threshold, I immediately pulled out my
pack of cigarettes and removed one. “If you'll excuse me, I need to smoke one
of these real quick.” The promenade and driveway were well lit, lights every-
where. It may have been dark outside but not on her driveway.

“You need to quit smoking, Gregory.”
“Yeah,  I  probably should.  Well,  we're  seeing  your  doctor  tomorrow.

Maybe I can get a prescription and quit smoking. Won't be morphine. That
would do the trick. Worked last time.”

“Morphine?” Serena exclaimed, looking at me with shock.
“It did the trick, but it's another story.”
“Not another story!”
“Sigmund Freud,  Karl  Jung and other  psychologists,”  I  changed the

subject, “all had theories about a human's identity, where it resides in the hu-
man mind, and if it's split into an id or an ego or other contentions, but I think
it's overblown and more complicated than it really is. I think a human's identity
resides in a core inside the brain, and this core can be described quite easily.
For a man it's a little boy, for a woman it's a little girl, not little as in really
young. No, I  would put  the age of  the boy and the girl  at  about  fourteen,
around puberty, not because it's a turning point in a human life, though it is, but
because at fourteen most boys and girls have fashioned their personalities, and
they won't change much as an adult or in old age. At this young age your val-
ues are also well determined. They may change a little as an adult due to expe-
riences, failures, disappointments, but they'll remain mostly the same as when
you were fourteen, and the same holds true for theories, ideas, concepts and



philosophies which you consider important. Add all of it together and you have
an identity, a core identity, about fourteen, an age when you still possessed a
sense of wonder about the world and all that's in it, and you still believed most
people were good or at least tried to be good, and you gave others the benefit
of the doubt, you were willing to trust them, you weren't so afraid. Adults be-
come skeptical, cynical, guarded, defensive, and fearful, all from experience,
the hurts, the pain, the disappointments.” We had reached the car but I still had
half a cigarette left which I intended to smoke to the stub.

Serena stopped beside me and we stole brief glances. “An identity core
about fourteen?”

“About that age. In your case, I'd call her little Serena.” She smiled. “I
really wish you had greeted me through the speaker today. I knew exactly what
I  would have said,  and I  would have known it  was you, even through the
crappy speaker. I would have recognized your sultry, sexy, distinctive voice
when you'd say, 'Who is it?' And I would still have pissed you off because I
wouldn't  have  said,  'Gregory  Hess.'  No,  I  would  have  said,  'Senora
Dominguez? Can little Serena come out and play? She's not grounded, is she?'”
Serena gave a little laugh but her smile told me she liked it. I looked at the
ground. “The little girl inside you is your core and you protect the little girl,
you build defenses, walls, you guard her with your life, because she's the vul-
nerable one, she's the trusting one, and no one gets to see or hear her unless
they're really close to you, someone you trust completely. She may even be the
one who creates some dreams for you, to reach you, to tell you something very
important about someone or something in your life, the dreams which wake
you up in the middle of the night. And while I really appreciate the adult Ser-
ena, it's hard to get her to play, to have fun, because she's an adult with respon-
sibilities,  obligations,  she's  learned to  be  careful,  skeptical,  guarded,  so  it's
much harder to play with the adult Serena. But if I can get little Serena to come
out and play, play with little Gregory, to just play and have fun, without putting
so much into it, without really thinking about what it all means, just have fun,
that would be a time I'll remember fondly, because I know little Serena doesn't
come out and play very often. It would be special.” I finished my cigarette and
pinched the ember away from the filter and stuffed the butt in my pocket.

“So  that's where your cigarette butts go, in your pocket. I wondered
why I wasn't seeing any.”

I unlocked the car doors. “I'm not a cretin, Serena.” I opened the back
door on the driver side. “I don't leave my butts laying around.” I reached inside
and pulled out my overnight bag and set it on the driveway. “I don't need an
ashtray.  They end up smelling  like  cigarettes  anyway.  I  don't  need 'em.”  I
pulled out the suitcase, set it on the driveway, and glanced around the car. “I
think that's it. I don't need anything else.” I closed the back door and locked
them all.

Serena reached for my arm and placed her hand on it. “Well, thank you.
I appreciate it. Do you throw those in the trash when your pocket's full?”

“When I think about it and a trash receptacle's handy.” I bent down to
pick up the bags. Off my arm her hand slid and she put it at her side. I nodded



toward the promenade. “Shall we?”
Into the house we walked separately and Serena closed the front door

behind us. “This way,” she said, motioning to her left as I turned around to
watch her. We walked through a smaller room—smaller being relative to the
expanse of everything else—to a hall  with display cases on either side and
awards and memorabilia stuffed in the cases. We walked past to a connecting
hall which led to the big bathroom, the indoor pool area and the Great Room.
Instead of turning right we entered a wide hall with many doors on either side,
which I immediately surmised was probably the bedroom wing of her house.
This was soon confirmed as we approached the first door on the right. “This
hall leads to all the bedrooms and bathrooms.”

“So what's available, my charming hostess?”
She stopped at the door on the right. “Your charming hostess says this

room is available.”
“It's not pink is it?”
She laughed. “No, it's not pink.”
I set the bags down, reached for the handle, flipped it down and opened

the door. “Let's check this puppy out.” I walked inside the dark room, Serena
followed behind me and flicked a light switch on the wall to her left. It was a
big  room,  bigger  than  average  motel  rooms  with  a  color  motif  close  to
turquoise predominating, with a bed bigger than king size near the far corner, a
desk and chair in the farther corner to my right, and two chairs along that wall.
Along the left wall was a closet emerging from the wall with a table on either
side of the bed and a dresser between the bed and closet. When I looked up I
saw a large flat-screen television attached to an arm installed in the ceiling.
“This will do, but where's the nearest bathroom?”

“This way,” Serena said as we stepped out of the bedroom, “down the
hall here.” We walked along the wide hall, which I estimated was a good eight
to ten feet wide, to where the hall turned slightly to the left. At the turn was a
door on the left and Serena stopped to open the door. “This is one.” I looked
inside as she flicked a light switch. The bathroom, not exactly small but noth-
ing in comparison to the big bathroom off the hall to the Great Room, was full
of mirrors. They seemed to be everywhere. A shower combined with a full size
tub, complete with spa outlets, filled the room at the back, a toilet before the
shower-tub on the left, a sink along the rest of the left wall, and cabinets and
drawers and towel racks galore on the right. “No one will be using this bath-
room. All my guests, except you of course, have adjoining bathrooms, but it
means you won't have to share it with anyone.”

“Nice, very nice...Lots of mirrors.”
“You noticed that?”
“I can see my reflection everywhere.” It seemed I could. I smiled as I

looked down to her face.  “Okay, this certainly will do. Is there anything else
you want to show me?” I stepped back and Serena flicked off the lights. She
moved out to the hall and closed the door, glancing down the hall which ran
another hundred feet or so to a large door at the end.

“There's another bathroom at the end of the hall, the door at the end on



the right, but use this one instead. I like to keep the one there open for special
guests or as my second bathroom. The door at the end of the hall is the master
bedroom. Through my bedroom I can reach the garage. It's an unusual arrange-
ment but I often leave early, so I'll eat something light I have in my bedroom
and leave from there.” She glanced up to me with a look which seemed to sig-
nify gauging my approval.

“Actually,  it  sounds  quite  convenient.  I  was  wondering  where  the
garage led. Apparently to your bedroom.”

“That's correct, to my bedroom.”
I smiled my devious one.  “So, beyond the door at the end of the hall

Serena Dominguez is going to be sleeping...alone, huh?”
She frowned. “It's where I will be sleeping, yes.” She looked up at me

severely and added, “Should it matter to you whether I'm alone or not?”
I sniffed. “It seems almost a crime when a beautiful married woman

like you sleeps alone, but that is none of my business, and I never should have
said anything about it, so I apologize. I'm sorry.” I tried to make it seem like I
was sorry. I wasn't. Without waiting for acknowledgment, I turned back the
way we had come. “Okay, let me count how far.” I stepped from the bathroom
door all the way to the bedroom, counting the paces. “Thirty-two.” I grabbed
my bags, set them inside the bedroom, flicked the lights off and closed the
door. Serena had followed a few feet behind. When she reached me, I said,
“Thank you, Serena, for all your hospitality.”

Serena looked at me with concern, which I knew came from my sleep-
ing alone comment, but when I thanked her and bowed my head briefly, she
reached up to tug at my beard on the right side. “What are you trying to do
with this, Gregory?” Her big, playful smile returned.

“Provide a safe nesting area for any bird which chooses it?” Serena
frowned playfully  but  still  held onto my beard.  “You wouldn't  want  me to
shave it off, would you?”

She tugged at it one more time and dropped her arms to each side. “It
would be nice to see your face some time.” Those big black pearls sparkled in
my eyes for a moment, until I glanced slowly about her face from her forehead
to her nose, ear to ear.

“It would be nice to see your face some time, too, without all the make-
up on it.”

Serena dropped her head. “I'm not attractive to you?”
“You are, but you would be more attractive to me without the mask on

your face. Make-up is designed to do one thing: hide and deceive. I would
much rather look upon your  true beauty than your made-up idea of how you
should look.” That lifted her head and as I stared in her eyes I watched them
dart all around my face.

“I'm starting to get wrinkles, you know.”
“Yeah, it's what happens when a human ages. Think I don't have a wrin-

kle or two myself?” She glanced about my face, looking at those wrinkles, and
laughed lightly. “Tell you what. You give me what I want and show me your
face without make-up and I'll shave my beard off and show my face. I won't



necessarily do it right away. It makes a mess and takes some time to shave this
face. It's delicate. I cut it frequently, which is pretty much why I let the beard
grow. I get tired of putting toilet paper on my face to stop the bleeding.” Serena
smiled so widely, I knew she would take her make-up off for me and soon. “I'm
thin skinned. That's for  your information  only.” I leaned toward her. “Don't
share it with  anyone!” Serena laughed lightly again. “We should rejoin your
guests before they start talking about us, again! And, along the way, I'm going
to count the steps.”

As we walked side by side out the hall, into the Great Room hall,  I
counted the steps to the big bathroom. It was eighteen paces.  I stopped and
Serena immediately stopped with me. “What's wrong?”

“Eighteen. This bathroom's closer.”
“I'd rather you use the other bathroom and not this one.”
“Is  this the bathroom you use for the special Hollywood parties you

throw in the big shower?”
Serena stared blankly at me for a moment. “Yes.”
“And I'm not special enough to use the shower, am I?”
Serena looked me up and down. “No. You're not special enough.”
“You take wicked pleasure in crushing a man's ego, don't you?”
I  could  see  her  suppressing  a  smile.  “I  live for  it,” she  responded

calmly, trying to look mean, which she can do easily with her acting training.
I narrowed my eyes for battle. “You leave me no choice, little girl. I'll

have to pull out the big guns now as my last resort.”
Serena  crossed  her  arms  and  stared  unrelenting  and  unimpressed.

“What would that be, little boy?”
I turned to face the Great Room and walked briskly. “Let's party!” The

others  in  the  Great  Room  were  mingling  and  turned  toward  me  as  I  ap-
proached. I created Lord Pacifico in this moment. “My good friends! You see, I
have returned from the great hunting expedition. I have missed you all so terri-
bly, and I couldn't bring myself to shoot the rhino, so let's celebrate my return.
The natives simply do not know how to party out in the bush. So pedestrian!
And I believe I have a beer in here with my name on it.”

Will glanced at the table next to my chair. “Over there, Pacifico.”
I reached the beer, proclaiming, “Perfect!” I grabbed the bottle and guz-

zled some brew and turned to see Serena following slowly, still with her arms
crossed. “I bear bad news my friends. I will not be able to party with you in the
big shower. It has been deemed off limits to me by our hostess.” I nodded to
Serena who was frowning. “However, never let it be said Lord Pacifico, Paci-
fico will do, is not resourceful. We shall have music, drink, all manner of drugs
and smoke, needles by special request, and we shall dance the night away, my
friends, so let's get to it.”

Ken smiled while shaking his head. “Needles by special request?”
“Serena, my dear, this man requires needles!”
While the laughter subsided, even Serena smiled as she came closer, fi-

nally putting her arms at her sides. “The show never ends with you, does it,
Lord Pacifico?”



I shook my head. “Ah, Serena, how quickly you forget while I'm away
on expedition. You know I go up and down, up and down. You've known all
these years I'm manic-depressive, as measured in hours, but I have always kept
it under control through my medicine of choice.” I downed the last of the beer.
“And it appears I shall have to refill my prescription.”

Drake wouldn't  let  me leave  for  the  kitchen.  “So,  Pacifico,  you are
manic-depressive, what they call bi-polar now?”

“Ah, Sir Drake, leave it to the medical muckety-mucks to fuck up a
perfectly descriptive phrase which explains it all and change it to something
which has no relevance whatsoever. Bi-polar disorder? Really? Are there poles
in my brain I don't know about? Perhaps we should move the party in here,”
and I pretended to lift my skull, “and we shall all dance around said poles.
Come! There's room for all. Or, hasn't this day been manic enough? The signs
have been ever present, wouldn't you agree, Sir Drake?”

Will looked at me thoughtfully.  “When can we expect to witness the
down part, the depression?”

“Sir William has submitted a very probing inquiry, yet, the down part,
as you call  it,  the depression,  is  rare  indeed.  Though you should hope you
never witness it.”

“Great!” Serena exclaimed loudly. “You also need a psychiatrist or psy-
chologist or both along with everything else.”

“My friends, my friends, my friends...through my years of self-imposed
exile, in real world purgatory, I have had countless occasions to collaborate
with the multitude, and, yes, some of those poor souls had chance to witness
the dark episodes. Those moments were, for them, anything but pleasant, and I
can assure you they were not pleasant for me. Through those years I have con-
sulted  with  physicians  and  been  offered  various  concoctions.  'Take  this,
brother. May it serve you well. But come back soon, for you shall build up a
tolerance, and then you'll take this, and later this, and you shall always be tak-
ing some concoction, and we have no idea what shall happen to the mania side.
Perhaps it will move to Madagascar.' And, so, my fine fellow, ye noted physi-
cian, I can eat of this concoction and, perhaps, become a shell of a man, all to
protect myself from a small number of episodes, two or three or four, in  any
year, and lose the manic one in the process. What a wonderful life that would
be! And such fun too! So, my friends, I chose nothing. I have dealt with it in
the past. I shall deal with it in the future, but my immediate future calls for mu-
sic, my dear Serena. So, I beg of you, let us have music, and not that country
and western rubbish. It's so bloody awful!” There were smiles all around but I
wanted confirmation. I caught Ken's gaze. “Sir Ken, have I satisfied your con-
cerns or curiosity and have I rescued myself from the abyss yet again?”

Ken smiled briefly. “You do have a way with you, Lord Pacifico, but I
know people who suffer from depression and it's not fun. I hope I never see it
from you.”

“And in all likelihood you never shall.” I turned to Serena, her gaze fo-
cused on me but holding an expression of concern. I dispatched Lord Pacifico.
“Serena, my wonderful hostess, let us have music and dance. I've seen you



shake  it.”  Serena  smiled.  “And you have  the  heritage.  Your  mother  was  a
dancer. It must be in the genes,” I glanced at her slacks, “or those slacks or
whatever you call them.”

“All right then. Everyone?” All nodded or gave approval. Serena turned
to Drake. “Drake, dear, please bring a couple bottles of wine out here and some
bottles of beer for Lord Pacifico and we'll listen to music and dance, perhaps.”

Segment Four
Drake  started  to

the kitchen and I followed.
“I  can  get  the  beer,
Drake.”

“Okay.”  He  added
without  looking  back,
“Lord  Pacifico?  Is  that
some kind of alter ego?”

“No.  That  would
be Jasper.”

“Jasper?”
“Jasper  T.  Rose-

berry, president, CEO and
chairman  of  the  board  of
Celebrities, L.A. That's L.A. as in Look-Alike not Los Angeles.”

We reached the kitchen and Drake turned around walking slowly back-
wards  toward  the  small  wine  stand on the  opposite  wall.  He had his  eyes
pinned on me as he asked, “Jasper T. Roseberry?”

I moved to the small refrigerator and pulled three beers. “I travel the
world over to find the one person who looks exactly like the celebrity I need,
and I know what I'm doing and who and what I'm looking for. 'It's understand-
able, Jane, you would think you just met Drake Matthews. Why, the man be-
fore you does look like Drake Matthews, but, I'm sorry, Jane, you're mistaken.
Meet Bernard Martin, former accountant from Tulsa, Oklahoma. When I met
Bernard a while back in the cowboy bar out by the interstate, Bernard fancied
himself a cowboy, even had a small ranch and a couple horses, but his day job
was working as an accountant for a large independent firm in Tulsa. Of course,
now, he makes more money than he ever did in his life, and you've added a few
more horses on your ranch, haven't you, Bernard?' Then, it would go to you, so
what would you say?”

Drake pulled two bottles of wine from the rack, found the wine bottle
opener,  turned to me and said, with a nice cowboy drawl, “Just a few so far,
Jasper, but I don't get back to the ranch much lately, what with all the work you
have for me.”

“Perfect. Let's see, where did Serena have that bottle opener?”
“There's one right here on the end.” Drake showed me the wine bottle

opener.
“You would give details, though. 'Three more, Jasper, fine fillies all of



'em. I'd start breeding but you've got so much work.' 'That's because you're the
best in the business, Bernard,' I'd say, and we build on it.” We started walking
back to the Great Room. “'All the members of  my stable  are the best in the
business, because I  know who I'm looking for, and because they're the  best,
they don't come cheap.' They'd say, 'Well, how much would it be?' I'd say, 'For
Bernard, if you wanted Drake Mathews at a party or gathering, it's five hun-
dred an hour, minimum two hours, so a thousand, and if it's out of town, you
pay all expenses, round-trip flight, night or nights in a first-class hotel and all
meals, so, no, Bernard Martin as Drake Matthews doesn't come cheap. Course,
you could get Drake Matthews himself, and I imagine his starting price would
be upward of five million. Compared to that, Bernard's a steal,’ and everyone
at your gathering would think he's Drake Matthews. He even talks like him, be-
cause Bernard's the best Drake Matthews impersonator in the business.” We
reached the indoor pool area, where everyone was gathered along the left side.

 Will and Katherine, sitting side by side, were the closest. As I walked
past them to a refrigerator I spied in the corner, with Drake moving to the left
to put the wine bottles on a table, Will said, “What were you talking about?
‘Best Drake Matthews impersonator in the business?’”

Drake looked to Will, pointing toward me, and replied, “Meet Jasper.
What was that again?”

Opening the refrigerator, I placed two in it, closed it, and walked to-
ward Drake and the bottle opener with the last beer in my hand. “Jasper T.
Roseberry,  president,  CEO and  chairman  of  the  board  of  Celebrities,  L.A.
That's L.A. as in Look-Alike not Los Angeles. And this fine gentleman,” I had
reached the table so I placed my hand on Drake's shoulder, “whom you mistak-
enly considered as Drake Matthews, well, meet Bernard Martin, from Tulsa,
Oklahoma.” I removed my hand and reached for the opener, turning to lean
against the table as I popped off the cap.

“I used to be an accountant,” Drake explained, “used to work for a large
independent firm in downtown Tulsa, but I work exclusively for Celebrities,
L.A. and Jasper here. That was after I met you in the cowboy bar, the one near
the interstate?”

“Indeed it was.”
Will and Katherine shook their heads  when Will commented, “Where

do you come up with this stuff?” He turned to Drake, “And you're  helping
him?”

“We're only having fun, Will.”
“I have an over-active imagination, Will,” I dead-panned. “I have given

you a few clues today.”
“No, that's not it,” Serena declared. “You're insane.”
“And incorrigible,” Will added.
I looked over to Drake. “We could have fun with it, Drake, if you ever

want to do it.” His smile was encouraging. “I imagine you don't do much of
that any more, get up and go out for a drink or a meal like a normal person, so
I'm up for trying it, sort of a test run, if you are. And if we stick to the script
and improvise when necessary,  those  first  few who  mistake you for  Drake



Matthews will start telling the others, when they hear them say, 'Hey, that's
Drake Matthews.' 'That's what I thought but nope it's not. What's his name? I
think Bernard Martin, he's a celebrity look-alike.' 'Yeah, I'll say. He looks just
like Drake Matthews.' People will actually stop bothering us, and those who
don't, well, we can actually talk to them and they can talk to us like real peo-
ple, instead of going ape shit. That's what John told me when I met him at the
rest stop. 'Thanks for not going ape shit on me.' I don't do that. I only wish ev-
erybody could keep their shit together.”

“Where  did  Bernard  Martin  come  from?”  Serena  asked  me,  with  a
smile which was inviting.

“Out of my head.”
“And who would I be?”
“Consuela Alvarez, whom I met as she stood behind a taco stand one

block from the beach in  Zihuatanejo,  and I  was struck.  I  needed a  Serena
Dominguez in my stable and there I was looking right at her and I thought,
what  in  the  hell  is  Serena  Dominguez  doing  behind a  taco  stand in  Zihu-
atanejo? She doesn't even like going back to Mexico any more. So I asked her,
'What's your name?' But Consuela speaks little English, and that's the key I
give you, 'little,' because I know a few words in Spanish and poco is one of
them, and depending on the location, I could embellish it by adding, she knew
some profanity, for example, she knew what 'fuck' meant. So she looked at me
like I was crazy because she speaks little English, and I had to find an inter-
preter from another stand. I said, 'Ask her what her name is' and she replied,
'Consuela Alvarez.' I knew I had to have her. I turn to you and ask, 'Habla in-
gles, Consuela?' and what do you say?”

“Poco!”
“Perfect. And you get one of the best roles because you don't have to

say much, you only keep a look on your face which reads, 'I will cut open your
chest and rip your heart out if you don't leave me alone.' I do the rest.”

“Why don't I get to say much?” she asked with a pouting expression.
“If we were to go out to try to pull this off, I have to think of all the

possibilities. I could convince a guy who thinks you're Serena Dominguez and
wants to know more about you, it's his  big opportunity, I can convince him
you're  not Serena, you're Consuela Alvarez. I can convince  any man. What I
will never be able to convince him is you're not a beautiful woman. If he can
engage you in a  conversation,  he'll  start  to  think  he  might  take  you home
tonight, but not if he can't engage you in a conversation.”

“I don't think it would work at all,” Serena scoffed dismissively.
The music was playing low enough we could talk like this, but the song

changed, some love song I had never heard with an R&B flavor, slow. I was al-
ready looking at Serena. “This is a nice song, my speed, too, slow.” I put out
my arms and moved away from the table, out toward the open area around the
pool. “Cumon, Serena! Slow dance with me.”

I watched Serena do her biting lip routine, but she rose from her seat,
walked to me and, when her face was out of sight of the others, changed her
expression to one of the most seductive looks I've ever seen on a woman. She



came right up to me, slipped her arms around my waist, pulled me against her
and started swaying her body against mine. We danced, slow and tight, and the
other couples rose from their seats and danced with us. We didn't speak, though
she asked, “Do you like to slow dance?”

“With a beautiful woman squeezing tight up against me? Yes.”
The next song was reasonably slow and we continued, but the song

which  followed  didn't  fit  slow dancing,  so  I  separated.  “I'm gonna  take  a
break.” Serena was now in the mood to dance, which was where I wanted her
anyway, so she looked to Drake and wagged her finger. Drake moved from the
table until he was near Serena and the two of them did a little shaking together.
I knew Serena could shake it. Drake was damn good too. They shook it for the
next two songs, which gave me plenty of time to finish my beer and open an-
other.  Having  danced  three  songs  together,  Serena  playfully  pushed  Drake
away, she said something to him, he returned to her and they hugged, and he
walked back but she stepped out of his way, pointed to me and wagged her fin-
ger. The tune was nice, up-tempo with a Latin beat. I liked it and walked out to
her on the “dance floor.” Normally, I would be anxious and nervous dancing—
since I really only wiggle my hips in time to the music and keep my arm move-
ments to a minimum—but I didn't feel nervous this time. Maybe it was the al-
cohol. I like to think it was my dance partner, because I couldn't take my eyes
off her, watching her swing her hips effortlessly, throwing her arms back and
forth with emphasis right on the beat, and looking up at me, instantly feeding
me her smile. She wiggled up close. “Is that all you can do?” Her smile was
teasing. “The only thing a woman wants to know when she dances with a man
is if he can wiggle his hips.” She smiled again but soon turned completely
around, circling in closer and closer until her hips were swaying and rubbing
against mine. I could feel the soft, pliable flesh of her butt rubbing hard against
my hips, my crotch, and when she reached behind her to my waist and tugged
at me, I could feel the surge and my penis was erect. I knew she could feel it
and I reached between her arms around the front of her waist and held her
against  me tight,  all  while  she  ceaselessly  swayed her  butt  back and forth
against my crotch, hard, tight. She twisted her body so she could press her
mouth against my ear. “How does that feel, little boy?” I pulled my head back
so my mouth was near her ear. “The better question is, 'Do you like how that
feels?'” She twisted her head back again, her butt still rubbing and swaying
against my crotch. “I do.”

I damn near lost my erection at this precise moment. I could not stop
thinking those were the words we used in the context of weddings and vows.
Didn't Serena grasp the implications, the complications, the irony? I tightened
my grip once more, loosened, and she swayed and danced away from me. I
watched her movements in total appreciation. This woman can move her body
very well. The song ended, another began and ended as we continued to dance
apart, when I announced, “That's good. You wore me out. I'm an old man in
need of a break, a smoke break.”

She frowned but we moved toward the rest. When we were close to the
chairs where everyone else was gathered, she pushed me playfully. “You're not



that old. You can still move. You need to quit smoking, old man.”
“I  am an old man. I am the  elder of this group, this tribe, as it were.

You've all heard, 'Respect your elders.' When one of us is in trouble, the others
will say, 'We must consult the elder,' and you'll all come to me. This, of course,
would make us a pretty sorry tribe,  but I'll  always astound you when I an-
nounce, 'I must seek advice from the ancestors.' And I go out and smoke a cig-
arette.” I immediately walked around the pool toward the patio outdoors. As I
sauntered through the sauna room toward the sliding door outside I heard foot-
steps behind me, Serena.

I slid the door open and waited. “If I didn't know any better, and I'm not
sure I do, I'd swear you have feelings for me, Princess.”

Within a few feet she asked,  “Princess? Now I'm a  Princess in your
warped and twisted mind?” She smiled the whole way.

“Of course you are.” As she walked past me I closed the door behind
us. “You have never looked at yourself in the mirror, before you put on your
make-up, and seen the prototypical appearance of an Aztec princess?”

It caught her by surprise. I could tell because she looked at me like I
had delivered her most cherished desire. She couldn't even speak for a few sec-
onds. “I don't look like an Aztec princess. You don't think so, do you?”

I shook my head like I couldn't believe what she was saying. I honestly
could not. “Oh, God, Serena!” I exclaimed as we took a few steps out on the
patio. “I've seen the pictographs. I've seen you without your make-up. This was
your painter movie, by the way. You're a dead ringer!”

Serena laughed. “You think I'm an Aztec princess. You are obsessed!”
“And I'm a defeated Aztec foe...Cumon! I'll tell you a short story about

it. You'll like it. You're in it and you'll like the ending.” She looked at me war-
ily but I dismissed it. “I'm going to take my shoes and socks off, pull up my
pants legs, sit on the edge of the pool, and swirl my feet in the water. Join me.”
I walked quickly to the edge of the pool and sat down on the patio concrete. In
seconds I  had my shoes  and socks  off,  stuffed  my socks  inside  the  shoes,
pulled up my pants legs and sat down on the edge of the pool to drop my feet
in the water. Without saying a word, Serena flicked off her flip-flops, pulled up
her pants legs and sat down beside me as she dipped her bare feet in the water.

“I don't know if I want to hear another story from you.” She slipped her
arms around my right arm leaning on the pool's edge.

“I'm a storyteller, Serena,” I responded calmly, trying to take as little
notice her arms were wrapped around mine. “It's what I do and I'm good at it
and this one is good. You'll like it, it's not long.”

She looked away from me. “Okay.”
I looked out across the pool at nothing. “Our story begins with me, a

poor, unfortunate foe of the Aztec tribe, who have waged war against us and
captured many of us. I know I'm in for a sad ending. I never wanted to be a
fighter and I wasn't very good at it. I'm a lover and I'm not certain I'm good at
that either.” I stole a glance at her at the moment she did too. Her face was un-
sure but when I smiled she returned my smile sincerely. “The woman I wanted
in our tribe, she kept putting me off. I've tried and tried and failed and failed,



but none of it matters any more. I've been captured by the dreaded, blood-
thirsty Aztec tribe and I know what that means. I stand with my tribal brothers,
roped together, our hands tied behind our backs, led one by one to the sacrifi-
cial altar. I will certainly be killed.

“Little do I know, a tiny Princess sits looking out the hole in her room
of the royal palace watching the grisly procession when she sees me at the very
moment I reach the top of the temple, having been pulled up the steps as each
one before me is sacrificed. I know my end is coming soon. I've been counting.
I know I have minutes and no more.  The Princess, though, runs out of her
room, plunges headlong down the steps to the main floor of the palace, out the
door, across the plaza, her elbows flapping because she runs like a girl but no
one  ever tells her  that, up the temple steps, where she stumbles at times be-
cause her legs are short, but she reaches the top of the temple at the very mo-
ment the priests have secured me across the sacrificial altar, and the high priest
has his sharp dagger poised to stab into my chest, rip it open and cut out my
still beating heart, when the Princess screams, 'Stop!' All freeze, even the high
priest.  No one  moves,  not  even  me.  The  Princess  commands,  'This  one  is
mine.' No one argues. The high priest commands the others to release me, in a
sense,  for my hands are now bound behind my back as before,  the rope is
placed around my neck, and the other end of the rope is given to the Princess.
She pulls  me down the  temple  steps  with  her  as  I  often  stumble,  and she
merely yanks on the rope, but we make it to the plaza level, and as I meekly
struggle behind the Princess, I think, This is either the best day of my life or it's
the worst. I am pulled along into the bowels of the palace by the Princess who
saved me from a painful death for her unknown and uncertain personal desires.
The end.” I always liked this story and I always wanted to tell it to Serena
Dominguez personally. I had fulfilled one dream.

When I turned to her, Serena was looking at me with a sense of wonder.
I saw it. She was a little girl, but her voice was very adult and disappointed.
“That's it? No explanation of what happens to the man, to the Princess? What
kind of story is that?”

I smiled at the little girl holding my arm. “Not every story has to tie all
the loose ends. Sometimes, a great story comes along which ends without ex-
plaining everything, makes the audience think and dream and believe. Some in
the audience will  believe the Princess is good, she treats this man well, takes
him as her mate, they live happily ever after, and others in the audience will
believe the Princess is evil, she treats him cruelly, sadistically, so his days hav-
ing been saved from a painful death are instead unending torment, that every
day he wishes he had been sacrificed on the top of the temple. It is, however,
better than the other one.”

“What other one?” Her arms were tightening around my arm.
“That's the one where the Princess is already at the top of the temple

when I'm laid across the altar and she screams, 'Stop!' She steps over to me,
grabs a handful of my hair, lifts my head, kisses me with abandon, even shov-
ing her tongue in my throat, stands up, drops my head from her hand, walks
back to her post and commands, 'Continue.' Here comes the dagger.”



“I like the first one better.”
“I prefer the first one, too, and the end should remain unknown. It's a

perfect metaphor for the characters involved, for we both know their identities.
Now that I have met you, Serena, and sampled your generous hospitality, I
know I must be on my best behavior, to completely avoid something I say or do
which will be unforgivable to you, will force you to demand I get out of your
life forever.” I looked at her, knowing my eyes were turning liquid, but I didn't
care. “The end of the story would be known to me then, and I would be led
through the palace door knowing I faced a lifetime of torment. It would kill
me.” Serena's eyes moved all across my face as she considered what to say, but
I beat her to it. “Now, you can't ask me, 'You're in love with me, aren't you,
Gregory?' You know the answer.”

She stared in my eyes as they slowly returned to normal. “Yes, Gregory,
I know it. I know something else about you now too. You are one of a kind. I
have never met anyone before quite like you and I am certain I will never meet
anyone like you the rest of my life. You have walked into my life and in one
day have performed a very thorough disruption.”

“Disruption is not what I would assign 'best behavior.' Please don't let
me upset you.”

“Your disruption has not upset me. If anything it's been entertaining.”
Serena was looking over the pool but turned to face me.  “I can't remember
when I smiled and laughed as much as I have today.”

This made me smile. “Well, I don't think you'll ever hear anyone say in
complete  seriousness,  ‘That's  it.  I've  had enough.  You make me smile  and
laugh too much and I'm leaving you!’”

“That would be foolish.”
I broke my gaze and looked down at my feet in the water. “The story

was  a  dream I  had,  a  daydream.  I  never  remember  any of  my  deep sleep
dreams. I think it means little Gregory is pretty satisfied with me.”

Serena was sincere. I could hear it in her voice. “Do you dream about
me often, Gregory?” She was looking at our feet.

“Sometimes about you, sometimes another woman, sometimes no one
except me.”

“What do you dream about when you dream of me?”
“They're  daydreams,  remember,  not  the  deep  sleep  kind,  so  they're

more...under control, and I'll have them even at night, but I'm not going to tell
you what I dream about when I dream of you.”

We both turned to gaze at each other when she tugged a bit at my arm.
“Why not? You said your life is an open book.”

“My life is an open book, but my dreams and some of my thoughts are
not. When you dream, Serena, about a man, any man, what do you dream of?”

She glanced away. “I can't tell you that.”
“As it should be. These things should remain private. They should only

be shared with one in whom you trust absolutely, totally, completely.” I kicked
the water a little. “Though, I will advise you should you ever have a deep sleep
dream concerning some man and it wakes you in the middle of the night, you



should pay great attention to it. That's little Serena telling you something she
knows but you've been ignoring.”

I could almost hear her brain considering it. “Have there been women
in your life who had those deep sleep dreams about you?”

“Many,” I replied truthfully. There have been many. “Some have sev-
eral dreams too.”

“And you about them?”
“Only daydreams. Little Gregory's pretty satisfied with me. I think I

pay him enough attention.” Serena tilted her head and rested it on my shoulder.
“You asked me. Is it fair I ask you?”

Her head still resting on my shoulder she asked, “About what?”
“Are you going to dream about me tonight?”
Her head rose and she turned to  look to me.  I  met  her gaze as she

smiled warmly. “I don't know.”
We sat for a long time,  her  arms wrapped around my arm, and she

never released, even when her guests came out, Ken first, then Will, followed
by Drake, to tell us they were going to bed. I talked to Serena about trust, that
it's the inverse of fear, that you can never trust anyone you fear. Trust is a leap
of faith, a belief that at any time in the future the one you trust completely will
not hurt you intentionally. It is always possible to hurt someone—one you love
and want  deeply—unintentionally,  because it's  impossible  to  know any one
completely. What you  must do, when you hurt someone  unintentionally is to
apologize and remember it, to never do it again, because now you know it will
hurt the one, and to do it again would be intentional. That is betrayal.

We discussed movie making and she had large insight. She told me sto-
ries about her episodes, some of her “explosive incidents.” She was honest,
even regretted. What I remember most about all our conversation at the pool
was we never discussed her dancing up against me, what she felt when she did,
nor did we discuss her marriage or her husband. In this regard she only talked
about her daughter.

Finally, it was getting late, I'd been up early and couldn't really sleep
well in the car. I should be going to bed soon. We both rose and she stepped to
a cabinet on the side and removed a towel. I let her dry her feet first, then I
dried mine. We both grabbed our shoes, walked into the house together, and
she closed and locked the sliding door. Reaching my bedroom, we stopped to
look at the other. Her eyes were so inviting I could barely hold her gaze.

“I hope you sleep well, Serena.”
“I hope you do too, Gregory.”
“Whatever dream you may have tonight, I hope it's a sweet one.”
Serena  lifted  her  right  hand to  my face  slowly  and placed her  out-

stretched index finger on my lips. When she dropped her arm back to her side,
in her sultry, sexy voice, she said, “Good night.”

As she turned and I watched her walk down the hall a few steps, I said,
“Good night.” I opened my door and was asleep in a strange bed ten minutes
later.



The alarm on my phone summoned me at six. Normally I would be out
the door for my morning cigarette, but I was now in a strange place. Little did I
know it would get even stranger before the next morning, but I had nothing to
point to as an omen this morning, so I gathered things from my bags and car-
ried them to the bathroom for a shower. I managed to quickly figure out the
shower and ignore all the dials and buttons for the spa and twenty minutes later
I walked out of the bathroom refreshed with my hair still wet. I threw my be-
longings on the bed, grabbed my cigarettes and headed to the patio, still failing
to see anyone though I could hear activity at the dining area. I smoked my cig-
arette and walked to the Great Room for my computer.

Walking across the room I spied Drake, Katherine and Will, but no one
else. Drake saw me first and loudly announced, “Good morning,” and the oth-
ers followed with this greeting.

I  smiled as  I  walked to the chair  next  to  my computer  and replied,
“Good morning.” I turned on the computer and strolled into the dining area for
a cup of coffee. Once I cleared the walls I could see Serena at the far edge of
the table and I said, “Good morning,” to her. She looked up and returned my
greeting but appeared distracted. I noticed immediately her face bore no make-
up at all. I asked about coffee and Drake said to grab a cup from one of the
place settings and pour from the pitcher on the table. I did as he suggested and
started back to the Great Room.

“Breakfast is ready, Gregory,” Serena advised. When I turned to her no
smile was present.

“I thought I had to be here at seven. It's not seven, is it?”
Serena frowned and her tone was level but frustrated. “No, it's not. We

do have a long day ahead of us, Gregory, and it's quite a drive to our first ap-
pointment.”

I tried to sound cheerful. “Just a few minutes. Please?”
Serena nodded to me briefly and looked away to take a sip of coffee. I

waited a moment, turned and walked back to the computer to play my morning
games, a ritual I have done without fail for years.  While I was playing Drake
arrived and sat down next to me.

“Sleep well?” he asked with good nature.
“Quite well, yes.”
“About Serena...” I suddenly felt a sense of dread and turned to face

him.
“What about Serena?” I'm usually not afraid of anything. I was afraid

of Drake's answer and I think he saw it in my face.
“Serena always gets up early. She's an early riser, always has been. She

got up at five this morning, she told me, and was inspired to finish your screen-
play. I don't know what it means, but she's not herself. Something's bothering
her but she insists it's nothing. You're going to spend a lot of time with her to-
day. Take my advice and keep your mania in check. Go easy on her. Okay?”

“Thanks for the heads up, Drake. I will. It's easy for me to do. I'm usu-
ally quiet most of the time, though you wouldn't know it from yesterday.” I
was thinking what I said the night before. I must be on my best behavior.



Drake rose from his chair, put his hand on my shoulder and squeezed it.
“Good. Do that and things will be fine. We'll talk when you return. I enjoy my
conversations with you. I  really do.” He walked away toward the bedroom
wing.

I knew what was bothering Serena. She had read, finally, the climaxes,
for there are more than one, and had probably read for the first time about the
deep, shaking chill Cecilia has the day Gustavo died, the scene when Esteban
reads the telegram informing her of his death and she walks the last steps to the
bedroom to sit before the vanity while a stream of tears runs down her face and
she stares immobile and unblinking out the window, her deathbed conversation
with Esteban, and the last words spoken by Gustavo, as told to Esteban by
Gustavo's sister, during his delirium induced by the fever as he seemed to be
talking to an invisible entity. “Who will take care of Cecilia?” If she had read
all that for the first time, I knew what she was thinking. At least, I had an idea.
I could be wrong. What I did know is I must be on my best behavior all day.

I finished my game a few minutes later and shut down the computer.
Don't make Serena wait. I entered the dining area and sat where I removed the
coffee cup. Luisa appeared at the kitchen door. “What may I fix you, Senor?”

I  glanced  around  the  table  at  the  fare  already  consumed  or  in  the
process. “Luisa, please bring me three scrambled eggs, with milk to make them
fluffy, um, three sausage links, hash browns and for toast,  do you have rye
bread?”

“We do, yes,” she confirmed smiling.
“And two slices of rye toast, please, buttered unless I do it here?”
“Yes, senor. I will serve it in a few minutes.” She disappeared into the

kitchen.
Serena looked to me across the table. “The butter dish is right there.”

She pointed to a very stylish serving dish on the table.
“Thank you.”
“You're welcome.” She looked away.
All was quiet until Luisa brought my breakfast. Once I thanked her I

asked her if she had garlic salt or powder. She replied she did and would bring
it immediately.

Will glanced to me and said, with feigned shock, “Garlic at breakfast?”
I looked at the plate before Will, with a smattering of egg crumbs and

ketchup smears. “I see you had eggs with your ketchup.” Katherine laughed.
“Yeah, but it's not garlic!” Will advised with a teasing smile. “Yuck!”
“I can't put ketchup on anything at any time,” I replied with my teasing

smile. “Yuck!”
“We agree to disagree.”
“I've always put garlic on eggs.” Luisa returned with a small jar of gar-

lic powder and I quickly thanked her. “Eggs don't have much taste. They're not
bland but it's why you can add them to so many dishes. They hold a dish to-
gether and they don't dominate the taste.” I went on as I took bites from the
breakfast with the garlic smell filling the room. “When the kids were young
and the wife was working or gone somewhere, I'd fix breakfast, usually eggs,



sausage and toast, and I'd fix theirs before mine. They did the same thing you
do, throw ketchup all over it, but I'd put garlic on mine and they'd smell it and
go, 'Yuck.' And I'd do the same with their ketchup. One day, they were fin-
ished, I was still eating and they asked how eggs taste with garlic. I invited
them to try it and now they won't eat eggs without it. They're like me, though,
when they're out. I don't ask for it and they don't either. We figure everybody in
the restaurant will have the same reaction as you. It's what we prefer, like you.”

Serena was watching me with her smile very absent.  “That must be
why you like to grow garlic. You love it so much you put it on everything,
don't you?”

Tread lightly. “I like growing things, Serena. I have a green thumb and I
enjoy it. We've grown enough green beans for the last three or four years, we
blanch and freeze them and they last all year. Same thing with tomatoes, we
make enough sauce to last all year, peppers, too. Last year we didn't buy any
garlic. It was all from what we grew, all organic, no pesticide, no herbicide.”

Serena finally smiled warmly. “I would like to see a lot of garlic stalks
growing in my garden. That would be nice if it's good. I like garlic, too.”

“You will have some. I promise you.”
“When will you be ready to go?”
“Finish breakfast,  comb my hair, tie it in back, grab my ID, in case

we're stopped by the border cops. They tend to be everywhere down here.”
“They are,”  Serena said, shaking her head. “Good. We'll leave when

you're ready. I will finish getting ready.” She rose from the table.
“Thank you, Serena.”
Smiling, and wearing an expression of no big deal, she said, “De nada.”
She thought I meant for the breakfast and her hospitality in general. It's

not what I meant. “Yes, for all this,” I waved around the table, “but mostly for
not wearing your make-up. Thank you.”

Her smile became wide and genuine. Though her face was clearly plain
and unadorned, the smile on  that face was stunning. “You're welcome.” She
looked to me sternly. “Now, it's your turn.”

“I know. I remember.” She smiled and walked the long stroll back to
her bedroom.

“What was that about?” Katherine inquired, looking around Will to me
with great curiosity.

“Oh, Serena tugged at my beard last night, and said, 'What's this? I'd
like to see your face some time.' I made my usual excuse about shaving and
cutting my face frequently, but she wasn't buying it, so I looked at her face and
said, 'I'd like to see  your face some time, without all the make-up on it.' We
made a deal. If she skips her make-up, I shave my beard. Looks like I'm shav-
ing my beard soon.”

Will laughed. “I think she got the better of the deal.”
“I don't know, Will. Her plain and unadorned face is now true beauty.

I'll shave this off and it won't make a bit of difference for me.” Both laughed.
Before eight we were cruising down the long driveway to the gate, on

our way to Serena's dentist. I carried my hair tie in my pocket, letting my hair



fall naturally. Serena enjoyed it and teased me my hair was curly like a little
boy's hair. I told her I felt privileged to gaze upon the face and the true beauty
of a woman I greatly admired.  Her gaze darted all around my face but her
smile remained fixed. We hardly spoke anymore and it was a nearly two-hour
drive to her dentist.

Two hours later we left. The hygienist had one hell of a chore cleaning
my teeth. The tar build-up on the back of my bottom front teeth took excep-
tional patience to remove. She did it all with a constant smile and didn't criti-
cize my obvious lack of dental hygiene. The dentist promised the x-rays would
be looked at promptly and the office would call Serena's house to set a future
appointment in the next few days. It was almost lunch time when we left and
Serena called a restaurant favorite of hers for a private table.  Of course they
could provide a private table for Serena Dominguez. “What would you like?”
“A light salad and water.” It would be ready when we arrived after twenty min-
utes,  and barely a half-hour later  we were on our way to Serena's  primary
physician, another woman, as was the dentist.

I was put through my paces for a physical, once she and her assistant
had recorded all my vitals. The physical wasn't strenuous but it wasn't a walk
in the park either. An hour later the doctor and I sat in a room to go over all of
it and her recommendations.

Before I would let her start, I asked, “A patient-doctor confidentiality
may be waived by the patient, true?”

“True, though it's typically not granted as a blanket waiver, more to cer-
tain individuals.”

“I want Serena to hear this.” She rose immediately and called Serena
into the room. It was what I expected. My vitals were all good for a man my
age, no heart concerns to speak of, my blood pressure was excellent, every-
thing except one area was in good shape. I knew what the “one area” would be.
It's why I had a cigarette before I walked into the building and stopped at the
building's public rest room to wash my hands and face.

“Your lung capacity is very low, Gregory. It's really at a critical stage
and there's only one thing you can do. You have to quit smoking.”

“Yeah, I knew it was coming to this.” I stood and walked over to the
waste can, pulled out my pack of cigarettes and threw it in. I turned back to
both women and announced, “I'm keeping the lighter. I never know when I'll
need an emergency fire.” They both laughed. “I need a prescription, all the
help I can get. What are my options?”

She went over them and the most appealing to me was the pill, taken
initially four times a day, stepping down from it, usually weekly. “Call me after
the first week. I have to ask some questions before I can allow you to step
down. It's only routine though.”

“All right.”
“After a month, I'll want to see you again. We'll run some stress and

lung tests. If there's the significant improvement I expect,” and she turned to
Serena, “it will make a big difference on Gregory's insurance, should he be-
come involved with the movie.”



“That would be great,” Serena said, relieved.
“It can be a lot, can't it?”
“I've seen movies where the insurance on actors and primaries nearly

broke the budget.”
“We can't have this from a skinny old man.”
As we walked out of her office into the main lobby, Serena suddenly

stopped and I stopped with her. She moved in on me and put her arms around
me and hugged me, not bothering to wait for me to hug her back. Her head was
turned against my chest. “I'm so proud of you. You stood right up and threw
away your cigarettes. It's hard quitting. I had to go through it too.”

“That's what the doctor said.” I waited until she pulled her head away.
“It helped I thought you would do this right away, come up and hug me like
this.” She smiled. “Now, the next stop is the pharmacy for the prescription. I
think I'm gonna need one of those pills pronto.”

She released me and pulled my hand. “Should we run?”
I pulled her back. “No. We can walk. You lead. I'll follow.” We walked

to her custom Audi sedan, Ray behind us, her driver at the wheel. I swallowed
the first pill twenty minutes later. I hoped it would work. Gum didn't do much.

We made good time and it was still early afternoon with one stop re-
maining. Serena's doctor referred me to a psychiatrist friend and promised she
would call before I could call for an appointment. Last was a stop at an op-
tometrist for glasses, where my eyes would be tested and glasses would be or-
dered. Serena had called a friend for a recommendation and the driver had al-
ready plugged in the directions so we were on our way. Serena, though, had
something on her mind and decided to spring it on me in the car on the drive.
“Do you want to die, Gregory?”

“What?”
“It's a simple question. Do you want to die?”
“Where did that come from?”
“We talked about you the day before you arrived. Will read the screen-

play and your first novel. He bought the e-book, in fact all your e-books. He
noted to all of us the main character in the novel and screenplay both die, and
the main character in your three-book series disappears and is presumed dead. I
know all the main characters are based on you, and since they're all  dying or
should be dead, do you have some kind of death wish? Do you want to die?”

I couldn't answer immediately. I had to think. “That came out of the
blue, Serena,” I stalled. “Give me a minute or two to respond, please.”

She looked at me severely. “Don't lie to me, Gregory. Don't you ever lie
to me.”

I waited a few moments. “I can tell you right off, I do not want to die. I
am not looking to kill myself. I do not have a death wish.” I paused and turned
to face her. Hers was not a friendly expression. “I am not afraid to die, and...” I
carefully considered my next words, “I am not...very...happy with life, my life,
and human life in general on this planet...And...I welcome death.” I shouldn't
have said it so soon in my explanation, but I couldn't lie to her either.

“I knew it!”



Serena was angry and twisted her head away from me, but I grabbed
her arm, not hard, but I squeezed so she couldn't ignore it. “You're not listening
to me. You're jumping to conclusions. You have to let me finish!”

She turned back and glanced at my hand squeezing her arm. “Let go of
me!”

“Let me finish,” I demanded, but I would not release her arm.
“Then finish!” she commanded, and shook my hand from her arm.
“You asked me, as you put it, a simple question. I gave you a simple an-

swer. 'No, I do not want to die.' This should be the end of it, but no! You won't
let it go. You won't let it go because  something else is bothering you. Drake
tipped me off this morning and it's been on your mind all day and it has some-
thing to do with the screenplay, maybe even the movie. We'll talk about that on
the way back, when we have more time. And you will talk to me about it, be-
cause I'm putting  you on notice. Don't  you ever lie to  me!” Serena sat silent,
avoiding my gaze, wrapped up like a magnet, like we were two magnets natu-
rally repelling the other. “If you have a reason to live, would that not convince
me you do not want to die? Do you have a reason to live, Serena? Do you?”

Serena looked straight ahead. “Of course I do. I have many, but-”
I cut her off. “I have a reason to live, at least one, and it's enough, isn't

it? And I showed you the reason at the doctor's office when I got up and threw
away the cigarettes. Would I do it if I wanted to die? It's not why I did it. I did
it because I have a reason to live. I did it for you. I want to spend as much time
as I possibly can with you. You give me a reason to live.”

I watched Serena turn her head slowly toward me and dip it downward.
I could feel her gaze on my legs, this strangely warm sensation, and it moved
up my body as her head tilted upwards, over my chest, my neck, and I could
feel my cheeks warming. Her face was flush but her expression was guarded,
her lips pressed tightly together, until her eyes locked on mine. Her lips opened
and she stated in a very measured, deliberate tone,  “You have come into my
life, Gregory, like a whirlwind. Don't you go dying on me, especially through
your own doing. Don't you do that to me. Do you understand?”

“Completely. As long as I can make you smile and laugh, because when
I see you smile I smile, when I hear you laugh, I laugh, and you have a great
laugh, Serena, deep and full, and I adore it. When I see your smile, hear your
laugh, I want it again and again and again. I don't want to die. I want your
smile and your laugh forever.”

She would not take her eyes off me, searching me for betrayal, a sign
my words were lies. I could only stare into her eyes mesmerized. Best behav-
ior. Give her your best behavior. She deserves it.

The  driver  announced  we  had  reached  our  destination  and  the  car
pulled along the curb and came to a stop. Serena's searching my face for a sign
continued. Even a blink could give it away. Still searching, she advised calmly,
“Go inside, get your exam, choose your frame, and they know to bill me. I'll be
waiting out here.” She broke. A thin wisp of a smile appeared. “We'll talk on
the way home.”

“All right,” I responded as calmly. “This shouldn't take long.”



Serena turned to Ray. “Ray, open the door for him, please.”
Ray instantly did as commanded and I climbed out of the car. I consid-

ered looking back but didn't. Instead I walked quickly to the building, the op-
tometrist office and finished a half-hour later.

The conversation, discussion, admission, confession over the next two
hours was calm, carefully considered, respectful, even liberating in a nearly re-
ligious  sense.  As I  suspected the ending,  the climaxes,  from the script  had
played on Serena's mind in a way which caused her anxiety, even anguish. She
had projected herself into Cecilia and had projected me into Gustavo and the
end, to her, was heart wrenching. "This was my intention, but I'm not Gus-
tavo." "Oh, yes, you are." "Tragedy befalls everyone, and while Gustavo and
Cecilia did not become the lovers they could have become due to Gustavo's
stubborn adherence to class and not Cecilia, Octavio, the one in the middle,
brought them together. Without Octavio in the middle, those two could never
have kept the ranch, whether together or apart. Octavio was the peacemaker
between them and gave them enough time to recognize the worthy qualities of
each, so when Octavio died, they could work with each other, cooperate and
keep the ranch through their  own efforts,  each covering weaknesses  of the
other. Without Octavio the story would be even more tragic. Though Cecilia
and Gustavo never have one moment of intimacy does not detract from the
love they grew themselves for each other nor what they may have desired. It is
a love story, after all, and a very fitting one for our relationship. I think a very
fitting metaphor. I didn't exactly plan it this way. I never expected to portray
Gustavo and I still may not, but I know how I feel about you, and I also know
how you feel about me. I know you love me in the purest sense, you have no
desire for me, but you do care about me deeply, or else many of your actions,
reactions and interactions with me are completely inexplicable."

I did much of the talking, obviously, and when I spoke Serena listened
intently. It was difficult for me, perhaps not for Serena, to speak openly and
personally while Ray sat next to her. There was more, much more. It was a
two-hour drive back to her ranch house, but most of it concerned questions
about the screenplay and my interpretation of a character's motivation or my
intention with a scene or a bit of dialog. She brought the screenplay with her
and the interaction between us evolved into a collaboration, a delving into the
meaning of this and that in the story. Long before we reached her gate, Serena
and I were smiling and laughing like nothing had happened. Something  had
happened, though, and I couldn't quite put my finger on it. I had a suspicion
but I thought it unreliable, even impossible. I was worn out when we reached
the garage and we walked all the way around the house to the promenade and
front door. I became quiet and introspective. I wanted a cigarette. There were
three or four cigarette packs in the car, but Serena beat me to it when she asked
if I had any cigarettes left in my car, my bags, anywhere. Busted. I grabbed the
carton from the car and followed her inside to the kitchen, where she said the
trash receptacle was under the sink and I threw the whole thing in there.  I
joked they'd still be there until the trash was thrown out. Serena commanded
Luisa to throw out the trash and she did immediately. I had gum. I did not con-



sider gum a great substitute. Welcome to show biz. Sacrifice is expected. Place
yourself on the altar. Here comes the dagger.

I walked toward the indoor pool through the Great Room. Everyone
else was there. Ken started on me. “We come to the dining table and there's an
unmistakable stench of  garlic,” he teased, “and it so permeated everything, I
could barely eat my breakfast!” He wore a wide smile.

I didn't break stride. “Yeah, well,  it's what I prefer on my eggs. Get
used to it.” I watched his expression turn from a well-meaning tease to shock.
Drake asked how it went. “It went fine.” I stopped. “Serena took me to all her
girlfriends with medical degrees and each had a wonderful time at my discom-
fort.” All were shocked and turned to Serena as I started walking toward the in-
door pool.

“He had his teeth cleaned first, but he also quit smoking today and he
hasn't had a cigarette in hours so give him a break.”

“Give him a break?” Drake proclaimed. “Give him football fields of
space!”

“Good idea, Drake!” I shouted as I disappeared into the indoor pool. I
walked to one of the lounge chairs, set it horizontal, and laid on it, with my
hands under my head. I closed my eyes. I was beat. A minute or two later I felt
a hand softly squeeze my thigh. I opened my eyes and Serena was bending
over me.

“Would you like a beer, old man?” Her smile was wide.
“There may be one out here from last night.”
Serena walked to the refrigerator and opened it. “There is. Very good

you remembered.” I heard the bottle clink against the rings on her fingers. She
stepped to the table and I heard the cap pop off.

I sat up as she brought it to me, took it from her hand and gulped a long
swig. “This could be drunk night for me, though drinking and smoking kind of
go together. Now it's drinking and...gum. Yummy!” I sucked down some more.

Serena moved to sit on the chair with me so I lifted my legs out of the
way as she sat beside me. “You don't get angry when you're drunk, do you?”

“No. I usually become silent. I'm a nice drunk. You hardly know I'm
there.”

Smiling infectiously so I could feel my mouth lift to form my own, Ser-
ena reached for my face and playfully tugged my beard. “So, when's this com-
ing off and I get to see your face?”

“Soon. I didn't say right away, but soon.”
“Soon could be tonight, tomorrow, next month. Be specific, little boy.”
“Within a week, maybe. I need some things and then it will go.” Serena

frowned. “I said I would do it. I promised you, and I will shave it off.”
“You better.” She looked away.
“You impressed me today.”
Serena looked back. “How so?”
“Your face looked fantastic!” She did look fantastic all day, even with

her pouting, something's bothering her visage.
“I did not,” she argued. She didn't wear a frown. It was mild disbelief.



I looked away. “I can't figure women out. They put on a mask to look
the way they  wish they looked and when they take it off, they think they're
ugly, there could not possibly be any beauty under the mask.” I caught her gaze
and added, “I don't get it.”

“No, I imagine you wouldn't get it.”
“Of course I wouldn't get it. It's not like the phantom of the opera. Sure,

he takes off his mask and his face is horribly disfigured. You take off  your
mask and your  face is  not  disfigured by any  stretch of  the imagination.”  I
turned back to drown in the black pearls of her eyes. “I look at this face only a
few feet away from me and I think, that's the face I want. I want her.”

Glancing down for a moment Serena looked back into my eyes and al-
most whispered, “I decided not to wear make-up today for you. Do you know
why?”

It made me smile, big and wide. “No. Tell me.”
“Because I thought you would not make me feel uncomfortable, that I

was someone less than I am.”
“And I didn't, did I?”
“No, you didn't,” Serena said, her smile growing bigger.
“And now you know more about who I am.”
“This is true.” Placing her right hand on my thigh, Serena leaned on her

right arm.
I turned briefly to put the bottle to my lips and sucked down some more

brew. The beer  tasted  good and when I  turned to  look in  the  eyes  of  this
woman leaning on my thigh, I got lost. We spent minutes looking at the face of
the other, slowly moving focus around to another feature of the face staring
back, a quick blink on occasion, a study of another face staring back. I spoke,
not to break the tension—there wasn't any to break—but to confess. “I could
spend hours staring at your face, Serena, hours, and I would be content.”

“Your eyes are  so expressive,  Gregory.  I  can look in your eyes and
know what you're thinking.”

“Oh, no, you can't.”
“Oh, yes, I can,” Serena insisted, her smile sincere. “I know you think

that, even when you look at me, but it's in the way you think about it. When
you think about  that,  Gregory,  you want nothing more than to satisfy your
woman, to make her happy, do you not?”

Are we going to talk about sex? As unbelievable as I thought concern-
ing this development, it's exactly what we did. We spent the next hour or so
talking about sex like we were old friends. We discussed partners, sexual expe-
riences, what we liked and what we didn't, all calmly, rationally, without emo-
tion or frustration or aggression or pent-up disappointment about prospective
partners, members of the  other gender. It was genuinely thoughtful. When I
told Serena women are selfless when it comes to sex, she asked what I meant. I
told her every woman with whom I had sex wanted me to come inside her,
wanted me to reach my orgasm, regardless of whether  she reached orgasm or
not. It's because she would feel without a doubt she satisfied me, she made me
happy and it's  what she wanted most,  and it  would only be a bonus if  she



reached orgasm. She didn't care about her orgasm. She wanted mine. The look
on Serena's face said she not only knew it to be true, she knew I knew it to be
true. We could have gone on for hours but the dinner bell rang. At least I wasn't
raging through a nicotine fit.

Authentic Mexican cuisine was provided for all and it was excellent. I
sat next to Serena and we had fun as we ate together. She shared some of her
meal. She likes it spicy and didn't think I could take it. It was pretty hot but not
fire breathing hot. “Let me have another taste,” I said. “No way!” she said but
let me have another. I noted all were drinking wine but I chose beer. “Every
time I was invited to a sit down for authentic Mexican food, prepared lovingly
by Mexicans and Mexican-Americans,  I would be the only one who couldn't
speak Spanish, but  nobody drank wine. We all drank beer. You have the best
money can buy, Serena.  You've worked hard for it  and you deserve it.  But
whenever I was fortunate enough to be invited for dinner with my Mexican
amigos, we all drank beer. I drink it for them.” I caught Luisa at the kitchen
door and winked at her. She smiled widely back at me. She knew.

After the dinner table was cleared, Serena rose from her chair and said
she had something for me. It was an envelope John had left while we were out.
I opened it and immediately two checks fell out, one all nice and tidy like they
print  them at  the  bank,  with  an  amount  “200,000.00.”  Shit,  I  actually  had
money now, and a lot of it! The other check was for one hundred dollars. There
was a sticky note attached to it. In pretty decent script, John wrote, “I couldn't
remember the exact  amount.  I  hope $100 covers  it.  Let  me know if  not.  I
greatly enjoyed our time yesterday, John.” Immediately, Ken, Will and Drake
started digging into their pockets and they threw hundreds at me, Ken throwing
two of them. I said to all of them, “Thank you, and after you've read them and
hate them, remember our store policy.” They all picked up on it after “store
policy” so I was joined by all, “No refunds!”

Serena advised, “I have some money elsewhere in the house. I'll get it
to you soon.”

“I won't take it.”
“You have to take it. All artists should be paid for their creative work.”
“I have been paid by you, been paid plenty. I won't take your money.”
“I really do  insist!” Her face scrunched up like she was ready for a

fight.
“And I will donate it to some homeless person on Crenshaw Boulevard,

and go down there at three in the morning to piss you off.” Serena looked hurt.
“I was only teasing, Serena. If you feel obligated to pay me, do so. I don't think
you have an obligation. You've done enough for me. Gracias.” She brightened.
I felt better. “Let's see what else is in here.” I pulled out a stapled form, four
pages long. “What's this John has gifted to me?” I glanced at some of the para-
graphs and the boxes to fill out, flipped through the other pages, and set it
down. “Nice,” I declared sarcastically.  “An employee info form and a back-
ground check authorization form. That John. Always thinking of me.”

Drake advised, “It's standard in the business, Gregory.”
“Standard procedure?”



Drake frowned. He could tell I wasn't pleased. “Something like that.”
“Procedures,”  I said with an obvious lack of respect. As though pre-

scient by omniscience, my cell phone rang. I had plugged in John's number so
it displayed him as the caller. I flipped it open and pressed one of the buttons.
“John. Got your checks. Thank you.”

“Good. I was calling to see if you got the other things too.”
“Yeah, the employee form and the background check.”
“I'm sorry, Gregory, I have to. I can get in trouble if I don't.”
“You know, John, when I was a kid, I, along with the vast majority of

U.S.  citizens,  thought  any  government  agency  with  the  name  'Homeland'
would  have  been found  only in  some totalitarian state.  My,  how far  we've
come. Forward? I don't think so...When do you want it?”

“Any time, as soon as possible.”
“Someone told me, today, as a matter of fact, 'Soon? That could be to-

day, tomorrow, next month. Be specific.' She added 'little boy,' but I'll refrain
from addressing you as such, in order to maintain a good working relationship
with you, unless you prefer I regularly use it as a term of affection, like she in-
tended.”

John laughed. “No, you can skip 'little boy.' Thanks.”
“How about tomorrow?”
“That will be fine. I may be out of the office. If so, leave it with Della,

my secretary.”
“All right. I'll have it in a sealed envelope with your name on it. There

will be some private, personal information on these forms.”
“She'll just open it anyway. It's her job, Gregory.”
“Okay, all right.”
“How did it go today?”
“I need a cigarette but I threw them away. I was ganged up on by two

determined  women  against  one  skinny  old  runt.  I  saw  the  casualty  count
mounting, all on my side, so I surrendered. Live to fight another day, right,
John?”

“That's right!”
“Then I came back here and barked at Ken.” I glanced at Ken. “Sorry,

Ken.”
“Hey, it's okay,” Ken said cheerfully. “I quit smoking. It's not fun.”
“So you quit smoking?” John asked.
“I quit smoking. The company I was with helped.”
“She can do that, can't she?”
“She can, indeed.” I glanced to Serena. She was smiling watching and

listening to me. “So, how was your day, John? Oh, I'm only kidding. I don't
wanna know. No, seriously, I do. I want to know if you produced any execu-
tives today.”

“Produced executives?” John asked, somewhat afraid to go there.
“Isn't that what an executive producer does? Produce executives? So

the really great ones produce so many executives they seem to come right out
of the woodwork?”



“Ha-ha, it's not what an executive producer does.” John wasn't laugh-
ing.

“Well, if it's not what they do, I think it would be over my head. In fact,
I'm so short, everything's over my head, except for Serena, unless she's wear-
ing her six-inch stiletto high heels, although she'd still be a half-inch short.”
Serena poked my arm.

“I thought I'd give you a call about the forms, and see how you are. You
seem in good spirits. I heard you were a little subdued. Really, both you and
Serena.”

“Well, it was back to normal for me and you talked to Serena?”
“Yes. She said you were both fine. She enjoyed the day with you.”
“Good. I'll bring the stuff over tomorrow.”
“That would be great, Gregory. I'll talk to you soon.”
“Bye.” I snapped the phone shut and stuck it back in the holster.
Will smiled to me. “Well, old man, you're not broke any more.”
“Nope,” I smiled back, glancing down at the cash and checks around

my dinner place. “Looks like I'll be making a stop at the bank tomorrow.” I
glanced from one to the other of the boys. “You all paid me more than the
books are worth.” All three insisted they had no use for the change. “Thanks.”

Serena piped up. “Let's all retire to the Great Room for after dinner
drinks and talk.” We all rose and I grabbed all the stuff and told Serena I would
put this in my room first. When I entered the Great Room, there was a fresh
bottle of Pacifico beside my nearly empty one sitting on the table next to the
sofa where Serena sat. I carried the forms from John, a clipboard and a pen and
sat next to the cute little Mexican actress after I pulled out my wallet to set on
the table. “Going to fill those out now?”

“Sure. I can talk and think and print at the same time. I can multi-task.
I'm not locked completely in the eighteenth century.”

“Good!” Serena nodded an exaggerated approval.
The talk was interesting at times. For a group of fairly sophisticated and

somewhat guarded movie types, the gossip from their own mouths about other
people in the business was frank and sometimes startling to me. I didn't let on
with surprise or too much interest. I tried to stay as laid back as possible and
filling out John's forms helped to create the image. I couldn't help feeling I was
assimilating, like Omar the motel proprietor in Gilroy. I would smile at the
questions on the forms.  Have you ever been convicted? Been sued in court?
Fired from employment in the last ten years? They never ask pertinent ques-
tions like:  Do you agree the United States has become nearly a fascist, mili-
taristic state? Or has it instead developed into a plutocracy? They let it slide.
When I finished I put all the pages inside my clipboard notebook, polished off
the other beer and asked Serena for another.

“That's three beers already, and it's still early.” She was right, not even
eight in the evening.

“All right. How about a bottle of water?”
“That I can get you,” Serena offered smiling broadly. She started to rise

from the sofa.



“Luisa's off already?”
“Yes.”
“I want to come with you.” I rose from the sofa. As she took a step to-

ward the kitchen I stopped and turned toward the other guests. “There is one
thing I've noticed or, more appropriately, failed to notice. I'm in a movie star's
house but I  haven't seen a movie room yet.  That seems like a  gross negli-
gence.”

Serena stopped and faced the others as she laughed. “That's not a bad
idea. We could have a movie night. What do you think?” The others were in
agreement. “Follow me, old man. We'll get your water and show you the movie
room, as you call it.”

In the kitchen Serena opened the 747 refrigerator to reveal an entire
shelf  of  water  bottles,  including the  expensive,  “designer”  brands,  flavored
brands, and the local plain variety. I grabbed a plain one and followed Serena
from the kitchen, through the dining room and toward the front door. The oth-
ers waited near a large open area of the wall to our left and Serena walked to a
box nearly hidden on the right side of this  open area.  She lifted the cover,
pressed the switch inside, and the wall panel, about twelve feet in width, from
floor to ceiling, slid inward a few inches and then slid to the left, revealing a
dark, carpeted hallway about ten to twelve feet in length and a room which ex-
panded toward the left past the hallway.

“Oh,” I marveled, “the hidden wall trick. Very clever, Serena.”
As everyone laughed, Serena turned to me smiling widely, and waved

her left arm. “Welcome to my movie screening room.”
I took it as an invitation to enter first and after a couple steps noted a

short stairway to the left to a very small cubby hole at ceiling height. I turned
to Serena directly behind me. “You have a projection room too?”

She feigned shock. “Of course. You would expect less from a  movie
star?” She looked behind her to the others and they all laughed. “There's a dig-
ital projector up there too. It's what we'll use tonight.”

I was impressed. “That's pretty cool. Where's the popcorn?”
“Do you want popcorn?” Serena asked quite seriously. “I can get you

some.”
“No, I'm only kidding.”
“Come,” Serena said, nudging me forward, “grab a seat and we'll look

at some titles and make a decision and the show will begin.”
When we entered the screening room itself, it was five rows of four

seats each, with a circular area carved out of the room to the left which looked
like a control seat. Each of the twenty seats, to the right of each, had massive
holders attached for drinks and enough table area where you could eat dinner. I
noted it and Serena replied it's exactly what it was for and many had eaten din-
ner in this room. She explained they designed the screening room to be close to
the front door and the kitchen for those occasions when guests arrived strictly
for a movie screening and she didn't want them to have to walk all over the
house to reach it,  “like some other thoughtless people in the business have
done in their own residences.” She said the last part with obvious distaste.



The screen dominated the wall before us, and from the back row was
barely twenty-five feet away. It may seem a considerable distance even for a
big screen television.  The ceiling in the screening room, though, was high,
very high. I told you there were multi-levels in Serena's house and I could see
the  roof  lift  high  on the  right  of  the  promenade  and had wondered  as  we
walked into her house the day before but failed to ask. Now I knew. The screen
was eight feet tall and twice as long. Sitting in the back row was not going to
strain even my “old man eyes.” I picked the seat second from the right wall in
the back row. “I'll take this one in the back row. The front row's for goody-
goodies. I haven't been one of those since, hmm, birth I would think.”

“Sit down, Gregory, wherever you wish, and I'll pull up some choices.”
All filed in and took a seat while Serena moved to the control area and

started fiddling with it. In the dark I couldn't make out exactly what she was
doing until suddenly the screen popped to life before us, drowning us in a haze
of blue,  and icons appeared.  I  was asked what  I  preferred.  “Please,  choose
something with an intelligent,  adult  theme. No kid movies, no 'we're adults
making silly movies  we think are funny' but the humor always escapes  me,
something intelligent but not melodramatic or tragic. I don't want to feel that
tonight. I don't want to cry, okay?”

When I said the last sentence, everyone turned to me, even Serena, and
I heard a smattering of, “You cry watching movies?”

“What? You think I don't have any feelings? Does it really surprise you
I admit you folks can make a story which captivates, intrigues, compels me to
think and identify with the characters so I actually care about the story, that I
will then feel the heartache and the anguish and have it affect me deeply? But
you better make those characters human beings I can identify with, I can bond
with, because if you fail to do that, I won't give a shit about your story, no mat-
ter how profound its message may be.” The look on each face was stunned si-
lence. “You're not going to seriously tell me you have never cried watching a
movie?”

Now the smattering of comments were, “No, no,” or “Of course,” until
Serena loudly proclaimed, “I cried reading your screenplay, Gregory! I identi-
fied with your characters!”

I gazed at this woman with a new appreciation. “Thank you, Serena,
but it's what a storyteller tries to do, you know, all of us.”

 Will looked back. “And the story is king. It's what you said yesterday.
The story is king.”

“In my humble opinion, storytelling is the oldest art form. When hu-
manoids invented language, a means of abstract communication, this invention
had to occur before any humanoid could draw the simplest picture, and story-
telling evolved through this invention. Storytellers were revered in the group,
the tribe, because they were the keepers of knowledge. They could embellish,
create fiction to reveal a larger truth, but a storyteller kept the tribe focused by
serving as the link to the ancestors and providing direction for the tribe. Story-
tellers today, the really, really great ones, should be revered because they still
perform this  same and essential  function.  They provide the sense of where



we've been collectively as human beings and a sense of where we're going.
Without great storytellers all of humanity forgets its past, ignores it, and has no
direction into the future. We have no idea who we were and therefor who we
are, and have no clue where we're going. This is the state of the tribe of human
beings today. Aimless, directionless, because storytellers are revered no more.”

There was a silence for a moment until Drake shattered it by clapping
enthusiastically, saying, “Bravo! Lord Pacifico is back! And with another pro-
found truth. You are packed with this stuff, aren't you, Gregory?”

“Yeah,  Drake,  I  am, but  let's  watch something first.  I  have things  I
could share about all of you, career choices you've made, statements you've
made in interviews, and the like, but I'd prefer to tell you later. Let's get some
Looney Tunes up there.” I used my Elmer Fudd impersonation, which is pretty
good. “When twacking wabbits one has to be vewy careful. Followed by the
announcement,  'And  now  our  Feature  Presentation.'  Duh-duh-duh-DAH!
Doesn't have to be that dramatic, though, Serena, since you are in charge.”

I glanced to her and she smiled and turned around. “Okay, somebody
pick something.” Somebody picked something but it's interesting no one re-
members who picked or what was picked. If you've paid attention, there seems
to be an enormous amount of detail in what I've shared so far. Over the years
we've all discussed this in various ways, forums, groups and individually. At
times I took notes. Other times I remembered what was said and wrote it down
later and there were simply things which always remained fresh in my mind,
actions and dialog. I've pieced it together though I cannot provide you an as-
surance it's completely accurate. What I can say is it is as true to what actually
took place as anything can possibly be, and no one remembers who picked the
movie or which movie we watched. It wasn't memorable and perhaps because
of it I fell asleep well before the movie's conclusion. Drake, sitting in the back
row with me, saw my head resting on the chair back and stepped to me deftly
to shake my arm. He was the only one who knew I fell asleep. Thanks, Drake.

When  the  movie  finished,  Serena  asked  for  other  choices  but  I  an-
nounced I would much rather drink another beer or two, should my charming
hostess consent, and head to bed, not necessarily because I was tired, but it's
much easier for me to deal with nicotine withdrawal while unconscious. I have
experience with this. I know what I'm talking about. 

Slowly we all filed out and Serena closed up the room. I took my empty
water bottle to the kitchen and grabbed a Pacifico. I noticed the wine bottle
opener on the counter so I popped the cap off and joined everyone in the Great
Room. Before I could sit Serena, with all standing by her, requested, “Gregory,
please come with me outside. I want to talk with you in private.”

“Certainly.” I shrugged my shoulders and followed a step behind, en-
joying the clear view of her butt bobbing inside her slacks, grayish black today.
She again wore flip-flops and I listened to their distinctive slap along the tiles
of the indoor pool and the sauna. She slid the door open and I stepped out first.

“This way.” She reached for my hand, I grasped her hand in mine and
we walked past the outdoor pool and beyond the end of the concrete patio, up a
slight, barren hill which rose above the patio level. She led me over the hill and



we descended until we could barely see the roof.
It suddenly occurred to me, not because I spotted any, but since we had

dropped below the view of the house there might be some so I asked, “Do you
have cameras placed around the house, Serena?”

“Why do you ask?”
“Curiosity. Most people of your wealth and status do. I was curious.” It

was more than curiosity at the peak of my consideration. I was beginning to
feel something to which I had not been paying any real attention while I had
been very honest so far without regard for possible consequences. I was think-
ing about it during our walk outside the view of the house.

Serena looked at me innocently. “There are cameras installed, mostly
outdoors, and there are some indoors. There are no cameras in the bedroom
wing except for the garage. It would be wrong to install cameras there.”

“Agreed. Are they monitored?”
“Twenty-four hours. My husband required it at Ray's insistence.”
“How long has Ray worked for you?”
“Quite a few years now, since we both hired him, my husband and me.”
This was  very revealing and I could have used this information a  lot

earlier to make a few changes in what I said to Serena or anyone else for that
matter. Everything the two of us said in the car was heard by Ray. He was right
there. And he worked for both spouses? Where did his employee loyalty  di-
vide? And the cameras too. Presumably there was a camera in the indoor pool
area, where Serena shoved her ass up against me, and on the  outdoor pool,
where she sat with me for hours, her arms draped around mine.  Yeah, hubby,
nothin' goin' on here. It was beginning to feel a bit surreal. Serena, of course,
had no idea what I was thinking. It was too dark to see my eyes, a good thing.
It wasn't good enough. It was going to get even more surreal.

Holding the beer bottle in my left hand, Serena grasped my right so I
would turn to face her, and I did instantly. She looked up at me. “I wanted to
speak with you privately because I wanted to tell you this. I enjoy your com-
pany, Gregory, very much so. You do make me smile and laugh, more than I
have in a long time, and it makes me feel good, by itself. But you give me
more. You give me attention. You pay attention to me, listen to me, and most
human beings would appreciate it, not only a woman. I want you to know you
are welcome here, I welcome you here and you may stay here while we work
together as long as you like. I will appreciate your company.” She lowered her
head briefly and lifted it up. “I think I always will.”

How's that for surreal? The woman to whom I confessed a desire and
longing above all others had extended an open invitation to stay with her in her
very own, very private home. Well, okay, not so private, with cameras nearly
everywhere and a security guard who may be working more for the husband
than her. Shit, that makes it even more surreal! It keeps gettin' better and bet-
ter.

“I may take you up on it Serena, though if I do, I'll probably have to
take a break from you every now and then.”

“Why?” Her face, dark yet reflecting the little light available, seemed



pure inquisitiveness.
“Did you ever want something you couldn't have? For whatever reason

you could never get it, you never had it?”
“Yes, doesn't everyone?”
“Exactly! Everyone has wanted something they could never get, what

becomes an unfulfilled desire. Life is pain, Serena, and the pain is from unful-
filled desire and everyone has felt it. The truth is the pain never goes away. It's
always there. Something can happen to you to trigger the memory of the pain
and, instantly, the pain is as fresh as if it was yesterday. It never goes away. It
diminishes in intensity over time, over not having to think about the unfulfilled
desire. And it's what I would need occasionally, a break from you, to not see
you or hear you, to not sense you at all, to get busy with something, anything,
so I'm not even thinking about you. The pain will diminish a little. I can come
back to you refreshed, because the moment I see you, the moment I hear you, it
starts again. I deal with it. I've dealt with pain from unfulfilled desire all my
life. It took me decades to figure it out but I know what it is now and I deal
with it. Life is pain and if you're a human being you already know what it feels
like. It's what I feel about you, every day.”

She knew exactly what I meant. Serena may project herself as a rough
and tough, ballsy woman, but she reeks of empathy. She lifted her right hand to
my left cheek and placed it there. “I understand. I don't ever want you to be
hurting. You're not the type of man who deserves it, but I do want you to know
you have an open invitation here. Stay as long as you like, leave whenever you
like. I want you to know as long as you stay, I appreciate your company.”

“Thank you for your offer. Do I have to decide right away?”
“You decide whenever you want. If you continue to stay, you've de-

cided to stay. If you decide to leave, then leave. Please tell me where you're go-
ing so I won't worry about you, and you may come back whenever you like. Is
this open enough for you?”

“If I leave I would always call first before I came back. I would always
want your approval.”

“I would certainly appreciate it and, honestly, Gregory, I would expect
it from you. You're not thoughtless. I have come quite easily to that conclusion
about you.” Since I made no effort to question her offer further and continued
to stare into her beautiful eyes with sincere appreciation, she rubbed my beard.
“Good. Now you know where you stand with me.” She smiled warmly, but she
also had never released my right hand and still held it in a tight grip, a grip I
could feel occasionally tighten and loosen. I thought about what she had said
yesterday about  her  feelings  toward me and I  kept  dismissing it.  This  is  a
woman of wealth and fame. I'm not in the same league. Hell,  if  I'm in  any
league, it's not even a professional one. It's strictly amateur. Yet, we spent min-
utes  looking at  each  other,  over  the  surrounding hills,  up  to  the  twinkling
starlight. Serena snapped the silence. “What are you thinking?”

“Can't you see my eyes?” I teased. It was too dark for her to see my
eyes. “You said you can tell what I'm thinking when you look into my eyes.”

“It's too dark for me to see your eyes.” She squeezed my hand gently.



I laughed. “I'm thinking this crazy thought that since I'm not smoking,
it would sometimes serve my need for an oral fixation, so I could use an oral
fix right now. And I crazily thought, it sure would be nice to have a kiss from a
beautiful woman. That would fix it.” I said it, all of it, in jest. Don't get me
wrong. I meant every word. I never expected this beautiful woman to kiss me.

Serena  immediately  released  my right  hand,  practically  slapped  her
hands to either side of my head, pulled my head down as she rose up and
planted her lips firmly over mine. Her head swirled and her lips swirled with it
over my lips, pushing them around like they were nothing. Her lips opened and
I felt them cup my top lip and pull it, my bottom lip and pull it. Being so stim-
ulated, so aroused, I kissed her back, pulling her back, and my arms wrapped
around her back and squeezed her and moments flew by and I had no track of
time, until it struck me what we were doing. I liked it almost too much, but I
pulled my arms from her back, put my hands on her shoulders, my left hand
still holding the beer bottle, and pushed her away slightly as I leaned back.

“We can't be doing this, Serena!”
“You don't like kissing me?” She tried to maintain an innocent look. It

wasn't genuine.
“I love kissing you, but I know where it leads. I was kidding about the

oral fix.”
“Now that  I've  kissed  you I  can  say I  like kissing  you,” she  stated

calmly,  trying  to  maintain  her  innocence.  “But  you  did say,  Gregory,  you
would stop me, so you are a man of your word.”

“Are you playing with me, Serena?” I asked, my voice a bit raised.
“I'm  not playing with  you,  Gregory.  Do you  think I'm playing with

you?”
“I don't know. It's why I asked. If you are playing with me, Serena, it's

just wrong. It's cruel, knowing what you know, but if you're not, well, I know
where it will lead, and it's...not good.”

She pulled out the big guns then, because, as I stared across her face
and reached her eyes, as dark as it was, I was looking into Serena's  bedroom
eyes. She sighed, “Please, don't push me away. I want you to hold me, like
you've done  before.” I could only ignore bedroom eyes  once, only because I
was still full of pissed-off at that woman. Since I wasn't pissed off at Serena, I
couldn't ignore her eyes. I pulled my arms back, even yielded to her arms the
outside position, and slipped my arms across her back and pulled her against
me. Her head slowly came to rest on my chest under my chin and I felt her left
hand rub over my chest, rising and rising. “What would it lead to?”

I sighed. “You know what it would lead to,” I replied, like I was being
crushed by a weight I couldn't escape. “Soon, our mouths will be open, our
tongues will be tasting, my cock will be hard, I'll slip my hands down over
your butt and pull you so tight against me you'll feel it against your hips, and if
you don't stop  then, if you just leave up the green light, I'll be pulling your
clothes off with no going back. We'll cross the honor line.” I couldn't see her
face. She kept it buried against my chest, but I  could feel her hand as it rose
from my  chest  to  my  cheek,  over  my  cheek,  switch  direction  toward  my



mouth. I couldn't know when the time would be appropriate. I thought I had to
say it  now. I could only whisper it.  “Please don't do this.” When her hand
reached my lips, she twisted it so only her index finger moved across my lips.
She stopped for a moment right in the middle, then moved from one edge to
the other. Back now to my right cheek, her hand slipped across my cheek, her
head  lifted  slowly  from my  chest,  and  a  moment  later  Serena's  lips  were
pressed against mine, again.

I told you what would happen and it all occurred as I predicted. Hell, I
know who  I am. I know what I'll do under these circumstances. I have been
there and done it so often, it doesn't take any thought from me any more. I did
stop after I pulled her so tight against me she rocked her hips against my erec-
tion.  I  released my arms from her  back, grabbed her waist  and pushed her
away. “I can't do this, Serena. I cannot do this. I can't fuck you here, right out
here in the open. Shit, you yourself told me there's cameras all over and I don't
care if you know they're here or not. I can't do it. I want to rip your clothes off
and fuck you, but I can't. Not here. It's fucking wrong.” Our embrace was bro-
ken now and I started to step around her to walk back inside. “I need to go to
bed and maybe masturbate because I'm so horny.”

I've rarely said something like this to a woman I want to fuck and have
no doubts at all as to whether she wants to fuck  me. For good reason, since
Serena immediately spit, “Don't you masturbate in my bed, Gregory! You will
really piss me off!” The look on her face said she meant it. She would really be
pissed. There are, of course, other reasons why I don't say the “masturbate”
word to these women, but this one works for me.

“All  right,  all  right.  I'm  going  inside.”  I  walked  away  from her  as
quickly as I could. I took about ten or fifteen paces.

“Slow down, Gregory, please! I'm not mad at you.” I wasn't walking so
fast because she was mad at me. I was walking away as fast as I could because
I thought if I didn't, I'm crossing the honor line and I wasn't ready for it. I'm not
ready for it any time, but I slowed to let her short, little legs catch up.

When she did we walked slower down the hill toward the patio. “You're
mad at me, aren't you?”

“Not so much mad as disappointed.”
“I'm sorry.” I looked in her face and it appeared sincere. “Please take

my hand.” She offered her right hand, I took it in my left and we walked to the
indoor pool and inside where Drake, Ken and Penelope waited.

We dropped hands as we reached them and Serena advised, “I wanted
to talk to Gregory alone to extend to him my invitation to stay here with me in-
definitely while we work together. I enjoy his company, as you probably know
by now,” heads nodded on the sentiment, “and I thought it would be easier for
him since he would be staying down here for a while.”

“And?” Ken asked, looking my way.
“And I told Serena I appreciated her offer. I certainly enjoy her com-

pany,” nods again,  “and she said I  could stay,  leave whenever  I  want,  and
should I want to come back, call before I do for her approval and she'd wel-
come me back. Can't be more open.” Nods again and Serena smiled. I knew



what her smile meant. “And, now, if you'll excuse me, it's been a long, some-
what trying day for me, I have a pill I probably need to take, and the best thing
about nicotine fits is I can always overcome them when I sleep. Through years
of experience I've learned I  cannot light a cigarette while unconscious. Good
night.” I passed by Serena and lightly brushed her arm. “Thank you.”

“You're welcome...Sleep well.”
Everyone was satisfied all  was well and Gregory, as expected, came

through in the clutch and delivered. No talk about Serena attacking me yet
there was absolutely no doubt the woman wanted to fuck me. No comment
from me about it. Kudos for maintaining confidentiality. Hooray for me!

I grabbed the prescription box and devoured a pill, yanked my clothes
off and tossed them a few feet from the bed, except my briefs. I remove my
briefs when I'm sharing a bed with a partner. It's a quirk of mine. Get over it.

I looked at the time on my phone before I put it on the nightstand next
to the bed. It was a little after eleven-thirty. I was thinking as I drifted to sleep
—a little  restlessly since  a  cute  little  Mexican actress  had served up some
steamy thoughts—I wasn't getting my usual sleep time allotment. I prefer eight
hours, eight full hours. I have to catch up. I'll tell everyone I'm an old man who
takes frequent naps. Who wouldn't believe it? I drifted off to la-la land.

I awoke when a hand gently shook my shoulder from behind as I lay on
my side with my back to the edge of the bed. Groggily, I opened my eyes and
slowly rolled to my back. A moment later my eyes were fixed on Serena's face
as her right hand drifted to my lips, her finger pressed against them and she
whispered, “Ssshhhh.” She stood up erect as I silently watched her cross her
arms at her waist, grab a handful of her striking blue nightgown in each hand,
and pull it up and over her luscious body, over her head and drop it casually to
the floor. I ran my gaze from top to bottom of her delicious appearance, fully
naked, her thick black bush pointing to the convergence of her legs, her thin
waist,  her  abundant  bare  breasts,  her  nipples  and circles  around each light
brown, almost beige, and her beautiful smile. I didn't say a word. I couldn't. I
left  all  my ammo out at  the hill  beyond the patio.  She lifted the sheet and
pulled it over me to the foot of the bed and neatly folded it beyond my feet.
She took one step back to me and bent over to place a hand on either side of
my briefs at the waist. I lifted my hips and she pulled them the length of my

legs,  over  my  feet  and  let
them fall to the floor next to
the bed.  One step back and
she  lifted  her  right  leg,  set
her  right  knee  beyond  my
legs and pulled her left knee
onto the bed so she straddled
me.

Segment Five
Serena  was  the  aggressor.

Serena  was  in  control.  Ser-



ena was on top of everything the whole time, and she made me promise, not
then, later. Serena has known for some time I was considering this so she ad-
vised me, “I don't mind you telling the world, maybe forever, we fucked. Ev-
erybody knows it. You have been honest about it. I have too, don't you think?”
I responded in the affirmative. She had been honest, even telling some media
people we fucked using the very word. But she wasn't through. “It's the details,
Gregory. I don't want you sharing the details. It's confidential to me. It's some-
thing I never share with anyone and have no intention ever of sharing. It's be-
tween you and me and I want it to be this way forever. I want you to leave our
world when it's your time and take it with you. I want to leave our world and
take it with me, because I treasure all of the details and you know it. Tell them
you were sweet, kind and gentle this time, which you can be, and aggressive,
even very aggressive another time, which you also can be, and I could be both,
too, and you know it.” I knew it. “But spare them the details so we can keep it
between us. Let them use their imagination. Let them show you they're not all
brain dead, because they're not. You rail on and on about how you think so
many of us have no imagination when we read. We have to be told what to
think,  and  you're  generalizing  and  you  rail  about  generalizing,  but  you're
guilty, too. For this, please, let them use their imagination. I treasure the details
and I want them shared with no one else.”

When you hang with me long enough you can beat  me at  my own
game, soundly at times. This was one of them. She absolutely did treasure the
details. Serena is one of the few women who could talk to me about a particu-
lar sexual  episode and  remember details  I  had  forgotten.  The others agreed
with her and demanded the same. You haven't met the others, but I promised
them all. I honor my word, at least on this particular item, or will try to honor
it. Soon, I got to thinking about all the women, and, while I have a particular
aversion to censorship and abridgment, at my age I'm lucky I can remember to
zip my fly, regardless of whether sex is involved, so I came to the reasonable
conclusion trying to remember who I promised was too complicated. I'm skip-
ping the details for all of them, or most of the details. Although, the details are
the best part. Now you'll have to use your imagination.

Considering, though, exactly how I would proceed with an explanation,
further considering the mere improbability of all I have experienced since this
very moment when Serena sneaked into my bedroom, one of the many bed-
rooms in her spread out in the sticks of Los Angeles, moving forward with the
appropriate expectation any reasonably intelligent, adult, open-minded reader
would have, and yet honor my promises to all, what the bleep can I do and still
be true to myself, true to the point all of this is meant to convey, true to you,
the reader, so that what may follow does not merely express a severe and dis-
heartening cop-out? How do I compose this and future incidents? What clever
device may I employ, one which fits neatly inside the comforting and ever-
widening embrace of my incorrigible totality? Hmmmm...

Once Serena had settled in her straddling position, and my accepting,
genuine and sincere smile had been witnessed through Serena's own searching
and appealing gaze, I addressed what we both expected would occupy our next



hours together. “Serena, my most exalted and thrilling hostess, you wouldn't
mind lifting your left leg so I can slide off the bed and secure my parcheesi
game, would you, please?”

Up went Serena's left knee and five minutes later we were ensconced in
a battle of incalculable will and luck moving pieces, capturing pieces to knock
them back to start, engaged in a game of strategy and finesse, intense and lack-
ing mercy. For a complete novice, though, Serena was my equal and then some
in her inaugural parcheesi match,  and literally kicked my ass into Tuesday,
though we had, in all fairness, reached this day of the week. Still, I was the
beaten man, though she had some extremely lucky rolls of the dice, as can hap-
pen. Those who watch over me favored her this night, but I took defeat like the
good sport I am. “We won't be doing this again soon, I assure you.”

“We'll  see  about  it,”  Serena  advised.  Her  intonation  sent  shivers
through my meager body as I realized I would probably have to play her again.
She was lucky. Nothing else. No further explanation required. She simply in-
tended to use her new found fortune to pummel me into parcheesi ineptitude. I
considered my alternate future. I could be sleeping in my trusty Sentra in a rest
stop anywhere in the continental United States of America, free, but still poor,
cramped, and under lights where a blanket would be stretched over my head,
not for warmth, but to reach a necessary darkness. That's no future.

“You were only lucky.”
“Keep thinking it, little boy,” Serena smirked. She had already re-strad-

dled me and I had to let her. She was the victor. Once she settled in her supe-
rior position, I had to confide my history. I told her what has happened to me in
old age. I get hard easily. That's a given. I can't cum easily any more. I can't.

Serena looked down at me from on high with a severe expression. “I
told you I'd be pissed off if you masturbated.”

“I didn't masturbate!” She relented when she stared into my eyes. “I
wanted to. You made me very horny and I would have, for doing it to me, but
you told me you would be pissed. I didn't know how you could possibly find
out, but I wasn't going to make you pissed.”

She leaned down and kissed me, raised her head and rested on her fore-
arms. “What does make you cum? Is there anything?”

“Ye-e-e-s...I suppose you want me to tell you?”
“Why would I ask if I didn't?”
“Well, it was more for me, really.” I paused. “I like to strip a woman

completely naked, bare, fully exposed, and while she's standing, I'll ask her to
bend over for me, because this position is the most submissive. It says, in my
mind, this woman will let me strip her naked, bend her over, submit to me
completely, and remain in position as long as it takes because she's ready and
waiting to be taken by me. That excites me tremendously. When a woman does
this for me it puts me in the right frame of mind toward orgasm,  and orgasm is
mostly mental anyway. It's not down between your legs. It's up here,” I tapped
my head, “even for a woman, for you. Because if it's down there, Serena, I
should be able to do the same thing every single time you have an orgasm and
you will have one every single time, but this does not happen.”



Serena looked at me skeptically but shook it off after a moment. She
smiled. “So, if I let you strip me naked, and have you bend me over to rest on
something and you can take me like that, you would probably cum for me?”

“You wanted me to have an orgasm, didn't you?”
“Of course I did.”
“Even if you never reached orgasm yourself?”
“You said women are selfless.”
“I could tell it was how you felt from the expression on your face when

I said it, but I've disappointed you because I didn't explode inside you, yet you
did satisfy me. I know what it feels like to be inside you and you can't take it
away.” Her face changed from doubt to a big smile. It felt good while I was in-
side her and I still was. “But we've crossed the honor line, Serena.”

She brightened with my comment.  “Oh, no, we haven't. You told me
yourself. Your marriage was over when your wife changed the terms and you
didn't agree. You had sex with another woman and you didn't consider it un-
faithful because your marriage was over. Well, my marriage is  over, done, as
you said it, dead.”

I  played  devil's  advocate.  “How  do  you  know?  What  terms  were
changed?”

She shook her head demonstratively and disgust was clearly visible. I
was hoping it wasn't meant for me. “How do I know? I go to everything of
mine, my career, my lifestyle, alone, because he refuses to come with me. Ex-
cuses, all business, I can't go because, on and on, but  I go to everything  he
wants, no matter how much I can't stand it. I support him. Does he support me?
No! But it's not what he promised me before we married. He would support me
in everything. He'd be there every time. He promised me because he knew if he
didn't, I wouldn't marry him. I'd keep our daughter and he'd be out.” She lifted
her left hand and wiggled it in front of my face. “See anything unusual?”

I looked all over her left hand and noticed a ring on every finger but
one. Every finger on her left hand had a ring except her ring finger, the finger
reserved  exclusively for a wedding ring. I didn't notice it missing during the
day. It's a bad habit of mine that I often glance at a woman's left hand for a ring
on her finger, even if the woman is someone I've known for quite a while and
have been hanging with for years. I glance at her ring finger. I thought I had
glanced at Serena's ring finger some time during the day. Now I wasn't sure.
“Your wedding ring's missing.”

“Because I'm not married! I don't feel married because my marriage is
over!”

I had figured out yet another puzzle in the life of Serena Dominguez.
What she was telling me I had already told her out on the patio the day before.
She glared at me with a fiery expression, but I put my arms around her head.
“Lay your head down here with mine and hold onto me.” Serena did so and a
moment later, my penis fell out of her vagina. I heard an actual Latin giggle in
the next moment. “At this precise time, Senora, I would rise from our bed,
walk into the adjoining bathroom, pick up a washcloth, run the hot water, put
the cloth under the water, wring it out, and bring it back to our bed to present it



to you, so you may wipe yourself with a warm washcloth, but...”
She lifted her head with a tiny laugh.  “You don't  have an adjoining

bathroom.” Now she really laughed and I thought others would hear so I cov-
ered her mouth. When she calmed a bit, I removed my hand. “You would do
that for me?”

“Of course.  You're my partner.  You wanted me when I  wanted you.
When it's over I want to show you, in a small way, I appreciate you wanted me.
You can always say, ‘No,’ and I will stop. When you give me a green light and
I want to proceed, I want you to know I appreciate it. I love you.” She was
beaming until the last sentence and I picked up on it immediately. “This con-
cerns you when I lay in bed with you, naked and we've just fucked, and I say, 'I
love you,' even though I have said it several times to you over the last two days
and it didn't bother you then? So, tell me why you lied to me when you said,
'My feelings for you, Gregory, will not change.' Is it because you don't love
me, you just  wanted to  fuck me?”  Time to eat  your words you firecracker
tease.

Serena sat up with her arms across my chest and looked in my face, but
her smile was genuine and unbroken. “You said, 'I love you,' and I immediately
thought of something else, of someone else. I'm sorry. I do know you love me.
You really have done nothing but love me since you got here, Gregory. And my
feelings for you haven't changed, like I told you, because I wanted you the mo-
ment I saw you step out of your car...Reading your screenplay I already felt
close to you, but it was the way you looked, the way you walked, the way you
smiled, and when I gave you shit about making me wait and not saying what
you were supposed to say in the speaker, you said 'what defcon level did I hit?
Two? One?' I thought,  oh, this man is going to be a thrill.  He's got a great
sense of humor. And you wouldn't take my hand. You wanted a hug and you
said, 'It's more European.' God, Gregory, you were melting me. Couldn't you
feel it when you hugged me?”

I tried to be deferential. “Well, you weren't collapsing in my arms and I
couldn't feel your heart racing. You did feel good. I really could feel the con-
tours of your body against mine. It's the benefit of hugging versus a handshake.
No contest.”

Serena bent down to give me a peck on my lips. “And you didn't let up,
Gregory. You challenged me, when I reminded you of professional responsibil-
ities, and you really chewed me out, deservedly so. You weren't going to take
any shit from anyone you didn't deserve. You were growing higher and higher.
You must have known it.”

“Not really, Serena, not even when you shook your ass against me and I
knew you could feel my erection and you said you liked how it felt. I wasn't
even sure then. And what could I do? You're married. I can't do anything.”

“That's why I had to show you tonight.” She lifted her head to set her
chin on my chest. “Why didn't you lock your door?”

“What for? Are serial killers running loose in your house at night?”
Serena laughed lightly. “No, but if it was locked, I wouldn't have been

able to get in. You weren't expecting me were you?”



“Sure, Serena. I was expecting one of the most beautiful, wealthy and
famous women in the world to sneak into my bedroom and fuck me. Happens
to me all the time...I'll have to file this one away for future reference, when I'm
sleeping alone, which I imagine will be soon.”

“Don't be doing that, Gregory. Save it for me.”
“You mean we'll  be doing this  again? I'm asking because I  have to

check my schedule.”
“Do you want to do this again?”
“That's  like  asking  a  chocoholic,  'Hey,  we're  having  chocolate  for

dessert. Want any?' What a wasted question.”
“You have to cum for me.”
“I will, but you have to cum for me too. What can I do to help  you

reach orgasm?”
“There are things you can do, but we can talk about it later.”
“Why can't we talk about it now?” Serena looked into my eyes and I

watched those eyes flick back and forth, from my right eye to my left, again
and again. She lifted her head and shifted to her arms, scooting up and sliding
off me to my left side. When she settled, her head rested on my shoulder, her
left arm swirled slowly over my chest and her left leg lay across my legs.

She tilted her head up to catch my gaze. “I do like it from behind some
times. It hits me a little differently than facing you, and I've had orgasms that
way. There are other things, other positions we can try, but I want you to cum.”

“I know. You're selfless about it. I'll bet if I cheat, you'll cum for me.”
“If you cheat?” Her smile was deep.
“I would fuck you and reach down with my finger and push it in at the

top  of  your  vagina  and rub  it  hard,  so  your  clitoris  is  pushed around  and
pressed down hard. You might come for me then. It's cheating, you know.”

“Hmmm. Maybe.”
“I wish I had cum for you tonight. Know why?”
“Why?”
“You'd be glowing.”
Serena moaned and kissed my chest. My left arm rested across her back

and I lifted my right arm to stroke her head and cheek for a few moments. I
closed my eyes, returned my right arm to my side. Soon I was sound asleep.

Still dark I felt Serena's body lift off of mine. Opening my eyes she was
scooting as deftly as possible to the foot of the bed. “You have to go now?”

“Yes.” She looked back to me. Since I was awake she crossed over my
legs to reach with her left leg to the floor and rose. She lifted her nightgown. “I
have to get up early. Ken and Penelope are leaving in the morning.”

“What time is it now?”
“Probably about four-thirty. Go back to sleep. Get some more sleep.”
“What time are they leaving?”
“Early. Get some sleep. You don't need to be up.”
“I want to see them off. Knock on my door to see if I'm up, please.”
“All right.” She turned toward the door but stopped and turned around.

“Drake is leaving today too. I don't know exactly when. Probably in the after-



noon, but John said he would drop in. They're all leaving me.” She turned and
stepped to the door.

“I'm not leaving. I'm still here.”
Serena twisted her head back to flash me a smile and using her sultry,

sexy tone, said, “I know. I love the company. Get some sleep.” She unlocked
the door, opened it, checked both directions of the hall, stepped out and closed
it silently behind her. I went right back to sleep.

I woke again when I heard a knock on the door. I started to roll over
slowly and I heard Serena's voice. “May I come in?”

I sat up with the sheet over me. My briefs were on the floor. “I'm up.”
The door opened and Serena peeked in. “Ken and Penelope are leaving

in about ten minutes.”
“Okay.” I started to lift the sheet. “I'll throw on my clothes and be right

out.” Serena stood immobile with the door cracked slightly, watching me. “You
can close the door now, Serena.”

“Oh, I've already seen that,” she whispered.
“But nobody knows you have, so shouldn't we keep it that way?”
“You're no fun,” she teased and closed the door.
A minute later, I was in the Great Room with the others. Drake saw me

first as I approached. “Give way! He could have a raging nicotine fit at any
moment.”

I smiled. “It's better today but it hit me strange I wasn't immediately
heading out the door for my morning smoke.”

Serena smiled. “There's coffee on the dining table if you wish.”
“Thank you.” I moved quickly through the Great Room to the dining

table, grabbed a cup, reached for the pitcher and filled the cup with black cof-
fee. As I strolled back into the Great Room, Drake, Serena and Ken were dis-
cussing arrangements for production meetings in the immediate future. “You're
both leaving L.A.?” I asked.

“I have some family stuff to attend,” Ken replied. “Penelope, too.”
“We'll do video conferences until you return,” Drake proposed. “There

won't be much for you to attend to, Ken, for a few weeks. Seems that way to
me, judging from what John said yesterday.”

Ken looked a little sheepish. “But I feel like I'm bailing right now.”
“Don't  be absurd,” Serena admonished.  “Family comes first.  Family

should always come first.”
Ken smiled and moved to Serena. As he held out his arms, he said, “We

better be off. We have Homeland Security still.” The two hugged warmly. “As
always, Serena, your hospitality was the best.”

“You and Penelope are always welcome. You know it. Always.”
Penelope  hugged  Serena  as  they  exchanged  some  words,  and  Ken

hugged Drake. “Wow, it's a hug fest,” I declared. “Is this the usual? I didn't
start a trend, did I?”

Drake turned to me as the two men separated. “Between old friends, it's
the usual.”

“Hmmm, that leaves me out.”



“Nope.” Ken said, closing in on me. “I am not leaving without a hug
from you. I know I'll get a real hug from you.” Ken put his arms around my
back as I did the same with him and I squeezed him as hard as the first day.

Still hugging, I said, “If you stick around for breakfast, you can smell
more garlic.” Ken burst out laughing.

“I am gonna miss you,” Ken advised, truly meaning it.
“Come back soon. I'll still be here.”
Penelope hugged Drake and moved in on me. I surrounded her with my

arms and pulled her tight as she squeezed me a little.  “You have to be the
sweetest and kindest woman I ever met, Penelope.”

As we separated Penelope said, “Thank you, Gregory. And you have to
be one of the most unique men I have ever met.”

“I take it as the compliment it was surely meant to be. Thank you.”
Serena feigned a frown as I glanced toward her. “I am not one of the

sweetest and kindest women you have ever met, Gregory?”
I smiled. “You are without a doubt. I have to be very careful not to light

the firecracker inside you. Innocent people could get hurt!” Serena wore a half-
smile but I moved to her. “It's a hug fest, Serena. Everyone gets a hug.” She
smiled and opened her arms and I squeezed her hard. I looked over to Drake.
“Sorry, bro. Someone has to be last.” Serena dropped her arms, we separated
and I walked over to Drake and we both hugged.

Ken and Penelope moved to the front door and I asked, “Where's Will
and Katherine?”

Ken turned his head. “They wanted to sleep late. We said goodbye last
night.”

We filed out with the married couple leading, past the promenade and
their car was parked about twenty feet away. Into the car they sat, waved and
said, “Goodbye,” and after a minute rode along the driveway, over the hill and
disappeared. As we walked inside, Drake put his hand on the back of my neck
and squeezed it playfully. “So, old man, what's on the agenda today?”

“The bank and John's office. Are you leaving today too?”
“Yeah. I have a place closer to town and I have business and other mat-

ters which need attention so it's easier to do it from my place than here.”
“Do you know about when? I'd like to see you off.”
“Not sure yet. John's supposed to drop in this morning so I want to wait

until then.”
“Well, I'll wait too.” We reached the Great Room. “It'll save me a trip.

If you're still here when it's time for me to leave, I'll say my goodbye then.”
“Fine, but I'll be catching up with you later anyway.” Drake looked at

me curiously. “You have never said anything about my wife missing since you
got here. You did with Serena and John but not me. Why is that, Gregory?”

“Where is your wife?”
“Wrapping up a picture. She should be back in a couple weeks.”
“I don't know how to tease you about your marriage, Drake. I won't talk

about the TV gal because I don't know anything about her, but since the two of
you hooked up, you've had one of the most unusual relationships I ever heard.



You're both still good box-office draws, which means you both work on pic-
tures regularly with a lot of nights sleeping alone. But  she completes several
adoptions, which means both of you have kids to raise, and I never read about
you, your wife or your kids doing something stupid. It means you must be do-
ing  something  right and I congratulate you. In your business it seems damn
near impossible to do it right.”

Drake smiled.  “Thanks, but it only comes down to two words.”
“And those two words would be?”
“Discipline and trust,” Drake replied with an even bigger smile. “You

have to be disciplined on your end to do the right thing and you have to trust
your partner she can do the same.”

“Good advice, Drake.” I was impressed. “I've got the trust part down. I
can  do  it.  I'm  not  sure  I'm disciplined  enough.  I'm pretty  hard  on  myself
though. I'm not really looking for it either. Been married and I've made one of
those half-ass commitments. Both were failures and recent too. I'm not looking
to do it all again soon.”

Serena stepped up behind me and put her hand on my shoulder to de-
liver a gentle squeeze. “You may have breakfast any time, Gregory.”

I turned to her and smiled. “Do you have English muffins?”
She smiled back as she replied, “I do.”
There were those two words again. I tried to ignore them.
Walking  to  the  dining  area  I  didn't  see  Luisa  so  I  stepped  into  the

kitchen. She was preparing something at the counter. “Luisa, would you toast a
couple English muffins for me, please?”

Luisa turned around with a smile. “Of course, Senor. Please, sit down at
the table and I'll bring them right out.”

“Thank you, Luisa.”
“You're welcome, Senor.”
I could like it here. I didn't even sleep alone all night. I had company. I

also knew I couldn't share the news with anyone.
Will and Katherine joined us a half-hour later and John called to advise

he would probably arrive near eleven. It wasn't even nine in the morning and I
was beat. I mentioned maybe I should take a shower and wake up.

Serena suggested I use the spa in the bathroom. “It would be better than
a shower, Gregory. You can sit back in the tub with the spa running in hot wa-
ter. You'd feel a lot better.”

Will said, “You should try it.”
Serena stood. “Cumon. I'll show you how to use it and get it started for

you.” She waved at me so I stood to follow her. “I'll show you some things in
the bathroom you may not know about or noticed. There's a lot in there.”

I followed her as far as my bedroom. “Let me get my stuff.” She waited
a few steps beyond and I gathered up the clothes and cleaning items I needed,
walked to the hall, and closed the door behind me. Serena turned around and I
followed her  to the turn in the wing where the bathroom was located.  She
opened the door and I stepped into the bathroom behind her. Once I was inside
she closed the door behind me—which I thought was unusual for showing me



the spa—and locked the door. When she turned to me, she grabbed the handful
I was cradling in my arms, flopped them on the counter, turned and pushed me
against  the  wall.  A second later  her  face  was  against  mine  and her  mouth
pushed hard against mine, as she wrapped her arms around my back and pulled
me tight against her.  I thought there was something up with showing me the
spa and other things. What are the rest thinking?

If  Serena could read my mind she either  didn't  pay attention or she
didn't care. I thought the latter choice was more appropriate for my current sit-
uation, so five seconds later I was fighting back. The top she wore looked like
a tent she threw over her body and when I shoved my right hand up the front I
was soon pushing up her left breast. So she wears something which looks like a
tent and no bra either? This woman is full of surprises. I shoved my left hand
under the tent and rubbed and squeezed her breasts with both hands freely. She
came at me harder. I could feel her nipples growing with the action, but those
white shorts needed attention, too. I shoved my right hand under the loose elas-
tic of the shorts, under her panties and I was rubbing bare ass. That's it. She's
wearing  disposable  clothes  and  the  only  indication  she's  giving  me is  she
wants it. Well, little girl, let's go.

Serena instantly  leaned her head back from mine. “A man of honor
would demand a rematch after being so thoroughly whipped the night before.
Are you such a man, Gregory?”

I pushed her gently toward the counter. “You get yourself up here fac-
ing the mirror, my most desirous opponent.” Serena turned around and reached
the counter, bending slightly. I walked to the middle of the sink, opened one of
the bottom doors and removed my parcheesi game which I had placed there
earlier this morning for such an emergency. “And I shall deliver to you the
thrashing you deserve, my tempting Mexican hostess.”

Which is precisely how it turned out, since the gods above smiled down
on me this morning and I beat Serena into submission, though she was quite
willing to go this route all along. Often she would bend over the counter study-
ing the board more closely and I would tease her during such a show, being
bent over so provocatively, and I never considered a single one of my teases
crossing  the  line,  since  there  are  few  rules  prohibiting  such  teasing  in
parcheesi. When one such tease resulted in her orgasm is merely an example of
the fortunes of parcheesi battle. When in a last-ditch, last-gasp effort she fi-
nally finagled an orgasm out of me as well serves as the example Serena was
picking up on the game.  She was beginning to  enjoy the thrust  and parry,
though she did mention during a moment when I was studying the board in-
tensely they don't play parcheesi much in Mexico.

In defeat she looked up at me in the mirror. “The linen closet is over
there near the spa-shower.” I pulled up my pants to mid thigh, holding them
there and walking awkwardly, turned on the hot water on one of the sinks, and
glanced to her. She was starting to pull up her shorts and I admonished, “Don't
do that! Wipe yourself first.” Serena stopped. I reached the closet, opened it,
removed a washcloth and walked awkwardly back to the sink. I tested the wa-
ter and it was already hot. Impressive. I put the cloth under the water, soaked



it, squeezed out the excess and reached to Serena while she reached toward me
and took the warm, wet cloth. This, incidentally, is how one should conclude a
parcheesi skirmish between attracting combatants,  as long as a bathroom is
within a  reasonable stroll  and beyond the observation of  any neutral  party.
Parcheesi is all-encompassing. It's the only activity I assign  exclusivity. Neu-
trals are excluded, though parcheesi has room for a third and even fourth com-
batant. I would become familiar with those extended battlefields, too, since the
game is popular the world over. Imagine that.

“Thank you,” she said as she squatted and rubbed the cloth between her
legs. She looked over to me and smiled very sweetly.

“You're welcome.” I held my pants at mid thigh with my right hand. I
knew I looked like shit but you could never tell by Serena's expression. She
never stopped smiling while she looked at me and reached toward me with the
cloth so I could quickly wipe my penis. I turned around to lean against the sink
while she put her clothes back on, removed my shoes and socks, pulled off my
pants and briefs, and finally my shirt. Completely naked, I said, “You were go-
ing to show me how to use the spa?”

Serena laughed as she looked at me with no clothes on and a limp pe-
nis. When she stopped laughing, she advised, “It's not really why I brought you
to the bathroom.”

I smiled. “I figured as much, but I'm here, I need to clean up, so I'm go-
ing to use it. Do you need to show me anything or can I figure it out myself?”

Serena assured me I could figure it out by pressing the dials and but-
tons, so I turned on the water while she finished dressing. I stood back against
the counter, she came to me, put her arms at my waist and kissed me, and left
the bathroom, locking the door behind her.

It took a while to fill the tub and I pressed some buttons and spun some
dials and watched the water swirl this way and that, jets over here and there
pushing out air and water, and climbed into the tub to relax. I might as well en-
joy this and if the water grows cold, I'll drain it and add more, but I found the
dial to heat the water. Problem solved.  Kick back, old man. You've got some
thinking to do. Time to weigh the pros and cons.

Pro: One of the most successful women in the world is hot for me. Con:
She is married and should have to behave like she is. Would she? I had to
check her left hand. I forgot. Is her ring finger still bare? Pro: I'll probably get
fucked regularly.  Con: It will always be at the discretion and convenience of
my hostess and I will have to sneak around, be secretive about it, never show
her any normal affection I would for any other woman with whom I was regu-
larly fucking. Pro: I can stay indefinitely, free of charge, at this house and in-
dulge  myself  almost  endlessly.  Con:  My  schedule  and  agenda  will  be  set
mostly by my hostess. I'm not really free and independent. Pro: Keeping Ser-
ena happy keeps her on my side. Con: Keeping Serena happy could mean I be-
come unhappy.  Pro: If I leave I regain freedom and independence.  Con: If I
leave, Serena may turn on me and at the very least will be disappointed, though
she did say I was free to come and go as I wished. How much more open can
she be? Pro: If I stay I'm with the woman I love and want more than any other



every day. Con: Who's controlling whom?
I'll forgo making a decision immediately and play it by ear. I can leave

any time if it's leaning to the con side. Makes sense. Play it by ear.
I relaxed in the spa with the warm water swirling over me, making me

drowsy and content. I don't know how long. When I reached maximum I shut it
all down to clean myself, wash, rinse and condition my hair, drained the water
and rose from the spa. A few minutes later I gathered my stuff and walked back
to my bedroom to deposit them, my hair wet.

I strolled to the Great Room and it really started turning. Drake was sit-
ting in the room smiling. He  should be smiling. He was surrounded by five
beautiful women. Should they all be Hispanic didn't bother him a bit,  since
they were all, Drake included, rat-a-tat-tat-ing away in Spanish like war had
been declared.  Hmmm, this isn't too good for me.  I  nodded to anyone who
looked my way as I walked to the dining table for my coffee cup, silent, until
Serena spoke and asked me to sit with them.

“I  need some coffee  first,  Serena.  Thank you.” I  filled  my cup and
walked back to the Great Room.

“Come here, Gregory,” Serena requested, standing from her chair. “I
want to introduce you to some of my very good friends.”

It immediately crossed my mind this may be the only time they ever
spoke English in this house. “Of course.”

Serena dipped her hand to the first woman and she rose. I offered my
hand but she wouldn't take it. Instead she rat-a-tat-tat-ed to Serena, who smiled
as she shook her head. “They were  all expecting a hug from you, Gregory,
since I told them you give the best hug I've ever had.” Yes, I do and I'd bet it
was Spanish you used when you said it. Am I right, Serena?

With as genuine a smile as I could provide and as lacking in sarcasm, I
responded, “Well, I'm outnumbered, Serena, and in a predominately Spanish
culture, too. Is it  acceptable in such a culture for a man to hug a woman? I
wouldn't want to upset tradition.” I was successful in my delivery as laughter
abounded. Who's the actor now?

I hugged the other three as cheerfully. All were quite beautiful, with the
expected make-up stuck on each face, including Serena. One was, in my opin-
ion, even  more beautiful than Serena herself. I have never claimed Serena is
the most  beautiful woman in the world. She's not. She  was, at the time, the
most desirable woman to me.

After all the hugs and laughter subsided I glanced around the room,
noting two of the boxes of my books were still scattered. I went to lift one
when Serena asked what I was doing.

“I should clear these boxes out of your Great Room, Serena. They don't
really belong here, don't you think?”

“Are those your books?” one of the women asked, with about as thick a
Hispanic accent as I have ever heard, so thick I almost couldn't understand her
words spoken in English.

“They are,” I replied,  holding the box and beginning to strain.  “But
they're steamy sex novels, hardly appropriate for a brunch meeting with the



gals.”
The beautiful one remarked, “Who says we don't like steamy sex nov-

els?” As expected, the laughter was uproarious from the female contingent.
Because the strain was gaining, I set the box down, looked right at the

beautiful one wearing my most devious smile and asked, “Are you married?”
She smiled back and threw up her left hand with a big rock on her ring

finger. “Fifteen years, honey.”
I started on her. “Obviously, I've never met your husband, and I'm sure

he's a fine man, but I have no idea how good-natured he may be and I'd like to
stay on his good side. It's one of my strange preferences. I like to stay on the
good side of the husband of any beautiful woman I meet. Strange, yes, but if
you start reading a steamy sex novel, with all the play-by-play, moment by mo-
ment  of  any sexual  encounter  in  them,  provided  by  your  faithful  sex an-
nouncer,” I bowed, “yours truly, when you go home and tell your husband you
were over at Serena's reading this steamy sex novel by a writer staying at her
house and it made you all horny, I don't know how well  that would go over.
For example, he might ask, 'So you were over at Serena's reading steamy sex
novels that made you horny, written by some guy who was right there in the
same house? Is that about it?' Yeah, I don't think I would be on his good side at
the  moment.”  Laughter  abounded  but  my  point  was  understood.  I  reached
down and lifted the box. “But if you really want a copy, they'll be in my bed-
room, so you can answer when he asks you that question, 'And I went into his
bedroom to get a copy.'” I smiled right to her and, though she laughed, there
was a slight twinge of embarrassment on her face. Points for me.

I cleared both boxes and spied my computer sitting on a chair and the
backpack resting against the chair. As I started to slide it into the backpack,
Serena beckoned me with her left hand. There it was,  her rock on her finger.
She's playing the married woman role and this will be a continuing part in a
series with no foreseeable end. It also occurred to me, seeing the rock back on
her finger, I may be nothing more than a boy toy during the entire future part
she's playing. Granted, I wouldn't be  much of a boy toy. Who in their right
mind has a boy toy who's nearly sixty years old, except, perhaps, some eighty-
year-old and very lonely matriarch? Still, I could easily be considered Serena's
boy toy under the conditions already established. This didn't sit well, so I apol-
ogized, advising over the last couple days I've been out of my normal routine
and I have work to do and need to get to it.

“What work do you have to do?” Serena asked skeptically.
“I have writing to do, Serena. I am always writing and at this time I am

working on my latest novel. I write and I prefer  not to quit, which I believe
you have done, quit on writing.”

“Where did you hear that, Gregory?” she blasted. “I'm not a writer.”
“It's not what you said in an interview. Let's see if I can remember the

exact quote since it's been about ten years. Ah, yes. 'I dream about writing and
directing, making movies that mean something.' Yep, that's the one.” I smiled
as though I had whipped her in her favorite game.

“Where did you read that?” she sniped.



“Well, let's see, it should be the November, 2005 issue of Glamor mag-
azine,” I explained, setting her up, “which, I imagine, does not target old men
like me. I think I can claim this magazine has  never published a Viagra or
Cialis ad yet, but there she was, Serena's head shot right on the cover, with a
blurb about foreplay running onto her right cheek and on the bottom right, in
smaller type, too, interview with Serena Dominguez. And I thought,  hmmm,
foreplay, Serena, foreplay, Serena, ah, I know enough about foreplay. Haven't
had too many complaints in my experience and what I don't know, I'll wing it.
I'll read Serena's interview, which happens to be the only article I have  ever
read in any issue of the magazine. I learned a lot about you from the short in-
terview, about four pages. Do you recall the interview?”

The expression on Serena's face was concern,  though not the overly
kind. Maybe it was more like: I really don't want to go here with you, old man,
in front of my very good Hispanic girlfriends, so why are you doing this?  She
meekly replied, “I don't remember it right now. I've done so many.”

I smiled wickedly since the next part would puncture her jugular. “I can
help you recall this one, since the interview was conducted by your good friend
from the painter movie and I'm sure she's  never done an interview with you
since. You may remember her, don't you, Serena? You know, the gal from Ken-
tucky. The one who loves Kentucky basketball.”

She remembered it now. I could see it on her face. “Now I do. I remem-
ber that one, yes.”

I started playing to the audience. “I really liked this interview. There's
one part when Serena says something like 'I finally got out of Mexico,' like she
couldn't wait after all the hubbub from the TV show. But I thought it was hilar-
ious. Get out of Mexico to end up in L.A. in little Mexico? It's like straining to
get out of the big, bad Hispanic city to reside in the smaller Hispanic suburb. I
mean it's got to be a shocker. But the  exact quote goes like this: 'I dream of
writing and directing, making movies that mean something, being  madly in
love, and having  lots of kids.' So, let's examine those  dreams of yours from
years  ago.  Writing?  Serena  quit.  Directing?  Couple  things,  one  before  she
listed those dreams. Not exactly blazing the dream trail on this one. Madly in
love? Please! Every woman says it, but are they mad when they're in love, as
in  insane? Hardly! It's a mild,  female version of  in love, not the insane kind
where your every waking moment is consumed by thoughts of the one person
with whom you are in love, so consumed you can't even function, you can't eat,
you can't work, nothing, and I know because I've damn near been there myself
and I hated it! No, drop this dream because it's female embellishment to make
it sound more powerful and important than it truly is. Having  lots of kids?
Well, your first pregnancy scared the living shit out of you, didn't it, Serena?
Gained fifty pounds, with a real threat to your own life? No, she doesn't really
want to do that again. So those dreams from years ago never really material-
ized like you  dreamed, did they, Serena? They pretty much went all  bust. It
wasn't  like the  acting dream, where the  acting fairy visited you one night,
tapped you with her wand and said, 'Now, you're a successful actress, honey.
Go out there and show 'em!' Maybe you're waiting for the writing fairy to visit



you some night.”  I did this next part with a high-pitched fairy voice.  “Ding!
Now you're a writer, Serena. Write like the wind. But writing is  hard and it's
why you quit. Hell, Will and Ken don't write any more! They only wrote their
screenplay to get jobs as actors! Those acting opportunities were drying up, so
they wrote their screenplay to create acting jobs, and when they hit the jackpot,
they never wrote again. So, which job is the hardest? Acting or writing?” I
turned to Drake who was listening in stunned amazement. Actually, they  all
were listening in stunned amazement. “So, Drake, help me out here. Which
one is the hardest? Acting or writing?”

Drake grabbed his composure like it was right in front of him. “You
know the answer, Gregory, and I don't object.”

“So, why aren't the two of you out there every opportunity praising the
writers, the storytellers, every chance you get. Especially when you know if it
wasn't  for  the  storytellers,  the  writers,  you'd be  nothing!  Nothing!  Because
could you pick up the slack? No! Writing is too hard. Acting is easy, but you
bask in the acclaim and the limelight and continue to allow the entire business
to treat the storytellers, the writers, like pariahs, where we're practically  de-
spised like we're the  lowliest of peons, but if  I treated  you like  that, the way
you should be treated, I would shun every one of you, because you're nothing
without me, nothing without my fellow writers. You have graciously extended
to me an opportunity of a lifetime, since everyone the world over treats story-
tellers and writers like  scum, but I'll show you beyond  any doubt where  my
heart is.” I walked over to Serena, behind her chair, put a hand on either shoul-
der, and dropped my head to her head level. “Writing is hard, Serena, and you
know it. It's why you quit. But when someone has the balls to tell the whole
world they  dream of being a writer, I know from experience they must have
stories in their head which compel them, which feed their imagination, which
may even cause sleepless nights, but you've learned through painful experience
it's hard, and virtually impossible when there's no one to support you, no one to
encourage you to never quit. I didn't have that. My ex was never in my corner.
She said I was crazy to even bother and for years she was right since I couldn't
make a dime from it, but I wouldn't quit, so maybe you're not as driven as I be-
came, you must have someone in your corner to support you, to never let you
quit. Serena,  I'll be the one for you. I'll support your writing.  I won't let you
quit. I'll console you, praise you for those small achievements, I'll motivate, en-
courage you, scream at you if I have to, but I won't let you quit. You have one
problem. You'd have to write in English and it's unacceptable to you and I can't
support you and keep you from quitting if you choose Spanish. You'd have to
find someone like me to fill this role should you wish to write  in Spanish.” I
lifted my head from her shoulder, my left hand from her shoulder and patted
her other shoulder with my right hand. “Good luck on that one.” I rose and
walked to my backpack. “Ladies, it has been a true pleasure to meet you all.
Normally, I would take a seat among you and bask in your beauty, since you all
are quite beautiful, in case you hadn't noticed, but duty calls.” I picked up the
backpack,  snagged my coffee cup amid the continuing stunned silence and
walked to my bedroom. I  heard Serena say something in Spanish,  a single



word, which I remembered and eventually looked it up. “Writers!”
I set the laptop on the desk and started hammering away with the bed-

room door open. I could hear almost anything going on in the Great Room but
it wasn't a distraction. If I want to write, a train wreck is not a distraction. I've
become so good at writing under any conditions, I've written thousands of pas-
sages in my novels with loud, hard rock music blaring through headphones. It's
only  a  matter  of  concentration  and focus,  and with  everything blaring  and
screeching and distracting you for attention  today, if  you  don't have excep-
tional concentration and focus you're headed down a road  not of your own
making and one day you'll  wake up and think,  how did I get here? How, in-
deed? While you're there, say hello to the Talking Heads. They can't remember
either, though they made a ton of money. I guess that makes the journey worth-
while.

Before too long there was a gentle knock on my door.  It  was John.
“Come in, come in.”

“Wow, Gregory! I heard some of the speech you delivered about writ-
ers! What brought that on?”

“I hate repeating myself, John, so Drake would probably be your best
avenue for the true gist of my meaning. I did give Serena a hard time, but she
was the one who said to the world she dreamed of being a writer, yet she hasn't
written anything.”

“Writing is hard, Gregory. It's why we all think you're really someone
special. I know I do.”

“All history now, John. I've said my peace. Drake, I'm sure, will ad-
mirably fill you in. Time to move on.” I looked over on the desk to the enve-
lope  he  left  the  day  before  which  contained  the  forms  I  had  completed.  I
grabbed it, stood up and offered it to him. “Here. As you requested.”

John took the envelope from my hand. “Thank you. Did you have any
problems filling them out?”

“No. I've done hundreds of them. 'Have you ever been in prison?' No,
but three meals a day and free room and board doesn't sound  too bad. What
would you suggest I do to achieve it?” I smiled with my usual wickedness.

John moved toward the door. “Cumon! Join us. Serena's lady friends re-
ally like you. You did something to them and I'd like to know exactly what.”

I turned back and saved what I was working on. “I have to go into
town, John, to run some errands. I need to see how I drive without my smoking
crutch. Most of my adult life I've driven vehicles, all kinds, with a pack of cig-
arettes at the ready. I may need to drive up to Oregon soon to take care of loose
ends before we really get going on the movie, it's a long drive, so I need to
know how I'll handle it without a cigarette handy.”

“I keep forgetting you're going through that, too,” John commiserated.
“I'll bet there's times when your head is swimming with all the changes.”

I shut down the computer and closed it. “Cumon, bud.” I reached John
and slapped his shoulder. “I'll tell 'em I have to go and I want to hug Drake be-
fore I leave. He'll probably be gone before I get back.”

John stopped to turn to me. “And hug me too!”



“And you too, and Serena, and all her friends. I never get tired of hug-
ging, especially females.” John laughed. I strolled with him to the Great Room,
hugged, and walked out the door to my trusty Sentra, destination bank.

I drove the two hours to Tinsel Town thinking the whole drive, what am
I going to do with Serena? I didn't experience any problem with cigarettes and
smoking. I could put it behind me. What to do with Serena, though, was the
huge issue. I decided I had to cover myself, have the proverbial backup plan. I
would go to the bank and demand five thousand dollars from the big check as
my cash received. Let's see what my bank—which I switched at the urging of
Erin—would do about it. I already had a history with them holding my money
from a check written from a bank with which “we have no agreement.” I had
already decided, should this check turn out the same way, bye-bye bank.

I spoke to the teller. I spoke to the manager. None of it mattered. “Pol-
icy is  policy,  rules are rules,  we cannot  advance you any money from this
check for up to ten business days.” Banks must think I'm an idiot like you are,
for you are if you take this. Two days to clear the Fed, coast to coast, because
they don't send paper checks any more, only images via electronic means, an-
other day to confirm sufficient funds, and it's  three business days maximum.
Holding  your money  for  longer  than  three  business  days  is  robbery.  They
robbed you of your ability to use your money and they made money at your
expense during the six, ten, or one month hold they put on funds you deposit
by check from a bank with which “we have no agreement.” They're the crooks
and they make you feel like you're robbing them. Fuck them! And tell them to
fuck themselves right in the bank lobby like I did. “Go fuck yourselves, you
thieves!  There's  a  bank across  the  street.  I'll  visit  the competition,  because
you're no competition!”

Which is exactly what I did and I walked out of that bank—one of the
country's largest and not exactly the bank with which I wanted to do business
—with five thousand dollars in cash in my pocket. I walked across the street
and in a loud voice announced, “I'm back! Mr. Manager, get your ass out here
now, because I'm withdrawing all  my funds and closing my account.  Right
now!!” And I did. It was only a few hundred dollars, but I made the teller count
it  twice.  “I  think  you missed  one.”  “No,  I  didn't.”  “Yes,  you did.”  “No,  I
didn't.” “Count it again for Mr. Hess, Melissa.” “Errrrr.” This is the state of
customer service in this country. If you don't tell them to put it where the sun
doesn't shine and be prepared to walk to the competition, they will stomp on
you and enjoy it. Stomp back and enjoy that!

Outside the bank, I asked a complete stranger who actually did not look
at me like I was an alien from another planet—which is typical of  most Los
Angelenos, since they're completely lost and out of touch with anything—if he
had lived in Los Angeles for a long time. He said he was born and raised in
L.A. There was nowhere else he wanted to live. I asked him if there was any
hope of finding a decent place to live in West Hollywood, a place not run
down, nor infested with drug addicts, hookers, and mafia wannabe's, which has
reasonable security, like cameras and entry doors which actually lock, that kind
of place. Sure, he said, he had lived in such a place a few years back and it was



quite comfortable and gave me the name and address. Then he asked what I
was doing in L.A., since I didn't seem to be from here. I told him I was a
screenwriter. Yeah, he said, everybody's in the business, it seems, but they all
have day jobs, you know. Yeah, I know, but did they sell a screenplay for two
hundred thousand dollars? You did? he asked. Done that, I said. He smiled,
gave  me  his  congratulations,  patted  my back  and walked  away.  I  thought,
good! Somebody who doesn't care about money, probably because two hun-
dred thousand dollars means nothing to him. Welcome to your trip to Lost An-
glos. Now boarding for nowhere. Next stop no place.

Now I had to figure out how to get there and I looked up at this nice
building in the next block and thought I saw a sign which had the word “Li-
brary.” I walked down to it and sure as shit it was a library. In I walked to the
desk, asked where I could use the public computers for internet access and
what I needed to do, got all my questions answered, walked down to the room
where the public computers were located, and started my direction search with
my fair weather friend, Google. I call Google my fair weather friend because
they treat you pretty well, but they share your personal info with any govern-
ment which shouts long and loud at them, and share even  more of your per-
sonal info with those governments which will make their requests more dis-
creetly, until a whistle blower comes along and spoils the party for everyone.
That's kinda standard for fair weather, I think. I pulled up the driving direc-
tions, wrote them down on a piece of paper, and closed it down. I deleted the
internet history, cookies, everything before I left. Blow me, Google and Inter-
pol!

I found it after driving about forty-five minutes, in time to beat the rush
hour which starts at any moment in L.A. Wait long enough and here it comes. I
saw the sign I wanted to see, not the name of the place, but “Apartments for
Rent.” I sauntered into the office and demanded to see an apartment they had
available. The manager was reluctant but got up anyway. I wanted an apart-
ment on the corner so I wouldn't be distracted on both sides of the apartment,
and top floor would be excellent. He took me to the place. It had everything I
wanted, which was no furniture, a full kitchen, with refrigerator, stove, range,
and microwave. It had a bathroom. They all have bathrooms, except in third-
world countries.  I imagine sooner or later,  with the continuing state of im-
provement in customer service in this country, we'll soon have those types of
apartments and condos with shared bathrooms like other third-world countries.
Hooray for the U.S.A.! We're not number one and haven't been for forty years.
We're average like everyone else! Our military can sure destroy a lot of shit
though. We have to be number one in detonations per capita.

First, last, a month's security deposit and a lease renewable month by
month after six months came to two thousand, two hundred and fifty dollars.
The guy looked at me like he wanted to say, “Okay, you saw the apartment, I
told you how much, I know you can't afford it, so now you can leave.”

“Take cash?”
Once he picked up his jaw from the floor, the guy managed to mutter,

“Yeah, sure.”



As I started to count out the amount in nice, neat, new, crisp one hun-
dred dollar  bills,  I  glanced up at  him and saw him watching intently,  then
glancing at me. I smiled and reached the count of twenty-three. I handed him
the stack of cash. “I just robbed a bank and I need a place to lay low.” When he
looked at me with shock, I smiled big and wide. “You owe me fifty dollars,
cash.”

He counted it himself, put it on the counter, opened a drawer and pulled
out two twenties and a ten. “Fifty dollars.” He handed me the bills and grabbed
the stack of cash and stuck them in some hole in the wall. Walking over to an-
other wall off the hall behind him, with a large group of hangers with apart-
ment numbers under each one, he looked up my apartment, 532, grabbed the
keys from the hanger, pulled off one and returned the other to the hanger. He
walked back to the counter and handed me the key. “Your apartment key, Mis-
ter Hess. The laundry room is on the first floor, this side, and the trash bin is at
the back of the building, the far side. Would you like me to show you the laun-
dry room?”

“It's not behind some secret wall, is it?”
“No.”
“I can find it myself while wandering around. Thanks. Anything else?”
“Office hours are eight to eight. There's an emergency number to use

during off-hours on your copies of the paperwork. My name's Pascal.” He of-
fered me his hand over the counter.

I shook his hand since he was not in a good position for a hug. “Gre-
gory.” A moment later I realized I had no place to park. “Is there an assigned
parking space?”

“Oh, yes, there is,” Pascal apologized. “Sorry, I forgot. Do you have a
four-digit code you would prefer to get in the gate? If so, write it down on this
paper.” He had a sheet of scrap paper he handed to me. I wrote the code and
handed it back to him. He walked behind the counter to my right and sat down
before a computer, did his little magic, and in a couple minutes announced,
“There. Use your apartment number followed by your code and then the pound
sign when you reach the gate. You'll have to do the same when you leave.” He
rose and picked up a piece of paper on the counter which looked like a map
and showed me where my parking space was, past the gate, and around the
building corners twice. Got it.

I pulled around to the gate and opened it without a hitch, driving around
the building to find my space. I made the long and arduous journeys to haul up
my stuff into the apartment, walking up the four flights of stairs and all the
way to the end of the hall, four times. Up came the sleeping bag and pillows,
blankets, cleaning and cooking items, everything, since I emptied the car. I had
a place and I didn't need to keep any of it in the car. When I finally completed
the last trip, it was around six, so I hopped up on top of the kitchen counter and
pulled out my phone. While I was at the library I looked up “gilroy garlic festi-
val,” and it was one of the suggestions which popped down. I clicked it and
discovered on the first page it was this weekend. I'll be making a trip to Oregon
in the next day or two but I need to call first.



“Hello.”
“It's me. How's everything?”
“How's everything with you? I was wondering when you would call. I

was a little worried since it's been a few days but I refrained from calling you
as you requested.”

“Well, I've got two hundred thousand dollars more than I had when I
left.”

“What?!”
“Yeah. John and I reached a deal for two hundred grand. I put on a per-

formance for the negotiation, and once we agreed on the price, everyone  ap-
plauded. You would have been impressed, Erin.”

“God! I can't  believe it!  Two hundred grand.” She shouted to Shaw,
“Greg sold his screenplay for two hundred thousand!”

I heard Shaw in the background exclaim, “No shit!??”
“How else did it go? What's Serena like?”
“Well, you wouldn't believe it,  Erin, but Serena is one of the nicest,

kindest, most gentle, generous, thoughtful and appreciative women I've ever
met.”

“More than me?” Erin laughed.
“Hmmm, you two are both up there.”
“You're only being nice.”
“Don't you deserve it?” She was silent for a moment.
“Well, tell me what happened. I'm so excited.”
“I'll tell you some of what happened yesterday because I'm headed up

your way in the next day or two. I need some of my stuff and on the way back
I'm stopping at the Gilroy Garlic Festival to buy some organic garlic.”

“We've got plenty of garlic here, thanks to you.”
“No, I want you to keep it.”
“What do you need garlic for?”
“Planting in Serena's garden. It's a long story, too. Anyway, Serena took

me to  her  dentist  and got  my  teeth  cleaned,  both  manually  and through  a
process to help whiten them further. I have to go back for a few more over the
next couple months. She took me to her doctor for a physical, check-up and I
quit smoking.”

“No!” Erin shouted in total disbelief. “No way you quit smoking!”
“Haven't had a cigarette in over twenty-four hours.”
“No!”
“She took me to an optometrist and I had an eye exam and my glasses

are on the way. Serena did all of it for me on her dime, because they're consid-
ering me to play the part of Gustavo and I'm on the producer team with John as
Executive Producer.”

“No way! You've got to be kidding!” Erin was shouting everything she
said now.

“Okay, tone it down, little girl.”
“God! I am so happy for you. When are you coming this way again?”
“In a day or two. Two at the latest. I'll call you before I leave.”



“Okay. God! I'm so excited for you.”
“Thank you. Listen, I've got to go. I'm expecting a call any time now. I

found a place in West Hollywood near UCLA and moved in. I'll chat with you
later. Bye.”

“Bye.”
I  flipped  the  phone  closed  and set  it  on  the  kitchen counter.  There

wasn't much to do. I had no computer, no bath items, no clothes I could wear in
the heat, except for cutoffs and a couple short-sleeve shirts. I didn't even have
clean underwear. In my usual cavalier, doesn't bother me attitude, I didn't care
whether I wore the same clothes tomorrow. I had one concern. I expected the
phone to ring and soon. Just before six-thirty I was summoned by its ring tone.

“Hello.”
The sultry, sexy voice, raised in tone a little with concern I imagined,

asked, “Where are you? We're having dinner in about a half-hour. I can delay if
you'll be home soon.”

I liked how she said “home,” like her home was my home, too, and in
her mind she truly thought it. Her home is my home, but I was tossing another
monkey wrench into the life of Serena Dominguez and this one could be far
more damaging than the one I threw into her security “procedures.” I calmly
stated, “I'm in my apartment in West Hollywood.” Silence.

Five seconds later Serena asked, “What did you say?”
“I'm in my apartment in West Hollywood and I won't be home for din-

ner tonight, perhaps no other night either. I live in West Hollywood now.”
“Why are you doing this?”
“You know, Serena,  if you had stayed in your bedroom last  night,  I

would be sitting down to dinner with you. I wouldn't have any desire at all to
leave. I'd stay enjoying your gracious hospitality and everything would be fine,
but you changed it when you sneaked into my bedroom. And you made a big
deal of showing me your left hand with your ring finger bare, but when your
girlfriends came over this morning, and the beautiful one showed off the rock
on her ring finger, it reminded me to check your ring finger, and there it was,
prominent, the rock your husband bought you. There's Serena, keeping up ap-
pearances, she has her image to protect, kinda goes with the trade, so now I
have to live the lie with you. I'm sure we'll roll around some more, but when
it's discreet and convenient for you, and I can't even show you the most inno-
cent kinds of affection, like slip up behind you, slide my arms around your
waist and kiss you on the cheek. No! I can't do it!  I have to keep up appear-
ances like nothing's happened, nothing's changed, Serena's still a happily mar-
ried woman, even though I know it's not the truth. I can't live like that. I won't
live like that.” Serena was silent. I didn't know if she was seething, stunned,
disappointed. I didn't know. She wasn't breathing heavily. I couldn't hear her
breath. “I need to come out and get the rest of my stuff. I would like to do it to-
morrow and I will call first.”

“Better do it early. I have some things to do in the afternoon.”
“I'll call about eight. You'll be up I'm sure. It's about two, two and a half

out to your place. Will this work for you?”



“Yes,”  she said  resigned.  After  a  moment she  said in  a  lower  tone,
“What do you want from me, Gregory, what I haven't already given you? What
can I do differently?”

“My feelings for you, Serena, have not changed one bit. I love you. I
will  always love you. I want you. I desire you still as much as this morning,
but I can't play the keeping up appearances game at  your house. If we live
apart it's easier for both of us to keep up appearances. I have no idea what your
plans are for me, but if you could end your marriage tomorrow, and you told
me you wanted me, you would commit to me if I would commit to you, I'd eat
this whole apartment contract and move in with you immediately. Your mar-
riage has to come to an end first. And should you wish, we can see each other
quietly, secretly, when it's convenient for both of us, but I have to be free and
independent, free to do as I wish when I wish, and not be dependent on some-
one else. Please, let me suggest we talk tomorrow morning if you can spare a
few minutes, talk face to face, so you can look into my eyes and tell if I'm ly-
ing or telling the truth. And you can slap me if you want.”

“I won't slap you. I said you could leave any time you wanted, come
back any time you wanted, but you promised me you would call if you weren't
coming back so I wouldn't worry about you. And you didn't call me. You didn't
keep your promise to me, Gregory. How can I trust you?”

“I didn't call you because I was busy doing all this, but the biggest rea-
son I didn't call you is you never gave me your phone number.” Silence.

“I didn't? I thought John gave it to you.”
“No. I have his cell and office number. I have  no phone number for

you. Is this your cell?
“Yes.”
“Now I have it.”
“Okay, I'll let you slide. You could have called John. He's still here but

even if he wasn't he would have given you my number. Don't disappoint me
like this again. You need to stay in touch, with me, with John, with everyone.
You can't run around on your own without staying in touch with us. You're not
a little boy, Gregory, so don't act like one.”

I'm on notice. “I have to run up to Oregon this weekend. I plan to be
gone five or six days and I'll stop in Gilroy too. Their festival is this weekend.”

“You're still going to plant garlic in my garden?”
“Of course. I want to. I promised you.”
“Okay, good. I'm not mad at you, Gregory. I know how you feel. I think

I would feel the same way, but I had to show you how I felt, what I wanted, or
you'd go out chasing someone else.”

“I won't chase anyone and I promise you I'll never commit to anyone
until you dump me, tell me it's over, or you ignore me for months at a time.
Then I'll know it's over. Otherwise, I will wait for you, as long as it takes and
for as long as you keep reminding me I'm the one you want.”

“All right. That helps. That's what I want to hear. I have to go now. Din-
ner's ready and I'm hungry. Have you eaten?”

“I'm going out for a bite right now.”



“Please be careful, Gregory. West Hollywood is not a real safe place,
you know.”

“I'll be fine. I'll call you in the morning about eight.”
I wanted a cigarette. I had none. I had lots of cash. I could easily afford

a carton. I could afford a hundred cartons. I could start up my own cigarette
cartel, run them across state lines and sell them in states where the cigarette tax
was extremely high, like New York. Ah, who am I kidding? I quit smoking
once before, hell,  twice before and never missed it, until I started up again. I
could do this. I erased cigarette smoking and headed out for Chinese food,
chicken fried rice, order by number. Number 5, thank you. How about I order
take-out but eat it here? You save on cleaning silverware and plates and cups.
The bussers and dish cleaners are happy. The old man didn't get it.

I had nothing with which to amuse myself at the apartment but I had
cash to buy amusement. No computer? I could buy another computer. I'd have
backup. I'd also be spending a good deal of the evening loading, installing, and
no internet for the freaking updates, “now installing update 3 of 137.” I could
buy a game console, television extra. I could buy the TV too. Nah, shit. Instead
I passed a bookstore and asked if they had any books by Gregory Hess. No,
was the quick reply from the disinterested clerk. It's typical in today's book-
stores, the ones not of the chain variety. Disinterest. Unless you pull out a wad
of cash. Now they're suddenly interested. They never see wads of cash in their
bookstores. I bought a couple of books by Kerouac and a book by Allan Gins-
berg, which I figured would be some weird poems, but I bought it for Will and
Ken. Not to give to them and watch them wrestle for it. No. It was because
they mention him in the credits of their movie. I never read him before. What's
he gonna do? Turn me into a vampire? If so, I could write the latest hot genre
from experience. Write what you know!

Nothing tops a night of novel and poem reading than a twelve-pack of
beer and look! There's a small shop selling beer a mere block from the apart-
ment. Here's a twenty, Mister Beer Proprietor. I shall carry this package my-
self. Thanks. You keep the plastic bag.

Kerouac kept my interest, though occasionally it flagged, and I would
get up for another beer, thinking this would be the time I'd walk out for a ciga-
rette.  Try amusing me, Jack. He tried, though often in vain. It's fucking hard
producing humor which is actually funny using the written word only. You try
it if you think it's easy. Finally, after about a hundred pages, it was after ten,
close to ten-thirty. I set the alarm on the phone for six and wondered what I
would wear tomorrow. Is it going to be hot tomorrow? Oh, what the hell. This
is L.A. Old farts like me wear shorts with our skinny, unflattering legs in full
view like we're prom queens. “Give us your sexy lip pucker!” I crawled into
the sleeping bag, unzipping it all the way down because it was quite warm and
managed to be asleep when the alarm summoned me seven hours later.

I had soap. I had a sink, two actually. I had hot water. I cleaned up my
face and arms and put on a pair of cut-offs and the same T-shirt from yesterday.
Would anyone notice? Did I care? I thought about breakfast and dismissed the
ludicrous idea. It's back to routine, not like at Serena's mansion. Skip breakfast,



skip lunch, with a good buzz in the afternoon and progress on a tale I'm weav-
ing, skip dinner too. All liquid. Who says beer has no nutritional value? People
have survived out in the wilderness for a week with nothing but a six-pack of
beer, not even water. Try doing that with wine! Oh, I suppose you could, but
wine  does have more of a kick, and you'd get wasted a little more, stumble
around, fall and break your leg out in the wilderness because you fancy your-
self a “wine connoisseur” and raise your condescending nose at the troglodytes
who drink beer. Yep, and now you've broken your leg out in the wilderness
with no hope of survival or being discovered until your body is rotting, but we
promise we'll bury you with your favorite finest vintage!

I read some more until my phone showed “7:00.” I shall call the cute
little Mexican actress and start making amends. I did truly love and want this
woman for my own and I had no intention of losing her. Little did I know—be-
cause Serena never told me until much, much later, once I had reached a point
of true, civil maturity, which would be years away—that I had an ally, and the
ally was planted firmly behind the lines of her camp perimeter. When a human
being sleeps a typical eight hours, there are about four or five periods during
this sleep time which are called deep sleep periods, where the sleeper has rapid
eye movement and is lost in a deep sleep dream, often covering about forty-
five minutes. This night Serena had those deep sleep periods, except one was
so vivid and shocking, she instantly awakened, sitting up shivering, and for the
next ten seconds or so, was filled with a thought running through her mind
over and over.  Gregory is dead. I walked away from him. It's my fault. Over
and over again until she finally realized it was a dream. Then she remembered
something she had been told recently.  “Should you ever  have a deep sleep
dream concerning some man...that's  little  Serena  telling  you something  she
knows but you've been ignoring.” It came, of course, from my own lips but she
could never forget it, not the dream nor what she thought after she awoke. Ser-
ena would never tell me any details of the dream. When I first heard her tell me
this, it finally explained the behavior I had witnessed from her many, many
times, and which had always puzzled me. I would say or do the most innocu-
ous, the smallest of gestures and statements, but meant from my heart, and she
would always display the greatest appreciation for every one, far beyond what
I thought they deserved. When I was despicable—and I have been so on occa-
sion with her and others too—she would always be quick to forgive, maybe not
immediately, but she would always forgive me. Now, I knew why and I asked
her, “Why didn't you tell me this before?” To understand Serena's choice, why
she chose  me, you have to listen to her with your full attention, even though
she has been consistent throughout. “I enjoy Gregory because I  know him, I
know him as completely as anyone can know anyone else. I know exactly who
he is, and he is the man I love and the man I desire and I have wanted this man
all my life, but he never appeared in my life until he came in the form of Gre-
gory.” There's the key. Serena knows who I am, so she explained, “I know you,
Gregory. If I had told you before, it would have gone to your head.” True. It
would have, and I would have done something for which even little Serena
could not forgive and I would have lost her forever.



I heard her phone ring a couple times and pick up. “Gregory, it's not
eight o'clock yet.”

“I already miss you, Serena.” I wasn't kidding. “I want to come over
there very soon and have you remove this spell, please.”

A tiny laugh. “I think it is you who have cast the spell.”
“Ah, but mine are temporary and feeble and wear off quickly. Yours is

the more powerful of incantations, for I woke up this morning and I couldn't
find your smile anywhere!”

I could see her smiling. “Come out here. You know the way, and we'll
talk some.”

“I'm leaving now.” Amends.
Hugs all around, warm ones, and I started with the little beauty with jet

black hair and an hourglass body. John stayed the night and stood next to his
wife, Pamela, so I met her. I noticed instantly they touched each other fre-
quently, a good sign. Drake was gone but Will and Katherine were still present.
John asked why I chose West Hollywood.

“Because  East Hollywood is still  in the planning stages, John, it has
been for years, and they're  never gonna build it.” All chuckled but John still
looked skeptical. “I'm a few miles from UCLA, there are a few UCLA students
and employees who live in my apartment building, and I like the idea.”

Will laughed. “Yeah, I imagine you would. I suppose you would be dis-
appointed there might be college age females in the immediate area.”

“Hey, Boston Boy! I draw the line at minors. You must be eighteen to
enter, but any woman who's eighteen, will say the same thing to me, and I have
the perfect reply. 'Aren't you a little too  old for me?' 'Hey. You're eighteen.
You're already more mature than I am.'” More laughs, except from Serena. She
frowned, so I turned to Pamela. “It is so nice to meet you, Pamela. I gave John
a little marital scolding the other day but you two seem well placed together.” I
turned to Serena. “But, Serena, you told me on the phone last night you'd like
to speak with me?”

She brightened a bit. “I did and I would like to speak with you.”
I moved toward her and in the direction of the indoor pool and offered

my right  arm.  “Shall  we?”  She slipped her  left  arm through mine  and we
walked outside.

As I expected Serena expressed her great disappointment I would fuck
another woman. Didn't it make my commitment hollow, disingenuous? I had
no commitment  with  her  nor  would I  ever  have  one with another,  but  she
wanted something from me no woman deserves from a man and vice-versa.
When a woman will not commit fully, living and sharing everything, she can-
not expect the one she wants to stay celibate to her. There is no commitment if
it's  not a  full commitment.  Every woman who won't  commit fully says the
same thing, 'You'll get some disease.'  It's their great fear when the one they
want fucks somebody else, like all we ever do is fuck skanks, so what does it
say about you? If I can't distinguish between a woman with class and a woman
who is a skank, maybe you're a skank. Serena didn't like that, of course, until I
reminded her even a woman who's a skank can look like you, Serena, but she



doesn't have it upstairs. Do you really think you're so desirable to me for your
body only? If so, this is a clue I'll have to file away: not only do you think so
little of me but I thought too much of you. I promised her I would never com-
mit to any other woman until I have Serena or until I know I will never have
Serena. “I will wait as long as it takes for you to end your marriage and tell me
our future, because you are the only woman I want a commitment from. There
is no other woman who walks alive today for whom I feel this way. Only you.”

The whole conversation was calm, civil, and she never removed her left
arm from its tight wrap around my right. And she did understand. She said she
would never be  happy  knowing I'm fucking  any woman but her. How could
she? But she knew, also, she couldn't make me be celibate, to demand I only
fuck her with no other commitment to me. It would be unfair to me, but how
are we going to be together for those nights we both want? Since I now live far
away it's much harder for it to happen. It's like I'm saying I don't want even
this from her. I reminded her friends come to visit her frequently and stay the
night. It's  not unusual. Even John spent the night last night. Am I  not your
friend? Of course you are. “So, why can't I come out every once in a while for
an evening's  festivities,  save a trip back to West Hollywood and spend the
night like your other friends, assigned to a bedroom  with an adjoining bath-
room, and I leave the bedroom door unlocked since the only person who would
ever come into my bedroom at night would be my hostess, and she decides
when she will do it, and if she does, she'll wipe herself off with a warm wash-
cloth,  and what's  to stop  this from happening, if  it's  what  she wants?” She
laughed and squeezed me tighter. You've thought about this, haven't you? “Of
course I have, even to the point of what some in the media might learn if I did
stay here with you indefinitely. What would they ask themselves and their au-
dience? The question would be: why is an unmarried man staying with Serena
Dominguez in her home, a married woman, the wife of a prominent and very
wealthy business baron who is staying in France? What's going on? Except,
Serena, they can't ask the question, nor can anyone else, including your friends,
when  I live in an apartment in West Hollywood. No one will know. No one
will question.  All appearances are kept the way you want, the way I want.” I
reminded her how she told me, sincerely, convincingly, her marriage was over,
the only reason I would even consider a commitment. The marriage terms were
changed by the husband, there was no agreement, the marriage was now null
and void so no word was broken. I will wait until I have her or I know without
a doubt I will never have her. Serena wanted to kiss me then. It's what she said.
I reminded her even she would have a hard time refraining from those small—
but large signals to others—acts of affection if I stayed in her house. My big-
gest regret, now living in West Hollywood, is I can't see her smile every morn-
ing. Even if I stay overnight, I still can't see her smile in the bed we share in
the morning,  but  I  know all  I  have to  do is  hop out  of  bed,  throw on my
clothes, rush down to the breakfast table, and there it is. Her smile. “You said I
melted you when I said a hug was more European. Your smile makes me melt
every time. I wilt when I see your smile.”

“When are you going to Oregon?”



“I'll leave tomorrow morning. The sooner the better. It will probably be
a five day trip, two up, one day to pack up what I need, drive to Gilroy for gar-
lic, and one more day back to West Hollywood.”

“So you won't be back until Tuesday.”
“Late Monday.”
“Well, you won't be available until Tuesday, is what I meant. When do

you plan to arrive in Oregon again?”
“Tomorrow's Thursday, so I'll arrive late Friday night.”
“And you'll leave Sunday morning?”
“Yes.” We were walking in the direction of the house and she steered us

to the sliding door and dropped her arm from mine. I opened the door and let
Serena pass as I followed her through the sauna and into the indoor pool room.

“John!” Serena shouted.
“In here,” came John's reply from the Great Room.
We strolled into the room, Serena leading. “Gregory is traveling to Ore-

gon and back this weekend. The only day he won't be traveling is Saturday, so
we should schedule the first full team meeting Saturday, John.”

John shook his head slightly. “That's gonna be tough, Serena. Having a
production meeting on Saturday may interfere with some plans.”

“I understand, John.” Serena sat on the sofa and leaned on the arm. “I
have plans, too, but if we schedule it for early in the morning it should lessen
the impact, and if we have it any other day, it will be while Gregory is travel-
ing.” I walked toward the dining room. “Where are you going?”

“To get a cup of your excellent coffee,” I cheerily said as I reached the
table and raised my voice. “I had to drink some of mine this morning. No con-
test. I can hear you.”

“I'll  have to get hold of everyone first,” John advised, “to see who's
available. Any particular time, Serena?”

“Nine or ten. I think it would work for most.” I walked back into the
Great Room and decided to sit by Serena on the sofa. “Will it work for you?”

“Yeah,” I replied sitting down. “It will give me time to reach town.”
John looked at me incredulously. “You have to  drive for a conference

call?”
“Where I'll be staying there are no cell towers for fifteen miles in any

direction. I could use their phone, but I'd rather make this call with some rea-
sonable privacy and not have other people listening in.”

“Well, I know what I'm doing the rest of the day.”
“It's why I brought it up now,” Serena said. “It gives you a couple days

to get everybody together and Gregory really needs to be on this meeting. He'll
meet everyone and we want to discuss some script changes and other things.
He needs to be on the call.”

“Script changes?”
John looked a little sheepish. “Now don't take it personally, Gregory.”
“John, the only constant in the world is change. I expected changes to

be made to the script. I  will defend my script and you will have to  convince
me, but I'm not unreasonable. Give me a good reason and I'll change it.” John



smiled with some obvious relief. “This means I'll  need a copy of the script
when I call in. Anything else I should have ready?”

“I wanted to show you the finances we've started, but if you can't attend
in person we'll scrap it.”

“I can come to your office Tuesday. It would be better. The team should
not spend time with financial details. They'll want to know summaries, where
we're down or up. The other benefit is the meeting is shorter. May make it eas-
ier for more to attend.”

“Makes sense. You and I will talk more about it later.”
“Do you have a conference phone I would call?”
“I do.” John reached into his jacket pocket and pulled out his smart-

phone. “I'll look it up here.”
I pulled out my phone to plug in the number John gave me. “When the

time is set, John, call my cell and leave me a message if I don't answer. If, for
some reason, I don't hear from you when I arrive in Oregon, I'll call your cell.”

“Good,” he said and started putting his phone back in his pocket.
“Is that an Apple?”
“It is, yes,” John replied. “I like it.”
I glanced around at everyone in the room. “You all have Apples, don't

you?” Everyone nodded. “Figures. Apple's the choice of the visual arts field.”
Will asked, “You don't like Apple, do you?”
“It doesn't matter whether I like Apple or not. I have requirements for a

computer, applications I intend to use,  and I buy the cheapest which meets
them. I don't care about status, I don't care to impress anyone with my choice,
computers are a commodity. They're tools like any other tool. You wouldn't go
out and buy a table saw if a circular saw does the trick, would you?”

Will nodded. “No, I wouldn't. I see your point.”
“I  don't  care  what  you  use,  as  long  as  you  get  the  job  done.  You

shouldn't care what I use for the same reason.”
Serena piped up proudly. “Well, I like Apple!”
I looked at her smiling. “Siri must speak better Spanish.”
Serena flipped her head to me and warned, “Don't start with me!”
I raised my hands straight up and shouted, “Don't shoot! I surrender!” It

made Serena smile and she reached for my arms to pull them down. I let her
hands slide to my hands, squeezed them a moment and stood. “If that's it, I'll
grab my stuff and toss it in the car. I'm sure you have things to do, too, as do I.”

I reached for my coffee cup on the floor and Katherine asked, “How's
the non-smoking going at the new place?”

I took a sip from the cup. “Good. Not a problem. I don't miss them. I
miss some things,” and I glanced to Serena, “I miss some people, but I don't
miss cigarettes.”

I made several trips with my stuff out to the car. It took about fifteen
minutes. Everyone followed me the last trip and I hugged everyone before I sat
down in the car. “If I don't hear from you sooner, we'll chat Saturday and hope-
fully I'll see you Tuesday, John.” Goodbyes were forthcoming and I cruised
slowly along the driveway, waved, crested the hill and was on my way back to



West Hollywood.
Once I unloaded the contents in the car I went out for a bite and wan-

dered around. I noted there were parts of my current environment which were
more welcoming and less prohibitive than others, and I had a few conversa-
tions with passers-by and locals alike. All in all I wasn't particularly concerned
about it. This will do.

Up early the next  morning I  showered, drank coffee,  packed what I
needed and headed out of town toward 170 to I-5, over the pass and beyond the
sprawl of Bakersfield. I had called Erin the night before so she knew to expect
me the next day. I considered staying overnight at a rest stop, but I had the cash
and stayed at a motel along the way. I arrived in Umpqua before dark.

Segment Six
John  called  on  the

way  and  the  meeting  was
scheduled  for  Saturday  at
nine  in  the  morning.  The
twelve  core  producers
would  all  attend,  though
Ken would do so by video
conferencing  and  I  would
attend  by  calling  the  con-
ference  phone  number.  I
awoke  at  six,  summoned
once  again  by  the  empty
belly  of  Little  Boy,  trans-
lated through his amazing vocal abilities as a cat. With at least twenty separate
sounds, he possessed the largest vocabulary for a cat, possibly ever. Should he
be brain damaged from a reputed two-story fall as a youngster seemed only to
limit him to a sporadic daze. I could depend on him. “Wah, wah!” would come
the cry by six, sometimes earlier. If I had a particularly late night I would tell
him,  “Go away.”  He would go away,  and come back an hour  later.  “Wah,
wah!” would be the cry, this time roughly translated as “You're not getting off
easy, you lazy bum. Feed me!” I would feed him.

While Little Boy chowed down—which is to say, picking and choosing
the morsel he would ingest virtually whole since he had only four canines for
teeth, the senior citizen he is—I fixed a pot of coffee for everyone and show-
ered. In the mirror I contemplated the beard shaved off, wondering if I could
find the beard trimmer around the ranch somewhere and not stuck in a box at
the storage unit, when I felt a premonition, a gut feeling, more of an instinctive
thought than anything else. Today's production meeting is not going to be any-
thing like the last and I'm going to learn about movie “procedures” which are
not going to sit well with me. This was the extent of the thought. I'm not going
to like what I hear. I shrugged it off as nerves.

I hunted in the chicken coop and found the trimmer in a big storage box
I commandeered as I left the house I gave to the ex. She had bought it and



thrown my stuff in it years before and I found all this stuff I thought I had lost,
so I took the whole box, contents and all. She didn't want to see the stuff when
she threw it in there, now she didn't have to look at the box. Out of sight, out of
mind.  I  piddled around a little  more until  about  eight,  when I  grabbed the
script, a clipboard with notepad, two pens, and drove to Sutherlin, parking in a
mall away from other cars and waited until nine. I dialed the number and on
the third ring, it was answered.

“Gregory?” I heard John ask.
“I  suppose  if  I  say,  'Gregory  the  failed  writer,'  I'll  piss  off  security

again?” I heard Serena laugh in the background.
“Good of you to join us, Gregory, and on time too. How's Oregon?”
“Still green from the Cascades to the coast, still brown and black the

other direction.”
“Gregory, let me introduce you to the rest of the team. You've heard

about Gary and he's here.”
We greeted each other and I added, “I guess I stole your area of exper-

tise, Gary. Sorry.”
“I hear you have expertise in financials, too.”
“Well, we'll see.”
There was Gloria in marketing,  Beverly,  or Bev as she preferred,  in

casting, Aaron working location and second and third units, Patrick, or Pat as
he preferred, working set crew, and Casper, working the rest of the crew.

“Casper, a pleasure to hear you,” I remarked. “I won't make a comment
about your name as I assume you've heard it all your life.”

“True. I see your last name, Gregory. Is it German? How do you pro-
nounce it?”

“It is German. You pronounce it exactly as it's  spelled.” It got some
laughs. “I don't care how you pronounce it. I've heard them all. If I have a pref-
erence it's the traditional German, but my own family has pronounced it three
different ways in five generations, so they're conflicted. I chose 'Hess' as my
pen name. Easy to spell, easy to pronounce.”

I wrote down all the names in attendance which included John, Drake,
Serena, Will and Ken. John went over briefly what each of the others would
cover and we moved on to new developments. First up was the news William
McConnell had verbally committed to Drake. He loved the script and also sug-
gested a director, Carey Lunquist, with whom William had worked on some
movie I couldn't remember. Drake was trying to reach Carey through his agent,
but he was on vacation and unavailable until some time next week.

Next up was script changes. There were quite a few, some minor, some
not so. The first major change was the rape scene. The team wanted the script
rewritten so Cecilia's blouse is torn off and her breasts are bared by Pedro, the
lecherous ranch hand who sneaks into the house and attacks Cecilia. I sat and
listened without comment. The consensus was it would seem more vile and
make Cecilia's hysteria and demand Gustavo kill Pedro right there more be-
lievable, and Gustavo's eventual escort and release of Pedro more poignant, as
Will put it. Since I hadn't said a word about it in five minutes, John asked me,



“Are you still there, Gregory?”
“Oh, yeah, John. I'm listening.”
“Well, I want to hear your opinion. What do you think?”
“I wish I'd never written the scene, John. That's what I think.”
“Why?” Gloria asked. “I think it's a very critical scene in the movie.”
“Here's something to chew on, Gloria, was it Gloria?”
“Yes.”
“If I had never written the scene, which one of you would suggest we

include a rape scene?” Dead silence. “By your silence, in your heart of hearts,
none of you want to even consider rape, but I included it for the reasons you
have all spelled out. I had reservations about including it, and I have reserva-
tions about magnifying it. They're personal. I've had far too many relationships
with women who were raped, none reported it, none ever sought counseling.
So who serves as rape counselor? I do. Do I have a certificate? No. Any train-
ing? No. Any experience? Yeah,  all disastrous. Rape is not funny nor some-
thing to take lightly, and from my experience, if I have another relationship
with a woman who was raped, I would insist she undergo counseling, or it will
ruin us.” I didn't know it because I wasn't physically at the meeting, but John
and Drake both told me they noticed Serena sat with her head bowed during
my monolog and only lifted it when I addressed her next. “Serena?”

“Yes,” she replied softly.
“Are you on board with this?”
“It was my suggestion, Gregory.” This was something of a shock to me

but I didn't let on.
“Okay. I only asked because they're your breasts.” Nervous chuckles.
“It's  just  acting,  Gregory,”  she said,  still  with an unusually subdued

tone. “I think it will help the movie so I'm fine with it.”
“All right. John, the question is, where do we put it in? My suggestion

is Pedro tear off Cecilia's blouse on the landing, drags her into the bedroom,
forcing her onto the bed where they struggle until Gustavo and the other two
arrive. For more shock value, should I call it so, we can have the two girls wit-
ness their mother assaulted and run out of the house.”

John said to everyone, “What do you think?” There were murmurs and
some acknowledgment. “Everyone thinks it's the way to go, Gregory.”

“Okay. I'll rewrite it by striking where they reach the landing and this
will be the 'A' page insertion. Good enough?”

“Perfect,” John announced.
Gloria couldn't leave it though. “Why do you think rape victims should

undergo counseling before you would consider continuing a relationship with
them, Gregory?”

“A woman who is raped is scarred for life. She may hide it well on the
outside, but she is scarred on the inside and will never be the same. Every rape
victim I have ever met has two things in common. First, they all have a sense
of shame, some more than others, but they are all ashamed, even though they
are victims of a violent crime. Second, they blame themselves. They let their
guard  down,  they  let  themselves  get  caught  in  a  vulnerable  situation,  but,



again, they're victims of crime. Rapists are criminals. Criminals look for oppor-
tunities to perpetrate their crimes. You can't go through this world without let-
ting down your guard at times, without finding yourself in a vulnerable situa-
tion at times, but I cannot convince them of it. It goes in one ear and out the
other and they only nod like they're numb, because they are numb. They're all
insecure to some level, especially insecure with men, and they all do the most
heart wrenching thing you can imagine when they have a fight with me, or an
argument, a heated disagreement. They give me their bodies to make up, be-
cause, after all, isn't it what every man wants?” I considered adding more but
we were off subject for the meeting.  Let's move on. After a short pause when
no one said a word, I added, “Well, we're in agreement on the scene change, so
what's next, John?”

There was discussion of other script changes, some which I defended
successfully and others to which I conceded. We had been going on for close to
an hour. Now came the role of Gustavo, since it wasn't cast yet. Immediately I
suggested to Serena the screen test be the scene when Esteban is bucked off the
first horse Gustavo helps him try to break, and I provided the page number and
starting paragraph.  Serena read it  silently  while  there was discussion about
how soon we could get to the screen test and I suggested I could be ready early
next week, maybe Thursday. I wanted some time to work with Serena until we
both had it down and I thought it wouldn't take much time, an hour or so.

Serena spoke up. “I think you chose this scene so you could call me a
mule.” She laughed.

I spoke Gustavo's line word for word. “'I only meant you're as stubborn
as a mule. There's no doubt in my mind you don't look like one.'” After a mo-
ment I added, “And I look Cecilia, Serena, up and down, as she walks away
patting at her hair, smoothing her dress, and looks back. I like the scene.”

After  some laughter,  John  announced,  “Good,  Gregory,  because  we
need the part cast as soon as possible. We're changing things for the movie.”

I thought we had finished script changes.  “Let's hear it, John.”
“First, we all think the love scene with Cecilia and Octavio should be

mild, low lighting, camera angle revealing nothing, no nudity at all, only sug-
gestive.” This is why Serena was so willing to bare her breasts during the rape
scene? John continued. “We're considering now to expand the love scene with
Gustavo and Benita and the scenes in her room with the two of them and this
is where we think we should have the nude scenes. It's closer to the end and we
like this idea better than the scene with Octavio and Cecilia.”

“Which means if I'm cast as Gustavo I'm going to appear nude, correct,
John?” I asked, a little delicately.

“That's the gist of it, old man,” John said, with a chuckle leaving me
with a bit of discomfort.

“I think you're all wise to have it so close to the end, so the audience
will see most of the movie before they leave in disgust having seen my naked
body.” Laughs all around.

“I think you have a good body, Gregory,” I heard Serena comment.
“And, you would know this, how, Serena?”



John jumped in. “We saw your legs the other day when you were wear-
ing the cut-offs. I thought they were pretty cute.”

“I'm sure the ladies will be drooling when they see those. Well, as Chris
Rock likes to say, 'Nuthin' like pressure!'”

“We need to complete the screen test soon,”  Serena advised.  “I spoke
with Jennifer, because we told her you were under consideration as Gustavo
and she knows this is the major nude scene in the movie, but if we cast you as
Gustavo, she won't accept the part until she meets you and...approves.”

“We'll fly you to Spain immediately if you pass the screen test, Gre-
gory,” John advised.

I had to be honest now. “If I'm going to spend hours in a love scene and
in Benita's room, there are times when I will have an erection, John.”

“We should cast someone else as Gustavo!” Gloria stated loudly.
“If the camera likes him, Gloria,” Serena announced as loudly, “I want

Gregory as Gustavo. I have to spend most of my screen time with Gustavo and
I want Gregory in the role.”

“Are you really sure you'll have an erection, Gregory?” John asked.
“I know who I am, John, and most importantly I know what Junior will

do, so if I'm lying naked with Jennifer who's also naked, he'll be in full salute.”
“You have a name for your penis?” Pat asked incredulous.
“Lord Pacifico was taken.” It brought huge laughter from the “boys”

and Serena.
“There are things you can do, Gregory,” John advised. “You can work

with the director and your co-star on positioning, camera angle, the like. You
can also wear a strap. It's been used before although they are uncomfortable.”

Drake  dropped  the  bombshell.  “And  you  can  perform sexual  inter-
course.” He said it like it was an everyday occurrence.

“You mean, fuck Jennifer right on camera?” I blurted. I was shocked.
“It's  not  like  it's  never  been  done  before,  Gregory,”  Drake  calmly

replied. “It happens quite often.” This answers my curiosity about nude scenes
in mainstream movies. How does the guy avoid having an erection doing this
scene? Answer: he doesn't. Sometimes they're really fucking each other.

“No wonder Jennifer has to meet me. She has to meet my penis, too.
Hope she has an electron microscope handy.” More laughs. I was taking this
well. I was not looking forward to performing sexual intercourse with anyone
while six or more people watch. I had no idea I was going to do a porno, be-
cause there's only bad lighting and a camera angle which doesn't reveal much
as the only differences.

“We have to get the screen test done soon, Gregory,” John advised.
“Can we rehearse Wednesday, Serena?”
“Yes.”
“Let's schedule for Thursday, John. I'll be ready.”
I left a lot unsaid, about the rape scene, rape, and this little revelation. I

knew one thing though. I was going to say it sooner or later. I thought later was
better. I wanted it discreet and I didn't think it belonged during the meeting.

The last item was a list of cast parts and crew positions already signed.



I was impressed at how quickly this was moving. It wasn't even a week since
John bought my screenplay. John finished, “We begin shooting no later than
six weeks and no more than ten. The shooting schedule can't be completed un-
til the script rewrites, so you have a lot on your plate, Gregory.”

“I'll have the rewrites to you Tuesday morning, John.” We adjourned.
I sat in the parking lot burning up but going over the notes from the

meeting. I knew I had to do the rewrites and quickly. It's what I would be doing
the rest of the day. They had to be done before I hit the road and I would print
the new pages at John's office Tuesday. Before I could leave the phone rang.
The display showed a single name, “Serena.”

“Yes, Serena.”
There was concern in her tone when she asked, “Do you  really think

you can do it? Most here are very skeptical, Gloria especially.” Gloria was fall-
ing into the role of my arch nemesis. She would continue to be so, especially
when Marketing went into full swing.

I was unimpressed. “I can do whatever it takes to finish this movie, Ser-
ena, even fuck a woman on camera, although I'm not so sure if Junior is cam-
era shy. He may go limp and problem solved.” She laughed. “Where are you?
Can we talk freely?”

“I'm in an office and I have the door closed and locked. I said I have a
private call to make.”

“All true.”
“Jennifer is anxious to meet you. She asked me about you and I told her

what I could.”
“You know what it could mean, Serena. I could end up fucking her.”
“Better her than somebody I don't know.”
“May I ask you a personal question?”
“Sure.”
“Have you ever performed sexual intercourse on camera for a movie?”
“I'm not going to answer,  Gregory.  It's  confidential,  as you yourself

have put it.”
“I didn't ask who. I don't want to know. I want to know if you ever

have. I know you've fucked men before. This information is not confidential. I
want to know if you've ever fucked a man on screen? Yes or no.”

“Yes, I have,” was Serena's reply, guarded, reserved, in a low tone.
“Then why did you act so pissed off at me because I had what you con-

sidered pornography on my computer and you yourself have done the same
thing porno actors do, fuck on screen?”

“I didn't know you as well as I do now. There are some men with that
stuff who go crazy. They're disgusting and I didn't know if you were one of
them or not. As for fucking on screen, no one really wants to do it. It comes
with the territory and sometimes it happens, most of the time it doesn't. None
of us talk about it, except among ourselves. We obviously don't want the public
to know about it.”

“Well, I can tell you truthfully, they don't.”
I could hear Serena's brain changing gears. “Do you have a lot of those



pictures?”
“I have a few, yes, and videos, too.”
“Are they tasteful?”
“Some better than others. Some women are quite beautiful and attrac-

tive and in very revealing poses. It seems like they're all different but they gen-
erally have one thing in common. Each woman's vagina, to me, is exception-
ally beautiful.” I was candid and honest. I didn't care if she thought it revolting
or not. I wasn't going to paint a picture for her which was a lie. “Of course,
there's those few square inches of your body I still haven't seen, not in images
or up close and personal. I would hope Serena's vagina would not be the ex-
ception.” I got the reaction I hoped for, a laugh.

“Maybe, maybe not.”
“May I be the judge?”
“You may, soon I would imagine. Just don't look at those pictures and

waste what I want. You better save it for me. Maybe we'll look at those pictures
together some time.”

“Maybe, maybe not.” I heard her moan of disapproval. “Practice the
scene, Serena. I want to rehearse with you, get comfortable and get the screen
test over.”

“And fly to Spain to meet Jennifer.”
“It's up to everyone else, and I'm glad I don't have to decide. I know I'll

look like crap, sound like it, too. I don't like pictures taken of me and I don't
like my voice either.”

“You're too critical of yourself. I think you're quite handsome for your
age, with a full head of brown hair, and those eyes, and I love your voice.”

“You haven't known me a week, Serena, and you're already biased.”
“It's  your fault. I blame  you!” She paused a second. “I have an idea,

though.”
“What?”
“Why don't you come out here Tuesday night, spend the night and we'll

rehearse the next day, Wednesday?”
“I can't commit, yet,” I explained as best I could. I might be taking Lit-

tle Boy with me, since Erin has always thought he's my cat even though he's al-
ways been Erin's sister's cat. Little Boy adopted me along the way. It's what an-
imals do. You don't adopt them. They adopt you. I didn't want anyone to know
about the cat, so I dodged it. “I have a friend who needs some attention and I
don't know how it will go.”

“A friend? What kind of friend? In West Hollywood?”
“It's not a female friend, Serena. It's a friend and I have to see how he's

getting along is all. I'll know Tuesday. I really want to stay at your place. Is it
clearing up so I might actually get a bedroom with adjoining bathroom?”

“As a matter of fact, it is.”
“Well, maybe he'll understand if I spell it out for him.”
“I hope so because I have something I want to show you up close and

personal.” What a nice way to end a conversation!
Erin was both ecstatic and disappointed. The movie and my part in it



was picking up steam and she was ecstatic for me. She was disappointed be-
cause it meant we would have very little interaction over the next three or four
months, and, of course, she wouldn't have her free labor available. I gave her
six hundred dollars for “rent.”

“What's this for?”
“Hold my room for me. I'll send you six hundred a month, probably

through Paypal.”
“Why? You're not living here now. You live in West Hollywood.”
“Take it, shut up about it, and hold it for me,” I said in a nice way. “If

you rent it out while I'm paying for it, I will drive all the way up here, pull your
pants down and spank your bare ass to show my displeasure.”

“You wouldn't do that! You couldn't do that!”
“I have in the past and I still can, no matter how much you wiggle or

squirm!” Erin looked a bit shell-shocked. “Hold my room,” I added calmly.
“You're only giving me the money.”
“Hold my room!”
I didn't tell Erin about the role in the movie. If cast as Gustavo, I would

definitely  appear  nude.  I  didn't  have  any qualms  about  showing my penis.
Ewan McGregor did it. I can do it, too. He doesn't have more balls than I do.
Two to be exact. I counted them. I knew if I told Erin, there would immedi-
ately come a long discussion and I had neither the time nor inclination to dis-
cuss it with her. Erin's a tricky one. She showed me once her “revealing” pho-
tos but she didn't show anything, yet I watched a video of her fucking some
guy years ago, a video shot by a woman friend of both. Even the woman ap-
pears nude in it. Erin could experiment with the best but she was a prude in a
lot of ways. I couldn't watch the video all the way through. I can't tell you all
the reasons. I couldn't.  She couldn't watch Gustavo and Benita in  The True
Cross. Still hasn't as of the last time I talked with her. She says I've shared
something with the world which  used to be reserved for those special to me.
“Am I not special to you?” It's only a body, I tried to explain. It doesn't matter
what I explain. Appearing nude disappointed Erin and she will always be so.

I spent the better part of the day rewriting all the script changes. Each
passage completed gave me the urge to smoke. This was going to be the hard-
est part of quitting. It wasn't only a break to inhale tar and nicotine because I
would often think of the next passage while I sucked down the smoke and it
helped. Instead I was reduced to getting up from the computer, snagging a stick
of  gum  and  wandering  around  the  grounds  aimlessly,  trying  to  focus  my
thoughts. Sometimes it worked. Sometimes it didn't.

I said my goodbyes. Both wanted a movie night. “Let's watch a movie
from one of your producer buddies,” Erin suggested. I had to get up early, to
reach Gilroy in time to find garlic. This was critical. I said I was taking Little
Boy. You don't have to,  Erin said. You're paying rent, now for him. I have a
place now, although there's not a lot of grass. He'll have to use a litter box often
but I can take care of him every day and it makes me happy when he's happy,
which he never shows me. He's a cat and he has to remain detached emotion-
ally.  Shaw offered a  carrier  but  I  declined.  I  didn't  think he would take to



rolling along confined inside a two cubic foot box. I would have room for him
on the front seat and the floor with his bowl there and his unplugged heating
pad. I'll keep an eye on him. I think he'll be fine.

I had packed everything except my overnight bag and my computer. I
had no room for the futon but I grabbed the mattress. It would be a little better
than sleeping on the floor. I also took a cooler, mostly for use as a standby ta-
ble or seat and my two swivel chairs, with up and down and lean. I could actu-
ally get both in the back seat and throw stuff around them. Little Boy and his
stuff would be in the front seat. Up at five, shower and get the rest of it packed
and I was on my way to Gilroy before six.

I arrived at the garlic festival late in the afternoon. It took a while to
find her, though I wasn't looking for a him or a her, only someone who knew
how to grow garlic organically, the right way, the potent, kick-ass way.  She
happened to be named Mildred and what a character she was. Her booth was
ornate all right, tied-dyed colors everywhere, a hanger-on from the sixties. I
told her I would bet she could tell me a story or two about growing up in the
sixties in California. She said I wouldn't believe them anyway. She knew Er-
hard, the EST man himself. I told her I had an apartment down the hall from
his daughter while she attended Stanford. This got us going and soon I knew
her garlic was my choice. Mildred asked me what I intended with the garlic I
was buying from her, since I seemed to be buying more than personal con-
sumption. I told her about the claim good garlic can't be grown in the valley
around Los Angeles. She laughed. She had already done it decades before. She
knew what a crock it was.

“Here, come with me.” I followed her as she left her booth and walked
the long distance to the vendor parking lot to her van, as colorful as Mildred
herself. She opened up the back of her van and climbed inside, crawling on her
hands and knees. It was a bit comical watching this woman crawl around in her
fairly stuffed van with hats, colorful, weird hats everywhere, all at her age,
now pushing seventy. She pulled open a drawer from a box on the side, almost
hidden by hats, and retrieved a large burlap sack. Mildred looked at me with a
devilish grin. “This is it! My special stash for next year. I was going to hold
these  unless  someone  I  liked  wanted  to  start  their  own garlic  patch.”  She
frowned a bit. “But I don't know if I like you that much, Gregory.” When I
frowned she broke out into a smile and cackled. “Had you going, didn't I?”

“You had me going the moment I met you, Mildred.”
She crawled out of the van and patted my arm. “I do that, 'specially to

good lookin'  men.”  She winked at  me.  She  meant  it.  “How many  do you
need?”

I counted it up out loud. “Assuming eight cloves per bulb, conservative,
don't you think?” She nodded. “So I want two hundred plants and divide it by
eight and I would say I'll need at least twenty-five.” Mildred reached in her van
for a sack and set the burlap sack on the edge of the van, pulling out big garlic
bulbs and putting them in the other sack.

When she finished, she proclaimed, “Gregory, there's thirty bulbs. That
should do it and at two dollars a bulb, it's fifty dollars.”



I reached into my pocket for the cash, when I realized she was only
charging me for twenty-five bulbs. “Now, Mildred, you're only charging me for
twenty-five and giving me five extra. It should be sixty.”

She frowned and made a big gesture while holding the sack. “Can't put
anything past you, can I?”  When I  said, “No,” she added,  a devilish smile
planted firmly across her face, “Well, those extra five aren't free, Gregory. You
can have 'em for a roll in the hay.” She turned and pushed away some stuff to
show me hay on the floor of the van. She turned back with her same devilish
grin. “See? Got the hay. Got the time, too.” I stood a bit perplexed, not know-
ing if she was kidding or not. Mildred gave me a few seconds to think about it.
“Ah, got ya again. You thought I was serious, didn't you, Gregory?”

“You  know,  Mildred,” I  said,  giving  her  my devious  smile, “for  a
woman your age, you've still got one nice body, and in my experience, there's
only one thing better than rolling in the hay with some young babe, and it's
rolling in the hay with an older woman who knows what she wants, and I'll bet
you do know what you want when it comes to rolling in the hay.”

Mildred looked up at me a little sheepishly. “Ah, you're only saying it
to be nice.”

I looked her up and down, knowing she was watching me. Mildred had
a very nice body for a woman her age, with full, round breasts, and hips which
hadn't widened into an expressway, and a thin waist tucked between both. I
knew her breasts probably sagged way down her chest but breasts are not a
deal breaker for me. “No, Mildred, you can still hold your own.” She smiled.
“I'll bet you were quite the looker back in the day.”

“Well, let's see.” She set the sack on the edge of the van and walked
around to the driver's door, opened it and climbed in. Reaching into a holder on
the far edge of the seat she pulled out a book, a photo book. She flipped some
pages and held it out for me to take. On the right page, the left of the page, was
a five by seven picture of a woman with long, dark brown hair halfway to her
hips, an hourglass figure, with shorts and a V-neck T-shirt, ample breasts, fan-
tastic legs, all tanned and fit, and a face that would halt an aircraft carrier.

“This is you?”
“1966. I was almost twenty, gardening, too. Loved it. Always have.”
I looked up at her, across her wrinkled, weather-beaten face. The tone

in her arms was gone, her skin wasn't tight and I assumed it was true all over,
with plenty of wrinkles. It's what happens when you age. It's hard to stop the
march of yearly progress. But there was still a sparkle, the same sparkle in the
picture.  I  handed  the  book  back  to  her.  “I  knew you  were  a  looker.  That
woman's right here sitting in this  seat,  too.” I  smiled and she smiled back,
turned and put the book back. “Mildred, I don't meet many like you, who still
have a figure because they take care of themselves, they're well-kept, and they
have a great attitude, and you're all of it. I've met a few beautiful women in my
time and walked away from them because their attitude sucked. If I had the
time this trip, I'd enjoy a roll in the hay with you, but only if you wanted it.”

Mildred patted my arm as she started to swing her leg out and I backed
up a couple feet. She flashed her devilish grin. “I still have some sex appeal.”



I pulled out a hundred and handed it to her. “Here.”
“We'll have to go back to my booth for the change,” she advised, as we

walked to the back of her van. She handed me the sack of garlic bulbs.
“I don't want change. I want you to keep it.”
Oh, she got uppity then. “No! You're gettin' your change, Mister! Don't

be takin' pity on me. I don't need it and I won't stand for it!”
I smiled, ignoring her show. “I figure one of those crazy hats is worth

fifty. I want one of those.”
Gone went her anger. “One of these things?” she teased me.
“Pick one of the craziest, although it may be hard. They're all about the

same level of crazy, far as I can tell.”
Mildred laughed and grabbed one of the floppiest hats in there. “I col-

lect 'em.” She turned and pushed it on my head. “Most are made by a friend of
mine. I advertise 'em for her and we split the sales.”

“Is she as crazy as you are, Mildred?”
“Now, I don't rightly know,” she replied, deep in thought. “It's a tall or-

der for anyone, to be crazy as me.”
I looked at the sack of garlic bulbs. “This will do the trick, Mildred, and

next summer those people are going to be in shock, though you and I know it's
a walk in the park.”

She agreed. “Yep, you just can't understand some people.”
“May I ask you a question, Mildred?”
“Shoot, Gregory.”
“If I come up this way again, I'd like to visit with you, if it's alright with

you.”
“You don't drink, do you?”
“Well...”
“My husband of thirty years,” Mildred explained, “was a drinker, and I

took my fair share of abuse from him for it. I wasn't really sad to see him go
when he crashed his car, drinkin' away like always.”

I looked at her as sincerely as I could.  “I promise you I won't drink
while I'm visiting you.”

She looked me up and down and reached into her purse. She wrote her
phone number on a slip of paper and handed it to me. “Here. Give me a call
some time. I'd at least like to hear how the garlic turned out.”

I took the slip of paper and shoved it in my pocket. “You got another
piece of paper  in  your mountain valley of  a  purse?” Mildred laughed.  She
pulled out another slip and handed me her pen. I wrote out my cell number and
handed it to her. “Call me if you're ever down Los Angeles way.”

She laughed. “Don't count on it, Gregory.”
With my big, floppy hat almost covering my eyes, I smiled and asked,

“You object to a hug from a man you just met?”
Mildred brightened and shouted, “Hell, no!” We hugged and for some

reason she gave me a peck on my left cheek. When we separated, she said, “I
like your beard. Don't shave it off.”

Mildred was a character. I knew when I left her van and walked back to



my car I was going to see her again. She was full of life, still had a body and
probably knew how to use it. I thought I'd like to know the answer, whether
she knew how to use it. I was figuring she did.

It was still early in the evening when I pulled out, slowed by the traffic
some, and reached the interstate, once I took care of Little Boy. He was doing
pretty good and didn't give me too much lip. I didn't tell him about Mildred. I
figured  he'd  give  me  lip  about  her,  something like,  “Yeah,  well,  I've  been
neutered,  so don't  talk  to  me about  it.  It's  still  a  sensitive subject  for  me.”
Sometimes, he forgets he's a really old man in cat years. I drove about another
hour and a half and pulled off the interstate for a motel. “Allow pets?” I had
never asked this question to a motel clerk ever.

“Yeah. Five dollars a night.”
I paid the man and went to the room to put my overnight bag and com-

puter inside. We went out for some quick eats and Little Boy and I settled in
for the night, until he woke me up in pitch blackness so he could get out and do
his business. “Wake up and open the door,” Little Boy whined. “You know the
door knob is too high for me. Why did you pick this place?” I didn't argue.

I arose again at five and fed Little Boy, walked him around outside,
showered and hit the road. I got to Bakersfield and pulled off the interstate for
a bite and gas. It was around seven so I called Serena. She was her usual sultry,
seductive self. It's one of her traits I always enjoy. For men she always seems
to project an underlying sexuality and it always pushes me to flirt with her end-
lessly, and she usually responds by flirting back.

She asked why I didn't call her the day before, and I said I'd had a long
day traveling, wanted to get in and out of the garlic festival as soon as possible,
and I bought some garlic for planting. Mildred's garlic aroma filled the little
Sentra.  I  figured  the  car  would  reek  for  weeks.  Serena  told  me she  really
wanted to hear from me every day. “If I don't hear from you, I worry about you
all night,” she sighed. I said my traveling days were over until we wrapped the
movie. I was stuck in Los Angeles with her for the next few months.

“Stuck with me? It sounds like you're trapped and you can't get away.”
“The last thing I want, Serena, is to get away from you. What I want

more than anything else is to wake up next to you every morning. Give me
that, you'd be stuck with me.”

“And I couldn't get away from you?”
“Oh, I'd let you go. If you love someone, you have to let them go, let

them be free, so I'd let you go, if only to the bathroom.”
“Oh, thank you!”
“See, I do love you.” I do enjoy her laugh.
She said my glasses were ready, the dentist had called for an appoint-

ment, so I needed to call her office back, and the psychiatrist was wondering
when we could meet. “You also have to call the doctor about your prescription
tomorrow,” she reminded me. “Are you having any problems with quitting?”

“I haven't had a thought about smoking in days. It's pretty much licked
now, though I have to be careful about hanging out with smokers. It's always
how I got started back smoking.”



“You can always hang out with me. I don't smoke.”
“Oh, yes, you do! I caught you smoking in the first bedroom one night

last week, then in the mirrored bathroom the next morning, and I'll probably
catch you smoking again real soon.”

“From the fire raging inside me? Think you know how to put it out?”
“I'm learning, you little firecracker. I'm a quick study.”
“Ummmmm,” she moaned and the sound coming through my phone

made me horny. “I know.”
Serena wanted to know when I would be in L.A. and I thought I'd be in

West Hollywood before noon. I might get stuck in the rush hour mess but I'd
still have all day. She thought out loud I'd have time to see her today, but I re-
minded her I had to see about my friend. It was very pressing, but I suggested
we have lunch tomorrow and I should know then if I can make it out to her
house  tomorrow night.  If  I  couldn't  I'd  certainly  be out  at  her  house early
Wednesday morning and we'd rehearse. She agreed we'd have lunch tomorrow
and reminded me about John. It's the first thing I'm doing when I reach the
apartment. Call John. I promised her I would call her tonight.

“Twice in one day, little boy,” Serena cooed. “Are you missing me?”
“I want to flirt with you endlessly, and see if I can make you as horny

as I am now, so when's a good time?”
“Ooh, you'll have to call me after eleven, maybe eleven-thirty. I'll have

to be lying in bed for my own protection if you're going to do that.”
“Good idea! I wouldn't want you to fall over and hurt yourself.”
Back in my apartment before noon, I called John. “The rewrites are

done. We only need to print the copies at the office.” John wanted to know
when I could be there. I could even come over today, but I told him I had to see
to a friend here and it was very pressing. I planned to be at the office first thing
in the morning and John said it was good. He'd see me at nine.

“Nine?”  I squawked with disbelief.  “Doesn't anybody get up early to
the office around here?”

“I  work late  often,  Gregory.  You'll  find most  people work late  than
work early. Anyway, we've got you set up on the network, so we've got a lot of
things to go over tomorrow. We gave you a space in Gary's office at his sug-
gestion. He can help with financial should you need it, and, as he said, he'll
take you under his wing.”

“As long as I'm not putting him out.”
“Not at all. He certainly enjoys your sense of humor. We all do actually.

When this thing takes off, you'll see we work pretty hard and a lot of long
hours, but we try to have fun, and it seems you've got the fun part built in.”

“You'll see, John, I'll get the work done, too, and still have fun doin' it.”
“Tomorrow at nine. See you then.”
I tended Little Boy. When he was satiated, which is nothing, I hauled

up the stuff from the car. I used the elevator taking about twice as long. Carry-
ing the futon mattress along the outer balcony I almost ran into a cute Latina
coming out of her apartment. I apologized and backed up to let her out and
around me. She thanked me, squeezed past me and I turned to watch her walk



away. About five feet six inches with a full and thick body, she moved with a
grace and speed which impressed me. She turned back as I looked up at her big
head of black hair, saw me watching and smiled, then waved. I struggled hold-
ing the mattress to wave weakly. I noted her apartment number, 526. Very nice.

With Little Boy as company, because I didn't  trust  him alone in the
apartment yet, we headed to a store for all the items he would need, such as a
litter box, cat litter to go with it, two bowls, one big for water and a smaller for
food, and two varieties of cat food he would eat, though not always. It was not
unusual for the old man to disapprove of a meal for the entire day. I think it's
how he kept his svelte paunch. I think it's also why I liked Little Boy so much.
He would go strictly liquid all day, too. Of course he was a cat and disliked al-
cohol, making him move farther up the evolutionary chain than where I cur-
rently sat. I also found a hardware store nearby and made two copies of the
apartment key.

When we returned I hauled the stuff up and placed his royal highness in
style, which means I let him have part of the bedroom. He was unfazed. “Wah,
wah!” I translated it to, “Feed me and dump the formality, dimwit.”

Being the old codger I am, with no regard for convention of the incon-
venient type, I set up my captain's chair—the one with two drink holders so I
can cut trips to the refrigerator by a cool fifty percent—out on the balcony hall.
I could do it and not be concerned about taking up space for someone to walk
because my apartment was at the very end. Anybody who got as far as  my
apartment was coming to visit me or woefully lost. Either way it was last stop.
The second convention I would shatter is to sit there watching the human con-
tingent meander along the sidewalk forty or so feet below and drink beer at my
leisure. There wasn't anything in the lease to prohibit it and while I may have
been stretching the law on “public consumption,” I thought,  fine! Arrest me.
This may be a “public” walkway up here but nobody's walking past my apart-
ment. I had already shattered one convention. The lease did mention pets but
only in the context the lessee, meaning me, had to advise the lessor, meaning
the apartment manager, about said pets with the full understanding that damage
done by said pets becomes the lessee's full financial responsibility. I had ini-
tialed the clause. Since Little Boy was so old and decrepit, by cat standards, the
damage he might inflict would be reduced to the occasional excrement deposit
he might leave which missed the litter box, due to my neglect. I thought it
highly unlikely.

What I really needed was to find someone who could watch Little Boy
in an absence of many hours or days on my part. I'd give them one of the extra
keys and they could take care of him really quickly by simply checking on him
and feeding him the four or five times a day he demanded. I would offer fifty
bucks a day for said service. It was worth it to me. I didn't expect to need it but
maybe twice a week and only for a few weeks, unless I lost the part for Gus-
tavo. Then, it could be indefinitely, but if I got the part I'd be in a trailer on set
every day and Little Boy was coming with me.

The cute Latina strolled down the balcony some time in mid-afternoon
and smiled when she saw me sitting in my captain's chair, my legs stretched



across while my feet rested on the balcony rail, holding Little Boy in my lap.
Since she hadn't said a word yet and she was almost to her apartment, I thought
I should break the ice. “Now that's something I don't see every day, an attrac-
tive woman without a purse?”

She smiled. “Oh, I went for a workout and a run and met some friends
for a little while.”

I smiled back. “Well, you have to be different from all the others, be-
cause  most  women  I've known couldn't  take  a  step  outdoors  without their
purse, the contents of which would sink most battleships.”

She laughed as she reached her apartment but instead of opening her
door and disappearing inside, she strolled down toward me. She gazed at Little
Boy. “Your cat looks quite content.”

“He's an old man in cat years, satisfied to be breathing.”
“Ah, I don't think so,” she insisted and had reached me to stand a foot

away. She leaned down and stroked Little Boy, who immediately raised his
head, gave out an “Err,” and twisted his head back and forth wondering who or
what was bothering him.

“If you scratch his back at the rear, he'll swivel his head and hold it,
which is his way of saying, 'Yeah, I'll let you do it.'” She looked at me suspi-
ciously. “Scratch him on the right side here.” I pointed to the spot and she did
it. Little Boy swiveled his head to the right and held it there. “See, he swivels
to the right and holds it. Now, scratch on his left side.” She did so and Little
Boy swiveled  his  head to  the left  and held it.  “See,  now to  the  left.”  She
laughed and tried his right side and Little Boy swiveled his head to the right.

She looked at me with a big smile. “Wow, you know him  very well.
What's his name?”

“Little Boy, Blackie, Bud, Kiddo, old man. I call him all those and oth-
ers, but all he really pays attention to is, 'Cumon.'” Her skeptical look filled her
face. As if on queue, Little Boy moaned, “Aahhh.” Now her face turned to
wonder. “It's his 'I want something and I need your help because I'm not sure
what.' After all he's an old man and he's not sure of anything unless he's hungry
or thirsty. Then he'll tell me that.”

Back to skeptical she said, “Cats don't talk, do they?”
I dropped my legs as I wrapped my arms around Little Boy. “Well, let's

see.” She took a step back so I could rise from the chair. My apartment door
was open and she could see inside it so I set him down pointed toward the door
and walked past him inside. “Cumon, bud. Show me what you're thinking.” He
followed me inside and I stepped toward the bedroom while both the cat and
this woman followed slowly behind me. As I stepped into the bedroom Little
Boy followed and meandered toward the litter box and stopped. “That's what
he wants.” I lifted him over the edge of the box and set him inside, and he
pirouetted, sniffed, scratched and did his business. I looked over to the woman,
smiling, as she leaned against the threshold. “He's going to need a little adjust-
ing. He's used to going out a cat door and doing his business outside, but he
can't do it here and there's no grassy place for me to take him nearby, so he'll
need time to adjust. He's an old man but he eventually figures it out.”



She looked at me with a warm smile. “What's your name, now I know
the cat's names? You don't have four or five, do you?”

“No,” I laughed. “Gregory. And yours?”
“Esperanza,” she said, still smiling warmly, and stuck out her right arm.
“A beautiful name for a beautiful woman, so it fits, but I prefer to hug

someone when I greet them. It's much better than feeling a limp handshake,
when I can hold them against me and feel them touch me all over. Although,
some people object to it, so I'll shake a hand reluctantly.”

Esperanza thought about it a moment, took a step toward me, and I took
the final steps with my arms open. She slipped her arms delicately around my
waist and I gently wrapped my arms around her back and pulled her gently
against me as she kept her head facing mine, so her body leaned away. As I
slowly rubbed my arms over her back, her mouth lifted into a smile, and she
said softly, “This feels good.” She turned her head to the side and rested it
against my chest and her arms moved over my back and pulled me tighter. Her
large frame, thick and muscular, felt very good against my scrawny body.

I could feel it coming so I whispered, “Don't pat me on the back like
I'm a dog.”

Esperanza laughed, lifted her head and leaned back. “I was thinking
about it and you caught me.”

I smiled. “Yeah, don't pat me on the back like I'm a dog. Hug me.”
She released her arms, dropped them to her sides and stepped back,

smiling the whole time as I released her. “I think I like this hugging. That was
nice, Gregory. You hug very well.”

“For a novice, Esperanza, you held up  very well.” I received a wide
smile, but Little Boy stepped out of the litter box. “Wah, wah!” He looked up
at me with his typical expression, you know what it means so forget about the
woman and take care of your responsibilities to me or I will continue whining
until she leaves. Got it, old man. “Now, he's hungry, so it's feeding time.” I
grabbed his bowl from the other side of the room and reached into the bag of
cat food, where I had a spoon hidden. I dipped it in the cat food and spooned
out two spoonfuls, reached for the open pouch on the window sill, scattered
some of it over the dry cat food and set the bowl on the floor before him. Es-
peranza  stood  immobile,  watching  with  fascination.  When  I  stood  up  and
looked to her, she smiled. “May I ask you a personal question, Esperanza?”

She looked to me warily. “How personal?”
“I always tell people they can ask me anything. I reserve the right to an-

swer.”
“I like that reasoning. Okay, ask me, and if I don't want to answer, I

won't.”
“Good. What do you do for a living, Esperanza?”
She  looked  disappointed.  “Oh,  that's  not  so  personal.”  She  smiled

openly.  “I'm a grad assistant at the university with a full scholarship while I
complete my masters.”

“Very impressive!” I meant it. “And very smart, too. A full scholarship
means you're smart but considerably poor.”



Esperanza laughed. “Well, I don't have the money nor do my parents,
so, yes, I'm considerably poor, and with a debt from my undergrad days, too.”
She shifted her weight from one side to the other, while she held her arms
crossed. “All right, we're getting personal, Gregory, so what do  you do for a
living?”

I smiled knowing this was going to blow her mind. “Well, until a few
months ago, I was living out of my car, but I've had a recent stroke of good for-
tune, so  now I'm a screenwriter, having sold a screenplay to an independent
production company, and they hired me as a producer, and I'm under consider-
ation for one of the lead roles.”

Her face exploded in true surprise. “Wow, from living in a car to a pro
in the movie business. I'll bet it was a shock.”

I moved toward the bedroom door and out to the living room. “Well, I
don't know about  shock. Maybe it's hit me so I'm calm about it because I'm
numb.” I continued walking through the living room and outside to grab my
beer on the chair and Esperanza followed a few feet behind. “Whatever it is,
my life has changed a lot, so I now have a huge problem.” She stepped outside
with me, away from the door on the open side of the chair. “I'll have to be
working long hours at times, maybe even gone overnight or a couple nights in
a row.” I looked at her and she glanced inside my apartment. She was getting
it, where I was going with this. “I won't be able to take care of him, so I need
someone I can trust who will feed him three or four or five times a day while
I'm gone. He knows where the water is and he's adjusting to the litter box, but
he has to be fed a little every time. If a large amount of food sits in his bowl
too long, he won't eat it, so he won't eat at all.”

“And you need someone to feed him when you're gone?”
“I will pay the person, too, fifty dollars a day, even if it's a partial day,

like at night, overnight, and into the morning. Then I'd pay for two days.”
Esperanza's expression displayed both frustration and hurt. “Sometimes

I have to be gone for long times, so if you're asking me, it would be really hard
for me to check on him and feed him five times a day.”

“Well, you wouldn't have to feed him five times a day on any day, Es-
peranza,  and not even on a schedule.  He's quite adaptable and has been all
along. I've fed him in the morning, gone all day and fed him when I got home
and fed him once more later in the evening. Two or three times a day and he's
satisfied. He's even gone entire days without eating, but I don't want it to hap-
pen often.”  She was sizing it  up now and I  took a  gulp of  beer.  “I  know,
though, there are going to be days when I'm away, I'm stuck working on this
movie project and I can't be here. I have to be somewhere else.”

“It would be hard to bring it all to my apartment.”
“I wouldn't want you to do it. Little Boy wouldn't take well to such dis-

ruption. I have an extra key and you check on him, feed him, and lock it up.
Then I know he's being cared for and he'll know it too.”

“You would give me the key to your apartment?” She was in shock.
“You just met me, Gregory!”

“You  saw my  apartment.  There's  nothing  worth  stealing  except  my



computer and I take it with me wherever I go.”
Esperanza glanced into the apartment. “You live a spartan life.”
“If you'll do this for me, it  may only be for a few weeks. If I get the

part, once the movie starts shooting, I'll be in a trailer on set and I'm taking Lit-
tle Boy with me, and they're talking about shooting in six weeks or less.”

“That would be when the semester starts up again. Once school starts,
my schedule gets hectic.”

I leaned against the wall of the apartment building next to the door. “I
may need someone to  feed and check him tomorrow night  and Wednesday
morning, so if you don't have any plans, you could do it as a kind of dry run
and I'll pay you the hundred in advance. If not, I'll cancel. I can get out of it,
but I would only need someone two, maybe three times a week at most, and
I'm not asking much for fifty dollars a day and he's right down the hall.”

Esperanza smiled. “You're too trusting, Gregory. It could get you into
trouble around here.”

I smiled and gazed into her eyes. “But I only offered it to you, because I
knew when you came up and immediately stroked his back, you had a kind
heart, and it's what I believe. You have a kind heart, Esperanza.”

She dropped her head, looked away briefly, then locked back onto my
eyes. “You know, Gregory, if you had only shook my hand,” she paused and
laughed lightly, “I probably wouldn't even consider it,  but your hug was so
nice.” She paused to look at me severely. “You didn't try to grope or fondle me,
like some men will do.” Her face lightened.  “You held me against you and
rubbed my back. You don't do it, do you?”

I smiled a little  deviously. “It's  not like the thought didn't  cross my
mind. I am a man you know, but I wouldn't consider it for one very important
reason. I wasn't invited.”

Esperanza laughed. “I would have to invite you?”
“When I was younger, Esperanza, I would sometimes extend my own

invitation, crash the party so to speak, maybe get escorted off the property. But
I like to think I gained a little wisdom through the years, so I always require an
invitation now, because it's never worthwhile to me without it. When I am in-
vited, I know at this point it means something to her, too.” I looked over to her
to gauge her understanding.

She looked at me thoughtfully, appreciatively. “You have an interesting
philosophical slant, don't you, Gregory?”

“From years of experience trying to understand both myself and every-
one around me.”

“I'll bet you're a pretty decent screenwriter.”
“I like to think I hold my own.”
Esperanza looked out  over  the balcony.  “When do we start  this  dry

run?”
I took a deep breath, knowing I was there. “Tomorrow, I'll feed Little

Boy in the early morning, then he'll want a feeding at, say, around noon or a lit-
tle  earlier,  late afternoon about  five,  and late at  night,  eight or nine.  Then,
Wednesday, in the morning, noon, and five, and I'll be back to feed him late at



night. How's that?”
“And you'll pay me in advance?”
“Hold on.” I walked into the apartment for my cash and one of the

apartment keys I had made. I stepped back outside and handed Esperanza both.
“I'll pay you now and here's the key.”

Esperanza smiled as she took both. “Okay, I'll do it, but only for the
cute, little adorable old man in there,” and she paused for effect, “not for the
one out here. I wouldn't want him to get the mistaken idea I was inviting him.”

I smiled wide. I liked Esperanza. She could play. “Nope, not for  that
old man. Heck, he's older than your father.” Esperanza laughed and bent over.
“Let me get you my cell number in case there's an emergency or something.”

“Okay.”
I stepped back inside, found some paper and wrote down my cell num-

ber. I handed the paper to her. “Call me if there's anything. I really love the lit-
tle guy in there. I'll drop most anything if he needs me.”

Esperanza took the paper with her free hand and stuffed it in the pocket
of her shorts. “Thanks. I'll keep this handy.”

“Wanna beer?”
Esperanza shook her head. “No, I have some things I need to do.” She

took a step away but turned to face me. “I thought I'd come down here and
meet this crazy looking old man with his cat and I'm glad I did.” She looked
away. “I think I'm gonna like having you live here so close.” She turned back
to me and smiled. “As they say, it was nice meeting you, Gregory.”

I smiled widely in return. “It was nice meeting you, too, Esperanza, and
thank you, again, for helping me.”

She looked wide-eyed at me. “They say in my culture, 'de nada.' It's
nothing, but it's not nothing to me. I think I'm going to enjoy it.” She glanced
to her side, back to me, flashed a smile and as she turned to walk toward her
apartment, she waved like earlier, a little flap of a wave which seemed to sig-
nify so much more.

I let her walk a few steps, almost reaching her door. “He's gonna love
you for doing this.” She turned smiling as she unlocked her door. “I hope you
can handle his absence when I have to take him away from you.” I smiled big
and wide.

“I have your phone number,” she teased with a big smile of her own. “I
can find him when I have to.” I tipped my beer and she disappeared into her
apartment and closed the door.

People have run into me—who have heard or read about me—so I am
frequently asked the same question, “How do you  meet these people?” They
mean the folks in my life whom I meet so casually at first but end up playing
such pivotal roles, no matter how small. It's not like I plan it. I didn't plan our
first daughter. I did so well with it I didn't plan our second daughter either.
Right after the wife asked me, “I know you want a son, so we can work on it or
I can have my tubes tied and the state pays for it. It costs us nothing.” A Medic-
aid gambit to keep the growth rate of the poor to something below the propaga-
tion of rabbits. I planned this one. “Let's go for the tube tying. We've got our



hands full now, don't you think?” So, my planning, my thinking, ensures she'll
never have children again, but now I'm divorced? Typical of the extent of my
planning ability. All I know is I meet them all for a reason. I may not know the
reason. I may never know the reason, but it doesn't mean there isn't a reason.
There is no such thing as coincidence. There is always a reason for everything.
Esperanza living six doors down, almost running into me, and seeing me with
Little Boy, my joke about her lack of a purse, and her walking down to stroke
the cat, well, it all seems likely as a reason to secure a cat sitter so I could
spend time with Serena. It seemed this way to me too. I told you she was smart
and it would lead to other things, but I'm getting ahead of myself.

Other than cruising down the street a block or two for a meal, the last
thing I needed to do was remove the beard. Out came the trimmer and the
beard was soon stubble. Out came a razor and delicately, fastidiously,  slowly
the stubble was reduced to nothing but face. When I shave I go back and forth
over my face, deliberately against the grain, so when I rub my face I can't feel
any stubble at all. I don't have to do it this way. Most guys don't. Doing it this
way, though, means I don't shave for four or five days. After five days the stub-
ble on my face is another man's typical result after one day.

Before  I  left  the  next  morning I  knocked  on Esperanza's  apartment
door. I told her I left her a note on the kitchen counter which would help with
taking care of Little Boy. She asked when I would be back tomorrow. I said I
wasn't sure but I anticipated some time after five. She asked me to wait and
stepped  back  inside.  A half-minute  later  she  re-appeared  at  her  door  and
handed me a paper. It was her phone number. She asked me to call her when I
did know I would be home. She looked away. “So I won't have to worry about
you, okay?” I promised I would call her to check on Little Boy, “and maybe
ask how you're doing, too, if it's not prying.” She smiled.

When I arrived at John's office a few minutes before nine he was wait-
ing and he was excited. Carey Lunquist had signed on as director and was to
meet with us for lunch, Serena, John and me. “He said he absolutely  had to
meet you because he won't accept someone can write a screenplay like yours
and not get noticed for almost sixty years. He said he can't  believe someone
could keep a huge talent like yours hidden so no one recognizes it.”

“I see you're in a jolly mood today, John.”
“Aren't you excited? We've got a first-class director who thinks you're a

first-class screenwriter!”
“Don't let me burst your bubble, John, but this is all new to me, every

bit of it, so excuse me when I try to keep an even keel, not too high or low.”
“You spoil everything by being too philosophical, you know that, Gre-

gory?” He broke out his big smile, reached behind my neck and rubbed it en-
thusiastically.

“I am looking forward to lunch, though.” I smiled wickedly.
“Yeah, I know you are and I know why.” 
“Listen, I haven't seen her smile in almost a week. I'm having more se-

vere withdrawal from not seeing her smile than from not smoking cigarettes!”
“I don't know what it is with you two. I think sometimes you act like



teenage lovebirds.” John's smile was warm.
“Yeah, but she's a married teenage lovebird.” I wanted to dismiss this

quickly and pulled out a thumb drive. “Let's get the rewrites printed.”
John pulled it up and printed out fifty copies. I suggested to copy the

file should he need more copies, and he did. “Come on,” he said, standing from
his chair. “You need to meet everyone. They all certainly want to meet you.”

What a staff John had collected, nearly twenty full- and part-time. Man,
making a movie is like a medium-size start-up company. I met all the producers
from the Saturday meeting. Gloria was quite the looker, a pint-size flavor of a
woman with the features to match in perfect proportion, well-toned on any bit
of  it  visible,  a  commanding  presence  despite  her  petite appearance,  smart,
charming, witty, with verbal and reasoning skills which could crush me, and
once she got a look at me, I knew she was far from impressed. Still, she gave
me considerable praise for my screenplay and I remained humble and subdued.
I figured if I got on her bad side I was in for a battle I would probably lose.

Gary was last and as John and I walked into his office, which he would
share with me temporarily, John made a comment about my beard missing.
“Why did you shave it off?”

“Serena wanted to see my face. I wanted to see her face, without all the
make-up. We made a deal, so she did hers and I've done this.”

“I thought Serena had something to do with it.”
“Cumon, John. I can grow it back. It'll only take two or three months.”
“No,  I  like it.  You look five years  younger  and you already looked

young for your age.”
Gary thought out loud. “There's something to consider, John. If we go

with Gregory in the Gustavo role, the scenes he would be playing before Oc-
tavio is killed, he could do them without the beard. He would look younger.”

“Good idea, Gary. We'll discuss it at the next meeting, after the screen
test.”

“Before you get too excited, John, you better have me start growing the
beard and consider changes for shooting, because if you want to wait for me to
grow it during the shoot, you're gonna be waiting a long while.”

“How long was it before you shaved it off?”
“Three months.”
“Three months!?” John asked, incredulous, his eyebrows lifted to the

ceiling. “It took three months to grow?”
“Told ya,” I shrugged and moved to the other computer set up in the

room. “This mine?” I asked Gary.
“It is.”
It was an Apple, a desktop version of the Mac. I turned it on while both

told me what they expected me to use it for, mostly for email and internet. The
word processor I would never use and told them so, same with the music. I
wasn't an iTunes fan. John said they had a large library of music on the server.
I reminded John playing music wasn't exactly working. The best application,
though, was for the dailies. Those could be loaded onto the server, actually
multiple  servers,  and those with authorization could watch the dailies from



each day's shooting. I thought it was cool.
John looked at me slyly. “That's how we'll  judge your screen test. It'll

be loaded on the server and we'll know if you cut the mustard before the day is
over Thursday.”

“Nuthin' like pressure. Do you have a group email list for me, John? I'd
like to create a new email account just for this project.”

“Sure. Why don't I send out an email to everyone including you and ad-
vise them you are creating a new email account to use for this project and once
you reply to everyone with your new email address they should use the new
one from now on so make a note of it.”

“Sounds great.” I liked John a lot. He could think on his feet and get
things done quickly.

“Switching gears, Gregory, Gary has a copy of the budget finances, so
we can get started on it.” John moved to close the door.

“Sure.” I sat looking at the screen. Instead of taking the finance copies,
I turned to John.  “What about I.T.? Who takes care of the computers, network,
security, the like?”

John advised they used an outside contractor. They didn't have the de-
sire to do it in-house. Except for a current production in progress, the office
was usually bare bones, staff and everything. I told him he and I were going to
have  a  discussion  about  security  but  I  would  prefer  to  have  it  at  a  more
leisurely time. It's nothing pressing I tried to assure him. I could tell by the ex-
pressions  on  both  faces  they  had  concerns  about  my  bringing  it  up.  “I've
worked off and on, mostly on, in the computer biz for almost forty years, gen-
tlemen. I know the strengths and weaknesses of almost any computer, network
and the security which goes with it. If I may ask, what is your single biggest
outside problem in the entertainment business?”

John thought a moment. “Piracy.”
“I have some theories about it and we'll talk later.”
The three of us spent an hour going over the budget and its breakdown.

The first thing I realized about my position as finance producer was I would
know what everyone connected to this movie would earn, every dime of it.
Cool. Gary started to show me the accounting software they used, especially
how to produce various reports, with screen previews, the like. It would be a
learning process but I  knew I would master it  soon enough. While  he was
showing me variations for a report  with budget breakdowns based on cate-
gories,  John  stepped  back  in  the  office.  “Somebody's  here  to  see  you,
Gregory,” John said with a teasing smile. He stepped back and Serena marched
in,  full  of her  usual self-assurance,  the look on her  face which announced,
“Darling, step aside, please. You're in my way.” The dress she wore was high
class, alluring, cut down the neck with breasts pushed high like an offering,
dropping to mid-thigh and her legs fell out of it bare and sexy. The heels she
wore, two inches at least,  gave her legs such tone it made me wonder how
those would feel wrapped around my hips squeezing hard. I didn't know this
answer yet.

She played it to the hilt, greeting Gary nonchalantly, took one look at



me as I sat calmly in my chair, smiling at her, and she screamed, “Oh my God!
There's your face! I can see your face!” Her face went from shock to surprise
to sexy pleasure in two seconds.

“I told you I would shave it off.” No big deal.
She walked to my chair, rested her left hand on the arm, and leaned for-

ward. “I want to feel your face.” She lifted her right hand and gently rubbed
over my left cheek. I looked in her eyes while she watched her hand slide.
When our eyes met she smiled big and full. “How do you keep it so smooth?”

“Oh, this?” I rubbed my other cheek. “My beard grows like they work
in Europe, except more so. It takes frequent siestas.” They all laughed.

Serena leaned back, lifted her hand from the chair and took a step back
while John came around her side. “By the way, these are for you.” He handed
me a bunch of phone memos. I noticed immediately they were all from media.

I looked up at John. “These people all want to talk to me?” I watched
him nod. “Fuck, it's starting already? They already know about me?”

“It's what marketing's for. They get the word out.”
“Geez, John, I didn't think it would start this soon.”
Gary said, “Welcome to show biz.”
“What do I have to talk about? I don't want to talk about anything per-

sonal, my history, only the project, the movie, so what do I have to talk about
and what can I avoid? I'm not looking forward to this, if you missed it.”

“Comes with the territory, Gregory. Like Gary said, 'Welcome to show
biz.'” I glanced to Gary and he raised his eyebrows high. “We'll go over it this
afternoon and the list and I'll give you some pointers about what to say, what to
avoid, and clue you in on most of these people.”

“You have to play with them a little, Gregory,” Serena said. “Give a lit-
tle and they give you a little. Play nice with them, they play nice with you.”

“All right.” I set the stack on the side of the desk and turned to Serena.
“You look great, as usual, but your face is in hiding.”

“I have to look my best today. We'll be out in the public and there will
be media people all over.”

John interrupted.  “You  may  have  to  meet  some while  we're  having
lunch, Gregory. Be polite and don't answer questions. Refer them to my office
where you can contact them later. Talking with media is part of the business,
and as you like to say, business is business, so keep it business-like.” John
glanced at his watch. It was eleven. He turned to Serena. “We should be leav-
ing soon. Carey will meet us there.” He turned to me. “Are you ready?”

“Ready.” I stood up and looked to Gary. “Get up. I haven't hugged you
yet.” Gary stood and I gave him a nice, big hug.

“Yeah, you give a good hug, Gregory. You're getting a reputation.”
“The people hugger, not a tree hugger, though I like trees and forest.

Much better than clear-cut.”
We rode to lunch in Serena's limo and once we arrived at the restaurant,

the madness began, what I call the show biz shuffle. Carey was already at the
table, sipping a gin and tonic, but it had already started. John acknowledged
someone, Serena acknowledged someone, Carey acknowledged someone, Ser-



ena's phone rang and she talked a while, John's phone rang and he talked a
while, Carey's phone rang and he talked a while, all of their phones rang and
they would all say, “I can't talk right now. I'll call you back soon.” Somebody
asked me who I was. “Me? I'm a visitor, here temporarily.” It didn't seem to
end and there was no discussion all of us could attend the whole time we were
at the restaurant, but at least I wasn't bombarded, and my phone rang and it was
Lily Morris from Entertainment News.

“Who?” She repeated. “Lily Morris from Entertainment News?” John
was sitting to my right and he grabbed my right arm holding the phone.

“Ask her to hold.”
“Lily, would you hold for a moment, please?” When she confirmed I

put my hand over the phone.
“Tell her you can't talk right now,” John advised. “Be apologetic and

offer to call her back this afternoon and you'd love to talk with her then.”
I did as suggested, improvising a little, and hung up. I looked at John.

“How did Entertainment News get my private cell number, John?”
It didn't faze him at all. “Sometimes, people make mistakes. When you

call her back this afternoon, use our phones, and ask her politely to only con-
tact you through my office. Be gracious, nice, courteous, and you will always
take her call at the office.”

I looked to Carey, watching me intently, no doubt gauging how I would
handle stuff like this and what kind of mettle I had. “You know, it was great
meeting  you,  Carey,  and  finally  being  able  to  have  a  conversation  with
you...and the other thousand people in attendance, not to mention those calling
in from distances the world over, no doubt.” I glanced to Serena,  who was
speaking on the phone and ignoring me. I knew I had a look of mild disgust.

Carey broke it,  though, looking to John. “You were right, John.” He
laughed. “He's got a great sense of humor, even dark, I would say.”

“I have heard Gregory claim he can find humor in anything.”
“Yeah, it's downright hilarious.” I caught Carey's gaze and added,  “I

don't know how you can...” and I stopped myself from saying “fucking” be-
cause I didn't want to be overheard, “deal with it.”

Serena pulled her phone away from her face. “Practice, Gregory. We
practice.”

“Well, you've got it down.”
I can't speak for the others, but my lunch, a salad and water, was un-

spectacular for the restaurant in which we sat. I looked at the menu. I saw the
prices  they  were  charging  for  these  meals.  I  thought  I  should  be  in  taste
heaven, and the salad and vinaigrette I ordered were  nice, but I myself had
tasted better for a lot cheaper. Money doesn't always buy taste. Don't fool your-
self.

Carey and I had a few chances to talk. He mentioned someone had told
him about my contention “the story is king,” and he agreed with it completely.
He liked how the story unfolded, first  at  the dock in New England, with a
flashback to 1880's Mexico, and he recognized easily the device I used most
effectively to forge a bond with the audience and the characters. “You use hu-



mor, and you use it well.” He advised me the screen test would be Thursday
morning at the studio already under contract and he was looking forward to it.
“I know Serena thinks you're Gustavo. I couldn't agree with her more. Let's
hope the camera agrees, too.” No talk about nude scenes. Not the appropriate
place I concluded. Just as well. I didn't want to talk about it anyway.

Serena was not coming to the office when we returned, but she asked
John if she could have a moment with me before she left. She had, guess what,
interviews scheduled for the rest of the day. “How's your friend?”

“Well. He's assimilating. He has some people helping him for the time
being, keeping an eye on him. He's good.”

“So we're on for tonight?” I had called her the night before, eleven-
thirty as promised, and we had gone through a little phone sex routine, but I
couldn't tell her whether I could make it or not. I had to stop at Esperanza's
apartment before I felt comfortable about the arrangement.

“We're on and I'm looking forward to it.”
Her demeanor turned business-like. “We'll have dinner at seven. There

will be some movie people who all want to meet you but I couldn't promise
them. Now they will but only Will and Katherine are staying overnight.”

“So I get one of the good bedrooms?”
“You do.”
“I'll have to leave before five to make it by seven.”
“Good.” She put her arms around me so we could hug sitting. Her face

moved toward me and she kissed my cheek. “It feels good, kissing your face
for a change.”

Our heads leaned away from each other and I glanced around her eyes.
“I  will appreciate it if you leave the face you have on now in your bathroom
before you visit me tonight.”

“I will,” she responded obediently.
The rest of the afternoon concerned media. As for the finances I could

take a copy of the reports and study them at my leisure. Neither John nor Gary
expected me to get up to speed for a week or more. John gave me a “script”
they were using for the media to describe the movie and the progress of the
project, including who was already involved. Not everyone was listed but John
said to stick to the script and I'd be all right. He advised I would have to wing
it on my personal and could skip it should I want. “Here's what we have for the
media as your bio,” and he gave me a copy of what they had assembled based
on what I had told them. It was funny, about three short paragraphs. I was
missing the peace and quiet, the privacy, the obscurity, of my former existence.
I wondered if I would ever get it back, get  my life back, as I recalled telling
Serena during my little parable. I can handle this, I told John. I know how to be
polite. I won't get rolled over. We went over the list of media people wanting to
talk with me, which had grown some over lunch, and he set the priority. John
escorted me into a small unoccupied office to use while I did all this talking,
and gave me his last bit of advice. “Finish your last interview by three-thirty,
call all the rest and apologize for not being able to talk with them at length but
you will call them and do so before the week's up. Tell them you're busy with



the screen test and a number of other things but it will be clear soon. You can
dangle the fact that when you do call them back, you'll know whether you're
cast  or not.  Be polite and courteous and they'll  understand. Finish by four-
thirty, if you want to make it to Serena's by seven.”

I ran through them as quickly as I could. Some were brief, two minutes
or a little more, one was twenty minutes, mostly me avoiding personal stuff. At
one point the woman asked if I had anything to hide since I was obviously re-
fusing to talk about my personal life.

“You mean, am I a convicted felon?”
“Are you?”
“I haven't been convicted yet.”
John opened the door quietly, listened to my replies, smiled with some

admiration at how I was responding, and waited until I hung up. As soon as the
phone hit the cradle, John was a bundle of excitement. “I spoke with Evelyn
Morewood, producer at one of the local talk shows, and she was so impressed
with her conversation with you, she called me immediately and wants you on
the show. Do you remember talking with Evelyn?”

“Sure. I think they're all going well.”
“We're gonna get you on next week. The whole town can meet you.”
“Go for it. I'm ready. Bring it.”
John started to close the door but looked at me with skepticism. “And

you keep saying you've never done this before. That's such a crock!”
“John! You're gonna find, sooner or later, my winging it is the equiva-

lent of most people's five to ten years of experience. You'll be a believer then.”
I held up the stack left. “Now, if you'll excuse me, you're holding up the show.”

John closed the door, moaning, “I have unleashed a monster.”
When it was four-thirty I had completed about half the list and con-

tacted all the rest, though some I could only leave a message, and I had com-
pleted my first  media blitz. I grabbed the stuff from John, packed it in the
backpack, planning to work on my bio to have it ready so I could avoid per-
sonal questions, simply advising the interviewer my pertinent personal info is
on my official bio and I won't answer questions which deviate into a back-
ground check.

Serena's dinner was world class as I expected. Her dinner companions,
besides me, included Will and Katherine, a producer friend and her husband, a
director who had worked previously with Serena and his wife, a screenwriter
and his wife, and Serena's publicist, a woman who came stag. I kidded with her
about it and she, initially, had no idea how to handle it. Serena didn't help her,
since Serena's consistent looks were of shock or stunned incredulity. Hey, I can
pretend to hit up on anybody, Serena. Put an end to your marriage and I'll put
an end to the game called keeping up appearances.

My afternoon deflecting the media skepticism about me with the grace
and dignity of a show biz pro with years, decades, of experience, set me on
fire. The screenwriter had read a copy of my screenplay and was thoroughly
impressed. “How long did it take to write it?” he asked. “Six days,” I replied
and his jaw dropped. Thus began my speech about belief in me, specifically,



and what it meant when one should believe in me  so little their expectations
are blown away. Blown away on the screenplay. Check. To be blown away on
my role as finance producer. Another check. I'll land the part of Gustavo, I pre-
dicted, and blow away the entire world's expectations.  Check. And the cards
I'm holding once the movie is ready to roll out in theaters? I know what you'll
do because I know what every independent does. I'll call your bluff, show my
hand, because I know what  I'm holding and I know what you're holding, and
when you see my cards, you'll fold. Another check. Serena asked what it could
possibly be. I told her in business, like poker, you never show your hand until
the time is right. I'll never show my hand until then, but I already know it's a
winner. I had stepped into a show of bravado uncharacteristic of me, I was lay-
ing out all the checks where I would blow away people's expectations of me
and expose how little they believed in me.

“Frankly, what I have learned in my six decades of experience on this
big blue spaceship hurtling through the galaxy, is when people believe in me
so little that I consistently blow away their expectations, I come to realize they
don't deserve to have me around, and I have to walk away from them, walk
away from their endeavors because they are now pointless to me. Either be-
lieve in me fully and completely or do it yourself, by yourself. You don't de-
serve my help or my presence, since there are many other things for me to ac-
complish in this world and I can do it without your participation. Should you
wish to participate, you'll be welcome, and we'll partner, to an extent. Ulti-
mately, though, you'll participate to a level I choose. It is, after all, something I
am compelled to accomplish. It's my ass on the line, not yours.”

Esperanza called frantic. “He's walking around crying and I don't know
what to do!”

We had all risen from the table to move to the Great Room, so I walked
ahead of  everyone and told  Serena,  “I  have  to  take  this  call.  I'm sorry.”  I
watched her nod and I walked into the indoor pool room. “He's looking for me,
Esperanza, but you and I know I'm not there. This is what you do. Come up to
him gently, don't startle him, and stroke him, stroke his head and his body. If he
calms enough and will let you, you can pick him up and hold him. But most
important, he wants to know he's not alone.”

Esperanza spoke much calmer. “Okay, he's stopped crying. He likes be-
ing stroked. It did the trick, but,” she paused for a moment, “what's going to
happen to him tonight? He's going to be so scared because no one is here for
him.” I wasn't sure about Esperanza. She sounded like she was losing it, but I
had to consider Little Boy hadn't been alone, away from some human being in
a confined area for years. There had always been someone.

I sighed and let out a deep breath. “What do you suggest? Let me tell
you before you answer I think he will survive the night, but what do you want
to do?”

Esperanza sounded almost in tears. “I don't want him to be alone, Gre-
gory.”

“What do you want to do, Esperanza?”
“I want to bring him to my apartment.”



“It's too much trouble for you.”
“I want to do it for  him, Gregory. He's such a good little boy, he de-

serves better!”
“All right, Esperanza, I owe you and I apologize for ever getting you

involved.”
“I did it for him, Gregory!” Esperanza exclaimed, with something of a

temper, but in a few moments, she said, “I did it for you, too. I'm sorry.”
“It's okay.” I followed in a jesting manner,  “I think you love the little

guy.” Finally, she laughed. “Get his heating pad, water bowl and the litter box.
That's all you'll need, though he may whine at you because you put his heating
pad on the floor and not on your bed.”

Esperanza laughed again. “You don't sleep with him, do you?”
“Once I trained him to stop walking all over me, we reached a mutual

consensus.”
“I'll do it after his late feeding and bring him over to my apartment.”
“Take him back in the morning. He'll be fine.”
“Okay. Thanks for helping me. I didn't know what to do.”
I laughed. “I have to thank you, Esperanza, but I knew you had a kind

heart. I'm a good judge of human beings, and you're a warm-hearted one.”
“Thank you, Gregory. Call me tomorrow when I can expect you.”
“I will. Thank you for being there for the little guy. He's going to fall in

love with you.”
Esperanza laughed and said goodbye and I hung up. I turned and Ser-

ena stood ten feet away.
With as innocent an expression as she could generate, Serena asked,

“Who is Esperanza?”
I scrambled without appearing desperate or caught. “She's one of the

helpers and she was very concerned about my friend. My friend was originally
from India, but after he was brought here, he was abandoned, years and years
ago, and he doesn't trust anyone except me. I met him in Oregon and I brought
him here with me to West Hollywood and he has some adjusting to do.” Serena
asked if I was bi-sexual. “Normally, I would say if you want to know my sex-
ual preference, you have to make it your business, so I would ask, 'do you want
to fuck me?' I already know your answer, but I could ask you if you're bi-sex-
ual.” I think it's none of your business, Serena said. Good answer, I said, so
let's keep it there. I don't care whether you are or not, she said. I said, bi-sexu-
ality is the sexual preference of convenience, or perhaps of casual experimen-
tation, but mostly convenience. Hey, no one from the gender I usually fuck is
available. I'll fuck that guy over there. He wants it.

Serena did not want to pursue this line of conversation. “Do you want
me to visit you tonight?”

“Yes.”
“Then be nice to me. I want to visit you, too, but not if you're going to

make me feel unwelcome.”
Serena led the way back to the Great Room. There was a good deal of

conversation about movie making and media and stories and more, but most



were not memorable to me, and I was generally quiet. I was concerned about
two cats. One was a real one, having some trouble adjusting to his adopted par-
ent being away. The other was a human and she was as troubling, and more
complicated as humans tend to be. I was reminded of my tendency, once I was
fucking someone: I thought I could fuck anyone. I would flirt with them all and
it would end in disaster. I might fuck somebody else, but the first one would
move on. I think the term for this behavior would be philandering. I wondered
when Serena would figure it out.

Serena came to my bedroom at night, wearing blue and white pajamas
and nothing underneath. I had occasion to view the few square inches of her
body I had neither seen in pictures or up close and personal. The sight  was
quite  beautiful  but  I  complained  about  the  nightlight.  Her  whole  house  is
rigged with nightlights,  and every bedroom has at  least  one and all  have a
switch for on and off. Serena actually offered to wait as she was and I could
turn on the bedroom light for a better view, but I dismissed it. I'm in the mood
to proceed and you're in the right position. We both reached orgasm again—an-
other excellent parcheesi entanglement, though a winner escapes me—and I
trudged off to the  adjoining  bathroom for her warm washcloth. Long before
daylight she left for her bedroom.

I was up at seven and showered immediately. I walked out to the dining
room and joined Serena, who had already been up nearly two hours. “You're
sleeping your life away.” I nodded and gulped some coffee. “What's the mat-
ter?”

“I'm thinking about the rehearsing and screen test,” I lied. I was think-
ing about philandering, the deja vu. “I want to get it done, have it be over.”

“You'll be fine,” Serena tried to reassure me. “You didn't call any of the
doctors yesterday.”

“I'll do it this morning.”
“Are you going to stay here all day?”
“I have to pick up my glasses, so it depends on how late they're open.

You have some more interviews this afternoon, don't you?”
“Yes. I'll leave about one and won't be back until late in the evening.” I

could tell she wasn't looking forward to it. “Let's rehearse after you make those
calls. You won't need a lot will you?”

“We'll read it together a time or two and go with it.”
“Sounds good,”  Serena agreed and stood. “Have some breakfast. I'm

going to prepare for my day.”
Serena had yet to put on her make-up, so she looked divine to me, like

an Aztec princess. “You're going to put the mask back on, aren't you?”
“I have to, Gregory. I'm still a spokesperson for a make-up company.”
I shrugged my shoulders. “I suppose it wouldn't look good to shill for a

company whose products you never use.”
With a regal bearing,  Serena walked out of the dining room, stating

“No, it would not.” She relaxed and flung her head back to catch my gaze,
flashed a big smile and winked. I laughed.

After breakfast I called the optometrist office. They would be open until



eight.  My  only  concern  was  avoiding  rush  hour  and  the  inevitable  crawl.
Maybe I'll leave shortly after Serena. The dentist had times open for the fol-
lowing week. I chose the latest Friday. If I had to be drilled, I wanted time to
recover.  I  couldn't  make  an  appointment  this  week.  I  expected  to  be  busy
rolling with the movie through Saturday and I figured I would be flying to
Spain this weekend, should the screen test turn out the way I anticipated. The
doctor stepped down my meds. I expected it. My psych lady had one of the
sexiest voices I ever heard from a doctor. “So what do you want to talk about?”

“Generally how fucked up I am. We could stick to this arena and you
could run up a sizable tab, I would imagine.”

“You think you're that fucked up?”
“Why don't we get through the first session and you decide. Deal?”
“Deal.”
Her office wasn't far from John's office so she offered to meet me later

than her usual hours. “How's six Thursday next week work for you?”
“We've got a date, doctor. What should I wear on our first date?”
“Clothes would be nice.”
“Oh, so you're not one of those  daring psych doctors, more from the

traditional, staid branch.”
I heard her laugh. She even had a sexy laugh. “See you next Thursday

at six.”
I called Esperanza. I thought she would like to hear from me early after

her little scare from the night before. “How's Little Boy doing?”
“He's doing very well.” She sounded quite calm, much better than the

last time. “He seems content. He's a good little cat. He follows me around in
my apartment.”

“You didn't move him back?”
“No. He was doing so well this morning and I don't mind. When will

you be back?”
“I'll be back in time to feed him around five.”
“That  early?”  She  almost  sounded  disappointed.  “Well,  stop  at  my

place and get him from here. You can see how well he's doing.” She paused
and I waited. “Maybe he won't want to leave.” She laughed at the thought.

“You're at a disadvantage, Esperanza. He's been neutered so he has no
drive to follow around behind females.”

“Is that so? You don't follow around behind females, do you, Gregory?”
“No way,” I lied. “I had it removed years ago, three-for-one deal.”
“Three-for-one deal?”
“I wasn't using that part of my anatomy, so when the surgeon came in to

prep me, he told me today he was offering three for one. 'I'm going to have you
open anyway. What else would you like to lose?' I thought about it. 'Why don't
you go for my ego and libido while you're at it? I don't use those either.'”

Esperanza's  laugh was long and full.  When she gathered herself  she
said, “I don't think I'm buying that one, Gregory.”

“For some reason, nobody ever does. I'll  see you before five. Thank
you, Esperanza.”



“You're very welcome.”
The rehearsing revealed a very important aspect I  knew would be a

continuing feature of the movie shoot. Serena frequently struggled with some
English words, occasionally struggled with the sentences for the right inflec-
tion and emphasis. I bit my tongue though not very hard. I knew this was a
woman who had managed to move high in the Anglo world but she had never
felt  comfortable,  happy  or  completely  accepted  in  it.  She  was  only  a
spokesperson for the make-up company for their Spanish speaking market, and
it's where Serena felt comfortable, happy and completely accepted, and now in
the French speaking market. I had already heard several friends and acquain-
tances state how happy Serena seemed since she married the French business
baron. Her personal life had swung so out of the Anglo world she seemed
much more happy to everyone. Even the director's wife, last night, said, “I'm
so happy for you Serena. You seem so much more alive and happy and content
since your daughter was born and you married. Marriage life agrees with you.”
The director's wife laughed as did everyone else. Serena forced a laugh. I could
tell because it wasn't the deep, bellowing kind. I smiled politely. What a crock.

When she messed up the lines, Serena was apologetic and wanted to do
it again right away. “Cumon, I'm sorry. Let's do it again! I'll get it!” At times
she was so eager and anxious, I stepped to her and put my arms around her.
“Slow down.  Take your  time and relax.  We've  got  plenty  of  time.” Serena
would be so high-strung but every time I did it I could feel her relax in my
arms. I figured I was going to do something like this frequently on the set with
her if I portrayed Gustavo. I wondered how Carey was going to deal with it.

I left Serena's house about a half-hour after she left. I hugged her before
she left and told her I would call her tonight.

She leaned to my ear while we hugged. “More phone sex?”
“Eleven-thirty it is.”
I hugged Katherine and Will and picked up my glasses a couple hours

later. I selected a case but I wore them out of the store. I could see everything
so much clearer, even at far distances. They were bi-focals, with reading mag-
nification at the bottom. I thought I should wear them all the time. I selected a
frame which was more suited to my face and my style,  a small  and round
frame similar to what John Lennon wore. They weren't large by any stretch but
I knew as I was trying them on the week before they would stick out on the
sides because my eyes are close-set on my face. I couldn't do anything about it,
but the glasses did make me look...professorial. This was going to be my new
look. I'd get used to it a lot easier than others.

Esperanza suggested, for next time, we should move Little Boy into her
apartment.  She would care for him there and had no reservations about his
messing up her apartment during the time she would have to be away. I told
her I didn't know what to say, other than I felt I was putting her out and I didn't
want to feel that. I thought Little Boy could be cared for in my apartment and
he and I wouldn't be putting much of a burden on her.

“It's not a burden, Gregory, and you're not putting me out.” She reached
to me as  I  stood a  couple  feet  away and placed her  hand on my forearm.



“Know why?”
“No, I really don't,” I said, standing as  immobile as possible because

her hand felt so warm and reassuring on my arm.
“Because you said I was a warm-hearted human. I want to be but some-

times I don't think I am. When you asked me to do this and I had trouble last
night, after it was all over and he was calm in my apartment, I slept well, be-
cause I was thinking I really had done something for someone warm-hearted.”

“I'll never be able to pay you back, Esperanza.”
She patted my arm. “That's not how it works, Gregory.” She lifted her

hand from my arm and I brought Little Boy back to his other home. Esperanza
followed us and waited until the little guy got situated, said, “Goodbye,” and
walked back to her apartment.

Phone sex with Serena this time reached the crescendo I had been hop-
ing for. She wasn't going to do any of this for me. I wouldn't be saving it for
her, but she didn't have to save any of it for me. She had plenty. It's another
physical difference between the genders. The first time was a bit awkward and
she felt uncomfortable, perhaps a bit embarrassed, but not this time. She lis-
tened to me describe it all while she played with herself using her free hand.
Fifteen minutes after I started she came, although the sounds from her mouth
weren't exactly what I had heard before, but they were close enough. She ex-
pressed total surprise when she regained her composure. I guess you've never
done that before? Her response was expected. You celebrity types haven't done
everything, have you?

The screen test was scheduled early at the studio, nine in the morning. I
arrived at the gate and was told where to park. Someone would meet me and
escort me by golf cart to the studio. Serena, Carey and the crew were already
waiting but I wasn't late. I couldn't be late. I made it with a cool five minutes to
spare. Serena said, “You like cutting it close, don't you?” She smiled.

“You hold up your end, little girl,  and I'll  hold up mine.”  I  put my
glasses in the case and gave it to Carey, who immediately handed it to his as-
sistant.

The screen test  took barely a half-hour,  despite many missteps from
Serena. I messed up a couple times, but when Serena displayed her over-eager-
ness and anxiety, I put my arms around her loosely and said, “Calm down, re-
lax.” When I felt her let go, I repeated her lines with the correct inflection and
emphasis while I held her and had her repeat them. It worked as she would
knock it out the next take. Carey called a wrap and I joined him as he smiled.

“You should be a director.”
“I took a human aptitude test about forty years ago, Carey, and they

said I had the aptitude to be a movie or TV director or a construction foreman
because I could always see the big picture and yet focus on the details to make
them fit with the bigger picture.”

“I can see it, so if you do become a director you're gonna make us all
look bad. Take my advice: don't be a director.” Carey smiled.

Carey reached his decision. He had his Gustavo. Before noon, after Ser-
ena and I reached John's office, the screen test had already been viewed by ev-



eryone and I was in. There was no dissent. The compensation went quickly,
too. Initially, most wanted to pay me less on the back end than Serena but she
would have none of it. “Gregory should be paid the same as me, as my equal,”
she insisted. She may have stomped her foot for emphasis, though that detail
may be embellishment. She got what she wanted. The party was on and I was
invited full ride. Now I had a date with a cute little Spanish actress. This meet-
ing was going to be one I would never forget.

Segment Seven
The rest  of the day was a  media

blitz. I had a huge number of media peo-
ple who wanted to talk to me. When we
looked over the list, John, Serena and I,
we  counted  over  forty  media  requests
for  me alone. Serena  had a  few but  it
was nothing compared to mine.  Every-
one in the media, it  seemed, wanted to
know  about  a  sixty-year-old  man  who
came out of nowhere to write a screen-
play, sign on to produce the movie from
the screenplay, and be considered for a

major role in the movie. I wasn't considered. I was signed as one of the leads.
Let the amusement commence.

I looked at John. “Same room as before?”
“Are you ready?”
“Bring it.”
“Same room as before.”
I looked to Serena. “Why don't you come and supervise me? I'll put the

phone on speaker, make an excuse, and you can, kind of, guide me through it.”
The look on Serena's face was pure chicanery. She was up for this one.

With the most sultry and devious voice she could muster, and she's got more
than a few, she said, “Let's do it!”

John looked at us both. “Holy shit.” He got out of our way, though.
We spent the entire afternoon, with a few breaks, totally jacking around

with media. Granted, Serena almost never spoke and most never even knew
she was there, but her insight about each one before I called was absolutely in-
valuable. I never told anyone an outright lie, but I said some of the most outra-
geous things, observations about life, since I've lived sixty years of it and am a
little more experienced than you are. One kept asking me about my history.

“Well, once I was raised by my parents in the log cabin my grandfather
built,” I responded, stealing from Richard Nixon, the non-crook, “I attended
the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana, the University of Illinois in
Springfield, and Illinois State University in Normal. I majored in several stud-
ies, but I was best at living the college life. Unfortunately for me, they don't
give grades for it. Otherwise, I would have had straight A's. Not many were
better at it than I was.” Serena sat beside me, her hand over her mouth but the



person on the other end could hear her trying to hide her laughter.
“Is there someone else there, Gregory?”
“Only Serena Dominguez. Wait! She may have something stuck in her

throat! Hold on!” I rose from the chair, coming behind Serena and slapped her
back a couple times and she made as close to a gagging sound as she could, but
couldn't stop her laughter. Unfazed, I shouted, “Is it better, Serena?”

She composed herself enough to say, “Oh, yes, much better.”
“You were saying?” I asked the voice on the other end.
“Oh, nothing. Thank you for your time, Gregory.”
“I'd love to talk with you, again. We should meet some time.”
“Perhaps. Bye.”
Merely one of my favorites I remember as does Serena, but there were

more, many more. I went off-script when they kept delving into my personal
life. All right, I wasn't raised in a log cabin my grandfather built, but I loved it
and no one caught on. When I got back the next week from Spain, John was a
little perturbed the log cabin wasn't in my bio but it was printed in several pub-
lications already, and he showed me one. “What is this?”

“Oh, I forgot to tell you about the log cabin?”
“Will you stop it?” John begged, adding, “Please!”
Toward the end of the day, the three of us sat in John's office, the door

closed. Serena said, “Oh, God, John! Gregory would say the most outrageous
things and then finish with, 'Oh, I was just kidding.' I haven't had so much fun
dealing with the media since, ever!”

“What have you gotten us into, Gregory?”
“John! They all love it. They know I'm yanking their chain, but they

love it. One guy said, 'You like fucking with people like us, don't you?' And I
said, 'I only do it with people I think can handle it.  You can handle it, can't
you?' Remember what he said, Serena?”

Serena laughed. “He said, John, 'It kinda goes with the territory. Thanks
for the interview.' He wasn't upset at all. He liked it!”

“You want buzz, John, and you're gonna get it. I got through about half
of those requests  plus  the  ones  from Tuesday.  When I  get  done tomorrow,
you're gonna have a shit storm of buzz for the weekend and I won't even be
back from Spain yet!”

John looked at me forlorn. He bemoaned, “You are a major headache or
a pain in the ass! I don't know which one.”

“They're in two distinguishable areas of the body, John. You don't have
your head up your ass, do you?”

John buried his head in his hands. “Days like this I wish I had broken
your nose.”

Serena looked to me. “Why don't you come out tonight?”
I gazed in her eyes. I knew my expression was sorrowful. “I can't. I

have to tend to my friend.” I looked to John. “What about Jennifer, John?”
He lifted his head from the desk. “Jennifer. I think we'll send you over

there Saturday. You'll leave early Saturday night, arrive early Sunday morning,
spend Sunday with her, and arrive back here Monday. How's that sound?”



I looked to Serena. “I could come over tomorrow night and leave for
the airport from your place. Any plans?”

Serena brightened. “I would like that. Okay. Tomorrow night.”
“What have you two got planned?” John asked, suspiciously.
“John, I am shocked at you. Last week you leave when all the fun starts

and you wonder what's going on? Drinking and dancing to the max, and you're
somewhere pining for your wife!  You know Serena can shake it. You missed
the show. Come on out and bring your fabulous wife and join in the fun and
festivities. You only live once, you know!”

Serena looked at him with those big black eyes. “You're invited.”
John looked to Serena almost in surrender. “I've known you for a long

time, Serena, and you are encouraging him.”
With her eyes narrowed and challenging, Serena shot back. “Are you

saying Gregory is a bad influence?”
I sat back in my chair to watch the show. I thought it would be amusing.

John looked apologetic as he responded, “No, it's not what I'm saying. I'm not
saying that at all.” He took a moment to look around the ceiling. “It's just,” he
lowered his gaze to Serena, “I haven't seen you act this way with another man,
maybe, ever, Serena. And I wonder what's going on with you two.”

Serena's  eyes narrowed even further as she responded calmly,  flatly,
“So, you want to know what's different about Gregory than all the others, each
and every one? Is this what you want to know, John?”

“I don't want to upset you, Serena.”
“You are not upsetting me, John. Do you want to know?”
John took a deep breath. “Let's hear it.” He wouldn't look at me.
“He's the only man I have ever met who can make me feel young again,

like I was a little girl, full of life and wonder and fun. He can make me smile
and laugh like I used to, and a few minutes later tell me the most profound
thought I have ever heard, back and forth, like it's nothing. He's a man and a
boy at any time he chooses and he's not afraid to be either one. He's more free
than you or I can ever hope to be, and he can write the most wonderful screen-
play, can help produce this movie, and he'll perform as Gustavo effortlessly,
and it will all be like nothing to him. Because what he really can do is make
everyone around him feel young again, like little boys and girls, full of life and
wonder and fun. It's who Gregory is, John. Life and wonder and fun.”

I felt it coming on as Serena spoke, my nose filling, my eyes watering.
No one had ever pinned me down like she did and it was a lot for me to take. I
stood and mumbled, “I have to go.”

Serena stood immediately. “Did I upset you? I'm sorry.”
I turned to John and calmly, as heartfelt as I could possibly produce,

stated, “John, you missed a lot when you had to leave last week, so you don't
know how deep my feelings for this woman truly go, but when I hear her say
something like this about  me, I know she truly understands me, more, really,
than anyone else I can remember. It hurts, though, John, because she's already
taken, she's not on the shelf any more, you can't have her. Still, she's the one I
want, and all she will ever do is make me want her more...so...if you'll excuse



me.” I dropped my head and squeezed past Serena and out the door and didn't
look back or acknowledge anything or anyone.

I sat in my car with two women on my mind: Serena, who was slowly
peeling me back like an onion and what she had found so far she loved, and
Esperanza, who I would have to ask a huge favor and probably ruin her week-
end should she accept. The former would eventually reach the rotten part of the
onion, the disgusting part, and I knew it would make or break a continuing re-
lationship with her. The latter had no idea what she walked into, what I had led
her to, with guile and cunning no less. The former I couldn't have. The latter
might tell me to leave her alone, don't dump on her endlessly, she can see this
won't end and a pet is not a convenience, it's a responsibility, which I seem to
conveniently overlook. It was Esperanza or the kennel.  I'm trying, Little Boy,
but I  can't  promise you anything other than after this  Monday it  will  calm
down. I promise you, Bud.

I called Esperanza. When she answered I asked if she'd had dinner yet.
“No. Why?”
“I haven't eaten yet, either. Will you join me for dinner at the Chinese

place down the street? Do you like Chinese?”
“Is this a date, Gregory?” Esperanza asked, suspicious.
“No, I have a huge favor to ask you, so I thought I'd try to soften and

sweeten you up.”
That didn't go well. Peeved she responded, “Try asking me instead.”
I sighed. “I got the part. I play the lead in the movie.”
“Congratulations! Wow! It  means I'll  be sitting in a theater and can

whisper to the person next to me when you come on the big screen, 'I  know
him. He used to live six doors down from me!'”

“You'll be able to do it, yes, but because I got the part I fly to Spain this
weekend and woo the actress considering the role opposite mine and she insists
she must meet me first and be comfortable before she'll take the part.”

“What does comfortable with you mean?”
“Our characters, hers and mine, have some scenes which are romantic.”
The pause was expected. I could see shock creeping across her face.

“You're not appearing nude, are you, Gregory?” The tone in her voice was dis-
appointed.

“I am and she is, too.”
Back to a level of statement, of fact, Esperanza remarked, “There are

some things you shouldn't do, Gregory.”
“Why? Because I'm too old? Am I that disgusting?”
“No,”  she  said  hurriedly,  apologetically,  “it's  not your  age.  You

shouldn't be taking your clothes off before a camera is all.”
“It's just acting.” I used Serena's favorite line.
“It's not acting! It's showing the world what you should only share with

someone who's close, who loves you.”
“It's  only  a  body,  Esperanza,  my body,  and  I'm  not  ashamed  of  it.

Granted, it's not one of the best around, but I'm definitely not ashamed of it ei-
ther.” She didn't reply immediately. “None of it matters now. What matters is



the movie hinges on my trip to Spain this weekend, I cannot get out of it, and I
have to do something with Little Boy while I'm gone.”

Esperanza answered a bit defiantly. “I can't watch him this weekend. I
have plans and I won't break them.”

“All right. I understand.”
“What will you do with him?”
“I'll have to put him in a kennel.”
Shock returned in Esperanza's voice. “You can't put him in a kennel,

Gregory. It's cruel for that little cat.”
“I have no choice. I  have to be away this weekend and he can't feed

himself. I couldn't ask you sooner because I got the part today, what made all
this required. I can't have you breaking your plans so I'll put him in a kennel.
He'll survive and I won't have to do it again.”

She waited a  long time before she spoke. “Okay, I'll  watch him, but
only because I love him and I'm not going to let you put him in a kennel.”

“Thank you, but now you have to have dinner with me.”
“I am not going out on a date with you, Gregory! I am not dating you.”
“I only want to eat dinner with you, tell you a little about this movie,

this story, and why it's so important to me, that maybe you'll understand a little
better why I'm going through all this, because, quite honestly, Esperanza, this
has not been easy for me.”

Another long pause. “When will you be here?”
“About forty-five minutes. I have to feed Little Boy and we can walk

down to the Chinese place.”
“Okay,  you win,  Gregory,” she said,  defeated. “You won't  quit,  will

you?”
“Oh, I quit, many times. All you ever have to do is say, 'No.'”
“I did say, 'No.' It didn't stop you, did it?”
“You didn't sound very convincing.”
We hung up, I started the car and began the drive back to the apartment

clearing a major hurdle. I wouldn't call Serena this night. I didn't want to talk
with her. I had spent all day with her. I knew my display and words to John
were too revealing but  I  couldn't  stop myself.  Maybe Esperanza was right.
Maybe I don't quit, even when I should. I knew it wasn't true. I have quit, de-
feated, many times. When she,  any she, says, 'No,' to a further advance,  ro-
mantic, intimate, I quit every time. All  other times I'm fairly stubborn, obsti-
nate and pig-headed. In this context, yeah, I generally don't quit until I win.

When Esperanza opened her door she wore a big smile on a face made-
up for a night out. She was wearing a nice outfit, matching blouse and slacks,
with heels, though not high, but it was all nice, date nice. At the Chinese place
I talked about Gustavo. As far as he could remember he lived on the ranch. It
was his only home and he loved it. He loved the animals, their sights, sounds
and smells. The horse he rode was never broken. He trained it to allow him to
ride it but that horse would allow no one else to ride. He had spent years with
Benita. She was the only woman he would see and she wanted to marry him
for almost as many years, but he would never do it, never bring a woman as his



wife to the ranch with all the hands around. He didn't think he could protect her
at all times, derived from his sister when she was raped at sixteen by four men
while he was away working. These men weren't ranch hands. They were ranch-
ers'  sons,  aristocrats,  wealthy and powerful,  and Gustavo knew they would
never pay for their crime, the rape of his sister.

Esperanza  sat  listening,  taking  an  occasional  bite,  but  she  was  en-
thralled.  When  I  talked  about  Gustavo  and  Cecilia,  I  mentioned  Serena
Dominguez would play Cecilia opposite me. Esperanza's face lit up. “You're
working with Serena Dominguez? She's a major star, Gregory.”

“I know, but I don't want to talk about her.” I looked away.
Esperanza sat across from me studying my face. “You're in love with

her, aren't you?”
I turned slowly back to lock my eyes on hers. “I'm in love with a lot of

women.”
“You better not be in love with me, Gregory.”
“Because you'll crush me like an aluminum can?”
She shook her head. “You're too old for me.”
“You should be with someone your age. Everyone should. What matters

is what the person thinks and knows about you and appreciates, who loves you
for who you are, not for what you look like.” She had turned away, looking out
the window, but she turned back to look me square in the eyes. “Who you are
is in here,” and I reached for her head across the table and gently pressed her
temple, “and you reveal it slowly through your actions. I know one thing about
you, Esperanza. You have a warm heart, a kind heart, and it is a value you pos-
sess, something important to you.” She listened intently. “If I may, let me give
you some advice from the years of experience I have that you don't about ro-
mantic endeavors. If you're with a man who doesn't consider a warm heart a
worthy value, something to treasure because of its great and true importance,
you're with the wrong man and you better dump him, because all he will do for
you is try to break your warm heart, and that would be plain wrong.”

You have to trust me, though I'm sure I haven't earned it. I have consid-
ered it amusing everyone thinks one must earn trust. It's because of their fear,
but when I say you have to trust me, I mean I was not trying to woo Esperanza.
She  was young and I really  was too old for her. She was certainly attractive
and her body was impressive. I knew she worked out regularly and the plans
she had made—which she was breaking for Little Boy and not me, as she re-
minded me countless times—was camping, hiking and bike riding out in the
San Bernardino hills. Just looking at her physique I knew it would be practi-
cally nothing to her, but I caught myself switching from her left eye to her right
eye, back and forth, back and forth, and she was doing it, too. She said sud-
denly, “Your glasses make you look older.”

“I'm an old man. I should look the part.”
“Let me see those.” I pulled them off and handed them to her. Esper-

anza looked them over, put them up to her eyes, looking through the bi-focals,
squinting comically, and she dropped them and smiled to me. “You don't act
very old, though.”



“You know what I would tell you if you gave me the briefest and tiniest
hint of your romantic interest in me?”

She scoffed, “It wouldn't work.”
“I'd say, 'Esperanza, you're in your mid-twenties. You're  already more

mature than I am.'”
Esperanza broke out with a deep laugh. “Well, I think it holds for al-

most any schoolgirl compared to you.”
“Hey, I draw the line at eighteen. I'm not goin' there.”
She laughed again and handed me back my glasses and I instantly put

them on. “Can you see me without them?”
“Yes, but you look better with them on.”
She glanced down to her meal, then to mine. We had hardly eaten any

of it. “Cumon, Romeo. Finish your meal so you can spend a little quality time
with your companion. You're going to be away from him for a while and he's
going to miss you.”

“You like wine?”
“Yes. Why?”
“Let me buy you a couple bottles of wine at the liquor store, so, for the

weekend, since I crashed your plans to go  out, you can have friends  in, for
your own little 'meet Little Boy, the talking cat' party.”

“He is amazing.”
“You're picking up on some of his vocalizations, aren't you?”
“Yes! He does have different sounds for different needs.”
“So let's go there and pick the wine you want and I'll buy it and give

you two-fifty for the weekend.”
“It's two hundred, Gregory,” Esperanza corrected me. “Four days.”
“I want you to have the two-fifty, Esperanza, so take the whole two-

fifty, just take it, and please don't argue with me. It would make me feel better.
Thank you.”

Esperanza chose a couple bottles of red wine, I paid for them and car-
ried them back to the apartment building. At her door I handed her the sack
with the bottles and told her I'd knock on her door about eight. I walked down
to my apartment alone, though she stood leaning against her threshold. When
my door was open I glanced down to her still waiting. “Good night, Gregory,”
Esperanza said softly, soothingly, like she meant it.

“Good night,” I said and walked into the “Wah, wah,” of Little Boy. I
took care of him and hopped on the kitchen counter to think for a while. Before
eleven I slithered into the sleeping bag, wishing I had a warm body already in-
side it to keep me company.

I  fed my ferocious cat first  thing in  the morning,  showered and got
ready. I would have to pack a bag for several days. Once I left the apartment I
wouldn't be back until Monday. I loaded the car with what I needed for the
weekend and knocked on Esperanza's door. “Hi,” she said, with an energy I
didn't expect at eight in the morning.

“Hi. Let me go get him and start bringing his stuff here.”
She came right out with me. “I'll help you.” She followed me inside and



we transferred everything over to her apartment. I thanked her again and she
followed me to the door. “About last night...”

“What about last night?”
“Nothing.” She dropped her head.
I watched her with her head hung low and had a feeling I knew what

she was thinking. “Look, the only thing I would  ever want you to remember
about last night is the advice I gave you, Esperanza. Don't ever settle for a man
who doesn't appreciate your warm heart, because there's a lot of men out there
who do appreciate it in a woman, in anyone.”

Before I could turn away, Esperanza suddenly lifted her head, smiling,
and asked, “Will you give me a hug before you leave?”

My entire face was a smile. “Of course. I hug everyone.”
She looked hurt briefly. “You haven't hugged me since the first day.”
“You weren't ready.” I moved closer and slipped my arms around her

back. I let her lean against me and squeezed her tighter as I could feel her arms
tighten around my waist and slide over my back. Esperanza wiggled her head
back and forth across my chest until she found the perfect spot and rested it
there, her right cheek against my chest. I had an instinct, I should do it and not
care about the consequences, so I lifted my right arm and placed it on the back
of her head and held it there. She wiggled her head a little more and settled,
holding me for several minutes.

“This feels so good, but if I release you, you'll leave, won't you?”
“I'll be back.” I pushed her head a little against my chest with my arm.

“I can take up where we left off or I can back away. You decide.”
She lifted her head from my chest and leaned back. “Go,” she said, and

looked at me severely as we separated, “but call me.”
“I will.” I looked to her face and smiled.  She finally smiled back. I

turned away but wouldn't look back. I knew what I would see and I didn't want
to see it. I didn't hear her door close until I reached the end of the balcony.

John, Gary and I were reserved, which is an emotional state, as one
awaits someone or something to change the state. John stood at the door of our
office and I knew I had to change the state. “I wasn't very business-like when I
left yesterday, John, and I apologize.”

Without so much as a flinch, John responded, “Serena talked to me yes-
terday and filled me in on things I didn't know before, so I really do understand
more about the two of you. She thinks very highly of you, Gregory, as a man
and a human being. You need to keep your emotions in check. It's my advice.”

“Yeah, but she caught me off-guard. I didn't expect it.”
“Women do this. They're masters of catching you off-guard.”
“I was enjoying you two going at it but she pulled me into it and I didn't

expect it is all.”
“She said she does not think you'll be any problem, and she would be

the one who would be affected. Don't let it interfere with the movie.”
“I won't.”
“Good.” John turned to walk away and added, “Because if you don't,

we'll have to put a muzzle on you.”



“That will be unnecessary, John!” I turned to Gary. “And don't look so
smug!”

“Me?” Gary protested, trying to look innocent. “What did I do?”
Two cups of coffee and a round of showing me more of the ropes of the

finance software, and I stepped into my media room. It's what everybody was
calling it,  Gregory's media room. I was determined to have it all complete by
the end of the day and I was coming to realize dealing with media people was a
full-time job. No wonder so many have publicists. They have plenty to do.

Serena sneaked in a little after ten and sat down as quietly as possible. I
was on the phone, of course, and smiled as she entered and she smiled back.
The interviewer asked me if I was excited to work with Serena Dominguez.

“Am I excited to work with Serena? What red-blooded man wouldn't
be?” Serena smiled big and wide. “You know, I've been to her house, not to
break  in  or  steal  anything,  but  I  was  actually  invited  by  Serena,  and  she
showed me around and we came to this big room with huge windows looking
out over the hills, and she asked, 'What do you think?' I stared right at Serena
for a few seconds and commented, 'The scenery's great.' Then I looked out the
windows at the hills and added, 'And the landscape's not bad, either.'”

The interviewer asked if I really said it. “No, I didn't,” I confessed, “but
I wanted to. Listen, I've spent a good deal of time recently with Serena, and she
looks great, probably because she takes care of herself. It's not what I admire
most about her, though. It's what's upstairs, and, no, I don't mean what's at-
tached to her chest, I mean what's on her shoulders between her ears. I'm im-
pressed with how she treats everyone, everyone, what's important to her, what
she values, and what she thinks about life, human life. And every time I talk
with her I'm always reminded she's at a disadvantage, because I can only speak
English and it's not the language she was taught from birth. It's a language she
has added, but English is not an easy language. Did you know there are nearly
a million words in English? There were eight hundred thousand thirty years
ago. It's impossible for even the greatest of the English language to conquer, so
imagine how daunting the task must be to someone whose primary language is
anything  but English. Yet, the more I speak with Serena the less I think we
have a language barrier.”

I finished the interview a couple minutes later and hung up the phone.
Serena stood up to walk to the door and locked it. With a smile as sexy and full
as she can pull off, and it's not hard for her to do, she stepped in front of my
chair wearing her blouse and slacks combo, pushed her knees onto the outer
reaches of the chair and sat down on my knees, throwing her arms around my
neck and kissing me with total abandon. It was all I could do to keep from rub-
bing her breasts,  from squeezing her ass.  When she leaned away, she said,
softly, “That was so...”

“I know. I meant every word.”
“I know you did.” Her eyes switched focus from one eye to the other,

moving back and forth, searching for truth. “You can't stop making me love
you, can you?”

“Do you want me to stop?”



“I don't think you can.”
“You're beginning to figure me out, aren't you, Serena?”
I could see tears welling up in her eyes. “Where have you been all my

life, Gregory? Why did you have to be so far away from me?”
I pulled her back to me so her head rested against my chest. “I could

ask you the same, Serena, but I had a substitute for a few weeks, and Rosita
gave me a lot of clues about you. I wasn't going to have Rosita, but maybe the
time with her will help me have you. You're the one I want.”

She  lifted  her  head  and  kissed  me  long  and  hard  again.  A thought
flashed into my mind.  I could spend all day every day lying in bed with this
woman.  She leaned away from me and smiled.  “Do you know what  I  was
thinking now?” she asked and I shook my head. “I was thinking I could lie in
bed all day every day with you and never really miss anything.”

“I was thinking the exact same thing.”
“What does it mean?”
“I don't know what it means.” I shook my head, reaching for the stack

of phone memos, “but if I don't get back on these, I'll never finish.”
Serena patted my cheek. “You need a publicist.”
“I'd rather lie in bed all day with you.”
Serena rose from the chair. “No, you have work to do, little boy,” and

she turned to unlock the door, “so get on it. It's Friday. Finish early and we'll
go home and...” she dropped her head, “we'll lie in bed together.” She looked
up at me. “Not all day though. I wish we could.”

“I keep thinking, Serena, it will be some day. I'm not quitting on you.”
“I know,” she sat down in the chair opposite me. “Make your calls and

let's call it a day.” She blew me a kiss with her lips.
John ordered lunch for everyone delivered to the office. It was a Friday

tradition, more or less, to encourage everyone to work through lunch, get the
day's  work accomplished and leave  early.  Not  a  bad  tradition.  I  liked  it.  I
cruised through the rest of the interviews, even the new ones, and called back
those who wanted follow-up. I would touch bases with them next week. I had
to fly out of town this weekend and I wouldn't be available until Tuesday. I had
it down so smooth, and spoke so professionally, Serena stared at me in awe. I
looked over to her once after I hung up. “I'll bet you do as well for your Span-
ish audience. You say things off-script, improvise and do it as well.”

“I can and have. I enjoy watching and listening to you so I can think,
'He has no experience doing this?'”

“Some of them have been a challenge, but there's the fun of it. It would
get boring without a challenge.”

When I finished up a little after three, my day was complete. I walked
around and hugged a few people, since everyone knew I was flying to Spain
and wouldn't be in John's office Monday. Serena was ready to leave, too, and I
hugged her. She said to park my car at the front door and take out all the things
I would need for the trip and what I would need for her house, since one of the
staff would move my car back to the garage. “You'll ride out to the airport in a
limo, and we'll pick you up Monday and bring you back here.”



“I won't be able to stay.”
“I know,” she said, a little disappointed, “but I want to see you when

you return.”
John caught me as I was headed out the door. “Here!” He handed me a

cell phone. “It's on international. Use it in Spain. You should leave yours at
Serena's and get it Monday.”

I reached Serena's house in a whopping three hours. The Friday crawl
was mostly stand still. Serena was already there and walked me back to one of
the good bedrooms where I stowed my stuff. We all sat down for drinks, Paci-
fico beer for me, and for dinner the usual excellent fare from the hostess. Will
observed I was drinking wine along with everyone, including John, Pamela,
and Katherine.

“At many dinner tables where I've sat by invitation, some have consid-
ered it rude not to drink the offering from the host or hostess. They've put the
whole dinner together and I'm sure Serena has done the same. I don't want to
offend our hostess. I like to keep her happy if possible. You've probably no-
ticed, Will, our hostess is easier to get along with when she's happy.”

“Yes, you wouldn't want to piss me off.”
“And face a life-long vendetta? No thanks.”
Will chuckled. “You still might piss her off, though, Gregory.”
“How so?”
“She had five cases of Pacifico delivered this morning, and since no

one else drinks it, I think it was for you.”
“Five cases?”
“Saw 'em roll 'em in myself.”
I turned to Serena, watching me in amusement. “I order liquor in bulk

and they deliver it out here to me.”
I rubbed my hands. “Very convenient. Now I can really tie one on.”
Serena frowned playfully. “It's supposed to last a while, little boy.”
“There's always a catch.”
“Except for the excellent red wine,” John said, raising his glass and

looking at the wine swirling in it. “This comes direct from France.”
“That I do know. I checked on it at a liquor store the other day and the

guy said, 'Can't get it here. They only sell it in France.' I thought about telling
him, 'I know where I can get it here.'”

“Why were you looking for wine, Gregory?” Serena asked a bit suspi-
ciously.

“It was for a friend.”
“For that friend you're taking care of? The one from India?”
“No. One of the helpers.”
Skeptical like other faces at the table, Serena commented, “I think I'd

like to go over to your place some day and meet this friend of yours.”
“You'll have to drive through Hollywood first, and it may not be wise.

In fact, I think there's a song which describes it. I'll sing it to you, but I don't
have much of a voice, which is why no one pays me any money for it. It goes
like this, though...



“Well, his mama told him not to go, little sister told him, too,
But the poor boy just didn't listen, uh, like he should and that's too bad.
He hitchhiked all the way from Burbank. Now he's gonna end up in the drunk 
tank.
Some old man said, 'Yeah, well, that's just the way it goes down in Hollywood.'
Down in Hollywood, hope that ya don't run outta gas.
Down in Hollywood, they'll take ya right outta your car and literally kick your 
ass.
In Hollywood, they're standing on a corner just waitin' for a sucker like you.
Down in Hollywood, now if you wanna stay healthy just keep a-movin' right
on through…

“to  West Hollywood and don't  stop until  you do.” I  actually  sang it
fairly well, a little subdued which is better for my poor voice. I did the old man
part like a black old man, gravelly voice and all. I got a few claps. Performers.
Ya gotta love 'em because they love a performance. On “right on through” I
swept my right hand upwards, a good effect. All enjoyed it. “With apologies to
Ry Cooder, so if you ever run into him, and you slip up and tell him I sang this
song, you must also tell him I beg his forgiveness. I hear he's pretty reasonable
and probably will, as long as he's assured I'll stick to writing.”

Serena smiled but she was ready. She was picking up on my little tricks.
“Is this one of your diversions, Gregory, thinking it would keep me from visit-
ing your place and meeting this friend from India?”

“You're welcome any time, Serena. I have an open door policy, as long
as you cooperate, don't get belligerent, and it's not like those who say, 'Drop by
any time.' So you drop by unannounced and they say, 'Oh, man. You shoulda
called first. We've got plans. Sorry.' And they leave you hangin', except it's not
what they said. You show up at my place unannounced and I have plans, I'll
change them to include you, or I'll cancel them completely. You're always wel-
come at my place.”

“You're welcome at my place any time, too, Gregory,”  Serena tried to
convince me.

“No, Serena, I'll always call ahead or have already made arrangements
with you, so I'm expected. I'll never show up unannounced, unexpected. Ever.”
Serena looked hurt when I said it with such emphasis, but I ignored her expres-
sion. I had made my point. Serena's lifestyle was not my lifestyle.

John chuckled. “So if I showed up at your place one day unexpectedly,
you'd change your plans?”

“As long as I was home, yeah, and there's the price you pay if you don't
call ahead. I may not be home, but if I was, John, I'd put my arm around your
neck, and say, 'Cumon, Bud. We're all goin' down to the Chinese place for din-
ner and you're invited.'”

Serena wasn't through. “So what would you do if I showed up one day
and you were going to spend time with a woman?” She glared at me.

“Good one!” Many looks and comments! “I'll bet there wouldn't be a
single tinge of jealousy, because women don't get jealous. I've heard it's re-
served for men,  but if you showed up at my door and wanted to spend time



with  me,  and I already had plans with some woman, if  she couldn't handle a
day or night out with you as part of the company, she's not a woman I would
want to be with...and the same holds for you, too. It's human beings out having
fun, sharing companionship, their time and energy with each other. If there's
some kind of problem with it, my advice is: 'get over it.'”

“I don't believe a word of it,” Serena remarked, dismissively.
“Then, test me, dear, test me!” I winked at her but she was still frown-

ing. “You know where I live. You've got the address. Tell your driver, he'll plug
it in for the route and drive you right to the apartment building. It will be fun
when you buzz my apartment from below, cuz you ain't gettin' to my apartment
until you do, kinda like here.” I smiled wickedly. I was really enjoying this.

“See! You don't have an open door policy,” Serena protested, “because
no one can get to your door.”

“All true, but  anyone can walk off the street and buzz my apartment
and I will come down to see who it is and they'll be welcome. And in  your
case, I'll invite the driver up to my apartment for a beer, and he'll say, 'Well,
Serena's in the car and wants to see you.' And I'll say, 'What? She doesn't know
how to buzz an apartment?' And he'll say, 'I don't know. I've always done it for
her.'” I pointed my finger at Serena. “You are losing this skirmish, little girl, so
give up while you still have troops left. Live to fight another day, right, John?”

John laughed. “I already surrendered.”
We moved to the Great Room after dinner for some leisure partying. I

downed the last of the wine in my glass and walked to the kitchen for a beer.
Luisa chided me for not asking her to get it for me. “I have legs. I'm not crip-
pled. I could use the bottle opener though.” She smiled and got it for me from
one of the drawers.

Many of the production contingent arrived for the party, which was a
very laid-back type of affair, low, jazzy, mild music in the background and lots
of talk between small groups here and there. Gary and his wife arrived and at
one time Gloria sat next to me on a sofa and we talked for close to thirty min-
utes, with others nearby adding in comments and questions occasionally. Ev-
eryone wanted to know, when they caught me, if I was looking forward to
meeting  Jennifer.  “I  always look  forward  to  meeting  an  attractive  woman.
What will happen from this meeting I have no clue. Do you?”

John tried to reassure me. It helped a little.
Serena tried to be more reassuring. “Jennifer is going to love you, Gre-

gory. I've talked with her a couple times and she's very much looking forward
to meeting you.” Somehow, I didn't find it reassuring, coming from Serena.

A lot of the time I sat quietly, a testament to the fact I was becoming
more comfortable with everyone and they were becoming more comfortable
with me so no one even considered it out of the norm. Serena remarked she
was beginning to understand I was more quiet than outspoken. She wouldn't
have believed it a few days earlier.

It started winding down about eleven and by midnight all the guests
who weren't staying had left. John and Pamela, Will and Katherine, Serena and
I were all who remained in the Great Room when I thought it best to hit the



hay. I had done pretty good on the beer this night. At one time I only drank wa-
ter. I rose and hugged everyone. “Good night.” I walked through the bedroom
wing past the turn, close to Serena's bedroom. In minutes I was out. I still wore
my briefs, though. I could never expect a cute little Mexican actress to sneak
into my bedroom, though she did this time, too, a different position, the same
great parcheesi result, and falling asleep in the arms of the other. I could do this
indefinitely.  I never considered the consequences should it  be discovered.  I
trusted Serena. She was discreet and knew the habits of all her guests.

I lounged around Serena's mansion all day and used the sauna for the
first time. Katherine was leaving the next day, having to go back to her normal
working life, and Will would leave with her but stay with Drake in town. John
and Pamela left in the afternoon before I left for the airport. I wasn't worried
about meeting Jennifer. I thought if it didn't work out with her, we'd sign some-
one else, perhaps someone with little movie experience. It would suit me well.
The more I thought about the scenes I would play, at times completely nude, I
wanted someone with a sense of humor. There would be a scene—I had no
idea whether it would end up on the editing floor or not—where I stand before
Benita naked with my holster and two guns strapped around my waist. “There
you go, Benita,  three guns and they all  shoot bullets.” The more I  thought
about it, which came from the rewrite, I wanted to do it. Fuck the MPAA.

Serena came into the bedroom before I left to tell me to leave every-
thing in the room. She wouldn't let anyone stay in it until I returned. “Fine.
That's easy.” Serena closed the door and stepped toward me. When she reached
me she threw her arms around my neck and pushed me onto the bed. Soon I
rolled her over and rubbed her breasts and she moaned with approval. She en-
joyed it when her breasts received attention. I couldn't do anything more, but I
did bury my head between her breasts and kissed and licked the sides of both. I
knew she would appreciate it. I finally stood from the bed. “You are making it
impossible to leave you.”

Unimpressed, she said from her prone position, “I think it's because you
don't want to leave.”

I smiled deviously. “I wish  you were playing Benita because I could
easily fuck you on camera.”

She smiled as deviously. “I have cameras, you know.”
“Yeeees, but I like these endless auditions, and I can do without the

camera crew.”
The flight left  at  4:15,  destined to be in the air  for twelve hours or

more, and I would hit the airport tarmac in Madrid, Spain about one in the af-
ternoon local time. I would still have close to a three hour drive to Jennifer's
villa, her home. She called it her villa. Okay, whatever. I slept a lot on the
flight, first class, though, and drank six cans of Corona. They didn't have Paci-
fico. I didn't think they would but I asked anyway.

A fancily dressed Hispanic man stood near the escalator as we all rolled
down toward the baggage carousel  with a  sign which read,  “gregory is.”  I
heard more than a few English-speaking fellow travelers say, 'Yeah, but what is
Gregory exactly?” One young guy said, “Gregory is. Well, of course.” I liked



him right away. I walked up to the Hispanic with the sign and said I was Gre-
gory, but “is” ain't gonna cut it.

“Are you Gregory Iz?”
“I'm Gregory Hess, which is  close to 'Es' as in 'is' in Spanish, but not

quite.”
“You're not Gregory Iz?”
I realized I had reached an insurmountable language barrier over a sim-

ple pronunciation. “I'm Gregory Iz. Let's get my bag, okay?”
“Okay, Gregory Iz!” He led me quickly to the carousel for my bag,

grabbed it when I pointed to it, threw down the arm and rolled it out the airport
to the arrival loop. I followed him, we reached a white limo and I took my bag
and climbed in. I pulled out the international phone and dialed John's number.
He absolutely insisted I call him once I arrived in Madrid. When he answered a
bit groggily, I said, “John. Make a note of this. When we market in Spain, you
must spell my name Eye-Es and not Hess. It's a Spain thing. Trust me on this.”
He had no clue what I was talking about.

I can describe Jennifer Montez when I first met her in  one word. She
was weird. Think I'm kidding? Read on if you dare.

After the usual challenge when I reached the gate of her villa, across a
walkway, and it opened when I satisfied whomever, she was all smiles at her
door and even wanted me to hug her, saying she had heard that about me and
loved it because it's so European, and then ordered me around like I was a ser-
vant  for  the  next  two hours.  “Take your  shoes  off  in  the  doorway.  What's
wrong with you?” “This way, not  that way!” “Sit down.” “Drink this.” “Eat
this.” “Who in their right mind would think that?” “Why can't you speak up?”
“You don't have to yell at me. I'm not deaf.” “Who the hell does your hair?”
“You're too old, I think.”

Most of this was in the first fifteen minutes, but I drew the line at the
last one. “You did romantic scenes with Ben and he's older than I am!”

“Ben's a professional! You're...no one.”
I know it sounds like she was insulting me for my proletariat ways, but

these are samples. She really was weird. After two hours of no real conversa-
tion in her living room—I would assume because I had no idea—she stood up.
“Let's have dinner.”

I wondered where we were having dinner since I hadn't heard a sound
or seen another soul since I arrived, but she led me down this hall, down these
steps, through this hall, up these steps, a turn here, a turn there, through another
hall,  and we entered  a  dining  room all  set  with  food already on the table.
Please, let this be the end of the weirdness, I begged what beings may be lis-
tening and sympathizing.

Instead, a few minutes into eating said meal, where I had to get up from
my seat and scoop each selection onto my plate, Jennifer demanded to know
what I knew about Spanish history, the history of Spain. “You got wiped out by
the  gods  trying  to  invade  England in  the  fifteen  hundreds.  Everyone  says,
'Don't fool with Mother Nature.'” Take that you Spanish twat!

“Is that the extent of your knowledge of our history, Gregory? I can't



decide whether you're playing dumb or you really are.”
“I know Franco was at times a ruthless dictator.”
“Franco was the savior of our country! He saved the monarchy and the

entire country from total chaos!” O! Franco was a benevolent tyrant! That's an
oxymoron for you, though we can drop the oxy in her case. I considered I was
being devoured by Spanish weird flies.

“Hemingway fought with the paisans.”
“They were peasants! They still are. They had no idea of work, what it

takes to build anything. They want to be paid and never work.” I thought it was
an interesting slant on the Spanish civil war. Franco saved the country. The
paisans were the scourge of the country. I suppose in her view, there never was
an agreement with Hitler, and all the rest of the shit which came out of Europe
at this time of our collective history may, possibly, have never happened. Hey,
it didn't in Spain. They were neutral, allied with Switzerland. “Both of us will
sit on the sidelines and watch. Proceed!” I could see I would get nowhere with
her on this so I dropped it.

“They've found a lot of Neanderthals in Spain.”
Jennifer  brightened  and  said  enthusiastically,  “Yes,  they  have!  Very

good, Gregory.”
That's what she liked, Neanderthals! I had only stumbled on it. I would

never have predicted it had you given me a list to choose.
I didn't like the meal and picked at it. Serena told me later what Jennifer

said was the meal, I should have enjoyed it, the meal is absolutely delicious. I
think it may be an acquired taste, and if I have to acquire it in Spain, I'll pass.

“You have no appetite. Did they feed you on the plane?” Yes, six cans
of Corona hit the spot. Thanks for asking. She didn't wait for an answer. “You
are too skinny. You have no definition, no shape at all.” I finished the last of
the wine and stood up to get the bottle. “You've had enough, Gregory, don't
you think? Or are you just a drunk, an  American drunk?”  She turned away.
“The worst kind in my experience.”

I grabbed the bottle and had a flash of Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolff?
Virginia was sitting at the end of the table, scowling out the window. No, she
hadn't screamed and yelled yet, but I was well on my way in the part played by
Burton. I set the bottle down and walked back to my seat at the other end of
the table. “This has been one of the most lovely and enchanting afternoons
with a woman I have ever spent.” Jennifer glanced down the table still scowl-
ing. I toasted her. “My hostess has been one of the most charming and delight-
ful creatures I've met and her conversation has been the epitome of urbane and
witty, and the appointments and fixtures and furnishings are the class, the very
peak, of elegant and tasteful.” I gulped a mouthful of wine. “Oh, I should have
swirled like the continentals. Silly me.”

Her scowl was fixed. “Are you making fun of me?”
“Of course I'm making fun of you, my dear, because if I told you the

truth I'd have to call you the bitch that you are.”
She rose from her seat and leaned forward toward me. “No, Gregory,

you won't do. You're a country pig dressed up for impression only, but you're



still a pig.” Her eyes were locked on mine but I held her gaze with a smirk.
“Jennifer,  where  in  the  fuck  did  that name  come  from?  Because  I

wouldn't imagine it came from the highlands in the Pyrenees. No, it's more
suited to the hedge rows of England, where I'm sure you'll find countless Jen-
nifers,” and I put on my best British accent, “since it's a bloody British name!”
I  thought  her  scowl  changed to  pure hatred.  “You're  not  only a  conflicted,
helpless female, you're a fucking freaking mess, and I agree with you com-
pletely. You won't do.” I toasted her again and sucked down another mouthful
of wine. Well, the wine was good.

“You like saying 'fuck,' don't you?”
“It's a fucking great word. Hits the spot for me.”
“Do you want to fuck me?” Her face was still ravaged with spite.
I swirled the wine in my glass as I watched it wind around the edge and

looked at Jennifer. “I wouldn't fuck you  ever.” My expression was resolve. I
paused and watched her expression turn to shock. “Unless  you...want to fuck
me...but you don't...so it ain't hap'nin'.” Another mouthful of wine.

Jennifer's expression suddenly softened and a tiny wisp of a smile ap-
peared. “Put your wine down, Gregory, and follow me.”

I set the glass next to my plate and rose from my chair. What the hell?
What's  she gonna do? Whip  me? Her and what  army? They would all  be
Spaniards, after all. She led us back partly the way we had come and turned
left, down a short hall, stairs to a landing, turn 180, stairs to another hall, and
down to the very end, and the door opened into a huge bedroom, immaculate,
appointed, extravagant, feminine with a vanity of cuteness which would choke
most men, closets and closets and closets.

Jennifer stopped after a few steps into the room and turned to me as I
stood behind her a couple feet away. “This is my bedroom. Notice anything un-
usual?”

I glanced all around the room from left to right and focused on the bed
and its rich and extensive mahogany, its four thick posts spiking to the ceiling.
They caught my eye. From the three posts I could see, a leather restraining
strap was tied around each post, falling to the floor. “I see you've brought me
to your dungeon, Jennifer.”

As I reach this moment of my recollection I must not fail to recall a
meeting with Jennifer years later. Since this meeting serves to temper my full
recollection of the events which took place in the very bedroom this night and
the following morning, I should relate to you the pertinent events of the meet-
ing. You can probably surmise now I'm going to exclude a number of salacious
details concerning the only time I spent with Jennifer Montez in her own pri-
vate villa, house, whatever, but I'm losing all these battles about confidentiality
versus honesty. What  really hurts, more than anything else I suppose, is my
very own and absolutely favorite editor of all time, Nancy at the House, has
been constantly, consistently, and persistently  recommending I  curb the sala-
cious, sexual details. “You hurt sales when you're so graphic, Gregory,” Nancy
always tells me. “I'm sorry, but it's the truth. It hurts us and it hurts you, too.” I
remember saying something like, “Fuck, Nancy! Not you, too!” I cannot win.



I greeted Jennifer as she waited with many others. I had concluded a
seminar in Australia. She looked great, now a mother with a young one tended
where she was staying no doubt, but we didn't talk about her child. She waited
patiently until everyone else was dismissed and I invited her for dinner in my
room, since I was staying where the seminar was held and she agreed. As we
enjoyed the small talk of re-introduction, since we hadn't spoken face to face
for years, I gathered the sense something important was on her mind, some-
thing which concerned me, so I asked her about it.

“When I heard you were here, Gregory, it brought back a lot of memo-
ries, but the one I couldn't let go, was how often you would say, 'Write what
you know.' You are going to write what you know, Gregory, eventually, includ-
ing about us.”

“I have considered it, yes.”
“Including the first time we met, too, won't you?”
“If I write this memoir, so to speak, it will be included. It shaped every-

thing between us, Jennifer, and you know it.”
Her face was pleading. “But you  can skip the details,  Gregory.  You

don't have to give those details.”
I looked at her with sympathy but I was unconvinced. In private, when

it  was the  two of  us  and no one else,  Jennifer  always considered  the  first
episode in her bedroom so erotic, so thrilling, so sexually stimulating over any
other sexual episode she had ever experienced, she would often think of it and
it would make her wet. I knew what she thought about it all those years, but I
wanted to know now what she thought about it. “Are you ashamed of what we
did together?”

She almost laughed when she responded, “No, never. It was the most
intense sexual encounter I ever had.”

“Then why tell me to skip the details, Jennifer? Those first moments in
your bedroom framed everything we've shared since, all of it. You know it.”

“I know but you don't have to write the details, Gregory. You don't have
to share those, do you, to make your point?”

“Did it  not change your life? Did it  not make you re-think who you
were, who you had become?”

“Yes,” Jennifer agreed and down drooped her head.
“Do you really believe someone, anyone, is going to understand where

you were, and through this one moment, why you diverged to who you are to-
day? What we did in your bed  changed your life, Jennifer. Don't tell me it
didn't.” Her head still hung low. She was staring at the table and wouldn't look
to me. “Jennifer, it changed my life, too. I thought we were through before we
even started. This wasn't going to work with us, you being in the movie was
out of the question, yet you took me to your bedroom wanting me to do some-
thing I wouldn't do. Instead, I gave you the most intense experience you ever
had, because you let me, you wanted me to do whatever I wanted. It led to ev-
erything.” Jennifer lifted her head. Her eyes were misty as she gazed to me un-
blinking. “The movie would have suffered without you. Your Benita  defined
Gustavo, gave him the character the audience could understand, but you did it



only because of what took place in your bed the first time. You didn't trust me
before,  but when we both rose from your bed, you trusted me then.  And I
trusted you.”

She smiled and asked, mostly in defeat, “And you can't write it without
the details?”

“Not when I'm not ashamed of it, of any act I did or you did, no. It
changed your life, Jennifer. You were never the same. The stuff you were into
before became a thing of the past. Now, how am I going to explain it without
some details?”

Jennifer was resigned now. “Okay, maybe some, but you don't have to
give them everything.”

I wanted to put this past us. “Okay, some details, and I won't give any
other details about anything else, except we fucked, and then we held each
other and kissed each other, which is all true. We always did and you've said
it.”

There you go, another deal, so I decided to skip the details for all of
them. I can't remember this shit any more. However, if you run into me and ask
about the night in Jennifer's villa, watch my face turn into the biggest shit-eat-
ing grin you ever saw. If  you have experienced what  I experienced this night
and morning you'd be wearing the biggest shit-eating grin of your life, too.

After I made my “dungeon” comment, Jennifer turned to face me with
a blank expression. “I want you to tie me up. You do know how to do it, don't
you?”

I turned to face her, a distance of two feet between us. Well, you little
Spanish flirt, let's get this party started. “You do know you've been a bad little
girl, Jennifer, haven't you?”

She dropped her head.  “I  have treated you poorly, rudely. I should be
punished, Gregory, don't you think?”

I looked at her sternly. “All bad little girls should be punished, but you
do not determine the punishment. I decide.”

“Then, punish me.”
So, here's when I reduce the details, when it gets good. As I think about

how all of these episodes unraveled over the many years, I can safely say I may
have made a suggestion but my partners all agreed to do it. Don't overlook the
fact that sometimes it was my partners' suggestion and I agreed to do it.

I told Jennifer to turn around and I removed her blouse and bra like she
was under arrest, under my detention. I stepped up behind and reached around
her chest. I settled my hands over her bare breasts and rubbed them hard. Jen-
nifer moaned with the movements of my hands. I leaned my head to her neck
and kissed her neck, licked it and felt her tighten with the sensation.

“Is this part of my punishment?”
“Part of my pleasure. Your body belongs to me now, doesn't it?”
“Yes.”
I ordered her to turn around and face me and I swept her into my arms,

carried her to her bed, laid her near the edge and climbed up even with her.
Jennifer again insisted I should punish her and I assured her I would but I gave



her bare breasts some attention first. Once my attention span was depleted, I
hopped off the bed to retrieve—you guessed it—my most excellent parcheesi
board. “There is nothing like an exhaustive whipping in parcheesi, Jennifer, to
make you howl for mercy, and when I finish spanking you into stuttering sub-
mission, you will be reduced to a mere female shell of humiliation, because
now comes the punishment befitting a bad little girl.”

Early in the game I captured one of her pieces, sending it back to Start,
and instantly removed Jennifer's jeans. We played the European version, the
more  arcane  variation  featuring  clothing  forfeiture,  female  only.  Two turns
later and I captured a second piece, sending it back to Start, and yanked off her
panties. She was naked and vulnerable, and for additional emphasis concerning
my superior position, I lifted her bare legs high, flipped the right over the left,
and the rest of her body twisted onto her stomach. “I like you this way.”

Lying face down, Jennifer twisted her head and her hair practically cov-
ered her whole face. “I want you to hurt me, Gregory.”

“A taunting beat-down in parcheesi will suffice, Jennifer, but you did
demand I tie you up, didn't you?” I scrambled to pull her left arm out from un-
der her stomach, slid my hand down her arm to her wrist and pulled her wrist
to the edge of the bed as I hopped off and grabbed the strap around the post. I
didn't say a word until I had her wrist belted into the strap securely. I stood up
and looked at her hair strewn face. “I'm not going to hurt you, Jennifer.” I lifted
my right leg, set my knee close to her body and crawled up and over her to her
right side.

Pulling her right arm to the edge of the bed, as I moved off of it for the
strap, Jennifer almost pleaded, “You have to hurt me! I want you to hurt me! I
have to be punished.”

Silent until I had her right wrist belted and secured, knowing now Jen-
nifer was tied to the bed and could not get out of the restraints if she tried, I
crawled back on the bed on her right side, and leaned my face to inches from
hers. “I have never hurt a woman in any sexual encounter, and I'm not starting
now,” and I sat up on my knees and slapped her bare ass with my hand with
some force, “but you will feel it.” When her startled exhalation from my butt
slap diminished,  I  advised,  “It's  your  turn.  I'll  roll  for  you and move your
pieces, in the interest of fairness, so the game doesn't bog down.” I crawled
over her, reaching for the die. “I'll leave your legs free, but if you start kicking
and squirming, I'll tie your legs, too. Do you understand me?”

She let out a muffled, “Yes.”
I settled into position on my left side perched on my elbow, my right

leg over her naked thigh and shoved between her legs, and I rubbed, squeezed,
pushed and pulled Jennifer's bare ass. “A mix of pleasure and pain, pleasure,
then pain, pleasure, then pain, and you will feel  both, for as long as I decide,
because your body belongs to me, and I will do with it whatever I want.” Since
we had moved into one of the more extreme parcheesi rules branches—which,
if you are unfamiliar with said branches, I can best describe them as an asym-
metrical  fractal  representation—this  particular  branch  required  my constant
stroking and caressing with my hand across Jennifer's bare buttocks until she



would call out her next move after I had rolled her die for her, which immedi-
ately required a swift and firm  slap to said buttocks. Again, I should remind
you this particular rules branch affected female players only. Hey! I don't make
up the rules. I rigidly adhere to them. Additionally, it may be of interest to you
that I dragged the game out, even purposely moving Jennifer's pieces to cap-
ture my unblocked pieces, so the game's  slapping portion would continue in-
definitely. There is no rule which prohibits it. Another point of interest, person-
ally, was each  slap resulted in a strained gasp and Jennifer's breath became
halting and labored. I was certainly enjoying our game's progress.

As we continued, I thought about what this little Spanish woman really
wanted. She really  wanted me to hurt her, to feel  intense pain? And how in-
tense did she want this pain to feel? I wasn't going to do it and the spankings I
inflicted, per game rules, were never as hard as I could deliver. Hell, not even
close. I knew her ass would be beet red soon and warm to the touch. You don't
have to slap a bare ass hard to make it red.

As time ticked away with the game almost seeming to crawl, Jennifer
would often ask me, “Have I been punished enough?”

I responded the same way every time. “No.”
The game  finally reached its conclusion, yours truly as victor as you

may imagine, when I reached the pinnacle of merciless teasing and Jennifer ex-
ploded  in  an  orgasmic  eruption.  How do  I  know? She  not  only  screamed
throughout her orgasm but her hips lifted up more than a foot off the bed, with
two digits from my right hand inside her sex channel riding the waves. Place-
ment of my fingers is due to article A dot 1 of the parcheesi rules branch, au-
thored by Gregory Hess, though it has not yet been certified by the European
Parcheesi Rules Council.  I  consider it  a mere formality.  Fingers placement,
however, did produce a whopping success for this parcheesi game. The  first
time Jennifer Montez came for me, I used the fingers of my right hand only.
That is a stunning parcheesi achievement, let me tell you.

You would think, having been so thoroughly and completely spanked in
her maiden parcheesi battle, Jennifer would throw in the towel, try to hide her
shame, though remain unable to hide her glowing red buttocks. No. She de-
manded an immediate rematch.

She wanted me to parcheesi her right then. She really did. Let me clue
you in, guys. A woman hates it when you make her cum with your fingers. It's
not the orgasm they hate, it's not you they hate, it's the idea you made her cum
and she didn't even get to feel a rock-hard projectile inside her love cavity.
They feel like they've been robbed. I love making a woman cum with my fin-
gers only. Sure, it's teasing, no doubt. What? Women don't tease men? What
planet did you come from?

I made Jennifer beg me to play another game. She lay on her stomach,
her body still twitching slightly. “Beg me.”

“I'm not going to beg you to play.”
“We're not playing then. I'm going to the bathroom and clean up.”
“Don't, don't do this to me, please.”
“Don't what?”



“Don't leave me like this and not take care of me.”
“Take care of you in what way?”
“By playing me!”
“Beg me to play you,” I said, calmly, like I was totally in charge, which

was true.
Jennifer lifted her hair-strewn head from the bed to look at me. “What

do you want me to say?” Her tone was subservient.
“Why don't you start by saying, 'Please.' Ever use the word? Maybe it's

not in your English vocabulary. Here's the Spanish equivalent. Por favor, play
me, por favor!”

Jennifer took a deep breath. “Please, Gregory, play me. I want you to
play with me, please!”

“Pretty please with sugar on top.”
“Don't tease me like this.” She was close to cracking. When she fol-

lowed up, her voice was cracking. “Don't leave me like this. Don't get up and
walk away when I want you inside me so much. Don't you want it? Don't you
want to be inside me, too? Pleeeeease.”

It was enough. Don't say I'm totally merciless. She had enough. I  had
teased her plenty, but I took all my clothes off very slowly, right in front of her
view, and left my glasses for last, putting them on the nightstand. Soon came
the bombshell which almost canceled the show. “Where's your condom?”

“Still at the store, where I always leave it. Unpurchased.”
“You can't play me without a condom.” I was thinking, that's not in the

rules.
I stepped away from the bed and started reaching for my briefs. “Then

we're not playing, Jennifer.”
“Stop. Please. I have condoms. Please, use mine.”
I sat down on the bed next to her, holding my briefs in my hand. I

twisted around to see her face but I couldn't see her eyes. “I have never played
any woman with a condom.” I leaned down on my elbow and swept away her
hair from her face so I could see her eyes. Her expression was sorrowful, de-
jected. I hate this expression on a woman's face. It's like you have completely
trashed their lives, devastated their very existence. How can you do this to me
when you are supposed to love me? I snapped. I was only here in this bedroom
because I was asked by this woman to meet her before she would agree to do
the movie.  Think of the movie, numb nuts!  “Where are your condoms, Jen-
nifer?”

Instantly she brightened. “In the nightstand drawer!”
Did I write weird? I reached to the single, solitary drawer of the night-

stand a few feet to my right, pulled it open and it contained hundreds and hun-
dreds of condoms and nothing else! I couldn't control myself. “Jesus, Jennifer!
What are you expecting? The Mongol horde to invade?”

Even more cheerily, she said, “Pick your favorite. There's all kinds.”
Oh, gosh! I can't decide between the ribbed and the cherry flavored! I

grabbed one. “I would be surprised if you didn't have every possible variety.
You could stamp out teenage pregnancy in this entire city alone.”



Jennifer laughed, a pleasant surprise. It meant she was returning to nor-
mal, though it would be normal for weird people.

A minute later I unrolled the condom over my erection and we were
playing a rematch of parcheesi. It was one of the shortest games I've played,
since  Jennifer  conceded  minutes  into  the  conflict—at  least  it's  how  I
interpreted her orgasm—but I had to create a “drama” in my head before I
could finish my play.  I managed though. I silently apologized to Junior for
subjecting  him to his  own shower.  Not  only do all  the soldiers  fired from
Junior's gun face one hundred percent mortality, there wasn't even the slimmest
prospect one would open the magic door of the egg trying to look discreet in
the female barracks. Nope, when all the soldiers are deployed into a condom,
it's total, complete annihilation. No hope for even  one to capture the female
flag  of  surrender.  It's  not  really  why  I  don't  like  condoms.  Condoms  are
waterproof. They're designed to capture semen, which is liquid based, thus,
wearing a condom means it is  impossible to feel how wet a woman's vagina
truly  is  at  any  time.  Could  I  tell  with  Jennifer  this  time?  No.  Why  is  it
important? Have you ever fucked a dry vagina? With a condom you have to
depend on the woman to tell you her vagina is getting dry. If you have  ever
fucked a dry vagina, the last thing you want to depend on is a woman in some
state of parcheesi ecstasy.

I walked into her bathroom while Jennifer was still tied in the straps so
I could wipe off my semen-drenched penis. “Where are you going? Are you
going to untie me soon?”

“To wipe off.” I looked for a washcloth, found one and ran it under hot
water.

“Are you going to untie me?
“I like you this way,” I walked out of the bathroom holding the wash-

cloth. “You're  calm and restrained,  nothing like  you were when I  first  got
here.” Her hair-strewn face looked peeved. “Okay, so where's all your sex gear,
Jennifer?” She lifted her head higher and tried to flip it to get her hair out of
her eyes unsuccessfully.

“What do you mean, sex gear?”
I sat down on the edge of the bed and reached for her face. “You really

have to do something about your hair.” I brushed her hair from her eyes. “Who
does your hair, by the way?”

“Will you untie me please?”
“Where's the sex gear, Jennifer?” I walked to the first closet. “I'm curi-

ous about what you have I could have used to hurt you.”
“You don't need to know. You weren't going to use it anyway.”
“Is it behind this door?” I slid open the door. Clothes, lots of them. I

stepped to the next. “Or this one?” I slid it open. Shoes to the ceiling. I turned
to Jennifer and she was watching me while pulling at the straps like she could
actually get out of them. I flipped my thumb in the shoe closet. “Do you have
wading boots, in case it rains?”

“Why are you doing this?”
“Two down.” I walked to the next one. “Six more to go.”



“Down there! All the way at the end!” I strolled to the last closet, which
was the smallest of the lot and  very disappointing.  “Goddam you, Gregory!
You are such a fuck!”

“It's because I practice. You can't get good at anything if you don't prac-
tice.” I slid it open. There it was, all the sexual paraphernalia for all the weird-
est,  kinkiest,  most disgusting sexual and  non-sexual acts  one may imagine.
Whips, dildoes, paddles, chains, ropes, gag devices, kinky outfits like bras with
holes in them for the nipples to stick through, stools, shock devices, and more,
enough to start her own adult store. There were plenty of drawers, too, but I
didn't bother to look in any. “This would be the place.” I turned around and she
could barely see me. I strolled to my pants in a leisurely manner, lifted them to
remove the cell phone, and said, “Maybe I can call your latest boyfriend or,
hey,  some of  your  girlfriends  and have  them come over  and untie  you,  or
maybe they'll leave you tied up and hurt you, since I really failed on that one.
Sorry. Gimme a number. I'll call them and put the phone to your mouth and
you can ask them yourself.” I sat on the edge of the bed, ready to dial.

“You hurt me!”
I scoffed. “Hardly, dear. Pleasure, then pain, pleasure, then pain, be-

cause if I wanted to hurt you, Jennifer, you would still be screaming in agony.”
I turned over and leaned on my stomach so my face was close to hers and Jen-
nifer glared at me. I held out the phone. “No number? No call?” I rose from the
bed and set the phone on the nightstand. I returned to the bed on my stomach
and reached for the strap around her left wrist and began undoing it. “Just as
well, I guess. Fortunately, your role in the movie won't take much time out of
your busy bondage, domination, S & M thing ya got goin' here, and it's good
for you. You'll get back to your kinky, disgusting, depraved shit in no time, and
I'll get back to my shit and hope I never run into you again.” I freed her left
arm and Jennifer jerked it under her stomach. I crawled and climbed over her,
careful I didn't bump her with my limp penis, and began undoing the strap on
her right wrist. When I freed her hand she rolled to her side and sat up on her
knees. Turning toward her she cocked and loaded and slapped me hard on my
left cheek. It turned my head. I knew it would be red soon. Trying to rise from
the bed and, perhaps, get away from me, I instead lunged for her, pulled her
down and twisted her on her back. I pushed and held her arms up even with her
head. “Lay here on your back for a minute, will you, please?”

“Why?” She was seething. “So you can hurt me some more?”
“So I can get you a warm washcloth to wipe yourself.” I studied her

face for a moment and her anger seemed to subside. I released her arms and
she left them where they were. Hopping off her I grabbed the washcloth from
the floor and strolled into the bathroom. “I don't know what it is with some of
you women. Ya gotta get up right away, pull your clothes on over all that so it
dries on your clothes and your body. Maybe it's because you're disgusted or
embarrassed. I have no clue, but with all of it encrusted around your vagina, it
sure makes it inviting for the cunning linguist.” I came out of the bathroom
with the warm washcloth and caught Jennifer's gaze. I shook my head. “I don't
think so.” Her expression was calm until she finally smiled. She still had her



arms up in surrender and she looked quite inviting. I smiled back as I sat on the
edge of the bed and handed the washcloth to her.

She wouldn't take it. “Will you wipe me? Have you wiped a vagina be-
fore?”

I laughed as I scooted toward her. “Please, Jennifer, I have two grown
daughters. I've wiped vaginas thousands of times.” I wiped her slowly, gently,
pushing the cloth down between her legs over the curves of her bare ass, all
around the inside of her thighs and over her crotch and bush. “There.”

Jennifer lifted her arms from the bed toward me. “Come here.” I did as
commanded, tossing the cloth over my shoulder to the floor, and we kissed
gently and tenderly for minutes while I rested atop her right side. I waited for
her to stop and when she did I raised my head and settled on my left elbow, my
right elbow resting on her chest so I could rub my fingers gently across her left
cheek. We stared at each other, our gazes moving to a different area of the
other's face, silent, smiling.

I spoke first. “I think there's some wine left at the dinner table. I have
time to put a good drunk on.”

Jennifer frowned. “That would not please me.”
“Did this please you, Jennifer?”
The smile lit right back on her face. Sumptuously, she moaned,  “Oh,

yes, very much so. This was one of the best ever.” She lifted her right hand to
stroke my face lovingly as I smiled easily.

My stomach felt empty. I hadn't eaten much of the dinner. “Are you
hungry? I'm starving. Is there a pizza place nearby? Let's have some pizza.”

Jennifer laughed but still kept stroking my face. “Do you like pizza? Is
it your typical fare?”

Her hand felt good rubbing gently across my face and I smiled end-
lessly. “We could have pizza and feed each other. I'll hold a slice to your mouth
and you'll take a bite and you'll hold a slice to mine and I'll take a bite and we'll
consume the whole pizza, or as much as we can.”

She smiled warmly. “There is a place not far. We could walk there. But
first...” She made a motion to rise so I pushed away and let her sit up. She
glanced to the nightstand. “Does your phone have John's number?”

I glanced at the phone and rose from the bed. “It does.” I grabbed it
from the nightstand and started through the menus to place a call to John. “You
want to call him?” I turned to look to her.

Jennifer put her hand out. “Yes, please.”
I found his number and pressed the call button. I handed it to her and

said, “It's ringing.”
Jennifer put the phone to her head and in a few moments she said in a

sultry, sexy voice, “John? How are you?” A moment passed. “When do we
start  shooting?”  Another  moment  passed.  “That  soon?  Excellent...Oh,  Gre-
gory's simply adorable. Where did you find him?” Another moment passed.
“The things you can pick up on the highways in the States. It's simply amaz-
ing!” Another moment passed. “He's right here. Would you like to speak with
him?” Jennifer handed me the phone. “John would like to speak with you.”



I took the phone from her hand and put it to my right ear. “John, have
you been to church yet?”

John laughed on the other end. “You know I don't go to church.”
“So what inspires you for the week?”
“All right, stop it! Things went well, I take it.”
“It feels like home, John.” I felt Jennifer's hand touch the right side of

my face so I switched the phone to my left side to give her all the room she
wanted. It felt good. “I like the concept of these Latin hostesses. Are there any
others I can visit soon?”

John laughed again.  “Sounds like  you're  having fun  as  usual...Well,
Gregory, you pulled it off. I had my doubts but I'm glad you hit it off with Jen-
nifer. You must have an abundance of midwestern charm, although I wasn't so
sure that sort of thing existed.”

“We keep it in the big blue silos, John, the cobalt blue ones so it radi-
ates.”

“Yeah, right. So, you fly back tomorrow and I'll see you Tuesday at the
office?”

“It's the plan, though I'm liking Spain. I could see myself staying here
for a while.”

“We have other plans for you.”
“You're a slave driver, John.”
“Listen, Gregory, take care of yourself, and I'll see you when you get

back. Let me say goodbye to Jennifer.”
“All right, John. I'll talk to you soon.” I handed the phone to Jennifer

and the two made some small talk and hung up a few minutes later. She handed
me the phone and I rose from the bed and set it on the nightstand.

Sitting down on the bed, Jennifer scooted closer and her hand resumed
stroking my face. “We can go for pizza or we can lounge around in my bed.
Which would you like to do?”

With my feet dangling off the edge of the bed, I fell to my back and fo-
cused on Jennifer's eyes. “I would choose lounging in bed with you but my
stomach will remain empty. I think I'd still choose the lounging, though, since
I'm staying at a hotel tonight.”

“You'll do no such thing, Gregory. You will stay here tonight with me.”
There was a look of apprehension on her face.

“In this bed?”
“Of course.”
“Let's take a walk, share a pizza, and walk around some more and enjoy

a nice, warm Spanish evening.” Jennifer smiled and nodded lightly. “Walking
around in a nice, warm Spanish evening to kind of work off the pizza next to a
beautiful Spanish hostess who is making me feel very welcome now.”

She frowned and looked down as she said, “I'm sorry I didn't treat you
well at first. I was...testing you.”

I rolled onto my side and lifted her chin so I could lock onto her big
black eyes. “It's all forgotten.” Her mouth formed a tiny smile. “Cumon! Let's
get dressed and take a walk toward this pizza parlor.” I twisted and rose from



the bed and Jennifer scooted to the edge and popped off the bed behind me.
Once we had our clothes back on, the phone was stuffed in my pants pocket
and my glasses were on, Jennifer took my left hand with her right and guided
me through the labyrinth of her villa to a side door. Out we went into the twi-
light of Spain on our quest for pizza.

It  was a long walk but I  enjoyed the company, holding her hand in
mine, feeling her hand squeeze mine regularly. We talked the entire time and I
learned Jennifer was much more comfortable and versed in speaking English
than Serena. She was intelligent and well educated, too, with a degree in Soci-
ology, but she was spotted by some Spanish TV producer while still a student
and started appearing on Spanish TV regularly. She had no qualms about tak-
ing her clothes off before a camera but if it involved another actor or actors she
had to be comfortable with them. She still had no qualms, maybe because she
was growing older and romantic parts were disappearing from her inbox.

Frequently people would walk by us and recognize her, looking at me
suspiciously I should add, but they would greet her and walk on. They're not
celebrity crazy in Europe like they are in the States. Perhaps it's because there
are far less Honey Boo-boos in the olde country?

At the pizza joint I chose Sangria for our drinks and Jennifer thought it
was  a  good decision.  “They  have  some of  the  best  Sangria  around.  Good
choice, Gregory.”

We fed each other  as I  suggested and Jennifer liked to occasionally
shove the pizza slice into my face and laugh. One time, I commented, “I think
you like doing it to make your man angry so he'll hurt you later.”  This com-
ment hurt her. Her face went blank, emotionless. “I'm sorry, Jennifer. I was
thoughtless. I didn't mean it. Please...forgive me...Please.”

I sat across the small table staring at her while she stared away. After a
minute or so, she turned to me and her eyes narrowed. “So you would hurt me,
because that hurt.”

I tried to wear a remorseful expression.  “Not intentionally, no, and I
will never say anything about it again. I know now it will hurt you and then it
would be intentional. Please, Jennifer, I'm sorry.”

She continued to look straight into my eyes with her own so narrow and
distrusting. Another minute or two and I was about to give up, when I picked
up a slice of pizza and started to bring it to my mouth. She smiled. “That's my
pizza, boy, not yours.” I turned the slice toward her and she took a bite, trying
to chew and smile at the same time, until she gave up and laughed, grabbing
the napkin and holding it over her mouth.

“And mine? Where's mine?” Jennifer lifted a slice and started to ram it
toward my face, but stopped and slowly inched it to my mouth and I took a big
bite. We couldn't finish a couple slices since the pizza was pretty big and left.

Walking around the town together, a leisure stroll, neither of us in a
hurry to get anywhere, and I slipped my arm around Jennifer's waist. Her arm
came around my waist and at times we both would rest our head on the other's
shoulder. We would stop and she showed me the sights and landmarks, places
of interest to her, and we would face each other or I would slip around behind



her, we would kiss and hold each other tenderly. We were two Spanish lovers.
Back at her villa we spent the rest of the evening listening to music,

talking on a sofa, arms and legs entangled. It was enjoyable, romantic, and
open. I wished I could do this with Serena. I couldn't and I missed it. Here it
felt  warm and  sensual,  soft  and  smooth.  It  was  nearly  midnight  when  we
slipped upstairs to her bedroom, Jennifer leading me along the labyrinth, hand
in hand. I took Jennifer's clothes off first as she stood next to the bed. I was in
no rush and removed each item slowly, deliberately, sensually. I even left her
panties on while I pulled off her pants, saving them for last, and when I pushed
them to mid-thigh, I reached around her, grabbed her bare ass in my hands and
kissed her long and fully. When it was her turn she teased me in the same man-
ner. I was hard by the time we climbed into bed but I was beat and told her so.
“But if you're up for it in the morning, I'll wake you up with it pushing against
your butt cheeks, and we'll play another round of parcheesi.”

Jennifer's head rested on my chest. “I love playing in the morning.”
Like clockwork, usually about six or so, Junior awakened my bed mate

and when I felt her begin to stir, her right arm reached over me, settled on my
hip and pulled at me. No words were spoken, she was wet in no time, I had the
sheets down for visibility, and we were entrenched upon the parcheesi battle-
field in moments, once I had gotten off the bed and unrolled a condom around
my erection, my concession to Jennifer's rules adaptation. Jennifer liked to be
played from behind, exclusive for me so far. I cheated and rubbed her sensitive
area so vigorously she came twice about a minute apart. For some reason, pos-
sibly due to the many sights I captured visually, I exploded soon after. Game
over! It wasn't inside her but in the confines of a condom. I rose from bed and
cleaned both of us again. When Jennifer wouldn't rise from the bed, I settled
down next to her, snuggled with her a few minutes and slept another two hours.

Segment Eight
I  called  Esperanza

Saturday  from  Serena's  to
give  her  the  international
number.  We  only  talked
briefly  and  Little  Boy  was
doing  fine.  While  Jennifer
and I were lounging around in her living room after we returned from our pizza
foray, I called Esperanza again, explaining to Jennifer I had a friend staying
with me from India and I had helpers to watch him while I was gone. I called
the helpers to check up on my friend. Esperanza answered immediately and
Little Boy was still hanging in there. She talked a little about her weekend, the
one  I  made  her  change.  She,  then,  slipped  out  “boyfriend,”  since  her
“boyfriend” and some mutual friends had come over for a Little Boy party and
drank the wine. Once I heard “boyfriend,” I tuned out a lot of what followed.
Cool it, man. She has a romantic interest so back off.

I didn't call Serena until we were on the ground at LAX. She wanted to
know why. “I'm in Spain trying to devote all my attention to Jennifer, because



frankly it required all my attention.”
“Jennifer called me. She found the time.”
I wondered when  that was but I let it slide and bit my tongue. “The

time difference didn't help either, Serena. I'm not used to this. Maybe the two
of you are. Will you please give me a break?”

“You're not doing very well on your promise to call me.”
“And the only day I didn't call you was Sunday, a day I won't soon for-

get.”
“Why? What happened?”
“Privately, dear, privately.”
John was at Serena's house and congratulated me again. I wasn't in a

talkative, jovial mood. I told both I was wiped. It was early afternoon and if I
left I might beat rush hour. Serena wanted to have a private conversation.

“Another private conversation?” John asked, half jokingly. I glared at
him as Serena and I walked down to my bedroom.

Serena closed the door behind her. “Jennifer told me everything.”
“Everything, huh? You two talk about everything, do you?”
“She told me you had sex with her. Isn't it everything?”
“Did you tell her we've had sex?” There was a matter of confidentiality

which was seeming to elude both women and this bothered me.
“Of course not.”
“Why not? Jennifer tells you we had sex but you don't tell her the same,

we're having an affair because your marriage is over? Why don't you confide in
her when she confides in you? And, while you're at it, what escapes you about
confidentiality, the idea you tell  no one what goes on behind closed doors? I
mean, what part of no one do you not understand?”

“What's wrong with you today?”
“Neither of you should be talking about  any of this. It makes it more

difficult for me to trust either of you, when you'll just gossip about it between
yourselves. Since you started it, though, I'll bet she left out some things.”

“Like what?” Serena was bristling.
“Have you been to Jennifer's villa?”
“Yes. So what?”
“Did she tell you she wanted me to hurt her?”
“What?” she blurted in shock. “What are you talking about?”
“When you've been to her villa, did she show you her bedroom?”
“No.”
“For good reason, Serena, since it's a sex dungeon.”
“What do you mean her bedroom is a sex dungeon?”
“Know the term 'BDSM,' bondage, domination, sadism, masochism?”
“You're making this up! In her bedroom?”
“Bingo! That's Jennifer.”
“Did you hurt her?”
“She sure wanted me to but I don't hurt women, it's what I told her and

I'm not starting now.”
“What did you do?”



“I tied her up and spanked her. I did it long and my way.”
Serena walked over to one of the chairs and collapsed. I went to the bed

and sat on the edge. Serena looked up at me. “Why?”
I shook my head in frustration. “I have been there for quite a while and

it is not going well. Jennifer can be difficult. I think she's weird. She looks at
me after we've finished dinner since I slammed her. I called her a bitch. Jen-
nifer says, 'Do you want to fuck me?' I say, 'I wouldn't fuck you ever.'  That's
when she takes me to her bedroom and the really weird shit starts.”

Serena looked away. “Why did you...tie her up...and spank her?”
“Guess what she has tied to the four corners of her bed, Serena?”
“Please, I don't want to know.”
“Then,  don't  fuckin'  ask,  not  me,  not  her.  And  for  that  matter,  she

shouldn't ask you anything either. The both of you need to keep your fucking
mouths shut or I'll shut 'em for you and tell you both to get the fuck out of my
life.” My mood was not talkative or jovial. I stood, grabbed my bag still in the
room and gathered up what had been scattered. “Will you have your driver
bring my car around, please, Serena? I have to go.” As she rose, I added, “Ser-
ena, I had no choice but to do what I did if she would even consider doing the
movie. It's what she wanted then, but when it was over, she came around. She
probably told you we went out for a walk, had pizza, like we were two lovers,
we really loved each other. She called John from bed barely a few minutes af-
ter to tell him she was ready to do the part. We were both still naked on her
bed. I did what I felt I had to do.” Serena had stopped. She stood motionless
and listened. When I finished she opened the door, walked out the bedroom
and closed the door softly behind her. She never said another word.

It had bugged me since Jennifer said it and I couldn't let it go. “You
have no definition.” I kept thinking back when I lifted weights as a young man,
the experience of filling out in my arms, neck and chest only by curling bar-
bells. What really changed was my attitude, since I adopted a “don't fuck with
me” demeanor, not surly, but confident. It made a difference in all my relation-
ships. I lifted the stern of a submerged fourteen foot boat, with engine, above
the water by myself. I needed to get back into it and add a couple things. I
needed to get my confidence back, the “don't fuck with me” demeanor. The
movie business was taking a toll on me and I was beginning to sense it would
get worse, the fight was on but I didn't start it. I was going to fight back.

I unloaded the bags into my apartment and avoided Esperanza. I had an
errand to run so I hopped on the internet, through cable installed the week be-
fore,  and found a place close which had what  I  needed.  I  drove there and
bought a set of barbells, a set of five, ten and twenty pound ankle weights and
a bar to attach to a threshold ostensibly for pull-ups. I would use it instead near
the bottom of the floor to hook my feet and do sit-ups. When I returned carry-
ing the barbell set Esperanza heard the commotion and opened her door. “I
thought it might be you,” she said, smiling, a very welcome tone in her voice.

“Yep, only me,” I said, struggling with the set down to my apartment.
“What do you have there?”
“Gonna work on a little definition.” She came out to help and started to



reach for the box. “I've got it, Esperanza. Thank you.”
“I'm only trying to help, Gregory.”
“I know.” I reached my door and set the box down. “Frankly, it's all

you've done is help me and I appreciate it.” She smiled and I opened my door
and carried the box inside, setting it on the floor. Esperanza went back to her
apartment and moved Little Boy and his stuff back into my apartment while I
retrieved the bar and ankle weights. “There! Now I can get started tonight.”

“You're gonna work out?”
“With some stuff I know will make a difference in a short period.”
“I haven't eaten yet. Have you?”
I smiled but managed to avoid “boyfriend.” “Chinese?”
“I fed him about a half-hour ago.” Esperanza nodded to Little Boy, who

had already assumed his throne in the bedroom. “I'm ready if you are.”
“Let's go.”
We ate again at the Chinese place, talking innocuously, mostly about

Jennifer, the movie and my trip. No talk about boyfriends, girlfriends, or even
love. It's what I wanted, a bite to eat with a friend and talk which was innocent.

I established my routine this night. Ankle weights for leg lifts sitting
down, a few with one then the other. When it becomes too easy, add weight.
On to curls with the same pattern, do a certain number and when it becomes
too easy, add weight. End with situps, doing as many as I can, hit the same
number the next time, then increase. Situps, of course, would take the longest.
I didn't care. I knew what the result would be and it would be clearly evident in
less than two weeks.

John had scheduled three camera interviews this week. All went with-
out a hitch. I convinced John and his media rep, a man in his late twenties
named Hiram Dinkel, I needed a constant make-up person and hair stylist for
these shows. I don't want to use theirs. I want consistency. Both agreed and
Camilla became my make-up person and Bernard became my hair stylist. Both
were unusual personality wise, which was good. So was I. They loved me and I
loved them too.

I  had  become more  comfortable  with  the  finance  software,  learning
where I could plug in projections and the like.  For our production meeting
Thursday, I produced several reports and spoke in general summation about
various aspects of the production with its impact on the budget. A lot of the
casting had already been completed. Antonio signed as Octavio. We now had
all three lead roles signed, all with the same impact on the budget. I had re-
fused to shave since I shaved off the whole beard for Serena and she noticed it.
We all agreed we would have to shuffle the shooting schedule to shoot all my
shots  after Gustavo loses his arm first. This would mean all the scenes with
Benita would be shot at the end of the beard time—which in the movie begins
when Gustavo returns from the Marines hospital, having never shaved since
his capture and decides to keep the beard—and the few scenes with Gustavo
and Benita  before  the Marines  invade.  No biggie.  It  means  I get  my nude
scenes out of the way quick. Good for me.

After the meeting Serena followed me to my media room and once the



door was closed, asked, “What's wrong, Gregory? You haven't been the same
since you got back from Spain. We've talked twice on the phone and both have
been very short. You hardly talk to me. Are you in love with Jennifer?”

I put my stuff down on the desk and turned to face her. “Do I want her?
Of course I want her and I think she wants me, too.” Serena's face was com-
plete  disappointment,  maybe  even  hurt.  “I  won't  commit  to  her,  Serena.  I
promised you, and in my heart I don't think she'll ever talk to me about com-
mitment. I think she likes her life the way it is, and I'm not moving to Spain.
I'm not going to visit. I have no interest in it, so it's strictly what happens when
she arrives for the shoot. That should be the end. I'm certain.”

“Then why are you treating me like you have, like you want to be dis-
tant from me?”

“I don't know how to answer, Serena. I'll tell you what's different in my
relationship with Jennifer. I can show her real affection any time when I know
she's receptive, but I can't with you, so we're right back to sneaking around and
being secretive.” I sat up on the desk and scooted so my knees were right at the
edge. “I'm not losing interest in you. I love you and want you as much as I al-
ways have, but I  am wanting to cool it some. Little Gregory needs rest. He's
had a lot to digest lately and I haven't been sleeping well since, shit, Saturday.”

Serena sat in one of the chairs, her eyes fixed on mine. “When can you
come over?”

“Not tonight.” I watched her disappointment return. “Psych lady meets
me tonight. I'm sure when I'm done she'll have second thoughts about a second
meeting, but what the hey? She's a pro. She can take it. You're having the party
Saturday. I'll see you then.”

She shook her head. “You won't get any of the good bedrooms and-”
“With all the commotion from the party,” I interrupted, “you probably

won't be able to do what we've been doing all along. Will it surprise you if I
say, it's fine with me?”

Now she really looked shocked. Serena thought she had me pegged.
“This means I can't fuck you for a week! More than a week!”

“So this is what it's about, fucking? You don't mind sneaking around
and being secretive because you're getting fucked regularly, so what if I said,
'I'm not fucking you any more until you're divorced and we can have it all, ev-
erything, including the fucking, but no fucking until then.' What are you gonna
tell me, Serena? You can't love me unless we're fucking? You can't wait as long
as I would?”

Serena's  expression  was hurt,  though not  from me.  She knew I was
right but she still wanted to fight about it. “Why are you so hard on me?”

“You're still not getting it, Serena. You're still not getting me, who I am.
My love for you does not depend on how often I fuck you, even if I can't fuck
you at all. It will never change my love for you. When are you gonna get it?”

Spite crossed her face at the moment. “But you can go off and fuck
anyone you want while you're not fucking me, can't you? Like Jennifer!”

“And you can fly back to France at a moment's notice and fuck hubby
and pretend like everything's okay between you two. Keeping up appearances.



Pretending all is well on the marriage front. And you can do it because you
can't  divorce him until  after  the movie's  released,  since it  would affect  the
movie, which is what, Serena? Next summer? A year away?”

“If you had never been obsessed with me, Gregory, none of this would
be happening.”

“And what would you be feeling if it was true? You were in love with
me the moment I walked around my car the first day. It's what you said, so
what would you feel  now if every advance you gave me I rebuffed you, re-
jected you? You wouldn't feel pain? You wouldn't be hurt, feel rejected, worth-
less? Don't say this is all my fault. It's not.”

Serena sighed deeply sitting in her chair. “I want you, Gregory. I love
you.”

I hopped down from the desk to stand before Serena and motioned for
her to rise. Reluctantly she did and I wrapped my arms around her, held her
tight and she started to relax in my arms. I whispered, “Your actions, Serena,
remind me of women I knew previously who were raped, and I wonder if it's
what you share with them.”

Her  head  pulled  away as  she  stared  in  my eyes.  “You think  I  was
raped?”

“There are things in your bio which don't add up, Serena. For instance,
you start a foundation for victims of domestic abuse, yet all the women in your
business who have done the same admitted they were rape victims.  Not you.
The strange thing about your bio is your teen years. It makes no sense to me.
You get thrown out of the convent when you're thirteen. The next year you
have to attend high school in Mexico and I think you hated it. You hated those
kids, you hated the school, you hated it all. You pleaded with your parents to
get you out of it and they came up with a solution, send you to San Antonio to
live with grandma, attend high school there. You loved it. It's when you started
to blossom, to find your femininity, to find you were attracted to boys and they
were attracted to you, but those kids in this school accepted you and you loved
it. You loved it so much you had absolutely no interest in going back to Mexico
the following year. Your sophomore and junior years were spent in San Anto-
nio where you felt you found a home, where you belonged. But your bio sim-
ply says, your parents suddenly summoned you back to Mexico and you went
right  back.  Without  complaining?  Without  any  protest  from you?  Because
protest from you would have been completely in your character. Why did they
summon you back to Mexico,  Serena? Because you were having too much
fun? Why would they ruin your chance to enjoy being a senior in high school
with kids who had accepted you, who made you feel like you belonged? Are
your parents so cruel and unfeeling? Senior year is what every high school kid
dreams about, proms, homecoming, all the parties, your last chance to let it rip
before you have to be an adult with all those responsibilities, and you're gonna
tell me through your bio your parents summoned you back to Mexico for your
senior year to be with kids you still hated? I don't buy it for a second, Serena.
Something happened this  summer,  something so catastrophic,  so  traumatic,
your parents had no choice but to summon you back. And what I think it was is



you were raped this summer, and the trauma forced them to call you back, and
you  went back  without  protest,  hurt  beyond anything you had ever  experi-
enced.” When I reached this point in the explanation of my theory, I felt Serena
grow limp in my arms, like she couldn't hold herself up any more.

She had turned her head away, listening raptly, but with some seeming
difficulty, she turned back to me and looked in my eyes for a sign. “How could
you know that?” When I didn't answer right away, her head fell against my
chest like dead weight. After a few moments, she whispered, “Only my family
knows...and...him.” A few moments later her head rose from my chest and her
eyes confronted me. “How could you know that?”

Now I knew the truth. This explained her behavior at times. She wasn't
so randy, she wasn't so into sex, she wasn't so into fucking, it was how she re-
lated to men, it was what she thought men wanted more than anything else.
This explained why her head was hung low and she only stared at the table dur-
ing my rape monologue during our first production meeting. I had developed
this theory long before I met Serena and I knew when I said a rape victim
would have to seek counseling or our relationship would be doomed, I had tar-
geted it at Serena directly, but it seemed to have no effect on her so I thought
my theory was wrong. The talk about fucking reminded me and I had to bring
it out in the open. Shit, I was right!

“It's a long story, Serena, convoluted, probably insane, but I want to tell
you, so go to bed by eleven-thirty tonight and I will call you and tell  you.
Okay?” She nodded. “I have to ask you a question and you have to look in my
eyes and don't look away until you answer me. Understand?” Serena looked in
my eyes and nodded. “Have you ever sought counseling for this?”

The look on her face was neither terror nor fright. It was something
akin to hope, that should she answer correctly, she would still have hope. She
kept her focus to switching from one of my eyes to the other, but she never
looked away. After a few moments she softly responded, “No.”

I launched into it. “At some time, Serena, you will have to seek coun-
seling if you have any hope of keeping us together. I cannot be your rape coun-
selor. You have to be whole,” and I pressed my finger gently against her tem-
ple, “in here, a whole woman, for us to remain together, and your only hope for
it is counseling. You cannot think with every conflict between us it can be re-
solved by giving your body to me. In the long run this will destroy us.”

She held my gaze the entire time, never looking away. She softly asked,
“Do you still love me?”

“I'm not quitting on you, Serena, but if you don't seek counseling by the
time you're free of your marriage and we can be together, it will show me you
have quit...on me.” Serena pushed her head against my chest and I could hear
her breathing interrupt. I felt moisture on my shirt. She was crying.

A loud knock on the door awakened us to action. “Hold on!” I barked
to the door. I heard Hiram say, “Okay.” I sat Serena down in a chair and pulled
a tissue from the box on the desk. She wiped her eyes, trying to regain her
composure as I opened the door.

Hiram rushed in a few steps. “Constance Mullins from Philadelphia is



here and wants to interview you.” He glanced around while he said it and fo-
cused on Serena. “Are you crying, Serena?”

Not waiting for her response, I replied, “Of course she's crying, crying
for joy. I do this. Some day, Hiram, you will cry for joy and feel sweet release.”

Serena forced a choking laugh. “I'm fine.”
Hiram turned to me. “What do you want me to do with Constance?”
“Ask her to wait and I'll be out in a few minutes to greet her and bring

her back here.” Hiram immediately retreated. I walked around to the back of
the chair and put my arms on Serena's shoulders, leaning down to place my
head at her level. “Are you okay?”

“Yes.”
“Do you have anything to do in town?”
“No.”
“Go home and relax. Nothing is falling apart, Serena. Don't panic, be

calm about it, and be in your bedroom by eleven-thirty. I will call you and we'll
talk, as long as you want, for hours if you want. I love you and I'm not giving
up. Okay?”

She stood and turned around. “Okay.” I hugged her and she left.
I called her and gave her the scoop on my deep obsession with her, at

one time truly believing Rosita and Serena were one and the same. I never saw
Rosita the first four months I lived in the apartment and the neighbors were
there the whole time. Two things always struck me as inconsistent and would
remain so. Some of the last words Rosita spoke to me were, “I was raised in
Watsonville. I've lived here all my life, and I'll never leave.” Several times both
Rosita  and  the  neighbor  volunteered  the  two  of  them  were  “old  friends.”
Where was Rosita the first four months if she was in Watsonville the whole
time and they were such old friends? Especially when one considers the fact
once she did start showing up Rosita couldn't stay away more than two weeks.
I knew Rosita had been raped. She told me.  What if Rosita and Serena were
one and the same person? It was hard to shake, but I finally did. 

I  read Serena's  bio and here it  all  came again.  “Summoned back to
Mexico for her last year in high school.” It was the same year, the same sum-
mer. Why? It made no sense,  unless Serena was raped and the parents found
out about it. It would be easy. Her grandmother would grill her, call Mama, and
Serena would eventually break down and tell everything. It's how I came up
with  the  theory,  through Rosita.  Of course it  sounds far-fetched.  You can't
make this shit up. Serena was subdued and listened to the whole story, and
more talk about a cute little Mexican-American girl whom I met and she didn't
know.

When I finished she was silent for quite a while. “Where does this leave
us, Gregory? What do you want from me?”

“I want you to heal, and don't ever think of me as the enemy, like any
other man. I am Gregory, not like any man you have ever known. I am not like
them and never will be.”

“I want you to love me, Gregory, and I want you to fuck me, too. I love
it with you. You make me feel loved when we fuck. Don't I make you feel



loved when we fuck?”
“Don't do it to make up to me. Talk to me. Tell me what's bothering

you. I will listen.”
“All right.”
I drank the few beers in the refrigerator when I returned from Spain and

never replenished the stock. If you've picked yourself up from the floor, let me
tell you I had no intention of “going on the wagon.” In the space of two short
weeks I was visited several times by a beautiful Mexican girl in bedrooms in
her own house, a married woman, married to a French billionaire, and to top it
all off, she claimed to be in love with me. This is followed by a visit to a beau-
tiful Spanish girl who wanted me to get kinky with her, but I would only spank
her—mercilessly, yes—and still managed to turn her perception of me com-
pletely on its head, so much so we strolled around the evening arm in arm like
old lovers. Add to these events my introduction to the movie biz by being hired
as a producer, with a share in profits should the movie make one, and signed as
the lead in the movie, a role which would require me to appear nude and prob-
ably spend hours on a  set  with a  handful  of  set  people watching,  all  fully
clothed of course. Two months before I was living out of my car and down to a
tiny amount of cash, and a couple credit cards I probably wouldn't be able to
pay should I use them. I had written a screenplay and negotiated its sale, also
in these two weeks, for a cool two hundred grand. Last, I had scores of media
people clamoring for my attention, and many of them truly liked me. Had my
life changed? The only constant in the world is change. You would be fortunate
to have this constantly.

What I was coming to realize as necessary for my own growth, my own
health, was I couldn't go on like the usual. I quit smoking and in the not too
distant past had quit drinking for years. There would be parties leading up to
shooting the movie and lots of them. I had to reserve drinking for those times
and maybe not even drink at some of them. I had to get back to water and the
little food I eat, which is not much by your standards and plenty by mine. I
went to the grocery store for the first time Wednesday. I bought veggies for
salad, salad dressing, and fruit. No meat. Hell, not even cheese! That's a shock
for  anyone reasonably familiar with me. I was doing this to accomplish one
goal: harden myself. I knew the onslaught would begin, perhaps sooner than
later. I was going to be prepared because  I knew what was at stake. That no
one else in the entire world knew had no effect on me. Well, one person knew.
Psych lady. She knew. I told her. “I'm the one. I've known it since I was five
years old and can't shake it. I waited, though, because I had serious doubt. Me?
You've got to be kidding! But I reached an age where I had been looking for the
one but no one was saying, writing, or doing the right things, the things which
matter so human beings get the true and whole picture. I waited and waited and
waited, because I'm not the one, until I realized no one was ever going to say
and write and do the right things, go to the right places, associate with the right
humans, because it wasn't  their job.  It was mine.” So let me tell you, if you
ever think  you're the one, whether deluded or not, you  better steel yourself.
The onslaught cometh.



The following day was much of the same, John ordering lunch in, me-
dia requests handled and my continuing work on the budget and finances for
the movie. What was out of the ordinary was a visit by Jeff Bridges, who had
never visited John's production office and who did a little chit-chat with folks
in the office before he announced he had really come to see me and where was
I? A knock on my office door, shared with Gary, and in strolls Jeff Bridges. In
minutes Gary excused himself and Jeff sat down in a chair opposite me and we
chatted. An interesting item he shared was, “Look, anyone who would intro-
duce themselves as 'cocky, arrogant, conceited, insane and incorrigible' on live
television on the Faux affiliate, no less, deserves an invitation to my party. Gre-
gory, you'll get to meet the real crazies in this business.”

“You mean I'll meet people who are as insane as I am?”
“Well, that remains to be seen.” He looked at me with his eye cocked

which he's made pretty famous. There it was. I was invited to his party Mon-
day and he would have a car pick me up and take me home so I could drink to
my heart's content, and should it render me unconscious, he'd send me home
with an extra person so they could dump me in front of the gate at my apart-
ment building. I knew it would create enormous buzz! I couldn't wait.

In  the  afternoon  in  my  media  room the  cute  little  Mexican  actress
popped open the door, unavailable earlier due to previous engagements. Serena
was all smiles as she closed the door behind her, came up to my chair while I
was going through my list, waited until I looked up, leaned down and kissed
me softly. She was holding papers in her hand and when she stood she reached
across my desk to set them down. “A little light reading,” she announced.

I continued to look up at her. “What is it?”
She smiled encouragingly as she cooed, “Read it. You'll get it.”
I picked up the papers and glanced over them as I leaned back in the

chair.  The  first  word  which  caught  my  attention  was  “Pre-nuptial,”  and  I
scanned the rest of the page, noting the names on this “Pre-nuptial.” Those
names would be Serena and her husband. Through the rest of it I gathered all
the  pertinent  pieces.  The signatures  were  on  the  document  where  they  be-
longed, the date of execution was prior to the date of their marriage, and the
principal agreement was, should the marriage end in divorce, without any con-
cern for which party filed for divorce, Serena would receive nothing, zero, as a
settlement, though she would receive alimony in the amount of fifty thousand
dollars per month, for as long as she remained unmarried.

When I finished going over it I sat up, set the papers on the desk and
locked my gaze on Serena's black pearls. She stared back unblinking for a few
moments  and calmly stated, “Never impugn my integrity again.” She slowly
turned around to reach for the door.

My first thought was, wait a minute! Where did that come from? As she
reached for the handle I blurted, “Wait a minute! Where did you get that? Im-
pugn?”

Serena slowly turned back and caught my gaze with her own, severe
and threatening. “Are you impugning my integrity already, Gregory?”

Damn! She had me cornered. Quickly and apologetically, I stammered,



“No, Serena, not at all! I'm not impugning your integrity.”
She smiled. “That's good, because, while you didn't say it, you implied,

as you so cleverly do, that I married for money, and, as you have seen, it's not
the case, is it?”

I shook my head slowly.  “No, it's  not the case.” Serena still  had her
hand on the handle. “Serena, sit down, please.” Slowly, she released the handle
and walked to the chair before me and sat. I watched her do so with an appreci-
ation of what she was wearing and how her body moved in her dress cut to
mid-thigh, her breasts pushed up again to look full and inviting, but with her
mask on her face. I overlooked it. “You obviously are hanging around English
writers too much, Serena, because you're becoming more combative by using
logic and reason and eschewing emotion, so I am having a hard time mounting
any argument against your positions. Their influence is rubbing off on you and
I wonder who these writers are.”

She smiled again. “What is 'eschewing'?”
“It means casting off or avoiding. I meant you are avoiding using emo-

tion as a part of your arguments, so I am only curious. I want to know who
helped you with 'impugn my integrity,' because Serena, dear, if you wanted to
get my attention, you got it with that!”

She leaned back in the chair and laughed. “Will helped me. I asked him
about ethics, principles and if someone was...challenging them, what should
one say? That's what he came up with. Pretty good, huh?”

I shook my head. “Will. I wish he would write again.” I paused for a
moment. “Serena, I never wanted to think you married for money, but twelve
billion dollars is not chump change. With this kind of disposable worth, should
your husband find out about us, about me, he could buy a hit man who'll put
me six feet under and he'd never get caught.”

“He would never do it,” Serena quickly insisted.
“No, as long as logic and reason prevailed, but adultery often tends to

make people react emotionally.”
“Our marriage is over,” Serena argued back. “You know it, Gregory.”
“Yeah, but does he know it?”
Serena looked away. “No. I haven't told him.” She looked back. “What

do you suggest?”
“You know him better than I do and how you proceed with him is your

choice. I would never insist you tell him or not. It's up to you. What I want is
you, and I'm this close,” and I held up my two fingers millimeters apart,  “to
having you and I don't want anything to wreck it.” She smiled warmly but re-
mained silent, looking across my face. “When you do something like this with
your pre-nup, Serena, warning me never to impugn your integrity, it makes me
want you more.”

Serena looked serious. “Do you think I could be a writer?”
“It's only another method of communicating and you're doing a pretty

good job of it, coming into my arena and kicking my ass.” She smiled big and
wide. “I can't help you with Spanish, but if you want to write, choose Spanish
and do it. Maybe we can find somebody to help you.”



“I have a lot to do. We have to work on this movie, you and me.”
“It's a thought. Don't give up on it.”
Serena's face suddenly took on an expression of concern, sincerity. Her

tone was low and emotional. “I think about you every night, Gregory. I lie in
bed every night seeing you, hearing you, smiling with you, laughing with you,
but you're not there. And I want you to be there.”

“This close.” I held up my fingers again. “When I have you, Serena,
you have me, too. It's the short end of the stick, I know, but...”

Serena smiled wickedly. “You know what I was thinking now?”
Somehow her wicked smile forced one of my own. “No. What?”
“You could bend me over this desk, pull up my dress and fuck me right

here and no one would know.”
“Yeah, and the phone would ring, or John would knock on the door. It

always happens to me when I get too daring. It's a reminder discreet is the bet-
ter option. It's the boring option, yes, but it's usually the better.” Serena wore
her mock frown. I could tell because the corners of her mouth still lifted up.
“We could try to sneak time at your party tomorrow.”

“It will be hard for me, having the hostess disappear.”
“True, but it would only be the bikini bottoms which would disappear.

Then you pull 'em back up like nothing happened.”
“You would like it, wouldn't you?”
“It would be spontaneous.”
Serena left soon with more previous engagements. She took her pre-

nup papers with her. I thought a little about her pool party. I hoped it would get
a little spontaneous. It was a better place to be spontaneous than John's produc-
tion office. It would put a different spin on party hostess hospitality. Don't get
any ideas, guys, okay? Serena doesn't do this all the time and certainly not for
every man. Maybe one or two. I should be so lucky.

Esperanza had other plans for the weekend which she would not break
but she set me up with another apartment dweller, two doors down from her,
who was willing to watch Little Boy for a hundred dollars paid in advance.
Chase was a little on the effeminate side, but he was a decent chap and already
familiar with Little Boy and liked him. I had a  second helper for my friend
from India and I was grateful. If Little Boy's head was swimming, switching
from apartment to apartment, he wasn't showing it much. I think his head may
have been in a permanent swim so you couldn't tell.

I left for Serena's house about eight. The early arrivals, including my-
self, would have their cars pulled around to the back near the garage, those
staying overnight. As the other guests arrived over the next couple hours, it
was quite a show, something like two hundred, maybe more. The pool party
“suggested” one wear bathing attire and most did, some arriving in bikinis or
bathing shorts only. Some didn't and it was expected. I brought cut-offs. It was
all I had and I chose a pair which would fit without a belt, but it had holes in it,
even on my ass covering. I didn't care. I came to this party to have fun. Woe to
those who attempt to stop me.

There were two events  most  remember which involved me and one



which only Serena and I remember. The first occurred once it appeared most of
the guests had arrived, when it seemed like hundreds were attending. Serena
felt obliged to introduce me to the whole crowd, since many there were faces I
had never seen and they had never met me. She wanted me to say a few words.
Instead, I asked, since it was a party, if they wanted to play a game. “Let me
hear you, if you want to play a game!” The place erupted. Serena looked at me
like I was crazy. “You can play, too. You'll like it.” I said the best thing about
this game is most, if not all of you, will win, because you play against me, all
of you play against me. It's really simple, it's not embarrassing for you, more
so for me, and you'll enjoy it, because you get to learn a lot about me. I asked
if they still wanted to play. They all wanted to beat me.

“Okay, the game is called the 'cherry' game, but before you jump to
conclusions, you will  not be required to tell us how old or young  you were
when you lost  your cherry, and frankly I don't care!  All  you have to do is be
younger than me for the first round. The second round, and there's only  two
rounds, is a little more complicated, but we'll get to it. Do you still want to
play, and probably beat me into the dust in round one? Because, wait a minute,
I will make a prediction for both rounds. You will all beat me in round one, all
of you. It's my prediction. However, I will beat you all in round two. You want
to beat my predictions, play the game!” I liked the indoor pool room. It had
great acoustics. This was Serena's intention. She has this in her.

The roars spoke for themselves, so I proceeded. “Okay, for round one,
all you have to do is be younger than me when I lost my cherry and if you were
younger, raise your hand. That's all, simply raise your hand. Ready?” Every-
body screamed. They wanted to kick my ass and they would.  I  knew they
would. “If, and I say, if you were younger than twenty years and seven months
when you said goodbye to your cherry, raise your hand!” It looked like a com-
plete show of hands. Drake was nearby, with his hand raised, and I asked him
if he thought it was unanimous. Drake thought it was, but I asked anyway. “Is
there anyone who was  older?” No one raised a hand. “Okay! You all win! I
told you, you would! You  all kicked my ass in round one.” I looked over to
Serena. “Even Serena, our hostess, kicked my ass and she has shorter legs than
most of you!” Serena glared at me, but her smile soon reappeared.

Now I strutted like a cock in the hen house. This was what I enjoyed
the most about the “cherry” game. I knew I'd lose round one handily. Round
two was when I blew everyone away. I shouted, “Now, for round two! Round
two is a little more complicated, so you have to listen closely. Are you ready?”
Lots of shouts. “Remember! I predicted I would kick your ass in round two, all
of you! Wanna prove me wrong?!” More shouts. “Here's what you have to
beat. Think back, all of you, to when you did lose your cherry, and over the
very next year, those next twelve months, if any of you had sex, and this means
sexual intercourse, not blowjobs, cunnilingus, none of this, if you had sexual
intercourse with two people in one twenty-four hour period, in the first twelve
months after you lost your cherry,  raise your hand!” I waited for about five
seconds, ostensibly to look over the entire crowd. Not one hand was raised. I
raised mine slowly. As everyone looked at me, some in obvious shock, some in



obvious admiration, I calmly proclaimed, since I didn't have to shout, “I win.
You lose.  I kicked your ass in round two, exactly as I predicted.” I smiled. I
loved this moment. “This concludes the 'cherry' game. All parting contestants
receive a gift of their choice, as long as it's liquid-based with alcoholic content.
Thanks for playing! We'll be back next week!” I specifically avoided looking
to Serena. I wanted to revel in this. In a crowd of hundreds I was right on both
predictions. I looked to Drake, with his expression of stunned admiration. “You
really didn't think I could nail both predictions, did you, Drake?”

Drake shook his head. “When you said the age for round one, I figured
you had it. I couldn't think of how you could possibly beat all of us in round
two. Impressive.” He reached out and we pulled ourselves together for a bump.

One woman challenged me. “Are you proud of your  accomplishment,
Gregory?”

There was considerable talk since the game was over, so I grabbed an
empty glass and clinked it for everyone's attention. I shouted, “The lady asked
if I'm proud of my accomplishment. It deserves an answer. No, I'm not proud
of the  accomplishment, though I have  yet to lose round two, and I'm sure I
eventually will lose to someone. Here's what I  am proud of. I wanted to fuck
both of those partners at the time, and each one wanted to fuck me, too. That is
mutual consent,  kids!  That's  what's important.  Because if mutual consent is
lacking, one of you is being raped and the other is a rapist. I don't know what
your definition of proud is, but it wouldn't make me proud! I had no commit-
ment to either one, not even the half-ass one of boyfriend-girlfriend. You want
to keep doing the high school shit, you go right ahead. If you want to argue
with me when I tell  you you have a fear of commitment when you do the
boyfriend-girlfriend thing, you go on deluding yourself. If you want my con-
tinued respect, don't destroy it with your stupidity, and lie not just to yourself
but to me as well. And if you want to slap me with your Puritan or Victorian
backwards values, then go fuck yourself. The best advice I could give you for
that is stay out of my life or I will run you over and never look back.”

It was the last exchange I had with this woman. I never saw her again. I
never even knew her name and I still don't care to this day.

The second act I performed which everyone remembers is I almost im-
mediately walked outside to the outdoor pool, which only had a small number
of people using it. I asked in a loud voice if anyone in the pool would object if
I dropped my shorts and jumped into the pool. No one objected and there were
even encouraging words, so I dropped my shorts and cannon-balled into the
pool completely bare-ass naked. It was extremely humorous to me because as
soon as I hit the water, a large number of people came out to the outdoor pool
“to see what was going on.” Hell, they all knew what was going on, so I would
frequently tread on the water on my back, doing a leisurely back stroke with
my penis breaking the water for all to see. Serena came out and looked at me
shocked but didn't say a word. John asked what I was trying to accomplish.

“Well, John, I thought, since I'm slated to appear nude in our movie, I
might as well try to conquer any inhibitions I might have about it. I'll have to
parade around nude for hours with people I  hardly know and they'll  all  be



wearing their clothes. I gotta get used to it, don't you think?”
In response, John toned his voice down. “Do you have to do it here?”
“Am I offending anyone? I asked the people in the pool first.” Every-

one was still in the pool and gave various confirmations. I rolled over onto my
back. “Besides, no one can see anything without an electron microscope.”

In an even lower tone, John advised, “I can see your penis, Gregory.”
Immediately I dropped down to stand on the bottom of the pool floor. I

noticed John was somewhat embarrassed since his wife was standing next to
him a bit shocked. Facetiously, I asked, “Do you mean this is like The Emperor
with no Clothes, John?”

John shook his head. He was truly embarrassed. “Yes, Gregory, it ap-
pears that way.”

I removed my feigned shock and replaced it  with a look of resolve.
“Then, we must get a new tailor, John. Let's work on it next week.” Immedi-
ately, I flipped over and showed my meager butt to the audience and cruised
under water. To the consternation of our hostess, and to her initial anticipation
this  was  the  ruin  of  her  party,  about  two  dozen  other  people  doffed  their
bathing gear and joined me naked in the outdoor pool. I never really had the
opportunity when I was a kid to enjoy skinny dipping with both genders, and
this opportunity was a pure delight. Serena, for her part, never agreed with me
until  much,  much later.  She finally came around,  though. She kept  hearing
through the grapevine how many really enjoyed the experience. It had to creep
up on her, kind of like her marriage experience.

The  event  from the  pool  party  only  Serena  and  I  remember  is  one
which, I'm sure, you've already figured out. We did manage to sneak back into
the bedroom wing, separately, and meet in my bedroom and fuck. We really
wanted to do it and, fortunately, we didn't have to go to great lengths. I did a
little role playing with her against the wall. Mission accomplished, I walked
out of the bedroom and checked the turn leading to Serena's bedroom. Clear. I
walked past the turn and all was clear, so I knocked once on the door. Serena
immediately stepped out as I stopped beyond the bedroom door, turned to face
her as she started walking toward the main part of the house. John appeared at
the beginning of the hall. “Gregory, where are you going?”

I said, “Hi, you cute little Mexican actress,” to Serena as she reached
me,  and  turned  to  John,  “I'm  changing  out  of  my  shorts  into  my  regular
clothes. I'll be out in a minute.”

John waited for Serena to walk a few more steps toward him. “We were
wondering where you were.”

She smiled big and deep. “Just fixing myself, John. You know. I like to
look my best and do I fail?” She shook her head at him very convincingly. I
would have believed her.

This party started more buzz, as I would discover Monday night. Chase
liked the idea of taking care of Little Boy so I didn't even move him. I handed
Chase another hundred bucks and he smiled.

I took some ribbing at John's office Monday for the “cherry” game, but
I was only there a half-day. I went to Bernard's boutique for hair re-shaping. I



was getting into the appearance routine. I wanted to look my best at the party
and I  rationalized it  by telling myself,  this  is only temporary.  You play the
game like they do. I vowed I would stop giving Serena a hard time with her
make-up. She had been playing this game for decades and was still winning.

Promptly at seven my apartment was buzzed by the driver who chauf-
feured me to the party hosted by Jeff Bridges. Most in attendance were many
of the well-known “activists” of the movie crowd and all were extremely polite
and attentive to me. I suppose my reputation had preceded me. During my live
appearance on the Faux affiliate, I remarked about the United Nations Security
Council, the “coincidence” that the five nations which produced and sold the
most military material and intelligence operations “just happens to be” the five
permanent members of the Security Council. “I feel more secure knowing that,
how about you?” I also said we used to imprison war profiteers in this country,
but we surely have none of those here now, and I gave my best “Home Alone”
face of shock. It's what many at the party remembered, along with the “cherry”
game. My rep had arrived at the party before me.

One woman reached me and whispered,  “I  can't  believe someone as
sexy as you couldn't get laid until you were twenty.”

She was hot. I turned to face her. “Well, I could say I age like fine wine,
but it would be an insult to the wine industry.” She laughed and put her hand
on my arm and squeezed tightly. I would have followed up on her little body
manipulation, but the frequency of those in attendance coming up to engage
me in conversation never  relented.  She slipped me a card with the advice,
“Give me a call whenever you feel like chatting. I love your voice.” I had two
quick thoughts. I am going to give you a call soon, you little fox, because I'll
bet money my voice isn't all you love about me.

I ended up in a relatively small group of movie people discussing poli-
tics as I listened with some amusement sipping a bottle of Pacifico. Jeff had
checked with John about it so he had plenty. I was the only one drinking it. In
this group sat an actress you probably would all recognize but I promised I
wouldn't use her name. I made this promise to her husband, also a well-known
actor, a few years later. “If you use our names, Gregory, some day you're gonna
get decked by a screaming fastball and you'll hear me laughing, 'Nailed you.'”
He was joking.

I looked at him incredulously. “That baseball movie was  thirty years
ago, Tom! You are never gonna convince me you can hit me in the head with a
screaming fastball. I know it will be your stunt double!” This made him laugh,
so I promised him, and her, anyway.

His wife, who's getting up in years like myself yet still looks fabulous,
which is  not like myself,  turned to  me and asked if  I  would ever  consider
speaking at rallies or attending political meetings, becoming a sort of activist.

On a hunch I had brought a copy of Adolessons with me. I looked at her
with a smile and lifted my book. “I'm so glad you asked, because I've already
written some of my answer to this question in here. I have written more clearly
about it in scatterings throughout other books, but this will do for now, if you
would like me to read it to you.”



“I would love to hear it. Everyone?” Her question was quickly followed
with assent so I began. I read two paragraphs from the Introduction chapter
down to the name the narrator adopts, Non DeScript, and the narrator's insis-
tence that his is “the story of one human being you do not know.”

When I finished I focused on the actress. “I'm not convinced groups, or-
ganizations, political affiliates, any tribe, can achieve long-term and meaning-
ful change to improve the state of the human condition. What I  do know is
what  I can achieve.”  Thus I launched in to my speech, which everyone now
considers the “circle of influence” monolog. It included a quick dispatch of
leaders,  the problems  tribes face when a charismatic  leader  steps down for
whatever reason, including death, and no one needs to be led anyway. We are
collectively lazy.  When I  finished my discourse,  lasting over the next half-
hour, the actress looked at me with a deep sense of appreciation, but she still
had concern.

“Won't  it  take years to achieve,  Gregory,  and still  provide little real
change? I mean, your influence is limited to so few, don't you think?”

“You'll recall, I claim, or the narrator claims, the human psyche evolved
to create the concept of tribe, but only the concept has evolved, implying hu-
man psyche has not. Now, I don't have a say in your life, I can't make you do
anything, and, conversely, you can't make me do anything. What I have discov-
ered, though, is no one is saying, writing or doing the things I believe need to
be said,  written and done.  I  waited.  I  have waited most of my life for this
someone to come along and say, write and do these things, until I reached the
reasonable conclusion this someone was never going to come, because he was
already here. This is my job. No one else will ever say, write, do, go, and asso-
ciate with those who I am destined to associate, because it's  my job. Through
the ever increasing means and methods of communication, I literally have the
potential to reach billions, and all I would ever ask you to do is pay a little at-
tention to what I say, write, do, go and with whom I associate, because I am
never going to make someone evolve here,” and I tapped my noggin, “nor per-
haps can anyone, but if it  can be done, if it  can be accomplished, don't you
think this one had better be influential? And, if so, don't you also think this one
had better project a positive influence?”

The actress smiled warmly. “It  seems so grandiose,  don't  you think,
Gregory?”

I smiled warmly back to her. I couldn't help it. I looked over to her hus-
band. “It escapes me why you married her.” This brought large laughter. “You
know I'm kidding.” I turned to her. “If he ever starts treating you like crap, you
let me know.” This brought more laughter. “In answer to your question, it does
seem far-fetched and grandiose, but I ended up as a producer on the movie we
call The True Cross. How did it happen? I'll answer. It wasn't because I have a
blistering record as a producer. I have no experience. All I had done is write a
screenplay,  from scratch,  in six days. Now, wouldn't  you think it  would be
grandiose and far-fetched should anyone consider me as a producer on a major
independent movie production when I have absolutely no experience whatso-
ever? I would. Yet, I am a producer so the rest of the producers must be insane!



Though I can assure you I am insane while they are not. Maybe it's because I
was influential, and I provided a positive influence during our initial discussion
about the movie, the screenplay, all of it. How else are you going to describe
how it occurred, except I was influential? It is grandiose because it happens in-
frequently in your business, when someone from nowhere appears with words
on paper and reaches where I am now. It's both grandiose and pretentious!”

She smiled big and wide. “Why aren't you married?”
I looked at her wide-eyed. “You're having problems with him already?”
Jokingly, her husband said, “I think you're hitting up on my wife!”
“Like she's gonna leave you for me! There's the height of grandiose!”

Once the ruckus had calmed, I added, “I have a lot of plans, a lot of ideas, so
it's not limited to what I say or write. Watch what I do. Watch me, listen to me,
stay tuned. And you can talk to me any time. I'm not impossible to reach. I do
listen to what people tell me. I'm not dismissive. I'm not condescending. Don't
betray me. I can never forgive it and I shut those people out of my life forever
who do betray me. They never get back in.”

The actress wanted to buy the copy of my book so I sold it to her for
twenty dollars cash. She wanted it autographed, which I did and included my
cell number, “in case he ever starts treating you like crap.” I looked over to her
husband. “You should probably have my number, too, so you can call me up
and remind me to stop hitting up on your wife.”

“I was thinking the exact thought.” We swapped phones to plug in our
numbers.

She said, “You should put mine on his phone, too.” He promptly did so.
Before I left Jeff warned me I should avoid kidding around with media

folks like I have been doing. He reminded me the one paper printed a retrac-
tion, at John's insistence, about my crack I had been born in the log cabin my
grandfather built. “Some of the media folks take it personally, as though you're
treating them like a child,” Jeff concluded.

“It's really hard for me to turn off, Jeff. I tease people I like and the
more I tease, the more I like you.”

Jeff adopted a serious demeanor. “It seems, then, you've hardly teased
me. This would mean you don't like me.”

“It's because you're insane, Jeff, a crazed lunatic. I can't tease insane
people. I never know what they're gonna do.”

The “circle  of  influence”  monolog and some of  the  other  sayings  I
spouted at the party made the rounds. Around and around it went. The buzz at
times impressed me, but there were some in the production who were not im-
pressed. The buzz manufactured by me was  only self-serving. I was in it for
myself was how John described it, though he didn't think so.

“What do you want me to do, John?”
“Stick to  the movie,  Gregory.  Keep your  philosophy to yourself  for

now. Let's concentrate on the movie and accomplish something really special.”
I thought it good advice so I started deflecting questions from media

asking about anything irrelevant to the movie. I thought I did so admirably but
some took it as being uncooperative and reported it with this slant. Soon I got



it from some in the production I was not cooperating with the media. Damned
if you do and damned if you don't. Now it was my turn and when I did, Hiram,
our media rep, became inspired, possibly because he had heard so many of my
discourses with no record of any of it except from the memories of those who
heard it. I was no help to him since I always told him I don't repeat myself.
When I turned on the entire office, with guests present, and blasted my combi-
nation monolog, Hiram turned on the camera on his phone and recorded the
entire speech. For those of you who have never seen it on YouTube, the three
or four of you left, I explained the meaning, the point of The True Cross, since
it had become clear to me  no one understood it  and its significance. “Only
through the combined and cooperative efforts of two or more human beings
can great achievements be accomplished.” There's the gist but the ramble also
included my attack on the detractors and gossips in our own production who
were undermining the combined and cooperative efforts of everyone else, and
if they were not reined in, were not brought back onto the same page, they
would succeed in  sabotaging the entire  production.  It  was loud, boisterous,
and, at times, angry. John stood near me mostly in shock but made no effort to
stop me. Once I was through I was going to walk into my media room and be
alone, but Serena stopped me when she spoke up almost immediately and sup-
ported everything I had said. Her monolog was even more poignant because
she didn't necessarily support me personally, and if you've seen this YouTube
video you would agree, since she listed many of my faults, but she supported
the point I was making, we all must cooperate if this production is to succeed,
we all must put our personal differences away completely. I had no idea Hiram
had recorded it and he waited years before he posted it on YouTube, initially
my monolog. He picked a very interesting time to do so.

As the weeks marched by the workouts had the expected effect. I was
taking on a new definition physically and everyone saw it. Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday and Sunday were my workout days and I never skipped one. Three
weeks before we started shooting I was completely off the nicotine prescription
and the parties kept coming. The production had parties, “business” meetings,
the like, and I attended every one. I was expected but I did so because I en-
joyed them. At these events I could be myself and not stick to the movie like I
had to with the media. I could say and do whatever I wanted. The best, though,
were the invitations I received exclusively from several in the business to at-
tend their parties, “business” meetings and the like. Some I did, some I had to
politely decline due to conflicts in my schedule. The declines were all politely
accepted with “perhaps some other time.” I sincerely expressed my hope there
would  be some other time. I would enjoy meeting you and your colleagues.
The  ones  I  did attend,  well,  soon  became legendary.  There  was  one  more
skinny dipping incident. This one was all fun. Almost everyone was naked at
one time or another and no one thought much about it. I waded and swam in
the pool with a big smile. “Got an electron microscope?”

Carey had scouted locations and had already picked them with the pro-
ducers' approvals. The cast was complete, done early. The crew was already as-
sembled, sets were being built, trailers were at the ready for those with lots of



screen time. It was rolling along up to the day of shooting. Will was playing
the major, Ken wanted a part and settled for the major's assistant when Will
and I persuaded him, and John agreed to perform the very small role as the
ship's captain. This left Drake out but he didn't seem to mind. He seemed to al-
ways be more interested in what I was doing. I told him I would really like to
work with him on a set and I was going to regret not working on a set with
John, since all of his scenes did not include Gustavo and performed with the
second unit. “There may be another time, Gregory,” Drake advised. “We all
make movies regularly. We're pretty fortunate in this regard. Maybe something
will come up and I'll want to bring you along with it.”

The day before we started shooting, the full cast all gathered in a large
conference room for a read-through of the script. Some changes had been made
since our first production meeting and those had been incorporated into the
screenplay. Carey wanted everyone who could attend—there were a few with
prior  commitments  and  were  not  expected  until  their  shoot  days—to  run
through a reading, get a gauge of how long the movie could be, and work on
inflection, emphasis, characterization. I would be there and I was expected to
help. We had a line producer but she almost always deferred to me or Carey.
She spouted the lines and was content. I focused a lot on Serena. She had quite
a few lines and struggled at times. I always reminded her to calm down, relax,
say the lines out loud once, and we'll do it again. Those were the scenes with
Gustavo. I stepped out of it for Carey to direct otherwise.  He didn't seem to
mind when I stepped in. I would work with Carey again as director in a heart-
beat if the movie was one I would approve for my involvement.

We started shooting and the young actors and actresses had their mo-
ments. This took a few days and the last of this part of the schedule was on lo-
cation. Those shots were way out in remote areas of Los Angeles. Research
had already provided a  reasonable  topography of  what  in  and around Vera
Cruz, Mexico looked like a century earlier and we were all comfortable the au-
dience would consider the location shots to conform to in and around Vera
Cruz. Serena and I came out a couple days later and we shot all the location
shots where I was bearded and one-armed. Serena shot those with me which
were necessary and many of her other shots with other actors or alone, almost
all her location shots at once. We found a farmhouse which would serve as the
Vasquez  ranch  house,  with  a  horse  stable,  a  large  corral,  and  we  built  a
bunkhouse on the property.  We shot all of those scenes after the Marines in-
vaded during this  location portion.  Antonio would be in soon but his  were
scheduled late. My beard would have to go first and this wasn't for a while yet.
The beard choice proved crucial. It made my scenes with Antonio and all ap-
pear as if I was younger, but we had to pay for it logistically, by having to
move truckloads and truckloads of equipment, crew and cast twice out on loca-
tion. This had an effect on the budget but it made the movie more believable.
Some of the Hispanic cast actually shaved their beards later in their shooting
schedule. They suggested they grew their beards because their foreman, Gus-
tavo, grew his. It created a strange symbiotic, sympatico effect on the movie
and it worked. A lot of critics thought it was a great choice. There were a few



hiccups  since  this  always happens  during  any  shoot,  but  we  plowed  right
through and finished a day ahead of schedule.

The day off was great for everybody else. I spent the entire day in the
office producing reports for cost analysis and left them for Gary and John.

All of the scenes with the older Esteban, Professor Marks and the ship's
captain were shot by the second unit and those were all complete. The last of it
would be shot by Carey next, all on studio, the scenes at the cemetery and in
Vera Cruz at the saloon, the toast to Viva la Vera Cruz, long live the true cross.
This was to accommodate Peter and Hector, the actors for Professor Marks and
the older Esteban, respectively. They would be done and could go off and do
whatever else they had planned.

Next up was all of my studio scenes after the beard, including those
with Serena, the young Esteban and all the hands and the sisters. It included
the rape scene. This scene was closed set but the actors in all the scenes were
allowed on the set even if they were not called. I sat on the set and watched
them choreograph the scene on the landing where Pedro rips open Cecilia's
blouse and watched the whole scene on the landing as it was shot. I tried to
keep thinking this was acting. Alejandro, the actor who portrayed Pedro, had
already shot his location scene with me where Gustavo orders him to travel to
the bordello and not stop in between and Gustavo lets Pedro go. I remember
him telling me he was not looking forward to the rape scene. Maybe he sensed
something with Serena and me. Alejandro was a very likable person. He was
usually very jovial and kidded around a lot. “Just do it, Alejandro, and make it
believable. Just do it.”

Once this was shot what was left was Jennifer. She flew in to Los An-
geles two days ahead of schedule and immediately announced she was not
staying in the hotel so we could cancel it. Instead she would stay in my trailer.
True, my trailer had a sofa with pull-out bed and I could sleep on it, and this
arrangement was what was proposed, but Jennifer had no intention of kicking
me out of my own bed. “You're sleeping with me,” she told me in private and
there was not going to be any argument.

“Did you bring your condoms, you little Spanish flirt?”
She laughed. “Of course. You don't think I plan ahead?”
I suppose what I enjoyed the most about Jennifer was how much she

loved playing parcheesi in the morning. She truly savored awakening to a hard
sausage rubbing against her bare butt cheeks and she would tell me so fre-
quently. Of course I would stop and roll up Junior in his copulation bag, but I
sucked it up for the movie. I had already decided once the movie was done, if
Jennifer had any intention of continuing these parcheesi engagements, the con-
dom days were over. “I did it because you insisted and I couldn't jeopardize the
movie for that principle infraction,” I thought in my head what I would tell her,
“but the movie's a wrap, so the condom days are over. If you want to play now,
Jennifer, you're going to get it without a bag over my penis.”

Serena, for her part, was quite tolerant, though she knew exactly what
was going on. She knew I wouldn't  be sleeping on a sofa. What she didn't
know, and I swore Jennifer to secrecy, was Little Boy was in the trailer with



both of us, too. Jennifer loved Little Boy right from the start and he took to her
in his usual “who is this bothering me” manner. To take care of Little Boy
while I was on set or on location, I had sworn one of the production assistants,
or PAs, to feed him when he needed to be fed and she did so happily and con-
spiratorially. No one but the PA, Jennifer and myself knew there was a little cat
sharing my trailer with me the entire shoot. No one.

Jennifer had no shots on location. Hers were all in studio, so her shots
all came at the end of my bearded time, after which I shaved and we shot all
the rest of her scenes. It includes the scene when Benita and Gustavo first meet
at the bordello.

Benita walks up to Gustavo sitting at the bar drinking beer. “Buy me a
drink?”

Gustavo looks her up and down in her flaunting, sassy, revealing dress.
“Is that to loosen you up so you can take your clothes off easier?”

Benita leans against the bar and displays her seductive expression. “Is it
what you want, vaquero?”

Gustavo raises his eyebrows. “Depends on what you want, woman.”
Benita smiles.  “Why don't you buy me a drink and accompany me to

my room?”
Standing up, Gustavo motions for the bartender, who steps before him.

“Give the lady what she wants.”
“Tequila!” She glances briefly to the bartender, back to Gustavo. “Is

tequila too much for you, vaquero?”
“I prefer beer. I  like beer.” Gustavo lifts his glass and gulps the half-

glass of beer completely. He sets the glass down with a thud. “And once we
slip you out of your garments, let's see what's too much.”

The bartender  places  the  shot  of  tequila  before  Benita  and Gustavo
reaches in his vest for a coin and flips it to the bartender. Benita downs the shot
quickly and gives out an “Ah!” She flashes Gustavo a smile, turns around and
slips her arms around his right arm and they walk away together from the bar.

We had already shot the scene when Gustavo is released from the Ma-
rine hospital, his arm cut off just above the elbow, and he has only the clothes
on his back. The closest place for him to go for help is the bordello. Benita
sees him with his arm cut off and almost collapses from shock. She takes him
in for a week, feeds him, cares for him, and Gustavo regains his strength and
tells her he has to go back to the ranch. Octavio is dead and Cecilia cannot run
the ranch by herself. It's one of the scenes I loved in the movie. The expres-
sions on Jennifer's face made me believe her, right there on the set. You can see
the sincerity and the despair on both our faces, because we both know if Gus-
tavo stays, it's the only time Benita will have to marry him, to make him com-
mit to her. She knows, though, he won't stay.

On her last day of shooting most of the producers were at the studio
wishing to say goodbye and thank her personally. Carey called it a wrap, the
last scene was in the bag, and I walked over to my chair on the set and sat
down smiling. I watched with amusement all greet Jennifer, hug her, thank her,
giving her  all  the attention she deserved.  Serena  and Jennifer  hugged each



other warmly and I watched smiling. Carey approached her, even some of the
crew and cast members. Everyone got to say goodbye, and Jennifer looked at
me sitting some thirty feet away in my chair, and teased, “Aren't you going to
get up and say goodbye, old man?”

“Oh, I'll get up but you'll have to walk over here, because I am an old
man,  and you have  worn me out,  Jennifer.  I  need the  rest!”  I  said it  loud
enough so everyone on the set could hear and it was followed by a smattering
of laughter. She wore her big, warm, inviting smile as she walked over to me
slow and sexy and I stood, opened my arms and she walked right into them.
She hugged me warmly, sensually. I could feel her arms and hands slide back
and forth over my back.

“When am I going to see you again, Gregory?”
“I can't say, Jennifer. I know I won't be to Spain for some time. You and

I move about in different circles with a lot of distance between us.”
“I do come to Los Angeles often. You'll be here a while, won't you?”
“I will, yes.”
“We can see each other then.”
“You show up at my door any time, you little Spanish flirt, and I'll drop

everything for you.”
Jennifer leaned back to lock my eyes with hers. Her smile grew wide.

“I think you would.” She spent one more night and morning in my trailer and
left for Spain the next day.

So there isn't any confusion, our romantic scene, where our characters
engage in sexual intercourse, since we make it pretty convincing on camera
what our characters are “performing,” Jennifer and I actually performed  real
sexual intercourse during the shooting of this scene. Hey, we tried different
things, a change in camera angle, maybe shooting it differently, proceeding dif-
ferently, but none was convincing to Carey, Jennifer or me. The strap was out.
Jennifer had experience with it and she didn't appreciate it at all. It was some-
what painful for her, too. Carey, Jennifer and I talked very briefly and quietly
and we all agreed sexual intercourse was necessary. We had to choreograph it, I
had to wear a condom which required arrangement, and it took more than three
hours to shoot a scene lasting barely a minute. If you're wondering, yep, the
two of us are actually fucking. My penis is inside Jennifer's vagina.

Antonio flew in a week before, taking the trailer reserved for him. I had
only spoken with Antonio by phone, so this was my first opportunity to meet
him in person, and what a meeting. To say Antonio is playful doesn't come
close. Within days the two of us were planning a night out since there was an
afternoon off coming soon, and when it rolled around, Antonio and I went out
for drinks and fun,  as,  of course,  Enrico Rodriguez,  former bartender  from
Barcelona and now Antonio look alike, and Jasper T. Roseberry. Man, did we
have fun! It was great listening to Antonio give his name because he would roll
his  r's in such an exaggerated manner it was everything I could do to keep
from cracking up. I picked the name for this very reason because he could do it
three times on one name. It was fucking great! Antonio had drink ideas more
suited in Spain and so probably not well known here in the States and at one



time he was behind the bar fixing some of those Spanish drinks for the patrons
with the bartender's approval. The next day somebody showed me the Around
the Town section of the paper and there was the mention of a bit of a ruckus at
said bar when it was first thought Antonio was present fixing drinks but it only
turned out to be a celebrity look alike named Enrico Rodriguez, who appar-
ently worked for Celebrities L.A. I showed it to Antonio and everybody on the
set had a good laugh. “So, you see, people, you can tell everybody about Lord
Pacifico to your heart's content. I don't mind it, but let's keep Jasper to our-
selves. If  he becomes known the whole jig is up.” Jasper wasn't even men-
tioned.

There were three more memorable events from the shoot which stick
out  in  my mind.  The first  was Serena's  crying scene,  where  the  camera  is
locked on her face in a slow zoom from the middle of her forehead to her chin,
then pans down as her tears stream from her eyes, along her nose, over her
mouth and all you see at the end is her chin when a single tear drop falls away.
It is my favorite scene in the entire movie because of its devastating emotional
impact. Just so you know it was take one. Carey didn't even consider a second.
“That's a wrap. Perfect, Serena, absolutely perfect.” When Serena rose from
the set chair she wouldn't look at me. She would tell me later. “I was thinking
of Gustavo, of you. I missed him so much and I wanted him back.”

Penelope signed to play Gustavo's sister when she's living in New Eng-
land, her wounded husband having returned from the war a cripple. It was a
great visual effect at the sister's door when Penelope opens it and I stand before
her, my hair slicked back, my hat in my right hand and a bouquet of roses held
against my left side by my stump. When Penelope says, “Oh my God! You
only have one arm, Gustavo!” she stands slightly taller than me. You'll recall
the sister has essentially begged the only man she knows to come help her run
their small farm and this man is shorter than she and with one arm. Gustavo
says, “Oh, I was hoping you wouldn't notice, sister.” He leans forward slightly,
turning to his right to offer the roses. “I brought you flowers.”

William McConnell, who played the Marine lieutenant, made a com-
ment after the shot where Gustavo is leaning on his right arm on the ground,
falls to his back and is crying. He lifts his right arm over his eyes and the only
feature visible is the grimace on his face. That was take one. We never shot an-
other. “You have no acting training or experience, Gregory,” William said to
me as we cleared the set for the next shot, “so how did you do it?”

“You just shot and killed my best friend, William. He's not Antonio,
he's Octavio, the man I've known and loved for more than forty years since he
was a baby, and you killed him for no reason.”

William looked at me in disbelief. “That's all it took?”
“That's all it took.”
“Welcome to the big time, Gregory.” William patted my back.
During the entire shoot Serena and I could only hook up three times, all

in her trailer, and I had to be discreet and careful getting there and leaving very
early in the morning. When shooting started I told Serena she couldn't come to
my trailer. “A married woman does not go over to a single man's house, trailer,



whatever. Everyone starts talking.” Everyone already was talking about our re-
lationship, how close we seemed to be, how fondly we seemed to interact with
each other. The talk, the buzz, was making the rounds throughout the business
and rumor sometimes appeared in print  or online.  It  was  open speculation,
combined with the fact this movie contained the first openly romantic scene in-
volving Serena since she married and she would appear in  some stage of nu-
dity, also for the  first time since she married. This got people conjuring the
possibility Serena's marriage was on the rocks. The married couple themselves
hadn't been seen together for months. It had John worried at one time and he
came down to the studio one day, waiting for an opportunity to talk with both
of us during a break. When he asked Serena if there was anything going on be-
tween us, I honestly don't know what Serena was thinking. Maybe she was
having a particularly difficult day with her lines, though it didn't seem to be
anything out of the ordinary. Whatever it was, Serena immediately snapped,
“There is nothing going on between Gregory and me, John. Nothing!”

John looked to me for confirmation. “You're not going to like my an-
swer,  John, because it  hasn't  changed.  If  you're not included behind closed
doors, it's none of your business.”

John's posture became challenging. “Serena said nothing's going on.” I
only looked at him with an expression one could read as “don't push me.” John
backed  down  immediately.  “Okay,  nothing's  going  on.  Good.”  This  was
enough for him and he left.

Later in the day when I could pull Serena away from everyone else and
have a very private conversation, I advised, “You lied to John, Serena.”

She protested, “He just-”
“You lied to John, Serena! You forgot the first rule of confidentiality,

it's none of your business. Since you lied, you will have to lie to the world until
it finally becomes known we have been fucking all this time.  Then, everyone
will know you lied. You're a liar.”

Serena's expression now was of grave concern. “What do you suggest,
Gregory?”

“You have to go to John and tell him the truth, Serena. You have to do it
as soon as possible and ask him to keep it to himself. He won't like it but he
will.” Serena didn't like the idea but she knew she had to do it.

The next day Serena was not called to the set until late in the afternoon,
so she put on her best attire and strolled into John's office in the morning. As
she approached his secretary, Della, she asked if John was in. When Della con-
firmed he was, Serena walked right by her, opened John's door quietly, stepped
in and closed it behind her. John told whomever was on the phone he would
call right back and started to rise from his chair. Serena immediately told him
to sit  down because she had something very important  to  tell  him and she
walked to one of the other chairs and sat. Serena spilled it all, including advis-
ing John her marriage was over and she would file for divorce at the most con-
venient time possible. John knew she meant well after the movie release and it
could be months down the road. Serena asked him to keep it to himself and he
agreed.  He asked if  Serena  loved me and she said  I  was  the  one she  had



dreamed about all her life. He asked if I loved Serena.
“Gregory will wait for me because he knows he will have me when I'm

free. He knows he's the one I want, the only one I want.”
John mentioned Jennifer but Serena dismissed her. “I can't expect Gre-

gory to be faithful to me, when I can't be faithful to him. I can't make a full
commitment to him, John, so I can't expect him to make a full commitment to
me. Gregory has promised me he will not commit to anyone until he can have
me, or when I tell him I don't want him. I will always want him.”

John said people had been asking about Serena and me but he would
tell them he doesn't comment on other people's personal relationships. Serena
and I are adults and can do whatever we want and it's nobody's business but
our own. It satisfied Serena and I was satisfied, too, when I learned it later.

We made one big change during the shoot. John was on set as Carey
and I discussed upcoming shots, when Carey suddenly mentioned the ending
didn't satisfy him. He thought it wasn't upbeat enough, it wouldn't swing the
audience enough from the dual tragedies of the untimely deaths of Octavio and
Gustavo. I looked to Carey with a greater respect. “I was thinking, Carey,” I of-
fered, “the ending should be better, too. I've been thinking lately we could end
it with a dissolve from the saloon in Vera Cruz to a fade in with Octavio and
Gustavo returning from a cattle drive, greeted by Cecilia.” I went on about how
we could tag it through the credits, which meant we wouldn't provide any mu-
sic or soundtrack at the end. We would play the audio of the whole family, the
young kids, and Gustavo at the Vasquez dinner table. I suggested some of the
lines and figured we'd need about seven or eight minutes of audio through the
credits. John said he would bring it up at the next producers' meeting but ex-
pected everyone would get on board. Carey loved the idea and asked how long
it would take for me to write it. I said it would probably be several hours but
I'll work on it during my off time and probably have it ready in a couple days.
There's your end to The True Cross, a still from one of those scenes also be-
coming the poster picture. It was fucking great. It was my suggestion, too, to
end the entire picture with an instant shot of Gustavo, after everything has been
rolled across the screen, and he says, “Is it just me or do kids grow up too fast
nowadays?” I honestly felt once we finished shooting and we were headed to
the audio studio to  record the audio,  we had shot one of  the best  opening
scenes in a movie and provided one of the best endings to a movie ever. That
I'm not alone in thinking this pleases me greatly. I also left the movie with the
greatest respect for Carey. I would never have suggested a change to the end
myself. It was Carey's spontaneous comment, without regard for my writer's
ego, which induced me to offer my suggestion. I learned in shooting this movie
with Carey his greatest concerns in directing any scene is its emotional and in-
tellectual impact, not the aesthetic one.

We wrapped the movie the first week of November. I was exhausted.
There were more days when I was shooting fourteen hours or beyond than all
the other days combined. I did not consider it a coincidence the three people
who were hurt during the shoot, one serious enough to be rushed to the hospi-
tal, all suffered their injuries late during their shooting day, after twelve contin-



uous hours. I hated the business for this. Everyone said, “It's the nature of the
business. It's the way it's done. It's the way it's always been done.” Yeah, like
the medical community, with residents still working thirty-six hour shifts. “It's
what I had to do,” is the only explanation you get from doctors. So, for your
next surgical procedure, doc, when you're on the cutting table, you make sure
the surgical resident is attending, the one working his or her thirty-fifth consec-
utive hour. It's how it should always be done, don't ya think, doc?

Segment Nine
I sat on the edge of a table

in the back with some of the
crew  most  often  during  the
wrap  party,  a  cooler  under
the table with a case of Paci-
fico  on  ice  at  John's  insis-
tence.  I  only  drank  alcohol
during off days or half-days
and  often  went  out  with
some of the crew. There was
a core of us everybody called
the “bad boys.” I didn't care.
I loved them all and we liked
to  party.  It  was  amusing,
though,  when  folks  from
other  shoots  would  drop by
for  the  party.  They  would
look for me and have to wind

their way through a hundred crew members. “What are you doing back here?
Hiding?” “Sitting in front is for goody-goodies. I haven't been one of those
since, hmmm, birth, I would imagine.” It's how you develop a rep, by the way.

  We could hear the speeches. They were okay. Some we listened to and
some we didn't and went on with our reasonably quiet conversations. Eventu-
ally, Serena had her shot and the first thing she shouted was, “Where's Gre-
gory? You better get over here, little boy.” The bad boys gave me shit. I walked
up to the front of the tent to Serena and she met me, slipped her arms around
my waist and kissed me full on the lips, long and sensual. When she leaned
away  she  yelled,  “That's  for  Gustavo!  See  what  you  missed!”  Everybody
roared.

When it died down, Serena's sexy smile still full on her face, I gave her
my devious half-smile. “That all you got, little girl?” Her face changed from
flirt to mock anger and Serena stepped up to me like she was going to slap me,
the whole time my face shining and smiling. She flicked her arm, slowed its
movement and I caught it in my hand, took her other hand in mine, swept her
arms to her side and pulled her against me.

She leaned to my right ear and whispered, “I love you, Gregory.”
I released her arms and she threw them around my back and hugged me



tight. “I will always love you, Serena,” I whispered back.
We parted seconds later and she went into her speech. It was the usual,

thanking everyone, some by name, saying how much fun she had working with
all of us, the usual. Then she said, “The most amazing thing happened to me a
few months ago. This man came into my life like a whirlwind and scattered ev-
erything and I really haven't been the same since. He had written this fantastic
screenplay he called The True Cross and I loved it, so we invited him to talk
about it and maybe be involved in the making of the movie from the screen-
play and when he walked from his car parked in my driveway to meet all of us
he was like no one else I had ever met. Oh, he was cocky and arrogant and
conceited, yes, all of that!” Laughter abounded. “And insane? Without a doubt!
And incorrigible? I didn't even know what it was! So this man says, 'bad be-
yond correction or reform.' Oh, he was every bit of it!” More laughter. “But he
was also honest, thoughtful, considerate, appreciative, caring, smart, funny, oh
he was funny! And charming and sensitive. He even chaired our first real pro-
duction meeting and he wasn't even a producer, yet! And he made it so much
easier for me to play this role and to play it off of his role. I have enjoyed all of
the moments with him. And then he goes and hides with the bad boys in the
back!” More laughter and Serena looked around the crowd to get a glimpse of
some of the bad boys. “Yeah, I'm talking about you guys, that's right!” She was
smiling wide, and enjoying it, but her face took a turn to serious. “So, what am
I gonna do about you, Gregory? Because I am going to miss you so much.” It
seemed there was something else she wanted to say, but she started to cry and I
walked up to her and put my arms around her slowly and she slipped her arms
around me. I lifted my right hand and gently pushed her head against my chest
and held her.

Everyone else had their moments and after Serena there was one left, so
someone  started  yelling,  “Author!  Author!”  It  kept  building  and  I  looked
around at some of the faces. There were quite a few near the front of the tent
and outside yelling it, too, and they weren't even from our production.

Serena and I parted and she swept her arm. I shouted, “All right! All
right! Calm down, you heathens!” As the shouting died down I stepped up onto
a table, something no one else had done. “Okay, can everybody see me?”

Chuck, one of the bad boys and a set carpenter, yelled, “Of course we
can. You're standing on a table, Nimrod!”

I turned to Chuck and smiled. “Thank you, Chuck, and while you're at
it, go fuck yourself, okay?” I let the laughter subside. “First of all, I have to say
that was the worst conclusion to a thank you speech for the end of a project I
have ever heard in my life!” I looked to Serena who was frowning. I lowered
my voice. “Because, honestly, Serena, what else could you do about me? You
already own my heart. What else is left?” I watched her face beam and she
looked down. “I can tell you all I have not been looking forward to this day,
not because I didn't want to finish the movie...For some of you this is possibly
the last day I will ever see you again. I won't be able to see the light in your
eyes, I won't be able to gaze into your shining faces. For most of you, this is
the last day I will see you for a very long while, and this does not appeal to me.



And for the rest of you, the few, I will see you regularly, but it won't be often
enough...These last two months have been the best two months of my life. I've
had the most fun during this time, and, yes, at times you wore my sorry old
butt out, because you're slave drivers, but I'd get up the next morning and do it
again. All because you welcomed me and made me feel like I belonged with
you. And I will always feel that...Yes, even the bad boys, too, but hey! We only
let it rip away from the studio. We took care of our business here.

“The core in this production had a group I called 'the boys.'  There's
John, who could be my father figure, but he's not. He's merely my best friend
of all of you. He has supported me from the beginning, defended me when nec-
essary and sometimes from myself, and been there to listen and always give
me good advice. I would trust John with my life and I expect we will always be
good friends because it is a deep desire of mine to keep him in my life. There's
Drake and Ken, both of them like younger brothers, and if you've had brothers,
there's always a favorite, and that would be Drake. We can kid with each other,
jostle around, wrestle like brothers and then have these deep intellectual con-
versations and even show each other a sensitive side only brothers would do.
Ken is the serious one, though he has a sense of humor, but he likes to stay on
track. I can kid with him and he'll take it, even come back with a good one
himself. What I do know about Ken is if I'm in trouble, he'll stand right by my
side, like a brother would. There's Will, mister intellectual.” There was a smat-
tering of laughter. “He's one of the most intelligent people I've met, he can talk
rings around me about all manner of things, he can be the biggest hard-ass you
ever met, and then perform one of the most kind and gentle acts imaginable,
and look at you and say, 'What? Like I don't have a heart?' I've known Will the
exact same amount of time as all the others but John, yet I think of Will as one
of my oldest friends here, because I  can talk to him about anything and he'll
listen. Those are the boys and I love them all and I hope to work with each one
again.

“Now, I couldn't put her in with the boys, because she wouldn't fit. I'm
sure it's because she doesn't have the right shape and I'm thankful for it, since
Serena is someone very special and she  should stand alone...I remember the
first words she ever spoke to me. 'You make me wait an extra day and you can't
say 'Gregory Hess' in my speaker?'” There was a large amount of laughter and
Serena smiled wide. “Well, this was her introduction to bad beyond correction
or reform. What can I tell ya?” More laughter. “Serena is generous, warm, em-
pathetic. She feels for other people, but I did learn the first day we met some-
thing everyone else who was there will never forget, that above all Serena is
true, loyal, dependable and faithful, and it's a pretty good package if you could
get it. Serena, you have made these last few months for me a great pleasure,
knowing all I have to do is climb out of bed and soon I'm going to see your
shining, smiling face. I know you're going to leave for France, so there isn't
anything I can do about Serena, except miss her tremendously, miss her shin-
ing, smiling face. Man, it's gonna be hard to climb out of bed some days.

“I can't forget about Carey. Our intrepid director was a joy to work with
and he had his hands full. I specifically remember some romantic scenes which



were...troublesome.” Laughs and I watched Carey laugh, too. “Carey would al-
ways ask me what I wanted to do. If he thought it could be better he'd tell me
what he thought I should do. Sometimes we'd do both, but usually if we didn't
agree, he was right. You see, no one will ever consider this my movie, not even
our movie.  The True Cross will always be considered Carey's movie, and it
seems perfectly fair to me...We're all family, cousins actually, an indeterminate
number of generations removed. I know you've  all  heard me say it  and I'll
never stop saying it. You're my family, so I find it peculiar none of you invite
me for Thanksgiving! Is this how you treat family? What's up with this? I love
all of you and I will always love all of you. Thank you.”

There were shouts and hoorays and hugs galore. Many of the people
from other productions took the opportunity to greet me, hug me, say the kind-
est words to me. It was genuine, sincere and I took it like a man. I cried a little.
Chuck took care of me, too. I had finished the last of my beer and the next
thing I knew Chuck was standing beside me with an opened bottle of Pacifico,
which he promptly handed to me and took my empty. Once I thanked him and
took a swig, Chuck remarked, “It's why I told John to put the cooler in the back
with us, Gregory. I take care of you, cuz.” This was our distinction, our hall-
mark on the set, with the bad boys. We all frequently called each other “cuz” or
“cousin.” All the bad boys got it right away. We were family.

I reached out and Chuck and I hugged hard. “Chuck, cuz, I mean it
when I say, 'don't be a stranger.'”

“I know, cuz. I have your address. I know exactly where you live.” I
laughed and Chuck did too. “It's in some hell hole in West Hollywood but I
forgive you. You had no clue when you came here.” All around laughed.

“Which reminds me...” I looked for John. I saw him scattered among
some people about fifty feet away and I meandered around folks until I reached
him. “John, if anyone from the production asks for my address or phone, give
it to them, okay?”

John looked skeptical  and asked, “Anyone? Are you sure,  Gregory?
“Yes, I'm sure. Anyone.” John nodded.
The party went well into the evening, far longer than most wrap parties

I was told by many of the old timers of the cast and crew alike. I think John
planned it. We started around noon and about six the caterer rolled up with ta-
bles and all manner of food goodies, in time to take the buzz off from the alco-
hol. I probably drank half of the case before my evening was through and when
I went around to each and every one of the bad boys, a couple even cried with
me. I called it a night about eleven saying goodbye to everyone who looked in
my direction as I  passed through the tent.  I  hugged Serena deep and long,
telling her she would have to call me now. I can't be calling a married woman
at her married house. Serena promised she would. I thought it was odd when I
couldn't find Drake and I asked where he was but no one knew. I was about
halfway to my trailer when I heard Drake yell for me to hold up. Once he
reached me we hugged warmly and he rubbed the back of my neck enthusiasti-
cally. “So, brother, what do you have planned this weekend?”

“No, plans, bro, just kicking back at the apartment.”



“You have to come to Montana this weekend, Gregory,” Drake insisted,
smiling widely, “to my place. All the boys and the wives are coming Friday
and you're invited, too. I really want you to come and enjoy my hospitality.”

“What about Serena?”
Drake laughed. “I  knew if  I left  her out, she would be the first one

you'd ask about!”
“And...”
Drake laughed again. “She said she'd love to come out and she'll leave

for France next week.”
“Count me in, Drake.”
Drake's expression was mock hurt. “You wouldn't come out unless Ser-

ena was there?”
“Oh, hell, no, Drake. I would have to see how a Missouri boy lives in

the Montana wilderness. It ain't the Ozarks, you know.”
“No, it isn't.” Drake slapped my back. “It's south of Helena. Fly into

Helena and we'll pick you up.”
“I'm gonna drive, Drake.” He looked at me like I was crazy. “I'll rent a

four-wheel-drive and Chuck will  show me how to put  on chains  if  I  need
them.”

“It can get very nasty up there, even in November. It's why everyone's
flying and we'll pick them up at the Helena airport.”

“I have to drive, Drake. I'm bringing a friend and my friend can't fly. I
can bring a friend, can't I?”

“Of course.”
“Good. Here's what I'll do. I'll drive to the Helena airport and call be-

fore I arrive so you can have someone meet me at the airport and I'll follow
them to your place. If I have any trouble, I'll call you right away to let you
know, and I'll check the weather every day. It should take three days max to get
there, so I'll leave Wednesday.”

“Okay, but you should really fly.”
“If it's really bad, Drake, even flying won't help.”
“Well, yeah, okay, that's true.”
“I'll be there and I'll be fine. My friend and I will enjoy it.”
“I'd love to have you. The wife, too. She loves you, you know.”
“I don't know why. I give her such a hard time.”
“And she dishes it back and you take it. It's why she loves you. You can

dish it out and take it.”
I had to call Jose, Serena's gardener, the next morning and cancel our

planned excursion to Serena's new garlic patch for a couple weeks. Jose said,
“No problem. Call me when you get back.”

Jose, at one time, worked as Serena's gardener full time and did some
other jobs as he could fit them in, but once she married, she lost interest in the
garden, which was massive, and Jose had to drop his work for Serena to once a
week, twice a week if she was back in Los Angeles because she wanted the
grounds to look immaculate while she stayed in the house. Times were good
for him when he worked for Serena full time but he had been struggling ever



since and he was initially frustrated when we met the first week in October to
plant the garlic. I wrangled it out of him so he told me he had once talked to
Serena about planting garlic but she insisted one couldn't grow good garlic in
this valley, yet now she was willing to try it with me.

He had met me with everything I needed and had the garlic bed well
tilled, stakes and string ready, he had his tape measure, and we laid out the
rows, each six inches apart, and I planted each clove six inches apart for extra
room, and we had it done in ninety minutes. There was one special moment as
I was bent over planting the garlic in one row. I could plant five or six cloves
without having to move, sitting one knee on the ground, and as I planted an-
other section, Jose said softly, “There's a butterfly on your back, Gregory. A
yellow butterfly landed on your back and is sitting there.” I had seen the yel-
low butterfly swirling and swooping and flapping around and I stopped to be
still. I looked over to Jose as he watched with his eyes big and disbelieving.
After a minute it lifted off and flapped away. “I have  never seen a butterfly
land on anyone before,” he said, amazed beyond description. I had never seen
a butterfly land on any being at all. I thought they knew the difference between
a plant, a rock, and a living being, but I paid it little mind. I wanted to finish
this. We chatted for a while and he told me about his frustration with Serena af-
ter we had the entire patch planted.

“Listen to me, Jose. I need you to help me, to cooperate with me, be-
cause you and I both know it's a crock good, really potent garlic can't be grown
here. I need you to stick to my instructions, though, and don't improvise. Do it
my way, follow my watering instructions exactly, both the amount and the fre-
quency, weed when you can, and we'll hook up once a month to check on it
and I'll weed it if it needs it. Do this, Jose, and the garlic will turn out great,
Serena and Michael the chef will be greatly pleased, and I will put in the word
for you. Serena will want to do it again but I won't be a part of it. I'll tell her
you can do it easily and even expand it. She gets the garlic she wants and you
get the rest.  Market it to the restaurants as the same garlic  I grew. Michael
promised me he would give me the credit in his restaurant for the garlic. The
word will get around, Jose, and you ride on my back. Sell it top dollar, too. It's
local garlic and as kick-ass if not more than what they've been buying. This
would help you, don't you think?”

Jose loved the idea. He knew the garlic would be great. “Deal,” he said,
thrusting his right hand.

“We've got a deal, Jose, but I'm a hugger. You object to a hug?”
He thought about it a moment. He was a man not quite used to being

hugged by other men he had just met. “Oh, hell, why not?” he said, and we
hugged each other, though Jose was a little tentative.

I left  the studio and the trailer, my home away from home for weeks,
with Little Boy in tow, driving to West Hollywood and the apartment. Since
the movie shoot began I only met Esperanza twice, but both times we ate din-
ner and had some long talks about life in general, especially her life, the trail
she was blazing with her studies. I learned Esperanza's major was environmen-
tal science and her focus was the holistic study and application of best prac-



tices of soil analysis, climate analysis, water access and use, with crops, veg-
etables, fruit, grasses, trees, in short, an entire environment, breaking it down
for a small locale to a larger region. She loved it and had been out in the field
often working with local growers, communities, and was starting to put the big
picture of her future work in focus. She would complete her master's this se-
mester and two of her professors were pushing her to go for her doctorate.
They would sponsor her, guide her on her thesis work, and help her secure
grants and funding. She hadn't decided and I advised she should strongly con-
sider it. A doctorate holds considerably more weight than a master's, especially
in the corporate world, should you choose to accept a position with a corpora-
tion, but more importantly, should you have to  tangle with a corporation. A
doctor speaking out against a corporation and its destructive practices holds far
more weight with the public than someone with a master's degree.

Once I reached the apartment and unloaded everything from the car I
called Chuck about chains. I suggested I could come over and he could show
me but he insisted I could do it  myself  the first  time with his instructions.
“You're not some idiot, cuz,” Chuck reminded me. He told me how to do it step
by step and it really did sound pretty easy. He asked what I was going to rent
for the SUV. I said for him to suggest one. He suggested a Ford model, they get
great gas mileage with the hybrid version, and to stick with a certain tire size,
which he gave me, and the exact chains for the tire size I could find at the store
where he bought his chains. Simple. I wrote it all down and asked if I could
call should I run into an issue. “Of course, cuz,” Chuck said with a laugh. “It's
what I'm here for.” I would go out later for the chains once I got online and
found the SUV to rent and held it for pickup in the morning, calling to confirm.

I grabbed some beer on the way back from the studio, so I set up my
captain's chair on the balcony and watched the human show proceed on the
sidewalk below. Little Boy came and went, beckoning and hollering, and I let
him wander around, watching him start to get familiar with a place he hadn't
seen in months. Esperanza walked around the far corner of the balcony and
looked down to the end where I sat with my feet stuck on the rail. “Oh, that's a
sight I haven't seen in months, and a welcome one at that!”

“Why if it isn't the woman without a purse, who always wears clothes
with pockets everywhere stuffed with everything! Got a screwdriver?”

“The same old charm from the same old man!” She walked all the way
to where I sat and once she was close I stood up and we hugged each other
warmly. “Did you finish the shoot?”

“Done, wrapped, in the bag. Goes to post production, now. Should be
months, I imagine.”

“What are you going to do now?”
“Going to Montana for the week, back the following, and figure it out

then.”
“I'd love to go to Montana with you.”
“I got room. I'm renting an SUV and you're welcome to come if you

want. I can't take your boyfriend with me, though.”
Esperanza  looked  a  little  hurt.“Well,  he  wouldn't  be  going  anyway,



since I don't  have a boyfriend any more.” She looked down and away, but
turned back with disappointment. “I couldn't go anyway, Gregory, but I appre-
ciate the offer. I can't leave my studies.”

“I know, I know. I'd like you to always know you're welcome any time,
Esperanza, as my friend.”

“You gonna let that grow back on your face. I like your beard.”
“It beats shaving.”  The “wah, wah” of Little Boy started and he ap-

peared close to the door. She turned around and stepped to him to rub his back.
“There's my little man. Did your daddy take good care of you? You know I'd
pop him if he didn't.”

“Yeah and it would hurt, too.” She stood and smiled as I stepped past
her and Little Boy followed me into the bedroom for another round of eats.

Esperanza followed us inside.  “So you get  back from the shoot and
you're taking off again? Haven't you been away enough, old man? I miss you,
you know. I miss our talks.”

“One of the producers has a place up there and invited the main group
for the weekend. After this I won't see some of these guys for quite a while,
and Serena's heading back to France next week.”

Esperanza looked to me with admonishment. “I don't care what you say
about her, Gregory. Serena is the love of your life and I know it.” She crossed
her arms. I was fairly certain she did it for added emphasis.

I tapped her arms. “You crossed your arms like you're my mother.”
She uncrossed her arms and pushed me with her right hand. “Oh, stop

it, old man. I'm not your mother. I just...think about you a lot. That's all.”
I started to walk past her to retake my seat on the balcony and I brushed

her right shoulder.  “And I appreciate it.  I  really do and you know it.” She
smiled as I passed her and followed me outside.

“When will you be back?” Esperanza asked as I sat back in the chair.
“Don't know, yet. Depends on when I leave. Three days up, three days

back. Thursday, maybe Friday, next week.”
“Have dinner with me tonight.”
“Chinese?”
“Of course.”
I smiled wickedly. “Then it's a date.” I waited a moment. “Cumon. Tell

me. I wanna hear it.”
Esperanza smiled and her smile now appeared quite seducing. “Yes, we

have a date tonight, a dinner date. So look your best, old man.”
“So all those others were dates, too! They were on the casual side.” 
Esperanza liked it. “Get up and give me a hug. I have some work to do

in  my apartment.”  I  rose  and  we  hugged  tightly.  When  we  separated,  she
brushed my cheek with her right hand. “And I mean look your best, okay? Not
some of the old man crap.” She smiled with her little teasing.

This changed my timetable, if I had one. Out to get the chains for the
SUV. It didn't take long and I had nothing else to do, so out came the captain's
chair onto the balcony. I had no real motivation to do anything else but sip a
beer and watch the human parade below. Writing? Ha! I hadn't written a thing



in two months plus. I had worked my ass off, and you can see it on television
should they show The True Cross on your network, and I was starting recovery.
Tomorrow I'd begin another journey to a state I had yet to visit, Montana. I
needed a vacation, a long vacation. I honestly thought I deserved one.

I  did have new clothes. A break in the shoot and Drake showed up at
my trailer. “Come on, old man. I'll take you to some of my favorite boutiques
and clothing shops. Let's get you a few new duds.” We did. Of course, I chose
the duds. Drake never argued. He merely made suggestions. They were differ-
ent and looked good, with the added benefit some of my clothes, both pants
and shirts and shoes, could be combined with the old and change a look, add a
new combination. I tried out some with Serena. When  she was impressed, I
thought,  I should go shopping with Drake more often. What would make our
relationship then? Drake's just my bro?

I finally got off my ass and decided to pull out clothes for dinner. The
jeans I wore were not bad, with the added benefit they were a clean pair from
the morning, so I combined a shirt and a new pair of shoes—I only bought two
pairs of new shoes, cumon—and sprayed stuff on my hair Bernard gave me to
smooth out my hair, combed it out, looked at myself in the mirror and thought,
you're an old dog in new apparel. Does this look good? I had no clue.

At least I looked good on the balcony. Who is the guy in new duds with
his hair somewhat slicked back sitting in the chair where the wild, old man
usually sits? It couldn't be this easy. Esperanza stepped out of her apartment
and looked down to me. “Look at you! You live in the third millennium now!
You could use a better pair of jeans, though.” Apparently, it was this easy. Re-
cruit Drake to do all my clothes shopping, consult with Bernard frequently for
hair improvements, and keep it clean. Easy. I wondered if Drake would offer
resistance. I knew Bernard would love it. He'd be charging me along the way.
Wouldn't hurt his pocket book.

We walked to the Chinese place after I checked Little Boy, set him up,
closed and locked the door. Esperanza was extremely peppy. I knew young
people could get this way. When I was her age I was at times peppy like this.
She would sometimes grab my arm, with both of my hands stuffed in my not
so better jeans pockets, and hold onto it,  and yank on it,  and swing around
while still holding it, generally acting like a teenager? I remembered Serena
and the many things we had done together and the time we spent together and
how she would, the longer our relationship progressed, frequently grab my arm
with her arms, and yank on it, and swing around while still holding it, gener-
ally acting like a teenager? I didn't share this with Esperanza. I didn't proclaim
these observations for Serena. I didn't know what it meant. I had seen it before,
though. The teenage behavior eventually dried up, went away and so did I.

Esperanza talked most of the time we ate. I sat quietly across from her
and smiled frequently. It was easy to do, smile at Esperanza. She was so damn
animated I couldn't help smiling. She's pumped. About what? She had discov-
ered—wonder of wonders—that her “boyfriend” didn't have a matching “warm
heart” she thought he had. He was too cold-hearted. She had witnessed it her-
self, she said, and she remembered what I had told her a few months back.



Great, so it's my fault you broke up, brought an end to the half-assed commit-
ment thing you were so delicately seeding, I told her, one of the few comments
I actually uttered. No, you helped me  see what was wrong. Her appearance
changed to one of appreciation. You saved me a lot of heartache. I got to ditch
him before I really felt something for him. You said life is pain, she reminded
me, but my pain doesn't hurt much now so it won't hurt much for the rest of my
life. Thank you, Gregory!  Yeah, what a matchmaker you are, Gregory. How
about home wrecker instead? Do they give awards for this? Surely there's got
to be a reality series where I could be the featured couple destroyer.

Arm in arm we walked back to the apartment. This was a change and I
had mixed feelings. Certainly, I wouldn't mind bedding this beauty, and Esper-
anza was beautiful, especially in the odd, exotic way, where everything seems
out of place yet the whole fits perfectly. You have to see a woman like that to
appreciate what I'm saying. On the other hand, the peppiness gave me pause
for reflection, and what was reflecting back wasn't exactly fond memories. By
extension it included Serena. I guess this is what happens when you finish a
movie which literally takes all your time, energy, effort and mental processes
for two plus months. You start thinking too much. We reached her apartment,
stopped and she opened her door and started to step inside, when she turned to
me. In a low tone, like she was testing waters, Esperanza asked, “Since this
was a date, is this when the man kisses the woman good night?” Her smile was
too inviting. I couldn't resist and I didn't. I slipped my arms around the sides of
her waist, moved in close and kissed her softly. Esperanza kissed me back and
slipped her arms behind my neck and moved her lips around my mouth slowly.
We stood kissing for a couple minutes until I pulled my head back and leaned
away. Her eyelids were narrow as she whispered, “That was nice.”

I considered all the things I should discuss right now with Esperanza. I
dismissed them all. “I enjoyed dinner with you, Esperanza, as usual. You are
such a breath of fresh air and it's what I needed. Good night.”

“Thank you.” She started to turn into her apartment. “Good night.”
I pulled out enough clothes for five or six days, figuring Drake had

laundry facilities, surely a washer and dryer. I called one of the bad boys, Lon-
nie—he worked as a grip on only his second movie—because he lived within a
mile of my place, and he was more than happy to drive me to the rental com-
pany. We got there about nine-thirty, clothes, computer, chains, and Little Boy,
all transferred over to the rental SUV, and I left a little after ten with the L.A.
rush hour dwindling. Lonnie said I'd have to call him ahead. He was on a list
for a movie and he might not be available. I said I would but not to worry. The
rental company agreed to drive me home if I had no transportation. It would be
extra.

I drove out of L.A. over Grapevine Pass, through the central valley, past
Sacramento and to the first stop, Reno, Nevada. It took a little over nine hours
with cat stops, rest and eat stops, when I pulled up to the lobby of the motel. I
got in the room, took care of Little Boy and phoned Drake to tell him where I
was and ask about the weather forecast up his way. It was all good. No storms
expected and highs in the seventies, mild for November. My next stop was



Pocatello, Idaho, and I should be at Butte, Montana late Friday morning. It
should put me about an hour from the Helena airport. Drake asked why I came
up I-5 instead of coming up mostly I-15. I hate the traffic from L.A. to Las Ve-
gas. Those people are such fucks. I've driven it before and once was enough for
me. Drake said he'd have someone at the airport waiting for me a little after
noon Friday, but call tomorrow night and then Friday morning so he knows I'm
on schedule. “And I don't have to worry about you, bro.”

When I talked to Drake Friday morning he advised Will and Katherine
were expected at the airport around the same time I got there and everyone else
was already at his place. I should look for his driver, a neighbor friend named
Alvin, who would be waiting for all of us at the baggage claim area. “You'll
know it's  Alvin.  He'll  have  a  sign which reads  'Will  and Katherine.'”  Easy
enough. Drive to the airport, park in short term, find a guy with a sign.

It was easy. Alvin was the only one with a sign. Reaching him I asked if
he was Alvin. “You must be Gregory.” He stuck out his hand.

“I'm a hugger, Alvin. I prefer to give someone I meet a hug unless they
have an absolute aversion to it.”

“Ah, hell,  no!” Alvin exclaimed and came up to me and we hugged
briefly. “Welcome to Montana.”

About fifteen minutes later, Will and Katherine's plane landed, another
fifteen and they arrived in the baggage claim area and we were on our way out.
Will asked if I had room in my rental. “Maybe not for your bags, and the front
seat's claimed by my friend.”

Will smiled. “I want to see this friend of yours.”
We walked with Alvin and stored their bags in his SUV and the three of

us walked to the rental. There was Little Boy sitting on the front passenger seat
whining for me, so I opened the door and picked him up. “Oh,” Katherine said,
“this  can't  be your friend from India.” She wanted to hold him immediately
and I delicately made a transfer while she continuously petted him.

Will  looked at  me disparagingly,  shaking his  head.  “So, your friend
from India is a cat, Gregory. Well, this will be  quite the surprise for Serena,
don't you think? Since she's expressed her disappointment she's the only one at
Drake's house who's going to be there by herself.”

I smiled at Will deviously. “Yeah, I want to see the look on her face be-
fore and after she discovers my friend from India is a cat. I think you'll want to
see it, too.”

“You are incorrigible,” Will said, still shaking his head.
“You expect change from an old man set in his ways?” Alvin pulled up

behind us. “Well, let's get in. We've got a couple hours driving, Drake says.”
Alvin was easy to follow, even on streets with many lights. He took his

time and constantly watched us from his rear view mirror. He was in no hurry
as are most from Montana, except the few scattered around the bigger cities.
When we were close Alvin called Drake and everyone was outside on the drive
of his log cabin mansion, which is the only way I can describe it. We pulled up
to the front door on the circular drive behind Alvin. I turned off the rental,
stepped out and turned to Will getting out behind me. “Look, Will. Serena's



standing by the door. She doesn't look very happy. Watch this.”
We all walked over to the group standing together and hugs and kisses

abounded. When I greeted everyone I started to walk up to Serena while every-
one stayed behind. She hadn't budged an inch and before I could reach her, she
asked disparagingly, “Where's your friend?”

Katherine was looking at  the rental's  passenger  window when Little
Boy popped up on the seat and put his paws on the window, whining for me.
“Oh, look, everybody,” she said so sweetly, “it's Gregory's friend from India.”

Serena stepped around me to get a better look and saw the black and
white head of a cat looking about, his mouth opening often to emit his little
whine.  Her  look  went  from disappointment,  even  dismay,  to  pure  wonder.
“That's your friend from India?”

I turned to Will and started to walk back to the rental to let Little Boy
out. “Will, did you catch her before and after looks?”

“I did, Gregory,” Will said, chuckling. “They were priceless.”
Serena remarked, “You are such a bastard at times, Gregory.”
I opened the door, picked up Little Boy and set him on the ground so he

could wander around all the humans. Everyone had a good laugh, at Serena's
expense, and she eventually reached me and punched me lightly on my shoul-
der. I turned around, put my arms out and she stepped right into them and
hugged me firmly. When we released she asked, “Where was that cat while we
were shooting?”

“In my trailer.”
“Why didn't you tell me you had a cat and not some friend from India?”
“Because I wanted to see your face when you finally did see him, when

you were expecting some human friend.” Everyone laughed and I leaned closer
to whisper,  “And if  you tell  me you weren't  a  little  jealous,  a  little  disap-
pointed, you're lying to me, Serena.” Again, she punched me lightly on my
shoulder.

Drake asked, “What's his name? It's a male, isn't it?”
“Yep. Little Boy, Kiddo, old man, Bud. He generally answers to 'Cu-

mon.'” Little Boy wandered around aimlessly, running through his various vo-
calizations, while everyone got a chance to rub him and pet him, even Serena,
but he would always start to meander back to me, wandering around my legs,
whining until I bent down to rub him. “You got a room for me, bro?”

“Sure. You need help moving stuff?”
“Not yet, but I want to take him to the room and feed him. He'll calm

down some and check the room out.” I turned to Serena. “Will you help me?”
“Of course I will.”
“Do you want to carry him or carry his bowl and food?” Little Boy was

right beside her, so she stooped down, rubbed his back and he stopped moving.
She lifted him up and cradled him in her arms while continuing to rub his back.
“Good. I'll get his things and we'll take him to the room.”

The bedrooms were on the second floor, reached by a grand, winding
staircase to a balcony. Once in the room Serena set him on the floor and Little
Boy walked to me while I put his food in his bowl. “If you'll stay with him



while I bring up my things, I'd appreciate it. He's an old man, like me, and he
likes company, like me, and he'll probably like you.”

“Like you?”
“You catch on quick, you little firecracker.” Serena smiled widely.
I brought all my stuff up and hung up the clothes I brought on hangers,

when Serena closed the door and slid up to me to kiss me long and hard. She
leaned back. “I missed you so much.”

“It's only been four days, Serena.”
“You didn't miss me?”
“I missed you for ten years. Four days is nothing.”
The first day at Drake's was wonderful. The scenery was spectacular,

their house was like nothing I had ever seen, and when we all gathered in their
huge living room, I had Little Boy down there with me and he would wander
around until  someone picked him up. He would tolerate  it  for a  while and
squirm and be put back on the floor. Serena heard it from everyone, my friend
from India, yet she sat next to me on a sofa and we were always touching each
other. Before dinner we moved out to a big porch with a spectacular view of
the mountains, but below us on the grounds was Drake's wood splitting and
chopping area. This was Montana and most of the heat during the winter was
by stove. Many of the bedrooms and some other rooms scattered about and in-
convenient for a stove had electric heat,  but most of the house had several
stoves for heating. I leaned on the rail. “Bro, you use that gas behemoth to split
your wood?” I meant the quite large wood splitter over in a corner with all
manner and sizes of logs stacked before it, around it, and all over.

Drake stepped closer. “Yeah. It does a respectable job. I can get a lot of
wood split in a short time.”

“As long as you have gas.”
“I've heard you split wood manually,” Drake said, laughing.
“I'll bet I can split as much wood as you can with your gas contraption

in an hour, about a third of a cord,” I challenged him.
“About a third of a cord, huh?” Drake looked at me, sizing me up. “You

think you can split that much wood in an hour by hand?”
I sized Drake up. “Are you challenging me?”
“You're crazy, Gregory.” He was trying to weasel out of it. “There's no

way you can keep up.”
“You got a thirty-five pound maul and a pair of welder's gloves?”
“Sure.”
“You run the splitter with no one helping you. You have to put those

logs on it yourself, you have to operate it yourself, and I'll split as much  or
more wood than you in one hour. We can use your boys to pick up the split
logs in a stack, if you want, but I'll match you or beat you. Got the balls, bro?”

“Oh, I will kick your ass, bro, no fucking doubt about it.”
I slapped him across the back. “Let's get the maul, gloves and it's on.”
Now everyone stood against the rail as the two of us wound our way

through Drake's house and out the back. He led me to a shed to the side and I
selected one of his metal mauls and grabbed a pair of welder's gloves from a



drawer. Out to the wood splitting area we went, after he grabbed a set of gloves
for his use. I looked up to Ken on the porch. “Give us one hour when you say
'go,' Ken. Drake has to start his wood splitter and the race is on. Come down
with ten minutes left, because with the noise, we won't be able to hear you.”

“Are you sure you know what you're doing, Gregory?” Ken chided.
“Please.”
“All right.” Ken looked at his watch. Soon he yelled, “Go!”
I grabbed a medium-sized log I would split six-ways, carried it over to

the log platform, grabbed the maul with my left hand near the handle, my right
near the maul, lifted it slightly off the ground, swung it sideways, sliding my
right hand down the handle, and used the swinging motion to propel the maul
above my head as both my hands met, and slammed the maul hard in the mid-
dle of the log nearest the tiny crack in it. The log split in two and each half
flew off the log platform. Drake was still trying to start his splitter. I picked up
one half, picked my spot to hit, and performed the same motion and one log
flew and the bigger piece flew off in the other direction. I grabbed the bigger
piece and put it in place and slammed it in half. Drake's boys, standing far be-
hind me, looked at me and I nodded. “Okay, go.” They immediately jumped
into action, picked up the three logs and threw them where my stack would be.
Finished, I grabbed the half of the log and split it into three with two more
strokes. Drake was now placing his first log on the splitter.

I didn't cheat either. With logs too big to lift, I whacked and whacked at
them until they finally split in half where they stood on the ground. I split those
two in half and took the smaller pieces and split them on the log platform. Af-
ter I had done it twice, Drake came over to get a log while I was selecting and
inspecting my next. “If you end up beating me, Drake, because you used a
piece of equipment but all you did was put little pieces on it you could lift eas-
ily and left all the big logs for me, you will never be able to look me in the eye
and think you won, because you'll know I know you pussied out.” Give Drake
credit. He went for some big logs and really struggled to put them on the con-
traption, and a couple he gave up on and picked up another. When Ken came
down we both had renewed vigor. Ten more minutes. I thought I had the bigger
stack but it didn't matter. I could already see in Drake's face his absolute appre-
ciation of what I had already accomplished. When Ken yelled it was time, I
dropped the maul and rubbed the boys' heads. They made it much easier and
they helped Drake as much, too. Ken looked at both of us after he looked at
each stack. “To me it's a draw if anything.”

Drake came over and extended his right hand and I took it and yanked
him over to me and we hugged each other. As we walked back to the house,
Drake put his arm around my neck and I slipped my arm around his back.
Penelope shouted from the balcony, “I give it to the short, skinny guy, because
he didn't use a drop of non-renewable energy.”

I lifted my bottle of beer to her. “Other than Pacifico beer, and if they
stop making it, then it will be non-renewable.”

Drake said we should both take a quick shower and we'll have dinner.
At dinner Will asked me about my technique for splitting wood.



“You probably lift it straight up and down?”
“Yes. I have more control that way.”
“Well, you probably saw me do it a few times because it's true. You

have more control but at the expense of efficiency and effectiveness. Lifting it
straight up you fight gravity twice, once when you lift it and once when you
stop at the top. Plus, once you stop at the top, you can't generate the most force
possible. When I swing it from the side, I can lift it with centrifugal force to
the top without stopping and drive it with maximum force. I use the welder's
gloves because it takes less effort to start the maul swinging when I grab it
with my right hand near the maul, and the gloves slide down the handle. Slam.
Least effort, greatest impact.”

Drake smiled. “You thought a lot about it, didn't you, Gregory?”
I returned his smile.  “When you split  four cords of wood  and stack

them in a month and a half,  you figure out the most efficient and effective
method possible, or you're not doin' it.”

“I was impressed, bro,” Drake said, lifting his wine glass in a toast. “I
didn't think you could keep up but you sure did.”

All toasted me and I thanked all. “I like it out here, Drake, more than
West Hollywood. I prefer the country over the city. I like the peace and quiet
and I don't mind the work which always has to be done.”

“Why don't you stay up here, then?” Drake asked, smiling. “I could use
the help,  we'd certainly welcome you. We could go fishing, exploring.  You
could stay here through the holidays, unless you've got plans with the family.”

“I have talked with both my daughters. They're happy I'm doing some-
thing besides burning through my 401k, but they have their own lives. I'll see
them some time soon.” I turned to John. “Besides, John occasionally has things
for me to do. Budgets never end until the project's done.”

John shook his head. “Don't put this on me. We can manage without
you. Take a long break if you want and stay here. I would do it if I could.”

“I'll think about it, Drake. There are other things going on down there.”
Andrea smiled. “I'd like it if you stayed.”
“Only because you enjoy the parry with me of good-natured insults,

and when you deliver your usual best, that shuts me up.”
Ken lifted his wine glass and proclaimed, “A toast to Andrea for shut-

ting Gregory up.” All toasted the hostess, including me.
We retired to the living room, where I sat on a sofa with my feet, socks

only, resting on a table and Little Boy sitting in my lap. Serena sat next to me.
“This little cat loves you. He follows you around like a dog.”

“He's an old man. He probably only has one sense left, smell, so he's
following a familiar scent.”

Talk came around to the movie and, of course, Jennifer. Most of the
core had seen the dailies and all were impressed. John mentioned it threw them
when Jennifer announced she would be staying in my trailer instead of the ho-
tel. He was curious why. I noted the obvious smirk on his face.

“I don't know. Maybe because she'd be there right on the studio lot and
not have to drive in every day.”



Pamela was coy. “So, how did it work out with the two of you?”
“Ummm, fine.”
“Yeah, I'll bet it was fine,” Serena scoffed.
“Little Boy was there the whole time. He was protecting me.”
John smiled wickedly. “I saw the three guns scene before we left. You

wore the devious smile on your face, which was about all you were wearing.
I'll bet you liked doing that scene.”

“As a matter of fact, I did,” I said, wearing my devious smile.
Serena remarked, “Well, I hope it ends up on the editing floor.”
After all the days and months, some incredibly pressure-packed, in the

closest proximity to many in this room, I had assimilated quite well. Lifting the
weights combined with the increasing comfort I felt to this point with all of
these movie people I had recreated my swagger from decades before, the ex-
tremely confident “don't fuck with me” demeanor. Everyone in the room had
witnessed it so often it had become second nature to them, a consistent repre-
sentation of my first nature, and I had with certainty carved an earned reputa-
tion as the one who would say or do anything. With this opening, John's men-
tioning the three guns scene, I was going to say my anything.

“So that you all understand, doing any of those scenes was not easy. I
was embarrassed at times as I imagine most of you would feel doing scenes
like those, except for Serena, being the exhibitionist she is.” Quickly came the
expected whack to my shoulder. “I wouldn't have done it without Jennifer there
every time. She made it bearable, especially when she would always say, 'I
want you on the set with me, Gregory.' Of course, she would always finish
with 'and take your clothes off.' With me there's always a catch.” Laughs. “Did
Carey tell you how long it took to shoot three guns?”

John emitted a quick laugh. “Carey said it took a long time.” Laughs.
“It sure did,” I replied to more laughs. “Is that all he said?” John merely

nodded. “By this scene, John, I was over the embarrassment. I didn't care any
more about walking around the set completely naked and with Jennifer usually
completely naked, too, I was gonna have fun with it. From the first moment we
had the set prepped to shoot the scene, it took over thirty minutes to wrap those
few shots which last, what? Barely a half-minute?” I smiled deviously. “Why?
Jennifer is on the set, supposedly similarly embarrassed, and she has to watch
all this as I'm standing in front of her wearing nothing but a gun holster and
two guns dangling on either side of my hips. Carey says, 'Action.' Jennifer is
staring at my midsection and I make  some movement and Jennifer bursts out
laughing. Carey says, 'Cut,' and shakes his head. We set it up and I do it again,
and again, and again.” Everyone is laughing now. “Jennifer cannot stop laugh-
ing, even when I don't make any movement at all because she's expecting it.”
More laughs. “Finally, Carey calls it a wrap and walks over to me. Immedi-
ately I asked him, 'Why didn't you get upset with me, Carey?' I am asking him
this question still standing in place on the set completely naked. I haven't even
put my robe back on. Carey looks down at my penis sticking out between those
guns and says, 'If you're gonna behave like this on the set with your wee willie
winkie on full display, I'm not gonna stop you.'” The whole room exploded in



laughter so I waited. “I'll tell you this. I'm glad I did those scenes, all of them,
because I can say something none of you guys can say.”

With great skepticism Will asked, “What's that?”
“After almost sixty years I have finally left my penile image for poster-

ity!” The room once again exploded in laughter. “And at a high cost, too! I ran
the finances. I knew what everything cost. I knew what everybody got paid.
Renting that electron microscope was not cheap!” Laughs. “I hope it all stays,
John, every second of every one of those scenes because there it is, for poster-
ity. I have done something none of you have. I have left my penile image for
posterity, and if it takes more balls to do it, since I'm the only one in this room
who's done it, this answers the question: who's got the balls?”

Drake was unconvinced. “That doesn't take balls. I could do it.”
“Yeah? I want to see you explain that one to your beautiful wife snug-

gling up next to you when she hears about it! Let's see the smug look then!”
More laughs, except from Drake and Andrea, who merely scowled at Drake
with his head drooping.

Wearing her mock expression of disgust, Serena attempted to rescue
Drake. “I still think it should end up on the editing floor.”

“That's because if it  does end up in the movie, since you have yet to
share  those few square inches of  yours for posterity, between the  two of us,
who's got the balls now?” You could describe my expression as cocky, arrogant
and conceited, all on one face. Serena's expression was frustration. She hates
getting beat. I turned to John. “Put it all in, John, and let me have some more
fun with it. Everyone's gonna ask, 'what was it like doing those nude scenes?'
Here comes the electron microscope bit.” More laughs, even Serena. “Some-
one will  ask about  three guns.  'That  was my stand-in.  Looks just  like  me,
huh?'” More laughs. “Since it's out there for posterity, I'll never be asked this
question again. 'Have you been circumcised?'” The room erupted in laughter.
“Seems everyone wants to know. Instead, I'll be asked, 'Why did you choose to
be circumcised?'” More laughs. “Easy answer! It's a religious thing! Presbyte-
rian!” Laughter filled the room. “You have to be! They won't let a male in the
church  uncircumcised!” Laughs. “Heck! Male Presbyterian babies have to be
circumcised before baptism, because they baptize you in the church, and they
won't let you in if you're not. The first time, they check you at the door!” Ev-
eryone was laughing hysterically.

Penelope was shaking her head. “Presbyterians don't do that!”
“Have you been a Presbyterian?” I shot back.
“No.”
“How would you know? Some denominations like to keep a few things

secret. Besides you're a woman. They're not gonna check  you at the door!”
Penelope's laugh was the loudest. “There are differences between  all the de-
nominations. It's why there's so many, and some of the differences you can't
even  anticipate,  like  between  Catholics and  Presbyterians.”  Serena  sat  up,
glowering at me. I scanned the room with my most deviant smile. “Catholics
will  pray to God for body enhancements.”  I  paused for the laughter to  die
down, though Serena suppressed her laughter, trying to maintain an expression



of mounting anger. She knew what was coming. “And they usually get it, be-
cause God takes pity on Catholics. The evidence is right here in this room sit-
ting beside me. At one time she was a short, skinny, flat-chested, teenage runt,
but then she prayed to God for big boobs and based on what is amply displayed
on her chest today we all know how her prayer was answered.” I immediately
received another whack on my shoulder while the room howled in laughter.
“Not Presbyterians! I prayed for a big penis and through independent verifica-
tion, how was my prayer answered?” Some were now complaining they were
beginning to feel discomfort from laughing. Suck it up! “Hell, nowadays, when
a Presbyterian  prays  for  a  body enhancement,  God doesn't  even  reply  any
more.  It's all automated! You wake up the next morning and you hear a very
stern and disappointed voice say, 'God gave you reasonable intelligence and a
sense of humor. That's enough! Your prayer shall be ignored so stop bothering
us about it. God has more important things to do.' And  you think,  yeah, like
give all that stuff to Catholics!” Now with Serena howling along with everyone
else I added, “So, John, yeah, I enjoyed doing three guns. And when you get
the next chance ask Jennifer about it and listen to her immediately erupt in
laughter. She'll never forget all the time we spent on the set because I had her
laughing hysterically for at least a half-hour, along with everyone else, even
Carey. What she won't talk to you about is the sexual intercourse scene. In fact,
you won't get anyone who was on the set to talk about it, none of the crew nor
Carey either. Everyone who was there all agreed. It's confidential. What ap-
pears on screen speaks for itself and no one is going to add a word to it.” I
scanned all around the room. “You haven't heard Carey or any of the crew or
Jennifer or me talk about how we did those shots, have you?” All shook their
heads. “They were difficult for everyone who participated, including the crew.
Using your imagination you can reasonably conceive what took place but you
won't hear anyone there confirm or deny it. Everyone will always treat it as
confidential, it's none of your business to know. But to finish on a light-hearted
note, with three guns, I never thought my penis could dominate a scene.” This
brought  a  good round of  laughter,  even from Serena.  “It's  a  penis,  nothing
spectacular about it, but it still shoots bullets.” I took a long swig from my bot-
tle while everyone laughed again. “If you do put all of it in there, John, what
do you anticipate will be the MPAA's reaction?”

John adopted a serious, business-like demeanor. “Three guns won't be a
problem, but we've all viewed the sexual intercourse scene, Gregory, and since
your respective genitalia, yours and Jennifer's, cannot be seen visibly engaged,
to put it delicately, it becomes a scene like many others in movies with an R
rating. We'll see, but if they complain, there's my explanation, it's no more re-
vealing than the many scenes they have already set with an R rating, scenes,
really, all of us have done before.”

“Except for three guns!” More laughs. “I  had to do it! Ewan McGre-
gor's done it and he doesn't have any more balls than I do. Two to be precise. I
counted them!”

It was a lot like this and we talked about Serena's performance, too. She
honestly  thought  it  was  right  up there  with  her  performance in  the painter



movie. I thought it was better but I kept it to myself. It was close to midnight
as things wound down and one after the other made their way to their bed-
rooms. Serena and I left together with her carrying Little Boy and I put him up.
He was whining so I gave him a tiny amount and he ate a little and stepped
around his pad and laid down, on the bed of course. Serena kissed me good
night and hoped we could do something by ourselves tomorrow.

The next morning I wandered down to the breakfast table about seven
after caring for Little Boy, who followed me from the bottom of the stair case
into the room. I had a light breakfast of eggs, toast and coffee. Serena was al-
ready there and had eaten. She looked great because her make-up was absent
and I told her she looked fantastic. It made her smile. She was feeling more
comfortable without her make-up when she was with me and I mentioned it.
She smiled and remarked it was easier to leave it off, it was not a big deal, but
as I looked at her suspiciously she flashed me her best and brightest smile.

A little after noon, as I skipped lunch, I took the cat upstairs to feed
him. Serena came up a few minutes later. “The more I think about it, Gregory,
it was a great idea to drive up here in the SUV. Why don't we, the two of us,
take a sight-seeing drive together?” The day was cooperative, moving up into
the seventies again, and it seemed a good idea. She stepped up to me on my
right side, slipped her arms around my right arm and leaned toward my ear.
“And we could find a secluded place and fuck each other.  Would you like
that?”

“When do you want to go?”
“Let's go now.”
I grabbed my camera out of my backpack. “We are going sight-seeing,

and what better than to take some pictures of a certain Mexican beauty reveal-
ing all her beauty.”

It  flattened  her  enthusiasm  a  little  as  she  frowned  and  responded,
“Maybe another time, little boy. Let's do one thing at a time, okay?”

“You're no fun.”
We walked down to the living room where everyone was gathered, after

I closed the door behind me to keep Little Boy in the room, since he had every-
thing there except me, and Serena announced we were going to drive around
sight-seeing. In support, I lifted my camera. “I'm going to take some pictures
of this beauty against that beauty, and should anyone ask about the pictures, I'll
say, 'There's a genuine Mexican standing where her ancestors once stood.'”

Will said, “That's a good idea. I'd like to go-”
“I want to go alone with Gregory,” Serena interrupted, “the two of us, if

you don't mind, Will, please.”
Will seemed a little flustered. “No. Fine...Seems all right...”
Serena flipped her head nonchalantly. “We won't be gone long.” She

immediately headed for the front door and I started to follow, when I turned to
everyone and added,  “No, I can honestly tell you we won't be gone long be-
cause there's not much gas in the tank, so...” and I glanced up to the ceiling
feeling the embarrassment, “if you get a call, it's her fault I ran outta gas.” At
least it saved the exit but they all talked about this one for a long time, almost



the entire length we were gone.
We drove up into the mountains and stopped occasionally to take pic-

tures,  some with Serena in the foreground, some of the pure beauty of the
scenery. After our first stop I wanted to do it frequently, since she started hug-
ging and squeezing and kissing me once we stepped out of the rental. I knew
she wanted me and I wanted her as much. We found a reasonably secluded lo-
cation, near a waterfall off the road, with plenty of open space to park and I
pulled down the back seat, opened the back up and lifted the back door of the
SUV. Once we were both inside I closed the door and prepared the blanket I
had thrown in the SUV before I left Los Angeles. Because the parcheesi board
was in my room back at the mansion, I instantly conceded defeat. The now
current victor immediately deferred, demanding I take charge, and I did. Once
the surrender terms were met to the satisfaction of the victor, we drove back in
retreat, though I noted both of us wore smiles, once the rest of our clothing had
returned to their previous placement.

The sight-seeing drive was one of the most memorable events from the
weekend. I stayed Sunday and Monday, but those days are not what stick in my
mind. There was considerable conversation, and I learned a lot about everyone,
especially Pamela, John's wife, and Andrea, Drake's wife. I hadn't spent much
time with either of them so I took full advantage of this opportunity, but it was
Serena who was constantly by my side, and who I could not shake from my
consciousness. I knew after the weekend I was not going to see her for months.
I would only be able to hear her voice through a cell phone, one week at a
time. It's what she promised me.

Serena was leaving Tuesday morning so I offered to drive her to the air-
port and leave from the airport to West Hollywood. I told Drake I loved and
appreciated his offer, but I think I need to hang in Hollywood and work on my
stuff and anything which will help the movie. I have John as my guide. No
one's better. Drake agreed. I could see it in his face, though. He really wanted
me to stay through the holidays. He knew he would enjoy my company and I
knew I would enjoy his company, but something bigger was pushing me back.
I couldn't forget the kiss with Esperanza the day before I left,  and I knew it
would be cold up there through the holidays. I'm an old man and body heat
doesn't come easy for me any more.

I escorted Serena into the airport with her no make-up look, her com-
pletely dark sunglasses, and I kissed her at the security station. I expect you to
call me this week, like every week, I told her. She promised me once again and
stepped through the security apparatus. Serena would call once in November
and once the first Sunday of December, a pattern she would repeat for the next
few months. Only later would she reveal the reason for the pattern.

I jumped into the weight lifting and exercise routine again and occa-
sionally drove over to John's office. I got to look at some of the edits as they
were placed on the network. Man, the stuff they can do in post-production.

Chuck called the week before Thanksgiving and said a couple of the
bad boys and their  wives were invited for Thanksgiving dinner and he ex-
tended the invitation to me, too. I immediately took him up on it. It was better



than sitting around the apartment all day. Esperanza would drive south to be
with family the whole week and Chase wasn't  that much company. Don't get
me wrong. He was all right but we didn't have much to discuss after the first
hour or so.

I was the only one stag at Chuck's house for Thanksgiving but nobody
paid it any mind. There was Benjy and Matthew. Benjy worked with the sound
crew and Matthew worked in props, especially the guns. He was responsible
for loading blanks and checking guns. Chuck was in his late thirties, Matthew
in his early thirties and Benjy had turned thirty. They were mostly half my age
and their wives were even younger and all quite attractive. Southern California
suited them well. At dinner I noted that, for a trio of bad boys, they all did
pretty well in the spouse department. The three wives liked my remark and
Chuck's wife asked if I had ever married.

“Sure.  I  turned a  sexual  fiend into a  sexual  prude  in  about  thirteen
years. I wasn't exactly planning it but congratulations to me. I succeeded.”

“Do you have kids?”
“Two daughters, neither of them planned. I didn't really want kids and

the ex said she didn't think she could get pregnant because her previous guy
used to have sex with her all the time. Like an idiot I never considered  he
might be the problem, so a few months later she throws up in the morning four
consecutive days, goes to the doctor and comes home to announce, 'I'm preg-
nant.' I said, 'Well, this shoots down your theory.'”

Chuck looked at me a little dejected. “We've been trying to have kids
for a while now. She's been tested, I've been tested. I have a reasonable sperm
count, not way up there, but we have not been able to get her pregnant yet.”

“Are you having sex frequently?”
Chuck's wife immediately volunteered, “Of course. When I'm ovulating

we go at it as often as possible.”
“Do you two want my advice?”
Together both said, “Sure.”
“Don't try so hard. Don't be desperate. Take it easy and take your time.

When my ex said she thought she couldn't get pregnant, and even before, we
went for months and nothing. But we were having sex almost every day, some-
times twice a day. Then it went to every other day and finally about once every
three days. This, I think, is the key, once every three days. I don't think you're
gonna find it in medical science or publications, but you have a little sperm
factory, Chuck, and like any factory, it can only produce so much a day, and,
like any factory, what goes unused builds up as inventory. If you wait every
third day it may be enough inventory to get your wife pregnant. It worked for
us, even though we weren't planning it. And it's my opinion if we had stuck to
sex every day we still wouldn't have kids. Plan your ovulation period and try to
hit it twice, having sex once every three days. Ovulation periods are usually
five days long, so if you want you can try to hit it right in the middle once, but
you have to wait and time it once every three days or longer. Try it  a few
months. See what happens.”

Chuck looked at his wife and she looked back at him. “What do you



think, dear? We've tried about everything else.”
She smiled to Chuck, then smiled to me. “Well, it  certainly couldn't

hurt.”
When we finished the main meal the gals brought out the pies and ice

cream. I chose apple pie with vanilla ice cream. Yeah, man! Chuck made the
comment for a short, skinny guy I could pack a lot in one sitting.

I looked to his wife and toasted her with my wine glass. “Chuck, when
a woman spends all day preparing and cooking a big meal, you better eat it
heartily. She may not do it again if you don't.”

We all watched football after the meal while the gals cleaned up and
came out to join us. Once the last game was over, I thanked everyone for their
hospitality. I addressed Chuck. “You know, cuz, it's my hope the bad boys will
kind of always stay together. It was really special the way I remember it.”

Chuck smiled as he glanced to Benjy and Matthew. “This whole movie
experience was like nothing any of us ever went through. With all those His-
panic actors, you would have thought everything would be kind of segregated,
but it never was. It was like one big world of our own making and everyone
felt that way the whole time. Benjy and Matthew know what I'm talking about.
We've never been on a movie set quite like it and, really, cuz, all the bad boys
know why.”

“Why, Chuck?” I asked, quite curious now.
“You, cuz,” he laughed as he smiled at me. “It was you.”
“Thanks, cuz.” I felt very humble at the moment.
Matthew spoke up to break any of it. “So, don't drift off, Gregory, or

we'll have to go find you and bring you back.”
Esperanza and I were cool with each other for the week or so before she

left for family and Thanksgiving. Fine. Once I kissed Esperanza I was in new
territory and I  wasn't  sure I  wanted to stay there.  I  had plans,  big plans,  I
wanted to try to implement in the next two or three years and I could see Es-
peranza playing an important, perhaps critical role in how those plans turned
out. Sex and the mind games which sometimes go with it could jeopardize our
relationship as already established. If it resulted in destroying our relationship
as it was, sex with Esperanza was unacceptable. I wanted her brain, her exper-
tise and experience more than I wanted her body. I wanted her body a lot, mind
you, so please understand how much I valued all the rest of her.

The Sunday after Thanksgiving I sat in my captain's perch with Little
Boy on my lap when Esperanza returned. She was carrying all manner of sacks
and bags but seemed not to struggle with any of it. We greeted each other and
she set it before her apartment, opened the door, gathered it and stepped inside,
leaving the door open. A minute later she walked out and started toward me.
“We haven't had dinner together for a while. Are you avoiding me, old man?”

“How could I be avoiding you when you've been gone all week, little
girl?”

She reached me and ordered, “Stand up and give me the hug you've
been holding for me or I'll really get offended.”

I stood up and set Little Boy on the chair and stepped to Esperanza,



slipping my arms around her waist. Her arms slipped around to my back and
we hugged each other tightly. “So, you're all offended because we haven't had
dinner together. Is that it?”

In a very stable and sure tone, Esperanza stated, “It's not only the din-
ner I enjoy, it's the company, too.”

We were still holding each other tight. “Well, I can't have you feel of-
fended, Esperanza, so I'll have to do something about it right away.”

“Like right now, Gregory.”
“It's early for dinner, don't you think?”
She smiled wickedly. “Are you backing out, old man?”
I laughed and she released me. I reached for Little Boy. “Let me get this

old man situated and we'll go for dinner. How's that?”
“Good,” she smiled and crossed her arms as she stepped back to give

me room. “Now I don't feel so offended.”
I carried Little Boy into the bedroom. “In my opinion, Esperanza,  I

don't think you were offended much at all.  I think it was a ruse to get me to
spring for dinner all along.”

I heard Esperanza's wonderfully deep laugh behind me. “Between the
two of us, you're the one who can afford it.”

I put food in his bowl and walked out to get the chair to put it inside the
apartment. As I set the chair down in the living room, I turned to her as she
stood a couple feet away. “I'm getting wise to your ways.”

I started to move out of the apartment, motioning to her to lead, but she
stood her  ground, and instead lifted her  arms slightly,  motioning for  me to
come closer. I did and her arms snaked around to my back, her body leaned
against mine, I placed my arms over her arms, and she stared in my eyes with
her head leaning back. After a few moments of searching my face, her head
leaned forward and her lips pressed against mine and we kissed for several
minutes, slow and tender. Her arms rubbed back and forth across my back and
I moved my arms to her back and pulled her a little tighter. I could feel the
surge below and I wondered if she could feel it. When Esperanza broke and
leaned back, she was all smiles. “Escort me to dinner, mister senior citizen.
Wine and dine me.”

We stepped to the balcony with her arm around mine and I locked the
door behind me. We reached her apartment and she did the same. Walking to
the Chinese place arm in arm, this time she was not animated but content to
stroll beside me slowly, her arm tightly woven around mine.

The dinner was the usual and the conversation was the usual, catching
up on the adventures over the weeks by the other. It was enjoyable and I didn't
think about anything or anyone other than Esperanza, my evening companion.
She wanted to stroll around the neighborhood and we did, slowly, arm in arm.
We stopped for an ice cream cone, laughing at the other struggling, melted ice
cream running down a chin or over a stubble of beard. When we returned to
the apartment it had been dark for a couple hours, close to nine. Stopping at her
door, she unlocked and opened it and her hand reached for mine. “Come inside
with me.” I followed her inside.



Esperanza closed the door behind us with her free hand and stopped to
turn and face me. “We've already established a protocol, Gregory. You know
what that is, don't you?”

I raised my eyebrows and protested, “I always say it. That's my line.”
She smiled. “You don't have a trademark on it. Besides, I like kissing

you and I like the way you kiss me back, so slowly and tenderly.” She moved
until her body was against mine and I watched her face close in and our lips
touched and I closed my eyes and kissed her slowly and tenderly and she did
the same. For a few minutes our arms moved over the body of the other with
no hurry, over the back, along the sides, across the waist, along the arms of the
other, all with our lips and mouths gently moving across the other.

I leaned back searching her face as we separated. “I enjoy very much
kissing you Esperanza. It feels good, probably too good.”

She smiled deeply. “Because you get an erection?”
“You can feel it?”
“Of course I can,” she replied, almost scoffing. She smiled again, star-

ing into my eyes. “It makes me wonder where we go from here. Where do you
want to go?”

I tried to look serious. This was the conversation I had been avoiding. I
still wanted to avoid it but Esperanza decided to bring it out in the open and we
would decide together where this all was going. “I want to go where you want
to go. I will never push you, but I cannot go with a commitment. I cannot com-
mit to you, Esperanza, in any way, not sharing our lives, not sharing only our
bodies with no one else. I can't do it, not with you. In you, I value who you are
and what you know more, much more, than I value your body. If sex eventu-
ally messes up the relationship I have with you right now, then I can't have sex
with you. I can't mess up our relationship. I won't. And I can't have you think-
ing,  well,  if  we have  sex a few times,  he'll  want  me more,  and he'll  come
around. He'll want to commit. If we're going to go together any further, it has
to be with the complete understanding we are going to have sex, we are going
to fuck each other, and we'll do it in as loving a manner as we possibly can, but
that's it. Nothing more is going to come from it, because I won't let it.”

Esperanza looked just as serious. “So, love is love, sex is sex, and fuck-
ing is fucking. True?”

“Yes.” I  tried not to look too skeptical.
“Then we understand each other? Because I don't want a commitment

from you in any way, except one.”
Here it comes, the commitment. Now I was truly skeptical and sarcasti-

cally asked, “What is it?”
“When we have sex, when we fuck, Gregory, I want to feel loved, I

want to be loved. You can have sex without love, you can fuck without love,
but I will have no part of it. You will love me when we have sex, you will love
me when we fuck, or I will kick you out of bed. Get me?”

I was completely amazed. I was standing and holding onto a woman
who thinks like me. “Sex is the only act where one can express the deepest
feeling for a partner without words of any kind, only physically.”



“Exactly!”
I shook my head and her expression turned to concern.  “So, love is

love,  sex is  sex,  and fucking is  fucking? That's  my line,  Esperanza.  You're
stealing my lines.”

Her expression softened and she smiled. “Maybe it's because we think
alike, because we know each other well, Gregory. You know I have a warm
heart but I can be cold. I don't like myself when I'm cold but you help keep me
warm. It's who you are. You make me smile and laugh and stay warm. And,
you, you have a warm heart, too, but you can be cold. I have seen it in you and
when I do, I try to help keep you warm, because I like it in you, and I can turn
it around in you. I can touch you and watch you turn. I have seen it.” She
smiled triumphantly.

I  dropped my head. I  wasn't  expecting this.  “Where  do we go from
here, Esperanza?”

“We go where we  both want to go,  no strings attached, right?” She
waited until  I lifted my head and caught her gaze.  Her eyes narrowed. Her
smile thinned. “Like I planned all along.”

“You didn't plan this?” I scoffed and waited a moment. “Did you?”
“You don't  seriously think I said all this spontaneously, do you, Gre-

gory? I've been wanting to say this for a long time.”
“I've been avoiding it.”
“I know you have, and I have, too. I value our relationship as much as

you do. I cherish it and I don't want anything to ruin it. But I know you better
now, and you can have sex with me, Gregory, you can fuck me, and make me
feel loved, and I can make you feel loved, without attaching anything else to it.
That's what I want. Isn't it what you want?”

I smiled deviously. “What other lines are you going to steal from me
Esperanza? You're a college graduate! Can't you come up with your own?”

She laughed, deep and full again. “See? It's what I love about you. I
know we've reached an understanding when you change the subject like that to
make me laugh. You do it very well.”

“I practice, Esperanza. You can't get good at anything without practice.”
Esperanza leaned forward and whispered in my ear, “So, let's practice

what we both want, old man. Do you want to lead?”
Here we were, ready to depart for a destination we had never reached

before, not with each other, and I was ready. “Oh, I'll lead this time.” I was go-
ing to tease her and I told her step by step what I was going to do.

At one point Esperanza slipped her arm from mine and placed her hand
over my crotch and rubbed my erection through my pants. When I paused, she
asked, “Did that break your concentration, old man?” Her smile was sinful.

“I am going to tease you without mercy, little girl.” She laughed.
Once I finished telling her, I started up, doing exactly what I said. Once

she was naked from the waist up, I bent down and removed a shoe and sock
from one foot as she lifted her leg, then the other. Off came her slacks and
panties from her waist down to her knees and she lifted a leg and I pulled both
over her foot,  followed by the other.  As she stood before me fully naked I



slipped my arms around her back to pull her tight against me and we kissed as
I slipped my hands over the fine mound of her bare ass, pulling her against my
erection and feeling her rub her hips from side to side against it. I carried her
into the bedroom and laid her on top of the cover. While I took my clothes off
she pulled the cover and sheet down and laid on her back, her legs stretched
out together, her arms at her sides. I had told her I would grasp her ankles and
spread her legs wide, enjoying the sight at the convergence of her legs to her
torso, so she laid the way I wanted and smiled when I finally crawled onto the
bed and spread her legs wide. I lifted my knees, one at a time, to set them be-
tween her legs, admiring the view, admiring the whole view, because there was
a lot of woman lying underneath me, some of it hard and firm and muscular,
and some of it soft and curved and incredibly sensual. My parcheesi board was
six doors away so I had to improvise. Esperanza screamed twice, each time
squeezing my hips with hers so tightly I couldn't rock my hips at all. She made
me so excited and aroused I exploded inside her only a few moments after her
second scream, and, like most women, she wouldn't let me move until my limp
appendage fell out of her. I was up moments later, bringing her a warm wash-
cloth. We laid together, our arms entwined for a half-hour or so, until I apolo-
gized I had to see to Little Boy.

I put on my clothes and bent down to kiss Esperanza's cheek, since she
had turned on her side away from me. She instantly rolled over and reached for
my neck and pulled me swiftly to her face, but kissed me slowly, tenderly for
minutes. “This was good, and it was good for you, too, wasn't it? Could you
feel I love you, feel it, with my body?”

I told her I could feel it, I could feel how much she loved me, wanted
me, wanted me to feel loved, but I also told her I knew it before we even got to
the bed. The very act of letting me remove all her clothes, giving me her body
before we started showed me she loved me, she trusted me. I knew it before we
got to her bedroom and all she did was constantly reinforce the feeling. She
wanted to do this again and soon. Did I want to do it again? I teased her by lift-
ing the cover and sheet from her breasts and looking at them, full and spectacu-
lar, for a few moments. Yeah, I could do this again, and she playfully slapped
my arm. I sat on the edge of the bed and stroked her cheek, inviting her to
close her eyes. When she did I rubbed my finger over her mouth and watched
her mouth open and I pushed my finger inside her mouth and it closed and
sucked it. I finally pulled my finger from her mouth, bent down and kissed her
and stood. “I have to go. I have to care for a cat. You may remember him.”

“Go.” She smiled warmly and turned back on her side.
I walked down to my apartment after I closed and locked Esperanza's

door, fed and stroked Little Boy and thought about what happened. Do I have
a fuck buddy now? No strings, no commitments, only fucking with some expec-
tations? I can do this. I can enjoy this. Don't fuck it up! Don't abuse the change
in your relationship with this precious woman. I was heading down a road  I
had never traveled. It was fucking scary.

Esperanza was tooling down toward finals week, absolutely intent on
completing her master's this semester. She had already decided to apply for her



doctorate and it was being evaluated. She hadn't been accepted yet but her pro-
fessor sponsors continually encouraged she would be. I offered to help her in
the small way I could. I told her she could count on a meal or two at my ex-
pense every week. Her company would be worth it. Esperanza wanted to have
sex once more before she had to concentrate on her finals and, as you would
expect, I had no reservations. It was her turn to drive and this time she was a
little more aggressive than I anticipated but it didn't bother me. The way she
moved her body over me, seemingly effortlessly, was a pure thrill. We both ex-
ploded at the same time. It's rare, I noted silently, and Esperanza collapsed on
top of me when it was over. She was spent. She gave me her all. “We will have
to play parcheesi one of these days, little girl.” Esperanza laughed.

When she returned from her last final she was anxious to leave. She
would drive south to family, spend the holidays with them, expect the letter
from the university for acceptance or rejection from the doctorate program, and
return a few days before the spring semester started. “If we don't patronize the
Chinese place over the next month, they'll probably go out of business. Then,
what would we do?”

“You'll have to go there twice as often.”
As soon as she left, the very day, I already missed her. Ever since she

returned from Thanksgiving I could count on seeing her every day. If I wasn't
out on my captain's perch she would come down to my apartment and knock
on my door, wanting to see me, hold me, hug me. If I had to leave for a while I
would check her apartment and do the same. It was routine, expected, appreci-
ated. I wouldn't have this for five weeks or more.

The calendar crashed into the holidays, the bogus, overt commercializa-
tion of Christmas pounding around me. Chuck sensed the change in me, the ap-
prehension, the sheer disgust of it I never tried to hide. He wanted me to come
over  for  Christmas  and stay for  dinner.  I  politely  declined.  “What  are  you
gonna do, cuz? Sit around your apartment all day and mope around?”

“No, I'll probably take up my captain's perch, and mope in my chair
bracketed by a pair of Pacifico bottles and toast the poor souls below.”

“You're incorrigible, Gregory.” Chuck shook his head vigorously.
“Set in my ways, yes. Listen, cuz, have a nice Christmas with your wife

and friends and family and enjoy yourself and don't worry about me. I'll talk
with you after.”

Chuck called me two days after Christmas and noted I was in better
spirits. He also knew me pretty well. “So, cuz, when did the depression set in?”

“What are you talking about, Chuck?”
“Last week you didn't sound yourself. I know your history.  Everyone

on the set knew your history. It was never a big secret. 'Gregory is a manic-de-
pressive.' Why can't you be straight with me?”

Silence. I thought about what to say. If Chuck is anything, he's as pa-
tient as I am, maybe more so, and I consider this high praise. “I had one de-
pression episode a couple days before Christmas. It was no big deal. I was over
it by the end of the day. Little Boy helped. He won't let me sit in bed all day.
He whines at me, 'Get up you lazy bum. I don't have two hands to feed me.'”



Chuck laughed. “Why didn't you call me, cuz?”
“I can't talk to anyone, Chuck. I don't really want to see anyone, I want

to be left alone,  unless you want to come over and rub my back gently for a
couple hours.”

“You need to be married, Gregory.”
“I'm impossible to live with.”
“No, you're not, but it's beside the point. You need to get up and out of

your apartment. Get busy. You're only moping around.” He paused for a mo-
ment. “New Years Eve's coming up and you're going out with us, and I'm not
taking no for an answer. You hear me, cuz?”

“Yeah, I hear you.”
“So don't disappear. Hang around your apartment and we'll come and

get you in the afternoon and we'll spend the whole day and evening and into
the New Year and party right!”

Maybe the spirit was leaking out into the mysterious ether some people
talk about, because Esperanza called me the next day. She sensed something,
too, though she left it mostly unspoken, but it was an unexpected pleasure to
hear her voice, to listen to her laugh through the phone, to hear her speak about
how much she missed me. Over the next few days to the end of the year, I tried
to stay busy writing. John's office was closed. There was nothing to do for the
movie. Everything was closed down for the holidays. I have to stay busy. The
one thing which may have helped was a phone call, a nice long conversation
with a cute little Mexican actress friend of mine, but she had already stopped
calling me every week. I hadn't heard from her since the first Sunday in De-
cember and I had no way to reach her. Hmmm, abandoned?

Chuck called me a little after noon New Years Eve. “Put some clothes
on, cuz, some of those nice duds you got with Drake, and I'm coming over to
get you right now, so be ready!” We drove back to his house, where many of
the bad boys were already gathered for a barbecue and drinks and partying. It
was good seeing so many of them together again. It was a lot like old times,
like what we used to do when we were shooting the movie, now almost two
months passed.  More people in the biz came and went over the course of the
afternoon and early evening, some faces you would have recognized. I was be-
ginning to understand how far Chuck's reach in the biz stretched. He knew a
lot of people from the many movies he had worked, over thirty so far, and he
was well respected by many. Chuck's reach was deep and I was greatly im-
pressed. I told him so and he laughed boisterously.

About ten the whole party disbanded and most of us went to a private
party at the residence of an actor you also would recognize. It was a superb
party,  about everything you could imagine at  a party,  and there were  many
guests. The party included the entire house and, yes, bedrooms were in use,
with reasonable discretion. There was no big shower, though. I stated this ob-
servation to Chuck: there's no big shower like at Serena's.

“Would it surprise you, cuz,” Chuck said with a big smile, “I've been in
the shower out at Serena's place? And with quite a few others?”

“You fucker, you! She wouldn't let me use the shower!”



“Doesn't surprise me, cuz. If I  ever saw a woman who is in love with
you and wants you only for herself, she would be Serena.”

“Ah, you don't know that, Chuck.”
“Oh, really? So, when she's on the set, all business, all serious, thinking

about her next scene, and you come on the set and she immediately breaks out
into her big smile when she sees you, you're gonna tell me this woman is not in
love with you? And she does it every time?”

“She's a married woman, Chuck, not available in stores anywhere.”
Chuck laughed. “Doesn't matter, Gregory. Being in love with someone

is not restricted to marriage status. You know it.”
“Yeah, I know it, but I don't want to talk about her.” I turned to look at

this quite attractive woman who seemed alone and kept stealing glances at me,
occasionally smiling discreetly. I nodded my head in her direction while Chuck
was watching. “I want to talk about  that woman. Who is she? Do you know
her?”

Chuck looked to her and smiled. “Jana Kensington. She does set deco-
ration  and she's  very  good at  it,  especially  period  pieces.  She  was  already
booked when we shot or John would have signed her.” I looked back to him
and his face turned to a certain slyness. “You got your eye on her?”

“And she seems to have her eye on me, too.” I started to move toward
her as I turned to Chuck. “Cumon, cuz. Introduce us.”

Jana Kensington was tall for a woman, my height, and could be quite
dominating in a group of people standing around. She was thin, not rail thin,
because her body was well  defined. Her face was delightful and when she
smiled or laughed, her cheeks displayed two sexy, little dimples. Chuck intro-
duced us but I wouldn't shake her hand. I wanted a hug and Chuck vouched for
my hugging ability. I hugged her and whispered I wouldn't squeeze her hard
because she was lacking some padding and I wouldn't want to break anything.
She said she wasn't fragile. I wondered where I could find her significant other,
and  she  said  she  preferred  her  independence.  I  asked  if  her  independence
meant at all times or did she ever consider sharing an evening with someone?
She asked if I was trying to hit up on her. I only hit up on attractive women, the
women to whom I am attracted like a magnet, the women who look at me and
often smile back, only those women. She claimed I only caught her attention. I
said she must have been looking very hard so I could catch her attention since I
haven't done anything flamboyant, or would you disagree? We played cat and
mouse like this for the next half-hour, until she suggested we slip away and
take a short and slow walk around the house grounds.

Jana  knew about  The True  Cross.  She  had  spoken with  John about
working on it but she was already committed to another shoot. She had seen
me in some of my appearances on local shows and she liked my attitude and
what I projected as important to me. She admitted she shared a lot of those val-
ues and she had wanted to meet me for some time. “There are a lot of people in
this business talking about you, watching you. You should be very careful, very
wary. Some can hurt you, Gregory.” She reached out and touched my arm be-
low my shoulder.



We stopped and I looked in her eyes. “Do I have to be careful about
you hurting me?”

She glanced around my face. “I don't think I could hurt you if I tried.”
“Let's  sit  down  here,”  I  suggested,  glancing  around  the  grass  and

ground below us. When she nodded, I sat down and crossed my legs and she
sat down, her knees bent before my legs, and leaned against me. I slipped my
arm loosely behind her back and we talked more about the business, about
where she was from originally, which was Michigan, and where I was from,
and we hit it off. I knew she liked me. Her hand would frequently rub over my
thigh, or across my chest, or onto my shoulder, and she talked in a low tone,
quiet,  patient,  sensual.  I  followed the pattern,  low, quiet,  patient,  sensual.  I
wasn't the joker much, if at all. I neither wanted to be nor did I consider it ap-
propriate. Jana was content to talk and to listen respectfully, to proceed slowly,
methodically, patiently, to slowly slip into our own world. I had finished my
beer but she wasn't drinking and had no desire to get something to drink. Nei-
ther did I. At one point, during a slight lull in our conversation, she leaned her
head against my shoulder and I slipped my arm up to her opposite shoulder.

Thus began our negotiation about what might happen after the festivi-
ties wind down, should we simply go home separately to sleep alone? I cer-
tainly would have loved to engage in sex with Jana, but I didn't want to sleep
alone this night. Her protests to the contrary—her contention we hardly knew
each other—she didn't want to sleep alone this night either. After the count-
down, which took place while we still sat on the grass outside the house, and
we kissed to begin the new year, we walked back inside, her arm grasping my
arm. We toasted with champagne with many of the others to the new year,
drinking three or four glasses of champagne over the course of the next hour
and a half, feeling pretty buzzed, but always with Jana's arm around mine or
my arm around hers. Jana had offered her place where I should sleep this night,
but I didn't consider it time to rush out. We mingled, as if to tell everyone,
we're together now. Yes, we  seemed to disappear for a while, but it's so we
could have some privacy in order to get to know the other better. Now we're
back, we'll celebrate the new year with you for a while, and we'll leave to-
gether. It seemed like this was the show Jana approved.

Her car and driver whisked us to her place in the hills north of town, a
modest  place  by industry standards,  but  comfortable  for  her  needs.  We re-
moved our clothes separately. I expressed the wish to simply sleep next to her,
feel her soft and warm body next to mine. I had consumed far too much alco-
hol over the course of the day and evening, so I wasn't up to it. I think it sur-
prised Jana. I think she was truly expecting me to insist on sex, right then. I
told her even in the morning it would have to be what we both wanted and I
couldn't guarantee I would have the energy and strength even after sleeping off
the buzz. I said I didn't want to sleep alone and when Jana said she didn't want
to sleep alone either, I wanted her and her body next to me. It's enough for
now. I fell asleep with Jana lying almost completely on top of me.

When I awoke and my stirring awakened her, Junior was already at full
alert and she could feel it. I apologized and scooted away, saying he's always



ready so ignore him. She wouldn't ignore him, and we fucked this morning. I
couldn't get Jana to orgasm but when I exploded, it was all I could do to keep
up with her arms and face moving everywhere, her lips moving across my face,
my cheeks, my nose, my ears.

Jana fixed breakfast,  though I helped some and washed her dishes. I
think this was the first New Years Day I never watched a single football game
in thirty years. I didn't even think about it. I spent the entire day in the com-
pany of a woman whose attention and consideration and contentment I appreci-
ated. I lacked for nothing. We took a shower together. It was Jana's suggestion.
She had a large walk-in shower and we both walked in together, she turned on
the water and adjusted the temperature, and she stood up against the wall with
her arms out like she had been arrested. I soaped up a washcloth and rubbed it
over her back and down the back of her legs and pushed it under the slopes of
her ass and between her legs and rubbed it hard, listening to her moans of ap-
proval. I dropped the washcloth to the shower floor and rubbed my hand there,
my fingers exploring and felt the wetness inside her vagina. I finally hit her
sweet spot and she came for me as I came for her. I thought about how impos-
sible it would be to play parcheesi in her shower. We cleaned each other lov-
ingly, sweetly, and toweled off to lie together on a sofa wearing bath robes. We
slept together and fucked again in the morning.

Jana remarked, “I can't remember when I fucked this often in one day.
You can't do this all the time, can you?”

“No, Jana, I can't do this all the time. I can only do this for the ones I
want all the time, the ones who want me all the time.” She shook her head in
disbelief or maybe astonishment. “Some day soon we'll play parcheesi after
we've dispatched our clothing and let the roll of the dice provide one or two
surprises. I like to mix it up with the rules branching...” She stared at me with
wide-eyed incredulity.

There would not be a commitment spring from this and we both knew
it. We had discussed it, out of the question. When Jana invited me to call her
any time, though, I knew she meant it. I knew she would want to see me again,
to hear me again, to enjoy a renewal of what we had started. I couldn't help
thinking it was the best damn New Years resolution one could possibly devise,
and she had a driver take me right to my apartment building later in the day.

My phone rang in the afternoon. It was the actress from Jeff's party. Af-
ter the usual how are you, how was your holidays, and the like, she stated, “I
heard from someone you were moping around, Gregory, and I can't have that
from you.”

“Would this someone have a first name which begins with C?”
“It's a small world.”
“Hollywood's like a big high school. It has cliques like any high school,

and members from some cliques are recruiting me. Are you recruiting me?”
“Not particularly, though you are correct when you say there are cliques

here. You are absolutely dead on, and I think it's why I like you so much. You
pick up on this stuff around you so easily, but it's not why I called you. We're
having a small gathering at my house and I'm inviting you to attend, since it in-



volves you.”
“I'm not following. How does it involve me?”
“You have this wonderful speaking ability, Gregory. It's a gift, I think,

the way you can go on off the top of your head and say things so eloquently
and so convincingly, everyone thinks, yeah, I agree completely, I've been want-
ing to say it for a long time, but you seem to say it every time without any real
effort, like it's an extension of you, you're merely explaining what's already in-
side you. You did it with us the last time, remember? The circle of influence?”

“Of course, I remember. So?”
She paused a moment. “Have you ever considered speaking before a

large crowd like it was a performance?”
“At times, yes. I've dreamed of doing it.”
“You remind me, Gregory, of the orators in our history. Are you famil-

iar with them?”
“You mean like Edward Everett and the like?”
“Exactly! You can do it, except you won't be speaking to entertain. You

have an ability to profoundly influence a crowd should you really choose to do
so.”

“I dunno.”
“Come to my house and meet some people who have been considering

making you the star of a performance here in Los Angeles everyone will talk
about for some time.”

“A performance, huh? Not a comedy show?”
“No, Gregory, you're not a comedian. You're much more.”
“Will your husband be there?”
“Of course.”
“Good, because I wouldn't want him to think I'm hitting up on his wife

while he's away. Better to do it while he's right there.”
“I think I like you more than I really should, Gregory.” She laughed.

“You don't let up on it, do you?”
“I never give up on anything until it stops giving me the expected re-

sult. It's harmless flirting and I can't see anything wrong with it. After all, what
makes you feel more like the teenager you used to be than flirting?”

“Good point,” she agreed and meant it.  “Seven tomorrow? We'll have
dinner first and talk.”

I had a date with an attractive and older actress in Hollywood. There
were going to be others there, too, including her husband. Hmmm, how can I
get this babe behind closed doors? There I go again, thinking of myself. Well,
hell, who else is gonna do it? Serena? I hadn't heard any of her thoughts in a
month. What the hell was she thinking?



Segment Ten
For  me to  write  I  knew

what to expect from this gathering
at the house of the actress would be
absurd.  I  thought  I  knew.  I  came
expecting  certain  proposals.  I  had
no  idea  how  enamored  some  of
these people were about my reputa-
tion only. I really considered what I
had done and said, on a set, at vari-
ous parties all over the valley, were
small things, of no interest to any-
one. They were all simply small manifestations of my outlook, my experience,
my interactions with those in my immediate surroundings and nothing more. I
thought this gathering was an extension of what I had projected through a cam-
era on a live TV set, the few appearances I had made on local and even na-
tional networks and channels. No, it was more, much more. I thought instantly
of Hiram, John's media rep, and how often he would lament that what I had
said, what I had done, was not recorded, was forever lost to others' interpreta-
tions. I had been doing it for so long I didn't even give it a second thought. I
had been doing it consistently, too. I knew what to say and how to say it. I
didn't expect anyone at the gathering to know it, too.

To write I was encouraged by the meeting is to be ludicrously under-
stated. Daniel Wallenstein, a local promoter of considerable repute, known for
everything from boat and car and outdoor promotions to musical and entertain-
ment venues, never huge but all tastefully produced, was in attendance. I knew
when I walked in to the home of this lovely actress and her husband and spied
Camilla, my makeup person, and Bernard, my hair man, this was going to be a
test of wills. They had everything lined up against me and they were going to
argue with any “no” I might wail. I found myself often falling into my own
routines, my own well-versed monologs, and would proceed through them un-
til I suddenly realized I was doing exactly what they expected through a perfor-
mance of mine on a stage with thousands of souls in the darkness of a theater. I
would stop suddenly and look to the floor,  embarrassed.  The actress would
softly and invariably interject, “I can't see why you won't do this, Gregory. You
can't even stop it if you tried.”

I asked her, I asked everyone, if I could have a moment to step out on
the balcony alone, look out over the city lights of Los Angeles, and think for a
few minutes. No distractions, no arguments, no anything, only me. As I ex-
pected no one objected and I walked out through her living room, through the
sliding door outside, shut it behind me and stood leaning on the rail looking
out. I could see so much of the city from these hills and I could even see the
distant lights of boats way out in the ocean, far, far away. I didn't know if I was
ready for this. I didn't know if I even wanted to do it. I didn't think I was ready.
I wasn't sure I would ever be ready. I looked out over the city, a city I had re-



ally grown to dislike over the years, and thought about all the human beings I
had met since I came back here the first day, driving to Serena's house out in
the sticks, all of those whom I had met since. They were all decent, loving hu-
man beings, all with different qualities and talents, all with unique personali-
ties, and I loved them all. I can say now I still love them all and always will. I
started to cry, because all the changes in my life in these last few months added
up to nothing without them. Could I do this, get up on a stage and say the
words and feelings and important truths which would honor them and honor
their honest and true feelings about me? I wasn't sure I could ever do it, but I
thought if I didn't even try, that would be a greater dishonor. I opened the slid-
ing door, and as everyone heard it open, I said, “Please, give me a minute or
two more. Thank you.” I walked to the bathroom and composed myself.

I knew when I walked out they would all easily recognize I had cried,
but I had made up my mind and I certainly did not care one way or the other. I
sat down in a chair opposite our hostess and gazed into her welcoming and in-
quisitive face. “All right, let's do this.” I looked only to her and watched her
face light up. “Let's work on some of the particulars, what I want on the stage,
and what I expect.” We spent the next two hours going over all we could possi-
bly cover without knowing other factors which would affect the performance. I
left their home after one in the morning, committed to a show which would
take place in two to three weeks, and which would be promoted openly in a
few days. When Daniel asked me how I planned to do the show, I knew he was
shocked when I replied, “It will all be improvised, Daniel. I will never do ma-
terial I have rehearsed and rehearsed. I want it to feel and sound fresh, un-
scripted, like I'm winging it, which is exactly what I will be doing. I will start
with beavers, an endangered species, and launch in to the anti-hair brigade, and
I will end with the two Roosevelts, my grandfather as a Communist party orga-
nizer and recruiter during the Great Depression, and question everything, in-
cluding me.” If you've seen the recorded version, which is the entire perfor-
mance,  with  cuts  of  the  audience  and  the  theater,  you  know exactly  what
“beavers”  and  “the  two  Roosevelts”  signify.  Those  recordings  are  due  to
Jeremy Rensdorf, who served as assistant to the second unit cinematographer
for The True Cross. He was one of a very small handful of human beings from
the movie whom I never had the opportunity to meet while we were shooting.
He was, of course, at the gathering.

The theater was secured in days and Daniel began running ads with
clips from some of my TV appearances. We recorded one ad where I talked
about teabaggers. “I find it amusing teabaggers want to be considered a politi-
cal party, but they won't register as a political party, they won't run in elections
as a separate political party, because they know they'll be trounced in elections
by you fine folks, so they run on the backs of the Republican party, and those
stodgy old GOP'ers scream, 'Cut this cancer away from me. It's sucking the life
from me. Ah!'  Well,  serves 'em right. Those stodgy old GOP'ers have been
sucking the life from everyone since Lincoln died.”

I settled on the opening, playing Drunk Sincerity by Bad Religion, for
two reasons. The first was the band is from L.A. and the second was I liked it



as a theme for the night, and it's how we promoted it, the Drunk Sincerity per-
formance. The song wasn't what I liked for the start, jumping down from the
stage to shake it with the audience,  but I liked it  best for the theme, and I
wanted it  loud!  Defy You and  Come Out and Play, both from the Offspring,
also from the L.A. area, were better songs for shaking it, but I couldn't get
around either theme. My captain's chair was in the middle of the stage holding
my black huggy with the Oregon State  Beavers logo, my big red cooler sat
next to the chair, with my small blue cooler on top of it and stuffed with ten
bottles of Pacifico beer. I wore my multi-tool on my belt, and when the music
stopped I walked over to the cooler, pulled out a beer, stuffed it in the huggy,
pulled out the multi-tool, popped off the cap, shoved the cap in my pocket,
grabbed the mike and said, “Give a hoot, don't pollute.” I sucked a swig of beer
and showed the huggy. “Beavers, an endangered species...With the prolifera-
tion of shaved pussies everywhere, it's hard to find a beaver nowadays.” That's
how I started and it ran about ninety minutes. I had a person off stage giving
me times, sixty, then thirty, then ten. I wanted it as close to ninety as I could
get. I knew there might be times when my train of thought would derail, but I
had it covered. I apologized for my train of thought becoming lost, since I was
headed for New York but I see I'm stuck in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and you
know the rest. I had to do it once but I rescued it.

There was the beer monolog, complete with the accident which put me
in the hospital for six days and resulted in my tattoo. I showed the tattoo. I did
circle of influence, with welcome to my world, followed by the satellite pic-
tures of Earth “without fictitious borders,” and the tribes monolog. I followed
with the sadness and not enough love monolog. “Bring back the draft!” came
next, and “Wouldn't  it  be nice to see Romney's five boys in their polished,
shiny Army uniforms?” My excursion into blasting a certain rock and roll icon,
a staunch gun nut, who would run back to the safety of civilization once the
animals he was hunting shot back at him. I compared him to BooBoo, who
gave his life in VietNam and whose name is up on the wall: the country sacri-
ficed its brave boys for rock and roll sleaze. “We need to change our national
anthem, since all the brave ones are  dead now! 'The land of the free and the
home of the...pansies.'” To the G.I. Bill from the end of World War II, which
alone recreated the middle class in this country, since our family was only mid-
dle class at the end of the nineteenth century, but once the cash crop farmers
were crushed from the 1910s through the Great Depression, we fell like stones
as did millions of others. And then the finale, the comparison of the two Roo-
sevelts and their accomplishments, or lack. As I got going, once I had finished
a ten minute hilarity about the anti-hair brigade and a short diversion into sex, I
was on a roll and never let up. Jeremy and his camera partner, David, recorded
the entire performance. The deal was five percent to the promoter, twenty per-
cent  to  Jeremy and  David  and  the  rest  to  me  in  perpetuity.  When  Jeremy
watched the original recordings, he considered them so good he signed on for
all the rest, covering his own travel expenses. I helped pay for some of David's
expenses. Jeremy and I would later edit the performances together.

We scheduled the show on a late Saturday afternoon, and since I had in-



troduced the audience to my drinking and driving history, I concluded with, “I
know most of you drove here this afternoon. Many of you will drive here and
there, probably have a few drinks. Go ahead, but listen to your friends, listen to
the bartender,  just  listen,  because if  you overdo it,  walk,  take a cab,  call  a
friend, have a friend  drive, take the bus,  don't make the same mistake I did!
The last thing I want to do tomorrow is read in the paper one of you didn't
make it home tonight. Don't do that to me! Don't you ever fucking do that to
me! Besides, I may want to do this again right here, and it would be nice to see
your shining face once again. Thank you.”

The end music started, Walk On by Neil Young. There were moments of
stunned silence, but you see the audience start clapping, a few in their seats ris-
ing, until the entire theater, now lit up for all to see, is standing and clapping. I
wouldn't go back out. I was exhausted and needed time to sit in the back with a
towel draped around my neck. The announcer we hired came out after the mu-
sic stopped to tell everyone I made an arrangement with a restaurant down the
block for food but drinks were on you. All were invited and I would be there
momentarily. More than five hundred tried to crowd the restaurant but we re-
ceived a variance from the city to allow drinking outside for a couple hours.
There were cops everywhere but all were cool. It went off without a single
problem. I  was grateful but  I  always thought  it's  how it  would be anyway.
Daniel was leery but he was present and duly impressed. I spent those two
hours in constant discussion with so many at times I felt overwhelmed.

Jana sat off stage and watched me the entire performance. She helped a
lot being there. I wanted to go home alone, to think about it, to contemplate
what had changed because I knew so much  had changed, but Jana wouldn't
have it.  She was going to  get  what  she wanted,  no matter  what  I thought.
“You're coming home with me, you're going to fuck me in the morning, and I
will not take 'no' for an answer. Understand?” I understood.

Esperanza  couldn't  make  it  but  she  was  excited  the  next  day  and
showed me the reviews. Most were positive, some were negative, blasting me
even, but I didn't care about any of them and don't remember a single one. I
knew I touched a chord. I wanted to do it again.

Daniel and I talked a day or two later and agreed this performance idea
had legs. Why not do one in San Francisco? Bill it as my return to the Bay
area, the Fall on You performance, from Fall on You by Moby Grape, a group
from the sixties right out of the Bay area. That may even be a more receptive
crowd. Let's do it. I thought about how I would do it, from the start, every-
thing. Jana would be absent. Esperanza would be absent. Serena was so far out
of my regular consideration, I honestly gave her no thought, and I had no regu-
lar contact with Jennifer. She was in Spain doing her kinky thing. But, Gilroy
wasn't far from San Francisco, and I happened to know a woman up there. I
should give Mildred a buzz. Find out what she's up to nowadays.

It took her about a second to remember, until she screeched, “Gregory!
Are you telling me they haven't beaten you into a pile of smelly mashed pota-
toes yet down there in Los Angeles?” She cackled without stop.

I had to wait for her to settle down. “Not yet. How's your garlic patch



coming?”
“Better than ever!”
I thought I'd get right to it. “I'm going to be up your way in the next few

days. I'd like to come and visit with you, if you'll have me.”
“Have you?” she asked and laughed. “How would I have you?”
Now it was my turn to laugh. “Well, I suppose you could have me any

way you want me, Mildred. I  would appreciate it if  you'd not drive a stake
through me and roast me on a spit, but I suppose I'll have to trust you on it.”

She cackled for a while with the scene flashing in her mind. “Gregory
on a roasted spit...Have you been livin' a clean life? That affects the taste, you
know.” She laughed a lot more.

“I promised you I wouldn't drink if I stayed with you, and it still holds,
Mildred. I have a couple weeks to spend up your way, I'm doing an appearance
in San Francisco and I wanted to come up there and see you.”

“Ya wanna stay here with me? Is this what you're aimin' at, Gregory?”
“Only if you'll let me, Mildred. If not, I'll find other accommodations.”
“Well, I can't make you a promise on such short notice. There's always

things going on that kinda pop up, know what I mean?”
“I know what you mean.”
“So, why don't you come up here and we'll talk and see what I've got

goin' on and where you can sorta fit in.”
“I can be up there tomorrow. Is that too soon?”
“Call me when you get into town. I'll be around.”
I called Daniel to tell him what I had planned. He wondered who the

hell I knew in Gilroy, California. “Why, she's a friend, Daniel, an old friend,
and she may not be able to put me up for long, but I'll deal with it when it hap-
pens. I'm not staying down here when we're working on this gig in San Fran-
cisco. You can reach me on my cell.”

I managed to avoid Esperanza after my call to Mildred and Daniel. She
had a lot to cover starting her doctoral pursuit and I had a lot to cover on these
performances, now plural. We had dinner  one night since she returned from
south, one night sharing a bed together and all which went with it. It was, like
the other times, absolutely wonderful, but I didn't know how to talk to her
about another woman,  any other woman. I simply didn't talk about them, not
Jana, nor Mildred now. In fact, I didn't think it was Jana's business about any of
the others, nor Mildred's business. In further point of fact, Serena didn't need
to know about  any of them, nor Jennifer. Because I  couldn't stop those two
from blabbing away about each other and  me didn't excuse them. It was no
one's business who I saw, who I slept with, who I fucked. If I was being secre-
tive about it, I could justify it with one very important reason: it's none of your
fucking business.

I drove up to Gilroy with the feeling I was going to enjoy all of Mil-
dred's company. I can't tell you why, even to this day, but it wouldn't let up. I
reached Gilroy, pulled into town at one of the malls, and called her from my
cell. She was in very good spirits. She had been expecting my call and gave me
directions out to her place and a half-hour later I was driving up a gravel road



through  an  expanse  of  farm  and  ranch  style  buildings  and  shacks  which
seemed par for the course. Mildred was standing outside her farm house wait-
ing, all smiles. I pulled up, stepped out of the trusty Sentra, Little Boy and his
accessories with me, and walked up to her as she greeted me with open arms
and hugged me firmly. She kissed my cheek and remarked my beard seemed to
have lessened the last time she saw me. I thought it was about the same, I said,
but I did have to shave it for the movie. How did it go? I told her she probably
wouldn't believe it, but I will appear nude in the movie, probably showing ev-
erything.  She stopped and looked me up and down and gave me a look of
wide-eyed disbelief. “You mean, even the gun you carry in your jeans?” she
asked. She immediately howled.

“It's more of a derringer,” I responded with a straight face. When she
looked at me, not budging, she laughed even louder.

I introduced her to Little Boy and she said he'd fit right in. She had
plenty of cats but they all got along and he would, too. I let Mildred carry him
inside while I brought all his stuff in and she thought for a moment where to
put him, finally deciding on the bedroom next to hers. “I don't know where
you're gonna sleep tonight,” Mildred thought out loud, “but we got all day to
decide. You're not in any city boy hurry, are you, Gregory?”

“I go with the flow, Mildred.”
She had plenty to do around the farm, ranch, whatever you call it. She

had chickens, goats, geese, cats, dogs, all of the dogs confined outside, plus the
gardens, plural. She had plenty going on. As I pulled out my stuff and moved it
to the bedroom next to hers, I saved her crazy hat for last, throwing it on my
head as I walked in with the last load and she cackled when she saw me walk
into her house with it practically covering my entire head. “That hat doesn't fit
your head right, Gregory!”

“I have a small head, Mildred. I think it's so the synapses in my brain
won't travel very far. In this way I seem more intelligent than I really am.”

She laughed heartily and when she calmed she advised she had plenty
to do today and sure could use the help.  I  said I'll  change my clothes and
walked into the bedroom where I stored my stuff. I fed Little Boy first, who
would slowly get acclimated as best an old man can, and Mildred walked with
me toward the door, leaning against the threshold. When I started to pull off
my shirt I saw her start to slink away, and I stopped her. “Don't walk away
from me, Mildred. You've seen a man take his clothes off before, haven't you?”

She re-appeared at the door. “Of course I have.”
“Stay at the door, and tell me what you have planned for both of us to

accomplish while I change my clothes. I'm not embarrassed. Are you?”
She  brightened  and  stood  up  with  more  interest.  “Of  course  not.  I

thought you'd like a little privacy is all.”
I sat down on the bed and took off my shoes. “I like it when a woman

watches me take off my clothes. I've nothing to hide and I'm not ashamed of it
either.”

She looked at  me seriously,  her  eyebrows down low over  her  eyes.
“Well, then, if you're gonna give me a show, don't be wastin' my time.” She



chuckled.
I stood up, dropped my pants, pulled them over my feet and flipped

them on the floor. Walking to the closet where I had jeans on hangers, I se-
lected one and pulled it off the hanger. I paraded around the bedroom in my
briefs and walked to the side of the bed, tossed the jeans onto the bed, and said,
as I turned to Mildred and pulled down my briefs to let my penis dangle, “And
here's the show's climax, my penis. Not much of one, but you get to see the real
deal,  not  some  image  on  a  screen.”  I  pushed  it  back  in  my  briefs.  “Not
ashamed of it either.” I looked at her. Mildred's smile was big and wide as I
grabbed my jeans and pulled them over my legs.

She began telling me the things she had to do as I dressed in my grunge
clothes to help her. I knew she had too much. The things to do on a farm,
ranch, whatever, never ends, only the days. They end and one is usually wiped.
I wouldn't mind it. I wanted to help. It was the least I could do for the accom-
modations and the company.

Mildred showed me how to feed the goats and had a good laugh as they
stalked me and tried to butt me frequently. I put my head up to one, though,
and we had an understanding, until I turned my back on him and he rammed
me in the ass. We grabbed the eggs from the chicken coop and she wanted to
clean out the nesting boxes and the floors by putting clean hay in each. We
strolled to her barn and she noted we'd use the wheelbarrow to move the hay
from the barn to the chicken coop, but she wanted to show me the barn first.
There was hay stacked everywhere and I  thought  it  unusual  there were no
horses anywhere. “I used to have horses, but they're a full-time job by them-
selves,” Mildred said, a bit sadly. “I love horses but you have to give them a lot
of attention. I couldn't give them the kind of attention they needed the older I
got.” I stepped up behind her and rubbed her shoulders. She patted my hands,
turned to me and said, “Come up in the loft.” She looked at me with a devious
little smile. “I want to show you something, Gregory.” I followed her up the
ladder, watching her legs in her shorts tighten and loosen, the muscles still firm
and useful, and I admired her body climbing up the ladder with no hesitation,
no reserve at all. Once we were in the loft, hay scattered over every covering, I
looked out the open door at the top where one brought up the hay into the loft.

I had to make a comment. “I remember when you wanted to charge me
for those extra garlic bulbs, Mildred, remember?”

She smiled openly. “I remember. Got the hay and I got the time.” She
laughed. “So, Gregory, you ever roll in the hay, a real roll in the hay?”

I  looked  at  her  face  without  flinching.  She  didn't  flinch  either.  She
stared right at me waiting for me to blink. “I can say, Mildred, I have never had
a roll  in the hay, but there's  a first  time for everything.” She smiled and I
stepped closer to her and lifted my right hand to her cheek and swiped it gen-
tly, slowly, unceasingly. “First, though, I'm going to want to pull you against
me and kiss you and feel you respond, so I know it's what you want.” Mildred
took the last step to me, put her arms on my sides, and I slipped my arms
around her, pulled her against me, and stared into her eyes. She merely closed
both and I pushed my mouth against her mouth and felt her lips move with



mine, and in seconds her tongue pushed against my lips for entry and I ac-
ceded. Moments later my hands were pushing and pulling and squeezing her
breasts through her clothes and I knew it was time. I didn't even ask when I
proceeded to the next step.

I did ask Mildred later what she could handle if I were to include her in
this confession since she's one of the many in the pool.

“Ah, you ain't gonna write about me, are you? I'm a little fish in your
big pond, donchathink, Gregory?” She gave her usual cackle.

“You were a lot more influential than you think, Mildred. I may even
owe my life to you, and I'll bet you never dreamed that would come true.”

“Are you going to include everything?” she asked but her  tone was
anything but combative.

“To be honest, Mildred, most of my partners, my sexual partners, have
asked me to skip the details. Know what I mean?”

“I know what you mean.” There was a pause. “The details are the best
part!” She cackled so loud I had to stop and wait until she added the last. “Ah,
heck, Gregory. I was there, too, remember? I wasn't off on some island and I
do remember  what  took  place  between  you  and  me,  all  of  it.  And  I  ain't
ashamed of none of it. In fact, I'd do it again in a heartbeat.” She paused again,
this time for effect. “So when can I expect a repeat?” She cackled again furi-
ously. Once she had settled down I advised her I would condense all of it and
probably skip the details, to be consistent. “You do what you have to do, Gre-
gory. You can put it all in there when it comes to me and it won't bother me a
bit. If there's one thing I know, Gregory, you ain't the lyin' kind.”

“Thank you, Mildred,” I said, humbled. I was touched.
“You're a good man, Gregory,” Mildred finished. “You deserve it.”
To be consistent, though, I can't write about everything with Mildred,

except this afternoon produced my first real roll in the hay. I pulled off all her
clothes before anything else, I took a long and appreciative look at the naked
body of this woman nearly seventy years old, I saw her breasts sag far down
her chest and noted the many wrinkles. She still had firmness in her seventy-
year-old body and much of it was still supple where one expected it, and once
she was unclothed her breathing was loud, the inhalation and exhalation of sur-
prise.

“I haven't had sex with a man in years,” Mildred mumbled with con-
cern.

I looked Mildred square in the eyes. “If you can get wet for me, Mil-
dred, you're going to have sex with me now.” I waited a moment to spring it.
“Or we can play parcheesi.”

Her cackle was loud. She even slapped her bare knee, lying on the hay
naked  and  unconcerned.  “Parcheesi  it  is!”  Mildred  waited  a  moment  and
added, “But you better hurry. You never know how an old woman's gonna age
when she's in this condition, know what I mean, Gregory?”

I started climbing down the ladder and had already disappeared from
her sight when I yelled back up, “I know what you mean, Mildred. You leave
those clothes right where they're at and we'll have a rousing tussle in a few.” I



could hear her cackle outside the barn.
In minutes I returned lugging my game and had it ready in no time, but

Mildred invoked several rules changes, using one of the more archaic but cen-
tral  rules  variations  being  a  game involving  only  two  players allows  rules
branching through age deference, the young player deferring to the elder. This,
I knew, would put me at a severe disadvantage, but as I've written already, I
don't make these rules. I rigidly adhere to them.

To begin, Mildred insisted I take up where I left off. I didn't have to
think long, since she was still lying naked on a mound of hay flat on her back
with her arms lifted slightly toward me. I scooted to lie next to her, felt her re-
lax, her arms rubbed my arms and her face showed approval. What I always
marveled with every woman is the way a woman's bare breasts look as she lies
on her back. They all look the same, no matter how perky or saggy. They all
look like pancakes on top of her chest, and Mildred's bare breasts looked ex-
actly like pancakes, with circles surrounding luscious nipples. I thought, I am
going to enjoy sucking those. I almost forgot we were playing parcheesi after a
few minutes of sensory enjoyment and was selfishly moving to the next step,
when Mildred invoked another rules branch.

“Take your clothes off, Gregory. I want to see that. I want to feel that.” I
knew what she meant and off came my clothes, even though I wanted to know
right away the answer to the most pressing question, which is  always in my
mind when I'm with a woman who's past menopause. Can she get wet for me?
Many can't. Having deferred, allowing Mildred her sensory enjoyment, I got
right to the answer. Mildred was already wet. This question dispatched, her
moans and sighs grew louder and deeper and she pulled at me with her right
arm. Here came her last rules branch, since she wanted me inside her and in
seconds I was, enjoying every minute. Mildred was no dead bag of a body un-
derneath me. She pulled at me, rubbed me, squeezed me, flipped her legs all
over me, held me tight against her, and gave me the sounds and noises and
groans and grunts I always expect from the woman with whom I am actively
engaged in parcheesi dueling, and more. At one point—and neither of us had
even thrown a die yet—she whispered in my ear, “You're going to want to play
parcheesi with me a lot while you're here, aren't you, Gregory?”

“Only when you want to play, too, Mildred.”
“We're gonna play a lot, Gregory, and don't stop now. It's your turn.”
Those two weeks in Gilroy were special. True, I worked my ass off for

Mildred, not because she's a slave driver but she had a lot of work to do a
stronger person had to do. Don't get me wrong. Mildred had strength and a lot
of it, but not the kind to drive post holes—yep, did it and quite a few of them—
and to repair fence posts with a come along—did a bit of it, too—and running
a weed trimmer all over, though Mildred could do it, a little at a time. Cutting
boards and lifting boards and nailing them in place and even repairing and re-
placing the roof and shingles. Yeah! I even got on her roof, which fortunately
had a reasonable pitch. I fell off a roof once and shattered my heel in four sepa-
rate breaks. I don't go on roofs much any more but I got up on Mildred's. Every
night it was the same thing. Out came the parcheesi board and we were at each



other like teenagers.  Mildred would reach parcheesi orgasm and I  followed
later. Some mornings I'd have to get up and pull out the game because the elder
wanted a rematch. I hadn't played parcheesi with a woman so often in so little
time since I was married, which was really early, before conception.

I had to drive one day the second week to check on the progress of the
theater in San Francisco, and make an appearance on a local television show to
promote the performance. Mildred and I talked about it a little but she didn't
seem very impressed and didn't  show much enthusiasm for attending. “You
could be right off stage.” She said she thought she'd skip it, thanks anyway.
While I was away she checked on the internet about the first one and soon dis-
covered I was drinking beer on stage the entire show. This sealed it. She was
not going to San Francisco with me. I didn't argue.

The following day we rose and Mildred announced we were going into
town to run errands. “Good. Now we can get your van fixed.” Mildred tried to
argue with me but she was going to lose the argument. I had already been with
her to visit her auto repair guy the first week but she shied away from a repair
bill which would probably hit a thousand dollars. I told her if she was taking
me into town in  that thing, when we had a real possibility of being stranded
and having to walk, only to run errands we could easily do in my trusty Sentra,
I was  really going to be pissed. “Would it be the same pissed as when you
drink?” Her inquiry threw me for a second. “I don't get pissed when I drink. I
get quiet. I get pissed when someone I care about makes me have to walk when
their van breaks down because they're too stubborn to let me help get it fixed.
That would be the mountain top of pissed.” She laughed. “I believe you! Okay,
Gregory, we'll drop the van off and walk around for my errands. See, you're
still walking. You can't win, mister.” I smiled.  Nice try, you slick, old flirt. I
still beat you. We walked around in the same area as the auto shop and would
bring back sacks and things and leave them in his office while he worked on
Mildred's  van.  I  paid  the  bill,  a  little  over  eleven  hundred  dollars,  but  it
sounded great when she started it and ran significantly better. We made two
more stops and drove back to her place for dinner.

The second Friday arrived, I would be leaving for San Francisco in the
morning and wouldn't be back to Gilroy for the foreseeable future. The entire
day was a bit morose for both of us, so we stayed busy, usually apart. After
dinner we sat in her living room on a sofa together and she put on some sixties
music. Mildred leaned on my shoulder with my arm around her neck most of
the evening and we chatted about whatever came into our minds. I enjoyed it,
another activity I hadn't done in years, listening to music and holding a beauti-
ful  woman next  to  me.  She  commented  about  how much she  liked  how I
smelled when I sweated. She said she could smell it easy and she liked it. It
had been a warm day for February and Mildred had worked up a sweat, too, so
I told her I liked her sweat smell. She didn't believe it and I told her I expected
it. Every woman who ever talked to me about it said the same thing but I could
smell each when they sweated and I  always liked it. “You sweat some times
when we play parcheesi, Mildred, and this turns me on even more.” She leaned
back from me and scanned my face while I raised my eyebrows and smiled.



She smiled and rose from the sofa. “Cumon! We can't go to bed like this.” She
led me to her bathroom and we stripped off our clothes as she ran the water in
her big, claw foot tub. When I continued to stand immobile, Mildred glared at
me. “Well, go get the game, Gregory, and bring a chair to set it on.” Have I
written yet a woman doesn't have to tell me twice when she drops the hint
about parcheesi and I should ready for battle? Yes? No? Doesn't matter. I can
check it off.

You cannot imagine the sheer number of rules branching in parcheesi
when the surrounding terrain of the playing field includes water hazards. When
the tub was full, I had to get in first, Mildred thus setting the playing conditions
of her opponent in the water hazard. This woman has some real parcheesi ex-
perience under her belt. Good thing she's not wearing it. Now practically cap-
tive before we started, Mildred sat down in the tub on top of me. Since it's not
prohibited in this rules branch, I reached around and rubbed her breasts and
nipples, feeling her nipples harden and enlarge the more I rubbed them. Mil-
dred leaned against me, occasionally reaching behind to rub my head, and wig-
gled her ass over my hips. Soon into the skirmish, she captured one of my
pieces and slapped it down in the start circle, lifted up and reached between her
legs. In moments my game stick was enveloped in warm, soft, wet, smooth
surroundings, and I was thinking I had considerable foresight when I taught Ju-
nior how to swim decades before. Mildred used her arms draped on the sides of
the tub to lift and drop with a regular, incessant rhythm, and I braced for in-
evitable parcheesi defeat, until the dice rolled in my favor and soon Mildred
came to her parcheesi end. Once an opponent has conceded the victor may
leave the battlefield open, so I worked on a thought process and exploded soon
after, accompanied by my opponent's moans of approval. Concluding a match
in this manner makes it much more likely for a rematch. The rules allow it, un-
der the Conclusion clause, Parcheesi Self-Preservation sub-article. We cleaned
each other, toweled off, and each grabbed a robe hanging on the wall and went
to bed. I was asleep in minutes, my hair still wet. I was beat, though not in
parcheesi terms.

I awoke to a hand feeling for me as I lay on my back next to Mildred.
She lay on her side facing away and her hand slid over my stomach until it
reached its destination. She pulled me gently and I rolled onto my side, flipped
the covers and sheet away, and rubbed her attractive and quite visible bare ass.
Moments later our bodies were at it with a conscious coordination, terminating
with the same great results from both players. This is the tricky part of the
Parcheesi Self-Preservation sub-article, because it does allow game concession
by one or more players before the game begins. The sub-article ends, though,
by discouraging this rule to no more than two digits times consecutively, creat-
ing an effective limit of no more than ninety-nine. Parcheesi Rules Councils
the world over try to encourage the play of parcheesi, not rules branching. This
should be obvious, right?

Lying next to Mildred,  my arm draped over her waist,  scanning her
back and her very fine ass, I was going to miss this. For the last two weeks
Mildred had been receptive,  parcheesi receptive, every time I made any ad-



vance, and not only did she like to play, she liked doing all of the rules branch-
ing, but she never laid still like a dead body. She was very active. I would miss
this.

We had breakfast  together  and  I  left  immediately.  I  kissed  Mildred
goodbye, though, and wished I could see her in San Francisco, but she shook
her head. “You come back up here again, Gregory,” she said as I was ready to
walk out the door. “You'll always be welcome in my house.”

I drove straight to the hotel and checked in, starting my psych routine
once I got settled. I sit in the quiet of the room and let my mind wander. I had
an idea of the topics I would cover, including sexual inclination—I'm in San
Francisco after all—and sex and other topics. Daniel dropped in to check on
me. “I'm about there, Daniel. I'll be ready.”

“That's good, because the show is sold out, Gregory, seven thousand
seats in all, so you'll have your hands full.” The show in L.A. wasn't sold out
though it did exceed 4600 tickets sold at twenty-five dollars each, which was
over a hundred thousand dollars and my take was twenty-five grand. This was
going to be bigger with a bigger payday. Of course I could flop which would
put a damper on the plans for Portland and Seattle. Nuthin' like pressure.

The show went off as planned with only one hitch. You see it about fif-
teen minutes into it. Some guy on my left about halfway out in the audience
can't keep his mouth shut. I knew eventually I would have to deal with heck-
lers. I dealt with him. It shut him up and I moved on, even though you hear me
invite anyone else to come up onstage and enlighten us. “Of course, remember,
should you bomb up here after taking me up on my invitation, do be prepared
to offer your fellow audience members their  proper and due refund, and at
seven thousand tickets at twenty-five apiece, that's a cool one hundred and sev-
enty-five thousand. Hope you're bonded!” There were no takers.

I finished the show with my typical imploring to refuse to get behind
the wheel to drive when you're drunk.  Don't make the same mistake I made.
This show was different from the L.A. performance. The laughter was uproari-
ous at times. It got very quiet at times, especially during my rant about those
with a sexual inclination for minors. I could see some of the faces when I de-
livered it. It was inspiring. Some were in awe and some had such a look of ap-
preciation I had to consciously avoid smiling, because this topic does not make
me smile. Daniel was back stage and insisted I go back out to the standing ova-
tion. I did and thanked everyone and invited all to the restaurant down the
street where I would be in a few minutes, as in L.A., like the end of every one
of my performances. Another variance from the city to drink outdoors with the
usual plethora of uniformed officers and no incidents this time either.

Except for one, because I turned around when I thought I heard a famil-
iar voice. “That wasn't much of a performance,” Mildred said, smiling. “It was
mostly you just yakkin' away.”

I sucked down a gulp of my beer. “You better be careful, Mildred. I'm
drinking.”

“Ah, you'll get quiet. It's what you said, isn't it?”
“It's what I said. So what are you doing here?”



“Well, I had to see if I could take a long trip in my newly repaired van.”
When the tickets first went on sale, Mildred sneaked around deviously,

got online, bought a ticket and printed it out. This was her surprise. My sur-
prise was she wasn't driving back home until the morning. “You're staying with
me in my hotel room. I won't take 'no' for an answer, and, if you want, we can
have champagne, dinner, snacks and do whatever we wish.”

“You drive a hard bargain, Gregory,” Mildred said with a laugh.
We split a bottle of champagne with dinner delivered right to the door

and had a rousing time. I remembered her comment about how the other half
lives. I don't do this all the time. She knew it. It's on the promoter's dime, I did
the work required, it's the least he should pay. If you think it's easy getting up
on stage after you've charged twenty-five bucks a pop, go for it! She heard me
take down the heckler, and between him and me, she voted for me to continue
on stage. No contest. I told her I liked how her mind works. She said I better
like how it works because I can't have this without it. “This” meant her body
because she twirled around like a schoolgirl  and swung her arms from her
sides.  The  champagne  was  the  last  of  my  drinking  and  around  eleven  we
climbed onto the big bed together and did what we had been doing for the last
two weeks. Our routine continued in the morning.

I had to leave San Francisco but I told Mildred, what the hell? Little
Boy's still alive and kicking and doesn't hate me, yet, and I don't have anything
to rush back to in L.A., why don't I follow you back to Gilroy and spend an-
other day and night with you? Mildred, surprisingly, had no objection and I fol-
lowed her down to Gilroy for another day. We checked all her animals first and
took care of them as needed, went to her bedroom, stripped off our clothes and
laid in her bed the rest of the day, night and into the morning. We got up to fix
meals and snacks, always with a robe on in case anyone might drop by, but the
robe disappeared as soon as we passed her bedroom door.

During the  evening as  Mildred lay  across  me with  her  head on my
chest, she commented, “You know, Gregory, I like you. You're a good man.
You could stay here as long as you want. I'd have no objection.”

“I appreciate the offer, Mildred, but I couldn't accept it. I like it here
and you know I do, and I love you and everything you are and do for me, but
this is your life and you'll never leave it. If I stayed here I'd be living your life,
not mine, and I could do it for a while, but I'd have to start living my life again,
and you wouldn't join me. You wouldn't leave here for the half of your life
you'd have to commit for me to stay here and share our lives. It would be your
life or nothing and I can't accept it, so I won't even consider it. I know what
will happen, Mildred. I'll walk away one day and never come back. I know
who I am and I've done it before, many times. I won't even consider it again,
because I know what will happen.”

I could feel Mildred rubbing her hands around my chest. “I thought you
would say that, Gregory. You are an honest man and you do know I wouldn't
leave this place for anybody. But, don't you leave here tomorrow and think
you're not welcome any time.”

“I would always call first.”



“And I would always expect it.”
In the morning Mildred rose from bed early, brewed coffee and when I

smelled it in the bedroom I rose, too. She was wearing a flower print dress,
falling below her knees, dominantly purple. She looked inviting and her body
seemed to flow beneath the dress. We sat down and chatted at her kitchen table
sipping coffee.  Mildred asked if  I  wanted breakfast  so she fixed scrambled
eggs and toast. I ate it and thanked her, drank another cup of coffee, and went
to the bedroom to pack the few things I brought in the day before.

Mildred came in quietly, although I saw and heard her, stepped up be-
hind me and I felt her hand rub my back and neck. After a minute I turned
around, reached for her and she came up to me in an embrace and we kissed
slowly but completely. I pushed my hands down over her ass and I could feel
only the material from her dress. I knew from looking at her she had no bra on
either. I leaned back, smiling, and caught her gaze as I remarked, “Why, Mil-
dred, you're not wearing any panties under this dress.”

She smiled and said, “Surprise.”
“If you weren't careful some man might come up behind you, push you

over a bed, lift your dress and start a rousing match of parcheesi with you.”
“Well, I don't know if there's some man who would do it, do you?”
“Once you were bent over with your face stuck on the bed, your arms

raised above your head in total surrender, I think you'd look very inviting.”
Mildred put her hands on her waist. “You don't know until you try.”
Sliding my right arm across her waist I walked around her right side

until I was behind her, grabbed her arms with mine and pushed her forward to
the bed, gently shoved her back as she bent over, lowering her head until her
face  was  flush  with  the  bed,  and stretched her  arms  out  beyond her  head.
“Okay, Mildred, I concede parcheesi defeat. Shall I proceed with what I expect
are your terms of surrender?”

Only  Mildred's  lips  moved.  “My current  position  dictates  the  terms
clearly, don't you agree, Gregory?”

I reached down to the hem of her print dress, pulled it over her legs,
flipped it on her back and it slid down to her neck. I placed both hands on her
bare ass and rubbed it. “Such a fine sight to behold, Mildred. Your body never
ceases to please me.”

“Make  it  good,  Gregory,”  she  mumbled  in  a  low but  excited  tone.
“Make me remember you.”

I gave her my best. When I next talked to Mildred months later, she re-
membered being bent over the bed when we both had one last orgasm. Not a
bad way to leave Gilroy, California. Y'all come back now, ya hear?

I had packed the car with Little Boy whining, “Let's go, old man,” said
my goodbyes to my beautiful hostess,  her flower dress back to  its  original
placement, and walked to my car when my phone rang. “What's up, Drake?”

“Where are you, bro?”
“Set to leave Gilroy in a few minutes.”
“Headed where?”
“West Hollywood.”



“Stop at my place when you get into town. I have something for you.”
“All right. See you late afternoon.”
Drake had a screenplay. He liked it and wanted to play the lead. What

he wanted from me was to read it and decide if I would play a supporting role.
I sat in a chair in his living room and scanned through it, while Drake told me
the basics and read some of the dialog between the three main characters, two
brothers and the wife of one. Drake would play the married brother, the lead
role, and he wanted me to consider the role of the brother. I liked most of the
story, but the basics were weak. The wife and the brother have a single sexual
encounter while the married couple are having problems and it was too much
of the usual, no real explanation of how or why it occurred, at least not a good
enough reason in my opinion. The story, though, reminded me of a story I had
conceived but had not fully developed. It was one of a number and I was get-
ting to them one at a time. I told Drake my story, which I had given the tenta-
tive title,  The Accident, and he could see the plot lines of both, how similar
they were but where they diverged as well. “Who's the screenwriter?”

“Kurt Janowitz. Ever hear of him?”
“No.”
“He's heard of you. I gave him my copy of The True Cross. He thinks

it's one of the best screenplays he's ever read.”
“Is he committed to this story so he won't consider changes?”
“I don't know, but he would probably talk to you about it. Why don't I

call him?”
Kurt and I talked briefly. I gave him some of my general changes of

plot and character relationship. Kurt was interested in discussing it further and
we agreed to have lunch the following day. Drake advised before I left, “Lis-
ten, Gregory, the studio likes the story, and they like the idea of you playing
opposite me, since I told them I want you. If you and Kurt can put together
both stories, and play the brother role, the studio will green light it.”

“Who's the wife?”
“Diane, but she's waiting for the brother role to be cast. She likes you,

though.”
“Doesn't surprise me. I've met her, you know.”
“That's what she said. She remembered meeting you. 'How could I for-

get him?'”
As I saw this story unfolding there would be a romantic encounter be-

tween the brother and the wife, and if it was Diane, fine with me. She wasn't as
old as I was but she'd been around the business decades and was one of the few
human beings to appear on the cover of Time magazine twice. Not to mention I
thought she had a great body but I won't mention it.

Kurt and I met for lunch and I spelled it out for him. The story was too
weak as far as explaining the relationship of the brother and the wife, and I
thought  it  was  too  contrived  and  convenient.  For  Drake's  part,  he's  the
youngest of the three. The role for me, Brent, would meet the wife, Alexandra
or Alex, in their late twenties, at Brent's going away party, she gets drunk and
comes on to him, and they have sex that one time and he leaves for his new



work. The role of David, played by Drake, is also at the party, though he's
barely nineteen. It's how all three meet. Only later do Alex and David get to-
gether but David never knows Alex and Brent had anything, and Brent doesn't
have any feelings for Alex anyway. In his mind she was a horny drunk at the
time and he's already had enough of those types of relationships.

How do we make it convincing for Alex and Brent to have another sex-
ual encounter? Kurt came up with the best answer. Brent, living hard times
now, got a couple hundred dollars from a friend for help but David finds it and
takes it, as Alex watches, and he explains Brent owes us anyway since he's
been staying with them. Perfect, I said. Now Brent thinks, after all he's done
for David, especially when they were younger, and as little as David has repaid
him in Brent's mind, now David is a thief, too. We changed the ending and be-
ginning tremendously, with the accident, which is how the movie begins. Also
introduced and not part of the original, is Earleen, the girl in the truck. She
knows Brent from her teen years when they lived in the same neighborhood
and he watched her get sucked down the hole of heroin and decided to take it
upon himself, kidnap her and hold her for four days until he breaks her of her
heroin  addiction.  She hated  him for  months  but  realized,  when one of  her
friends from whom she has slowly distanced herself, dies from an overdose,
that would have been her. You've seen the movie, or maybe you haven't, but it's
enough  of  the  details,  and  it  was  enough  for  Kurt.  We rewrote  the  entire
screenplay in one week, doing separate sections and combining them later. We
sent a copy to the studio, one to Drake and one to Diane. All agreed. This is the
movie to shoot. Kurt was ecstatic when they bought it but I refused any money
for it. Even so Kurt insisted I get equal credit so my name appears after Kurt
under “Written by.” The Screenwriter's Federation stepped in and insisted I be
paid so I took the minimum to shut them up.

It was the last week of February when the studio gave the green light
and everything was put in motion. I waited, putting Daniel off for a few days,
to get the shooting schedule. My parts extended over four weeks and not until
after the first two weeks. I called Daniel. “Let's do Portland and Seattle early in
March, first or second week, Friday night in Portland, fly to Seattle, and do a
Saturday  night  performance.”  Daniel  was  in  complete  agreement  and  he
worked setting the venues and promoting. This would be it for performances
until well after the release of The True Cross, which was almost complete, ac-
cording to Carey. The producers would have a look at the first cut in weeks.

The Portland and Seattle shows, Rainbows and Alive respectively, were
my best from the West Coast. While I got “carried away,” as I have said over
and over, ad nauseum, is old news, no news. I had my first taste of groupies af-
ter both, and Katia (pronounced kat-Tee-yah) was the first, a black woman who
actually  posed  nude.  The  night  in  Portland,  in  my  hotel  room,  when  she
showed me the pictures anyone could find on the internet, was revealing to say
the least. If I should have had some reservation at this point, I had none. She
had attached to me from the restaurant and I wasn't going to detach. I wanted
her. She wanted me. Simple in my mind.

The three gals in Seattle is where all the fuss started. People spotted me



going to my hotel room with Katia and saw her leave in the morning, and peo-
ple spotted me going to my hotel room in Seattle with all three women, all in
their mid-twenties, and saw them all leave together the next morning in Seattle.
So, what? Well, I was going to find out so what, and soon.

Daniel was happy, very happy. The Portland show sold out in one day,
his five-thousand seat venue proving not enough seating capacity. He asked me
if I would do two shows.

“No.” Easy enough.
I did the Seattle show in a ten-thousand seat venue which sold out, too.

I was so comfortable doing these shows I pulled my captain's chair to the edge
of the stage and did a good part of both sitting down drinking a beer and chat-
ting with the audience. I even had moments where I interacted with the audi-
ence, pulling some members into the act. I had no fear of failure. I had com-
mand of my stage, my presence, my entire act. It  was an act, though it was
genuine. The tears flowing from my eyes when I talked about the big guys in
my life and how they couldn't  be who they wanted to be,  and wrapping it
around to the Big Man from Midnight Blue, was purely genuine. Nobody could
mistake it, and in Portland I went right into the end about drinking and driving.
There the audience was left with a huge impression. I had produced an off the
cuff, unscripted act without cause for alarm. I had none.

Seattle proved to be the apex, the climax, and the most extraordinary of
all the shows, from the West and in total. There were several people I knew in
the area and I arranged for them to be at the show. They, in turn, had the ears of
many others and more than a thousand people sat in the audience, all through
word of mouth. This performance would be the only time I ever spoke about
personal events during my time at Stanford and the first few months when I ar-
rived back in Illinois to work for the family company. It involved two people
besides myself, one woman and one man, both in love with me but at the time I
never considered it this way.

“He was in love with me, I knew he was in love with me, but when I
told him Desiree was coming to see me and I'd like them to meet, he declined.
I never saw his car at the apartment because he wasn't anywhere near Stanford.
He was down in San Jose or driving around for days at a time. He didn't even
bother calling his old friend at the apartment who lived on the floor below me.
I ignored it all and the verb 'ignored' fits, because I was ignorant. I have been
in love, both before and since, and I know from hard experience what unful-
filled desire feels like. Not long ago I finished a movie with a co-star with
whom I have been in love for over a decade but she's married. I can't have her
even if she wanted me too. How do you think I feel about that? But I wouldn't
grant this man that empathy, understanding. At the time I was callous and ex-
tremely unfeeling.

“And what about Desiree? She came to see me. She felt she had to and
this visit, the time I spent with her was different from all others because she
confessed, she admitted she was in love with me and for the first time in her
life she wanted to marry and I was the one she wanted. You have to understand
how earth-shaking this was to me. Not once in seven years of off and on with



her had she  ever told me she loved me.  I had, once or twice and  early, and
stopped when she reprimanded me or scoffed at it or otherwise considered it
childish and unworthy of comment. You may ask, what did I do? I'll tell you
what I did. I spent the next five months barely talking to her over the phone, all
the while with her expectation I would make a reciprocal visit to her, and in-
stead, I blew my week's vacation hiking up Yosemite's Snow Creek, camping
out with other friends and called her later to tell her I wasn't coming to Illinois
to visit. She asked me if it was over. I asked her if she wanted it to be over. She
said I hadn't left her much of a choice. As it turned out it was the end. I did it,
foolishly, because I had slipped back into her life after three years of no contact
and rekindled our relationship, all because I never stopped loving her and I
thought, foolishly, if she loved me fully she would do the same. Women don't
do it, boy! So get over it. She'll never chase you. She'll sit at home and cry and
stumble into some rebound arrangement and marry some cad with the scruples
of a jackal and call you later and want to hook up since she has never been able
to forget you and you'll try to set up the meeting so you can drag her honor
through the mud and she'll decline sensing it's exactly what's on your mind, but
you'll contact her some twenty years later and she's still in love with you and
you'll rebuild the bridge and you'll contact the man after some decade and a
half and rebuild that bridge all because, believe it or not, human beings truly
have a capacity to forgive the most disgusting, despicable acts which are unde-
serving of forgiveness, no matter how truly wretched you have been, because I
have been truly wretched. Yet, the man from this story is right here in this au-
dience tonight because he still  loves me and I  have  finally learned to  love
him...And you brought a shitload of your friends, didn't you, Freeman?” The
entire theater erupted since so many in attendance knew Freeman by name.

The biggest reason Seattle was so unique—besides the three women
who came to my hotel room after my restaurant visit—was its obvious termi-
nus to me. Daniel and I had plans for performances in the east but it was only
talk and nothing firm yet. I had to consider this may be the end and I hadn't
stated my greatest prediction for the human species. You all know it since I've
stated it many times, but I had to face reality. This may be the only time I have
an audience to declare it. Seattle, then, is the  only show where I skipped the
don't drink and drive drunk ramble and instead finished with the two paths for
the future of humanity.

“In the end, my fellow cousins, there will never be a middle ground,
where some of you survive and most of you die. No, I'm sorry to burst your
bubble, for you and your descendants have but one of two choices, two paths
for your inevitable outcome. You will learn to love each other, to cherish each
other, to live in peace and cooperation, to forgive your fellow cousins' flaws,
for they shall always be great and many in number. And as you do so, as you
continue to improve in your ability to do so, you shall ensure your future exis-
tence and those of your descendants and you, all of you, will refrain, will stop,
from teaching your children who among your cousins one must hate, because
hate will be recognized as the death knell it is.  Or, you shall continue as you
always have until the one day, the day like no other for it will truly be like no



other in history, there will  be  no rescue, no respite,  no curious anomaly of
weather or rumblings from deep within the bowels of Earth, there will be noth-
ing to reverse the outcome, and on this day, you shall all die together. You are
at your crossroads, my cousins, and you may make your choice at any time,
until it's too late. You may choose the former and learn, truly learn, to live and
love forever after, or you may choose the status quo, how it has always been
but you have never been promised this shall always be. In fact, you have been
warned for thousands of years by those often scorned that the end is near. I am
merely a humble reverberator, here to remind you they are right and you are
wrong, but I'll put it in terms all of you can easily understand. Live the right
way or die in your ignorance, for you shall all live together or die together and
there shall  be no other  recourse.  It  is  your choice.  It  shall  always be your
choice...”  I  walked  to  stand right  next  to  the  mike  stand.  “Choose  wisely,
grasshopper.” I slipped the mike in its holder and walked off the stage without
looking at the audience.

With Drake busy on the new movie, Carey had the producers look at his
first cut. It was good. When I saw it I didn't see anything wrong, but other pro-
ducers had different feelings and some changes were suggested. Carey said he
would go over them later and did. Some changes he incorporated, others he
dismissed. We considered taking it to a test audience in early April.

Of course one of us was missing besides Drake.  Serena was still  in
France calling me the first Sunday of every month. I looked forward to her
calls,  but  I  initially  asked  her,  “What's  wrong?”  She  replied  nothing  was
wrong, it's been hard coming back to France after all which happened between
us. I never got more. I gave up after the first time, reminding her she promised
to call me every week. I knew it wouldn't happen, a promise unkept.

Reporting on the set of  My Brother's Keeper I hooked up with Drake
first, who gave me a big hug and I hugged him back. Our director, Melvin,
welcomed me onto the set and Diane was there, too, and I hugged her warmly.
She asked me if I was nervous. I said I wasn't. She asked me if I was nervous
considering the romantic scene between us. I said I wasn't nervous about it but
she might want to know a few things concerning how it might proceed. Diane
asked, “You mean you're having an erection?”

I  wondered  how she  might  know this.  Do  people  really  talk  about
things they really  shouldn't  talk  about,  things  which should be kept  behind
closed doors, since they take place behind closed doors? She had a bemused
look on her face as I scoured her for some sign. After a minute or so, she
added, “I saw your performance in San Francisco, Gregory. It was very en-
lightening, especially about you.” I tried to think about the show, what I might
have said, and I remembered I said I get erections easily, even referenced what
would eventually appear in scenes from The True Cross.

“You were there?”
“I was!” She tried to wear her best welcoming face. “I learned a lot

about you.”
“I think I may talk too much on those shows.”
“Oh, I don't think so, Gregory,” Diane tried to appease me. She flashed



me her devilish face. “It should be flattering to any woman to have a man in
her presence with an erection when she's naked and kissing him, even if it's
make believe.”

I tried to make light of it. “Can we save this for those scenes later?”
She laughed. “Of course. You're not embarrassed, are you?”
“No, I'm a pro at this, Diane. I've been paid to do it...once.”
It wasn't four weeks on the set. I thought it was twenty-four days, three

and a half weeks. It went smoothly, even the romantic scenes with Diane. She
was a true pro and had no problem with my erection. She never complained.
She made it easy for me and we shot our romantic scenes in less than three
hours. Acting with Drake was a joy. Drake is so open and willing to try any-
thing and incredibly supportive of all the actors, it's no wonder everyone says
they'd work with him again on anything. If I had the inclination to do another
movie,  I'd want Drake in the picture. His presence on the set would make a
huge difference. Though it was the extent of my experience on this movie, it
was enjoyable start to finish, working with Kurt on the screenplay, working
with the other actors, none of whom I had worked with, to Melvin, the director.
When the movie wrapped, it  was touch and go with  The True Cross,  but I
slipped away to extend my thanks and gratitude at the wrap party. I was asked
to speak, but I only offered, “Thanks to all of you for making me feel welcome
and comfortable. I love you all and always will.”

The test screening was a huge success. True, marketing got a lot of use-
ful feedback from the questionnaires returned from the audience, but it was
clear we had a potential hit. We needed to schedule a premiere and get it in the-
aters. The premiere would be easy. Getting it into theaters controlled by mo-
nopolistic contracts with studios was a different concern. This would not be so
easy. This is where I had my poker hand in reserve. It wasn't time to play the
hand, yet, but the time was coming. I had said as much at the dinner at Serena's
house, and, wouldn't you know, Serena would be flying into Los Angeles in a

few days, when we were going to
discuss these things, the direction
we would take for distribution, all
of it.  She should hear this, since
she wasn't  really  listening to me
much any more.

Segment Eleven
The  pre-release  of  The

True  Cross was  a  mixed  bag.
Some  reviews  were  quite  favor-
able and others panned it. Sappy.
Depressing.  Funny.  Sexy.  It  was
all  over.  Same  movie,  different
eyeballs  and  brain  functions,  if
any. We had meetings every day
and  Serena  had  flown  in  from



France, dedicated to the movie and its promotion, for as long as it had steam at
the box office.

The distribution question  finally came up. As I expected, all were in
agreement to sign with the distribution arm of one of the studios. We could get
into a hundred and twenty-five, approximately, independent theaters, thanks to
marketing, Gloria specifically. This was it. If we had no distribution to crack
the chains, no other theaters would show the movie, or so everyone thought.
Except me.

“There is a semi-independent theater group based in Chicago I can get
into, at least I want to try before you sign with the studio, John,” I announced,
slowly, calmly, very business-like.

“If it's the one I think it is, John,” Gloria stated calmly, skeptically, “I
tried them and they weren't receptive.”

Everyone was quiet, even me. I waited for John to digest it, to see what
his mind was thinking, where he thought my mind was going. “Is that the one,
Gregory?” John asked.

“It probably is. They're pretty big, about seven fifty screens.”
“Why do you think you can get in when Gloria couldn't?”
That's it, John. Get to the point. “Because I have a unique persuasive

ability, John,” I stated, again calmly, rationally, “or do you think it's dried up
and disappeared?”

John smiled. “You must have some idea of how to approach them, so
let's hear it.”

“Fly Serena and me to Chicago the day after the premiere, when we'll
set a meeting with the president. He'll meet with us when it's Serena's name on
the meeting, but I'll do the talking. My proposal will be five percent off in test
markets of their choosing, and I'll ask for twenty-five theaters. All I want from
the boys, you, Drake, Will and Ken, and Serena is a commitment to appear
once at one location each. After a week, when we prove the movie will run
well against the competition, I'll sign for full and appear where they want me.”

Will smiled sincerely. The look on his face told me he thought the idea
might work. “John, I like the sound of it. We should give Gregory his shot. We
could go with the studio later.”

Gloria was dismissive as she commented, “The studio will be pissed off
we cut our own distribution deal or even  tried to do it ourselves. It will be
harder to negotiate with them.”

“Excuse me, but I'm not done,” I interrupted. “The problem as an inde-
pendent is you cut deals with the studios for their distribution expertise. They
get the gravy, you take all the risk. They are guaranteed to make money and
you can still lose most of it. No wonder studios love independent movies. They
make money with absolutely no risk, and you do it because you don't have the
expertise to distribute and you don't have the contacts with theaters. Make the
effort! This is a business endeavor and the competition is the studios. You give
the competition a chance to make money at your expense and you'll never beat
them!” I had everyone's attention now and I made a motion with my hand for
everyone to wait and let me finish. “Let's assume I can get into the Chicago



group. What should we do next? We can't get into any others in the States be-
cause they all have contracts with studios which do not allow for independents.
But the rest of the world doesn't have those contracts, so you do the same thing
the studios do. You concentrate on five percent of the world market and ignore
the other ninety-five percent, and you do it for the same reason. If it plays in
the States it will play anywhere else. Ignoring ninety-five percent of your po-
tential market is a stupid business decision, ladies and gentlemen, when I can
fly up to Canada and get in there, when I can fly to the U.K. and get in there,
when I can fly to South Africa and get in there, when I can fly to Australia and
get in there. In short, if I can close the deal in Chicago I can close the deal in
any English speaking country in the world, because those theaters do not honor
monopoly contracts. They want to make money like independent theaters do.
Give them the incentive and do it face to face, because if I can do it, any one of
you can do it. Once we show we can compete with studio releases, we press on
with a Spanish dubbed version, and this little woman right here,” I pointed to
Serena across the table, “will get us in every Spanish speaking market like it's
nothing. At that point we'll have close to fifty percent of the world market. We
have to distribute ourselves. So let's figure it out with Chicago and do it and
cut the studios out completely.”

There was a silence as everyone seemed to be thinking about this pro-
posal and looking around at the others to gauge their interest, too. Except Ser-
ena, because I knew she remembered my conversation at her dinner table about
believing in me. I was staring only at her and she was staring back, her eyes
darting back and forth. “This is your poker hand you talked about all those
months ago, isn't it, Gregory?” she asked me, smiling openly.

“Come with me to Chicago, Serena. Your name will get us to the presi-
dent, but I have an ace up my sleeve with those guys and you'll appreciate it
when I pull it out. We'll get in there and I'll close Canada, and you better start
work on the Spanish-dubbed version, because I think the movie will be even
more successful in Spanish markets than English ones.” I turned to everyone.
“We can cut our own deals if we make the effort. If we can hit half the world
market, it won't matter how dismal the figures are from the States. We'll be at
the top world-wide and that's when the real fun begins.”

“The real fun?” Ken asked, smiling with genuine interest.
“You think the chains are going to enjoy it when we clobber them at the

box office, when they know there's  nothing they can do to get  our movie in
their theaters  anywhere in the world.  That's when the dominoes start falling.
Beat them at their own game. Let them ignore ninety-five percent of the mar-
ket. All you have to do is show them how truly ignorant it is as a business deci-
sion. You wanna make money with this movie? Then pull out all the guns and
go out fighting. Don't be pansies and run up the white flag and let them take
your money because you don't want to make the effort, because you don't want
to fight back. Take it to 'em where they'll never expect it!” I wrote a name on
my pad and passed it across the table to Serena and addressed her. “Call their
office personally,  Serena,  as a producer from this production.  Ask to speak
with this man. He'll talk to you. Ask him to give you and me one hour of his



time the Friday morning after our premiere to discuss getting our movie in his
theater group. He'll agree. He'll want to hear our proposal. Don't give him any
specifics. Tell him we'll answer any of his questions or concerns at the meet-
ing. Set it today.” I liked the fact we had scheduled our premiere on a Wednes-
day to avoid another premiere Thursday. It gave us a jump on the competition.

Serena looked skeptical as she asked, “Do you know him?”
I laughed. “Look, let me play the ace up my sleeve, Serena. Sit there,

smile, and listen to what I say. I'll do the talking and when I play the ace, keep
smiling like you knew it all along.”

John smiled as he remarked, “There are some parts to you, Gregory,
which are truly devious. I'd like to know what this ace up your sleeve is!”

“I'd tell you, John, tell all of you, but I don't trust you enough, yet, and
you honestly don't trust me enough, that I have the business expertise to close
the deal. So, wait and see if I've got it. If I do, you'll go right along with me,
and this movie will be a huge financial success, and when it is, everyone in the
business will take notice. Things will change, because nothing speaks louder
than financial success. Critical success won't cut it.”

Serena made her phone call right after the meeting and, as I predicted,
the president was thrilled to meet with us, especially Serena. It's why I wanted
her to go. She would open his door. I would close it and close the deal, until it
seemed our little idea would fall out of the sky and crash and burn. Tuesday,
the day before the premiere, a television station in Seattle ran a story about one
of the three women who came to my hotel room in Seattle the night of my
show and accused me of rape. The other two women would not comment “at
this time.” I had been accused of rape. The station ran the story without con-
tacting me for my comments, later claiming they had reason to believe  their
competition might beat them in reporting it. I received a call from a reporter in
Seattle later in the morning, asking for my comment about the alleged rape. I
told the reporter it's a serious allegation, and if she thinks it true, she should
file a criminal complaint, and I'll face those charges and have my say, but I
won't talk about it in the media or to anyone else.

The rape charge threw the office in a panic. John wanted me to consult
his legal team but I told him I know how to deal with this. He asked me if it
was true. I looked at John in total disbelief. “You have to ask me, John? If you
are compelled to ask me, you have no idea who I am, and, frankly, I have no
idea who you are.”

Serena and I had stayed apart except for the meetings and plannings
concerned with the movie. I never drove out to her house and had no intent or
desire to do so. I had become very cool to her since she had returned to France
and would only talk to me once a month. I thought something was wrong with
her marriage,  something had happened between her and her husband, but I
could never get it out of her. It bugged the shit out of me and I wondered who
the hell she was now. First, Serena, now John. Who else is going to fall away?

Serena came busting into the office and headed straight for me. “I want
to speak with you right now!” she barked and I followed her to an office and
closed the door behind us. Out came the vitriol she had been storing, probably



for months, about my lack of honor to her, for how could I even claim to honor
her when I go to a hotel room with three women? Who the fuck do you think
you are? She was only getting started and I took it all. Whenever I said any-
thing it was with a level of contrition. I didn't just get carried away in Portland
and Seattle, I took risks with my life, my heath, and certainly with my relation-
ship with her. On and on she went. She had been storing this up for some time.
“You are such a moron, Gregory! If those three women stick together, they'll
convict you of rape whether you did it or not, and you'll go to prison.”

I took a long deep breath. I knew everyone outside the door could prob-
ably hear Serena's every word. She was loud and pissed. I calmly asked her,
“Are we done, Serena?”

“I am done with this conversation, yes,” she replied, a little calmer.
“No, I mean are we done, you and me? Is it over between us?”
She waited, looking in my face. Finally, she said, “No.”
Still calmly, I asked, “Then, why did you stop calling me every week?”
“I can't tell you right now.”
“You used to talk to me about everything. You weren't  afraid at  all.

Now, you can't talk to me about anything. Our relationship, Serena, has not im-
proved. It's disintegrating.” I stood up as she pleaded with me to sit down, but I
ignored her, reached for the knob, opened the door and walked into the hall.

She  came  to  the  doorway  frantically  behind  me  and  shouted,  “He
knows about us, Gregory. My husband knows about you and me.”

John was right next to me. I looked at him and he looked at me. He
turned to Serena. “Both of you in my office, please.” We followed him, Serena
in the rear, and walked into his office as he closed the door behind Serena. He
motioned for us to take a seat and once everyone was sitting, he gazed at Ser-
ena intently and asked, “Your husband knows what, Serena?”

Out came the sordid details. He showed her all the pictures, because he
had installed cameras she didn't know about. She listened to him play the audio
of our conversation the first night she sneaked into my bedroom. He threatened
to file for divorce during the release of the movie and advised her he would
seek custody of Sofia and would probably get it in a French court sympathetic
to males having experienced marital infidelity by their wives. She was petrified
with the prospect, losing custody of their daughter. He was going to make her
honor their marriage and do it  his way. I sat looking away from both but lis-
tened closely. There was a panic in her voice I had never heard before. Serena
was literally shaken.

John asked me what I had to say. “Well, I wouldn't take it, John. I'd
fight back, but that's me. I'm not Serena. I suppose she has everything to lose,
and if I were Serena, I don't think I'd be willing to lose everything for me. I
don't think I'm worth it.”

“I can't lose you, too,” Serena implored, and her hand reached to my
arm.

“Are you going to fight back?”
“I can't.”
“We play his game.” I turned to John. “There's real talk, John, this is



Serena's best  performance, she could be a front runner for an Oscar,  and it
means this will all have to continue until  that's over.” I turned to Serena. “If
you don't fight back, instead play his game, it means nothing between us. No
talk at your house, no meeting up anywhere, no talk on your cell phone. He's
probably bugged it, too. Nothing, and for months.”

Serena looked at me disconsolate. “Then, we are done, aren't we?”
I looked at her with disbelief. “I'm not quitting on you. He's made me

pissed off. I'm not mad at  you, but now you know your trust was misplaced,
because Ray's behind all of this.”

Her hand squeezed my arm tightly. “What can we do?”
“We can't see each other while this is hanging over you. You have to

trust me I am not giving up on you. Meanwhile, you need to talk to your attor-
neys here in the States about how you can fight it when you do file for divorce,
and we'll hope we get a break. However, our personal lives are nobody's busi-
ness, like it's always been. The staff here, though, know different. You'll have
to deal with it, John, and I'm sorry.”

John brightened up a bit, like he could see the humor in the darkness, if
there was any. “What a day so far. First, it's a rape accusation against Gregory,
now it's this. I hope the theater doesn't catch on fire.”

The last thing Serena said was, “I can't go for months without seeing
you, Gregory, without feeling you next to me...”

“If you want something, Serena, if you want someone, you'll do every-
thing you can to keep it, to keep the one. There are two women whom I see oc-
casionally. I do with them what I have done and still want to do only with you.
With one, I'm not sure where it's going, but with the other, I value our whole
relationship, which has evolved. With her, for you, I will try to keep it to as lit-
tle as I can without hurting our overall relationship, because I really trust and
admire and value her as someone who can help me later and whom I can help
in return. She's young, Serena, too young for me to consider as my partner, but
she doesn't want it. She appreciates who I am, what I believe, what is impor-
tant to me, what I value, and we have sex which becomes an extension of our
love and appreciation. We are  never going to commit and I promised you I
would never do it, I would always wait for you. But even this woman knows
who the love of my life is and she called her by name. Whose name do you
think she stated to me?”

Serena was unhappy but she wanted to know. “Who?”
“She said I  was in  love with Serena Dominguez and she was right,

though I didn't say so. She knows, without me confirming it, she can't compete
with you and she won't. She likes it the way it is now, but if you commit to me
and I commit to you, she won't fight it. She doesn't  want me that way. She's
happy we can have what we have now and she knows it won't last. I know
none of this is fair to you. I wish I could change it. I wish it never happened the
way it has, and if I could have you it never would have happened. I will never
do what happened in Portland and Seattle  ever again. I don't want it. I don't
want the aggravation and I can't stand your anger at me because it is deserved.
These two relationships, though, have come since you and I can't be together.



They will always be friendly relationships. Get yourself out of your marriage
and it will be the end of both, and I will do as little of it as I can. I never started
this, Serena. You did, and you did it knowing full well what the consequences
would be. I want you and only you, but when you can give yourself to me fully
and freely. Don't make me have to choose between waiting for you or doing
what I'm doing. If you make me choose, when you can't make the same choice,
I'll  act like it is done between us. Because I'll  think if you  really want me,
you'll travel the ends of the Earth to do so. No woman's ever done it before for
me, but if you really want me, why would that stop you?”

John excused himself to tell the staff what they should say about Serena
and me. Nobody's business. Serena sat slumped in her chair for minutes and I
didn't move. I sat and watched her, watched her body, watched her face. She
appeared almost beaten. I smiled as a thought entered my mind. “I have an
idea.” She turned to look at me somberly. “Let's put the mask you have on your
face to good use and go to lunch together. Will and Ken and Drake and I talked
about having lunch at this restaurant, but we'll all go, and you and I will sit
next to each other, and we'll feed the rumor mill, and build some hype for the
premiere tomorrow, and stick it to your husband in the process.”

Finally! The devious smile crept across Serena's face, the smile I hadn't
seen in months. “Oh, I like the idea,” she said, her sultry and sexy voice return-
ing, too. “Let's go get the boys.”

This luncheon date was timely indeed. I huddled up everybody before
we ordered. “Okay, guys, make the most of it. Let's all smile and have a good
time while Serena and I play with our audience here. I'll order the fruit salad,
and I'll feed Serena a few pieces, and, Serena, you feed me something from
your lunch and we'll create a good buzz for the premiere tomorrow. The two
co-stars  hamming it  up,  because  we are  the  stars  tomorrow,  not  you.  Play
along, like Jasper, only in reverse.” There were no arguments. I was learning
how to play the game and they were more than willing to play along. We got a
few “photo ops” from the luncheon. It was charming. I knew once the hubby
saw the photographs he would be fuming. Screw him!

On the way back from the lunch, Serena asked if  I would travel the
ends of the Earth for her. I looked in her face for a few moments. I could see
the tension she was holding back. “If our roles were reversed, Serena, and  I
was the one married, having a difficult time getting myself out of the marriage
and you took off because you couldn't sit around and wait, you had to get on
with what you wanted to accomplish in your life, with or without me, and,
here's the important part, you never said it was over or never wanted to see me
again, once my marriage was over, yes, I would travel the ends of the Earth for
you. I would never let you walk out of my life and not come after you.”

She stared into my eyes searchingly, determining the truth of what I
said. “Don't give up on me, Gregory.”

I had to leave the office early to pick up a rented tuxedo and I wanted to
try it on at the shop. When I did it looked good, though I looked like a moun-
tain man in a penguin suit. The shop owner and I had a good laugh. “Well, I
guess you can't turn a mountain man into a gentleman with a combination of



clothes, but I came pretty close, didn't I?” he said. Yeah, you did, you old goat.
Back at the apartment this night I got a call from Chuck. “Say, cuz,

we're gonna be at the premiere tomorrow, though we can't see the show.”
“I know, cuz, just the stars, producers, other top dogs, but not the grunts

who actually made the movie. Sorry.”
“Hey, don't worry about it,” Chuck said in surprisingly good spirits. “I

haven't been to one of them yet and I don't imagine I will soon, but we are go-
ing to be at the party after, and I have some great news for you, my cousin.”

“What is it?”
“Jackie is pregnant!”
“No!”
“Yes!” Chuck shouted. “And it's all thanks to you!”
“Don't put it on me, Chuck! I didn't fuck your wife. I may have fucked

a lot of women lately, but I know I haven't fucked Jackie, cuz!”
“Yeah, Gregory, I heard about the rape deal. Three women in your hotel

room at one time!?”
“I was trying to be accommodating.”
Chuck laughed long and hard. When he finally composed himself, he

said, “No, cuz, we followed your three-day plan. It took a couple months, but
Jackie's two months pregnant, thanks to you!”

“Maybe I should write a medical article about it.”
“Well, if you do,” Chuck said, still excited, “be sure to include Benjy

and his wife, because she's pregnant, too. They were thinking about kids and
thought they'd try your suggestion, and, boom! She's in her second trimester.”

“I always thought there was something to it, Chuck, but I couldn't find
anything in medical, biological or physiological publications. I don't think any-
body's ever studied it.”

“Well, cuz, maybe they will after Matthew's wife gets pregnant,” Chuck
predicted, his enthusiasm unwavering. “They've been thinking about kids, too,
but they've wanted to try to plan it. They're thinking this is the time and I'll bet
she gets pregnant, too.”

“All  three  of  you.  I  haven't  done  much  for  population  reduction,
though. If Matthew's wife gets pregnant, I'm three in the hole.”

“Look, in all seriousness, Gregory,” Chuck remarked, and his tone was
serious, “Jackie and I have been trying ten years to have children. You come
along, give us this one simple suggestion nobody else even thought of, and
three months later, she's pregnant. I cannot thank you enough, and Jackie loves
you, cuz! She said she'd fix you a big meal any time you want it!” Chuck
laughed heartily.

For the record Matthew's wife was pregnant three months later. It was
only a coincidence all three were boys. It's an even stranger coincidence all
three are named Gregory, for the guy hunting the great white whale. Chuck's
call was news I wanted to hear. It made my day.

John pulled out all the stops for the premiere, including klieg lights, and
there was even live TV coverage. When Antonio flew in with his wife there
couldn't be the two couples arriving together,  but Serena and Jennifer,  who



flew in late the previous night, both suggested the three of us, Serena, Jennifer
and I, arrive in the same limo and walk arm in arm up the red carpet into the
theater, me in the middle flanked by both ladies. Who am I to argue?

We arrived at  the theater and I stepped out first  to help each of the
ladies  out onto the sidewalk.  I  heard it,  a loud shout,  “Balderdash!” I  told
Chuck to shout it when he saw us arrive. I looked over to the right and there he
was, jumping up and down and waving. I turned to Serena. “There's Chuck,
one of the bad boys. I'm going over there for a minute.” She nodded and I
walked along the ropes at the curb and Chuck pushed his way to the curb and I
asked some people in front to make room. Jackie was beside him and would
slip in when he made room. I hugged him across the rope when he reached me
and I hugged Jackie, too. I asked her if I could rub her belly and she stuck her
belly out toward me and I rubbed it. Serena and Jennifer had stepped closer
and asked what we were doing. Jackie responded, “He's rubbing my belly be-
cause I'm pregnant and he did it!” Chuck laughed uncontrollably and I turned
with embarrassment  to  both  women looking at  me like I  had committed a
grievous sin. Jackie shouted, “Gregory gave us a plan to try so I could get
pregnant and it worked! We've been trying over ten years and his plan worked
in three months!” She reached for me and squeezed my neck hard, pulling me
close to her and kissing me on my cheek.

Jennifer stepped up to Jackie and reached her arms out to her, asking,
“You've been trying to get pregnant for ten years and Gregory gave you some
advice and it worked in three months?”

“Yes,” Jackie shouted and Chuck nodded enthusiastically.
Jennifer looked at me slyly. “You're  full of surprises, aren't you, Gre-

gory?”
“Among other things.” I hugged Jackie once more, then Chuck and an-

nounced, “We have to go. I'll see you at the party.”
As we walked arm in arm on the red carpet up the entrance to the the-

ater, Serena asked, “What did you tell them to do?”
I answered in a loud enough tone both could hear. “I said, 'Don't try so

hard. Have sex only every three days when she's ovulating, and you can time it
for twice in that five-day period. If you want, you can go three or more days
and do it once right in the middle.' Once every three days is the key. Do it more
often and the sperm count's lower. I swear it's all it is.” I paused for a moment.
“Didn't know I was a family counselor, did you?”

We had reached the entrance, so if you ever see the footage of the three
of us arriving at the theater for the premiere of The True Cross, that's what we
were talking about. I remember seeing Jared Leto, one of the most handsome,
okay, one of the most beautiful men I have ever seen, standing off to the side
by himself. He was invited by one of the producers since the two are friends. I
couldn't  help thinking,  Jared's  here stag,  and I'm flanked by  two beautiful
women. When Jared caught my eye I shrugged my shoulders.  Even old farts
like me have our moments. Deal with it.

The actress and her husband were there. I put them on the list. I hugged
both as we mingled before the movie started. I hated watching the movie, not



for what I was seeing on the screen, but we had to sit up near the front. We
would have to answer questions at the end and it was easier to have everyone
who was expected to answer questions be near the front. The most surprising
event was getting through all the nude scenes with Jennifer and no one said
anything in the audience and no one was retching either. With Serena watching
intently on my left, Jennifer leaned to me on my right and whispered, “I'd like
to do that again soon. You know where I'm staying tonight.” I did indeed.

The movie concluded and a few stood to clap. I knew the ending was
right. Most of the movie is light-hearted, but with the dual tragedies, to end it
light-hearted with the sex references brings it back to where it should be.

Question and answer followed with most of us standing at the front. I
commandeered a table and sat  on the edge. One of the first questions con-
cerned my adventure in Seattle and I answered it as I did with the reporter but
John ended with the announcement to please keep the questions to the movie.
Someone asked me what it was like to work with Jennifer during the romantic
scenes. “Well, when Jennifer signed, I thought, 'I'm going to be spending sev-
eral hours with this woman while she has little or no clothes on. That can't be
bad!' Then, she comes on the set for the first scene, takes off her robe and she's
standing there fully naked, and I said, 'Wow! I hope  I don't get kicked outta
bed!'” A few questions later someone asked me if it was embarrassing for me
to appear nude. “I had no qualms about it because you can't see anything with-
out an electron microscope and I figured no one would be packing one in a the-
ater.” The follow-up was, “What about the three guns scene?” “That was my
stand-in. Looks just like me, huh?” One of the last questions to me asked if I
wrote the screenplay for Serena. “Well, I wrote it with Serena in mind, but I
wrote it for John, because after our first meeting I thought John was under the
impression I  had written a screenplay, which I kinda led him to believe.” I
rolled my eyes and looked innocently around. “So I thought I better write it
quick or he might lose interest.” The very last question before we would all
head to the party asked me about the horse I rode the entire movie. It was a
topic of constant conversation  and wonder during the shoot. “Well, first, the
horse's name is Henry, and when I heard it I thought, What a coincidence. I'm
going to be riding a horse named after my grandfather. Henry followed me
around on the set everywhere. He'd come up behind me and nudge me and I
started carrying sugar cubes and then scolding him, 'You've had enough. Be-
have!' And he'd look at me with those big, liquid eyes...” Serena interrupted,
“This horse would come up slowly behind Gregory and put his nose right on
Gregory's shoulder until Gregory would rub him and talk to him. I've never
seen anything like it.” I added, “I say I love human beings because human be-
ings are all that's worth loving, which kinda leaves out animals, but I really
grew to love Henry, so I'd have to say, 'I love that horse.' I'm going to visit the
owner soon and see Henry again.”

Serena, Jennifer and I rode together to the party and were one of the
first from the premiere to arrive. I had given two packages to John to place
near the stage where the band was playing so as we walked in and were greeted
by many from the production, I turned to Serena. “Come with me.” Immedi-



ately, I turned to Jennifer. “Come with me.” Still holding each by an arm I led
them to the table and grabbed the smaller package, about the size of a ring. I
handed it to Serena. She asked what it was and I said in due time. I grabbed the
other package, a little bigger, and handed it to Jennifer. I leaned against the ta-
ble while the two moved before me, tearing open the packages. “They're not
much, little tokens of my appreciation for both of you, something which will
remind you of me, but I didn't want to give it to you before the premiere. I
know you spent a lot of time considering what to wear and I didn't want to in-
terfere.” Serena had hers opened first  and removed a gold necklace with a
small leaping golden jaguar at the end. Serena smiled when she saw it. “It's a
cat, my dear. Women are cats. I had the necklace set in length so it hangs be-
tween your breasts when you wear it. When it moves and touches one of those
beautiful breasts, I hope it reminds you of me.” She threw it over her head and
it hung down a couple inches below the top of her breasts. Serena hugged and
kissed me. Jennifer had opened her package and she held two bracelets, both
silver, one with lions chasing each other as they swirled around, and the other
with tigers chasing each other swirling around the band. “Lions and tigers, Jen-
nifer. Women are cats. Should you decide, please wear them both, one on each
wrist. In this way you'll be tied up with me.” Jennifer immediately put the lions
band on her left wrist and the tigers on her right. She hugged and kissed me.

The party was fantastic. The band played great tunes and between sets
the bad boys, with me as ringleader, entertained a little, like we did on the set
during breaks shooting. Ry Cooder was there. John hired him to write and per-
form original musical renderings for the movie because John remembered I
had sung a song of Ry's. He wanted me to do it again so I sang Down in Holly-
wood. When I finished Ry said I needn't apologize to him but I had no future in
music. Everyone agreed.

The party went on into the early morning hours but Jennifer, Serena and
I were tired and had traveling set for the next day, Jennifer back to Spain, Ser-
ena and I to Chicago. I convinced Serena to come with Jennifer and me to her
hotel room before Serena left for her room, since she was leaving from the ho-
tel to the airport with me. Serena knew I would stay with Jennifer this night.
Jennifer had asked me while Serena was next to me and could hear it and my
reply. I wanted Serena there because I wanted to clear up some things with
both and I wanted it in the open. John had a bottle of champagne waiting in
Jennifer's room and we all drank a glass together as I started my explanation,
asking both to sit and hear me out.

“You two have known each other a long time, long before either of you
knew I existed. I don't belong in the middle between you and I certainly do not
want  to  be  a  source  of  friction.  It  would  be  wrong,  but  something  else  is
wrong. Serena knows, Jennifer, what our relationship entails. She knows I'm
staying with you in this room tonight. What you don't know, Jennifer, is the ex-
tent of my relationship with Serena and I think you deserve to know.” I turned
to face Serena. “So, either you tell her or I will.”

Out came the full confession from Serena's own lips. The two of them
spoke back and forth while I mostly listened. At one point Jennifer offered to



end our relationship but Serena said it wouldn't be fair to either Jennifer or me
since she couldn't commit to me until she divorced, well into the future. Serena
and I couldn't even be intimate with each other any more until then. Jennifer
said what I hoped I would not hear. “And what if I grow to love Gregory more
than I already do, Serena? I think about him frequently and I've missed him for
months. I was so looking forward to this trip because I would see Gregory.”

Serena was silent but looked straight to me. “I can not go any farther
with you, Jennifer, than I already have. I promised Serena I would never com-
mit to another woman, I would wait for her or hear her tell me we're through. I
can't commit to you, Jennifer.” I was thinking West Hollywood was my ulti-
mate destination at the moment.

Jennifer looked to the bracelets around her wrists. She smiled as she
looked to me. “So, should I continue to be  tied up with you, Gregory? You
would like it, wouldn't you?”

I smiled in return. “Well, I don't want to tie you up again, but I do love
you and I do want you. When we both want each other, there is love involved.
Don't tell me there isn't.”

“But I can't have you for my own, can I?”
“No, you can't. Do you?”
“I don't know.”
“I can go back to my apartment in West Hollywood, and put an end to

it. I don't want to hurt you, Jennifer. Remember when I said it?” Jennifer nod-
ded. “I think it's where this is headed, that I'm going to hurt you, and it's proba-
bly going to hurt now, but-”

“You're not going anywhere tonight, Gregory. I'm a big girl.  I  know
what I'm doing, and I think I want you however I can get you for now. I do en-
joy  it.  We  travel  in  different  circles.  You  said  so  yourself,  Gregory.  You
wouldn't follow me around, would you?”

“No, I wouldn't. It's a full compromise, half and half, right down the
middle or it's nothing, and I can't even do a full compromise with you, Jennifer,
no commitment.”

Jennifer smiled and shrugged her shoulders as she looked from Serena
to me and back, saying, “Let's enjoy what we can and if things change we'll
deal with it then.”

Serena was biting her lip. “What are you thinking, Serena?” I asked.
She looked to me and forced a smile. “I'm thinking about how far this

has gone in a few months, Gregory. I wanted you to know how much I wanted
you when you had told me how much you wanted me. I hoped you would only
want me, but I should have known. And here I am sharing you, and I don't
want to share you. I want you for myself but I can't have you.”

I smiled to Serena as warmly as I could. “I have come into your life and
disrupted it.”

Serena smiled wide. “You haven't disrupted my life, Gregory. Hardly.
You've made it better. I feel better and I am happier with you in it. You've just
brought...complications.”

Jennifer smiled, rose from her chair to Serena and motioned for Serena



to stand. Jennifer hugged her. “I love you like a sister, Serena, and I know this
is the man for you and you're the woman for him. Get yourself out of your
marriage and come get this man, but until then, I'll keep him happy for you.”

Serena started to step toward the door. “I'm going to my room so you
two can have some privacy.” She stopped, turned to Jennifer, stepped back to
her and kissed her cheek. “I love you, too, sister.”

“Shall I call you for breakfast, Serena?” I asked.
“Please do.” She opened the door and left.
The  door  slammed  shut  and  Jennifer  asked,  “Did  you  bring  your

parcheesi game, little boy?”
I pointed to the table near the balcony where it sat. “Sneaked it in while

you were in the bathroom. Figured we'd need it.”
Jennifer pulled out a little bag from her suitcase with her condom as-

sortment and retrieved one to show me. “When the time comes, Gregory, you'll
need one of these. Which one would you like?”

“Well, about the condom, Jennifer, I'm gonna pass tonight.”
“Pass? You're not going to play?”
“Not tonight, Jennifer.” She was shocked. “You see, you're the only one

who makes me wear a stocking over my penis like it's a thief. Look! It's not re-
ally a penis, it's a clever criminal come to break and enter Jennifer's vagina! If
you're gonna make me wrap Junior in a bag, you're gonna wait 'til the morning
when he's more refreshed, rejuvenated and can take the abject humiliation of
being treated like a thief. Not to mention having to drown in his own shower.”

Jennifer didn't know whether to laugh or scream. She stood next to her
suitcase holding the condom in her right hand, staring at me uncomprehend-
ingly. I sat in my chair wearing my best smug expression. “You're joking, aren't
you?” Jennifer finally squeezed out between her pursed lips.

“Not in the slightest. I  only wear a condom for  you, Jennifer, to keep
you happy. I love playing with you because I love you and I want you. But I'm
tired of wearing a condom only for you so tomorrow morning will be the last
time. Once you fly back to Spain it's going to be a while before we hook up
again and the movie should be doing all right so I won't  need to keep you
happy playing like this. It will be no condom or no playing.”

Jennifer walked over to the bed and sat on the edge, holding the con-
dom. She looked over to me. “But I could get pregnant.”

“Abstinence is one hundred percent effective. A condom is not.”
“But I could get a disease.”
“Abstinence is one hundred percent effective. A condom is not.”
“I've wanted you all  day.  I  can't  wait  until  the morning. I  want you

now.”
“Patience is a virtue.”
Jennifer threw the condom at my face and I swatted it to the floor. She

spit, “You are such a fuck!”
I picked up the condom, rose from the chair, walked past her beside the

bed and put it on the night table on the side where I would be sleeping. I took
two steps toward her as she looked over her shoulder and lunged for her, grab-



bing the back of her shoulders, pulling her down on the bed and swinging over
her. Her arms flailed at me until I gained control. “Let's wrestle.”

“You are such a bastard!”
“Is this a step up? A moment ago I was a fuck and now I'm a bastard. I

think I'm improving in your eyes.” I smiled and she tried to suppress her smile.
“I will wear a condom in the morning. Tonight I'm going to love you and tease
you so you'll want me even more tomorrow. And why shouldn't I tease you?
Look at what you're wearing, girl! The cut of your dress down the middle with
your breasts pushing out, and how tight it is against your body so you slink
around and I can see the full contours of your body defined in it. You've been
teasing me all day! It's my turn.” I bent down as her struggling had ceased and
kissed her slowly until she opened her mouth and I pushed my tongue inside
and pushed it against her tongue. Our tongues wrestled for a while and I lifted
my head away from hers, locked onto her eyes, now far more seductive. “I
knew you would wrestle with me.”

Jennifer laughed. “So, you're going to tease me tonight? Is that it?”
“I love teasing you. You take it so well.”
Jennifer turned her head to her right and remarked, “You're still a bas-

tard. You're not getting any better, Gregory.” She turned her head back to me
and smiled.

I released her arms and rose from the bed. I held my arms to her and re-
sponded, “Cumon. Let's get you out of this expensive dress so I can look at
you in all your glory, Jennifer.” She smiled wide, sat up and grabbed my hands
and I pulled her up from the bed. Delicately I helped her remove her dress, put
it on the hanger from the closet and I set it back in the closet while she re-
moved her under garments to stand before me fully naked. “At least now, we
don't have to wait for Carey to say 'Action.'”

“No we don't.” She put out her arms. “Come here.” After she kissed me
for a few minutes, Jennifer undressed me and we climbed into the bed and I
teased her as I promised. She took it like a champ, and once we awoke we
were wrestling across the parcheesi board and on this morning, she reigned as
champ, which meant, naturally, slipping the bag over Junior, also as promised,
meeting the surrender terms of the champion. I recall wide and satisfied smiles
on the champ's face, and the sounds she uttered were encouraging. I certainly
considered every one denoting a green light so progress was not impeded. Af-
ter our dual climaxes, once I had regained enough breath to speak, I told Jen-
nifer next time we would talk about the bag and don't think about it until then.
Let today be today.

Later in the morning I called Serena to see if she was ready for break-
fast. She was but only wanted me to come to her room. “What do you have to
tell me you can't say with Jennifer there?” Serena caved and the two of us
walked to her room. Ray was sitting in his chair outside her room, as always. I
nodded toward him and knocked on her door. A moment later we were inside.

I went right up to Serena and whispered in her ear to come with me to
the bathroom. She followed me and I turned on the light and the fan. Whisper-
ing in her ear I told her we couldn't talk or do anything suspicious. I was cer-



tain Ray had placed cameras and bugs throughout her room, even outside her
room. Treat this as though he has done so, I told her, and keep your conversa-
tion and your action innocent. Trust me on this.

Jennifer asked what was going on when we came out a moment later. “I
was comparing her bathroom to yours. I was curious because sometimes these
hotels have special setups and I was wondering if Serena got the better deal,
but they're the same.” Jennifer looked at me like I was crazy, which I am.

Serena had ordered our breakfasts and they were delivered about a half-
hour later so we ate with little conversation, mostly Serena and Jennifer chat-
ting. When finished it was time for Jennifer to leave and I hugged her tightly.
We had our plane to catch and all my stuff was in Serena's room. We left to-
gether about forty-five minutes later, flying to Chicago, with Ray, of course.
Serena had some idea for us to get together in Chicago but I had crushed the
idea. I was getting paranoid with Ray and at dinner I brought a sticky note pad
with me and a pen and wrote things for Serena as we ate. I thought it was well
within Ray's expertise to bug even Serena's clothing. She thought I was crazy
but I was not putting anything past him. I told her he worked for her husband.
Ray's loyalty is to her husband, not her. I wrote further once we return to Los
Angeles,  we  should  discuss  it  with  John  and  maybe  some  others.  Serena
needed a new security man. Ray should go back to France. Serena was uncon-
vinced but I said I knew someone in Los Angeles I trust and I could bring him
out to her place and check for bugs and other devices. We already knew there
were bugs in the bedroom the first night. Who would be responsible, or maybe
more importantly, who was lacking in not discovering such a device?

With all  this  swirling  around we still  kept  our  focus.  We had a  ten
o'clock meeting with the president of the Chicago group and we had to be at
our best. We both went to bed early.

We met with the president of the Chicago group as he came out to the
reception area and escorted us back to his office. As we all sat down, to make
small talk, he asked if this was our only reason for coming to Chicago. Serena
told him she would also visit with Oprah since they were good friends. The
president turned to me and asked if I was going to meet with Oprah.

“I think so. Serena said I was with her and Oprah wants to meet me so I
think I'll go and check out her mansion.”

“It's  quite  impressive.  I've  been  out  there  before.”  He  paused  and
looked to Serena. “I had a talk with one of your people, Serena, but she didn't
seem too interested in doing business.”

“I want to apologize,” I responded, and he turned quickly to me, “be-
cause it seems like we're not on the same page, but it's why we're here today. I
hope you'll overlook your initial contact and give us a clean slate and hear us
out. We want to do business with your company which makes money for you
and us, and it's what business people do, is it not? Keep expenses low and rev-
enue as high as possible?”

“True,” the president replied. “So, how do you propose doing it?”
“By starting with a question. You know I wrote the screenplay and play

one of the male leads in the movie, so...did you read my bio?”



The president smiled. “I  was going to ask you about it, because I saw
you were born and raised in Springfield.”

“I was.”
“I was born and raised in Springfield.”
“I know.”
Out of the corner of my eye I could see the expression on Serena's face

change from plastic pleasantry to intrigue. She was starting to get what the ace
in the hole really was.

“I don't recall ever meeting you, though, but Gregory Hess is not your
real name, is it?” I pulled out the pad in the clipboard I carried and wrote a
name on it. I passed it to him. He looked at it. “That is an unusual name but it
seems familiar. How do you pronounce it?” I pronounced it the old way. There
was a look of recognition which crossed his face. “That name sounds familiar.”
I reached for the pad and wrote a given name and initial before the surname on
the  page  and  handed  it  back  to  him.  He pronounced  the  whole  name and
looked at me with a familiar smile. “I've heard this name before. It's your fa-
ther, isn't it?” When I nodded he nodded back. “I remember hearing his name
from my father. He always respected your father. He was a...”

“CPA,” I finished. “More, though. Two years as president of the Illinois
chapter of the AICPA, two years president of the United Way, and he was the
financial  officer  for  the  board  which  modernized  the  airport.  It's  why  his
name's on the plaque. My father always spoke highly of your father and uncle,
they knew how to run a business the right way, no shenanigans, straight up,
honest, know the product you're selling and do it through hard work, dedica-
tion and effort. And my dad would know. He had the opportunity to find out
about a lot of the business people in the Springfield area. He would know.”

The president smiled like he was taking a pleasant journey down mem-
ory lane. “I do remember both my father and uncle talking about your father,
that he really knew not just numbers but how to run a business the right way,
too.” He smiled again at me, big and wide. “Well, then, Gregory, it seems like
we have a mutual admiration society, at least about our fathers.”

“I was their paperboy for a while, when both lived on East Hazel Dell.”
I had him looking down memory lane again. “God, I remember those

days on the lake...Didn't your family live out there, too?”
“West Hazel Dell. Sure did.”
“And we didn't meet?”
“Perhaps we were meant to meet now,” I responded and he chuckled. “I

don't want to waste your time. We can save you a little money, at first. We'd
like you to test market the movie in twenty-five screens at five percent off the
normal rate for one week. This saves you money on the expense side. As an in-
centive on the revenue side, I have a commitment from Will, Ken, Drake, John
and Serena, all of whom will appear once each in one of your markets. I have
suggestions for each but we can talk later about it, although Serena and I have
discussed Chicago for her appearance. I will appear in a number of locations,
more than one, and we'll talk about it later, too. What we expect is we'll fill
more seats in your theaters than your average, and the combination of lower



expense and higher revenue becomes an easier business decision for you to
make. And it helps us. We could sign with a studio for distribution. This would
be easy, but it gives the competition the ability to make money on our product
with no risk on their part while we continue to carry all the risk. This, in my
opinion, is a stupid business decision. If I can help you get our movie in your
theaters and distribute it properly and in a timely fashion, we can do it all over
the  world.  We can't  crack  the  monopoly  the  studios  have  with  the  theater
chains in the U.S., but they don't hold up internationally. Showing theater own-
ers all over the world that your group can make money, good money, with our
movie gives me an additional incentive to dangle in their faces. I'm only asking
you to take a one-week chance with us to show you our movie can compete
with whatever else you have to show.”

I could see the wheels turning. He stared at me intently. “I haven't seen
the movie. I want to see it first.”

I pulled out a case from my clipboard and handed it to him, saying,
“There's the Blu-Ray version, the entire movie, the complete release. It's yours
to keep if you go with us, but look at it at your earliest convenience and call
me to let me know.” I pulled out a sheet of papers stapled together. “Here's the
contract with our proposal for the first week. It's signed by Serena and me and
we have binding authority. To make it easier for you, sign, date it and fax it to
the number on the front page. Are there any theaters which need film?”

He smiled. “No, we're all digital. There are some theaters which have
both, but we still prefer digital.”

“Perfect. You can use this copy and upload from here. If you'd rather do
it a different way, we'll discuss it and work it out. We want to distribute our
own work. Yes, it's more effort, but I find it absolutely disgusting to work as
hard as we all have and give the gravy to the studios because they want to put
out the same old thing.”

“It is getting that way,” the president said and he shook his head. “I'm
going to look at this right away. I've heard good things about it, and some bad.
I want to see it myself.” I gave him my cell number and we brought an end to
the meeting. He escorted us back to the reception area. “You know, I was really
thinking when I read your bio about Springfield, if it was some coincidence or
if it meant anything.” He held up the case and waved it. “I guess I'll tell from
this.”

We walked out to the limo, Ray in tow, of course, and Serena looked at
me with awe. In her sultry, sexy, husky voice she commented, “So,  that was
your ace in the hole, you and the president knew the families of each, you were
both from the same home town. How far apart did you two grow up?”

“Not even a mile. That, though, is only part of it. Yes, the home town
and knowing our families helped, but it only gave me an opportunity to foster
empathy, or a sympathy, on his part to what I would propose. The ace in the
hole, Serena, was the disk he waved at us when we left, or do you not believe
in the movie you made with me?”

Serena  turned frustrated and frowned.  “I  don't  know any more.  I've
made so many, and some I thought were really good but they did poorly, and



some I thought were not good and they did well. I can't tell any more.”
I shook my head as we reached the limo. I wouldn't look at her. “Then,

you don't even believe in your own work any more. I only care about those
folks out there, the public. They know. You guys, apparently, have no clue.”

Serena called Oprah to tell her we were on our way. My phone rang be-
fore she finished. It was John. He was excited. “We just heard the news, Gre-
gory, from Seattle. The other two women said late last night none of them were
raped, you were the nicest host, got them champagne, all they could eat, and
everything which happened in the hotel  room was with everyone's  consent.
That you even asked them all every time.”

“Good,” I said with no enthusiasm. “At least I could depend on them.”
“It's even better,” John continued. “Early this morning one of the sta-

tions reported the other woman recanted her accusation. She says you never
raped her, that what you two did she did willingly.”

“Good.”
“You're not excited, Gregory? The cloud over your head is gone, man!”
“John,  it  can  never be  undone.  I  will  always have  been accused of

rape.”
“Well, she's recanted, so it's over. Take it as the good news it is.”
“I am, John. It is better than the alternative. I agree. Thank you for the

news.”
“How did it go?”
“You'll know this afternoon.”
“It went well?”
“John, we're going to get in there, as long as the president likes the

movie. Do you think you made a crappy movie?”
“Fuck, no!” John replied emphatically.
I looked to Serena as she had ended her conversation and was listening

to my side of this conversation with great interest. “When Serena gets back to
Los Angeles,” I said in the phone still staring at her, “would you tell her this bit
of news, please? Because I don't think she has a clue.”

“Is something wrong with Serena?”
“No, she's perfectly fine. We're on our way to Oprah's mansion. I'll talk

to you later this afternoon.”
We spent the better part of the first hour at Oprah's mansion in Chicago

chatting away, though it was mostly those two, Serena and Oprah. I was simply
ogling the opulence, the extravagance, and the servants! Okay, I shouldn't com-
pare Oprah's mansion with an old-time plantation, but I can't help it.  There
were butlers, as in plural, and maids, as in plural, almost anywhere I looked,
some ready with drinks, some ready to serve other refreshments, some ready
for any whim, it seemed. I didn't say any of this  out loud, but I think Serena
could see it on my face. We sat down at a dinner table over thirty feet long and
probably could be extended, since there was an additional thirty feet in the din-
ing room available, and room for another table the same length. That's pretty
big. After lunch things became a bit contentious between the three of us, or
should I say between me and the women. At one point I placed my faith, my



trust and my belief in the public, in the everyday, common, average Joe and
Josephine, because they're the ones with whom I identify. I trust them. I don't
trust  either  of you as much as I  trust  them and this  will  always be so.  Of
course, this didn't go over well with either. I complained even Oprah let studios
distribute her independent movie work because she didn't want to make the ef-
fort and it's not a smart business decision, and she laid into me about her suc-
cesses, it all took hard work, and she did have the business expertise, and my
phone rang.

I flipped the phone open, looked at the name across the screen,  and
stared right in Serena's eyes. “Um, it's the Chicago group. I better take this.”
Both grew quiet. “Hello?”

“Gregory!” the president exclaimed, “I watched your movie. Goodness
gracious, it's one of the best movies I've seen in years and I watch a  lot of
movies every year, you know.”

“Thank you.”
“I signed, dated and faxed the contract to the number you gave me,” he

said excitedly. “I suppose I can use this copy and upload it to my theaters?”
“Absolutely. It's why I left it for you.”
“Great!” the president said, still overly excited. “When can Serena ap-

pear?”
“I was thinking about it.  How's this? You have a flagship theater in

Chicago?”
“We do, yes.”
“Hold off on showing it until tomorrow. Is your normal evening start

time seven?”
“We can make it then, yes.”
“Show it the first time tomorrow at seven. Serena and I will be there for

a Q&A after the show, and you can advertise it as the Chicago premiere. We'll
help you with any advertising costs, though I'll have to discuss it with John, but
I think it's fair. We should help with this expense. What do you think?”

“I love it. I'll be there, too. I won't want to miss it.”
“And listen. I don't want to hold you to twenty-five only. You can get

numbers every day, I imagine. If we're kicking the competition and you want to
put it in more theaters, you have my approval to do so. Let me know and we'll
charge you for it later. I trust you'll do the right thing. Is this fair?”

“I think I'm gonna love doing business with you, Gregory. You seem to
have your act together.”

“Thank you. I really do appreciate it. You won't mind if I use you as a
reference, will you?”

“Absolutely not. I'm excited. I have work to do on this but I'll talk to
you about the premiere here in Chicago tomorrow. Bye.”

I didn't have a chance to say “Bye,” but I didn't care. I had heard what I
was hoping, what I was honestly expecting to hear. I flipped the phone closed,
and as I stuck it back in its holder on my belt, I looked to Serena with a blank
expression. “We're in.”

Serena had been looking hopeful. Now her expression went to shock as



she shouted, “O my god! You did it! I don't believe it! You closed Chicago!”
“You or I may be getting a call from John soon.” As if on cue Serena's

phone rang.
I heard her say “John” into her phone as I looked to Oprah. There was a

subtle look of admiration on her face. “And you won't appear on my show for,
what was your reason?”

“Um, because I'm going to be busy for the next few months,” I said in
all candor, “changing the entire business model of the movie industry, but I'd
be  more  than  happy  to  appear  on  your  show  after  I've  blasted  it  to  the
smithereens it deserves and explain how I did it. Of course, I had a lot of help.
She's at the top,” I pointed to Serena, “and John is, too.”

“And I don't think you're anywhere near the end of your surprises, ei-
ther, are you, Gregory?” Oprah asked, already knowing the answer.

“We should retire  to  your entertainment,  drinking,  or lounging area,
whatever you want to call it, Oprah, so I can have a beer and relax, or maybe
two, or three. I think I deserve it.”

Oprah laughed and smiled back to me. “I couldn't agree more.” She got
Serena's  attention  and  we  all  moved  to  another  room  and  I  had  a  bottle
of...Corona. Oprah didn't have Pacifico. Okay, don't hold it against her. Blame
Serena. She knew we were going to Chicago for weeks and was fully expect-
ing to meet with Oprah and have me there with her. But don't be too hard on
Serena. She had had a lot on her mind lately. I wasn't top of the list, you see.

While we were at Oprah's mansion I had the chance to talk with Serena
privately when Oprah excused herself  for some matter,  and I  suggested we
spend the rest of the evening in my hotel room. It would give us both privacy
from Ray and anything he may have setup in and around Serena's room, and
we could finally talk about things we hadn't been able to talk about for quite
some time. I remember Serena asking, “What do you want to talk about which
we haven't already?”

I looked at her with profound disbelief. “You mean you've talked your-
self out of everything there is to say to me? Okay, Serena, your body is throw-
ing me, because it looks like a woman's body, but you're talking to me like
anyone but a woman.”

“Okay,  okay,”  Serena  responded,  smiling  and  grabbing  my  cheeks,
“you make it so hard.”

“You thought it was going to be easy?”
When we returned to the hotel, Serena calmly informed Ray she would

be spending the rest of the evening in my hotel room. We stopped at my room,
I swiped the card, opened the door to let Serena inside, and glanced to Ray.
“You know where we'll be.” I walked in and let the door slam behind me.

We didn't do anything except talk, order room service for champagne
and dinner, light for me, a salad, and talk some more. We held each other fre-
quently and we often kissed, something we hadn't done in months. I told her I
didn't trust Ray. It was possible to get or re-create one of these cards and gain
access to my room. Our best option was for Serena to get rid of Ray. When we
were both back in Los Angeles I would show her, with help from one I trusted,



her whole place was loaded with surveillance she had no idea. Whose house is
it in the Los Angeles outskirts, yours or do you share it with your husband so
he has partial ownership? Of course I expected her answer. It was hers and hers
alone. I told her she needed to take it back, to reclaim it. Her husband had com-
mandeered it and was using it to blackmail her for his own purposes, and I sus-
pected his purpose was using her as his trophy wife, to parade around in front
of all his business colleagues strictly for the impression it would leave. “You're
not the love of his life, Serena, you're his pretty little trophy, the beautiful prize
he won in the battle of the sexes. So, when he can win there, why he can win in
business no problem. The battle of the sexes is much harder. This is what you
represent. A twisted look at his business acumen.” I think it was starting to sink
in on her. She slumped in her chair when I said it. She didn't really want to
think this about her husband. She had thought when she married him he wasn't
this way, he was much more. She had excused the “affair” he had with the
model—before  either  spouse  had  met—who,  incidentally,  never  considered
marrying him and later threatened to sue him for child support. He acquiesced
but only after she threatened him and went public with it. This is something of
a clue, kids. This is a multi-billionaire. He can afford to impregnate women all
over the world and pay for each child's upkeep. It's the least he should do, if
he's gonna stick his rod in some fertile woman's love hole. Pay up when the bill
comes due. Only a cheap, senseless ingrate would not own up to the responsi-
bility. But maybe I'm harsh. After all, I was entwined in all of this.

We were both tired early but I convinced Serena to stay until after mid-
night. When the appointed hour arrived, about twelve-thirty, I walked outside
into the hall  with her,  keeping my door  open,  and said “Good night.”  She
replied  the same and I  turned immediately  to  Ray,  still  sitting in  his  chair
“guarding” her door. “Nice to see you, Ray. Top 'o the mornin' to ya.” I saluted
him and walked inside, letting the door slam behind me.

What I missed but Serena told me the next morning was this exchange.
Ray stood up as Serena reached her door. “You shouldn't stay so late in his
room, Senora.”

Serena slit her eyes at him and sneered, “You provide security for me,
Ray. You do not tell me who I can see or where I can go. Do you understand
me?”

Ray contritely replied, “Yes, Senora.” I wish I had stayed out in the hall
to hear that. You go, girl!

The president of the Chicago group called me mid morning and imme-
diately apologized. I told him not to worry. He wanted me to know he had seen
the numbers from Friday night and we crushed all their shows except one, with
no advertising, not even a poster.

“I'll get you a bunch of posters!”
We agreed Drake would appear in Kansas City, Missouri, John in Indi-

anapolis, but we contended with Will and Ken and their destinations. I sug-
gested either in the farthest large city in the east and the other in St. Louis.

“I want you in St. Louis. I would also like you to appear somewhere in
Springfield, too. I would hope we could do it in the next couple days.”



“Why me in St. Louis?”
“Because you're the star of the movie. I know you don't have any expe-

rience acting, Gregory, but your performance in this movie would never con-
vince me. You're a  natural  and you were born and raised barely a hundred
miles away. I want you in St. Louis and either Will or Ken in Cincinnati. I don't
need both. I think you're doing me a huge favor as it is.”

“All right. That's what we'll do. I'll ask Ken. I want Will for Europe.”
“You really have this mapped out, don't you?”
“You confirmed it for me. I couldn't be certain what the public thinks,

but it's clear to me now we've got a hit with them. It makes it easy to do the
rest of this and I'm ready for it.”

The Chicago premiere went off perfectly. Oprah was there, some others
who got the word “somehow” were there, too. It “wasn't” a sell-out. They had
to turn away five hundred people for the first showing, and the late showing
wouldn't start until midnight and it sold out. I commandeered a table again at
the end and held court for the Q&A. Serena stood near the other side, but the
questions came to me more than her, which was true at the Los Angeles pre-
miere. It was becoming easy. Someone asked if the rumor was true about the
two of us, Serena and me. We were having an affair. I looked to Serena. “Want
me to take this one?” She nodded.

“There's a concept humans have created called confidentiality, which is
when two or more people go off in private or behind closed doors, whatever
takes place, whatever is said or done, is confidential. It's nobody's business ex-
cept those who were there.  It's  a very important concept because once you
demonstrate you can maintain one's confidentiality, an amazing reaction oc-
curs. People who were there start to confide in you, because they have learned
they can trust you, you won't go around and gossip about what they have said
or done with you. Now, I wish we could all be open and honest at all times but
I have learned through painful experience it's all a wish and nothing more right
now, so if you want to maintain someone's confidence in you, anyone's confi-
dence in you, no matter what they say or do with you will go no further, you
learn to keep your mouth shut, because it's nobody's business. Perhaps there
will be a day some time soon when we will both agree to share with you what
we have said and done together, because there isn't anything I can remember
saying or doing with Serena for which I am ashamed. Quite the contrary! But
what we've done and said privately or behind closed doors belongs to us, and
we both agree now we have no desire to share it with anyone, it belongs to us,
and it's nobody's business but our own. Just as you would demand in your own
lives. It's nobody's business but your own.”

I told the president of the Chicago group, who was ecstatic, I wanted
one more agreement from him. He asked me what it could possibly be. I said I
believed, though I had no study to indicate it, the average age demographically
of the audience for The True Cross would be about thirty, roughly half would
be older, half would be younger. The older audience will come out to see the
movie, despite all their previous experiences, because of word of mouth. Oth-
ers will tell them about the movie and how good they thought it was. Your job,



as president of your group, is to get the word out to the theaters showing our
movie they must be diligent about policing the theater while the movie is play-
ing. The reason is  all older people have  all had experience in a theater with
young numbskulls who are compelled to talk and carry on like five year old
children screaming, “Look at me!” and ruining the entire show for them and
they are reluctant to go back. I told him he had better police it in the theaters
showing our movie, or it will hurt his bottom line as much as ours. I was once
an usher in a theater working minimum wage, but I threw out people who
wouldn't  behave in the theater.  You need to do it,  too.  He promised me he
would and I believed him.

Serena flew back to Los Angeles Sunday morning and I drove down to
St. Louis with the president of the Chicago group. Yep, he put me up on his
tab. I did my shot in the St. Louis theater and we drove to Springfield and did it
there, too. There were some folks from my past in attendance. I did my spiel
and Q&A and drove up to Chicago with the president and got on the earliest
flight back to Los Angeles, arriving late morning Tuesday.

I strolled into the office before lunch, the cock of the walk, and stepped
into a business in utter disarray and chaos. John was off in Indianapolis, Drake
in Kansas City and Ken in Cincinnati. Will was at his wit's end and really had
no idea what to do. He was grateful I came to the office instead of going to my
apartment first. Serena sat in a chair watching the whole charade with amuse-
ment. Gloria confronted me. “Nice job, chump. See what you did?”

I grabbed Gloria's elbow and pulled her to the side away from all oth-
ers. I was scheduled to fly with her the next day and make our first pitch to
Canadian theater owners in Vancouver. I didn't need her shit on top of all this.
“I see you've done a fine job holding up ship, Gloria. It speaks well for your
cut in all of this, that I can depend on you to accomplish nothing but saving
your own ass. So I'm gonna lay it on the line with you,  girly. You'll get first
shot in Vancouver and when you bomb, I'll step in and bail your sorry ass out,
and it will be the last of your shit I ever hear, or I will end your stay here when
I talk to John and convince him how worthless you really are!” I didn't wait for
her reaction. I screamed, “All hands on deck in five minutes in the conference
room! End your calls, end what you're working on, and get in the room now!
Or you will walk the unemployment line because I will fire your ass if you
walk in late. Now!” I looked at Gloria. “You gonna fuck with me?” She walked
away to her office, grabbed a pad and walked into the conference room. The
other producers walked out and asked me what the hell I was doing. “You want
to continue to be a part of this, get in that fuckin' room or walk!”

The door was closing and one person, with whom I was unfamiliar, ran
in and sat down. I looked at this lady and advised, “You were ten seconds from
the unemployment line. Congratulations!” I lit into everyone. I can't even re-
member what I said in totality. I can only recall bits and pieces, because I was
running on pure emotion,  negative, angry emotion,  and I tend to block this
over  time  because  I  never  think  they're  my  finest moments.  I  was  angry,
though, that no one seemed to have any idea, any control over the direction the
production had taken. No one had sent any posters to the Chicago group yet!



Was I pissed at that! I worked my ass off for this production, it's all I have ever
done since we started, and the rest of you sit on your asses, like it's business as
usual. How about business as usual at the food bank! I pulled out each and ev-
ery one of the failures I could think of, both in the past with independents and
in our business in the last few days, and I railed and ranted. I occasionally
glanced at Serena and even  she was intimidated, perhaps even shocked, so I
toned it down. I dropped my level, even reaching a calm state, but I didn't let
up on my disappointment with the progress, with the initiative I saw lacking in
everyone. We're going places no independent has even  dared to go and you
want to pretend it's business as usual? I assured everyone I could not fire them.
I don't have the authority. I can't make you do things you have no idea how to
do other than trusting your own instincts and thinking of ways to solve new
problems you have never considered. I can't do your work for you. What I can
do is quit like you are doing, fulfill my contractual obligations for promoting
this movie for the next couple months, watch it make money like I know it
will, and walk away. From all of you, because it will have become clear to me I
will  never want to work with any of you again ever. And I won't, if it's what
this comes down to. I will savor never working with you again because I will
know I opened the door of opportunity for each and every one of you, and in-
stead you slammed the door shut for all of us.

I reminded everyone most of them were here temporarily. Eventually
things would wind down and they would be out of work, but I was changing
this dynamic and John was letting me do it. It was all with his approval, but I
trusted John. Here is a man who gave me a shot, who walked out the in door at
a rest stop on I-5, let me make my spiel,  loved the screenplay I sent to his
agent,  got Serena involved who perhaps loved it even more,  and raised the
money to make this movie, but do you think he ever told any of those investors
the guy who wrote the screenplay was some low-life he ran into at a rest stop
on I-5? Of course he didn't and they didn't need to know it anyway. By then it
was irrelevant. John is willing to go where no one has gone before because he
loves this business and what it can do for people, real people, the audience and
you, those who work for him. Distribution is the only thing holding him back
from doing this as a full-time endeavor. I can say it honestly, even though we
have never discussed it. If he can distribute the movies from his productions,
he can offer all the services from his production to any independent vision out
there, to anyone he, and by extension you, want to work with, start to finish.
He can raise the investor money, he can advise the production, he can oversee
it all with your help, working with him full time. This is what's at stake. Take
the initiative when the issue is something never having been dealt with before.
No one is going to hold your feet over the fire for taking initiative. I will hold
you responsible for dragging your feet and acting like it's not your job. Make it
your job.  Rewrite your job! All distribution questions come to me unless you
hear from me later. All calls from media for me will simply be responded to
with “he's extremely busy, so he'll have to call you back.” They go to the bot-
tom of my list. We have a business to run with a new direction so let's get on it
together  and accomplish  this.  When I  paused here  I  looked all  around the



room. I would  never have done this if I didn't think you all had it in you. I
know you won't let me down or your partners next to you. We're all in this to-
gether and this is ours for the taking.

I looked directly to Serena and calmly asked, “Serena, my love?”
Serena smirked and flippantly asked, “Are you the new boss in town,

Gregory?”
One by one, I looked to Gary, Gloria, Will, Casper, Aaron, Bev, Pat,

and then back to Serena. I smiled and dropped my head a little, “It does seem I
have usurped the throne, but I only want what's best for this production. Do
any of you have an objection that I do so until John returns?” Even Gloria said,
“No.” I added, “Meet the new boss, not the same as the old boss.” Back to Ser-
ena I asked, “Serena, my love, since you have no objection to my running the
show temporarily, where are we with the Spanish version?”

Serena smiled. “No, I have no objection, Gregory, but your leadership
style is  certainly not John's.” This drew a huge laugh from everyone, me in-
cluded. I sat down and stroked my mountain man beard. “We worked on it yes-
terday. Antonio is in tomorrow, we work through Friday and it should be com-
plete then. Jennifer is unavailable. She's already shooting her next picture, so
we're using a replacement. We may add Jennifer in later. We can do it.”

I turned to Gary. “John said Saturday he would work with the IT vendor
for provisioning bandwidth and two new servers to start with for distribution.
Where are we, Gary?”

Gary smiled. He had looked a bit shell shocked when I started but he
was now duly impressed. “I called them this morning and they say it should be
ready today. It includes a complete process for account creation, and any reset
process for possible download failures. It's what you wanted, wasn't it?”

I nodded and confirmed, “It's what the Chicago group does. We'll also
need from them a log every day of who attempts to connect to the download
servers and when, every day. I don't care how it's delivered. I want it every
day.”

Gary nodded. “I'll have it, Gregory.” He smiled and asked, “Is this your
typical leadership style?”

Everyone laughed and I smiled as I answered, “Well, I started out as
Mr. Hyde, mainly to get your attention. I was pretty successful, wouldn't you
agree?”  Nods  all  around.  “But  now the  drugs  have  worn  off  so  meet  Dr.
Jekyll.” I paused for a moment trying to remember what was left. “Oh, yeah,
one more thing.” I  glanced to Candice,  John's  production attorney. “Do we
have those contracts ready to go?”

“Yes, but they all have the five percent discount and the test week,”
Candice replied.

“Can you create a separate contract with the standard rate and it's in
force while the owners show the movie in any theater? We need both. And
make sure they're set so we can plug in the names, addresses, the like and print
them and get them sent out in minutes.” Candice nodded. “We're already get-
ting calls for the movie from owners. Let's get them the contracts and sign
them so we don't have to meet each and every one, because I'm getting burned



up flying, I still have four stops in Canada, one in New York and the last in At-
lanta before I can see your shining, smiling faces again, should you actually
smile at me any more.” There were smiles all around. “That's it. Thank you all.
We've got work to do.”

I removed my glasses, rubbed my eyes and leaned back in my chair.
Gary, Will, Gloria and Serena all stayed behind while everyone else filed out.
The last one out asked about the door. “Leave it open. It's fine. Thank you.”

Will smiled and commented, “You look exhausted, old man.”
“Did you think, Will, when I hugged you in Serena's driveway you'd be

doing this?”
“Hell, no.”
“You'd rather be acting, wouldn't you?”
“Hell, yes.”
“I'd still like to see you write.”
“Not likely.”
“I'm gonna see if I can wear you down.” I turned serious and looked in

Gloria's direction. “I'm sorry I...vented on you when I walked in, but there's no
room for the blame game, Gloria. We're charting new waters, so to speak, and
we all need to work together and cooperate or we'll sink. I apologize. I let my
emotions take it out on you.”

Gloria smiled and calmly responded, “Apology accepted.”
Serena looked a bit concerned. “You do look beat. You should take the

day off.”
“I can't.” I leaned back farther in the chair and locked my hands behind

my head. “I was in my home town yesterday with the president. At the Q&A
there were quite a few in the crowd I recognized and most were almost in
shock with my nude scenes. So I was kidding around, and one woman with
whom I went to high school said she was a bit stunned I would appear nude.
She said, 'I mean, Greg, you showed everything!' I remembered sometimes in
high school she and I would flirt, harmlessly of course, so I replied, 'If you had
been more receptive when we went to high school together, you could have
seen everything up close and personal, instead of waiting forty years to see an
image on the big screen.' Man, you should have seen her face turn red...I  am
beat, Serena. We got back to the Chicago hotel at two thirty this morning, up at
four, I slept some on the flight. I'll survive...Gary, call John and ask him if we
can order in lunch today.”

Gary called John right where he sat and John accommodated. We all ate
at the office, except for Serena, who had interviews and appearances scheduled
in the afternoon, one of which was a lunch meeting. I talked to Will about go-
ing to London and he was ready to do it when the time came. In the afternoon I
spent most of my time in my media room, calling owners to answer questions
and some were willing to go the test route. These were all small size theater
owners  from the  U.S.  We were  getting  inquiries,  though,  from around  the
world and Candice and her group had been busy putting together the right con-
tracts for the right countries. I had some time before five so I called back sev-
eral media people and even gave short interviews over the phone. Most wanted



to know if we really were going to distribute the movie ourselves. “Why not?”
I asked back. “What's stopping us? It's not illegal to distribute our own movie.
There's no law which says only a studio can distribute.” We closed up the of-
fice at five in a far more orderly fashion than when I walked in late in the
morning. John's limo driver took me to my apartment and I stopped at Chase's
apartment to ask him to hold onto Little Boy until I returned Sunday night. I
knew he  wouldn't  have  a  problem since  I  paid  him again.  Esperanza  was
nowhere to be found. I hadn't seen her in weeks. There was a note slid under
my door when I stepped into the apartment. It read,  Where the hell have you
been? I miss you! You better stop running around and take care of me. Esper-
anza. P.S. I still love you. You know I always will. I had six bottles of Pacifico
in the refrigerator. Ah! The pause that refreshes. I was asleep before nine.

Segment Twelve
Gloria was waiting for me

at the airport Wednesday morning.
She was in much better spirits and
in a much more cooperative mood,
so much so I gave her a hug and a
modest peck on the cheek, because
I wanted to make up for yesterday.
She told me she had three full-size
boxes  of  posters  loaded  on  the
plane. She was ready.

“Serena said you had an 'in'
with the president of the Chicago
group,  you  were  both  from  the
same home town, but we can't use
it. What do you suggest?” She was
being quite accommodating.

“We're  going  to  use  com-
mon  business  perception,  appeal-
ing to their lower expense initially
along with an expected and quite
significant uptake in revenue. It's a
true  no-brainer,  Gloria.  Their  test
will  show  our  movie  brings  in
more  theater  attendees  than  what
they can show against it. Chicago
is  proving  it.  He's  talking  about
running our movie on  two screens
in some of his multiplexes because
they're turning away people who don't want to see any movie but ours.”

Gloria had arranged for drivers at all our Canadian stops and this guy
proved masterful. He loaded all our luggage and the poster boxes in short or-
der, drove us to our meeting location and waited patiently while Gloria closed



the deal. She didn't have to work hard. The owner was already sold and wanted
more than the three and a half percent we initially began with, so instead of ten
screens, he wanted thirty. He had spoken with the Chicago president and was
convinced. I asked if he needed any film copies. He had some need but didn't
know the precise number. Gloria advised, “We'll need to know the exact num-
ber. When you  do know it,  call Gary. He's responsible for film distribution.
He'll send the canisters you need to you personally and you will have to sign
and be responsible for their return and condition.” This was all standard and he
knew it, but he wanted one more thing.

“Can I get someone from the movie to appear at a showing, like you
did in Chicago?”

I had thought about this and knew it would be difficult for as small a to-
tal market as he commanded to get any of the top people to Vancouver, includ-
ing me. I was, frankly, booked for the next week and probably two, since Eu-
rope was almost certainly in the cards next week. I turned to Gloria and asked,
“Doesn't Peter have a place up in Washington?”

She thought for a moment. “I think he does. Let me call him.”
Five minutes later Peter was committed to an appearance on the island

and the specifics between the owner, Peter and our production were hammered
out and done. While the owner still spoke with Peter, I heard him say, “Gre-
gory? Of course he's here. Would you like to speak with him, Peter?”

The owner handed me the phone. “Did we disturb your nap, Peter?”
“You little pipsqueak,” Peter said, laughing. “You know you are creat-

ing untold chaos and confusion in our little business here, and everyone's in a
panic, but that, of course, is coming from the studios. They are, after all, mas-
ters of creating chaos and confusion.”

“So it should be routine for them, don't you think, Peter?”
“It should be, except they're on the receiving end, not the giving one.”
“Yeah,  well,  it's  what  you  get  for  conducting  business  as  usual  for

decades. Someone comes along, sees your enormous weaknesses, and blows
you out of the water. I imagine it would hurt.”

“Well, make it hurt a lot, Gregory,” Peter advised.
“That was my objective all along, Peter.”
We left enough posters for his projected screens and departed in tri-

umph. I turned to Gloria and said as we rode down the elevator, “You did very
well, Gloria. You see, this is not so difficult.”

Gloria was beaming and she placed her hand on my arm. “I not only
see what you're trying to do, Gregory, but I honestly think you're going to pull
it off, and I really want to be a part of it!”

“Good.” I placed my free hand on hers and she left it there until we
reached the lobby.

The driver took us straight to the airport, loaded our luggage and the
poster boxes, the one opened having been taped shut, and we waited for our
flight to Calgary. Once we reached Calgary early evening, arrived at our hotel
with yet another superb driver and everything had been placed in our respec-
tive rooms, Gloria suggested dinner at the hotel's restaurant. We talked initially



about our meeting scheduled in the morning but it was loose talk. We both con-
sidered the prospect of failure here to be remote but I reminded her we can't be
cocky about it. We have to retain a reasonable level of respect for these people.
They are going to be partners with us. We need to treat them as such.

Gloria placed her hand on my arm. “Remember the first meeting we all
had, when you had to call from Oregon?”

“Of course,” I assured her. I really couldn't forget it.
“Remember I  asked you why you would require  a woman who had

been raped to seek counseling or you would think it couldn't last?” she asked
me, adding, “Remember?”

“Yes.” I looked at her as she was studying my face. “I always have
wondered why you asked it?”

I felt her hand squeeze my arm as she looked away. “I asked because I
have been raped.” She turned back to me with an expression which can be de-
scribed as hopeful. I didn't want to say anything yet. After a few moments she
added, “I have never sought counseling, so I could never have a relationship
with you, could I?”

I knew I should maintain calm, though I never expected Gloria to even
consider me like this. “What are you trying to tell me, Gloria? You honestly
can't have any feelings for me, can you?”

She turned away again but, like before, her hand squeezed my arm. “I
really shouldn't, Gregory. You are, in a very real sense, like so many men I've
met, so full of yourselves and so dismissive of women in general, but,” she
turned back, gazed into my eyes a moment, and dropped her head, “you keep
surprising me. You do things I cannot expect from someone I think is like those
other men. You don't act like them often enough.” She looked up and searched
my eyes. “You keep doing it and I want you more.”

I grabbed her hand in my free hand, lifted it from my arm, wrapped it in
both my hands, holding it above the table where we could both easily see it. I
squeezed her hand with my hands. “What do you want me to do, Gloria? What
do you want from me?”

She pulled her hand from mine and reached for my side to pull  me
closer while she leaned toward me. Once she could reach my ear with her
mouth, she whispered, “I want you to hold me, to make me feel loved, to take
off all my clothes, lay me on a bed, and fuck me the way I know you can, be-
cause I see it in your face, in the way you move your body. I want that from
you.”

Is my face telling every woman I meet how to fuck them, the way they
want to be fucked? Is the way I move my body saying it, too? Am I communi-
cating in a way I have absolutely no idea what I'm saying? If so, why am I not
being swamped by women waiting to be fucked by me? Do I really want to go
here with Gloria?

Fortunately, our meals were delivered to our table at this moment and
we ate without discussing it further. Once I paid for the meal Gloria accompa-
nied me back to our rooms, which were beside each other, and we reached my
room first. She suddenly moved before my door and put her arms at my side.



“You know what I want now, Gregory. I don't want anything long-term from
you. I know how and what you feel for Serena. She is a wonderful woman and
I've known her for a long time, but you can't have her either. Not right now.
Not any time soon. But you can have me and I want you. I want you so much
you can have me any way you want.  Any way, because I trust you, Gregory.
You are not  like all the others, not even in the slightest.” She lifted her arms
from my side, placed them on either side of my head, and physically pulled my
head to hers to kiss me long, hard, opening her mouth to push her tongue into
my mouth and against my tongue. I slipped my arms around her little body,
since she was barely five feet tall, her curvy, round, hard-packed body, and
pulled her against me tight. I already had an erection and I made her feel it and
I knew she could. She rubbed her hips against it in response. I leaned away
from her, though, and looked at her with uncertainty.

“I thought you were a lesbian, Gloria.”
She smiled and responded, “I'm bi.” Nice, breakfast of convenience.
“I am not going to fuck you tonight, Gloria. I am dead tired. I am going

to bed alone, get the sleep I need, and meet with you in the morning and close
this deal in Calgary. It's what I should do and it's what you should do.”

She smiled like she won. “My offer to you still stands, Gregory. Any
time you're ready,  I'm ready. Any way you want it,  I want it.” She kissed me
once more and moved out from the door toward her room. “Get some sleep and
I'll see you in the morning.” She lifted her hand and brushed my cheek and my
hair, turned toward her room down the hall and walked to it. I turned my head
and watched her curvy butt, seemingly so small on such a tiny body, switch
and sway with such regular and luscious rhythm. Goddam it, Serena! Why do
you have to know all these women, these desirable, sexy women, who all want
me like you do? You should have divorced him the day after you sneaked into
my bedroom and be done with it, and I wouldn't want any of them.

I couldn't sleep worth shit. It's easy for me to remember because I've
only been to Calgary once and while I was there a diminutive, curvy, hard-
body hit up on me. Since this is, effectively, once in a lifetime, it's easy to re-
member I had to struggle to avoid masturbating. I hadn't done it since the cute
little Mexican actress warned me not to the second night at her house. This was
months ago and I still hadn't. I even went weeks, maybe even a month, without
sex and still hadn't masturbated. I was actually proud of it, because when I did
end a long period of no sex, I exploded with real force, so much my partner
could feel it so easily I would hear my partner gasping with me. Now, I had to
contend with another small, short, female with a hard, hour glass body wanting
this very thing from me. I could see Serena's face across the table at John's of-
fice as I display innocence, attentiveness, glancing to Gloria, watching her hide
a smile because I fucked her last night. Please, just give me sleep.

The meeting in  Calgary included four  theater  owners  with locations
scattered throughout the western and central provinces in Canada. There was
no discussion or negotiation. Instead, they were all anxious to get the movie in
their theaters and were thrilled I was present to meet them. They wanted pic-
tures with me but I insisted Gloria be in the picture, too. We unloaded the rest



of the posters from the first box, and our count now in Canada for screens was
nearly a hundred.

We flew on to Montreal and I put off Gloria for another night once we
dined together, this time in her hotel room with a bottle of champagne and
wine. I was pretty loaded when I walked back to my room, but Gloria never
came on to me, other than kissing me spontaneously once.

Montreal also produced multiple owners and they were all eager, too.
The word was getting around we had the movie audiences wanted to see and
we  could distribute it without issues. Gloria had stayed in contact with John
every day but when we finished in Montreal and were awaiting our flight to
Toronto, John called my cell.

“So, I hear you were boss for the day, Tuesday,” John said, now three
days removed from the event.

“You heard about it? I swore everyone to secrecy. Who caved?”
John laughed. “Everyone tells me there's no contest in our leadership

styles, Gregory. I will win every time so you'll have to give up your idea of
usurping my throne.”

“I can't trust anyone in your office, John. I am extremely disappointed.”
“Well, you shook everybody up, but I think it was a good thing.” There

was a pause. “When you get back I'd like some of your time to talk about fu-
ture direction. I think I'm going to have to consult with you, Gregory, because
you have a clear idea where to go I never thought possible, until I met you.”

“The way I'm seeing it play out over the next two weeks, maybe we
should have this talk on our flight to the U.K. I think we should all go and
maybe split up for a day or two and hit several places, but we should all fly
there and fly back together. The whole group of us, just like the start.”

“I like the idea, Gregory. Let's talk about it Monday.”
“Got you on my calendar.”
“Gloria keeps saying you've been a perfect gentleman and a great help

to her. I am glad you're both getting along so well. I kinda wondered how this
would work with you two.”

“She's got it figured out, John. It took a while but she has handled ev-
erything. I didn't really need to be with her but I've enjoyed her company. I've
learned a lot about her and I've grown to appreciate her more.”

“See? Marketing people are not all evil.”
“No, just mostly.” John laughed. I glanced to Gloria and winked. She

knew we were talking about her. She smiled. This had been an unusual day. I
had never seen Gloria in anything but slacks or shorts and usually matching
blouses, but today she wore a black and white tight skirt which reached three
or four inches above her knees. Her matching blouse was open to her breasts,
which were pushed up with her bra to make them puff out, and the blouse but-
toned down the front. I could see the outline of her bra through her blouse and
I was consciously avoiding looking up her skirt all day. Her skirt was so tight
in the back I could see the curves of her butt through it. Every time I had ever
seen her, always slacks or shorts, but this skirt and blouse combo she wore was
very seductive. I had thoughts about it I could not utter out loud.



“Oh, for your information, Serena and the Hispanic actors finished the
audio recordings. We're cleaning it up and putting it together now.”

“Excellent. There's the other twenty-five percent, John.”
“Oh, there's more, buddy boy, much more, but we'll talk when you get

back. Get plenty of rest so you look and sound your best. You have ambassado-
rial duties in New York and Atlanta coming up.”

“I've got it covered. Talk with you soon.”
We hit the hotel in Toronto by five. The traffic was hell but it never

seems so bad when you're driven in a limo with champagne. Only a war could
upset it and if you drink enough champagne you might be able to ignore the
war. We settled in with one box of posters remaining and they would run out
tomorrow. We'd need more posters but John had already ordered five thousand.
Gloria came down to my room and suggested a night out, first to one of her fa-
vorite restaurants, then drinking and dancing at a ball room disco place. Gloria
had been to Toronto many times and she had her favorites. The restaurant was
coat and tie only, but they furnished me a coat and tie. I had lobster and all the
trimmings. I figured if I made a mess on my coat and tie it was their problem.
Callous, I agree. Bite me.

Drinking and dancing with Gloria  was a treat.  I  had never seen her
shake it  before,  and her  little  body shaking and bouncing in  her  skirt  and
blouse was quite the sight. She liked to swing and sway it up against me. She
said the same thing Serena had said months before. “Is that all you got?” I've
got more which I'm saving for later when it will come in handy. We left about
eleven for the hotel. There was an unopened bottle of wine in my room which
would be wasted if we didn't drink it, so I suggested Gloria accompany me to
my room for nightcaps. She raised no objection.

I poured us each a glass and we drank half chatting innocently about
the day's proceedings. I told Gloria I didn't need to be on this trip. She had ev-
erything covered. I was sitting on the sofa and she stepped to me, placed one
knee on one side of me, and lifted the other knee to place on the other side,
straddling me and setting her ass down on my lap. She sipped from her glass
and smiled, an appealing, open smile. “Why did you wear this today?”

“Wear what?” Gloria asked, feigning innocence.
I frowned because her answer was dodging. “I  have never seen you

wear anything but slacks or shorts, so why did you wear this skirt and blouse?”
“It goes so well with Montreal and Toronto, don't you think?” she re-

sponded, smiling innocently and taking another sip from her glass.
“Well, good, because I was under the mistaken impression you wore it

for me. I'm glad we got it cleared up.” Now I took a sip from my glass.
“I thought you would enjoy  removing  it more than me  wearing it for

you.” Her turn to sip. I set my glass on the table and reached with both hands
to the top most button of her blouse. I pushed it through the hole, and the next,
and the next, and the next. Her blouse was now open to her navel, her bra was
set under her breasts, lifting them up several inches. I slipped my hands and
arms between her blouse and body and around to her back and felt for her back
strap and its hooks. She stared right at me blankly. “It has snaps.” A second



later I popped the snaps apart, slipped my hands to her chest and pushed her
bra up and over her breasts and they fell away, bare and beautiful and as white
as milk, with light brown circles surrounding her small, beige nipples. Gloria
lifted her arms holding her glass of wine out of the way and I pressed my face
against each breast, one at a time, kissing, licking, sucking and nibbling at her
nipples and circles. I cupped her breasts  and fondled them and pushed and
pulled them like they were toys and she moaned.

I leaned back and stared in her eyes while Gloria stared back unblink-
ing. I reached for her glass of wine and she surrendered it and  I set it on the ta-
ble. “Get up.” She lifted her knees off the sofa and stood a few feet away. I
rose  from the  sofa,  slipped my left  hand around her  right  arm and  gently
guided her to the edge of the bed. “Ever play parcheesi?”

Gloria didn't even look in my direction when she scoffed, “Never, and I
have no intention of playing tonight. You and I both know what we want.”

Is this how they train marketing people today, to permanently discard
the playful side? Parcheesi is such a harmless game. Who wouldn't want to
play?  I draw the line at eighteen, entry prohibited. Parcheesi  is suitable for
younger ages, but with all  the rules branching, I'm not comfortable playing
with minors, as you may understand. Gloria, on the smaller side of petite, al-
most made me think I would be playing with a minor, but she lacked a playful
demeanor. Since my parcheesi suggestion was quashed, I decided such a mar-
keting persona required we stick to business.

I made Gloria bend over to rest on her elbows, lifted her skirt where the
hem nearly reached her exposed breasts, and yanked her black cotton panties
swiftly to her ankles.  It's  business.  Business is work, and when it's  time to
work, get it done. Don't fuck around. There was not going to be that tonight.
Gloria had her shot and went straight to business. Since I had her in a compro-
mising position—this happens in business frequently—I intended to enjoy my
new perspective and dropped to my knees for an exhaustive survey of the fe-
male terrain, concentrating particularly on the delicate hills, dales and secret
tunnel found only in Hidden Valley. My survey revealed yet another pleasing
and attractive sighting, one more beautiful female feature, never having been
disappointed in my life and tonight was no exception. In business, this pause is
considered the calm before the storm, the lull before the crush.  Take it to the
hilt, Gregory. Savor the moment.

Sensing her impending mercantile defeat, using a low, calm tone, Glo-
ria asked, “Do you like what you see?” Her opening round to gather more fa-
vorable terms.

“Have I embarrassed you?”
“I said you could do whatever you want to me. I trust you.” A humble

attempt toward empathy.
“Your body is mine, isn't it, Gloria?”
“Yes.”
“It belongs to me now, doesn't it?”
“Yes.”
“And I will tease you to no end, and you will take it, won't you, Glo-



ria?” In business, this is an example of the rough and tumble treatment one
may expect on the losing end. To the victor go the spoils. It's business. It's not
personal.

“I want you to make me beg you to fuck me.” Her last-ditch attempt to
garner some favor in order to avoid having me rub her face in it. Under these
circumstances, some business people do rub your face in it. That's really cold.

I can do so, Gloria. Which is exactly what I did, once I stripped her
completely naked, rendering her vulnerable and helpless, splayed her on the
bed, spread her bare legs wide and teased her for an indeterminate amount of
time,  because  there  was  no  clock  visible  and  I  didn't  care.  I  made  Gloria
squirm so much she actually shuddered, her whole body. She did beg me. Hell,
I wouldn't quit until she did. It's business. I didn't tease her so much once she
started begging me. I got off the bed, stripped off my clothes, climbed back on
the bed, grabbed her legs, lifted them up, and flipped her over onto her stom-
ach. Since I had clearly established a position of dominance, with hers total
submission, I had every intention of dragging this transaction out to its fullest,
but the lack of masturbation over the preceding months, putting me effectively
out of practice, produced the eruptive conclusion to the entire transaction only
minutes later. Having successfully merged our two firms—her rocking orgasm
sealed it—Gloria was compelled to remain in my room and endure whatever
fallout may result from this merger, which is the proper business adaptation
once you've been overwhelmed by the stronger entity. I remember thinking, as
I felt Gloria shaking under me, I am completely incompatible with this woman,
but here we are coming together at the same time. Oh, well.  Let her endure
more fallout in the morning. I woke Gloria up when I prodded her with my
projectile,  almost  like  reveille  in  the  armed  forces,  minus  the  projectile.  I
flipped her on her back, grabbed her ankles and spread her legs wide, holding
onto her curvy little butt, which was quite padded by the way. Two for one.
Can't beat it. When it's business, take no prisoners.

Gloria closed Toronto like a pro. We barely spent fifteen minutes in a
meeting. We left the entire last box of posters and faxed the contracts for about
a hundred and fifty screens. In our four day trip Gloria had more than tripled
our screens for the movie. John was excited to hear the weekly totals due Sun-
day. It wouldn't have Canada, and frankly never would, since world-wide was
only provided to the distributors.  The media got  the same totals  but in the
States they never reported anything but the States totals. Nobody cares about
the rest of the world in the States. Except us.

Gloria kissed me once before she left to catch her plane to Los Angeles.
Fine with me. I was really hoping she would play it cool with me anyway. I
still thought she was a lesbian, she preferred her own gender. She did cum for
me and it was unmistakable. I was hoping she wasn't thinking about my projec-
tile as her favorite dildo. I always say, “Orgasms happen upstairs, kids.”

I flew into New York, met my driver, got my luggage and meandered
through New York to my hotel, where I was besieged by camera crews until
well after ten at night. 60 Minutes dropped by for an hour. That's all I would
give them for the interview in New York. They were going to shoot some stuff



with me later, but this was the interview part of their “story.” They told me it
was tentatively titled From Low Life to High Life. Yeah, whatever. Camilla and
Bernard were there and they became a topic for one of the questions posed.
“Gregory, you have your own makeup person and hair person with you right
here. That's  not living the high life?” Followed by my answer. “Camilla and
Bernard accompany me only when I have to appear on camera. Camilla does
my makeup for  consistency,  since  she  does  it  consistently  every  time.  She
worked on the movie. I can't depend on your makeup people, just as I can't de-
pend on ABC's, or NBC's, or CNN's. Shall I continue with your competition?
Everybody does it differently but Camilla does it right every time and I want
consistency. As for Bernard, well, he simply performs magic. I couldn't do this
with my hair. It's so thin it flies around even when there's no breeze at all. So,
if I wasn't a public figure and no one from the media wanted me to appear on
camera, I wouldn't need either, like everyone else out there. You know as well
as  I  do  appearance  in  this  business  matters,  because  you  got  smeared  for
makeup, too.” They edited it,  of course,  so there's  my  entire answer to the
question.

I met with three more interviewers and camera crews at the hotel, or-
dered room service, ate a meal, drank a couple beers and bungled off to bed.
The next morning I was up at six, showered and ordered coffee and breakfast
of eggs, sausage and rye toast. Three more interviews, all over the phone, off to
the airport, flying down to Atlanta and meeting more camera crews, Camilla
and Bernard both accompanying me on the same flight. Once those were com-
plete I called John. “What were the numbers last week, John?”

“A little over two million. We cracked the top twenty-five.”
“That's still pretty good for an independent with no studio distribution

in the States only, don't you think, John?”
“Yes, it's actually very good. How are you holding up?”
“Camilla, Bernard and I are headed to the airport now. We're through,

we're done, we're quitting!...for the day.”
“It will still be relatively early in the evening when you arrive out here.

Why don't you come to my place for a bite and a drink and we'll chat. Then,
Pamela can dote on you. She loves it, you know. She thinks you don't take care
of yourself well enough.”

“I'm shocked, John!” I feigned surprise. “You mean she's forgiven me
for skinny dipping at Serena's?”

“No. She thinks it was a curious anomaly.”
“Okay, well, tell her I'll keep my clothes on this time and she can dote.”
As John, Pamela and I sat in their living room and chatted while sip-

ping drinks, I told them about my latest conversation with the Chicago presi-
dent. He had called to tell me he was getting rumblings from the studios, one
providing a particular threat. I said, “Let me guess. Sony?” How did I know
that? “It fits their M.O. You know what I'd do if I were you?” What? “In those
multiplexes where you want to give us a second screen, I'd pull one of the
Sony offerings.” Once he stopped laughing he told me it's exactly what they've
done. The studios were trying to play hardball, but when you try it, you better



bring the bats with you. You can't win a baseball game with defense only. You
can win at football with defense only. You can win at basketball with defense
only, but you can't win a baseball game if you can't plate anyone. The best you
can hope for is a tie, except there are no ties in baseball. You keep playing an-
other inning until one team scores. In June, the first month of the “blockbuster
summer season,” Sony's box office revenue dropped five percent from a slow
month of May. We were plating our ballplayers. The studios were not.

John told me they already had over two hundred screens in the United
Kingdom. Independents throughout the islands were contacting us to show our
movie and many were selling every seat in the theater almost every showing.
Not one of us had even set foot in the U.K. and we were already kicking the
studios in  the teeth there.  We had a potential  thousand more screens if  we
would only appear in the islands.  That was coming this week and one of the
theater groups anxious to meet us was the British arm of a chain in the States.
The dominoes were already falling. “I'll bet Ken loved hearing it,” I said.

“Ken was the one who brought it to my attention,” John said smiling.
“He was laughing.”

“The six of us need to get over there, John, as soon as possible and
strike while we're hot, because we are hot. Ken and Will can visit Ireland. I can
go to Scotland, because I have Scottish ancestors, and I can fake a pretty good
Scottish accent. You take England, Drake can hit Wales, and Serena can hit the
continent. We already have a handful of screens on the continent, according to
Gloria,  specialty  houses  that  often show movies in  English.  Serena can hit
Spain if we have the Spanish version ready.”

“It will be ready before the week's ended. She wants to go to Spain and
meet up with Jennifer and Antonio and she thinks you should be there, too. The
four stars of the movie appearing together for the first time since the L.A. pre-
miere. I think it's a great move. What do you think?”

“After Scotland, yeah. Everyone will be speaking Spanish and I'll stand
there grinning and clueless.”

John chartered a jet and crew and we flew to London Monday evening
in the lap of luxury. Holy crap! We were greeted at the airport by a delirious
mob and the media greeted us as “six of the hottest stars in Hollywood all gath-
ered together to conquer Europe.” I heard the coverage wasn't like this in the
States. Remember, at this time, most of the media worked for movie studios or
vice versa. Providing coverage which reflects poorly on the studios is not what
you could depend on from the media here, unless it concerns a rival studio, and
some of the media trounced their studio competition, tending to do so with “kid
gloves.” I expressed, when a microphone was stuck in my face, which was of-
ten, it was a bit difficult for me to consider myself the equivalent of my col-
leagues on this trip. “I'm a country bumpkin, you know.” Reviews, critics, and
other industry pundits had been writing and saying I was a viable candidate for
best actor, but I blew it off. “We'll see,” was the only comment I would make. I
didn't think the nominating committees would consider me which was fine. I
never did this for awards. I don't give a rat's ass about awards. I wanted to be
involved in making a great movie and kicking the studios in the teeth.



Scotland was a ball. I met several people descended from Wallace, the
Scottish icon from the sixth century. We all knew we were true cousins, since I
was descended from the man. It helped since some members of the media in
Scotland were descended from him, too. I could look these people in the eye,
answer their questions, and finish it with, “cousin,” and it was all correct. John
met with the Queen, Drake had a blast in Wales, doing an offshoot of his Irish
blarney, Ken and Will  were treated like royalty in Ireland, and Serena held
court  in  Paris,  followed  by  a  trip  to  Berlin,  and  the  stops  in  Madrid  and
Barcelona with Jennifer and Antonio, and I flew in to join them. The Spanish
“premiere”  in  Madrid  was  spectacular.  They  had  fireworks!  The  Spanish
dubbed version was shown and I listened painfully to the Spanish dialog when
my character was speaking. The three sat with me and watched me with great
amusement. “He's one of the best,” Serena whispered, trying to convince me
unsuccessfully as I winced yet again. She chuckled. She was loving it and why
not? The attention she was drawing was enormous and she had no plans to visit
the husband and he had no plans to be swamped in her glow. Perfect.

An entire week in Europe and we all met up in London the following
Monday.  The second week we had improved the  numbers  in  the  States  to
nearly three million. World totals, though, put our whole week to over ten mil-
lion,  with only a trickle  of screens in  Spanish speaking countries  and only
those showing the English version. We were on our way to break even by the
third full week of release, with disk sales, DVD and Blu-Ray, still on the hori-
zon. We had some minor glitches in the distribution but they were all resolved
quickly. Nothing to dampen our soaring.

On the  charter  back to  Los  Angeles,  there  were  cases of  the  finest
champagne on board. I drank two bottles myself and slept it off as soon as it
caught up with me. Occasionally I would awaken when I felt a soft hand gently
rub my cheek and when I opened my eyes I was greeted by a kiss, a gentle, soft
kiss, and Serena leaning back smiling. This trip John provided the security so
Ray sat in Los Angeles the entire time. It was pleasant to be openly affection-
ate with Serena and for her to be so, too. I knew as soon as we taxied to the air-
port gate it would end.

The trip to Europe was the peak of our promotion period for the movie.
After this we sailed along and the movie ran in many theaters throughout the
entire summer. We had several weeks where world sales topped twenty million
each and even hit thirty million twice.  That's blockbuster territory. Everyone,
and especially John, knew we were flying high. When we touched down in
L.A., I told everyone I would take the rest of the day and the following day off.
I had been going non-stop for over two weeks and I needed a break. There was
no objection. John and I rode in his limo to my apartment building. When John
saw it for the first time, he asked, “This is where the star of my movie lives?”

“You know, John, I haven't lived here in the last two or three weeks. I
haven't seen my cat in two weeks or more. I've lost count. He's probably gonna
hate me for days once he does see me.”

“Rest up, Gregory,” John said as we stepped out together. “I think your
traveling days are behind you. I want to spend some time with you over the



next few days and weeks and talk about the future, maybe our future.”
“We will.” I hugged John hard. “I love you, John. You know it, don't

you?”
“I know it. I love you, too, Gregory. Get some rest.”
I stopped at Chase's apartment and picked up my cat, who refused to

stop whining for hours. I had a couple beers left and went through them as I
kicked back in one of the computer chairs. I pulled out my phone and called
Esperanza. “Will you please tell me where I can find someone who will just lie
next to me and hold me for two or three or twenty-four hours? Is there some-
one available who would do this for me?”

“Are you going to get up and fly away as soon as this person releases
you?”

“Oh, hell, no! I have a cat who's screaming bloody hell at me now and
he'd never forgive me!”

“I can hear him in the background! You deserve it.”
“When are you coming home?”
“In time for dinner at the Chinese place.”
We had dinner together and transferred Little Boy to Esperanza's apart-

ment, which he tolerated reasonably well, especially considering we let him lie
with us on her bed. Esperanza held me until I fell asleep. We had a very loving
sexual encounter in the morning and she was off on her doctoral pursuit while I
moved everything back to my apartment and took stock of what I needed.

Serena called me later to check up on me. She was not flying anywhere
to promote the movie until next week and I reminded her about the “things in-
stalled  in  your  house.”  I  said  this  week  would  be  a  good time  to  have  it
checked out.  She suggested  tomorrow morning.  I  would  have  to  reach my
friend to check his availability and call back later.

My friend had no plans so he drove out to Serena's place the following
morning in his truck while I followed in my car. Serena greeted him warmly
and he got to work. We took him to the bedroom where I slept those first two
nights. My friend had a device which scanned through the possible low-fre-
quency radio waves and got a hit almost immediately. He walked around the
bed to the desk placed in the far corner. Once he set his device down, he re-
moved the top drawer of the table. On the back was a device about the size of a
CMOS battery stuck to it. “There it is,” he announced smiling. “This is a lis-
tening device.”

Serena shook her head in disgust. There was the confirmation of how
her husband had recorded our conversation. My friend walked through all the
guest bedrooms and most had the same type of listening device installed some-
where in the room. The biggest shock to Serena, though, was what he found in
her  master  bedroom.  Not  only  was  there  a  listening  device  but  my friend
thought there was something unusual with the chandelier in the middle of the
room. We got a ladder and he looked through it and discovered a tiny wire
through a tiny opening in the metal of the chandelier,  designed to hold the
chandelier up and have the electric wires run through it. The tiny wire led to a
pinprick of a camera buried amid the glimmer of glass. He picked at it until he



forced it away from the piece of glass to which it had been glued and dangled
it just outside the glass pieces of the chandelier. “This is a camera,” he an-
nounced, except he wasn't smiling.

I looked at Serena as she looked at me outraged. “I imagine it's not one
you had installed, since you told me one night there were  no cameras in the
bedroom wing.”

She had an intercom in her bedroom and she stepped to it, pressed a
button, and shouted, “Ray, I want to see you in my bedroom  immediately!”
Here comes the showdown.

Ray finally meandered in his usual self-assured, bulky, hulking manner.
“Yes, Senora.” He noted my friend on a ladder underneath the chandelier.

Serena was seething but she kept it under control. “Would you care to
explain to me, Ray, why there's a camera installed in my bedroom?”

Ray tried to look dumbfounded and mumbled, “A camera?”
My friend reached up and flicked the camera as it dangled from its wire

below the glass of the chandelier. “This is a camera,” he stated quite calmly but
with complete authority.

Ray tried to stumble through an explanation. “I don't know how...I can't
believe..”

“You can pack up your things  now,  Ray, and leave, because you no
longer work here! And I mean now! You're lucky I don't have you arrested.”

“This may not be a bad avenue to take, Serena. Not only would it be
embarrassing for the security guy but I imagine it would be equally embarrass-
ing for your husband.”

Serena glared at me. “I'll deal with my husband, thank you,” she said to
me angrily. “Get out, Ray, right now! Get all your things and get out!” She
stepped back to the intercom, pressing a different button, and, speaking Span-
ish, ordered Manuel to come to Ray's room and escort him to his car as Ray
will be leaving immediately and permanently.

We watched Ray from the driveway leave ten minutes later and went
back inside. My friend asked where the “command center” was for all their se-
curity items and Serena took us outside and over to a set of buildings where her
employees lived but also where the command center was located. Once inside
Manuel showed us what was what. There were several computers installed but
Manuel stated they were controlled by Ray. Manuel had never seen them in op-
eration. He only knew once they were started up they would produce a login
screen but he did not know what the logins or passwords were. Only Ray had
access. My friend said they were obviously the destinations of all those items
surreptitiously installed. He looked at each one. All were on and running with
the screen hatches closed. He flipped one up and a login screen popped up.
“Yep, they're sitting here no doubt recording what's connected to them. Pretty
slick,  Senora  Dominguez.  I  would  say  one  of  these  probably  has  hours  of
recordings from the camera in your bedroom.”

“God fucking dammit!” Serena spit. “That fuck has been watching me
in my own bedroom!”

“Well, the worse thing, Senora, is he could have copies of you in your



bedroom in very discreet appearance and he could blackmail you. My advice is
this should come to the attention of the authorities, although it doesn't have to
be done immediately. You may want to consult with attorneys or other security
people first. I would detach the camera in your bedroom now.”

“Please do,” she advised him.
I suggested,  “Let's  go back to the house and get  the camera deacti-

vated.” We walked out of the command center and into the sunshine and open
far away from her patio. The garden was to our right and I saw the high stalks
of the garlic patch and the immaculate job Jose had been performing, since I
hadn't been out to check on the garlic in more than two months. “The garlic
patch is looking good.”

Serena forced a  smile as we continued to  walk and remarked, “You
have to find a silver lining in everything, don't you?”

I turned to Serena in all seriousness and advised, “Your battle has only
started, Serena. Remember when I said I would fight back?”

“Yes.”
“Today is the first day when you start to get your life back, because

we're not through yet. Do you have the number of the security guy Drake rec-
ommended?”

“Yes. I need to call him.”
“You're going to do it from your bedroom while my friend here takes

care of the camera. You need a new security person and this needs to be re-
solved right away.” I glanced at my friend as he nodded his head in agreement.
“Your security person will  first have to scour your house to find any other
presents your husband left behind, but we'll also need expertise for the next
step you need to take.”

“What's that?” Serena asked as we reached the patio door to the sauna
and she opened it.

“We have to get your daughter here, right here in the States.”
“It will be be hard. My husband's against her leaving Europe.”
“Doesn't matter, Serena.”
“Why?”
“Once you have your daughter in the States, he can't get her.” I looked

at her in all sincerity and she was paying great attention. “Ray is on his way to
the airport right now. He's no doubt called your husband so he knows the jig is
up with what he setup in your house, not his. That, my dear, is a criminal of-
fense. People go to prison for it and it's exactly why Ray is headed to the air -
port, destined, no doubt, for France. Once you file a complaint against Ray,
and by extension, your husband, both will have warrants served for their arrest,
but  you don't  need to  have them arrested or  even extradited.  The warrants
themselves serve as deterrent for either to set foot on U.S. soil. Should they be
foolish enough to do so, Serena, they  will be arrested. The best thing is  both
will know, but we need your daughter here first so she will be protected.”

We reached her bedroom but before my friend climbed up the ladder to
remove the camera, he had her attention. “He's right, Senora. In California, the
stuff installed without your consent can be punishable up to ten years in prison,



and they're pretty strict about it here, to protect celebrities like yourself.”
“We need this security person here right away, because we'll have to

consult for the best course to take in gaining custody of your daughter and get-
ting her here, where your husband can't get to her. This is the battle he started,
Serena. You cannot lay down and let him win. You have to fight back now.”

Serena  had  to  make  two calls.  The  man  recommended  by  Drake
couldn't take on Serena as a full-time client, but he did know the man who
could, and both would come out in the next hour and help her with her “prob-
lem.” My friend had to leave but he left all the items he discovered and I had
them in a plastic bag. I knew how to handle this when both the security guys
showed up, but I wasn't expecting someone like Lance. When I heard his name
I thought all the crap to go with it, but in walks a guy even shorter than me,
with a beaming smile, walking as cockily as the man Drake recommended,
side by side. Lance took charge immediately. He wasn't going to let the other
guy run this. He was going to be Serena's new security person and he was go-
ing to do it the right way from the start. He was not going to defer to anyone.

Lance took a look at the items in the bag. The first thing he said was,
“Senora Dominguez, you, quite often, are absent from this house for, perhaps,
months at a time, is this correct?”

“Yes. Most of the time I live in France, with my husband.”
Lance shook his head and looked at the other guy. He shook the bag.

“Can you believe this amateur shit?” He stopped and turned to Serena. “I beg
your pardon, Senora. I should not have said that.”

Serena smiled and assured him, “It's quite all right. I've heard much
worse and said it myself.”

“What I was getting at, Senora, is that, since they had the time, because
you were not  here,  they could have installed some really professional  stuff
which would have been extremely difficult to discover. Since they didn't, this
is good, because now I know what I'm dealing with.”

Serena was grateful for this information, but she had a more pressing
concern. “I am in desperate need of a security person I can trust, and you come
highly recommended by people  I trust. Can I trust you to clean my house of
stuff like this and provide for me the security I absolutely must have.”

“I do have a commitment now, but this client can be moved to someone
else. Their needs are nothing compared to what you're dealing with. I can find
them a replacement and they'll  be happy. You have a full-time requirement
here, with some real expertise, and I love a challenge, especially since I have
an idea of the type of expertise I'm up against.”

The two quickly reached a verbal agreement on employment and Lance
made a quick phone call. “He's a colleague of mine who will get up in your
crawl spaces, top and bottom, and look for the tell-tale signs of eavesdropping
devices. He's one of the best. We have to assume they're everywhere and until
we can comb everything, we cannot be assured others are not doing their jobs
and compromising your security and privacy.” Lance looked to me. “Is this
someone we can trust, Senora?”

Serena introduced us and Lance stuck out his hand. I looked at it and



back up to his face. “If you don't hug me, Lance, I will always look at you sus-
piciously.”

He laughed. “I don't have a problem hugging a man. It's only a hug!”
Lance stepped up to me, put his arms around me as I put mine around him and
squeezed me so hard I struggled to breathe. When he released me, he looked at
me heartily. “A hug can be a lot of things. Some can hug one to death, you
know.” He winked at me. “I wouldn't do it to you, though.” Somehow I wasn't
reassured.

The other man said he felt we were in very good hands and had other
commitments so he should be going. Serena escorted him to the front door and
thanked him. He promised he would call Drake to let him know she had con-
tacted him and Lance would be her new security man.

Lance had been talking to me about this stuff and I told him about the
command center. He waited until Serena returned and we strolled out there.
When Lance saw it with the computers, heard about the logins and passwords,
together  with  the  devices  we had shown him,  he  said,  “In  all  seriousness,
Senora, I have seen better jobs installed by twelve-year-olds trying to spy on
some girl or guy. Really, I have seen better installations than this, from kids!”

“Talk to him about your daughter, Serena.”
What came out of Serena's mouth for the next five minutes was heart

wrenching. All of her current predicament was said, but losing her child would
kill her. She had to have custody of her child. She was the love of her life. I
knew when she said it I was number two, would always be number two in her
life. It was okay with me. I wanted her daughter  safe. I did  not consider her
daughter safe until the little girl was in her mother's arms in the United States.

Lance asked Serena if her daughter was born here. She was. He asked if
Serena was a U.S. citizen. She was. “He can't keep her,” Lance assured her.
“He can't even try to keep her. He's a French citizen and not a U.S. citizen. He
has no right to deny you the passage of your daughter, a U.S. citizen, to the
U.S. by another U.S. citizen. That's international law. The U.S. and France both
respect it. We may have to persuade him to give her to you, but we can do it.
This surveillance was all done with his approval. No one will even question it.
However, it is a punishable offense to do something like this in a house which
does not belong to you. We'll get her here, Senora, and I am pretty confident
how we're going to do it. Time is of the essence, so the sooner we start it, the
better.”  When  Serena  heard  this  assurance,  she  stepped  up  to  Lance  and
hugged him tightly. She was crying.

Lance smiled and looked awkwardly to me. “First things first,” Lance
said as they separated. “My colleague is on his way to check for other devices.
As far as the authorities are concerned, the Los Angeles county sheriff has a
unique policy, should a complainant invoke it. They've been burned under nu-
merous complicated situations and have learned to  tweak a policy now and
then for those in  dire  circumstances,  so to  speak.  What  they'll  do for you,
Senora, is allow you to file a complaint against your former security person
and your husband, have it  all legal and ready to go, but  hold  it until you or
someone you authorize decides to press it fully. This could be done by a simple



phone call, or some other means. What it allows  us to do, once we confront
your husband and he tries to fight you about giving up your daughter, is we can
simply start the legal process right in his face, while he watches us. I would say
about an hour later, he would get a call from someone in the French govern-
ment about a request for extradition, about a certain crime he may have com-
mitted. He may want to continue to fight then, but he would be a fool.”

I liked this scenario, but Lance wasn't through. “It won't come to this,
Senora. I do know senior people in our government and in the French govern-
ment.  I think,  in combination,  we can persuade him to come to his senses,
without having to go through all of it. However, I will tell him, under no cir-
cumstances, will he ever be allowed on U.S. soil while his daughter is a minor.
The warrant will remain outstanding for years and in full effect.” I liked Lance
a lot, listening to him. If I have to go to battle I want this little, stout, muscular,
extremely cocky guy on my side. “Let me call a detective with the county and
ask him to come out here and assess the situation.”

When Lance's  colleague arrived,  Serena  insisted  he clean  her  entire
bedroom before anything else. When the detective from the county arrived, he
looked at the computers in the command center, and asked, “One of these was
connected to the camera installed in your bedroom, m'am?” Serena confirmed
and he shook his head. “This is your house, correct? Your husband has no share
in it at all, right?” Again, Serena confirmed. The man shook his head again and
looked at Lance. “When will these people ever learn?”

Lance would not let the detective confiscate the computers. As he ex-
plained it to the detective, he had an obligation to protect his client, including
any public image she has fostered, and a leak of any images on any of these
computers which would compromise his client's livelihood was unacceptable.
He assured the detective he could extract anything from any of these comput-
ers which would aid in prosecution, but he would oversee it personally, even to
the extent of recording the steps he took. The computers would not leave the
client's residence, period. The detective advised he would need corroboration
from these computers of the crime committed, so he could not begin a com-
plaint without it. Lance assured him he would have it in a few days. When the
detective assured him he would be awaiting a call from Lance and left with
Serena showing him to the front door, Lance unplugged each one. He looked at
me. “They don't need to be running any more.”

With the colleague working on each bedroom, Lance approached Ser-
ena and advised her he needed to meet all her employees and go over any ex-
isting security arrangements she already had in place. He needed to start pro-
viding the full-time security she deserved. He spent a considerable amount of
time with Manuel and met with all her employees who were at the house.

Serena  finally looked  relaxed,  like  a  weight  on  her  shoulders  for
months, even years, had suddenly been lifted. She smiled far more frequently,
easily. We ate a small dinner together and talked openly for the first time in her
house in  months.  After  dinner  Lance approached Serena,  asking where she
wanted him to stay and she showed him Ray's former bunkhouse. Lance said
he would have to leave for a few hours to get his stuff but he also wanted to



change the code on the gate for entry and asked her what she wanted. She said
for him to create a code and share it with her. She didn't have any special code
she wanted. Lance left and promised he would call so she could expect him.

Serena and I retired to the Great Room, her wine glass in hand, my beer
bottle in mine, to a sofa and listened to music in the background and talked
about all which had taken place today, yesterday, the last few weeks. For the
first time since I met Serena, I felt like I could be open with her, I could share
anything with her and not worry about “discovery.” She knew it and felt it, too.
It wasn't long after we sat down on the sofa when she asked me, “You'll stay
here with me tonight, won't you?”

“And this would be in the mistress bedroom, would it not?”
“It would,” she seductively confirmed.
“I'll be there.”
“Good. I want you to be there.”
Lance called and said he was an hour away and he arrived about ten to

take  up residence  in  Serena's  security  bunkhouse,  which was by no means
spartan. Once he returned, there was no need for us to stay up. Though I had no
change of clothes for the next day, it didn't stop me from following Serena
when she was ready to retire to her bedroom by eleven. We weren't particularly
tired or worn out. We had plans. They were excellent plans, although Serena
improvised on occasion, thus throwing my plans into disarray. I had no com-
plaint but I also thought my complaining would fall on ears of disregard. Ser-
ena wanted to run the show this night. She drove and I let her.

We arose from bed and I wanted coffee more than anything. At the din-
ing table I pulled out my phone and told Serena I was calling Esperanza. She
was watching Little Boy for me and I had called her the previous afternoon to
tell her I  probably wouldn't be back until morning. Serena and I had talked
about  Esperanza  yesterday.  Without  telling  her  specifics—Serena  knew she
wouldn't get any—she understood the extent of my relationship with Esper-
anza. She knew she named Serena as the love of my life, and Serena, for her
part, was calm and sympathetic about our relationship.

Esperanza answered groggily and I said, “Doctor, how is our patient?”
“What? Gregory? What time is it?”
“Isn't it time to feed Little Boy yet?” In the background I could hear

him whining.
“Yeah, okay, Little Boy, I'm up.” To me. “When can I expect you?”
“I can leave soon, so, maybe by nine.”
“I don't have anything until noon. Take your time. How's Serena?”
“She's doing much better. There's a little less clutter.”
“You should marry that woman, Gregory.”
“She's already married, Esperanza. If I married her she'd be a bigamist,

which is not legal in most states, except, maybe, Utah.” I glanced at Serena lis-
tening. “Wanna move to Utah?” Serena smiled.

“Is she there listening, Gregory?”
“We talked about you, Esperanza, last night. Serena would like to meet

you some time.”



“You'd like it if all your women were friends, wouldn't you?”
“You think I'd like it if they were all enemies?”
“No. I'd like to meet Serena some time soon, too. It  would be nice.

We'll talk about it. I have to feed your cat. Drive safe. See you soon.”
Since I had Esperanza's blessing to take my time, I asked Luisa for eggs

and toast.  Before it  was served,  since Serena had already eaten,  her phone
rang. It was her brother, Paolo. In seconds her tone and expression went from
greeting and smiles, to near panic. It was all Spanish so I had no clue, until
Serena turned to me and put her hand over the phone. “Paolo is in Paris with
his family and Sofia.”

“Where's your husband?”
“Paolo says he's at the estate, waiting for them to return.”
“When did this happen? You didn't know?”
“I knew he was going to be in Paris because I talked to him while we

were running around in Spain last week. Remember how hectic it was?”
“I couldn't understand anything said, so it was normal for me. Did you

forget he was going to be in Paris?”
“No, I thought it was next week,” she said, looking a bit frantic, “and he

didn't say anything about Sofia. But he talked to her a couple days ago and she
wanted to see her cousins so he came out to get her and my husband let him
take her to Paris, but they're on their way back now.”

“Get Paolo to change his plans, Serena! Ask if Sofia has her passport.”
A minute later and she held the phone in her hand. “No passport. He

can change his plans. He wants to know why.”
“Tell him what's been going on here.” I rose from the table. “I'll find

Lance.”
I started to walk away when Luisa arrived from the kitchen. “Senor,

your breakfast is ready.”
“Please set it on the table, Luisa. I'll be back.”
I walked through the Great Room and half way through the indoor pool

room when Lance opened the sliding door to the patio off the sauna. “We've
got a big break, Lance, but we need your help.”

Lance looked at me inquisitively and asked, “What's changed?”
“Serena's brother has Sofia, but Sofia doesn't have her passport.”
“He needs to get her to a safe place. We can fix the passport problem.”
We hurriedly walked back to the dining room and Serena was still talk-

ing on the phone. Lance waited until Serena paused. She was crying and I fig-
ured she was talking to her daughter. Lance asked, “Where are they now?”

“About two hours from my husband's estate and he's expecting them.”
“He has to turn back to Paris, Senora. Make an excuse that one of the

children has turned seriously ill, but he has to get to Paris.”
Serena got back on the phone and talked some more. A few more min-

utes and she dropped the phone. “He's on his way to a different hotel, not the
one they were staying, and he'll call when they're checked in.”

“Okay, good. Tell him we'll be in touch.”
“Once they get to the room they shouldn't leave, don't you think?”



“Yes,” Lance agreed. He turned to Serena. “Does he have any friends in
Paris he trusts?”

“Of course.”
“When he gets to the room, no one leaves, no room service. Instead, he

calls a friend who can bring food, whatever they need. Your brother only has to
hold onto your daughter until we get there and we're leaving for Paris now.”

Serena talked some more on the phone for a few minutes and hung up.
“No one will leave the room. He'll make an excuse to my husband, but he's
nervous. He wants us there as soon as possible.”

“We're leaving now, Senora. Do you have a copy of your daughter's
birth certificate here?”

“Yes.”
“You'll need it, your passport, and pack one bag small enough to carry

on the plane.”
“That's not much.”
“Senora,” Lance argued strenuously, “we don't have time to wait for

baggage when we get to Paris. We  have to get to your daughter before your
husband does, and your brother doesn't want to be caught in the middle.”

“All right,” Serena said and rose from the table.
Lance  looked  to  her  and  asked,  “I  don't  want  to  pry,  Senora

Dominguez, but I have to be responsible for the security of everyone you des-
ignate.” Serena stopped and engaged his gaze. “What is this man's relation to
you?” He nodded my direction.

“You mean, Gregory?” Serena answered, smiling. “He's just my future
husband.” I caught her eyes and smiled with a bit of uncertainty. “You're not
going to argue with me, are you?” I shook my head gently.

“You won't provide security for me.” I glanced to Lance.
“Sir, when you're under the care of Senora Dominguez, I am responsi-

ble for your security. Ten minutes, Senora. We have to leave then.”
I waited until they were ready to depart. Lance had called the county

detective. Serena Dominguez would be filing her complaint, but could not for-
mally do so until she returned from an emergency trip to Paris. The detective
would receive a call from a State Department official concerning the complaint
and be prepared to cooperate with the official in every way. I told Serena the
bugs and cameras so far discovered affected all of the producers on the movie
and they needed to know. I was going to John's office today. I want to tell
them. They must  not hear about in the media or some other source. Serena
agreed and we all left at the same time, although I stopped outside her gate and
called John. “I'll be in the office around noon, John, and I have some news all
the producers need to hear. Can you pass it around I would like to meet with
them all as soon as I arrive. It is extremely important, but it's not anything to
get into a panic over, all right?”

“What is it?”
“There were bugs and cameras  installed by her  husband in Serena's

bedroom wing, among other possible places. This means people who stayed
there probably have had their privacy and confidentiality violated. They need



to know but I want to tell them.”
“Better get here soon,” John advised. Well, it was still early morning.
I reached Esperanza's apartment door by nine-thirty. I didn't want to

start up a conversation. I wanted to get Little Boy, take him to my apartment,
get him taken care of, and get to the office right away. I did ask her if she
would be home tonight.

“Yes, but aren't you going to be with Serena?”
“Serena's on her way to Paris right now.”
Serena called five minutes later while I was feeding Little Boy. There

were no flights to Paris for hours and she was frantic. I told her to call John.
Maybe he can get the charter for you. He did, of course, and she was already in
the air before I reached the office.

I walked into John's office before eleven and went straight to the room
Gary and I shared and placed my stuff in it. I didn't bother setting any of it up.
Gary looked up from his chair as he started to push it away from his desk and
asked, “John said you wanted to meet with all of us?”

“Yes, Gary,” I replied and started to walk out. “Let's see who's around.”
All of the twelve producers other than Will and Ken were in the office

and all were in the conference room five minutes after I walked in the door. I
would have to talk to the other two personally later. I took a seat next to John
at the head of the table and leaned on it to rest on my elbows. “Serena and I be-
lieve we have a responsibility to each and every one of you to tell you what has
happened in the last several days, and particularly yesterday and today. First of
all, Serena would much rather tell you this herself, but, unfortunately, she is at
this moment flying to Paris to try to rescue her daughter, and I don't use the
term 'rescue' lightly, as you will soon agree. I told her, though, that all of you
must know what we have discovered now. You must not hear about it through
the media or some other source.”

“What is it?” Drake said, peeved and cutting to the chase.
“We discovered a considerable number of bugs, listening devices, and

cameras installed in Serena's bedroom wing without her knowledge, done so
under the control of her former security person, and with the knowledge and
consent of her husband. Of this, I have no doubt.”

There were grumblings. “Cameras? How many cameras, Gregory?”
“We have discovered two cameras so far, John, one in Serena's bed-

room and the other in the bathroom at the middle of the wing, the one with the
spa.” I paused. “There could be more, though. Both were wired, so they don't
emit a signal ever. They have to be visibly detected and it will take time.”

Drake looked at me scornfully, though I knew it wasn't directed to me
as he asked, “Her husband was behind this?”

“Do you have another suspect, Drake?” I asked back and he shook his
head. “It  could be her former security person, in some bush-league blackmail
scheme, but this is what I would bet on. We let him go but Serena is pressing
charges,  a formal criminal complaint.  Her former security person, who was
hired by both, has flown to France where he's safe from prosecution and back
to work for his  real master. It's a matter of time before we do discover he is



continuing to work for her husband and this would be confirmation.”
Drake was angry and I was spent. I was providing an explanation for a

marital spat in which I had no business being involved. You may think differ-
ently.  Many have,  claiming my arrival  in Serena's  life,  “like a  whirlwind,”
brought it all on. They recall what Serena herself has said: the broken promises
from her husband were so slight and so cleverly increasing she accepted his ex-
cuses, until the first night Serena Dominguez met me. I brought it to light, even
though others had been telling her for quite some time. It was only when I ex-
plained about unhappy marriages and how sometimes they can end suddenly,
like mine, or gradually, like hers, even though I didn't know how Serena's mar-
riage had progressed, which made her consider it completely. It didn't matter
to many people. It still doesn't matter to them. It was  my fault Serena's mar-
riage ended the way it did. They blame me. It didn't matter that all those sur-
reptitious devices installed in Serena's own house without her knowledge had
been there for over two years before we yanked them all out. It didn't matter
and it still doesn't to these people. I am the home wrecker. I encouraged the af-
fair with Serena which ended her marriage and Serena helped to foster the idea
with her own explanations. I could see it coming. The onslaught cometh.

Though there  wasn't  anything any of  them could  do  now about  the
probability each had his or her privacy and confidentiality violated, the fight
and the anger and resentment needed to be fixed on the perpetrator, Serena's
husband, not Serena. When I was through explaining it, I had put Serena in a
good light with all, even though it was her job to explain it. Get your daughter,
Serena. I'll take care of all of this. It would be the last  monumental favor I
would perform for Serena for quite some time. I was growing to resent the
fluffy, puffy, superficial crap she did virtually every day. Would it  ever end?
The answer pounding inside my feeble brain was “No.” Could I remove it from
my life? If Serena can get her life back, can I get my life back? The problem I
have always considered about the term “in love” is its alter ego, “out of love.”
It's only desire, and what stokes it or cools it is the feedback you receive from
the desired one.  I was getting the same shit,  now coming at  me in droves.
Show biz life is powder puffery, pretense, and illusion. West Hollywood was
reality central and Esperanza was the only real woman I had met since I came
to Lost Anglos. I also considered as I sat in this room with the producers the
irony I had sex with two women on consecutive nights, but I could only reach
orgasm with one. Which one do you think?

I did hold one more huge concern. All of this was new to me, every bit
of it. Many of my actions, my words, my movements were under intense scru-
tiny and I was frequently hearing about them on television, on radio, in reports
available to  anyone on the internet, and often of total fabrication. At times I
considered I had no private life, that I stood in a glaring spotlight at every mo-
ment and could not escape it, like I was a rat being tracked by the biggest cat in
the world, like I was a convict behind a fence topped with razor wire in a
prison called show business.  I  would shake it  and had been shaking it  for
months now with all the developments, the changes in direction which I had
pushed. Each one fell to me at the appropriate time and I had seen them com-



ing, had anticipated each one and took action immediately. It kept me going,
moving toward a destination few in the business had  ever reached, and the
nearly constant movement kept me from thinking too much about the constant
scrutiny. When I did think about it the anxiety concerning my notoriety could
take me right to the point of breaking, until the next move fell into my lap. I
was so close to breaking so many times I actually found myself  alone and
struggling for breath, convinced I had no hope of release. It would pass, gener-
ally once I laid full out for minutes, for hours, alone. The attacks from various
pundits was enough and most in this room had already witnessed the agony on
my face when this subject was broached. They all learned to never talk about it
to my face, but only recently did they understand the anxiety I couldn't escape
personally. John knew about Serena and me but everyone else knew about it
for only weeks, that I was deep into a romance with the woman I desired above
all others, and I still couldn't have her, yet now I was explaining to them about
bugs and cameras in her own house which I was instrumental in discovering. I
could not keep on this way. Daniel and I had been discussing in great detail the
rest of the performances and he was convinced the shows we were planning in
the east would be hugely successful through the measure of attendance only.
Yet, if I cracked, if I broke from the unrelenting pressure from both the profes-
sional and personal sides, these shows would never take place. I knew my repu-
tation was at stake, that each and every one of these shows would make or
break my reputation,  and I  had already decided show business  and Serena
would be placed in the back seat of my life. I had done enough. My turn.

I sat in a room with my fellow nine producers of one of the best movies
of the year, if not in years, and I considered, as the conversation swirled and
mixed, not one had ever set foot in my apartment in West Hollywood.  I had
been to every one's private residence at one time or another, except for Will
and Ken, since both lived on the east coast. Yet, my apartment in West Holly-
wood  was  my  sanctuary,  where  I  could  discard  the  growing  cancer  of
celebrity, of show biz life. Gary had said, “Welcome to show biz.” Now, I was
ready to say, “Goodbye, show biz. I'll see myself out. Thank you.”

Catharsis flashed in my mind. “You are the catalyst,” John said, and
Drake echoed. They were telling all that for years their relationship with Ser-
ena had been friendly but distant. Her world rarely intersected with theirs, with
any of the other producers. Since Serena had built the mansion out in the sticks
of Lost Anglos, John had been there a total of four times until he received my
screenplay, Drake only once, and Will and Ken had never been there. It's why
they labeled me the catalyst, when Serena had told John reading my screenplay
had made her see the man behind the words, a man she had never considered
alive and possible before, and his words spoke directly to her. It's why she was
so insistent upon meeting me, meeting this man. I am the catalyst which made
it all happen. Everyone in the room muttered agreement. I may have been the
catalyst, but I was now in catharsis. I needed cleansing.

“I have been thinking throughout this meeting, not one of you has ever
set foot in my apartment in West Hollywood, and I thought I should resent it,
to consider it something akin to the plague, something to  avoid at all costs. I



don't resent it though, because when I step out of my apartment to enter the
show biz life, I am filled with dread, anxiety, and the strongest feeling I do not
belong here, this is not for me, so I look forward to returning back to my tiny
apartment, where I can kick back, be comfortable, relaxed, and be surrounded
by people who make me feel like I belong. And  this comes to an end next
week, when 60 Minutes will arrive to shoot the last of their segment on me, de-
scending upon my sanctuary with their camera crew and when they leave, most
of the people who surround me will never treat me the same.

“I'm going to take time off and rest and relax in West Hollywood, John,
finish the 60 Minutes shoot and make our last promotional push until the tally
has hit the figure beyond your wildest dreams. Then, John, I'll hug you like the
best friend you have become, because I'll be through and I'll be leaving, leav-
ing this town, because I probably won't make any more movies. I'll save you
the time, so you can devote it to other things more deserving of your attention,
by telling you we won't have those conversations about our future together, be-
cause there is none. I can leave and walk away from this without any regret
whatsoever, because I have given you everything you need to do it again. You
don't need me to do it again. You have all the tools, you know now how to do
it, and you have all these people, both in this room and in this office, who are
dedicated to you,  and they know how to do it, too. My time here is coming to
an end and I'm not staying here to be sucked into the show biz hole. This is not
my life and I have no appreciation of its trappings either and I know you do.
You enjoy your big houses, your fancy cars, the lifestyle which you can afford,
while I have  no appreciation for it. I will take back  my life and do the other
things which are calling me, are compelling me. At least I accomplished one
thing while I was here.” I turned to John who was disconsolate. “I did some-
thing no one else has done. You'll never forget it.”

The silence in the room was uncomfortable for everyone, and the only
sound came from those squirming and shifting. At the exact same time, John
asked, “What are you going to do?” and Gloria asked, “What about Serena?”
There was a small bit of chuckles that they both asked different questions at
the same time, but I wasn't smiling.

I replied to John first. “I'll end the lease on the apartment, sell or give
away what is not useful, pack up the car, do the last of my performances in the
east, finish in Miami, board a cruise for Europe, and I'm not coming back.”

“Why a cruise?” Drake asked.
“Little Boy is coming with me. I am not putting him in a carrier to be

stuffed in stowage on a plane. He's going to Europe with me and riding in
style. He deserves it.” I turned to Gloria. “As for Serena, she has the fight of
her life immediately ahead of her. She needs to devote all of her time to win-
ning this war, with no distractions from me or anyone else. When it's through,
she'll know where to find me, and she'll  have to do it. My days of chasing a
woman are over. I had to do it in the past and every one was a failure, so it's ei-
ther  me or their  idea that because I chased them I'll settle for  their lives. I'm
not settling. If Serena wants me, she'll have to come to me, because I'll be busy
with my life. And if she doesn't, then it's settled once and for all. I'll know what



she cares about more and it won't be me, because if any of you honestly be-
lieve  I'm getting the better of the deal if we stay together, you haven't been
paying attention. You're ignoring the truth.”

Gloria smiled and asked, “What if I wanted to come to your sanctuary,
Gregory, in West Hollywood?”

I smiled back as I replied, “You're always welcome, Gloria. This goes
for everyone, cooperate and I'll never send you away. I'll include you in my
plans. Although, if you all decide to show up together, you're gonna have to
bring your own chairs, unless you don't mind sitting on the floor like the na-
tives.” I looked to John. “Stop looking so glum, John. You have the blueprint
now. You can do this again, and you love doing it. Don't tell me you don't. Put
the word out and have the independents court you for a change and get started
on your next fine movie. You can pick and choose now. Get busy, bud!”

John shook his head but he forced a smile. “Well, I didn't think our
meeting was going to end like this. Are you leaving for your apartment now?”

“Yeah. Have the office call me with any media stuff. I'll take care of it
from there.”

“I'll start working on the finances again, John.”
“That would be good, Gary,” John said quietly. “Thanks.”
“I'll try to reach Will and Ken once I'm back at the apartment, John,” I

advised him. “Let me try to reach them first to break the news about the bugs
and cameras, please.”

“Sure.”
I caught Drake's attention. “Drake, I will be available for a while to pro-

mote the movie. I have an obligation. Is the premiere still in two weeks?”
“Yes. You're coming aren't you?”
“Of course! I wouldn't want to miss seeing Diane again.”
Drake laughed. “You and the ladies. It doesn't end with you, does it?”
I  rose  from the  table  as  everyone  filed  out.  “Drake,  bro,  I've  been

around the guys most of my life and it's the same stuff all the time. Women are
more  versatile.  I  don't  mind getting  out  of  bed  first  to  fix  breakfast,  even
putting on an apron. Need to protect Junior.”

I called Will first and got through to him, giving him the scoop on all of
it. What he wanted to know, more than anything else, was how long I thought
the stuff was set up in her house. “Serena heard her husband play a recording
of a conversation Serena and I had the  second night I was there. Do you re-
member anybody running around in the bedrooms other than her housekeeping
staff while you were there before I arrived?”

“No, there wasn't any of that.”
“I'll be honest, Will, this stuff was probably set up long before I arrived.

In other words, my arrival and this stuff being installed do not correspond.”
“I didn't think they did, Gregory,” Will assured me.
Ken was quiet. The only comment he made is he wished Serena's hus-

band was right in front of him, so he could lay him out, “and not even with my
best punch. At least, I'd feel better for a while.”

When Esperanza waltzed down the balcony, she was quiet as she saw



me sitting in the captain's chair with the cat in my lap. We greeted each other
without fanfare and she unlocked her door and disappeared into her apartment.
Ten minutes later she came out and walked down to my end of the balcony,
leaning her butt up against the balcony railing. “What's wrong, Gregory?”

“Why do you think there's something wrong, Esperanza?”
“Because you're not your usual,  cheerful, kidding self,” she insisted,

looking at me severely. “You think I can't tell?”
“I have performed some sobering actions, and I could think of nothing

better than camping out on the balcony with a cold one, or seven.”
“What have you eaten today?” When I lifted my beer, she commanded,

“Get in my apartment right now, Gregory.”
“I am comfortable right here, Esperanza.”
She leaned forward, grabbed my ear and pulled it hard. “Do I have to

pull your ear like a little boy. I said, 'get in my apartment!'”
“All right! Let go of my ear or you'll piss me off.”
She released my ear and reached for Little Boy, squirming with the ac-

tivity and noise waking him from his all-day nap. “Give me the cat. Get your
beer.” I did as I was told and followed her into her apartment, where she pre-
pared a grilled cheese sandwich and some vegetables for a small salad. I ate it
gratefully. Finally, she asked, “What did you do, Gregory?”

“I told everyone I would probably never make another movie, I would
be leaving town soon, and I blew off Serena.”

Esperanza shook her head in disgust. “You are your own worst enemy.
You need no others. You will simply destroy yourself with no other help.”

“I am in perfect agreement, Esperanza. I'll finish this meal, thank you
very much, and retire to my pad to enjoy my impending depression episode.”

Esperanza shook her head. “The only thing you're gonna do in your
apartment is get what you need for your little buddy and you're staying here
tonight.” She looked at me with crosshairs. “Don't you argue with me!”

I looked at Esperanza contritely. I had an idea she would do exactly this
and I was taking advantage of her and I also thought she knew it, too. “What
am I going to do when I leave here and you can't protect me, take care of me?”

Esperanza scoffed, “You'll have to get your shit together, little boy! No
more fucking off!” She still looked at me severely. “What do you mean you
blew off Serena?”

“She'll hear about it secondhand, I imagine,” I replied with little regard
for Serena or the topic. “I'm not playing with her any more. She's got her mar-
riage to resolve, with a divorce. She had bugs and cameras in her house she
didn't  know about,  one in her bedroom, and they'd probably been there for
years. Her marriage was falling apart in her  own eyes, but she continued to
trust her husband? The man who was constantly breaking his promises to her,
which she  demanded before she would marry him? She's  not the woman I
thought she was, Esperanza! She's a clueless, self-absorbed pretty girl! There's
nothing more to her! I'm not chasing her! I can't even appreciate her!”

“How do you know this?” Esperanza demanded. I looked at Esperanza
like she was an idiot. I saw her face tighten and she walked away into the liv-



ing room and sat in one of the chairs. From the living room she exclaimed loud
enough to hear, “You think you know everything about women, don't you, Gre-
gory? All their struggles, all their failures, all their fears, how absolutely terri-
fying it can be to be alone and vulnerable, that should you turn for help, the
help may turn on you. Yeah, you think you know everything about women.
You're only another worthless man she had the unfortunate fate to turn to and
trust. And you turn around and walk away like she's nothing.”

I had eaten half the salad but I wasn't hungry now. I grabbed my beer
with only a little left. I sucked it down, rose from the seat, and shaking the bot-
tle, I advised, “I'm going to get another beer. Thanks for the grub.” I reached
into my pocket, pulled out my wad of cash and yanked out a hundred. “Why
don't you take care of Little Boy tonight and the morning and I'll come and get
him before you leave?” I set the bill on her counter. “That should cover it. Do
it for me, okay? After all, I am paying you for your services. It's all a woman
wants, isn't it true, to be paid for her services?”

“Get the fuck out!” Esperanza spit without looking at me.
I reached her door but turned and stated, “Some of what you said, Es-

peranza, was right. The way you said it, I agreed with you, but you haven't
been on my end for sixty years, dear. You haven't been lied to and cheated on
and taken advantage of, and all I've ever done is make these women's lives bet-
ter after they met me than before, and this was never enough. I've been want-
ing to call a truce with your side for quite some time, but I can't trust your side
to honor it. Somehow, honor doesn't play into it, anywhere. So, if you're going
to defend your side, know who your players are.  I do.” I  opened the door,
walked out and closed it behind me. I grabbed my chair and tossed it into the
apartment,  letting  it  bounce  around  a  little,  walked  inside  and  closed  and
locked the door behind me. I laid in my sleeping bag alone and masturbated for
the first time in almost a year. I fucking enjoyed it.

The phone rang about midnight.  It  was Serena.  She had Sofia,  they
were working with the consulate to arrange Sofia's passage back to the States,
Lance was proving invaluable, she had every reason to believe all three would
arrive in Los Angeles in the next day or two. “You said something about me at
John's office. What do you mean by that, Gregory?”

“You need to take care of Sofia, Serena, and get through your divorce. I
am not coming out to your house ever again. I will, instead, be leaving L.A.
soon and moving on with  my life, wherever it takes me. You  are, of course,
welcome to come along, but I will not chase you, Serena, I will not run after
you. If you want to be with me, you'll know how to find me. I don't expect you
ever will, since your life is here in the glitter, glamor and wasteland of show
biz. You'll tell me what Rosita said. 'I was raised in the glitz, glamor and vapid-
ness of show biz, I've lived here all my life. I'll never leave.' So be it.”

“Why can't  you say it,  Gregory?” she asked, loud and pissy. “We're
through, say it, we're through.”

“We're  not through, Serena, because I will  always take you in. I will
never send you away, ever, should you come to me. Should you choose, how-
ever, to wait for me to come to you, you shall be an old woman when they de-



liver the telegram which reads, 'Gregory's dead.'  Then, you can tell yourself,
'Well, I guess he's not coming to me today, or any other day, for that matter.'” I
heard her phone disconnect.  I  didn't  bother  trying to  call  her back and my
phone never rang until the next day. I had drank about ten beers and was sleep-
ing them off when she called so I think I was in rare form. Yay for me!

At seven I heard a knock on my door. When I opened it Esperanza gen-
tly handed me Little Boy. “Take your cat.” I took him and she instantly turned
and walked away without another word. All of his stuff was set on the balcony
next to my door. I moved it inside my apartment, and when I scooped out his
litter box later in the afternoon, there was a hundred dollar bill buried. I pulled
it out, rinsed it off, and used it to buy more beer the next day. Esperanza would
not speak to me the entire weekend. Thus in twenty-four hours I had managed
to piss off the two women who loved and wanted me more than any others. I
celebrated the blessed event by putting on one hell of a drunk.

Three more weeks passed and the movie continued to top the previous
week's take. John kept Serena and I apart and I flew to New York for one trip
to appear with Jon Stewart. This was the night I made the observation on na-
tional TV that appearing on any Faux News channel would appear to give them
the  legitimacy  they  don't  deserve,  but  I  understood  why  Jon  would  do  it.
“You're like Rodney King, Jon. They can beat you senseless, kick your teeth
in, and you're always gonna stand up and say, 'Why can't we all get along?'
You're one of the few people of my generation who still truly believes in paci-
fism. Many of them are treasonous teabaggers now.'” Jon, his lovely wife, and
I had dinner together and I enjoyed it. Jon can be quite entertaining. I don't
know if I held my own. His wife seemed to think I did, but I think she was be-
ing nice. She liked my mountain man look.

Once the sixth week's take came in, The True Cross had collected over
one hundred million at the box office. My take as an actor was a million. I
stood to make even more as a producer. My take as a producer, incidentally,
was the smallest. I never complained or made any serious mention of it, but it
still stands. I will always make the smallest amount as an owner of the movie.
It's a statement of fact. What I did accomplish was shake up the entire movie
industry. I demonstrated an independent could make a movie from scratch and
put it in theaters world-wide to make huge sums, providing the product is wor-
thy. This is how everybody in the industry denigrates what we did, perhaps
what I did.  If it's worthy. Well, the public decides worth and since nobody in
the industry  currently trusts the public, no one  ever has a clue what's worthy
and what's not. While I was there I trusted the public and we were rewarded, I
was rewarded, handsomely, I might add. I thank you all. Take a bow.

John and I met in his office after the sixth week announcement. “I sup-
pose you're going to be headed out of town soon.”

“You don't really need me to promote any more, John, do you?”
“Not really.”
“You act like you're never going to see me again, John. You should

know some night, late at night or very early in the morning, your buzzer at your
driveway gate is going to go berserk, and when someone finally answers, from



your speaker will come these words. 'It's Gregory. Can Little John come out
and play? He's not grounded is he?'”

John laughed heartily  and I  smiled  triumphantly.  When he  gathered
himself, he responded, “You know, I would really love it.” He paused for a mo-
ment and added, “But we'd have to tell you we can't let you in, Gregory, be-
cause it's past your curfew. Go home.”

“There you go again, letting your adult side ruin all the fun.”
Serena planned a finale party. Everyone was invited. I replied to my

oral invitation with, “We'll see.” I never drove there. I never had any real inten-
tion to drive there. I called Chuck and some of the bad boys and I ripped it up
instead. Chuck knew about the party. Why wasn't I there? I felt like spending
some time with my kindred cousins. I think Serena had given up on me. She
didn't even bother to call and ask where I was. Well,  one more fling in the
books. Hey, at least it was with one of the most beautiful, famous and success-
ful women in the world. This always keeps people talking.

Esperanza and I made our peace, and the closer I got to leaving day, the
more she wanted me to spend time with her. I had mixed feelings about spend-
ing so much time with her. One night I said, “I came here to West Hollywood
and really all of this to achieve the dreams I had and I accomplished them all,
with the help I received. If there's anything to this soul mate business, though, I
finally met her, because she really understands me, loves me, at times cher-
ishes me, and I feel all of this with her, but she's young, ambitious, smart and
knows where her life is going and it's what drives her, not tying herself to an
old man who'll be dead before half her life is over, and this doesn't seem very
fair to me.” I cried because I truly meant it. I could feel Esperanza's tears fall
on my chest because she wouldn't raise her head to look at me.

I had planned with Daniel for weeks all the performances, and once we
hit the sixth week, I was ready. He set the dates with the venues, tickets started
to go on sale, I shed everything of no current value, Little Boy excluded, and
said my goodbyes. I hit the road in late July, almost one year after I arrived in
Lost Anglos, bound for Dallas, Texas.

Segment Thirteen
Marketing for the studio which released  My Brother's Keeper worked

with me—even after I pulled the biggest coup d'etat in movie industry history
—to coordinate any appearances I should make in support of their movie with
my locations. My tour would be six weeks in length, starting in Dallas, appear-
ing on either a Friday or Saturday night. No more afternoon shows. The pre-
miere for the movie was huge. Studios have the bucks and they spared little ex-
pense on this one. I thought it was nice to consider making a movie which
wasn't a remake of a previous movie or some lame, gung-ho action flick. They
get points for it and the producers will probably be working for someone else
in a few years. They'll be considered defectors.



   Diane was at the premiere and I
stepped  into  the  background  as
much  as  possible  so  Drake  and
Diane  could  be  up  front.  They
were  the  stars.  I  was  supporting
cast and one of the screenwriters,
the  Federation—jeez!  everybody
wants  to  go  where  no  man  has
gone  before  and  when  you  do,
don't think about coming back be-
cause  you'll  be  dead  from  deep

space radiation exposure and no one thinks about that in the movies—having
already stepped up to protect me, well, them. Diane reminded me, as she whis-
pered while they were taking pictures of the two of us, she really enjoyed being
on the set while we did our romantic scene. “I could never feel embarrassed or
anxious with you there, Gregory. You wouldn't let me stop laughing.” It's a gift,
really. I got humor instead of a big penis.

After a week of media blitz mostly for My Brother's Keeper, although
there were a couple requests in conjunction with The True Cross, I pulled out
of L.A. toward Interstate 10, the illegal immigrant highway. Prepare to answer
zee questions! “Are you a U.S. citizen? Have terrorist ambitions? Do you sup-
port the current Israeli occupation? Who does your hair?” Of course, I had my
ferocious cat so all  those big,  strong, hulking, border cops cowered in fear
when they looked in the passenger seat. They would invariably ask, “Has he
had his rabies shot recently?” I would invariably answer, “How recent should it
be? Last ten years? They always ask that on employment applications, you
know.” “Proceed.”

I reached Dallas the day before and camped out in the hotel. They gave
Little Boy the royal treatment, hoping he would shut up soon and not disturb
the other guests. They were extremely happy to see me leave two days later.

This performance was the weakest of all of them, in my opinion, but it
did have its moments, including the slavery monolog, which started with some
observations about the Kennedy assassination, or coup d'etat. A half-hour later
I had run its course, stopped talking for a moment and it was deathly silent.
“Holy crap! You're either incredibly attentive or half asleep. Well, there you go.
Now, if you get caught half asleep, you tell them, 'I beg to differ. I am incredi-
bly attentive. Gregory Hess said so and if he can't tell the difference, how can
you?' Go ahead and use it. Blame it all on me. I'm a big boy, well, not so big,
but I have a big heart, not an enlarged heart, just big in aspirations, so go ahead
and use it. I can take the crap from it. I can stand up to all seven billion of you
when I know I'm right.  That's incorrigible!” I launched the breast being the
proper dispenser for milk routine to lighten the mood.

I tried to keep the theme close to Texas, so I talked about my trip to
Brownsville, right at the tip of the fictional U.S. border, stopping at the infor-
mation center, filling out a survey at the very persistent request of the woman
at the counter, and hearing, “I hope you like your stay in Brownsville.” Then,



trying to find a bookstore, finding it to drive past the only open space on the
curb and some dick college student  pulling up right  behind me in a  shiny,
black, would-be cocaine dealer SUV who wouldn't back up and let me in, so I
drove out of Brownsville less than two hours after arriving, and I've never been
back since,  and don't  intend to.  “Thank you for  visiting  Brownsville.  Y'all
come back now! That is not likely!”

I talked about spending a week in Houston once “on bidness. It only
rained once while I was there in February, and I thought, this is unusual. It al-
ways rains in Houston. I imagine Houstonians don't think so. They'll remind
you, 'We're not right on the coast, ya know.' Yeah, they've got the fantastic buf-
fer to knock down those hurricanes, so they linger, but have no fear when one's
headed that way. You can stay in the high-rise in complete comfort and safety.
You know, one of those behemoths they built during the oil boom which now
sit a quarter occupied. They've been thinking about using them for the home-
less but they keep running into the same problem. The damn homeless can't
pony up the rent, those fucking slackers!”

Of course, I had to mention Kans-ass, being so close to it. “I've been to
Kans-ass, lived in Kans-ass for a while, Wichita, Kans-ass. You gotta love this
state. They are tremendously progressive, and I put their progress squarely in
the medieval period, possibly the thirteenth century. 'Would you like a cup of
ale with your meal, squire?' 'Why, such would be enchanting.' 'Just fill out this
form and wait ten days. We'll bring it right to you.'”

I had Little Boy backstage and decided I would bring him out should
there be a standing ovation, but it didn't happen here. We couldn't sell out the
theater either, because Daniel had greater aspirations on this performance leg,
so the theater sat ten thousand, nine thousand sold. I told Daniel not to worry.
This is Texas. I made a Western based in eastern Mexico. This qualifies me as
a traitor to white cowboy types. For the Tejanos, the movie was all in English,
the version released in the U.S. To them it's an insult. Nobody in eastern Mex-
ico speaks English!

I did a radio show in Dallas to promote both movies. The host asked me
if I thought I was being overexposed with two movies in one summer. “I think
if anyone's seen The True Cross and the nude scenes I did in it, they would rea-
sonably conclude I was overexposed in  that one  movie.” You have romantic
scenes in both movies. What was it like to be nude with Diane and Jennifer?
“The only thing better than being nude with both would have been being nude
with both on the same set, but they had conflicts. I tried. Can't fault me for try-
ing.” You worked with Drake Matthews as a producer and as an actor. What's
he like? “Well, the only advice I could give anyone when you're with Drake
Matthews is if you piss him off, immediately duck, because here comes a right
cross.” Have you ever had to duck? “No! Drake is like a brother to me. We can
say the most offensive remarks to each other and it's like a challenge. 'Cumon!
Beat that! It's your turn!' But, seriously, as a producer, Drake produced, and as
an actor, Drake acted, and I have always thought, well, that's what you're sup-
posed to do.” You had a hand in writing both screenplays. Do you prefer writ-
ing or acting or producing? “I prefer breathing. I like first things first. Then, I



prefer writing, because it's really hard for an actor to perform a role from a
blank sheet of paper. Some can, mind you, but it will all strictly be improvisa-
tion and not all actors can do it. Somewhere in there I like producing. Maybe
some day I'll be an executive producer, since it is one of my greatest ambitions
to produce more executives than have ever been produced. I think the record is
fourteen. I  know I can beat that.” You have a reputation with the ladies, Gre-
gory, when you do these performances, wouldn't you agree? I'm thinking about
Seattle, in particular. “I don't do it any more. I've given up using another hu-
man body for it and going strictly solo, although I wouldn't want  that on a
recording for all to see. Not that I am ashamed or embarrassed, but because I
have  techniques,  and  it's  a  process,  and  being a  process,  it  qualifies  for  a
patent, so I want to keep it secret, until I can file for one. You'll know when I
did, because on the top most page of my web site, I'll have the big announce-
ment, 'Gregory Hess, purveyor of masturbation, patent pending.'” Um, I was
wearing my mania cap this morning.

I drove out of Dallas north to my next destination, Chicago. Daniel had
set me up in style, since I was staying at the Drake hotel, only a block from the
lake, the storied, fabled Drake hotel, and I would be there all week. Did I men-
tion I had parties in my room every night? I didn't? Well, don't let me forget.
Daniel flew in the night before the show and came to the party, making the wry
observation I was pissing away his money, but he had a drink on me anyway. I
put it back on his tab after he left. I didn't fuck anyone. I hadn't fucked anyone
since I left Lost Anglos. I was in my old routine and I wanted no distractions
and fucking women is distracting when you have other things on your mind.
Don't  let  any woman tell  you different.  Fucking  a  woman is  distracting  if
you're thinking about the fire in your apartment, say, or the baby screaming in
the crib for milk, say, or the phone rings and it's your mother asking why you
haven't called her in two months, so what kind of son are you? See, fucking a
woman can be distracting when you do have other things on your mind, and
since I had other things on my mind all the time, I didn't want the distraction. If
I had any sexual urge I masturbated, using various processes, which would be
multiple patents. That would give me the most, I'm sure.

At the Chicago show—sold out at fifteen thousand seats and I was ner-
vous looking out from the side of the stage—I had an early wrinkle because I
saw Oprah in the audience. She didn't say anything about it, and I had already
talked to her several times. “I see Oprah's in the audience tonight. Thank you,
Oprah.” She acknowledged my acknowledgment. “I love Oprah. You have to
love a woman who has enough sense of humor to name her production com-
pany by her name spelled backwards, which is 'Harpo,' and have it associated
with Harpo, because I know if I walk up to Oprah, grab her arm, twist it so her
hand is out, put my leg on it and go 'Honk, honk!' she's gonna get it.” I went
through the  Marx brothers,  to  movies  in  the  thirties  which were humorous
Hitler take-offs which didn't go very well with some audiences, we enter the
war and  everybody does a Hitler take-off movie, all well received of course,
transitioning into fascist states and what they are, a symbiotic relationship be-
tween business and government, and ending with me laughing, “Come to think



of it, that sounds like  this country...Some people, though, call this country a
plutocracy. Well, of course! You know Pluto has to be in there somewhere with
all the Mickey Mouse shit going on. 'Well, uh-huh, uh-huh, uh-huh.' Isn't that
the Attorney General?” I went into the emails and cell phone calls and the NSA
and Snowden, a hero who is vilified by...well, of course, fascists. If you were a
fascist the last thing you want is somebody pointing everyone's attention to the
fascist behind the curtain, or do you really think the man behind the curtain is
merely the Wizard of Oz, the beloved, benevolent tyrant. “I had this conversa-
tion with Jennifer Montez, when I called Franco a ruthless dictator. She was
asking what I knew about the history of Spain. 'Well your armada was nearly
wiped out in the sixteenth century by a particularly nasty North Sea storm.
Don't  fool with Mother Nature!'  Oh, she hated that one, and the one about
Franco, too. Then I said, 'They've found a lot of neanderthals in Spain.' And
Jennifer said,  'Very good, Gregory!'  That's  what she loved!  Neanderthals!  I
would  never  have  guessed  in  a  million  years  Jennifer  Montez  loved nean-
derthals. Wait! I'm pretty close to a neanderthal! This explains it! This is why
Jennifer Montez wanted to do the movie with me! I was as close to a living ne-
anderthal as she could get!” On and on went the random, free association non-
stop. I had no dead time. Not more than two or three seconds and into the next
association. The Chicago show was the funniest and the most manic of all the
shows I did. I can't tell you why except it may have been nerves, but I was in a
rare state, my home state, and despite the nerves looking out at the audience
before the show, I felt comfortable. I had a lot of material I could use just for
Illinois. There's a lot of humor in Illinois. Some of it's in shoe boxes, mas-
querading as dollar bills totaling about a hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
Now, that's funny. Why? The secretary of state who collected the bribe money
died before he could spend it. Joke's on him.

I  received a standing ovation in  Chicago,  so when I  returned to the
stage I was carrying Little Boy as I walked up to the mike stand. “I'd like to in-
troduce you to my friend from India who would like to say a few words.” He
wouldn't wait for me to finish. He was already into his whining. “I'll translate
for you. He said, 'Look. This guy's sole job in  my world is feeding me regu-
larly, so who are you to make me wait ninety minutes?!'” Little Boy wouldn't
stop. “Bet you never met a talking cat before, have you? Well, he's from India.
He declined a third eye in his forehead. Instead, he said, 'I want a say in my
life, okay. A big one too!' Now he's saying, 'I know where many of you are
heading tonight, having a drink, so have one on me, though I'm not paying.
Don't bother sending me the bill, but if you get drunk tonight, you better walk,
call a friend, ride a bus, the subway, call the drunk ride service, I don't care
what you do, as long as you don't get behind the wheel of a car. Don't do what
this knuckle brain holding me did. The last thing I want to hear through the cat
grapevine is one of you didn't make it home tonight. Don't do that to me. Don't
you ever fucking do that to me. I may come back here and shout at you again
and it would be nice if you were here to listen.'” I looked down at Little Boy
and said as he continued to whine, “Yeah, I know, it's what I was thinking.” I
looked out to the audience. “Great minds think alike. Thank you. Good night.”



I walked off stage, left Little Boy with his handler and walked down the street
to the restaurant where I had made arrangements. Chicago wouldn't issue a
variance for outdoor drinking. The line into the restaurant extended around the
corner and down to the next intersection. The restaurant made a lot of money
this night. The owner, though, lamented the money he lost without the vari-
ance. “This is Chicago, man! Nobody in government thinks straight here. You
didn't pay them enough.”

Before I left Chicago Serena called. “Hi.”
“Hi. Michael and Jose are here and we've pulled up some of the garlic.

Michael wants to talk to you.”
Michael told me he was absolutely thrilled with the garlic. It was ex-

tremely potent  and he was very happy. I  told him he needed to make one
change in his acknowledgment. I wanted him to list Mildred as the provider of
the garlic stock. He said he would. I asked Michael if I could talk with Serena
again. She came back on the phone and said, “Yes, Gregory.”

“I didn't ask you a question and your answer is 'Yes?'” I said with a
short laugh. “I  like that attitude.” I heard her laugh a little. “Please, Serena,
don't interrupt me, only listen...You called me from Paris and you wanted me
to say, 'We're through.' I will never say it, Serena, because it will never be true.
I will  never be through with you. I have spent too much time with you, have
gone through too much with you, have loved you too deeply, and will always
want you, to say I'm through with you...You have your life which means a lot
to you, but I've been there, too, and I will never go back there. You have your
reasons and they're yours and not mine. I can't change them. Only you can. You
may choose to continue your life without me and I can do nothing to stop you,
nor will I try. It will be the choice you make and it is, after all, your life and not
mine...I sometimes do a little research about you, Serena, so I know all about
your old boyfriends. I know about your husband. You don't do very well with
the ones you pick, but maybe this is the problem, Serena. You didn't pick them.
They picked you. Well, I won't do it. I want you to pick. I want you to choose.
Choose between your life and what it can bring you and what it can  never
bring you, or pick me. I will never go back to your life. There is nothing there
for me. Should you pick me, know there will always be a seat here, right next
to me, reserved for you. You will always be by my side, never behind me,
never to show you off, but by my side, my partner, my equal...You will always
know where I am. I am not hiding from you. I'm not running away from you,
nor abandoning you. I have to do the things which will shape my life forever
and I cannot put them off any more. I'm not a young man, Serena, and you
know it. I will never push you to choose. I will never rush you to choose. It's
your life and you should choose now...Should you finally see what you have
without me no longer measures up, then come to me, Serena, and take your
seat beside me. I will hold it for you as long as I live.”

I could only hear her breathe through the phone for quite a while. Fi-
nally, in a very low tone, she said, “I still love you.”

I had a surge of emotion and waited a moment for it to subside. “I know
you will always love me, Serena. And you will find me when you're ready, and



take your seat next to me, by my side, my equal, not my wife,  my equal, my
partner.”

I left Chicago for New York and the largest audience I could imagine.
There would be twenty thousand human beings in the arena, a sold out appear-
ance beyond anyone's  expectation.  Apparently,  word was getting around.  A
show like no other. I thought Daniel was crazy to book such a huge arena.
When I heard the show was sold out before I even reached Chicago, I thought
the citizens of New York who bought those tickets were crazier than Daniel. I
better put on a good show. I wondered how in the hell I was going to do it. I
knew what I wouldn't do. I wouldn't talk about September 11, 2001. I had writ-
ten about it. Enough.

I drove into New York, having been warned about the traffic. I had been
to New York before and I was driving my trusty Sentra with a ferocious cat in
shotgun. What's New York to me? The traffic was terrible and I was staying in
a hotel on Park Avenue, but I made it without incident. There were parties at
the hotel every night, like Chicago. I was living the high life. I heard John and
Drake were in town but we couldn't hook up for some reason. It wasn't they
were evading me or I was evading them. Our schedules didn't mix. I did have
quite a few interviews, many on camera, local and national. A radio talk host
asked me if it was a coincidence I'm in two movies and both of them feature
love triangles. “I don't think it's a coincidence, since there's no such thing. I
happen to like threesomes, though the arrangement I prefer is two women and
me, instead of one woman and me with some other man, but I take 'em as I get
'em. I'm not picky.” I rolled along until the night of the show, trying to keep my
sanity and humor intact, and keep my nerves in check. I made one conscious
decision for this show. I would interact with the audience more. I figured I had
twenty thousand to choose from.  Surely I  can find audience members who
aren't brain dead.

We billed the show as Hot N' Cold and we started with Hot N' Cold by
The Brought Low, out of New York, blasting loud and hard. I jumped down to
shake it with the audience and most in the front row got up out of their seats
and got down with it. I moved up the aisle on the left of the arena and about
twenty rows up I saw Drake and John standing with a cute little woman with
jet black hair and black sunglasses. I nodded to both. I danced and skipped and
shook it all around the back of the main floor, down the aisle on the right and
ran up the steps to the stage and made the cut signal. Reaching the microphone
I said, “I'm going to interact with all of you a lot tonight, because this is Noo
Yawk, and most of you still speak English, though it  is a New York version.
And I'm going to start with that one,” I pointed at the cute little woman with jet
black hair and black sunglasses, “so excuse me while I interact with her. Oh,
uh, this is going to be a little private, so I'm not going to take the microphone,
but feel free to talk amongst yourselves.” I jumped off the stage, ran up the
aisle on the left, scooted along the row, reached Serena and motioned for her to
take off her sunglasses. “I still  hug human beings when I meet them, and I
could sure use a hug now.” She stood, everybody could see it was Serena, she
hugged me and I squeezed her hard. I kissed her on the cheek and whispered,



“You  smell good but you've got the mask on, dear.” Serena said, “I have to
look my best since the star of this show is picking on me.” “Only because I
love you. I gotta do a show now.” I released her and returned to the stage.

“I have a couple familiar faces here tonight. I don't know how they got
tickets, because  I didn't give them any.” I looked at John. “You guys get 'em
from scalpers?” He nodded. “Crap! You know you've arrived when scalpers are
hawking your tickets. But since it's my M.O., now that I've arrived I'll be leav-
ing.” I started to walk off stage and received howls and the like. “Okay, okay,
all right. I gotta do a show. Okay, I get it. Anyway, I was hoping to run into
them because they said they were in New York this week but I never could,
though I did ask them about Serena. And one of them said, 'Gregory, you al-
ways ask about her. What about me?' So I said, 'How have you been?' And he
said, 'I'm good. Thanks for asking.' And I said, 'Where's Serena?' And he never
did answer me. I asked him how he was.  Frankly, I didn't care. I wanted to
know about Serena. I have my priorities, my preferences. These guys can take
care of themselves.  Hell,  I  knew what his answer was going to be before I
asked. Good. It's always good with him. I want to know about Serena, and he
won't  tell  me? Who knows about  Serena Dominguez? Does  anybody  know
anything about Serena? Who knows?”

I looked around the crowd, mostly in the front row, and a cute babe was
waving her arm energetically, so I hopped off the stage and walked up to her.
“Will you stand? What's your name, your first name?”

“Cathy.”
“Okay, Cathy, what do you know about Serena?”
She thought for a moment. “She was...nominated for best actress.”
“Very good, Cathy. Serena  was  nominated for best actress. She didn't

win. Know why, Cathy?”
“No, why?”
“Because they don't make Oscar statues in Spanish. In fact, Cathy, Ser-

ena Dominguez will always be at a disadvantage for an Oscar because of this
very fact, since it's hosted by the  American Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, not the Mexican Academy. What else do you know about her?”

“She was in the movie with you.”
“Which one?”
“Don't you remember?”
“Who's asking the questions here? You or me?”
“Don't you remember The True Cross?”
“That's the name of the movie?” I asked incredulously. Cathy nodded.

“Who in their right mind would name a movie The True Cross?”
“You did. You wrote the screenplay.”
“I wrote the screenplay? Do you have independent verification of this?”
“I've  seen the movie. It's right at the beginning. 'Written by Gregory

Hess.'”
“Anybody could put that in there. It's only titlists typing away whatever

they've been told to type. Have you ever worked on a movie, Cathy?”
“No.”



“Sometimes people make mistakes. It happens. Obviously, somebody
made a mistake. I don't remember writing a screenplay. Do you remember me
writing a screenplay?”

“No, I don't know you. How could I know you wrote the screenplay?”
“Exactly,  Cathy.  How  would  anyone know I  wrote  the  screenplay?

They take the word of some titlist typing away credits to appear in a movie and
assume, because it's my name in there, I must have written the screenplay. So,
someone making minimum wage as a titlist has  ultimate authority about who
wrote a screenplay? What country do we live in, Cathy? Do you remember?”

“This is America.”
“Exactly, Cathy. This is America, not some over-run, dictator-installed,

third world hell hole, is it?”
“No, not at all.”
“So,  how can  you  explain  a  titlist making  minimum wage  knows I

wrote the screenplay when I don't even remember writing it?”
“I can't answer that.”
“As  well  you  shouldn't,  Cathy...because  I  was...yanking  your  chain,

pulling your leg, giving you a hard time, teasing you to no end, and I do it fre-
quently, because I have a disease called running of the mouth, where I talk
endlessly and endlessly about seemingly nothing and then come to some pro-
found truth I have absolutely no idea how I got there. You've probably noticed
it, haven't you, Cathy?”

“I have.”
“There is no cure. Did you like the movie The True Cross?”
“I did. Didn't you like it?”
“Yeah, I  thought it  was pretty good, except for the guy who played

Gustavo. He sucked.”
“That was you!”
“Now, this is where I beg to differ, Cathy, because the man who played

Gustavo had a  real penis you could see, and I no longer have one, because I
donated mine to charity...I get a huge tax write-off, a lot bigger than my penis
would ever get...You don't like talking about penises, do you, Cathy?”

“No, not really.”
“Okay, we won't talk about penises any more.” I looked at the man sit-

ting to her right and said to him. “Did you come to the show with Cathy, sir?”
“I did.”
“Stand up, sir, if you will.” He stood. “What's your given name?”
“Benjamin.”
“Cathy's a little shy when it comes to talking about penises. I assume

you have a penis, Benjamin?”
Benjamin forced a laugh. “I do.”
“I suppose you never talk with Cathy about penises, do you?”
“Well, I'd rather not answer.”
“Oh, combative, aren't we? Well, let's skip it. Benjamin, that's an old

Biblical name. Does your mother read the Bible?”
“She does at times.”



“Do you read the Bible, Benjamin?”
“Um, occasionally.”
I leaned forward in  a challenging manner.  “With clarity?” Benjamin

took a moment so I skipped it by saying, “That's okay. A lot of people don't
read it with clarity. It  is written in a style about five hundred years old. How
clear were they back then? But here's something right out of it which can affect
your life. Has your penis been circumcised, Benjamin?”

“I don't...want...”
“This is a very personal question. I might be reluctant to answer it, but

I'll go on the record and say my penis  has been circumcised. Now that is an
operation which can't be undone, because once the foreskin is cut away, they
donate it to the church...I'll give you a reprieve, Benjamin, and we won't talk
about the Bible any more. In fact, no more religion. I don't want to get into re-
ligion tonight.  I've spent my whole life getting  out of  it.  Benjamin, serious
question, though. Did you like the movie The True Cross?”

“I did. I thought it was well done.”
“Well done? You thought it was how one might cook a steak? Are you

sure it wasn't medium well?”
Benjamin laughed. “I thought it was a very good movie, and I thought

you acted superbly, by the way.”
“Do I know you personally, Benjamin?”
“No. We just met.”
“I think you said that to suck up to me. You're not trying to suck up to

me, Benjamin, are you?”
Benjamin laughed. “No, I wouldn't do that.”
“Well, I'm going to see if I can find someone to vouch for you, Ben-

jamin.” I turned to Cathy. “Cathy, how long have you known, Benjamin?”
“Oh, six months.”
“That's not long! It's barely half a year, two seasons. My gosh, you two

haven't even spent an autumn together, walking through the park, admiring the
changing colors of the leaves, raking those leaves so you can, well you can't
burn them any more, so you bag them and haul them out to the curb where
some gas-guzzling behemoth of a vehicle whisks them up and takes them out
of your sight, and therefor out of your mind. Yes, I love the autumn on the east
coast and you two still have that to experience together, but Cathy, you're the
best we can get to vouch for Benjamin, so, is he a suck-up?”

“No! He's not a suck-up at all!”
“There you go, Benjamin! Cathy has vouched for you! You are not a

suck-up, and you can vouch for Cathy she doesn't like talking about penises,
correct?”

“Yes, that's correct.”
“Good! So now we can get to the really important question, Benjamin.

How would you describe your relationship with Cathy?”
“Well, I guess I'm her boyfriend.”
“You guess? How many guesses do you need, Benjamin? Three, four,

ten thousand?”



Benjamin forced a laugh. “Okay, I am Cathy's boyfriend.”
I turned to Cathy.  “And this  would make you Benjamin's  girlfriend,

Cathy?”
Cathy forced a  laugh.  “Yes.  I  am his  girlfriend.  We only date  each

other.”
“But you don't live together and share everything together, do you, Ben-

jamin?”
“Um, no, we don't live together.”
“So, Benjamin, Cathy, you have developed this essentially half-assed

relationship where you share, you depend, on each other for the inflated ideas
you may have about romance,  but you each choose to remain independent of
the other in your career, lifestyle, home, family and friends. Dependent on ro-
mance, independent on all else. Juggling dependent, independent, dependent,
independent. Benjamin, have you ever heard of the term 'mutually exclusive?'”

Benjamin was trying to keep a smile on his face. “I have.”
“And, totally out of the wild blue, how long would it take you to find

someone who was both dependent and independent at the exact same time?”
Benjamin laughed a little and bit his lip. “It would probably take a long

time. Those would be mutually exclusive, right?”
“Exactly, Benjamin. You are a sharp guy. You pick up things quick. Out

of curiosity, how long do you think you could go on juggling dependence and
independence?”

“Well...” Benjamin looked to Cathy. Cathy had narrowed her eyes.
“Look, kids, let's all turn and face the audience,” both Benjamin and

Cathy turned to  face  the  audience,  “and I'll  be like your  family  counselor,
much better than Jerry Springer, and I'll give you this advice. The fallacy of the
path you have chosen is your commitment to each other is not complete. It falls
short,  because a commitment is all  or nothing. There is  no such thing as a
ninety-nine percent commitment. It's everything or nothing. When you try to
balance dependence and independence,  the most likely outcome is indepen-
dence wins, because dependence will  only win when you  both come to the
same conclusion at the same time you cannot live without each other, and that's
rare, kids. Now, I don't want to argue with either of you about fear of commit-
ment, or which one of you has this fear or not, but if what you're doing now is
most likely going to end in failure, it's still gonna hurt. And a full commitment
can fail and it's gonna hurt, too. Both of them are going to hurt if they fail, but
at least you gave it the maximum effort once you try a full commitment, and
here's something to chew on. The things in life which provide the greatest joy
and the greatest pride are those things which were  hard to accomplish, and
making a full commitment is hard to do. The boyfriend-girlfriend thing is easy
because you've been doing it since high school. Put the high school shit behind
you, leave it where it belongs, back in high school. Become an adult with re-
sponsibilities and obligations and  objectives, ones which are hard to accom-
plish and go for them. And if it still doesn't work out, at least you can look at
yourself in the mirror for the rest of your life and say, 'I gave it one hundred
percent.'” I looked at Cathy and I looked at Benjamin, both of whom had these



very thoughtful expressions on their faces. “You both have been great sports,
Benjamin, Cathy, for taking a lot of verbal abuse from me, so, audience, please
give Benjamin and Cathy a big round of applause for helping me out tonight.”

Benjamin turned and put out his hand and I leaned to him and said, “I
only give hugs, Benjamin.” I put out my arms and hugged Benjamin lightly,
turned to Cathy and hugged her lightly. I walked up the steps to the stage as
they both sat down.

“Now, Benjamin and Cathy got me side-tracked, though I  did enjoy
conversing with them. I hope I didn't upset either too much, but I want to talk
about Serena Dominguez, because I like talking about Serena Dominguez, and
I want to do so in a personal, yes, even as intimate a way as possible. And why
not? I have met Serena Dominguez, met her personally. I've had conversations,
discussions with her. I have actually put my hands on her body. She has put her
hands on my body. I'm not going to tell you exactly where those hands touched,
but I have even been to her house, her very own private residence,  even es-
corted through her  front  door by Serena Dominguez personally.  Of course,
when she did so she had absolutely no idea how deranged, insane and incorri-
gible was the man she was escorting, though she does now. That's why I can no
longer  get to her house  unless I drive up to the gate, or walk, although this
would be a long walk because she lives out in the fucking boonies of Los An-
geles county, and say the magic words into her speaker at the gate. And I can't
even tell you what the magic words are because they're  secret, since she has
procedures, security procedures. I mean I can't even drive up and say, 'John Ja-
cob Jingleheimer Schmidt, his name is my name, too' and get in, even though
they all know they're isn't anyone else in the world who would say that at her
gate, because it's  not the magic words.  Even if some family drove up to her
gate and they had been playing this kid song for hours, and the little boy inter-
rupted the parents to shout in Serena's speaker,” and I sang the song while
skipping across the stage, “John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt, his name is my
name, too. Whenever I'm about, the people always shout.” I stopped, held out
the mike while I cupped my hand to my ear, and listened to a paltry number of
twenty thousand human beings sing-along “John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt.”

I screamed. “That is the best twenty thousand New Yorkers can do on a
sing-along? That was pathetic! This is Noo Yawk? The most sophisticated city
in the world? So nice they named it twice? The city that never sleeps? Except
I've got about twenty thousand of you here tonight who are brain dead! That is
the best you can do as a sing-along for a children's song that everybody in this
country has heard thousands of times? Unless, maybe all of you are the most
recent immigrants to this country and know nothing about its culture. Is that it?
You all came direct from Ellis Island tonight? Is that it? That was the best sing-
along New Yorkers can produce, from the city where everyone says, if you can
make it here,  you can make it  anywhere? Really? Anywhere? New Yorkers
who've made it can make it anywhere? That was the most pathetic sing-along I
have ever heard so I have serious doubts about it. Can you make it, say, in Dar-
fur? Let's see you make it in Darfur! Let's see you survive in Darfur! I think, to
survive in Darfur would be a supreme challenge, right John!”



I barely heard John yell, “Don't bring me into this!”
I stared at John. “Really, John? Don't bring you into my act? What kind

of friend are you? I toss you an entertainment bone and you throw it back at
me viciously? I am wondering what kind of friend you are, John. You couldn't
tell me you were coming to the show? You know I would have got you tickets.
I could have saved you a few bucks, but, no, you have to do it the hard way.
Can't talk to me about your plans, like it's gonna surprise me? And don't let that
buddy of yours sitting next to you look so smug, since the two of you brought
some great lookin' babe with you and I happen to know she's not either one of
your wives. I wanna hear you explain that one away. And after the show? I bet-
ter not hear she ended up in either one of your rooms! I still talk to your wives,
remember?”

When the laughter died I continued. “I'm only teasing you both. Come
backstage after the show and bring that babe with you. She's got a great figure
and she's short! I like 'em short.” I looked around the audience. “You all know
why I like 'em short, don't you?” I waited for some of the shouts in answer to
diminish, while I paced incessantly. “Look, I have done nude scenes in  two
movies, and you've heard what everyone has said. I had everyone laughing on
the set all the time and it's true. I had 'em all crackin' up. Now, there's a lot of
things one can get when one starts out in life. I can tell you what I didn't get. I
didn't get a big penis.” With no stop in my pacing I smiled while I waited for
the laughter to die. “That's right. I didn't get a big penis. I know! I have inde-
pendent verification! In exchange for what I didn't get, I got a sense of humor
and reasonable intelligence.  That's what I got. Reasonable intelligence, such
that I can determine,  hmmm, she's  got a delicious shape on her diminutive
frame, I wonder what else would go with her smaller dimension? Huh, what
else? And, with my sense of humor, I can make her laugh, any time, even at the
most  inopportune moment.  What  would  be  an  inopportune  moment?  Hm-
mmm...How about...when my appendage is  lodged deep in her  love canal?
That would be inopportune, wouldn't it? Tell her a joke and feel that? Which,
incidentally, is how I have been able to determine the difference between vol-
untary and involuntary, and orgasms, kids, are voluntary. Since I know what it
feels  like when I  made her laugh with my appendage deep inside her love
canal, I know what involuntary feels like, and her orgasm didn't feel like that!
Orgasms are  voluntary. Orgasms happen up here.” I tapped my noggin. “Not
down here.” I waved at my mid-section. “Or else they'd be  involuntary, but
since I already know what involuntary feels like, and her orgasm didn't feel like
that, there's only one answer left!” The theater was not roaring with laughter as
I paced back and forth. “If I had to describe nervous laughter, I would have
you note the reaction now. That's nervous laughter, but having reasonable intel-
ligence also comes with a high level of curiosity, to learn, to know, and I have
learned, and therefor know some other interesting facts about inopportune mo-
ments...Okay, so guys, this one's for you, and, yes, it does pertain to heterosex-
uals, not that I exclude homosexuals. I don't. I have many good, close friends
who  are  homosexual,  but  this  next  one  requires two  distinctly  different
anatomical features. One is male, as you might imagine, and the other is fe-



male, and this pretty much excludes either homosexual endeavor. But it's good,
real good.

“This is what you do, guys, so try this the next time you think about it.
Your male extremity has been gliding and sliding in her love canal for a while,
when you push it in as far as it will go,” and as I paced I glanced all around the
theater, “and then stop. Come to a dead stop.” Laughs. “You have to be in the
missionary position, because you want to look in her face and you want her
looking at you. Any other and it's not as effective...You stop! And I can predict
exactly what her response will be. I know this from experience because my
partner has done it every single time. She will look at you with an expression
of grave concern and say, 'What's wrong?' Every single time she will say it.
That's not all though. If you want to see if my predictions are true, you, guys,
have to do this next part just right. So! What you do is look deep in her eyes
with as blank an expression as you can possibly muster and say...'Oh, I was
only taking a rest.'” Huge laughs! “Because! I can predict her  next response.
She will look at you, any tension or concern releasing from her face, and she
will say...'Oh, okay.'” Laughs. “And all of you guys looking at me now like I'm
fucking crazy, I can assure you you have never done it. You think I'm kiddin',
try it! She will always say, 'What's wrong?' You will always say, 'Oh, I'm only
taking a  rest,'  and  she will  always respond,  'Oh,  okay,'  and  then,  the  most
miraculous thing will happen. You and your partner will actually begin to have
the most civil conversation of your lives. That's right! No animosity, no pent-
up aggravation or frustration. You will actually conduct a civil conversation,
calm, courteous, thoughtful, considerate. You will be able to talk about things
which normally make both of you fly off the handle, screaming and yelling,
but not when your appendage is deep inside her love canal. Now it's all calm,
civil, and sweet.” Laughs. “You can come home after working all day and your
partner is nothing but aggravation and anger because Mandy, your cute, four-
teen-year-old daughter with the raging hormones, got caught by your partner
doing something she shouldn't have been doing but you can't get anything out
of your partner because she's still  strutting around yelling and screaming at
Mandy,  and  she  hasn't  talked  to  you  about  it  in  any  depth  all  night until
now...with your raging hard-on lodged deep inside her love canal  un-moving.
Think  I'm  kidding?  She  will  tell  you  everything  which  happened,  calmly,
civilly, thoughtfully, and you will lie on top of her thinking the whole time,
why couldn't she talk to me about it in this manner before? Reason? Because
you, Nimrod, have your enlarged penis fully inside her warm, welcoming, wet
vagina, and she's suddenly looking at everything in life with a completely dif-
ferent perspective!” Laughs. “And if you keep your shit together, you will actu-
ally discuss it with her calmly, civilly, rationally, and you will actually say this.
'Well, dear, what should we do?' And she will make a suggestion and, for per-
haps the first time in your life, she will ask you, 'what do you think, honey?'”
Many laughs. “All because Junior's behind enemy lines, in comfort!

“There's one huge problem with this incredibly civil discussion method
which you have only now discovered.”  I had spotted Jeremy stage right and
turned to him to look straight in the camera. “You don't have a lot of time.”



Laughs. “That's right! What once was a raging, engorged hard-on, now immo-
bile, will soon become a limp penis, and a limp penis is useless, except for one
act, but should you choose to do this, I will forever deny I inspired you to do it.
I don't care this is recorded. I will forever plead, 'It was only hypothetical. I
never suggested  anyone should do it.'” I looked out at the crowd facetiously.
“This one's for everybody, regardless of sexual inclination, although you dikes
should know a substitute penis won't have the exact same effect, but you still
might get a kick out of your partner's facial reaction! This is it, the only act you
can  perform with  a  limp  penis.  Otherwise,  it's  useless.”  There  were  some
laughs and I scoped around the audience with my best teasing expression.

“Okay, you both have to be naked in bed and you wait until the morn-
ing. You have to wake up before your partner. When you do, you slide up along
your partner as quietly and stealthily as you can possibly accomplish, until
your hips are even with your partner's face, lean way over toward your partner,
grasp your limp penis, and  whack your partner on the face, which will now
awaken your partner.” The theater erupted in laughter so I had to wait while
waving my arms. “Hope you have a photographic memory, because the look on
your partner's face will be one you have never seen before and you will never
see it again, unless you do it again, except you will never be able to do it dur-
ing your partner's recent memory, because should you do it again in your part-
ner's recent memory, your partner will rise from bed and return with a barber's
razor with absolutely no intention of shaving you!” Lots of laughs. “This is it
for what you can do with a limp penis! Nothing more!”

There was a great buzz in the theater and I waited for it to die down. I
glanced to Serena, who was shaking her head, and when she saw me looking at
her, she turned her head away. I knew where this next part should go. “Now, I
have never done it, not that it hasn't occurred to me. No! That's not why. It's
because it's in the morning when it's most effective, but when I wake up in the
morning, my penis is already awake! It's rigid, hard, and ready! It's been prod-
ding my partner between her butt cheeks for several minutes. I don't even have
a limp penis to  work with!” While I waited for the laughter to die, I stole a
glance to Serena and saw her smiling in a knowing manner. “It's why I love the
morning. My little buddy's ready before  I am!” Laughs. “In fact, I love the
morning so much, if my partner said, 'Look, Gregory, this doing it any time of
the day is wearing on me. I love you dearly, so if you'll pick one time of the
day for us to do it, I'll do it with you every day at that time.' I don't even have
to think about it. I will immediately blurt, 'Okay, we're fucking in the morn-
ing.'” Laughs.  “And why not!? You're refreshed,  rejuvenated,  renewed. The
sunlight's streaming through the window so you can see everything! What's so
great about fucking at night when you can't see a damn thing!? In the morning
you won't have this embarrassment like you can when you can't see anything at
night, when she suggests, which is so infrequent you can barely count them, to
proceed indoors via the back door, except you can't see anything in the dark of
the room, and you start to slip it in, and she says, 'Wrong hole, Einstein!'” The
theater roared and my smile was wide as I strutted all over the stage back and
forth. “And you  should know by  feel, except  she's one who always wants to



fuck when you're facing each other  and she  never feels  comfortable unless
you're fucking at night, and you've been thinking for years, 'Why does she al-
ways want to fuck facing each other only at night when she can't even see the
look on my face?' And this is when I have to tell you, regrettably, there  are
some things in life which will never yield a satisfactory explanation, and that's
one of them. You are never going to get a satisfactory explanation from her or
anyone else, and I  know!  I've had those women! They can't fuck me unless
we're facing each other and it has to be pitch black? How are you ever going to
see anything, woman? You can't focus on a single feature of my face! I could
look at you cross-eyed! You could never tell. When I was younger I would get
all kinds of pissed-off about it, but not any more.

“Now, I'm pissed off at all of you! You can't do a simple children's sing-
along any better than that?” I had been pacing relentlessly but I stopped. “All
right, this is the city so nice they named it twice, which is redundant! But I will
give you a second chance, only because you were named twice. I'm warning
you, though. I'm putting you on notice. If your accumulated voices produce an-
other pathetic attempt at a children's sing-along which everyone knows, I will
never sing in this town again! Now, maybe, to some of you, that's a total win,
but should I ever be stuck with a group of people singing, I will scream,” and I
said this loudly and straightforward, “John Jacob Jingelheimer Schmidt. His
name is my name, too.' I will whip out my blade!” I pulled out my multi-tool
and flipped to one of the blades in it, not even two inches in length. “And I will
proceed to disembowel  anyone who fucks with me, and no one will,  because
everyone knows I live on the edge, and I can step right off the edge at any mo-
ment!” With my fiery eyes I looked all around the theater. Some people's ex-
pressions actually were shock. “This means,  you hold the fates of an untold
number of innocent human beings in your very hands, or voices, as it were, and
I'll blame you!” I paraded along the stage daring anyone. “So you better give it
your  all,  now that  you  know  other  lives  hang  in  the  balance.”  I  smiled.
“Ready?” Some actually nodded their heads. I started skipping back and forth
on the stage and sang it like before. “John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt. His
name is my name, too. Whenever I'm about, the people always shout.” As be-
fore I stuck the mike out, cupped my ears, and heard twenty-thousand New
Yorkers roar, “John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt.” I quickly added, “Duh-duh-
duh-duh-duh-duh-duh!”

I was really feeling it now. The roar was thunderous and I had made it
so. Though it was thunderous, I could hear one woman in the front row above
all other voices in the entire theater. I stared at her and she focused on my face
and smiled a hugely victorious smile. When the buzz and talk had died down,
and I continued gazing at this woman with a sort of smirk on my face, I said,
“You were really into it. I could hear you up here! If there was any one person
who has saved all of New York City from my villainous wrath, it's you!” Her
smile was beaming and it widened even further. “Will you come up here and
introduce  yourself?”  She  looked  around  innocently  and  mouthed,  “Me?”  I
shook my head. “I've only been looking at you for the last half-minute because
your voice was the one I heard above all others!” She shook her head and tried



to look modest. “Will you come up on stage, please? It's an innocent invitation.
I won't ask you to take your clothes off.” I paused for a moment and glanced
around the theater, and swung my arm around. “They might but they're just
heathens!” She laughed and rose from her seat and stepped up to the stage
slowly. I waited patiently for her to reach me center stage, smiling for encour-
agement, and lifted my hand, palm up and she cupped her hand in mine and I
squeezed her hand gently and released.

“Tell everyone your name, beautiful lady.”
She smiled and said loudly, “Jeanette.”
“So, Jeanette, what do you do besides belt out children's songs so loud I

can hear your voice above all others?”
Jeanette smiled somewhat demurely but said as loudly as before, “I'm

an actress.”
I skulked a few steps away and in the poorest Humphrey Bogart imita-

tion  ever, I moaned, “Of all the gin joints in the world,  she had to walk into
mine.” It actually resulted in a few laughs, mostly because I shook my head
profusely with my eyes rolled skyward. I stepped back to her. “What I meant,
Jeanette, is, what do you do for a day job?” More laughs.

Jeanette  stood  next  to  me  unaffected,  quite  proud actually.  “During
those  few, brief moments when I'm not acting, I wait on tables.” In her most
dramatic demeanor Jeanette added, “Idle hands are the devil's workshop!”

I dropped my arm holding the mike to my side, shook my head as I
walked a few steps away. I raised the mike with my back to Jeanette. “This is
when the despised Nazi officer arrives on screen, as you can imagine.” More
laughs. I walked back to Jeanette who was smiling broadly. “Okay, Jeanette,
despite whatever your present socio-economic status, because you are a fellow
entertainer, whether aspiring or not, I'm gonna give you your big break in the
biz. I'm gonna let you lead this audience in the sing-along I've done now twice,
and your mission, should you decide to accept it, is to bring this audience to
their contribution to the song better than I did, louder than I did. Wanna give it
a shot, Jeanette?”

With no hesitation, Jeanette shouted, “Oh, yes, absolutely!”
“Now, you do understand you will be at an extreme disadvantage, be-

cause at the end,  you have to be silent while everyone else sings and shouts,
and since you had the loudest voice of all...”

“But you'll be joining in. You have a loud voice, too.”
“No, I won't be joining in. Instead, I will be sitting behind you judging

your performance.” I waited a moment to allow Jeanette to put on her mock
pouting face, which was perfect. “Are you ready, Jeanette?”

“I've never been more ready!”
I smiled. I loved her attitude. I walked to the chair, lifted it to carry it to

center stage behind Jeanette, and set it down. Walking to her I stated, “Here's
your shot. Make the most of it.  Let me get back to my chair so I'm in the
proper judging position, please.” Jeanette nodded her head and I handed her
the mike. I walked to the chair and sat way back, crossing my arms.

I couldn't see Jeanette from the audience view, but I had a general idea



of her appearance. When I watch the recording of the show, though, Jeanette
was a true rabble rouser. If you've seen the show you know what I mean. She
exhorted the audience briefly, her smile and expression were intoxicating, and
when she did her part of “John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt,” her skipping and
dancing was loose, free and mesmerizing. I sat in the chair and couldn't help
but smile widely at her antics. When the crowd reached its part the whole the-
ater belted it out. When it had died some, Jeanette shouted, “Thank you, New
York! My city!” The theater applauded and I joined them all as I stood up and
walked to her.

Jeanette turned to me. “How was that?” She was beaming. She knew it.
As she handed me the mike I stated, “Well, you beat my ass into the

dust. You have passed the audition.” Jeanette was still facing me away from the
audience. “Turn around and face your accusers, Jeanette.” Still beaming she
pirouetted to face the audience. “You've earned it, Jeanette, so what I'll do for
you, is to let you make your pitch for a job by giving your full name. Do you
have an agent?” Jeanette simply shook her head. “Okay, so since you earned it,
you can use me as your agent. They can reach you through me. I won't take a
percentage. I'll do it for free because you earned it, so this is how we'll do it.
After the show, ask any of the ushers you need to speak with Daniel, my pro-
ducer.” I looked out at the audience to no one in particular. “Daniel! Please
take Jeanette's information for me so I can reach her if I get any job proposals
for her. Thank you, Daniel!” I never knew where he was during any of the per-
formances  but  I  knew he was always listening.  “Make your  pitch,  dear.”  I
handed Jeanette the mike.

Jeanette made her pitch. “I can sing, I can dance, I have years of experi-
ence acting...” Of course the one note I made was her name, Jeanette McDon-
ald.

“Okay, Jeanette, before I let you go, I'm going to give you a piece of
entertainment advice. Don't take this the wrong way! My only motive is to
help you garner some jobs, experience and work so you can make a name for
yourself, and that's the problem you may have. Your name. Because I have to
tell you, and this may break your heart, but that name has already been taken,
and in the entertainment biz, you do not want to create any confusion between
your work and, say, the previous work of Jeannette McDonald. I would recom-
mend you change your professional name.”

“I've seen many of her movies. I've always admired her.”
“And the problem in this  business is  everyone,  when they hear  that

name, will instantly think about the previous Jeanette McDonald, not you! And
while you're thinking about changing your name, let me advise you Ronald
McDonald is also taken.”

Jeanette laughed as did most of the audience, but she gave me a mock
frown. “That would be a man's name, Gregory.”

“How am  I to know if you're happy with your gender status? I can't
read your mind. People change genders all the time. I'm trying to look out for
you,  Jeanette,  trying  to  consider  every  contingency.”  I  smiled  my  devious
smile and received the same from Jeanette.  “Ladies and gentlemen of New



York City, please give a warm, and loud, round of applause for the most scin-
tillating, exciting, and loudest singer I have ever heard, Jeanette McDonald!”
The theater gave her a very enthusiastic round of applause, Jeanette turned to-
ward me, put her arms around me as I slipped mine around her waist, and she
hugged me very tightly, whispering, “Thank you.”

I whispered, “You deserved it, my love.” Jeanette kissed my bearded
cheek and walked across the stage, applause still ringing, and with great flare
and poise, waved to the audience all the way to her seat in the front row. I
watched her silently, mildly shaking my head. As she settled in her seat, while I
continued to look at her, enjoying her dazzling smile, I remarked to the audi-
ence, “Well, if I suffer at any time during the rest of this show from uncer-
tainty, humiliation or any type of brain freeze, I can glance at one friend in this
audience  and know I'll  probably  get  an expression  of  encouragement  from
her.” I winked at Jeanette and she blew me a kiss. “However, I  was talking
about Serena Dominguez and her gate of ignominy. Thought I had  forgotten
about it? How could I forget? If  I brought all twenty thousand of you to her
gate and we all performed our song for Serena, she would still never let me in-
side her gate,  because it's not the magic words! And who dreamed up these
magic words? Serena's own security guy! It's why I hate the magic words more
than anything else. Let me tell you, you are never going to receive any artistic
imagination from a professional  security  guy,  so don't  hold your  breath.”  I
quickly took a gulp of beer, the last of the bottle. I looked at the bottle. “And I
see I'm holding a now empty bottle. I'll take a short break to prepare another
beer, so you'll excuse me, though there is no excuse for me. I'm not in denial.”

I walked to the cooler and put the empty bottle inside, pulled out a full
bottle and stuck it in the huggy. I turned the huggy around. “Beavers, an endan-
gered species. Save the beavers! They're being clear cut by shaved pussies!” I
pulled  out  my  trusty  multi-tool,  popped  off  the  cap,  and  shoved  it  in  my
pocket. “Give a hoot, don't pollute...This is an example of my public service
announcements. They're for general audiences. The beavers and shaved pussies
is an example of my pubic cervix announcements, which are for women only.
At least I'm consistent...You know, the last thing I need is to go down on a
woman who doesn't maintain her shaved pussy well, spend about ten seconds
rubbing my face all over it, and have to come up to call 9-1-1 because my face
is now bleeding profusely from the severe lacerations I received from her razor
stubble! Shit! I can't think of anything worse which would immediately put me
right out of the mood! Oh, I'm sure she'd say as they wheel me out, 'Hurry
back from the hospital, hon. I'll be waiting.' I'll be thinking, yeah, well, you'll
be waiting a long time dear because it's not likely...

“But  back  to  Serena  Dominguez.  Let's  talk  about  her some  more,
preferably in a personal, even intimate way. And let's have one of  you help
with the conversation, so who knows something about Serena we can all agree
is personal or intimate. It could be about her body or some of the crazy shit
she's done, and she's done some crazy shit! It can be really embarrassing be-
cause I don't care. It's not going to embarrass me. If anyone would be embar-
rassed it would be Serena and I'm not completely certain that's possible so let's



see if we can embarrass Serena. Who's got something really juicy.” One guy in
the front row was really waving his arm so I hopped off the stage and walked
toward him. “You, sir, have something really juicy about Serena?” He nodded.
“Stand up and give me your name.”

The man stood and said, “Tom.”
“Okay, Tom, what do you know about Serena that's really juicy?”
“She has some really juicy big breasts with some really nice nipples.”
“Well, that's a good way to put it, Tom. She has really juicy breasts, al-

though I would probably lean toward milky, because it seems to fit better, since
you're more likely to find milk in those breasts than juice, but that's me. And
the term 'big' is relative. For example, you can say a whole bunch of women
have big  breasts  but  those  sizes  are  going to  vary.”  I  was  glancing at  the
woman who was sitting next to Tom's seat and had an idea they came to the
show together.  She had  really big breasts. “So, let's try to define an approxi-
mate size you and I can agree on is for 'big breasts.' And I'll start by asking this
question.” I nodded to the woman sitting next to his seat. “Did this woman sit-
ting next to you, Tom, come to the show with you?”

“Oh, yeah. That's my wife, Karen,” Tom said, smiling at her while she
smiled back.

“Do you get nervous or apprehensive talking about your wife, Karen's,
breasts, Tom? And I mean in a general sense such as size wise.”

“No, I don't mind.”
“Okay, great. Now I haven't seen your wife's breasts, Tom. I can assure

you, but I can look at your wife and tell by the proportions in the clothes she's
wearing reasonably well  how  large or  small the  size of  your wife's  breasts
probably are. Do you think it would be reasonable for me to say I could assess
the size of your wife's breasts just by looking at her, Tom?”

“Oh,  yes,  absolutely.  They're  pretty  big,”  Tom said,  smiling.  Karen
smiled, too.

“You're a breast man, aren't you, Tom?” Tom wore a goofy smile. “So,
let's see, Tom, if we can reach some agreement about a particular size to deter-
mine whether it should be 'big' or something else. So here's what I'm going to
suggest. If Serena's breasts are 'big,' Tom, your wife's breasts are really big, be-
cause in my humble opinion, your wife's breasts are considerably big-ger than
Serena's. Would you agree, Tom?”

“Oh, there's no doubt about it,” said Tom, smiling big and wide.
“So, we're in agreement.  Serena's breasts are big.  By the way, Tom,

have you seen Serena's breasts, since you have become an authority?”
“Oh, yeah, there's pictures of her breasts all over, and you can see them

in movies. They're everywhere.”
“Well, yeah, there are pictures of her bare breasts  almost everywhere,

although I was down in Times Square a couple days ago and I couldn't find any
there, but pictures of Serena's bare breasts are all over the internet. I don't think
she does a very good job of policing it, but how can you? You stop one here,
another pops up over there, then there's another copy of a picture of her bare
breasts over there. It's like the game Whack a Mole, you whack one down, and



another pops up, then another. You can't stop it...Now, would you be surprised,
Tom, if I said, not only have I seen images of her bare breasts, I've seen the real
thing, with my own eyes, in person, and not just one, or a little tease of one,
but both of them, bare and unadorned. Would it surprise you?”

“No, you lucky dog. You were in the scene where she was being raped.
Her breasts were bare, weren't they?”

“They absolutely were.” I smiled at the audience. “But, here's a little
known fact, Tom.  I didn't write the scene that way originally. In the  original
screenplay, her blouse is not ripped off. It was not in the original, but we had
our first real production meeting with the whole team, which I could not attend
personally so I had to call in by phone, but I had to be on it because we were
going to discuss rewrites to the screenplay, and guess who would be doing it,
Tom?”

“You would.”
“Perfect. That's good. You pay attention, Tom. I like you. So we get to

the rape scene and the consensus of the other producers is we should change it
by having Cecilia's blouse ripped off and her breasts bared. Now, I sat in my
car hundreds of miles away listening to the back and forth of the argument and
I didn't say a word. This went on for about five minutes and John asked, 'Are
you there, Gregory?' I said, 'Oh, I'm here, John. I'm listening.' John said, 'Well,
I want to hear what you think.' I said, 'I wish I'd never written that scene at all.'
Someone said, 'That's a really important scene,' and blah, blah, blah. So, here's
what I said, Tom. 'If the rape scene was not in the screenplay to begin with,
which one of you would suggest we add a rape scene?' Can you imagine what
the response was, Tom?”

“What was it?” Tom said, quite interested.
“Dead silence, as I suspected. Nobody wanted to add a rape scene if it

hadn't already been written, but since it  had  been in the original, now they
wanted to enhance it by adding...that. I asked whose suggestion it was to add
this change to the rape scene by having Cecilia's blouse ripped off and her
breasts bared. Who do you think suggested it? You'll never guess.”

“Hmm, I don't know.”
“Serena suggested it.  It was  her suggestion.  I said,  'I  just  wanted to

know because they are your breasts, Serena.' Serena said, 'It's just acting, Gre-
gory.' Which is why, when everyone asks me, 'My gosh, Gregory, why did you
show your penis?' I say, 'It's just acting.'” Tom laughed. “I like you, Tom. I feel
like we're bonding. I almost want to put my arm around your shoulder so we
can talk like old drinking buddies.” I looked at Tom who was smiling. “We
could be drinking buddies. Wanna beer, Tom? It's Pacifico.”

Tom laughed. “Sure, I'd love a beer.”
“I'll  be right back.” I ran up the steps across the stage to the cooler,

opened it and yanked out a bottle of beer. I ran down to Tom. “Hold this.” I
gave him the microphone to hold and stepped to his wife. “Hold this.” I handed
her my beer. I pulled out the multi-tool and proceeded to pop off the cap and
said, “I don't have another huggy, so you don't mind if the beer gets warm, do
you, Tom? You may be one of those guys who sucks 'em down quick, but I



have to limit you to one.” I handed him the beer as he handed me back the mi-
crophone. I stepped to his wife and she handed me my beer. Back to Tom and I
tipped my beer to his. “Cheers.” We both took a swig from our beers. I knew I
had probably violated some ordinance and I also knew most performers would
never do this. Two for one. Can't beat that.

“Here's an interesting fact, Tom, my new drinking buddy. As a producer
I was responsible for the financials. What that allowed me to learn was exactly
how much everyone got paid on the movie, from the producers' cuts to the
lowliest of the crew, grips, best boys, everybody. I knew it all. I knew what ev-
erybody was getting paid. Now, here's what's cool. You see, Tom, in the movie
business  there's  all  kinds  of  money negotiations  going on as  a  movie  pro-
gresses, typically before they start shooting the movie. And in those negotia-
tions with actresses and actors, there's talk about nude scenes. You know, the
producers will say we want to have this nude scene with this actress and we
want to show your breasts, and sometimes it can get real nit-picky, so the ac-
tress might say, 'well, for  both of my breasts it's gonna cost another million.'
'What if we just show one?' 'Okay, half a million, but only my right breast. It's
the prettier one.' And don't think they don't say it. It's a woman thing. Every
woman has a favorite breast, the one they think looks the best. It's like your
own favorite profile, Tom. 'No, shoot me from my left side. It's my best side.'
Every woman has a favorite breast. And they only have to choose one out of
two. It's not like they have to sort between thousands. 'Which one do I like the
most? Hmmmm, left or right? Oh, I think I like the left one.' And don't forget
the actors. 'You want to show my butt? That's gonna cost ya, um, a million.'
Same with actresses. 'My butt? Oh, that's another million.' All these anatomical
features  have  real monetary value in  the movie business.  Guess which one
costs the most, Tom?”

I caught Tom sucking from the beer so he pulled it down quick and
gave a chuckle. “I don't know, Gregory, but I wanna hear it.”

“The penis. The penis costs the most. It's why you hardly ever see one
in a movie because it's too damn expensive. 'How much does he want for his
penis? That much? We can't afford that.' No penis. Simple. And because there's
real monetary value attached to all these anatomical features, they can be in-
sured. Think I'm kidding, Tom? There is a certain actress who lives right here
in New York and her butt is insured for multi-millions. I don't know what ex-
actly she's  being protected for,  what type of butt  tragedy she's anticipating,
other than maybe she's had experience with her butt disappearing for months at
a time, refusing to call home, hanging out with the sailors, and then finally ar-
riving on her doorstep a complete, washed-up mess. I don't know, but her butt's
insured big time. I was thinking about insurance for my penis, Tom. I was actu-
ally approached for it.  'Have you considered insurance for your penis, Gre-
gory?' You think I'm shittin' you? I passed on it and here's why. Remember, I
knew what everybody was getting paid. That of course means me too. So how
much do you think I charged for my penis, Tom?”

Tom laughed. “I don't know. Five million?”
“Boy, Tom, you think my penis is worth five million? Do you know,



Tom, five million would be more than I was paid for all of my acting duties?
My penis receiving more than I  did!  Hell,  for that  much money,  my  penis
should  retire.  'I'm  going  to  the  Bahamas,  Gregory.  Write  me  some  time.'”
Laughs. “No, I didn't charge five million, not a million. Tom, I didn't charge a
bloody red cent for showing my penis. Not one thin dime. It's just acting, Tom.
Other  guys  might  charge.  I  didn't.  But  actresses  typically  charge  for  their
breasts, and I knew what everybody was getting paid, including Serena and
any breast bonus she might get. So, Tom, guess how much she charged for her
breasts, not just one, but the entire pair?”

“A million,” Tom said, throwing it out there.
“Nada.  Nothing.  She  did  it  for  free.  Serena  Dominguez  bared  her

breasts in our movie for nothing, like I bared my penis for nothing. This would
make my penis and her breasts equal in value, and that is absurd, Tom. I'm sure
you would agree with me.” Tom nodded his head strongly. “Although I am at-
tached to my penis while I am not attached to Serena's breasts, and in fact I'm
not even in regular contact with Serena's breasts. They never write me. They
don't call and wish me happy birthday. Serena's breasts treat me like I don't
even exist. I think they're condescending. So, because I am attached to my pe-
nis and not Serena's breasts, I assess more value to my penis than her breasts,
as you can understand. Although, in truth, if I have a choice of what I want to
view, well, yeah, I'm gonna choose Serena's breasts. It's a no-brainer. But it is
odd Serena  didn't  even charge  for  her  breasts.  She bared those spectacular
boobs for free. Of course you have to watch them during some rape scene and
it cuts down on the excitement value for me. But I can say I saw them in per-
son, though we were never formally introduced. As I said, condescending.”

I paused for a moment to consider where this was going. “You know,
Tom, Serena has a reputation as a firecracker. Have you heard that?”

“Oh, yeah!” We glanced at each other and tipped our beers together.
“She does, but I've never seen her explode. I've come close, though.

Man, she was  really pissed at me when she heard about Seattle. You should
have heard her, Tom. Three women? Who the fuck do you think you are? And I
can tell you it's what she said to me, even though the door was closed and it
should be confidential, because she was screaming it at me as loud as she can
possibly shout and everybody heard it! So, it's not very confidential when you
scream at somebody so everybody else can hear. And I don't know  why she
was so pissed at me except she may have some feelings for me, Tom, although
I have absolutely no idea how she could have any feelings for me.  I barely
have any feelings for me which is understandable to me because I've lived with
me for sixty years and I know how despicable and disgusting I am. I'm not in
self-denial. Yet, she was pissed so I think she must have feelings for me, Tom,
but dammit she's a married woman which makes her off-limits. Why? I've done
it before. I've had a sexual, intimate relationship with a married woman, and it
was a disaster. I'm not doing it again. I have learned my lesson. Besides, when
you marry, you make a vow, a promise, you give your word. You're married,
Tom.” Tom nodded his head. “You promised to love and honor and cherish
your wife until death do you part or something like that, didn't you?”



“I did.”
“And the key word is 'honor,' being faithful, all of it, right?”
“Yes.”
“And your promise wasn't to love and honor and cherish until some-

body better comes along, was it, Tom?”
Tom laughed and caught himself as his wife frowned. “No, it wasn't.”
“Good,  because  let  me  tell  you  what  I  do know  about  Serena

Dominguez from all the time I've spent with her. She's true, loyal, faithful and
dependable. That's not a bad package, is it, Tom?”

“No, that's pretty good.”
“So, if that's the case, and I'm sure it is, I can't think Serena has  any

feelings for me, because she's too honorable, so I don't think that's what it was.
I think it was because she was so disappointed in me, she would never have ex-
pected me to do something like it, and she wanted me to know, in no uncertain
terms, how disappointed, even shocked she was. I think that's what it was, al-
though they were like the three amigos in Seattle. They were the three amigos
and I was Don Quixote, blind to everything except the delusional windmill in
the  corner,  which  I  continually  charged  with  my  lance,  bashing  my  head
against the wall,  from which I still  suffer headaches. You believe me, don't
you, Tom?” Tom nodded. “And after we exhausted that we played parcheesi,
because I have the board, and two got pretty good as the night wore into the
early morning hours, so it was getting harder and harder to beat them, but I'm
pretty good at parcheesi. It's my version and I'm sticking to it.”

Tom leaned conspiratorially and said, “But there  is a rumor, Gregory,
you and Serena have had an affair.” He looked at me smiling. “Care to com-
ment?”

“What are you, Tom, practicing to be a talk show host?” He smiled.
“Look, Tom, you would think when anyone could compare the two of us, com-
pare me, compare Serena, compare what I have, compare what she has, anyone
would come to  the most reasonable conclusion, being  no way Serena could
ever be interested in me. No way! That would be the end of it.

“It's all over the internet.”
“Oh, that explains it. It must be true. It's on the internet. Nobody lies on

the internet.” I looked at Tom suspiciously.  “Say something like this again,
Tom, and I'm gonna take your beer away.” Tom leaned his beer away from me.
“What kind of drinking buddy are you?...Because Serena and I get along so
well,  Tom, people make this shit up. Yes, we like each other, we enjoy the
company of the other. We tease each other. We even flirt, perhaps shamelessly.
That, in and of itself, doesn't put us in the same bed, does it, Tom?”

Tom thought about it for a moment. “Um, no, but...”
“But!? Ya gotta spit it out, Tom. Don't stop there!”
Tom looked at me slyly. “I read the other day someone in the produc-

tion office heard Serena say, 'My husband knows about us, Gregory.' Whattaya
say now, drinking bud?”

“Do  you  always  get  this  cocky  when  you  drink  one  fucking  beer,
Tom?” Tom laughed. “Wow! Ya got me there, Tom. I'm cornered. No way out



now. Of course, there was no name attached to the 'someone in the production
office,' was there?”

“No.”
“So, here's where I expand the concept of confidentiality, Tom. Confi-

dentiality exists in a private world, behind closed doors, even in a company of-
fice. Now, whether 'someone in the production office' understands or does not
understand confidentiality,  I fucking do, Tom. I will neither confirm nor deny
whether  Serena  said  it,  simply  because  at  the  time she  was behind closed
doors, meaning the company office. What she says there is not your business,
Tom. Would you disagree?”

Tom thought about it a moment. “No, it's not any of my business.”
“And, if I'm with Serena in private or behind closed doors, just the two

of us, would what we say or do be any of your business, Tom?”
“No, it wouldn't.”
“You may hear, Tom, other people say this or that, they heard someone

say this,  someone say that,  but  I'll  tell  you what  you're  never gonna hear.
You're never going to hear anyone say they heard me say this or that when it
was in confidence. Mainly because everyone even slightly familiar with me
knows how sacred confidentiality is to me, that it is my reputation at stake ev-
ery time someone confides in me, it  is my honor at stake. And I take it  seri-
ously. So you will never hear me confirm or deny anything Serena and I have
done or  said in  private  or  behind closed  doors.  It's  none of  your  business.
But...you won't believe what  I heard a few days ago. Let's see, it was...four
days ago. Wanna hear it, Tom?”

“Yeah, I want to hear it, Gregory. Spill the beans, bud.”
“Remember, Serena's a married woman. She's off limits, right, Tom?”
“Right.”
“Because if she's not off limits as a married woman, your wife would be

fair game to me, which would piss off my drinking bud, wouldn't it, Tom?”
Tom looked at me severely. “Yeah, that would piss me off.”
“Among other things, such as it wouldn't be honorable for me to do it

either, right?”
“Right.”
I gave Tom a sly look. “So, I get this call four days ago, from an ac-

quaintance who's familiar with both of us, and this person tells me Serena filed
for a separation. She has her daughter with her and now she's filed for a separa-
tion from her husband, and you know what it means, don't you, Tom?”

“Well, she's still married.”
“That's true, but when a spouse files for separation, they're saying, 'I'm

available.' Married, off the shelf. Separated, back on the shelf, available for se-
lection. So, Tom, my drinking bud, now that she's back on the shelf, and as-
suming the rumors are  true, I'd be jumpin' on  that in no time. Cumon, Tom,
you know me. You know I'd be hoppin' on that train, right?”

“Yeah, you would,” Tom said and tipped his beer against mine. “So, are
you?”

“Well, there's a problem, Tom.”



“Oh, man, don't let me down!”
“I might, Tom, because I've changed a little over the years, and I've

made a big change recently,  and because I  made this  change, Serena and I
haven't been talking as much as we used to. I mean, a few weeks ago, she had a
big party for people from the movie. She said it was her finale party and I was
invited, but I never went. Instead, I went out with some boys and ripped it up.
The big change, though, is I ended my lease on my apartment in West Holly-
wood and I've left Los Angeles and I'll never be back to live. So, Tom, you
may be thinking, why did you do that? Why did you leave Los Angeles, espe-
cially now when Serena is available and right there?”

I put the mike to Tom. “Why would you make such a bonehead move?”
“That is an excellent question, Tom, and points, possibly, to a defect in

my own personality, which I'm sure is flawed beyond repair, an entirely differ-
ent matter...Tom, I've been in the movie business for the last year, and here's
what I know. What drives it is appearance, how you look. Everyone competes
against everyone else on appearance. Tom, if you want to be a lead in a movie,
you have to look pretty. Now, all the guys hate it if I say they're pretty boys. I
don't mean it to be degrading. I want to be consistent, because female leads are
pretty girls, male leads are pretty boys. Everybody gets it. You get it, don't you,
Tom?” Tom nodded. “Here's where the delusion some people in this business
desperately try to hold onto but it dissolves. Everyone tells me I was the lead in
The True Cross, but it's a crock. It's true I have more screen time than Antonio
but he was the lead. Screen time doesn't matter. Pretty boy does, and my own
production company agreed with it, because whose name leads in the movie?
Antonio's name comes first, Serena's second, female lead, I'm third. I'm not the
lead in the movie. I'm not the lead because I'm not a pretty boy and never will
be. I wasn't the lead in  My Brother's Keeper.  Drake was. He'll probably be
pissed at me for a while because I referred to him as a pretty boy, but he'll get
over  it.  When everything is  so driven by appearance,  Tom, it  becomes sti-
flingly, suffocatingly, oppressively superficial, and substance comes second, if
at all. I accomplished what I set out to do and more. I had help. I couldn't have
done it without them, but my goals have all been reached and there is nothing
more for me to do there. I've left the movie business, Tom, and I'm going to do
other things, things I'm compelled to do, things I feel I have to do.

“Serena, though, is in the business. This is her career, her lifestyle, her
home is there, most of her friends are in the business or live there. This is her
life, and it's her life, Tom, not mine. She should do with her life whatever she
wants. I would never interfere with it. And it means she has to always look her
best, she has to  appear her best, Tom, because it's what drives the business.
Here's  what  kills me, what  absolutely  crushes me. I  have seen this  woman
without all the stuff on her face, I've seen her plain and unadorned, Tom, and
her face without all the stuff is stunningly beautiful to me,  but I cannot con-
vince her. Serena will not believe it, Tom. And the proof can be seen tonight,
because she's here in this audience with all the stuff on her face, looking like
the woman she wished she looked like. I cannot change her own perception of
her appearance when she looks at herself in the mirror. Only she can change it.



But maybe I'm wrong, Tom, maybe she's not beautiful without her make-up on.
Maybe she's average, like any other woman. Would it matter to me? Because I
always ask myself,  since  I  met  Serena,  why is  she  still the  most  desirable
woman to me? Why? Why has the desire grown since I met her, Tom? Well, it's
simple, really, because Serena, even with all her make-up is still not the most
beautiful woman. Even in my eyes there are a  lot of women who are more
beautiful than she is or will  ever be, but it's  not what makes her so desirable
since I met her. It's what I've learned she has, and who she is, up here, Tom.” I
poked my head. “That's what I want. That's who I want. The rest of the vessel
comes with it, but it's who she is upstairs I want. It doesn't matter to me what
the vessel looks like, but I can't convince her, Tom.”

Tom was looking very thoughtful, even concerned, and he leaned to me
and put his hand on my shoulder. “So, what are you gonna do, Gregory?”

“I won't chase her, Tom. It's where  she's failed every time. She didn't
pick her boyfriends, not even her husband. They did the picking. Women have
the  illusion they pick, but they're only picking the suitors, the men who are
chasing them. They don't ever pick the ones they want. It would be like chas-
ing,  but  at  least  you're picking,  truly  picking.  However,  the reason women
won't do it is because they may be rejected, and, god, don't reject a woman. Her
whole world will fall apart, so they let the men pick them, and choose the one
they think is the best at the time. It's what Serena has done her whole life, so is
she with the one, the love of her life now? I can assure you, Tom, her marriage
will end in divorce, another failure. It's time for her to choose. She knows who
I am, she knows what I am, and when she comes to the realization, to the un-
shakable conclusion: something is missing in her life, since I will  always tell
her where I am every time it changes, she'll know where to find me. When she
shows up at my door, Tom, she can take her seat right beside me, not in front
so I can show her off like a trophy, not behind me because I'm the leader, right
beside me as my partner, my equal. I will hold her seat for her as long as I live.
It's reserved for her and no one else will sit in it.”

Tom leaned to me and said, “Good luck on that, bud.”
“Haven't you finished your beer yet?”
“Can I get another?”
“No, and I have a show to finish, so gulp it down. People are waiting.”

Tom drank  the  rest  of  the  beer  and  grinned.  “And gimme the  bottle.”  He
handed me the bottle. “Big hand, please, for Tom, my new drinking buddy!”
Tom turned to me and gave me a hug and I acted like I didn't know what to do,
since I had my hands full, but I said, “Great job, Tom. Thank you.”

I walked up on the stage, put the bottles away, grabbed another beer,
opened it and started my attachment bit, the one where I begin, “I was once at-
tached to a human being, since some folks claim I'm detached from everyone
and everything, even reality. I can prove it.” I pulled up my shirt and pointed to
my belly button. “There it is. My proof. I was once attached to my mother, and
as soon as I  turned and squeezed through  this tiny tunnel,  then turned and
squeezed through that tiny tunnel, and had my head squeezed and shrunk like a
lemon and came out into the light, the doctor grabbed my attachment cord and



fucking cut it...Then tied it into a nice little bow for aesthetic reasons...I haven't
been attached to a human being since, well,  not  physically.” It includes the
mental and emotional attachments, all one way, all made up in your mind, thus
qualifying them as delusions. These are manifestations of human beings who
subconsciously know they are single, independent entities, forever, after the
cord is cut, to be alone in this world, and only these attachments combat the
loneliness. It merged into love, desire, sex and fucking.

Once I finished this bit I paced the stage running the gamut of expres-
sions on my face and catching gazes of audience members. “Who owns shit?
Anybody own any shit?” It took a while before they got it, so out came phones
and showing off bling, and when I stopped, I barked, “You don't own shit!” It's
my “you don't own shit” bit, one of my best, because I really challenge the au-
dience. I always wear a severe expression. Of course, all this was “performed”
with a mesmerizing back and forth pace across the stage,  and when I  con-
cluded the lack of ownership routine, I pulled up the captain's chair and sat
down. I was almost through but I was going to get comfortable for this last
one.

“I thought I'd share a few things from my past, mainly because I want
to dismiss the idea from anyone, including my ex and two daughters, that I
don't remember, or even more ridiculously, I choose not to remember, some of
the events which took place...One night, I'm working late as usual, since the
books at the store were so whacked I had to work late to get them in order and
keep them so, and it's about nine at night and there's a knock on the side door. I
open it and it's my secretary, and she's holding a six-pack of beer, with one
conspicuously empty. And the next thing I remember, she's sitting on my lap at
her desk, which I had been using, her blouse is unbuttoned, her bra is pushed
up,  her  breasts  are  bare,  and  I  don't  know  how it  happened.  I  can't
remember...She says something to me which is very provocative, so I was pro-
voked into...getting out my parcheesi board and we played for hours...She was
pretty good but I beat her consistently...So, if you haven't figured it out, she's
now my ex-wife, which brings me to the lesson in all this.  Don't engage in a
romantic relationship with the help! Don't do it! Of course, in an audience this
size, there are certainly husbands now thinking, but I like fucking the maid, and
wives thinking, but I like fucking the gardener. So let me repeat. Don't engage
in a romantic relationship with the help! I'm trying to help you stay out of trou-
ble, because once you do, you're gonna be in it neck deep.”

I talked about the day my oldest daughter was born and the few days af-
ter when she had signs of jaundice and I had to pump her full of water because
her crying made it emotionally impossible for her mother to do the job. A little
crying baby's not stopping me, as I know who the adult is in this pair, and it
ain't the little crying baby. She did not go back to the hospital after the week-
end. “Of course, I can't tell you all of the events the day she was born, because
one of them is a whole other story, but I can tell you how it starts. So, has this
ever happened to you?” I used my cheesy announcer voice. “You're lying in
bed naked with your partner who is similarly naked. It's morning and the sun is
already delivering light into the bedroom. Your stirring awakens your partner,



whose first words for this new day are, 'I'm horny. Fuck me.' That ever happen
to you?” There are some grumblings from the audience and many are nodding
their heads and I hear someone shout, “Oh, hell, yes!” I'm nodding my head
smiling deviously when I add, “So here's the twist. You  knew it was comin'.
When your partner says that…,” and I took a big swig of my beer, “she's eight
and a half months pregnant. Oh, you'd love that story, but you're not hearing it
on this show. Ha-ha! Sorry! Well, I'm  not sorry. This, incidentally, is what I
said to John Drury when I stopped the door at the rest stop from smacking me
in the face and making  him bump into it unexpectedly. I said, 'Sorry,'  but I
wasn't sorry at all.”

I talked about the ex working as a waitress when I couldn't find work, I
set up a massive garden, I walked around with my oldest, who never could
make it all the way around the circular road because she would pull my arm
and point to my head and I'd lift her up and carry her on my shoulders the rest
of the way, and the time I had a beard and long hair like I have today but I got
my hair cut over my ears and above my neck and shaved the beard to start
looking for work again and my oldest saw me for the first time like that and
started bawling uncontrollably and it took two whole hours before she could be
convinced the man with short hair and a clean-shaven face was still her daddy.
I talked about the ex and I clearing the vines in the back of our new house, how
she helped tear off the roof with me right down to the trusses, how we would
lie on the sofa together until I had finally stimulated her enough—how did I do
it  again?  Oh,  it  escapes  me  presently—and  we'd  rush  off  to  the  bedroom
and...play another game of parcheesi, and how the marriage ended when she
changed the terms, and why I stayed all those years, honoring the promise I
made to her that I would stay until the kids were out of school. A stage hand
sneaked down to the front to tell me I was over ninety minutes. “Oh, well, shit
happens.” I finished the bit, stood, drank the rest of my beer, set it down on the
cooler as I held the microphone, and said, “New York, New York. So nice they
named it twice. Give yourselves a hand.” Everyone clapped and I waited for it
to die down. “I'll be heading to Baden Baden soon. It's named twice. Doesn't
have the same ring to it, does it? My great-great-grandfather originated from
there, he and his brother, and it's where I'll be for a while. So if you're cruisin'
down the Rhine over the next year or so, hop off at  Baden Baden and ask
around for me. I won't keep it hidden. Thank you. Good night.”

I set the microphone on the coolers and walked off stage left through
the curtains parted by a stage hand, who mentioned they were already standing.
I told the stage hand to move the mike and stand to the chair parked in the cen-
ter on the edge and have it so I can swivel it in front of my face and talk with
my hands free. The stage hand immediately did so. I walked back to the dress-
ing room and could still hear the roar from the audience. The handler was hold-
ing Little Boy in her arms while sitting in a chair. He was content but it was his
turn. I knew he wouldn't appreciate it but he had to take the bad with the good.
He would survive. I picked him up as she lifted him to me and I carried him to
the stage and set him on the floor beside me to get acclimated and start whin-
ing, which he did immediately. I nodded to the stage hand, he parted the cur-



tains, I stepped out a few feet and lifted my arms and waved for silence. Once
the theater became silent, I looked down to Little Boy who was looking up and
said, “Come on.” He started to walk toward me as I walked slowly to the chair
and he passed through the parted curtains onto the stage. The audience gawked
in amazement at a little cat following me to the chair at the center front of the
stage. I stopped, removed the microphone from the stand and waited a few mo-
ments for Little Boy to reach me and when he did he started whining. “I'd like
you to meet my little friend from India, who has a few words to say himself.” I
put the microphone closer to him so the audience could hear his whining. After
a few moments I stood. “Little Boy says, 'This is New York? So what!' Well,
he's an old man of a cat and he's not impressed with anything other than eating
and sleeping and this is neither.”

I put the microphone in the stand and scooped up Little Boy to sit down
in the chair with him on my lap. I stroked him until he got settled. Reaching for
the stand I pulled it to my face. “There's an idea which persists: humans adopt
animals. It's only because humans think they control everything in the world
and animals are dumb. It's not true because animals have minds of their own
and humans only delude themselves into thinking they control everything. You
can adopt an animal and the animal will give you a little time to show the ani-
mal who you are as a fellow creature and decide whether to stay or flee. When
an animal decides to stay, this animal has adopted you, so animals adopt you,
not the other way around. It's not permanent, though, because the animal is
merely putting you on notice. The animal has decided staying with you, at this
time, is better than the alternative, but if you treat it like shit, this animal will
leave. Animals have minds of their own and they will take the best course of
action for their own survival, unless you lock it up. So I ask you what kind of
love is it, to lock up the ones you love? I only keep Little Boy in an enclosed
room when I have to be away from him so he won't wander around looking for
me, because he will, and he might get hurt, because he's an old man who once
fell two stories and landed on his head, so he's not in his right cat mind to be-
gin with, and you saw him. How many of you have cats who will follow you
around like a dog?” Laughter.

“Normally, he talks a mile a minute. He's worse than the biggest gossip
in your neighborhood, but he stops when he's content, and he's content to lie on
my lap and have me stroke him, since he figures it's my job. If he was in a talk-
ative mood, I can tell you what he would say, since I know him pretty well and
he's not very sharp trying to hide things from me. He would say,  'Listen, I
know some of you are going out to tie one on, so have a drink on me, although
I'm not paying so don't bother sending me the bill. I'm a cat. I don't have a bank
account. I don't carry a credit card or a wad of cash. The nitwit holding me
does, but he's not paying either. Once you're ready to leave for home, if you've
overdone it,  listen to those around you who are telling you you've had too
much to drink. Don't be like the nitwit in the chair with me. He spent six days
in the hospital and he's lucky to be alive for that mistake. Walk, take a cab, call
a friend, call the drunk ride service, take the bus or the subway, just do not get
behind the wheel of your car and pretend you can drive. I hear the news when



it comes out. I'm not stupid, and I don't want to hear one of you didn't make it
home tonight. Don't do it to me. Don't you ever fucking do that to me. I have
ambition, too. I might come back here and yak at you in the nitwit's place and
it would be nice if all of you had the opportunity to hear me wail. After all,
there's something you should know about the guy holding me. Don't let him
fool  you  into  thinking  he's  someone  special.  I  live  with  this  nitwit,
okay?'...Yep, that's what he'd say. I know Little Boy very well...Thank you all
for coming tonight. I may see you at the restaurant down the street later. If not,
I still love you. Good night.” I rose holding Little Boy, waved his front leg and
walked slowly through the parted curtains stage left.

Sitting backstage I sipped a water bottle and toweled off. It was hot and
I sweated a bit. Drake, Serena and John made their way back stage and we
chatted and Serena kissed me once. She enjoyed the show and claimed she
wasn't  embarrassed. I took her at  her word.  Someone from the theater said
there was a woman named Jana who wanted to come back stage. I told the man
to let her through. I hadn't seen Jana since the first show in Los Angeles but
she had cooled anything with me once she heard about Seattle.  She looked
good when she stepped slowly, cautiously into the dressing room. I introduced
everyone, although they all were familiar with each other. The conversation
was not forced but there was a tension in the room and Drake, John and I could
certainly feel it. We stole glances at each other to confirm it. Serena finally
said, “Gregory, I would like to visit you in your room. I know where you're
staying, but I see you'll be having company.”

I looked at Serena in disbelief. “Of course I'll be having company, Ser-
ena, like after every performance. I come back from the restaurant to the hotel
and the party starts, and I have no objection to how long the party and the con-
versation goes. After a show I like to party, Serena. I fucking deserve it, so I
enjoy it and let it rip. Then I sleep late and get on with preparing for the next
one. We all have fun because it's all that happens when I'm around. The shit
stops outside the door of my room.” I stared at Serena a few moments, but she
lowered her head and remained silent. “I  have some idea of what you have
planned, Serena, so let me address it now. Sex is out. I haven't had sex since I
left L.A. and it's not changing. I'm in the right frame of mind for this tour. It
takes all my time, other than interviews. I think about it all the time and I have
to, otherwise, the shows won't be fresh and each one different. It  cannot be
routine and that is my focus. Sex distracts me and I won't have distraction until
this is done, when I finish in Miami. No means no, Serena, whether you say it
or I say it.” I glanced to Jana. “Whether you say it or I say it.” I focused back
on Serena.  “I  told twenty thousand people and potentially the entire world,
since it was recorded, the truth about us, Serena, we are close, we appreciate
each other and we enjoy the company of the other. If you want to talk with me
privately, we can do it in my room no matter who's there. I enjoy your com-
pany whether we're alone or with many. Have you changed into someone with
whom I'm unfamiliar?”

Serena frowned but had some difficulty in looking me square in the
face. After several moments of quiet discomfort for all,  she said, “I haven't



changed, Gregory.” She looked away. “I thought you would want to be alone.”
“And  not have your smiling face in the room? You know, Serena, it

seems if you're not in the middle of making a movie, you're lost. You lose your
focus.” She forced a laugh which helped ease the tension. “If you want to have
a little fun tonight, late tonight, you're welcome. You're all welcome, though I
shouldn't really have to tell you.”

“Well, maybe,” Serena said but her expression didn't seem too promis-
ing. “I am staying at the same hotel.”

“I'll call you when I leave the restaurant, so you'll know when I'll be re-
turning to the room. You decide. I said you should pick this time. You choose,
Serena. You're a big girl. You know what you're doing.” I stood. “Thank you
everyone for coming. I hope I didn't disappoint you. I need to go to the restau-
rant now.” I addressed the handler,  who would take Little Boy to the hotel
room and wait until I returned. She was paid a small amount by Daniel for this
work. Her big perk was sitting in my dressing room to meet those who came
back stage and she would be in my room for the festivities after.

Jana  walked with  me to  the  restaurant.  Along the  way she  said,  “I
wanted to stay with you in your room, Gregory, but I really wanted you to fuck
me. I miss it, in case you want to know.”

“Are you telling me, Jana, you can't sleep with a man unless he fucks
you?”

“No,” Jana replied quickly, defensively.
“You're welcome to spend all night and morning with me. We'll take

our clothes off, you'll take your make-up off, and we'll sleep next to each other,
and hold each other, and feel a warm, soft body next to the other, and if I have
an erection, it's not an invitation. Or you can avoid the whole scene altogether.
You're an adult. You decide.” Jana was quiet about it from then on.

The restaurant managed a variance, New York's finest were in abun-
dance, but the scene, while rowdy, was quite under control. I stayed for two
hours and spoke with many, none of it particularly memorable, at least not for
this exercise. Jana remained by my side without fail. At times our arms locked
and she smiled frequently as the night wore on.  I  summoned the limo and
drove to the hotel, calling Serena on the way to tell her when I expected to ar-
rive. Jana accompanied me up to the room, and I kissed her once the door was
closed, holding her body close to mine. “I thought there was no sex tonight.”

“Oh, I didn't say I wouldn't kiss you. I miss it.”
The guests  started arriving soon after,  Daniel being one of the first.

Champagne was in the room when we arrived, and Daniel ordered more, which
was  promptly  served.  Other  refreshments  trickled  in  as  needed and Serena
knocked on the door well after midnight. It went on in rousing, not loud, fash-
ion until three when the last of the guests filed out for destinations unknown. I
expected Jana and Serena, one or both, to leave but they stayed, sitting on op-
posite ends of the sofa. When I escorted the last couple, an entertainment duo
of some renown though usually in supporting roles and usually supporting in-
dependent visionaries, to the door and closed it behind them, I looked at both
women sitting on the sofa like they were waiting each other out.



There was a half bottle of champagne left and neither had glasses be-
side them. I managed to scrounge up three unused glasses among the many
scattered and sat down between them, neither displaying an expression of plea-
sure or expectation. “If either of you would like to stay,” I said as I poured
champagne into one of the glasses after I set the others on the floor, “I would
like to propose a toast and drink one more glass of champagne before I have to
hit it because I am worn out.” I held the glass in my left hand and looked to
Jana to my left. She looked to me, forced a smile and I handed her the glass.
She took it from my hand and held it. I lifted a second glass from the floor,
poured champagne into it, and offered it to Serena to my right. She also forced
a smile, took it from my hand and waited while I poured the third glass and fin-
ished the bottle. I set the empty bottle on the floor and lifted my glass above
my head. “Neither of you really has any idea what I have endured in my life
until I pulled into Serena's driveway. I think both of you have some idea, but
it's nothing compared to the reality. Yet, I don't consider it more than a stepping
stone to here, where I'm sitting between two women whom I love and I know
love me. I  also know neither of you want to share me and you are both very
uncomfortable right now. If you both got up and walked out I would com-
pletely understand.” I paused a moment but didn't look to either. “I am very
fortunate to have met both of you.” I turned to Serena. “Serena, there is no one
who can surpass you in my eyes. You are the light and the love of my life and
what you have done for me I can never repay you.” I turned to Jana. “When I
was spinning downward, Jana, I met you and you pulled me up. You listened to
me, you accepted me, you took me in and gave me the most wonderful time I
could have imagined, and you didn't do so because you took pity on me. You
did it because you loved me, you wanted me, and you knew I loved and wanted
you. I want to toast you both because you, Serena, and you, Jana, helped me
when I needed it the most, but you always did it because you wanted to. Not
for any other reason.” I leaned back, still holding my glass high, and watched
as Serena looked unwaveringly to Jana. Jana had been looking to me, but she
turned her gaze to Serena, and both their faces, tentative at first,  lifted into
smiles to each other, and they pushed their glasses to mine, they all clinked to-
gether and we drank to each other.

All of us sat back on the sofa looking forward and Jana said, “So, Gre-
gory, you're the host. Where do we go from here?”

I saw Serena turn her head to Jana and me. I glanced to Serena, turned
to Jana, looking at me intently. “Well, I hate wasting alcohol, Jana, especially
good champagne, so I'm going to finish my glass in a few minutes. Then, I'm
going to take my clothes off and get in bed. You do whatever you want, Jana.”
I turned to Serena. “And you do whatever you want, Serena.”

Serena took a sip from her glass. “What if I want to fuck you?”
“Except for that.”
“Do you make up these rules as you go along, Gregory?”
Jana laughed and leaned forward to catch Serena's gaze. “Exactly what

I was thinking, Serena. I think he makes it up as he goes along.” They both
laughed and, to my surprise, leaned toward each other across me, clinked their



glasses together and each took a sip.
I should have known I was under siege but I had no clue. I had never

been here. The three women in Seattle were all mutual friends. Jana and Serena
only knew about each other indirectly through their work but had never met
and talked with the other until this night. I thought I was safe, I would easily
have my wishes, my desires, respected. The clue I further ignored was when
both finished their champagne at the same time and decided to go to the bath-
room together to get ready for bed. I pulled off my clothes and was practically
dead when, first Jana, then Serena moments later walked out of the bathroom,
stripped naked on either side of the bed, climbed onto the bed on their respec-
tive sides and rolled up against me. I  should have known it but I hadn't been
here before. I was pretty certain neither had been here before either. Doesn't it
mean: advantage me? Unless, they engage in collusion. Going to the bathroom
together kind of allows it.

Under normal circumstances—with all the possibilities of rules branch-
ing and not being completely wiped so I couldn't focus on the game—I would
be thrusting a parcheesi board on the bed, prepared to take on any and all chal-
lengers. Two against one? Are you kidding? The first three descriptions every-
one uses for Gregory Hess is “cocky, arrogant and conceited.” Who doesn't?
Two against one? With both challengers so parcheesi inexperienced? Still,  I
was completely wiped and unprepared, and my parcheesi board was inconve-
niently resting in the trunk of my trusty Sentra since I had no intention of play-
ing even one game during this tour.

Jana began rubbing her arm over my chest, pushing up until her head
was even with mine, and kissing me, first softly, slowly, until her mouth and
tongue moved together to push me to action. I had started it by kissing her first
so I slipped my left arm behind her head, pulled her head against mine and
rubbed the back of her head continuously. I wasn't even thinking of Serena,
even though I could feel her arm running opposite Jana's arm on my chest. I
wish I  could say we engaged in parcheesi battle,  but I  had said,  “No.” No
means no,  right? Of course it's  what it  means,  but  on this  night,  this  early
morning, I was double-teamed and my adversaries worked together in such a
manner I failed to successfully halt their combined progress. Jana kept me dis-
tracted on my left, Serena kept her weight perfectly balanced over my right
arm so it remained pinned against the bed until Serena was completely on top
of me and in full charge, and charge she did.

At one point during her charge, Jana suddenly sat up on her knees, a
few inches above Serena, bent back down and looked in Serena's eyes. Both
gazed at the other for a long period and Jana moved toward Serena, Jana's head
toward Serena's head, and a few moments later I saw with my own eyes what I
never thought  I  would see.  Jana kissed Serena fully,  sensually,  and Serena
kissed her back, Serena's right arm slipping behind Jana's neck and holding her
steady. I was watching two women I loved and I knew loved me, displaying a
love and affection and desire  for each other  I  would never  have predicted.
When they separated after  several minutes of solid kissing, Jana reached for
Serena's closest breast and rubbed it, squeezed it, and bent forward to kiss it.



Serena reached out for Jana and stroked her head, her neck, any part of her
body she could reach.

I changed the rules of engagement and, using the magic fingers of my
right  hand,  worked  those  fingers  for  several  minutes  until  Serena's  body
slipped into the reaction of her orgasm, distinguishable, undeniable. In seconds
Serena pushed her head to the side, looked at me longingly, and said softly,
“Please cum for me, Gregory.”

I captured Serena's focus and held onto it as I replied as softly, “I don't
think I can, Serena. I am spent. It's why I didn't want to do this.”

Serena ignored Jana sitting next to her and plunged down to spread
over me. Her mouth was instantly covering my mouth and her tongue was in-
side my mouth in moments. After a few minutes her head rose above mine and
she locked onto my gaze. “You're not going to cum for me, are you?”

“Not tonight. I don't think I can. It's why I said no. You didn't listen to
me, Serena.”

Serena's expression changed to sorrow. “I'm sorry.” She buried her head
against my neck and I could feel her lips kiss my neck softly.

I gazed up to Jana, still sitting on her knees, and narrowed my eyelids.
“That's what you talked about when you went to the bathroom together, isn't it,
Jana? You weren't going to take 'no' from me, were you?”

Jana looked away.  “We both wanted you,  Gregory.  We thought  you
would get hard and you did.” She looked back to me and stared into my eyes.
“I said you could do it tonight and tomorrow morning, if you got hard. I sug-
gested Serena go first and I'll have you in the morning.” I was looking at her
pretty severely. “I'm sorry,” she added, bowing her head.

I waited until she lifted her head and when I locked on Jana's gaze, I
softened my expression and ordered her, “Lie down on top of me.” With my
right hand I pushed Serena to my right and ordered her, “Scoot over and make
room.” As Serena moved and put her head against my right shoulder, Jana laid
out across my left side with her head to my left and she immediately kissed my
left cheek several times. I wrapped my left arm across her back and we all laid
in this position until my penis fell out of Serena's vagina. Serena had her head
turned away. “Kiss me, Serena, then roll off me onto your back.” She did ex-
actly as she was told. Jana had her head lifted and I turned to her. “Kiss me,
Jana, then roll off me onto your back.” Without hesitation Jana did as she was
told. With my body clear I sat up and scooted off the bed toward the bathroom.
Without looking back I ordered, “Don't either of you move.”

I grabbed a cloth, soaked it in hot water, squeezed the excess and wiped
my penis. I rinsed the cloth under the hot water, soaked it,  squeezed it and
walked to the far side of the bed to Serena. As I sat on the edge I caught her
gaze and ordered, “Spread your legs and don't argue with me.” Serena spread
her legs and I wiped all around her vagina slowly, persistently. “Is that good?”

Softly Serena replied, “Yes.”
Back to the bathroom and I prepared the cloth for the last time, returned

to the bed on Jana's side and sat on the edge. “Spread your legs,” I ordered.
“But I didn't-” Jana protested.



“I didn't ask,” I interrupted Jana. She slowly spread her legs apart and I
wiped her vagina slowly, persistently with my left hand. “Is that good?”

Softly Jana replied, “Yes.”
As I walked back to the bathroom to deposit the cloth on the sink, I

said, “Until you leave this room, you will both do exactly as I tell you and
without argument,” and I appeared at the doorway and leaned against it with
my arms crossed, “or the very next time you tell me 'no,' I will ignore it and
take you anyway. So, which one do you want, Serena?”

Serena had been looking away from me, but now looked straight to me,
and contritely replied, “I will do what you tell me, Gregory.”

I looked to Jana and asked, “Jana?”
She looked straight to me and replied, as contritely, “The same, Gre-

gory.”
“Good.” I stepped to the foot of the bed between them. “You will show

me you know now what you did was wrong, since you both damaged my re-
spect for you and this will make up for it.” I leaned on the bed and stared at
Serena. “As for you, Serena, you will not get up and leave early.” She turned
her head to me. “You will stay and watch me fuck Jana, just as she stayed to
watch me fuck you. Is that understood?”

She kept her gaze focused on me as she replied, “Yes.”
I crawled onto the bed between them until about even with both and

settled on my back. I was touching both as I did so and I pulled my arms up
and held them above my head. “I want both of you to rest on top of my chest
with an arm over me so I can place an arm across your backs and hold you
against me. I love you both and this has not changed. Maybe I can fall asleep
like this because I would enjoy feeling both of you resting on me and holding
me.” Both slowly rolled onto their sides and flattened out across me, and I felt
an arm slide from my right to my left across my chest, another arm slide from
my left to my right a little lower, with a head on either shoulder. I could feel
breasts flatten against the sides of my chest and I lowered my arms across the
back of each. Both slowly and gently placed their lips onto my shoulder and
chest and kissed me lightly but continuously and I rubbed backs and some-
times gently the backs of heads. Amazingly, as stimulating as it certainly felt, I
was out only minutes later, though I was summoned by Little Boy after two
hours. I rose, fed him, told him to behave—useless advice—but we ignored
him the best we could and went back to sleep for another three or four hours.

When I  awoke from Serena's  stirring as she gently rubbed her hand
over my chest, I slipped my hand behind her head and pulled her closer to my
face and she kissed me, first slowly, gently, then more passionately, until our
mouths were open and I could feel her hand begin to slide down to my crotch,
but stop and move up. Jana, her back to me, began to move and she turned over
onto her back and her side facing me, her hand slightly rubbing over my left
shoulder and arm, and I moved my head away from Serena to break from her. I
looked in Serena's eyes as she looked in mine. “It's Jana's turn.”

Both ladies were still contrite from the night before and each did ex-
actly as I commanded. I bent Jana over the foot of the bed, directly facing Ser-



ena.  I  was probably  hard  on Serena  because  I  thought  she  was  better,  she
should have respected my wish, so I commanded her to spread her legs and
play with herself while I watched. She flashed me a look of contempt which
passed from her face quickly when she realized I wasn't kidding and did as I
commanded, slowly, reluctantly, but closed her eyes and fell into it. The sur-
prise came from Jana, watching the same spectacle, and who softly asked Ser-
ena to slide down toward her. I made no effort to intercede and eventually Jana
adopted the persona of the cunning linguist. Before it was over everybody ex-
perienced  orgasm.  For  a  few  moments  everyone was  speechless.  Nobody
moved.

“Do you want  me to  hold  it  until  it  falls  out,  Jana?”  Both laughed
lightly and I smiled when I caught Serena's gaze. She smiled back.

“I would like it. Thank you.” Now that I was tethered to Jana, I bent
over to her back and kissed it, a little, then a lot.

I stood and focused on Serena lying unmoving and content. She looked
to me and smiled again. “You've never asked me to do that, Serena, and you
will never convince me you don't like it.”

Serena smiled even wider as she answered, “But you don't like doing it.
It's what you said.”

“No, my love, I said I don't appreciate it as much as I do fucking you.
And look at you, when you close your eyes, Serena, it  could be a woman as
easily as a man, as easily as me.”

Her expression turned to concern as she asked, “Does it bother you?”
“No, but it's why I like what I like. Close your eyes and it could be a

man or a woman licking you. I could close my eyes and it could be a man or a
woman sucking me. But when I fuck you, Serena, when I fuck you, Jana, that
is only me, unless you close your eyes and think of some other man, and you
know it would piss me off, just as it would piss you off if I thought about an-
other woman while I fucked you.”

Serena was thinking as I looked to her. “You would do this for me?”
“Of course. I would do anything you asked me to do, as long as it's not

something I know will hurt you. I will never hurt you, but for both of you, if
you want me to lick you, say so.”

Serena  had  this  little  devious  expression  on  her  face.  “What  about
spanking? That would hurt me, wouldn't it?” Jana laughed.

“Not the way  I do it.  I won't  beat you and I don't have to.  Yes, you
would feel it, but it's not a beating, because I don't have to beat your bare ass to
turn it red. It would be pleasure, then pain, over and over, and it would be the
most erotic and psycho-sensual experience you've ever had.  But, you have to
ask for it. I will never suggest it. I won't do it unless I know you are absolutely
ready for it, because it  is intense for you.” Serena looked skeptical. “I would
much rather lick you, Serena. Tell me it's what you want. I will do it for you.”

Jana laughed. “I think I'd like you to spank me.” Both of them laughed.
I slapped the palm of my right hand against Jana's bare ass and she

emitted a little “Ow.” “You tell me it's what you want, little girl, and I'll give
you the full treatment. And, I'll tell you exactly what I'm going to do before I



do it.”
“Ummm,” Jana said, “I hope there's a next time soon.”
Serena frowned and looked away. “Get your divorce soon and join me.”
Serena looked hopeful but a frown immediately returned. “I can't leave

everything, Gregory. I have a successful career. I can't leave it for you, and the
lifestyle, everything. I can't just leave.”

“I don't care what you say, Serena, none of it will ever provide what I
already have provided you, what I will  always provide you. I also know you
have to be pushed to the understanding, you have to slowly come to the recog-
nition none of it will ever replace me. And when you do, I will still be holding
your seat next to me. No one will ever sit in it but you.”

My penis fell out of Jana's vagina at this moment. I walked to the bath-
room for a cloth and prepared it. When I returned Jana was standing and I ap-
proached her. “Do you want me to wipe you or do you want to do it yourself?”

Her hand reached for the cloth as she said, “I'll do it.”
When Jana finished she handed me the cloth. I took it from her hand,

framed her head in my left hand and kissed her for a few moments. I smiled
warmly when I saw Jana's smile appear. I entered the bathroom and prepared
the washcloth for Serena, but I walked to the edge of the bed and didn't give
her an option. Serena's legs were still wide open and I wiped her vagina deli-
cately,  initially  looking  in  her  face,  seeing  her  acceptance.  As  I  wiped  all
around the convergence of her legs and her crotch,  Serena moaned a little.
“That feels so nice. I like when you wipe me.”

I smiled as I focused on her black pearls. “I'll do it every time, Serena. I
enjoy it.”

(Continued in Just Desserts, Just the Words, Second Part)
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